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PREFACE TO VOL. XXYI.

On April 15th our Magazine will have reached the close of its

25th year, its first quarter of a century. Established by its revered

late Editor, Mr. J. W. Tutt, as a Journal of Variation, it has more or

less kept its object in view daring the whole of that period, but at the

same time its pages have been open for articles and discussions on

every subject in which entomologists have been interested. Of the

names of those who were contributors to the first two volumes we still

have nearly a score who continue to give us notes, articles, or in-

formation, on the other hand we note with sorrow that nearly two

score of our then helpers have passed away.

May we ask our subscribers one and all to help us with notes

during the coming year. The great world struggle will take the

thought and energy of many of us, and like everything else our study

must suffer to a degree, but by mutual aid, even if it be but

individually small, we shall do well.

Again we have issued 24 plates during the year. For these we

are indebted to the continued kindness of Dr. Chapman (10), Mr.

G. T. Bethune-Baker (9), Mr. P. A. Buxton (1), Mr. B. C. S. Warren

(1), and Dr. Burr (1). For the General Index we have to thank

Mr. J. R. le B. Tomlin, and Professor Hudson Beare, Dr. Burr, and

Mr. Collin have kindly undertaken sections of the Special Index.

The active aid and ready, useful criticism of the Rev. Geo, Wheeler

has been at all times a reliable advantage.

Kind wishes to all contributors and subscribers for the coming

season.

Hy. J. Turner.
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SPECIAL INDEX.
By T. HUDSON BEARE, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.E.S. (Coleoptera) ; M. BURE,

D.Sc, F.Z.S., F.E.S. (Orthoptera) ; J. E. COLLIN, F.E.S. (Diptera) ; and
H. J. TUENER, F.E.S. (Hemiptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, etc).

Coleoptera arranged in order of Genera. The other orders arranged by Species.

Species, Genera, etc., new to Britain are marked with an Asterisk*, those neiv

to Science icith two Asterisks**.

ACARINA.
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Philbyclrus fuscipennis

halophilus

melanocepbalus .

.

Philonthus pullus .

.

Pimelia barbara
inflata

Psammobius sulcicollis

Psammcechus bipunctatus
Psylliodes cyanopteva
Pterosticbus atenimus

gracilis

minor
nigrita

parumpunctatus .

.

Ebagonycha unicolor

Rbizophagus cribratus

parallelocollis

Scarabeus sacer

Semiclaviger sikorne

Stenolopbus vespertinus

Tacbyusa ati'a

Thanasimus rufipes

Tbiasophila angulata
inquilina

Tbryogenes scirrhosus

Zonitis ebornia

PAGE
. 147
. 147
147

, 99
. 65

, 65
. 99
. 99
. 101
. 103

, 99
. 62
. 62
. 99
. 99
. 99
. 63
. 66
. 150
. 99
. 99
. 23
. 41
. 41
. 99
. 103

COLLEMBOLA.
albinus, Cyphodeirus, Becbia . . 43

CoUembola 43, 75, 150
Podura .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 63

CRUSTACEA.
Erioccus . . . . . . . . 74
hoffmanseggi, Platyartbrus 26, 44, 63

Isopoda . . . . . . . . 74

DIPTERA.
asgyptiaea, Nemastrina . . . . 87
^nigmatias.. .. 276,277,278
sestuum, Lininopbora . . . . 189
albocingulata, Hilara . . . . 258
Antbomyidfe .

.

. . . . 258
Antbomyza . . .

.

. . . . 258
Apbiocbfeta . . .

.

. . . . 258
auricollis, Argyra* .

.

. . . . 211
biarticulata, Nycteribia (Stylidia) 68
bifasciata, Antbomyza . . . . 258
blattoides, Aenigmatias 37, 45,

102, 276, 277, 278
Bombylius . . .

.

. . . . 65
boreella, Antbomyza . . . . 258
bracbyptera, Peyerimhoffia 62, 102
bras-sicffi, Pegomyia . . . . 209
calopteva, Laglaizia . . . . 124
campestris, Aphiochfeta . . . . 208
ciliata, Fannia .

.

. . . . 189

clavipes. Aphiochjvta . . . . 208
connexa, Pbora** .. .. .. 208
crabroniformis, Asilus . . . . 189
Cuiicidffi . . .

.

120, 122, 210
Diptera . . ., 76, 147, 148, 208
discolor, Bombylius .. ..68

PAGE
Dolicbopodidae .. .. 52, 268
dorni, Platypbora (Oniscomyia)** 278
dufouri, Penicillidia .

.

. . 68
elegantiila, Agatbomyza .

.

. . 259
elegantula, Callimyia .

.

. . 258
elongata. Apbiocbfeta** .. .. 208
fera, Tacbina . . . . . . 189

formicarum, Pbora.

.

.. ..42
formosa, Cbloromyia .

.

. . 68

Gloasinidffi .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 190
gracilis, Pbora .

.

.

.

. . 258
griseola, Macronycbia .

.

. . 189

grossa, Tacbina .

.

.

.

. . 189

guttatus, Syrphus .

.

.

.

. . 26

bectoralis, Apbiocbseta .

.

. . 208
higblandiea (blattoides var.),

Aenigmatias** .. .. 277
italicura, Cbrysotoxum . . 68, 87
lasiae, Pbyliomvza .

.

.

.

. . 42
lubbocki, Platypbora 102,276,277, 278
medius, Bombylius.

.

.. 65, 68

meigeni, Apbiochteta .

.

. . 208
microps, Eceoptomera .

.

. . 62
morsitans, Glossina .

.

. . 190
mutabilis, Microdon .

.

. . 44
myrmecophilus, Ceratopogon . . 43

nicricanda, Tbrypticus . . 52, 258
Oniscomyia = Aenigmatias .. 278
paniscus, Antbrax .

.

.. .. 87
parva, Pborbia .. .. .. 189
parvicornis. Cbirosia .

.

. . 189
pedicularia, Nycteribia (Listropodia) 68

Peyerimboffia .

.

.

.

. . 62

Pbora 258

Pboridffi 208

Platypbora .

.

. . 276, 277, 278

pygmtea, Lispe .

.

.

.

. . 189

saliciperda, Cecidomyia . . 151, 189
scbineri, Amalopis* .. .. 211

scbmidti, Nycteribia (Listropodia) 68
Simulium .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 52
Styringomyia .. .. 150. 210
submeigeni, Apbiocha3ta** .. 208
subterranea, Peyerimboffia** .. 62

Syrpbidse .. .. .. .. ]26

vestita, Apbiocba?ta** .. .. 208

vexata, Nycteribia (Acrocbolidia) . . 68
viduella, Agatbomyza .

.

. . 258

vitrea, Pbora 208
zetterstedti, Agatbomyza .

.

. . 258

ENTOMOSTRACA.
Cyclops 76

HEMIPTERA.
agilis, Stenocepbalus .. ..87
Aleurodes (Aleyrodes) . . 150, 151

Aleyrodidffi 150, 151

algirica (laciniata), Phyllomorpba 87

Apbidte 38, 44

Apbides 148

atra, Pbylloscelis 209

aurantiaca, Cblorita .. .. 211
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Lepto-

PAGE
liiwinodis, Myrmica ..08, 62, 138

laminatorius, Amblyteles . . . . 262

Leptothorax .

.

89, 90, 91, 94, 106

Limacis .. .. .. .. 102

lobicornis, Myrmica .

.

. . 38
luconim, Bombus .. ..67,69, 154

lutorius, Trogus . . . . . . 262

lyncea, Chiysis . . . . . . 103

maculata, Vespa . . . . . . 150
mauietanicus, Odynerus . . . . 85

Mesachile 103

mellifica. Apis . . 65, 67, 69, 85

mixta, Andrena . . . . . . 208
niixto-unibratus, Lasius . . 40, 42

mixtus, Lasius 38, 39, 41, 43, 44, 142

molefasciens, Pogonomyrmex . . 45

moiio, Andrena .

.

.

.

. . 69

morio, Tipbia .

.

.

.

. . 67
Mymaridffi .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 102

MyrnieciniB .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 38

myrniecobius, Apbanogmus** .. 117

Myrmecocystus .

.

.

.

. . 124

Myrniica . . . .
•

. . 45

niger, Lasius 39, 40, 42, 43, 44,

124, 142, 158

nigriceps (tuberuni subsp.), Lepto-

thorax
nigrilabis, Encera .

.

noctilio (juvencus), Sirex

nylanderi (tuberum niibs}).

thorax 39, 67, 89. 90, 91,

92, 95, 96, 106,

nylandero-eorticalis(tuberum var.),

Leptothorax .

.

nylandero - unifasciatus (tuberum
var.), Leptothorax .

.

Odynerus
palliatorius, Amblyteles .

.

pallidula, Pheidole .

.

parcipeta, Thorictus
parvulus, Odynerus
Pelopffius

Pentartbron
pharaonis, Monomorium
picea, Formica
pimplator, Meniscus
Polyergus
Pompilus
pratensis, Formica.,
punctulata, Rhodogaster
pygmsea, Plagiolepis

ranunculi, Andrena
Raptiformica
rubescens (fusca var.), Formica 41,

43,

rufa, Formica 38, 40, 41, 42, 43,

44, 45, 91, 117
rufescens, Polyergus . . . . 278
rufibarbis, Formica 41, 42, 43, 158, 278
rufiventris, Andrena . . . . 85
rufo-pratensis (rufa var.), Formica

40, 41, 42
ruginodis, Myrmica 38, 42, 44, 158
ruginodo-l.'evinodis (Isevinodis var.),

Myrmica 138

94
65
254

107

94

94
.. 103
.. 262
.. 69
.. 124
.. 85
.. 52
.. 120
.. 88

. 277, 278
.. 212
.. 278
.. 66

.40, 43, 158
.. 154

67, 85
.. 69
.. 142

44

sabuleti (scabrinodisi'rt)'.), Myrmica 38
sanguinea, Formica 39, 40, 41, 42,

91, 102, 141, 142, 277, 278
sanguinea-fusca, Formica.

.

.. 142

sardoa, Aphenogaster .

.

. . 67

saundersi, Eucera .

.

.

.

. . 69

scabiosae, Halictus .

.

.

.

. . 69

scabrinodis, Myrmica 38, 42, 44, 158
scabrinodo-lobicornis (scabrinodis,

var.), Myrmica
schenki, Cremastogaster .

.

scutellaris, Cynips .

.

scutellaris, Cremastogaster
senescens, Anthrophora .

.

Serviformiea
sicula, Chalicodoma
smaragdina, Oecophylla .

.

spinipennis, Thrytocera
spirifex, Scelipbron

sticticum, Anthidium
subopacum, Monomorium.
subterranea, Aphenogaster
sylvaticus, Camponotus
Tenthredinidae

38
149
25
67
85

142
64
148
212
103

69

.. 85

.. 124

67, 69
75, 209, 210

66,

67,

148,

99
68

103
94

124
210
120
85
154
67

subsp.),
.90, 94, 108

94

94

terrestris, Bombus .

.

testaceo-pilosa, Aphenogaster
Tetraehrysis.

.

Tetramorium
Thorictus
Trichiosoma.

.

Triehogramma
tricornis, Osmia
trifasciatus, Odynerus
trivittata, Eucera .

.

tubero-atKnis (tuberum
Leptothorax .

.

tubero-interruptus (tuberum sufci^j.),

Leptothorax .

.

tubero-nigriceps (tuberum subsp.),

Leptothorax .

.

tuberum, Leptothorax 89, 90, 91,

92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 106, 107,

108, 109

umbratus, Lasius . . 39, 40, 98, 142

unifasciatus (tuberum subsj).),

Leptothorax 89, 90, 91, 93,

94, 95, 95, 106, 109

unifasciato - interruptus (tuberum
var.), Leptothorax

variator, Bracon
vetula, Andrena
viaticus, Myrmecocystus
viaticus, Pompilus .

.

violacea, Xylocopa .

.

virescens, Oecophylla
vulgaris, Vespa
westwoodi, Stenamma

94
.. 212

.. 69

67, So, 124
.. 65

69
148
154
38

67,

LEPIDOPTERA.
abbreviata, Eupithecia
abencerragus, Turania
abietaria, Boarmia .

.

abruptaria, Hemerophila

.. 45
. 160, 164

. . 47

46, 165,

166, 168
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apoUo, Parnassius 3, 5, 6, 7, 10,

11, 12, 14, 23, 50, 55, 58,

113, 114, 124, 130, 212, 240,

241, 244, 266, 267, 269

apollonius, Parnassius . . . . 212

aprilina, A.griopis .

.

.

.

. . 103

arbusculee, Eriogaster . . . . 4

arbuti = tenebrata

arcania, Cctnonympha 10, 11, 15,

17, 20, 243, 244

areas, Lycasna ..162, 164, 242, 266

arcuosa, Miana . . . . . . 46

ardosiella, Pempelia .

.

. . 85

areola (lithorhiza), Xylocampa .. 45

arete (hyperantus ab.), Aphanto-
pus ...
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bellidice (daplidice var.), Pontia
19, 89, 233

bellezina (belia var.), Anthocharis 89

betulfe, Ruralis, Zephyrus 133,

134, 135, 163, 181, 184, 221

betuli*, Tinagma .

.

.

.

. . 257
betularia, Amphidasis 168, 231, 265

bicolor (thetis (((>.), Agriades** .. 187

bicolorana, Hylophila .

.

. . 46

bicolorata, Mesoleuca, Melanthia
156, 212

bicolorella, Coleopbora 193, 248, 249
bicuspis, Dicranura .

.

. . 265
bidentata, Odontopera 46, 152,

186, 231

bifida, Dicranura .

.

.

.

. . 46
bilinea (trigrammica ab.), Gram-

mesia .

.

.

.

.231
bilunaria (illunaria), Selenia 22, 126
bimaculata (taminata), Bapta .. 231
Binghamia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 159
bipunctaria, Ortbolitha .

.

. . 104
bisetata, Acidalia .

.

.

.

. . 46
Biston 97, 117
Bistoninse .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 98
bistortata, Tepbrosia .

.

. . 212
Bithys 134
biundularia, Tepbrosia . . 104, 212
blattoides, Rusticus .. .. 201
Boarmia .. .. ..14, 97, 125
Boarmiinse .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 282
bcetica (desfontainii var.), Meli-

tsea 123
bceticus, Lampides 13, 84, 135,

136, 163, 234
boisduvali, Pseudacrasa . . 120, 122
bombyliformis = tityus

boopis (lycaon ah.), Epinephele** 145
boreata, Cheimatobia . . 47, 188
bornemanni, Ornitboptera . . 265
borus, Thecla .

.

.

.

. . 195
brassicfe, Pieris 10, 11, 14, 15, 18,

21, 23, 31, 35, 52, 64, 66,

67, 84, 151, 156, 176, 187, 233
brassolis, Lypbyra . . . . . . 97
bremeri, Parnassius .

.

. . 146
briseis, Satyrus 10, 53, 58, 131,

220, 241, 251
brizEe, Anthrocera .

.

.

.

. . 14
brookeana, Ornitboptera .

.

. . 28
brumata, Cbeimatobia . . 47, 188
brunnea (dorilis), Loweia .

.

. . 248
brunneus (poseidon ab.), Orni-

tboptera 266
brunneata, Tbamnonoma .

.

. . 157
bryonias (napi var.), Pieris 31, 130
bueepbala, Pbalera.

.

.. .. 220
bucovinensis (populi var.), Limeni-

tis 120
buddbista, Cupido .. .. 160, 164
butleri, Cbffitoprocta .. .. 163
cacica, Morpbo .

.

.

.

. . 266
cacicus, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 264
caeca, (arge ah.), Melanargia . . 252

caeca (byperantus ab.), Apban-
topus 264

caeciiia (manto var.), Erebia 21,

35, 36, 37, 47, 48, 49, 111,

132, 158, 159, 238
caecodromus (tyndarus ah.),

Erebia 132

caerulea (icarus at.), Polyommatus 269
eaeruleocepbala, Diloba, Episemia 47
cseruleopunctata (pheretes ab.),

Albulina 130
cieruleopunctata (phlasas ah.).

Rumicia .

.
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cembvffi, Scoparia .

.

cenea (dardanus var.), Papilio .

centaiireata = oblongata
eentum-notata (truncata ab.), Ci

daiia

cerago (fulvago ab.

Xantbia .

.

Ceramidia .

.

Cerura
cervantaria, Acidalia

cervinata, Ortbolitba

cespitis, Liiperina .

.

Cethosia

ceto, Eiebia

PAGE
257
101

Citria.

26,

172,

104

156
101
146
85
47
167
175

268
163
184

233
89
164
134
160
163
184
21

101
229

265
264
144
135

197
173
135
161

4, 48, 123, 126, 132

247,

Cbsetoprocta

cbambezi, Aeraea .

.

. . 182,

cbapmani (tbersites aest.), Ag-
riades** ..

cbarlonia, Eucbloe.

.

.. 84,

cbarybdis, Glaucopsycbe . . 162,

Cbattendenia (Edwardsia)
cbennellii, Bothria..
Chilades 136,

chilo, Aci-fea.. .. 181,182,
chloridice, Pontia .

.

chloroplegia, Ceramidia
cbiisti, Erebia
chrjsantbemi (filipendulas ab.),

Anthrocera .

.

chrysomelas (batbus ah.), Papilio
cbrysonuchellus, Crambus
CbiysopbanidsB
Chrysopbaninas
Cbrysopbanus
Chrysopbanus = Heodes ..

cbrysopis, Polyommatus .

.

Cbrysoptera = Heodes.
chi-ysorrbtea (auriflua), Portbesia,

Euproctis
Cidaria .

.

.

.

. , 50,
Cigaritis 135,
cinerea, Agrotis .

.

. . 46,

cinxia, Melitiea . . 19, 55, 125,
circe, Satyrus 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,

18, 20, 171, 220, 221,
circellaris (ferruginea), Mellinia
circellata, Acidalia .

.

citrago, Cirrbia

citraiia, Aspilates .

.

clatbrata, fcitrenia .

.

elavipalpis, Atbetis.

.

cieodoxa (adippe ab.), Argynnis
Cleopatra, Gonepteryx 12, 14, 15,

31, 64, 6(5, 67, 69, 103, 124,

221, 241
Cleora . . . . . . . . 97
clerckella, Lyonetia . . . . 149
clermonii, Cbama}spbecia** .. 74
clymene, Epinepbele .

.

. . 268
clytia, Papilio 209
clytie (ilia var.), Apatura . . 25, 251
cnicana, Argyrolepia .. .. 118
Coatlantona .

.

.

.

. . 150
citlestina, Glaucopsycbe . . . . 268

10
126
163
231
268

251
268
190
46

144
262
85

244

ccelestis (thetis var.), Agriades .

.

Cctnonympba
Coleophora .

.

. . 209, 248,

Coleopboridse .

.

193, 257,
Colias

colliurensis (brassica' ah.), Pieris**

Columbus, Papilio .

.

Columbus = gundlacbianus.
comes, Tripboena .

.

comma, Urbicola .

.

complana, Litbosia.

.

complanula= lurideola.

concinnata, Cidaria
concolor, Tapinostola
concomitella, Litbocolletis

cozifusella, Nepticula
consobrinaria (consortaria ab.),

Boarmia
consonaria, Boarmia . . 46,

consortaria, Boarmia ..46, 73,

conspersa = nana
constans = gavarniensis = crecilia.

constellata (lucina ab.), Hamearis*
contaminei, Antbrocera ..

contigua, Mamestra
contiguaria, Ptychopoda (Acidalia)

conversaria (repandata var.),

Boarmia
convolvuli, Agrius .

.

cordigera, Anarta .

.

eordula, Satyrus 14, 131, 241, 244,

coretas, Everes
coridon, Agriades, Polyommatus

2, 14, 25, 59, 60, 102, 103,

125, 161,162, 164, 187, 212,

221, 225, 226, 227, 234,245,

252, 260, 261, 262, 265, 266,

267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273,

275,

coronata, Eupitbecia 46, 231,

coronatella, Pbycita
corticea, Agrotis

eorylata, Cidaria .

.

. . 46,

Cosmodesmus
Cossidaj

costsestrigalis, Hypenodes. . 47,

costalis, Pyralis

eostana, Tortrix .. .. 127,

costovata (fluctuata ab.), Xan-
tborboe (Melanippe)

crabroniformis, Trocbilium
Crambi(us) .

.

.

.

. . 55,

crameri = belia .. 31,66,69,
craspedontis (mnemosyne ab.),

Parna?sius .

.

crataegi, Aporia 11, 14, 15, 19, 20,

eratsegi, Trichiura .

.

crepuscularia, Tepbrosia 46, 104,

cribraria, Euprepria . . 57,

cribrellum, Hesperia
cribrum, Coscinia..

crinanensis, Hydrcecia
crocealis, Ebulea
crcesus, Ornitboptera
cruda = pulverulenta

I'AGE

187
10

249
258
273
187
264

267
154
47

126
125

258
258

73

231
212

167

* 25

238
46

265

125

104
265
251
130

276
232
209

46
231
124
263
232
186
260

267
151
188
89

118
250
262
212
58

268
234
156
232
265
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PAGE
cucubali, Dianthcecia 104, 167, '231

cuculJata (sinuata), Anticlea .. 232
cucuUateJla, Nola .. .. 46, 151

Cuciillia 186
culiciformis, Aegeria . . 46, 231

Cupido .. ..160,161,164,178
Curetis 149

curtula, PygEEra .

.

.

.

. . 45
Cyanins ".. ..161,162,163,203
cyanochlora, Chaiagia .

.

. . 263
Cyclyrius .. .. .. 136, 163
cydippe, (Argynnis) 32, 171, 172,

175, 219
cygnus, Thecla . . . . . . 195
cyllarus, Glaucopsycbe 13, 19, 26,

66, 162, 164, 178, 183
cyraat.odactyla, Orneodes .

.

. . 209
Cymatophoiidfe .

.

.

.

. . 259
cymbalaiiie, Omia .

.

.

.

. . 4

cynipiformis = vespiformis

cynthia, Melitasa 130, 229, 234,

243, 244
cynthia, Philosamia .

.

. . 234
cytis, Turania .

.

. . 160, 164
cytisaria = pruinata
daedalus, Cupido .. .. 198,199
dahlii, Noctua .. .. ..47
daitozana, Phengaris . . 162, 164
damon, Hirsutina, Agriades 75,

161, 164
Danama .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 192
danfeidti, Amauris .. .. 182, 184
daphne, Brenthis 12, 13, 17, 20, 130
daphdice, Pontia 14, 19, 69, 84,

89, 221, 233, 237
dardanus, Papilio . . 101, 120, 122
darwiniana (arcania var.), Cieno-

iiympha .

.

.

.

. . 243
daunia, Phsedrotes .

.

.. .. 201
decoloiata, Emmelesia .

.

. . 46
defoliaria, Hybernia . . 47, 188
delamererisis (biundularia var.),

Tephrosia .

.

.

.

. . 212
deleta (grossulariata ah.), Abraxas 212
deUus, Pamassius 3, 228, 229,

244, 247, 266, 267
delphius, Pamassius .

.

. . 212
denhami = ?!?/5. Nyssia .. .. 212
dentina (plebeia), Mamestra, Hadena 46
deplana (helvola), Lithosia 47,

126, 212, 232
derennoi (amphidamns ah), Lo-

weia** .

.

.

.

. . 73
derivata = nigrofasciaria

desertoium = evanescens (belemia
ah.).. 84

desfontainii, Melifsea .. 123,

125, 145
designata (propugnata), Coremia.

.

46
desperatella, Nepticula . . .

.

257
detecta (pudorella r«r.), Acia?a .. 184
detersella, Stomopteryx . . .

.

209
dia, Brenthis . . 10, 11, 14, 15, 20
Dicranura . . . . . . .

.

146

PAGK
dietseoides, Notodonta .

.

. . 232
dictynna, MeUtsea .

.

. . 130, 243
didyma, Melitsa 10, 11, 13, 15, 17,

19, 120, 125, 150, 262, 268
didymata, Melenydris . . 156, 165
digitellus, Crambus .

.

. . 56
dilutata (aria), Oporabia .. 47, 188
diniensis (sinapis vai\), Leptosia. . 12

dione, Gseides .

,

.

.

. . 197
diphilus, PapiUo .

.

.

.

. . 268
discobolus, Pamassius .

.

. . 212
disjunctaria, Larentia .

.

. . 85
dispar, Liparis, Lymantria 50, 98,

146, 270
dispar, Chrysopbanus . . 50, 102
distentella, Lithocolletis .

.

. . 257
distincta (belemia ah.), Anthocharis 69
distinctana, Coccyx .

.

. . 257
divina, Scolitantides . . 160, 164
dolabraria, Eurymene .

.

. . 46

dolus, Polyommatus . . 119, 120

dominula, Callimorpha 14, 52,

104, 125, 168, 265
donzelii, Plebeius . . 161, 228, 247
dorilis, Loweia, Heodes 10, 19,

129, 135, 248
doris, Heliconius .

.

.

.

. . 123
dorus, Ccenonympha 11, 220, 221, 251

dotata = populata
dotata (populata ah.), Lygris,

Cidaria

doubledayaria (betularia var.),

Amphidasis .

.

Drepanulidte
dromedarius = phcebe
dromus (tyndarus ab.), Erebia 54,

80, 81,

dryope, Thecla
dubia, Hjpolimnas.

.

duboisi (hipponous ah.), Papilio**

duma, Ruralis

dumerilii, Luperina
dumetorum, Callophrys .. 196,

duponcbeli, Leptosia . 12,

echeria, Amauris .

.

. . 182,

echinopisella, Mvelois

edusa, Colias 8,"l0, 12, 13, 14, 15,

19, 20, 26, 49, 55, 58, 64,

67, 81, 82, 84, 99, 101, 125,

126, 142, 151, 165, 185, 190,

156

265
258

132
196
149

209
163
279
197
251
184

85

220, 221, 230, 254,
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201

empiformis, Aegeria
endymion, (Lycwna)
enoptes, Rusticus .

.

enthea, Chietoprocta

Epinephele .

.

epiphron, Erebia 4, 11, 14, 55, 56

57, 81, 123, 131, 133, 229
237

Epistor
epistygne, Erebia .

.

Eranius
erate, Colias.

.

. . 20, 268, 273
Erebia 48, 49, 77, 105, 111, 112
Erebia; .

.

14, 53, 54, 57
eremita (monacha ah.), Psilura

erinnys (gorge var.), Erebia
eris (niobe ah.), Argynnis 14, 32

125, 130, 153, 174, 175
ergane, Pieris

eroides, Polyommatus
eros, Polyommatus 2, 57, 130

228, 237
Erschoffia .

.

erschoffi, Polyommatus
erymus = pardalis ?

Erynnis (Carcharodus)
eryphon, Incisalia ..

erythromelas (polychloros ab.), Eu
gonia

escaleriB (apoUo ah.), Parnassius
escheri, Polyommatus 3, 13, 14

150, 238
esmeralda, Tricbura
Euchloe .

.

. . 235, 260
eumedon, Polyommatus . . 161
eupheme, Zegris .

.

. . 97
eupbemus, Lycsena 162, 104, 220

242
eupheno (belia), Euchloe 31, 64

66, 67, 69, 84
euphenoides, Euchloe 10, 11, 13

14, 15
euphorbiae, Hyles .

.

euphorbiffi (myricfe), Pharetra
euphorbiata = murinata.
euphrosyne, Brenthis 8, 25, 26, 54

66, 67, 126, 143, 144, 153
euryades (amaryllis var.), Heli

conius
euryale, Erebia 36, 37, 55, 58, 102

109, 132, 186
eurybia (hippothoe var.), Chryso

phanus
eurytus, Pseudacraea
evanescens (belemia ah

charis
Everes .

.

159, 160, 164
Everiidffi

evias, Erebia
evius, Cupido
exciEcata, iSmerinthus
exigua, Laphygma .

.

exiguata, Eupithecia
exilis (fea), Brephidium
eximia, Felderia

58, 129

120
Antho

237

PAGE
10

1G2
202
163
12

240
176
145
262
275
240
81

125
132

244
23

268

250
134
161

194
196

69
114

246
116
279
164

268

266

89

31

97
265

248

150

240

248
122

84
178
159
246
200
176

85
46

202
134

PAGE.

.. 196

.. 257

.. 47

.. 85

.. 46
5, 54, 154

.. 208
231, 253

.. 257

exoleta (nelsoni ah.), Theela
expallidana, Catoptria
expallidata, Eupithecia
exsiccata, Tathorhynchus.

.

extersaria, Tephrosia
exulans, Anthrocera
fagella, Diurnea
falcataria, Drepana.

.

falconipennella, Gracilaria
falcula = falcataria.

falloui, Anthocharis
famelica (baton ah.), Scolitantides

fascelina, Dasychira
fascelis (trivia ah.), MelitEea

fasciaria = prosapiaria.

fathme (ines var.], Melanargia** .

.

favillaceana, Capua
fea = exilis.

fedtschenkoi, Thestor . . 179, 183
feisthameli (podalirius var.), Papilio

13, 15, 30
Felderia 134
fennica (vinula var.), Dicranura . . 146
ferrugalis, Pionea .

.

. . 64, 85
ferrugata, Coremia, Mesoleuca . . 47
ferruginea = circellaris.

fervida-CEeca (rubi ah.), Callophrys
festiva, Noctua
Mia, Satyrus 13, 58, 171, 220, 241, 251
filicata, Acidalia . . . . . . 50
filipendulse, Anthrocera 5, 14, 20,

102, 151, 185, 265
filipluma (megffira aest.), Pararge** 233
fimbria, TriphEena .

.

.

.

. . 231
fischeri, Everes (Tongeia) . . 159, 164
Fixenia
flava (thaumas), Adopsea

84
85

189

268

24
103

46

.. 134

12, 20,

260, 279
.. 85flava, Athetis

flavago= lutea, Citria

flavago = ochracea, Gortyna
flavescens (fulvago ah.), Citria,

Xanthia . . . . .

.

156

flavicornis, Polyploca . . .

.

45

flavofasciata, Erebia . . .

.

229
flavopalliata (grossulariata ab.),

Abraxas . . . . .

.

151

flavopalliata-cuneata (grossulariata

ab.). Abraxas .. .. 152
flexula. Aventia . . . . 47, 232
fluctuata, Xanthorhoe, Melanippe 267
fluctuosa, Palimpsestis . . .

.

232

fluviata, Camptogramma, Larentia

22, 66, 85
forfiealis, Pionea 232

formosa, Euchromia . . .

.

189

fowleri (coridon aft.), Agriades .. 234
fraxinata, Eupithecia . . .

.

151

fraxini, Catocala .. .. .. 127

frivaldszkyi, Satsuma . . 179, 183

fuciformis= tityus

fuliginosa (suasa), Satyrium .

.

197
fuliginosa = icarioides .. .. 198

fulla = icarioides

fulva, Tapinostola . . . . .

.

47
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97

PAGE
fulvago, Citria, Xanthia . . . . 156

fulvata, Cidaria .

.

. . 46, 232
fumaria(hirtariaa6.),Lycia, Biston 268

fumata, Acidalia .

.

. . 104, 154

fumida, Trichura*t .. .. 115

fumosa (bicolorata ah.), Mesoleuca 156

furcata (elutata), Hydriomena 157, 232

fusca, Pygmfpna .

.

.

.

. . 154

fuscantaria, Ennomos .

.

. . 47

fuscedinella, Coleophora 193, 248, 249

gabrielis, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 149

galathea, Melanargia 20, 22, 125,

219, 220, 221, 260, 262, 265
galba, Chilades .

.

. . 136, 163

galiata, Xantborhoe
gallipborbise hyb., Sphinx.
gallii, Celei-io .. 97, 211, 233

gambrisius, Papilio.

.

.. .. 149

gamma, Plusia 23, 64, 66, 67, 151

gavarniensis (manto var.), Erebia

21, 22, 37, 47, 48, 49, 109,

110,111, 112, 113, 132, 158, 159

gavarniensis = cajcilia

Gelechiidse 257
gelini (tedipus ah.), Ccenonympha 187

Geometridffi 50, 67, 85, 118, 191,

255, 258, 259, 279, 280, 281, 282

geryon, Adscita .. .. 10, 231

gigantia, lolana .

.

. . 162, 164

gilvago, Mellinia, Xanthia. . 126, 212

gisela. Cupido . . . . . . 160
glaciahs (alectot-ar.), Erebia 3, 37,

77, 132, 229, 244, 248, 250
glandifera= muralis
glauca, Hadena
glaucinaria, Gnophos
glaucon, Eustieus ..

Glaucopsyche
glaucus, Papilio

globulariffi, Khagades
glyphica, Euclidia .

.

Gnophos
goante, Erebia
gonodactyla, Platyptilia

gordius (alciphron var.

14, 55, 58, 129, 244
gorge, Erebia 37, 52, 57, 81, 132,

229, 240, 243, 244, 246, 247, 250
gorgon, Gaeides .

.

.

.

. . 197
gorgone (gorge var.), Erebia . . 37
gothica, Tsenioeampa . . 45, 231
gracilis, Tfeniocampa
graecaria, Ithysia .

.

graminis, Charasas .

.

grisea (suspeeta ah.), Dyschoricta 156
grisearia (prosapiaria ah.), Ellopia 187
griseola, Lithosia .

.

. . 10, 232
grossulariata. Abraxas 100, 103,

123, 126, 151, 152, 167, 212, 267
gundlachianus (columbus), Papilio 263
grunus, Habrodias .

.

.

.

. . 195
gueneei, Luperina .

.

.

.

. . 279
halloides (castro), Epidemia .. 197
halterate, Diptilon .

.

.

.

. . 150

.. 103

.. 211

201, 202

162, 164, 178
.. 264
.. 231

.. 19

.. 97

.. 282

.. 118
Loweia

45, 231
.. 98

47, 156

PAGE
hamula, Drepana .

.

.

.

. . 144
hanningtoni (albimaeula var.),

Amauris .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 182
haraldus (ananga), Lycsenopsis

162, 163, 164, 203, 204
hardwickii, Parnassius .

.

. . 212
harrisoni /(?//)., Lycia .. .. 212
hartmanniana, Argyrolepia . . 103
hastata, Eulype .

.

.

.

. . 144
hecatseus, Papilio . . . . . . 125
hecla, Colias .

.

.

.

. . 117
hector, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 268
hecuba, Morpho .

.

.

.

. . 266
hecuba, Ornithoptera . . . . 125
helense hyb.. Sphinx .

.

. . 97
helice (edusa var.), Colias 20, 49,

81, 82, 151, 190
Helieonius 125, 150
Heliophorus.

.

.. .. .. 135
helveticalis, Orenaia .

.

. . 58
helvola = deplana
Hemerophila .

.

.

.

. . 97
Heodes .

.

135, 163, 180, 183
Heodinae 179, 180
heparata = obliterata

Hepialidaj .

.

hera = quadripunctaria
hermione, Satyrus 10, 11, 18, 19,

20, 32, 34, 131, 171, 175,

220, 221, 244, 251,
hermione = syriaca .

.

. . 18, 19,

herzi, Fixenia

i

Hesperia . . .

.

97, 194, 209
hesperica (sephyrus var.), Plebeius

I

26, 123
Hesperiidffi .

.

. . 11, 15, 27, 129

I

Heterocera 14,54, 122
heteronea, Cupido . . . . . . 198
hippocastanaria, Pachycnemia . . 46
hippocoon (dardanus var.), Papilio 101
hippocrepidis, Anthrocera.

.

.. 233
hippomedusa (medusa var.),

Erebia .

.

132, 240, 246, 268
hipponous, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 209
hippothoe, Chrysophanus, Heodes

33, 34, 58, 129, 135, 153
171, 172, 173, 240, 248

hirtaria, Lycia, Biston . . 98, 268
hispania (tyndarus var.), Erebia. . 80
hispulla (jurtina var.), Epinephcle

10, 11, 14, 244
hispidaria, Apocheima ..52, 190, 231
hobleyi (eurytus subsp.), Pseuda-

crsea 120, 122
homerus, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 264
hospiton, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 84
hospitonides(machaon t^ar.), Papilio 84
hostilis, Pempelia .

.

.

.

. . 257
hungarica (melas var.), Erebia . . 80
hyale, Colias 26, 55, 58, 73, 83,

220, 221, 230
hyalinalis, Botys .

.

.

.

. . 231
hydara, Helieonius.

.

.. .. 150
hyensis (atalanta ah.), Pyrameis . . 73

263

268
20
134
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hylas, Polyommatus 3, 10, 13, 173, 246
hyperantns, Aphantopus 8, 10, 14,

15, 26, 260, 264
hjperborea (alpina), Pachnobia .. 265
Hypocbroma .. .. ..97
Hypolyc.tna. . .. .. .. 135
hypopblreas, Heodes .. .. 197
Hyrcanana .

.

.

.

. . 135, 163
iantbe = nivalis

iapygia, Melanargia .

.

. . 268
iberica (aurinia var.), Melitsea . . 125
ibericata, Larentia .

.

.

.

. . 64
icarinus (icarus ah.), Polyommatus

2, 18, 50, 125, 206, 267, 271
icarioides. Cupido . . 198, 199, 200
icarns, Polyommatus 2, 3, 9, 12,

13, 14, 15, 18, 19. 20. 50,

57, 64, 82, 125, 136, 142,

151, 153, 157, 161, 162, 164,

173, 204, 205, 206, 211, 233,

238, 261, 262, 265, 267, 269,

271, 272
ichnusa (urticEe var.), Aglais . . 145
ida, Epinephele . . 12, 15, 58, 241
idas = rarabun (?) .. 34,35,173,174
Idmais 235
ilia, Apatura .. 25,32,251,266
iliades (ilia rt^.), Apatura .. .. 266
ilicifolia, Gastropacha 149, 150,

211, 265
ilicis, Nordmannia 17, 19, 20, 130, 244
illunaria = bilunaria
imbutata (paludata var.), Carsia

154, 157
imitaria, Acidalia .

.

.

.

. . 46
immaculata (brassicsE ah.), Pieris 31
immanata, Cidaria.. 154, 156, 265
impar (inuralis var.), Bryophila . . 258
imperator, Parnassius .

.

. . 212
impluviata. Hydriomena .

.

. . 46
impudens (pudorina), Leucania .. 46
impunetata (gorge ah.), Erebia* ' 52
ina'cjualis (coridoii ah.), Agriades

212, 221, 260, 266, 267, 272, 275
inalpinus (vir^aurere ah.), Pleodes

34. 172
inca (eaeicus ah.), Papilio.

.

. . 264
incerta (instabilis), Toeniocampa .

.

45, 231
incerta (ninemosyne ah.), Parnas-

sius** 118
Incisalia .. .. .. .. 133
indica, Pyrameis .

.

.

.

. . 122
ines, Melanargia .

.

. . 24, 84
infra-extensa (phisBas ah.), Rumieia 270
infuscata (furcata var.), Hydrio-

mena.. .. ..
^

.. 157
jnnotata, Eupithecia . . 258, 265
ino, Brenthis .

.

. . 228, 244
inornata, Acidalia .

.

.

.

. . 46
inornata (argus ah.), Plebeius** . . 24
inornata (delius ah.), Parnassius

228, 247
instabilis = incerta

PAGE
insubrica (arcania var.), Cceno-

nympha .

.

.

.

. . 244
intercubitalis (mnemosyne ah.),

Parnassius** .. .. 118
interjecta, Triphaena .

.

. . 46

intermedia (costana ab.), Tortrix. . 200
intermedia (dolus ah.), Polyomma-

tus** 120

intermedia (lefebvrei ab.), Erebia
78, 80

intermedia (oeellaris ab.), Mellinia 126

intermedia (phlseas ab.), Rumieia
85, 212

intermedia (semiargus ah.), Poly-

ommatus .

.

.

.

. . 10

interpunctaria, Myinodes .

.

. . 67
interrogationis, Plusia .

.

. . 154
'

io, Vanessa 8, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20,

52, 99, 143, 247, 255
iochalcea (grossulariata ab.).

Abraxas .

.

.

.

. . 151
lolana 162, L64

iolas, Lycffina ..129, 162, 164, 266
lolaus .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 135
iota, Plusia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 231

iphis, Crenonympha . . 246, 251
irense /((/t.. Sphinx .. ..97
iris, Apatura .. 32, 34, 131, 243
iroides, Incisalia .

.

.

.

. . 196
irregularis, Dianthcecia .

.

. . 167
irrisor, Cardepia .

.

.

.

. . 85
irrorella, Setina, Endrosa.. 55, 231
Ithomiin^e 126, 192
Ithysia 97, 98, 117

itys (sylvinus tvn-.), Thecla .. 195
jacksoni (echeria var.), Amauris

182, 184

jacobasfe, Hypocrita . . 144, 185
janira = jurtina

janthina, Triphaena .. ., 47 '

japygiaria, Hemerophila .

.

. . 67
jasius, Charaxes 13, 31, 32, 174, 242

jason, Apatura .. ..31,32, 174
jesous, Azanus . . . . 136, 163
juniperata, Thera .

.

.

.

. . 47
jurtina (janira), Epinephele 10,

li, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 32,

126, ]91, 244, 267
justitiffi, Morpho .

.

.

.

. . 266
karjala (mnemosyne ab.), Parnas-

sius** .. .. .. .. 118
karsandra, Zizeeria . . 161, 164
kindervateri %?)., Sphinx.

.

.. 97
kirschi (poseidon ah.), Ornithop-

tera 266'

Klugia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 134
KoUaria .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 134
krulikowsky (mnemosyne ah.), Par-

nassius** .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 118
kuhlmanni (nicbe ah.), Argynnis.. 2t)8

lacertinaria (lacertula), Drepana.. 231
lachesis, Acherontia .

.

. . 262
lachesis, Melanargia 8, 9, 10, 11,

13, 14, 58
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lactearia = putata
lacticolor-cuneata

ah.), Abraxas
lacticolor-radiata

ah.). Abraxas
ladon (pseudargiolus)

Livosopis

iH'ta, Anthrocera, ZygEena
laius, Chilades

1-album, Cirphis

Lampides
lanestris, Eriogaster

Langia = Raywardia
lantyi, Scolitantides

lappona, Erebia

(grossulariata

(grossulariata

Phaedrotes

136,

135, 136,

151

151
201
133
18

163
85
163

.4, 148, 150

160, 164

53, 57, 132, 243,

239, 268

98, 117
Colias .. 153

..231
154, 156

lapponaria, Pcecilopsis

lapponica (pahtno var.

lariciata, Eupithecia
lateritia, Agroperina
lathonia, Issoria 10, 11, 14, 15, 18,

20, 54, 58
lathyri (sinapis vn?'.), Leptosia .. 31

Latiorina .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 160
latisquama (argiolus aest.), Celas-

trina** 233
lavateraa, Erynnis, Carcharodus

129, 194, 250
leander, denonympha .

.

. . 268
lecheana, Ptycholoma .

.

. . 151
ledereri, Bakeria .. .. .. 134
Leechia = Strymonidia
lefebvrei, Erebia 53, 54, 56, 57, 58,

77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 105, 106,

131, 132, 237, 239
leonine /!?//>., Smerintbus .. .. 170
lepidii (brassicse aest.), Pieris** .. 233
ieporina, Acronicta.

.

.. .. 47
Leptosia (Leucophasia) .

.

. . 260
leucodes (lueina ch.), Hamearis** 25
leucomelanella, Lita .

.

. . 189
leucomelas (galathea ah.), Melan-

argia 20, 220
leucophtea, Pachnobia .

.

. . 46
leucophsearia, Hybernia 45, 190, 231
Leucophasia = Leptosia
leucotera (rapse ab.), Pieris .. 84
leucothea-clytie (ilia ab.), Apa-

tura** .. .. ..25
levana, Araschnia .. 101,242, 243
lewinii, Charagia .. .. .. 263
Ifbythea, Appias .. .. .. 123
liehenea, Epunda .. .. .. 151
ligea, Erebia 36, 109, 132, 153,

156, 157, 186, 240
lilacina (pandora ab.), Dryas 114, 150
liniacodes, Cochlidion . . . . 10
limbaria, Fidonia .

.

.

.

. . 55
limbatus, Teracolus .

.

. . 123
Limenitis .

.

. .

.

. . 192
lineago (oceliaris ab.), Mellinia . . 126
linearia (trilinearia), Ephyra .. 231
lineata (livornica var.), Phryxus . . 24
lineola, Adopsea .. .. .. 129
lineolata= virgata

litbargyrellns, Crambus
Lithocolletis

lithorhiza = areola

littoralis, Prodenia
liturata, Macaria .

.

litui-atus, Xyleutes .

.

liverana (costana ab.), Tortrix
livornica, Phryxus .

.

.. 24
lobulata = carpinata
kewii, Polyommatus
lonicerffi, Anthrocera . . 10

lorquini, Phsedrotes

lorquinii, Cupido .

.

lotteri = podalirius ..

Loweia = Heodes
lozersti (apollo var.), Parnassius
lubricepeda, Spilosoma
lucasi (ti'dipus ah.), Coenonymphu
lucernea, Agrotis .

.

lucilla, Neptis .. .. 13i

lueina, Hamearis 8, 25, 142, 143
lucipara, Euplexia .

.

luculella, Gelechia..
lunigera, Agrotis .

.

. . 232
lunosa, Oinphaloscelis

lunulata, Erscbottia

lupini, llusticus

lurideola (complanula), Lithosi;

221
lutarea, Swammerdamia .

.

lutea, Ruralis .

.

. . 181
iutea (flavago), Xanthia, Citria .

luteago, Diantho3cia 26, 122
luteata, Asthena
lutescens (quadripunetaria ah.

Callimorpba.

.

Lycffina 1, 6, 159, 160, 162, 164

169, 173, 174, 178, 252, 260
Lyc^nidffi 16, 24, 74, 125, 129

164, 194, 195, 203, 244
Lycffininae

Lyca3nopsis . . 162, 163, 164, 203
lycaon, Epinepbele.

.

58,145
lycea (icarioides var.), Cupido
Lycia..

lyeidas (sephyrus var.), Plebeius

123, 160
lycimenes, Papilio .

.

lycophron, Papilio .

.

lycormas, Glaucopsyche . . 162
lydia (amandus ay.), Polyommatus
lydius, Ornitboptera
lygdamus, Glaucopsyche . . 161

lyllus (pampbilus ah.), Cotino

nympha
lysimon, Zizeeria .

.

. . 161

macdonnoughi, Syricbtbus
macbaon, Papilio 11, 13, 19, 73

84, 220
maeilenta, Amathes
macleayanus, Papilio

maculosa, Aretia

maculosana, Eupiecilia

mffira, Pararge 10, 11, 13, 14, 15

19, 31, 32, 33, 58, 175, 237

PAGE
188
188

148
46

263
260
234

161

14

201
160
30
135
114

157
187
103
268
146
46

257
265
47
134

202

232
257
184
156
265
46

262

282

197
204
252
198
117

164
264
263
164
268
265
162

69
164

176

232
47

263
7

257

262
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magdalena (didyma <i^.), Melitsea 120

magnimaculata (ergane ah.), Pieris 23

magnipuncta (pblseas ah.), Rumicia 26

malvse (alveolus), Hesperia 19,

143, 205, 262

malvoides, Hesperia . . . . 262

mannerbeimi (laeta ah.), Anthro-

cera .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 18

manni, Pieris .

.

. . 23, 237

mansya, Acraea . . . . 182, 184

manto, Erebia 4, 21, 22, 35, 36, 37,

47, 48, 49, 109, 110, 111,

112, 113, 123, 132, 158, 159, 238

mara, Euceron** .. .. .. 115

marchandi, Papilio. . .. .. 264

marginaria (progemmaria), Hy-
bernia .. .. 45, 231

marginata, Lomaspilis . . . . 46
marginepunctata, Acidalia . . 126

maricopa, Cupido . . . . 198, 199

mariposa = zeroe .. .. .. 197
marmorinaria (leucopbaearia ah.),

Hybernia .. .. 45, 190

maturna, Melitffia . . 228, 243, 244
maura, Mania .. .. .. 240'

medesicaste (rumina imr.), Thais 241
medon (astrarcbe), Aricia 16,

18, 19, 20,21,104, 157, 160,

164, 267, 271, 272

medusa, Erebia 48, 132, 240, 246,

248, 268
megsera, Pararge 11, 15, 143, 233, 237
mehadiensis (athalia var.), Meli-

tea 20, 21
melampus, Erebia 3, 4, 123, 131, 229
Melanargia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 252
melanops, Glaucopsycbe . . 162, 164

melas, Erebia 53, 77, 79, 80, 105,

106, 131, 132, 237
meleager, Polyommatus 19, 21,

130, 161, 164, 220, 240, 241, 250
meliboeus (alcipbron ah.), Loweia

18, 19

meliloti, Anthrocera .

.

. . 234
Melinrea 125
Melit8ea(£e) . . . . 10, 14, 15, 150
mellfertsi (hyale rt?*.), Colias** .. 73
melliculus (apoUo ah.), Parnassius,

6, 7, 114
mendica, Spilosoma . . . . 144
meridionalis (didyma var.), Meli-

tsea . . . . . . . . 15

merklaria, Acidalia , . . . 85
merope (aurinia var.), Melitoa 58,

130, 229, 244
mertila (polypbemus ah.), No-
miades . . . . . . . . 200

mesomella, Litbosia . . . . 46
metra (rapae ae.^t.), Pieris .. 31, 233
miata, Cidaria . . . . . . 156
micacea, Hydraecia . . 47, 156
Microbiston 117
microconia (setniargus aest.),

Polyommatus** .. .. .. 233
Micropteryx .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 257

PAGE
mima, Hypolimnas .

.

. . 149

miniata, Miltochrista, Calligenia

103, 232
minimus, Cupido 3, 57, 159, 160, 164

miniosa, Tfeniocampa . . . . 19
minos = purpuralis, Anthrocera
mintba = icarioides

mirabilis, Cbaragia .

.

. . 263
miris (oedipus ah.), Ccenonympha 187

mirus = hippothoe .. .. 172, 173
mnemosyne, Parnassius 14, 30,

118, 130, 212, 242, 243, 266, 267
mnestra, Erebia ,. 37,131,229
monacha, Psilura 24, 121, 125,

231, 266
moneta, Plusia . . . . . . 46
monoglypba, Xylophasia . . . . 156
monotonia (maera ah.), Pararge 32, 175
montana (semiargus ah.), Polyom-
matus .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 229
montanata, Melanippe . . 126, 144

montezuma, Papilio . . . . 263
montieola, Kusticus . . . . 202
mopsus = titus

morio, Maniola .

.

47, 48, 49

morio = gavarniensis .. 49, 159

morpheus, Heteropterus .

.

. . 18

JMorpbo 266
mucidaria, Gnophos . . 50, 85
mucronellus, Schcenobius .

.

. . 75

muiri (nelsoni ah.), Thecla . . 196

munda. Teeniocampa . . 45, 231

munitata, Coremia.

.

.. .. 154

muralis (glandifera), Bryophila
258, 267

muricata (auroraria), Hyria 46, 103

murinata (eupborbiata), Minoa . . 144

musauaria (populata ah.), Lygris 156
musculana, Cnepbasia . . . . 103

myrica^ = euphorbias

myrrha, Polyommatus .. .. 161

myrtale, Nordmannia .

.

. . 134

myrtillata (obfuscaria), Gnophos
55, 265

myrtilli, Anarta .. .. ..47
nana (conspersa), Diantbcecia 104, 167

nanata, Eupitbecia .

.

. . 46
napa^a (pales ah.), Brenthis 130,

247, 268

napaete (napi aest.), Pieris. . . . 233

napi, Pieris 7, 11, 14, 19, 30, 31,

130, 143, 152, 154, 233, 265
natalica, Acraea . . . . 182, 184

nebulosa, Aplecta . . 26, 103, 127

nelamus (epiphron at.), Erebia .. 131

nelsoni, Thecla .. .. .. 196

Neolycajna . . . . 134, 163, 179

neopalaearctica hyhr., Smerintbus 176

neoridas, Erebia .. .. 105, 221

Nepticula(») . . 118, 188, 258

nerii, Dapbnis .. .. 24, 104

nerine, Erebia 105, 106, 132, 247,

248, 282

nestos = podarce
niavius, Amauris . . • . . • 124
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PAGE
.. 268

131, 132

.. 147

nicanor, Piipilio

nicholli (alecto ab.), Erebia

nickei'lii, Luperina..

nigra (bidentata ab.), Odontopera

nigra (orion ab.), Seolitantides .

.

nigra (repandata ab.), Boarmia .

.

nigrescens (suspecta ab.), Dys
choricta

nigricana, Grapholitha

nigricostana, Ephippiphora
nigrofasciaria (derivata;, Anticlea

nigrosparsata (grossulariata ab.).

Abraxas .. .. 126, 212

niobe, Argynnis 14, 32, 125, 130,

153, 174, 175, 219, 244, 264, 268

Niphanda
niphon, Incisalia .

.

nivalis (ianthe), Epidemia
nivium, Rusticus .

.

Noctua
noctuella, Nomophila
Noctuida? 258, 259, 279, 280, 281, 282

Nomiades .. .. 161, 162, 279
nomion, Parnassius .. .. 176
Nordmannia .

.

.

.

. . 134

notata, Semiothisa, Macaria 46, 231

nouna, Teracolus .

.

. . 84, 98
Nymphalidffi

Nyssia
obeliscata, Thera .

.

oberthuri (coridon ab.), Agriades**

obfuscaria = myrtillata

obliterata (heparata), Euchceca .

.

obliterata (variata ab.), Thera
oblongata (centaureata), Epithecia 231

obseura (arion a?^.), Lycsena .. 129

obscura (cetoafo.), Erebia . . 126, 268
obscurior (cinxia «6.), Melitsea .. 268
obscuraria (ata), Gnophos.. 50, 166

obsoleta (coridon ab.), Agriades

60, 212, 266, 267, 271
obsoleta (edusa ab.}, Colias . . 82

obsoleta (icarus a&.), Polyommatus 267
obsoleta (phlfeas ab.), Eumicia

267, 270
occidentalis (didyma var.), Meli-

twa**
occitanica, Anthrocera
occulta, Aplecta
ocellaris, Mellinia, Xanthia 126
ocellaris (euryale ab.), Erebia
ocellaris (cedipus ab.), Ccenonym

pha**
ocellata, Mesoleuca
ocellatus, Smerinthus 125, 176, 212
ochracea (flavago), Gortyna .. 47
ochrearia, Aspilates

odata, Chaetoprocta..
cedipus, C(enonympha
ceme, Erebia .. 111,112,
(EnocbrominEe
Ogyris
okbaria, Acidalia ..

omphale, Teracolus

152
130
127

156
257
258
46

133
196
197
202
239
85

130
97
104
187

46
265

120
221
156
212
102

187
47

64
163
187
113
282
282
85
31

PAGE
omphissa, Polyommatus .. .. 161
oppressana, Pajdisca .

.

. . 257
optilete, Vacciniina, Polyommatus

3, 130, 160, 162, 164, 228
oranula, Chrysophanus .

.

. . 172
orbifer, Powellia .

.

.

.

. . 20
orbitulus, Plebeius, Latiorina 54,

55, 56, 57, 130, 160, 161,

164, 229, 237, 238,239,244, 251
orbona (subsequa), Triphffina .. 232
orcus, Nomiades .

.

.

.

. . 201
orientalis, Erynnis.

.

.. .. 194
orientalis, Piuralis .. .. 181, 184
orientalis (australis ab.), Aporo-

phyla 212
orion (battus), Seolitantides,

Eusticus 130, 160, 164, 178,

183, 201, 244
ormenus, Papilio .

ornata, Craspedia, Acidalia

Ornithoptera
ornythion, Papilio ..

oro, Nomiades
ostrina, Micra, Thalpochares

.. 149

.. 231

.. 265

.. 263

.. 200
66,

85, 122
ovalisquamosa (icarus aest.),

Polyommatus** .. .. .. 233
oxyacanthse, Miselia . . 46, 47
palffino, Colias . . 3, 153, 170, 228
pales, Brenthis 54, 130, 153, 157,

186, 228, 240, 243, 244. 247, 268
pallas (lycophron var.), Papilio . . 263
paliens, Leucania .. .. .. 127
pallescentella. Tinea .

.

. . 191
pallida (coridon ab.), Agriades 265, 267
pallida (pamphilus ab.), Cceno-

nympha .

.

. . 265, 267
palpella, Aplota .

.

.

.

. . 257
paludata, Carsia .

.

. . 154, 157
pamphilus, Ccenonympha 10, 19,

67, 69, 102, 143, 144, 153,

211, 233, 2(35, 267
panagaea, Seolitantides . . I'JO, 164
panagseides, Seolitantides . . 160, 164
pandalis, Botys .

.

.

.

. . 231
pandora, Dryas . . 18, 20, 114, 150
panope, Turania .

.

. . 160, 164
panoptes, (baton ab.), Seolitantides 85
panoptes, Turania .

.

. . 160, 164
paphia, Dryas 8, 10, 11, 13, 18,

20, 125, 219, 244, 260, 265
Papilio .. 71,149,173,264,268
papilionaria, Geometra .

.

. . 103
Papiiionldffi .

.

. . 28, 130, 209, 26a
paradisea, Ornithoptera .

.

. . 266
Pararge .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 11

pardalis (erymus), Cupido . . 198, 199
Parnassius . . 25, 118, 146, 212, 267
parrhasius, Everes, Binghamia . . 160
parthenias, Brephos . . 45, 126
parthenie, Melitsea . . 55, 130, 229, 244
parvula (bicolorata alj.), Mesoleuca 156

pasiphae, Epinephele 9, 10, 11, 13, 14

patrona, Euceron .

.

.

.

. . 115
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pauperellus, Crambus . . . . 5

pavonia (curpini), Saturnia 125,

151, 157, 251
pedaria (pilosavia), Phigalia 45,

188, 190, 231
peltigera, Heliothis.

.

.. .. 265
pelopia (niobe ab.), Argynnis . . 125
pembina (icaiiokles ivn-.), Cupido 198
pendularia, Zonosonia, Ephym

122, 124, 232
penella, Heterogynis .. 1,5, 10
pennaria, Himera .. .. 47, 188
perfusca (dromedarius ah.), Noto-

donta .

.

.

.

. . 104
periphanes, Acni3a .. .. 182, 184
Perisama .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 125
peila, Bryophila .

.

.

.

. . 267
perlellus, Ciambus .

.

.

.

. . 55
permixtana, Lobesia .

.

. . 259
perneyi, Antheiffia .

.

.. .. 234
persephatta, Polyommatus . . 161

persica, Hesperia .

.

.

.

. . 194
persona (dominulaa(;.),Callimorpha 125
petalus = protumnus
petrosus = gavarniensis 47,48,49, 159
pfluemeii (phegea ah.), Syntomis 26
phalcidon, Agrias .. .. .. 263
phantoraa (vinula ab.), Dicranula 26
Pharmacophagus .

.

.

.

. . 124
pharte, Erebia . . 3,4, 123, 131
pbegea, Syntomis .

.

. . 26, 233
Phengaris 162, 164
pbeies, Cupido . . . . 199, 200
pberetes, Albulina, Plebeius 3, 130,

160, 164, 186, 247, 251, 268
pherusa, Melanargia .. .. 212
pbiala, Chilades .. .. 136,163
phicomone, Colias .. 3, 54, 58, 130
pbilemun = anna, Rusticus
phileios = icai'ioides

phlceas, Rumicia, Heodes 8, 10, 11,

13, 14, 15, 18, 26, 33, 34,

58, 66, 67, 85, 129, 135,

143, 171, 173, 180, 181,184,
212, 244, 260, 267, 270

pblomid is, Hesperia .. .. 194
pbcjebe, Melita^a 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 125, 268
phtebe (dromedarius), Notodonta

104, 232
phrygialis, Titanio .

.
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pseudargiolus = ladon
pseudegina (natalica var.), AcriBa

182, 184
Pseudohazis .

.

.

.

. . 176
pseudonomion (apollo ah.), Par-

nassius .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 124
Pseudothecla .

.

.

.

. . 134
psi, Triffina .

.

. . 165, 166, 168
psitticata = siderata .. .. 231

Psodos 97
psyloiita, Polyommatus . . 161, 164
ptei'odactyla, Stenoptilia .. .. 118
Pteropboridae .

.

.

.

. . 2G9
pudibunda, Dasychira .

.

. . 46
pudorella, Acrasa .

.

. . 182, 184
pudorina= impudens
pudorina (acrita var.

pulcbella, Deiopeia.

.

pulcbrina, Plusia .

.

pulverulenta (cruda), Tasniocampa
45, 231

pumilata, Eupitbecia . . 67, 85
punctaria, Epbyra .

.

punctulaiia, Tephrosia
punctum, Anthrocera . . 18,

purpuralis (minos), Antbroceia ..

pusaria, Cabera
pusillata, Eupitbecia
puspa, Celastrina .

.

. . 178, 183
pustulata (bajularia), Eucblora . . 46
puta, Agrotis
putata (lactearia), lodis

putnami (sylvinus var.), Tbecla ..

puti'escens, Leueania
pylaon, Scolitantides

pyraliata, Cidaria .

.

Pyralidse

pyralina, Calymnia..
pvrensea (lafebvrei var.), Erebia

77, 79, 80, 81
pyrenaica, Plebeius, Latiorina 53,

237, 238, 239
pyrenaica (epipbron var.), Erebia

55, 56, 57, 81
pyrenaicus, Hepialus 53, 54, 55,

56, 57
pyri, Nepticula .

.

.

.

. . 257
pyrrba = ca?cila .. .. 48, 49
pyrrbula (manto ah.), Erebia .. 22
quadrifasciaria, Coremia .

.

. . 26
quadripunctaria (bera), Callimor-

pba .. .. 221, 240, 262
quercinaria, Ennomos .

.

. . 126
querciTS, Lasiocampa .

.

. . 221
quercirs, Eurabs, Bitbys, Zepbyrus

8, 134, 135, 163, 179, 181,

184, 221, 251
racbelae, Apocbeima .

.

. . 52
radiata (pblseas ah.), Kumicia 212,

267, 270
radius, Euxoa . . . . . . 85
ramburi (idas), Lycsena 34, 35,

173, 174
ramburiella, Eromene .

.

. . 85
ramsayi, Cbaragia .

.

.. .. 263

Aera?a 182, 184
.. 234
.. 231

232
46
20
5

156
231

267
157
195
232
268
46

259
232

rapae, Pieris 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 21,

23, 31, 64, 67, 83, 84, 99,

143, 170, 233, 237, 243, 265, 267
Rapala .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 133
rascbkiella, Laverna .

.

. . 190
Raywardia (Laiigia) .

.

. . 136
reclusa, Plastenis (Pigra) .

.

. . 231
regia = sonorensis, Pbilotes .. 201
remota (phlfeas a&.), Eumicia .. 212
remutaria, Acidalia .

.

. . 41
renataHs, Evergestis .

.

85
repandata, Boarmia 55, 103, 125,

127, 265
reticulata, Cidaria .

.

.

.

. . 152
reticulata (saponarise), Neuria . . 265
rbjea, Pbtedrotes .

.

.

.

. . 201
rbamni, Gonepteryx 7, 12, 14, 15,

18, 20, 31, 143, 232
rbamses, Erynnis .

.

.

.

. . 194
rbetenor, Morpbo .

.

.

.

. . 266
Rbopalocera .

.

.

.

. . 102, 150
rbymnus, Neolycsena . . 34, 163
ridens, Asphalia .

.

.

.

. . 231
ripartii (admetus var.), Hirsutina

220, 221, 250
rippertii (cribraria ab.), Euprepia 58
rivata, Xantborboe.

.

.. ..46
roboris, Lffiosopis 9, 12, 15, 179,

183, 240
robsoni (nebulosa ah.), Aplecta . . 103
romanovi, Parnassius . . 24, 212
rondoui (cribraria ah.), Euprepia

57, 58
rondoui (icarus ah.), Polyommatus 238
rosmarinella, Nepticula**.

.

.. 188
rossica(dominuIaab.),Callimorpba 265
rotbliebii (tipbon var.), Ctyno-

nympba .

.

.

.

. . 103
rotbscbildi, Ornitboptera .

.

. . 263
roystonensis(coridona?;.),Agriades**275
roxelana, Pararge .

.

. . 18, 20
rubi, Callopbrys 8, 18, 19, 69, 143,

157, 178, 183, 196, 251, 268
rubidalis, Herculia . . . . . . 209
rubidata, Anticlea .

.

. . 46, 232
rubidus (apollo ah.), Parnassius .. 5
rubiginata = parvula (bicolorata ah.) 156
rubricosa, Pacbnobia .

.

. . 45
rufa, Cctnobia .

.

.

.

. . 47
rufescens, Cupido .

.

.

.

. . 199
rufolunulata (tbetis ah.), Agriades 26
rumina, Tbais .

.

66, 122, 241
Rumicia = Heodes .. .. .. 135
rupicaprai'ia, Hybernia .

.

. . 45
RuralidaB (Tbeclidse) 24, 51, 118,

133, 159, 164, 177, 181, 183, 203
Ruralina; .

.

. . 179, 180, 181
Ruralis . . 133, 134, 135, 163, 183
ruralis (verticalis), Botys .. .. 232
russula = sanio
rusticella. Tinea .

.

.

.

. . 143
rutilus (dispar iia?'.),Cbrysopbanus 102
ryffelensis, Syricbtbus .

.

. . 97
sacraria, Sterrba .

.

.

.

. . 234
saspiolus (iebaja), Cupido.. 198, 199
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PAGE
ssepiura, Thecla .. .. .. 196

sagittigera. Phsedrotes .

.

. . 201

salicata, Laientia .

.

.

.

. . 50
salicis, Leueoma .

.

.

.

. . 23

salmacis (medon var.), Aricia .. 272
salvini, Papilio .. .. .. 264
sambucalis, Ebulea .

.

. . 232

sandosavia, Larentia .

.

. . 85

sangii, Micropteryx .. .. 257

sanio (russula), Diacrisia .. .. 279
sao, Powellia, Hesperia .. 11, 69

saponariffi = reticulata

sapphira, Callithea.

.

.. .. 263

sareptana (aurinia var.), Melitiea.. 268

sarta, Polvommatus . . . . 161

sarthus, Heodes .

.

. . 180, 184

sassanides, Kollaria .

.

. . 134

satellitia, Scopelosoma .. 45, 231

Satsuma . . . . . . • • 133

Satuinia '• 146

satyrata, Eupithecia .

.

. . 157

Satyridit 131

satyrion, Ccenonympha .. 229, 243

Satyrus 174

scabioPSB, Antbrocera .

.

. . 10

schamyl (rubi var.), Callophrys .. 268

schmidtii (pblseas ab.), Rumicia . . 33

schulzei (mnemosyne ah.), Parnas-

sius** .. .. •• •• 118

scipio, Erebia . . . . 105, 106

scolifeformis, .Egeria .. 26, 212

Scoiitantides . . 160, 162, 164

sebrus, Cupido . . 2, 159, 160, 164

segetuni, Agrotis, Euxoa .

.

. . 85

selene, Brentbis .

.

. . 8, 55, 153

Selenia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 126

semele, Hipparehia, Satyrus 10,

12, 14, 18, 20, 55, 58, 131,

152, 220, 251,

seruialba (ilia ab.), Apatura
semialba (ilia-clytie ab.), Apatura**

semiargus, Polyommatus 2, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 19, 159,161, 164,

229,

seminigra (aurelia ah,), Melitaea .

.

seniirufa, Epbestia .

.

semisyngrapba (coridon ah.), Agri-

ades 25, 59, 102, 125, 212,

225, 265, 266, 267, 269, 272,

273, 275,

senex, Nudaria
sephyrus, Plebeius, Lycaena 15, 16,

26, 123, 164,

265
25

25

233
268
257

Serena, Hecatera .

.

sergeji (mnemosyne
nassius**

sericealis, Piivula .

.

Sericinus

servator, Euceron**
servillana, Hedya
Sesiinte

sesostris, Papilio

setosa, Euceron
shasta, Rusticus

^bylla, Limenitis

ab.),

103,

Par-

276
46

168
167

118
46

173
115
257
147
364
115
202
131

PAGE
sicilise (apollo rt&.), Parnassius .. 114

sidse, Hesperia . . . . .

.

19

siderata (siterata) (psittieata), Ci-

daria . . . . . . .

.

231

sieversi, Plebeius .. .. 160, 164
silenides, Pronotestra . . .

.

85
silaceata, Eustroma . . .

.

46
silvia (ilia ab.), Apatura . . .

.

25
similis, Porthesia. . .. 74, 102
simpliciata, Anaitis . . 5, 55
simplonia (belia var.), Anthocharis 237
sinapis, Leptosia 9, 10, 11, 12. 14,

15, 19, 31, 58, 143, 144, 251
134, 163

70, 71, 72

.. 231

.. 163

.. 176

.. 157

.. 263
var.),

.. 125

.. 156

.. 201
231
47

.. 195

.. 240

. . 46

..24, 26, 147
. . 97

130, 133, 244
.. 258'

45, 231
.. 263
. . 58

221

194
164

sinensis, Neolycffna
sinon = podalirius .. 30,

sinuata = cucullata

siterata = siderata ..

smaragdina, Ruralis
Smerinthus .

.

sobrinata, Eupithecia
sociata, Xanthorhoe
sodorensium (repandata

Boarmia
solidaginis, Calocampa
sonorensis (regia), Philotes

sororcula (aureola), Lithosia
spadicea, Cerastis .

.

spadix, Thecla
spectrum, Apopestes
spheciformis, Aegeria
Sphingid^B .

.

Sphinx
spini, Klugia
stabilella, Elachista
stabilis, Taaniocampa
stacyi, Xylotypia
statices, Adscita

statilinus, Satyrus .

.

stauderi, Erynnis ..

staudingeri, Cupido
steeveni (meleager var

matus .. .. '240, 241
stellatarura, Sesia 10, 21, 24, 67, 7a
stelviana (nerine var,), Erebia . . 248
sthennyo (lappona ah.), Erebia . . 23&
stieberi (hippothoe ab.), Heodes,

Chrypophanus .. 153, 172

strataria (prodromaria), Amphi-
dasis . . . . . . . . 45

strescmanni, Papilio .

.

. . 263
striata, Coscinia .

.

.

.

. . 10
striata (coridon ab.), Agriades 212, 266
striata (icarus ab.), Polyommatus 267
strigata (thymiaria), Hemithea .. 46

19,

. . 160,

Polyom-
. . 240,

strigilaria, Aspilates

strobilella, Coccyx .

.

Strymon
Strymonidea (Leechia)

Strymoninsf .

.

stryphon, Bithys
stubbendorfii, Parnassius

46
..189

133, 134, 163
..134

.. 133, 135
..134
..212

stygne, Erebia 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,

48, 55, 57, 105, 126, 237,

239, 243
styx, Acheron tia .

.

.

.

. . 262
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PAGE

suasa = fuliginosa, Satyrium .. 97

subalbata(ilia-clytiert/;.), Apatura** 25

subalpina (doiilis I'ar.), Loweia .. 129

subenfolia, Eriogaster .

.

. . 98

sublustris, Xylophasia . . 46, 231

subobsoleta (iearus ab.), Polyom-
matus .

.

.

.

. . 267

subsequa = orbona
subsericeata, Acidalia . . 47, 126

subtusa, Tethea .

.

.

.

. . 46
suffumata, Cidaria, Lampropteryx

149, 231

suffusa, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 232
sutt'iisa (phlseas (lb.), Rumieia .. 212

superba, Polyommatus .

.

. . 164

SuperflieJdo .

.

.

.

. . 134

suspecla, Dyschorista .. .. 156

suwarovius (japygia var.), Melan-
argia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 268
sylvanus, Augiades.

.

.. 15, 20
sylvinus, Thecla .

.

. . 195, 196

symmelanus (machaon ah.),

Papilio** 73

symplecta (mnemosyne nb.), Par-

nassius** .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 118
syngrapha (coridon ab.), Agriades

59, 102, 125, 187, 234, 269
Syntarucus (Langia, Raywardia)

136, 163

Syntomidse . . . . . . . . 115

syriaca (heimione), Satyrus 18, 19, 20
Syrichthus 97, 176
syrtalis, Constantia • . . 85
tacita, Thecla .

.

.

.

. . 195

tsenialis (albistrigalis), Hypenodes
46, 47, 232

tages, Nisoniades .

.

19, 104, 143

tagis = belia .. .. .. ..89
taminata = bimaculata
taras (malvfe ab.), Hesperia . . 262
Tarueus 136, 163

tau, Aglia 176, 177
tehama = podarce .. .. .. 201
telamon, Sericinus .

.

. . 173
telicanus, Raywardia, Syntarucus

18, 19, 20, 21, 136, 163

temerata, Bapta .. .. 231, 232
tenebi'ata (arbuti), Heliaca 46, 144
tengstrcemi, Neolycajna 134, 163,

179, 183
tenuiplumosa (eegeria aest.),

Pararge** .. .. .. 233
tephrinella, Ephestia .

.

. . 209
Tephrosia 97
Teracolus 235
terlooti, Neophasia .

.

. . 147
tersata, Phibalapteryx .

.

. . 47
teruelensis (urticai ab.), Aglais** . . 145
tessellum, Hesperia .

.

. . 268
testacea, Luperina .

.

.

.

. . 167
testata, Lygris, Cidaria 47, 154, 156
tetra, Thecla 195

tetralunaria, Selenia .

.

. . 126

tetraquetrana, Phloeodes .

.

. . 257
tetrica (hermione ab.), Satyrus . . 268
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typh8B = arundinis
ubaldus (thebana), Azanus 136, 163

ugrjumovi (mnemosyne suhsp.),

Parnassius** .. .. 118

ubryki (sepbyrus var.), Plebeius,

Lycsena .. ..15, 16, 168

ulceratalis, Cornifrons . . . . 85

umbratica, Cucullia . . 24, 231

umbrosa, Noctua .

.

.

.

. . 47
unangulata, Xanthorhoe .. 46, 232
unedonata, Eupitbecia .. ..67
unicolor (arion ah.), Lycsena . . 246
unicolor (satyrion ub.), Coeno-

nympba .. .. 229, 243
unidentaiia, Coremia .

.

. . 46
unipunctalis (costiilis (i/j.), Pyralis 186

urticas Aglais 14, 15, 23, 52, 143,

144, 145, 153, 156, 230, 247, 250
urticalis = uvticata .. .. .. 232
urticata (urtiealis), Eiirrhypara .. 232
vaeciniella, Coleopbora .. .. 118

vaccinii, Orrhodia, Cerastis 45, 47, 231
Vacciniina .

.

. . 160, 162, 163

vafra, Scoparia** .. .. .. 127
v-albura, Strymon .

.

. . 179, 183

valentina (poseidon var.), Orni-

tboptera .

.

.

.

. . 266
vanadis (exulans var.), Anthrocera 154
Vanessa .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 260
VanessidEE .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 14

varia (partbenie var.), Melitsea 55,

125, 130, 229 244, 269
variata (obliterata), Thera 50, 104, 2G5
variegana, Peroiiea.

.

.. .. 151

variegata, Gnophos .

.

. . 50
varleyata (grossulariata ab.).

Abraxas .

.

. . 103,

vasquezi (brassicse ab.), Pieris

velata (edusa ah.), Colias .

.

venosa, Cbaleosia ..

venosata, Eupitbecia
venus, Polyommatus
venustula, Erastria.

.

vepretaria(ambigiiatart/v.), Gnophos
vernaria, Geometra
verticalis = ruralis

vespifoimis (cynipiformis), ^Ege-
ria .

.

viaca, Phsedrotes

villica, Arctia .. ..46,52, 186
viminetella, Coleopbora . . 248, 249
vinningensis (apollo ab.), Parnas-

sius 7, 50
vinula, Dicranura .

.

.

.

. . 146
vioise, Teloiiinia .

.

.

.

. . 103
viretata, Lobopbora . . 103, 231
virgata (lineolata), Mesotype .. 144
virgaurese, Cbrysoptera, Heodes

10, 14, 33, 34, 135, 163, 171,

172, 240
virginiensis, Tbarsalea .

.

. . 197
virgularia, Acidalia .

.

. . 125
viriathus (epistygne var.), Ere-

bia** 145
viridana, Tortrix .

.

164, 188, 254

212
176
99
151
231

161
46

50

47

46
201

FAac
viridis=dumetorum .. .. 196
vitalbata, Phibalapteryx .

.

. . 47
vitalisi (ilia-clytia ab.), Apatura**. 209
vittata, Pbibalapteryx .

.

. . 104

vittata (dolus ah.), Polyommatus .. 120

volgensis (cardamines var.), Euch-
loe 268

vulgaris (msera ab.), Pararge 33, 176

wahlbergi, Hypolimnaa .. ..149
w-album, Cbattendenia, Strymon

133, 13*4, 163, 179
wardl (villica ab.), Arctia

warringtonellus (perlellus

Crambus .

.

webbianus, Cyclyrius
weiskei, Papilio

wolfensbergeri (maturna
MelitEEa

woodiana, Ditula .

.

xanthoides, Gaeides
Xantborhoc' .

.

xantbura, Euceron..
xerces, Nomiades .

.

xuthus, Everes, Tongeia ..

zagreus, Papilio

Zepbyrus

186
ab.),

.. 55
136, 163

.. 263
var.),

228, 243
.. 257
..197
.. '^79

..115

.. 200
.. 159, 164

..264
133, 134, 135

zeroe (mariposa), Epideniia . . 197
zestos (sesostris var.), Papilio .. 264
zetes, Acrsea .. 181, 182, 184

zetbus = 8elianus

zetica, Cbaleosia
ziczac, Notodonta .

.

Zizeeria

zollikofferiella, Nepticula*
zonaria, Ithysia, Nyssia
zobra, Cigaritis

zuliema, Anthrocera
Zygffinidte = Anthroceridie

135
.. 151

45, 239
.. 164
.. 188

98, 103, 190
. 179, 184

.. 66

MYRIAPODA.
guttulus, Blanjulus
lagurus, Polyxenus..

NEUROPTERA.
auricula, Limnophilus
cognata, Panorpa .

.

communis, Panorpa
Coniopteryx
digitata, Leuctra
Embiidffi .

.

.

.

. . 68,

Hava, Cbrysopa
germanica, Panorpa
lacustris, Sipblurus
niauretanica, Embia
montanus, Philopotamus ..

ochraceus, Hodotermes
orientalis, Corydalis

Panorpa
Perlidffi

Podagrion
radiatus, Halesus .

.

simile, Cloi'on

stigma, Limnophilus
vespertina, Leptophlebia .

.

43

43

158
122
122
150
158
101

125
122

154
88
158
88

122
122
158
148
158
158

158
154
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158
154
239
75

158
154

ODONATA.
ccBrulea, Aeschna ..

concinnum, Agrion.

.

flaveolum, Sympetrum
hastulatum, Agrion

juncea, Aeschna
rubicunda, Leucorrhina .

.

ORTHOPTERA. !

abnoi-mis, Tomopygia . . 213,214
[

Acriididse .

.

.

.

. • • • 191

aculeata, Labia .. .. -. 214

SBgyptiaca, Nemastrina .

.

. . 87

segyptium, Acridium ..64,66, 86

algeriana, Thalpomena . . 70, 86

algerica, Odontrura .

.

. . 64

Allodahlia 216

alpina, Chelidura .

.

.

.

. . 216

americana, Psalis .

.

.

.

. . 217

Ancistrogastrina3 .

.

.

.

. . 216

annulata, Prolabia .

.

.

.

. . 218

annulipes, Anisolabis .. .. 217

ai'cuata (annulata subsp.), Prolabia 218

asiatica, Anecbura .

.

.

.

. . 217

asynamorus (marmorata), Tachy-
cines .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 140

auricularia, Forficula 67, 86, 138,

139, 145, 214, 215, 212, 216, 218

bicolor, Stauroderus . . 155, 158

bipartitus, Elaunon .

.

. . 216

bipunctata, Anecbura .

.

. . 217

brunneri, Eunapius .

.

. . 70

Caloptenus .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 86

capensis, Foiticula .

.

. . 139, 140

cbalybialannulatasubs^J.), Prolabia 218

Cbelisocbidse .

.

. . 214, 216

cinerascens, Pacbytylus . . 64, 66

croceipennis, Spongipbora.

.

.. 216

dsemeli, Kalocrania.

.

.. .. 217

decipiens, Forticula . . 214, 216
decipiens, Loboptera . . 68, 70

dentata. Fab. = auricularia .. 138

dentata, Tbn. =javanu.s .. .. 139

Diestrammena .

.

.

.

. . 140
Diplatyinse .. .. .. .. 214
dolichus, Neogaster .

.

. . 216

doriffi, Allostetbella .

.

. . 217
dysoni (croceipennis subsp.), Spon-

gipbora .

.

.

.

. . 216
eburnea (riparia .5!(6sp.), Labia .. 218
elegans, Enkrates .

.

.

.

. . 216
elepbas, Pampbagus .

.

. . 68
Eremobia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 86
erytbrocepbalus, Diaperasticus . . 139
erytbrocepbalus = capensis .. 140
Esphalmeninffi .

.

.

.

. . 216
Eugaster 86, 87
fasciata (nigrella I'ar.), Prolabia . . 216
fasciata (lividipes), Nala .. .. 139
festiva, Psalis .

.

.

.

. . 217
llexuosa. Fab., Forficula .. .. 138
flexuosa, Tbn. = auricularia .. 139
forcipata (auricularia var.), Forfi-

cula .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 215

Forcipula
Forficula

frigidum , Podisma .

.

gagatina, Psalis

grossus, Mecostetbus
grylloides, Pyrgomorpba
guttata, Spbodomantris
bespericus, Pampbagus
inermis (riparia var.), Labidura
insignis, Eremocbaris
javanus, Auebenomus
kristenseni, Spongovostox

.

Labia..
Labiidse

lapponica, Ectobia .

.

leonei, Forficula

Iherminieri (croceipennis subs})

Spongipbora..
livida, Ectobia

livida (riparia subsp.), Labidura
lividipes = fasciata ..

lividipes, Nala
Locustidge

longifcreeps, Auebenomus.

.

lugubris, Skalistes .

.

lurida, Forficula

macrolabia (auricularia var.

fieula .

.

maculatus, Gompbocerus .

.

marginalis, Forficula, Labia
marginalis (oebropus), Forficula .

marginata, Hololampra
marmorata, Diastrammena

PA6E
.. 216

215, 216

154, 158
.. 217

155, 158

64, 86

.. 87

.. 86
216

.. 86

138, 139

.. 214

.. 217

.. 214

.. 155

.. 214

216
185
218
139

139, 216

86, 87
.. 216
.. 215

214, 216
For-

.. 215

155, 158

138, 139
139
68

.. 101

101, 140

68, 70
.. 70
.. 216

215
139
214
217

marmorata = asynamorus
mauritanica, Anisolabis .

.

meridionalis, Botbriomyrmex
metallica, Eudobrnia
metrica (lugubris ab.), Skalistes

minor. Labia
miranda, Forficula .

.

mixta, Ancistrogaster

modesta (simulans subsp.), Proreus 216

myrmeca (nigrella var.), Prolabia 217

nasuta, Tryxalis .

.

. . 64, 66

Nesogaster .

.

nigrella, Prolabia . . _

oebropus = marginalis .. 139,

Opistbocosmiinse
orientalis (bipunctata var.), Ane-

cbura .

.

owenii, Labia
Pampbagus..
panzeri, Ectobia
parallela (croceipennis subsp.),

Spongipbora
pereberon, Psalis

perspicillaris, Ectobia . . 67,

pbymateus, Aegrotera
pluvialis (riparia var.), Labidura.

.

Psalinse

Psalis

pulcbra, Psalis

pulcbripennis, Eremobia .

.

pubescens, Forficula

Pygidicranidse

214
216
140
216

217
139
87

185

216
138

86
212
216
216
217
217
86

214
216
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Pygidicraninae

relifiiosa, Mantis . . .

.

7

ridens, Labia
riparia, Labidura 64, 214, 216
rodziankoi, Forficula

rufus, Gomphocerns
Bchlagintweiti, Forficula

senegalensis, Forficula

eeraphis, Caloptenus
shelfordi, Adiathetus
eilana, Forficula

simulans, Proreus .

.

sinuata, Pseudocbelidura
smyrnensis, Forficula

Spongovostox
etrepens, Epacromia . . 64

sumatranum, Ecbinosoma
superba, Cbelisocbella
Tacbycines .

.

targionii, Forficula.

.

tenebrator, Adiatbetus
Troglopbilus
unicolor, Diestrammena
vicina (lividipes subsp.), Nala
viridulus, Omocestus . . 155
vulgaris, Grylotalpa
wablbergi,' Ecbinosoma
wallacei, Marava .

.

xantbopus (riparia subsp.), Labi
dura .

.

zubovskii, Anecbura

PLECOPTERA.
burmeistera, Isopteryx
cinerea, Ampbinemura
digitata, Leuctra .

.

grammatica, Cbloroperla
griseipennis, Cbloroperla
standfussi, Ampbinemura

PAGE
217
66

218
217
214
25

216
214
86

216
214
216
216
214
217
69

217
216
140
214
216
140
140
216
158
212
217
214

218
217

154
154
154
154
154
154

PAGE

PROTURA.
Acerentonion .. .. .. 148

Acerentulus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

150

Protura .

.

. . 48, 150, 151, 233

SCORPIONE5.
Cbelifer 63, 74

Cbernes . . . . . . . . 63

SIPHONAPTERA.
Sipbonaptera

THYSANOPTERA.
cephalotes, Haplotbrips**.

.

coUinsi, Hoplandotbrips* .

.

ellisi, Hoplandotbrips*
Japyx
major, Cryptotbrips*
obscuripennis, Haplotbrips**
solifuga, Japyx
stapbylinus, Campodea
Tubulifera .

.

TRICHOPTERA.
bimaculata, Neureclipsis .

.

nubila, Pkbyacopbila

vittatus, Limnopbilus

VERMES.
Linguatulidaj

Mermis

ZORAPTERA.
ceylonicus, Zorotypus** ..

guineensis, Zorotypus** ..

javanicus, Zorotypus**
Zoraptera**.

.

Zoroptypidse**

Zoroptypus**

76

52

75

75
65
75
51

65
63

75

154
158
154

76
186

.. 119

.. 119

.. 119

119, 148
.. 119
.. 119
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A Visit to Le Lautaret. {With two jjlates).

By Dr. T. A. CHAPMAN, F.Z.S.

It is many years since I paid my first short visit to Le Lautaret,

and was then much impressed with the remarkable character, both as

to flora and fauna, for which it is celebrated. My memory serves me,
however, but badly as to details, and all I clearly recollect is finding

cocoons and imagines of Heteroi/i/nis pendla, which I had previously

supposed to be near its limit as to combined North Latitude and
elevation at Digne. It occurs, however, in the Vosges, at, I believe,

comparatively low levels.

I visited Le Lautaret again in 1905, along with Mr. Champion, we
staj'ed there a week and got about a good deal, yet had a couple of

days' experience of what Le Lautaret could be like in the height of its

summer, the thermometer fell to 41" as a day temperature with rain

and wind, and for this couple of days the only way to keep warm was
to get under the bed-clothes. On my visit this j^ear I was favoured

by fine summer weather for nearly the whole fortnight of my stay.

There are many references to Le Lautaret in our Magazine, but

the only account in any detail is that by Tatt, in vol. xiii., p. 253.,

and in vol. ix., p. 13. There is a passing reference to it by Mr.
Pearson, in vol. xxiv., p. 97, but he seems to have been scared by the

hotel accommodation there, though one judges from his tale that he

went further and fared worse. As a matter of fact, Le Lautaret

Hospice gives fair entertainment, and though not perhaps affording all

the heart can desire, it compares not unfavourably with the Swiss

hotel of 30 or 40 years ago, which one always found so satisfactory

when on a walking tour.

The remarkably abundant and luxuriant vegetation here took Mr.
Tutt's attention, as it must do that of all who take even a mere ramble
near the Col. One is inclined to say that one finds here all the alpine

plants of Switzerland, especially of Western Switzerland, with many
others, and such a statement would not be so far from the truth as

might be at first sight supposed, and one is struck to find growing side

by side many plants that one has only seen before far away from each

other.

Whether the agricultural (or pastoral?) arrangements of the district

have been arranged to suit the remarkable plant growth, or whether
the latter has been conditioned by the farming arrangements, they
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certainly seem to combine to favour the floral plethora with which one

never ceases to be astonished and gratified.

The North side (facing South) of the Valley from Villar d'Arene to

Lautaret, from some 6,000ft. upwards to 8,000ft. or 8,500ft., is not

grazed, but all is cut for hay, and this cutting is not begun till quite

the end of July, nor finished till well into September, when the seven or

eight months' winter commences. Any grazing is done on only a few

awkward places after the cutting is over and this late cutting seems to

enable the plants to thrive about as well as if they were not cat at

all, though how such luxuriance persists with constant cropping and

no return, was a puzzle for which I could not find the key. On the

opposite (south) side of the valley, with trifling exceptions in places,

the whole slope is grazed, and the different aspect of the vegetation is

very striking, due more perhaps to the aspect than to this different

treatment. From some 8,000ft. or 8,500ft. upwards, grazing obtains

on all available areas. Insects seem also able to maintain themselves

in the mowing areas, not usually in profusion like the plant life,

but vastly in excess of what usually occurs in the mowed meadows of

the lower areas in Switzerland.

Mr. Tutt's references to the species he met with is so detailed that it

would be superfluous for me to go over the same ground now, and I

will only refer to such points as may extend the picture of the butterfly

fauna of the district that he gives.

I visited this district largely with a view to studying Auriades

tliersiti'.'i, and went to Le Lautaret to fill up time till the second brood

emerged at lower levels. I was rather astonished to find it at Le
Lautaret, but this and other items in reference to that species may be

left till I have something to say as to its life-history. I have now got

larviB which appear determined to hibernate, so that whether I shall

succeed or not in getting them through the winter is my present

problem. Mr. Tutt says he took Poli/oiiniatKs icarns var. irarimis

here. I do not find these amongst any of his specimens that have
come my way

; probably these were Agriades thersites, but icarinns is

not very rare at Le Lautaret. P. icarns is common and well dis-

tributed, but the commonest "blue " at Lautaret is certainly P. eras,

though it is a little localised. It is abundant wherever Oxi/tropis

cawpi'stris grows, and also with Antra</alus aristatns; Phacn astrai/alina

is also a foodplant, though not apparently so much favoured, and
accounts, I think, for the more scattered occurrence of P. eroa. It

very probably has other less acceptable foodplants.

After P. eros the most abundant " blue " was Plebeitc^ arifjjm-

linoinon, P. icanm being rather less common. Tutt notices P. aniyro-
ijnomon (under name P. ari/iis) as only locally common ; it was during
my visit generally distributed and common in most places. Really
much more abundant than /*. eras, if allowance be made for the latter

being abundant in only a few restricted localities. Plcbeim^ an/ns
{aeijDu) was rare, and only occurred occasionally.

A 5 of Ciipido sehnoi was met with, and a few odd specimens of

Lijcaena avion, a small dark form. Poli/diiuiuttKs seiiiia)yiis was not
uncommon. Tutt says the specimens were small compared with
examples from the Tyrol. They seemed to me aboat average size, one
? was 35mm. ; Wheeler says 30mm., Ruhl 32-34mm. Ai/riades condon
was not uncommon, but rather below the Hospice, becoming frequent
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at SOOffc. lower. Cupido )iiiuiiitnti was frequent, but never common as

Tutt found it. A few specimens of Alhul'uia pheretes and P. Injlas,

which Tutt did not take, occurred, but were nowhere common.
P(ih/o)iiiiiatiiti esclteri.— 1 tool\ this species a little below Le Lautaret,

the highest point about 400ft. beloAV the Hospice, say about 6,400ft.

It occurred here perhaps ten days later than at Bourg d'Oisans. j\ly

observations lead me to believe that this species is single-brooded at

all the levels at which I have taken it, but I do not feel at all certain

as to this. At each locality where I have taken it, it appears to have

a local race distinguishable from others by size, by amount of darken-

ing of the borders, in darkness of underside, etc., though there is

generally sufficient variability in each race to make the characters of

the local race not necessarily those of every specimen.

The Lautaret specimens are as small as any I have met with, viz.,

about 32-34mm. Those from Gavarnie in the Pyrenees are about 34-

36mm., those from Binn very little larger. Wheeler {ButU. of Sicitz.)

gives 38mm., which is probably a fair average for Swiss forms. Those

taken at Bourg d'Oisans range about 38-42mm., and those taken last

year at Bourg St. Maurice and elsewhere in the Valley of the Isere

were rather larger. They were also notable as having many specimens

with much more black shading towards the margin and towards the

ends of the veins. The largest and finest specimens also showed most

distinctly the white sheen along the veins towards the costa, which

give these larger specimens so much brilliancy when alive ; the same

white gloss is perhaps seen in other species, most often in fine large

P. icaniii. Specimens from Courmayeur range about 36mm. to 38mm.
Mr. Tutt saw, but did not take, Parnassiits delins. I did not see a

specimen, nor did I happen to come across a very hopeful locality for

it, though there must be many in the region, the food plant of /'. delitDt

was frequently seen but never in the quantity that F. delius affects.

P. apollo occurred in various places, both above and below the Hospice,

but only commonly some 500ft. lower. Though Colias. jiliicoinonc Avas

common ('. palacnn was not seen, though Vacciniina o/itilete which

has the same foodplant occurred in odd specimens.

On .July 31st I took on ground some 400ft. or 500ft. above Le
Lautaret, and towards Villar d'Arene a black Anjij)inis (ujlaia. It is

not in quite perfect condition, and very closely resembles the figure

given on pi. viii., vol. xiv., p. 311, of the Knt. Uecord.

A species not referred to by Tutt is Krehia (/laciali^. The species

is no doubt common, probably occurring in all suitable localities, of

which many are visible (from below) on all sides. On each of my
visits I saw this on the Col du Galibier and neighbouring slopes. On
my visit there this year on July 27th, it was fairly common, but as

usual difficult to catch, and owing to want of sun not on the wing all

the time. The form occurring here is an absolutely black one. I have

one specimen on the underside of which a little brownish may be

detected by a willing observer. This idiitn form is the only one I have

seen here, though probably it affords other forms as rare aberrations.

Tutt notices the close approach in general aspect that occurs at Le
Lautaret between Erehia }nelamiim and Erehia pliarte, and goes so far

as to assert that, at this locality, whatever they are elsewhere, they

are one species. Mr. Elwes was, apparently {Ent. Soc. Land.,

November 4th, 1896), in full agreement with him in the matter, nor
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do I know of any definite disagreement with this result being recorded

except my brief remarks in Trans. Ent. Soc, 1898, p. 204. As

regards the close resemblance of these two species at Le Lautaret,

Kiebia ccto ought certainly to be added to the group, if not also P:.

i'lu'plnoii. These four species fly together, it is almost impossible to

distinguish them on the wing, though there is a little difit'erence in the

Hight of J'!, nielaiii/iiis that enables one often to make a fair guess as to

which it is. When caught, E. vjiijiliron and K. veto are easily recog-

nised, though the latter is a small form with very small markings,

both the brown patches and eyespots, so that it difi'ers little at first

view from K. melampus, till the wedge-shaped form of the brown spots

is noticed. E. pliarte is, perhaps, best separated by the form of the

brown beneath the forewing, which is a more or less regular, con-

tinuous band ; in E. iiielainpiin it is irregular, broken up, or defective.

I did not bring home many specimens of these, but I captured a

very considerable number, and never had any difficulty in saying to

what species any specimen belonged.

The close resemblance of these species here is due to what may be

called, for convenience, whether it be really so or not, the mimicry of

E. pliaite by K. iiielcniijuis, and by E. ceto. In E. iiielavi/nis the black

spots dwindle and almost disappear to a degree that is certainly rare in

other localities, whilst in E. ceto the same change occurs, and the size

of the insect is much the same as that of E. jiliarte. I do not know
what is the most typical size of E. ceto. At Fusio they are very

large ; nowhere are they, I think, smaller than at Le Lautaret.

If mimicry has anything to do with this grouping, it is curious

that E. p/iarte should be the model, as it seems to be, the E. p/iarte

being very nearly of the usual form, and the E. vielampiis and E. ceto

varied to accord with it. In connection with this I may refer to the
long series of E. pliarte and E. manto, which I took above Guarda
(Lower Engadine), in which the K. manto has departed from its usual
form, and in appearance is very close indeed to Pj. jiJiarte, so close in

some cases that it is certainly more difficult to pronounce as to some
specimens than it is in the case of E. )iida}iipus and E. pjharte at Le
Lautaret. Yet ordinary E. manto is really a very different insect from
E. pharte.

This case of E. manto seems to confirm the idea that it is the E.
pliarte, that is the model, and that the other species achieve some
advantage by confusing themselves with it.

Amongst the moths the only species not noticed by Tutt about
which I need make any remark are Oniia cymbalariae, which was
frequently seen on the wing in the sunshine, possibly stirred up, but
I think seen so often that flying in the sunshine must be its natural
habit. cUsioeampa alpirola larv8e were seen, a fresh $ imago was
found at rest. The nests of Erio(/aster arbimcidae, which is certainly
specifically distinct from E. lanestris, were abundant on the low-
growing Sali.r arbiisciila in wet places, and also on alders. Larvfe
were also found, but no nests, in places where both willows and
alders were very distant, so that some other foodplant or foodplants
seem to be indicated. Larvse of this species brought home in previous
years always failed to be successfully treated, small ones died, larger
ones were stung with hardly an exception, and the few cocoons finally
obtamed never eventuated, so I made no attempt to do anything with
the species on this occasion.
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Mr. Tntt notes that Anthrocera (Zijf/aena) exnlans was " in the
utmost profusion." Mr. Tutt's dates were from July 30th to August
5th. Mine from July 22nd to August 5th, yet I hardly saw a specimen
of A, i'.viilaus, not, I should say, a couple of dozen. A. )iiinos was
common, and six spotted species [tilipendiilae, etc.), occurred. I have
seen A. exnlanH " in the utmost profusion " in various places in the
Swiss and Graian Alps, and without actually formulating an opinion,
I imagine that I supposed that at these localities they were always so.

I don't think I ever visited any of these places in another year to test

the matter. Here, however, Tutt found them in profusion in 1896.
In 1918 they were certainly very rare. I conclude, therefore, that

when one finds them swarming, as they sometimes do, the season has
more to do with it than the actual locality.

An interesting species met with at about 8000ft. was Anaitia

xiinpliciata, an inhabitant of the Diuphiny Alps, but not those of

Switzerland, and not met with apparently between Dauphiny and
Hungary. I also took a specimen of ' 'ranibns paiiperellus. I don't

know whether this has been recorded from Dauphiny, but it occurs in

the Jura and the Vosges, and like A. siinpUriata is not seen to the east

of this till we reach Hungary. HeterixiiinU penella was common in

various places, but though I did meet with larvfe and cocoons, I

was much struck by their rarity in comparison with the imagines ; one
would expect to see at least plenty of empty cocoons. The species of

this genus, however, differ much in different localities in this matter.

At Digne the cocoons of this species are everywhere conspicuous.

The Prohibition of the Capture of Pariiassius apollo.

By Prof. M. GILLMEK.

[Prof. Gillmer, of Cothen, Hesse Darmstadt, has very kindly
furnished us with the history and full particulars of the Prohibition,

and Mr. Sich has carefully translated his account into English. It

may not be uninteresting to have the exact information, as it was
originally stated that the Prohibition was over the whole of Germany,
whereas it is only in one or two areas, where the species has been
excessively harassed by professional collectors for years.—H.J.T.]

July 13th, 1912.

Reintroducing Parnassius apollo on the Calvarienberg, near
BOZEN.

Oberleutnant Wilhelm von Dragoni-Rabenhorst, of Gries, near
Bozen (Tirol), writes, that formerly the Calvarienberg at Bozen, was
an excellent locality for P. apollo. A collector, who annually visited

this fat pasture land, is said to have so far succeeded by assiduous
collecting, that now not a single apollo flies on the Calvarienberg.
W. von Dragoni-Rabenhorst has put down on the Calverienberg a

large number of larva; of P. apollo var. nihiilits, from the neighbouring
Eisack V'alley, and asks entomologists to spare apollo until it has
again become firmly established there.
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July 27th, 1912.

Protection of Parnassius apollo, L., vap. melliculus, Stich, in

THE ObERPFALZ.

By Prof. Dr. A. Spuler, Erlangen.

At the suggestion of the Kegensburg Protection Society (Verein

fiir Natui'schutzpflege), the councils of Stadtamhof, Parsberg and

Burglengenfeld (Bavaria) have prohibited for three years the present

inconsiderate wholesale capture of the beautiful ajiuUn. The by-law

of Burglengenfeld runs as follows :

—
To the Local Police Authorities :—/<V the ilistrict I'olice rc'inla-

tion for the iirotection of the A/iollo batteilti/.

Below follows a copy of the district police regulation for- the

protection of the Apollo butterfly, issued on September 2nd, 1911,

Avith tlie government resolution of the 6th of the previous month,

No. 23818, putting it in force, with the request to publish this regula-

tion immediately in the district in the usual form (see Ministerial-

Resolution, May 28th, 18G2, Regierungsblatt S. 925). The fulfilment

of this order is to be notified here vitlnn 10 dai/a. The following

description of the Apollo butterfly and its caterpillar is to be brought

to public notice by affixing copies on the parish notice boards. (Then

follows the description).

District Police Eegulation.^— The Council of Burglengenfeld

issues the following District Police Regulation according to articles 4

and 22b, Section II., of the Police penalties book for the district of

Burglengenfeld.

The capture of the butterfly Apollo {runiassius apollo), and the

collection of the caterpillars of this butterfly is prohibited. Excepting

the capture or collection of single specimens for scientific purposes by

persons provided with and carrying a license issued by the district

council. Disregard of this regulation will be punished by a fine up to

150 Marks (£7 10s. Od.), or imprisonment. Burglengenfeld, August
2nd, 1911.

Tt) the Local School Authorities.—Be District Police Fieindation

for the jirotection of the A/ioUo biittertii/. The local school authorities

will see to it that the above printed district police regulation, of the

2nd of the previous month, prohibiting the capture of the Apollo

butterfiy, and the collection of the caterpillar about April, shall be

particularly impressed on the school children. Bui'glengenfeld,

September" 19tb, 1911.

It would be desiral)le if /'. a/iollo were to be protected also in the

southern Black Forest district at Randen, and in the Hohgau where its

existence is, in places, already threatened. It has years ago been
exterminated on the further Schlossberg, near Freiburg in Breisgau.

The remarkable decline in numbers of apollo in Fninkish Switzerland
has been proved by Julius Stephan in the Zeitschrift der Deidschen
Xatiiririssenfichaftlichen (iesellschaft, and at the same time the

authorities were appealed to to declare the district in a legal manner
as a Reserve against collectors.
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September 7th, 1912.

The magistrate at EichstJitt has issued a local police regulation

which imposes penalties on the capturing of the native kinds of

a]-olhi butterflies, the gathering of the pupfe and larvae, the sale or

despatch of these butterflies, their pupse or larvae.

The President (Hiither) and the editor (Dr. Meyer) of the Inter-

national EntoiiioloffificJte Verein at Frankfort-on-Main have decided that

advertisements, in which those species in danger of extermination are

offered for sale, will not be accepted any more for the Inteniat. Ent.

Z'-itsclirift. This prohibition includes ajiollo from every German
locality, especially the varieties rinnif^eufiis, bartJtoloniaeiis, vielliciiliis,

from Alsace, also Mantis relif/iosa from Alsace, and Arctia maculosa

from Vienna.

February 22nd, 1913.

Under the above date, Gg. Ivneidl of Regensburg issued an appeal

in which he asks entomologists and collectors (expressly those in

Bavaria) for their support in coming to an understanding over the

following prohibition. The by-law against collecting the larvfe and
catching the butterfly of apollo has been in force in the Begensburg
district since July, 1912. Unfortunately this by-law can in many
ways be evaded, since licences to collect for scientific purposes are

issued by the authorities, the number of specimens collected cannot be

controlled. During night work (which, for instance, is much carried

on at Regensburg) this species, especially the butterfly in sleep, may
be taken, so that in this way the by-law is really one-sided. I shall

endeavour to have a strict general bij-laiv carried through in this way,

that /Vr)»f April to the middle of July no collector ma;/ enter those spaces

where Apollo occurs, and also that dnriny this period ni(fht irork on the

vioiintaiii slopes be strictbj prohibited. In this way onlj' might the

extermination of this beautiful insect be avoided.

[Prof. Gillmer concludes with the Appeal of the Swiss Ent. Ass.

on behalf of several rare species in that country, a copy of which
has already appeared, vol. xxv., p. 168.—H.J.T.]

Notes on Collecting Rhopalocera in Horley (Surrey) district for

1912 and 1913.

By H. BAKER SLY, F.E.S.

As I have not kept any special notes I can only give a list of the

more noteworthy specimens which I have taken during the last two

seasons. Gonepfenj.r rhamni was one of the first butterflies seen by

me in 1912, when I saw it in a wood near Three Bridges on March
26th. I did not net the insect, but left it to lay its brood of eggs and

was rewarded by finding quite a number of larvfe during June and

July. The insect was again fairly plentiful in the same wood during

the following August. On April 27th, 1912, I took the first Eitchloe

cardamines, a fine J , and soon after that date they were to be seen in

plenty along the lanes, being in fine condition up till the latter part of

May. Along with E. cardamines there were plenty of the first brood of

Pieris napi, some being very strongly marked on the undersides.
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]h-i>ut/iix eiiphrnni/ne was swarming in Worth Forest (Tilgate) on May
12th, 1912. I failed to take any variations of note, but was more

fortunate with B. nelene, which occurs freely in the marshy parts of

the forest at the latter end of May and June. I took a very dark

aberration on May 26th, 1912, in very fine condition.

Celastrina an/iolits was also in some numbers around holly in the

neighbourhood of Copthorne during May, one being seen as early as

May 1st.

ApJiantnpiis hijperantas, although local, was plentiful in some of the

woods, and a fine series was taken on July 8th.

A perfect iJri/as papJiia was unfortunately missed in Worth
Forest on July 20th. 1912, it being the only specimen I have seen

since laiy residence in this locality.

Along every hedgerow Epinepliele tithonns was hopping from

mid-July to mid-August, and lti(micia phlaeas was abundant and in

good condition by the end of July, there being a good number with the

blue spots on the hindwings, especially during last year.

Bit/u/s qnerciiA was common ni Worth Forest by the first week in

August, although as usual they were chipped in a good many cases.

Persistent beating of the oaks during the latter half ol May in the

locality will generally result in a fair supply of larvse.

Several Pi/rameis atalanta were occasional visitors to the flowers in

the garden during August and September, but it seems an uncommon
insect in these parts, and one /'. caidui was seen on August 5th, 1912,

also in the garden.

A trip to Covvden, near Lingfield, on August 16th, resulted in

three or four Vancum to, which were taken on thistles growing beside

the lake.

I have seen no Coliax edasa in Horley this year at all, although I

saw one or two in August, 1912.

A trip to Horsley, on May 2J:th, resulted in a good bag of Hamearis

lucitia, all in very good condition, also in two or three Callupliri/s rubi.

I was fortunate enough not to meet with a game-keeper in this wood,

as from what I hear they are very vigilant and turn off anybody as

soon as they arrive on the ground.

July in the Eastern Pyrenees.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Last year's summer holiday was spent in the Pyrenees Orientales

the first fortnight being passed at Vernet-des-Bains, and the latter part

of the time at the Chalet Hotel on Mount Canigou. The journey to

Vernet is an easy one though long, once on the other side of the

Channel the only change (if you select the best trains) is at Paris. I

arrived there about -1.30 p.m. and had ample time to walk across the

river to a comfortable restaurant that I knew of near the Louvre,

where I got a good dinner at a reasonable price, after which I walked

quietly back having plenty of leisure to catch the 7 o'clock through

train, which I suppose is in reality one of the Spanish expresses. I

arrived at Vernet on the morning of July 1st, and after lunch took a

stroll up the hill at the back of the Hotel des Bains Mercader in the

brilliant sun of the Mediterranean. Insects, however, were not plentiful,

a few of the commoner " blues " and Melanar<jia lachesis being the only
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species I noticed
;
possibly, however, this was because I had stayed

and partially unpacked so that I did not start out till between

3 and 4 p.m. The following day was dull and the sky entirely over-

cast, nevertheless I went for the day up the St. Martin Valley and

spent a pleasant hour going over the ruins and the Church of St.

Martin of Canigou, the old church below the present new edifice is

very interesting with its three aisles, each of which is arranged with

its altar at the east end. The monks in old days certainly knew how
to obtain both commanding and beautiful situations. One day I saw

the Archbishop of Perpignan in the grounds (the Church of St. Martin

is a country living and seat of the Archbishops of Perpignan) directing

some of his men how to gather the fruit of his plane trees, he was

evidently particular that they should not break the branches of the

trees, and very picturesque his tall figure looked in his reddish purple

cassock and cape and very broad brimmed, stifi", round hat of the same
colour.

My primary object in coming to Vernet was to obtain and watch

Laeosopis roboris in one of its most abundant localities. My friend Mr.

Jones had given me many details, so I had no difficulty in discovering

its haunts as also those of many other species. The second day, July

3rd was brilliant though at times there was a cool breeze, and I spent it

beyond the dairy and on the hill at the back. L. roboris was evidently

just coming out, for by persistent eft'ort I obtained about half-a-dozen

flying around the ash trees and occasionally settling on some bramble

that grew at the foot of the rocks just at the corner leading over the

stream to the pastures beyond. They were all quite fresh, so I looked

forward to obtaining a fair series before leaving. During my visit I

spent several mornings in this locality, and found a narrow path

about 150 feet up the hill to be a good hunting ground ; here, with

the aid of a long handle to my net, I secured quite a fine series of both

sexes of this beautiful Kuralid. In the same locality I also took

several quite fresh Kjnnepltele padphae. Melanargia lachesix was
flying fairly plentifully, so that I was able to secure them without

difficulty ; the species appears to remain on the wing for well over a

month in successive emergences, 1 imagine, as I took quite fresh

examples when I came down from Canigou over a month later on.

LepUma {Leiicopiiasia) t:ina/)ix was not uncommon in most localities.

Walking one morning through the hotel grounds towards the dairy,

I espied a beautiful TrochiUuiii a/iifoniiis just emerged, or rather

just having dried its wings on a very large poplar, its pupa case was
quickly discovered sticking out of the roots just above the ground.

Scarcely had I got into the held beyond when a new " blue," that I

had not seen before in the locality, attracted me, and soon a female

Ereres anjiades succumbed to my attentions, and shortly after a male

followed suit. The former is unusually black, as was a tfecond female

that I took on my return from the little fortified town of Villefranche.

PohjorntnatHs icarus was fairly common, the females being as abundant

as the males, the former being often suffused with blue, one specimen

being very strongly suffused over both wings. Li/caena arion was also by

no means uncommon, the general form being unusually large, and though

the blue was darkish, it was very lustrous, the spots in all cases being

decidedly radiated, and the dark termen very broad ; it is a very handsome
form. Among other species, that I hoped to secure a good series of, was
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roh/omiiiat.iiit auianda, its delicate and beautiful colouring has always

attracted my attention, but I fear it must have been well over, for I

only took one or two specimens at Vernet and another in the St,

Vincent Valley. A single pair only of Ai/riades thetis fell to my net,

whilst a single male I leodes ririianreai' and Loueia dorilis did likewise,

as also a single /'. Jn/los, Celastriiia arninhis was rare, but Pleheitis

an/IIS was plentiful, and Poli/oiiDiiatns si'iiiianjiis was not uncommon,
its colour, however, was decidedly darker than usual. I only took one

specimen of Jlinniria pidaeas, which was quite bright and typical ; it

was captured on July 7th. Paniassins npnllo were all large specimens,

and were found, though not in any abundance, throughout the

district, only one specimen of Colias ednsa, a poor female, fell to my
net in one of the open areas by the road towards St. Martin de

Canigou. Pierh braxfiicoi' and Picris [(Tanoris) rapae occurred

frequently in the cultivated areas, whilst Leptofn'a siuapia was common.
The bright and pretty Enchlo? enp/wndidefi was not as common in the

immediate vicinity of Vernet as it was further afield, I only took three

specimens more or less near the little town.

On the hill at the foot of which stands the Hotel des Bains

Mercader, several of the Satyrids occurred in abundance, the result

being that I omitted to take a sufficiently long series of Sati/ni.t circe.

It was in beautiful condition for at least a month to five weeks. S.

herniionc was very common, i>\ xemeU less so, but the females were

beautifully bright and large specimens. High up the hill near the

top I W'as glad to take a single S. hriaeia. Melanarcjia lac/iesis occurred

everywhere, as also did Krchia sti/ipie, all being fine large heavily

oceliated specimens, decidedly larger than my Gavarnie series and

more heavily spotted, whilst they are, of course, quite a different

looking insect from the general run of the Swiss form.

Quite typical Pij/as papliici turned up here and there, both sexes

of hsinia lafhonia, and a single male of Brent/iifi dia in perfect con-

dition was taken on July 4th. Of Melitaeae, M. didyiiia and J/, athalia

were common, the latter large and darkly marked, whilst M. phoebe

was much less in evidence, but the specimens were large. Paran/e

niaera and its form adrasta occurred together, and I took a single

specimen of P. aef/eria. Aj>ha)itnpits lujpi'rantiix was quite typical,

whilst Epinephele jiirtina var. hispiilln likewise occurred, and E,

pasiphoe has already been mentioned. Of the genus Coennnymplia the

only two species that I took were C. arcania and C. pamphiliiti.

Among the Heterocera, Anthrocera {Zuriaena) lonicerae was fairly

common, A. srabiosae being much less abundant. Aducita (Ino)

f/fri/nn was in good condition, and by no means rare, whilst Heteroqynia

penclla was of frequent occurrence. .SVsm {Mocrof/losfta) stellatanim

could be seen every day poised in the hot sun over the flowers whose
nectar it delighted in. I did not find any of the Lithosiids common
except Coscinia striata : this was plentiful, but I found no dark or light

varieties whatever. A single specimen of both Lithosia f/riscola and
/.. caniola fell to my lot, and I took also one specimen each of

Eitprortis cJiri/finrrhoea and of Cocldidion liiiiarodes. Flying in the hot

sun I likewise took one specimen of Acyeria (Sesia) empiformh and of

yE. aerifroiis. So far as the immediate neighbourhood of Vernet itself

is concerned this concludes my list of captures.

After I had passed a week's pleasant stay I returned to the hotel
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to dinner one evening having had a long and hard day's work—and a

ver}' hot one too—in the St. Vincent Valley, and had scarcely sat down
in my accustomed place at table, when an evident Englishman

and his wife were placed next to me ; the meal proceeded with the

usual enquiries as to the weather and the scenery of the neighbourhood,

and then a chance remark at desert revealed the fact that the new-

comers were bent on some branch of natural history, and on a more
minute enquiry I found that I was talking to Mr. and Mrs. C. F.

Johnson, of Stockport, both of whom were l)ent on an entomological

holiday. Notes were soon being compared and explanations as to

hunting grounds given. I believe their first day was spent in the St.

Vincent Valley, while I had before arranged for a longish day up the

St. Martin Valley with an extension to the Col du Cheval-Mort and up

to the Kandais Hut. A most lovely day I had, a description of which

will serve for several other shorter excursions in the same direction.

The route lies via the little village of Casteil, but there is

plenty of work to be done before even that short distance is

accomplished. The right side of the valley as we ascend is almost

entirely under cultivation, but the left side, though cultivated, has a

good deal of rocky bare land and some poor pasture on the hill sides,

where insects fly freely. Le/itosia siiia/iis was common, whilst the

bright and pretty Enclda'e eupJienoidef; was at this time rather rare, 1

only picked up about half-a-dozen examples on this side of Vernet,

and they were not confined to definite spots but occurred singly in

different localities, some in the Valley, some well above Casteil. A
whitish specimen of the same genus attracted my attention and gave

me a sharp race in the hope of securing a female eiiplunioideft, but alas

it turned out to be only Kiicldoc rardmnineif. after all. The "blues"
and ' coppers " up in this direction were conspicuous by their absence,

the only specimens I took being a single Pob/oiiniiatKs seDnar/jiis and two

Ihdiiicia phhieaa, neither of Avhich can be called var. elena, though they

must have been of the summer brood. JMelauariiia lach-.sis was abundant

everywhere as also was Melitaea athalia. M. pJioebe, however, was much
less common, while M. didi/ma was typical but not as common as

usual. On a bare hillside I took a single female Aporia crataeip,

but perhaps I let them pass as Mr. and i\lrs. Johnson took more,

they also took Papilio poihdinKs and I'aniassiiis apollo, which I

fear I allowed to pass by unmolested. Of the Pierids, I'ieris brasfiicat.-,

P. rapai' and P. napi wete all observed, whilst I took, close

by the Church of St. Martin, a beautiful, quite fresh specimen of

Papilio iiiacltan)!. Ari/i/nnis aijlaia was not uncommon, though I only

netted a couple, both of which are quite typical, and I also took

B>e)it/iis iliii, Jssoria lathonia and Vrt/aH paphia. As the wooded hill-

sides were reached Sati/nifi cin-c put in an occasional appearance, and
^'. hermione was very frequent. I only observed a single Coenonyinpha

daruH, a male which I captured, as also a single female ('. arcania, the

specimen having marked obsoletion of spots on the underside. Krehia

i^tyt/nc was the only species of the genus I saw in this locality, but Mr.

Johnson also took E. epiphmn. The genus Paranje was represented

by three species, a single female P. vie/fciera, with F. ae;/eria and P.

viaera var. adrasta. P!pinepJu'le Jiirtina var. hispidla was not uncommon,
whilst F^. pasipha'e, in both sexes, was in beautiful condition. Of the

Hesperiidae I took a quite fresh Poirellia sao, a single Tlnjiiiclicns acteun
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and a pair of Adopaea jiara (tliauiiias), but I fear I paid little attention

to this group. In addition to those I have here recorded, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson took iMeosopis roboria, Pidi/oiiiinatits icarns, P. amanda and
Poli/ounnatus scmiariius, Li/caena arion and Even's arj/iades.

Having turned out of the St. Martin Valley and begun the ascent

towards the Col du Cheval-Mort, whilst however still more or less in

the branch valley, a vast bush of clematis was the rendezvous of many
species. Linienitis caniilla with its graceful flight settled on the

flowers and hovered over them, darting rapidly away only to return,

and Anally (after being admired greatly, I having had much
pleasure in watching its movements) it made a home in my net and
has come to live with me. Most of the specimens had, however,
jDassed their best. Then lirenthis {An/i/nnu) daphne put in an appear-

ance, and I took several at this spot, it being the only place I took
it during this trip. Parnassins apollo was here also, and fell a

victim to my avidity, the specimens were by no means the large

fine form one is accustomed to associate with this district. As
I ascended, Erehia stj/i/iie became very common, all being a large

fine form having broad rufous bands and large spots with prominent
white centres ; this is quite the finest form that I have taken, being

much larger and finer than that obtained in the Hautes Pyrenees.
Single specimens of both Colias ediisa and (ionc/iteri/x rliamni were
obtained, the former not being uncommon though not in good
condition. Leptosia ditpuncJieli turned up twice, and one beautiful

specimen of L. .sinapis var. diuiensin, with the wings entirely white
above, was also taken. Aif/i/nnis ai/laia Avas the only one of its

genus that I saw in the higher regions, it and Melitaea athalia were
abundant, and M. phoebe also flew sparingly. The form of Hipparrhia
seinele was quite ordinary, not at all comparable with the fine bright

tawny female specimens frequenting the hill at the back of the Hotel
Mercader.

More than one pleasant day was spent in this district, but in

no case were insects abundant, the St. Vmcent Valley was on the
whole the better collecting ground. On July 11th we (Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson and I) took an excursion together to Hie sur Tet, a little town
down in the valley of the river from which it takes its name. The
town itself did not appear to have very much of interest about it, and
after supplying ourselves with peaches and fruit from the market-place,
we hastened on. Our way led us over the long bridge crossing the

Tet, which must have been at one time a broad fine river, but is now
confined to a very narrow channel, though doubtless when the snow
is melting on the hills the bed may have a fair volume of water in it

;

it was a very hot day and we were glad of some shade on the other
side of the river. Immediately on arrival there, however, a chase
became necessary, for Gonejdenjx dcopatra sped on his way in front,

but was overtaken and captured after a sharp run, as also were several

others of the same species. As we wandered along we noticed a little

Epinep/ide that flew differently among the undergrowth of the hedges,
and we soon discovered that it was E. ida, a nice little series of both
sexes fell to each of us, and Pararf/e aei/eria seemed more or less to

accompany it. Most of the hills we were among appeared to consist

of a sort of calcareous limestone of a yellowish colour, that was honey-
combed through and throug-h with caves and water channels ; an
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immense amount of detrition is evidently taking place here. As we
ascended—for the heat of the valley made our ascent imperative—up
the sides of a little water course a fine dark Satyrid, new to me, settled

a yard or two out of reach. A few steps among the rocks brought me
within its compass, but the balancing necessary on a steeply slanting

boulder just gave it a chance and off" it flew only to settle in a more
inaccessible place. In its flight, however, it showed its underside for

a moment, and that sight inspired the resolution to obtain the specimen
if possible. Up I clambered again, and in the end perseverance was
rewarded, for I returned with a lovely fresh specimen of the beautiful

Sati/riia jidia, and before the day was out a second also fell to my
net ; both are unusually black specimens above, whilst the underside

is in sharp contrast. As we wended our way upwards several

nice Laiiipides boeticiis were taken, and a single Kpinephele ixinipha'f, very

much worn, was also captured by me, showing that here it was
practically over though at Vernet it was in first rate condition.

Melitaea didijtiia was not uncommon and Mela)tariiia lachesia was still

quite fresh. Much of the hill-side was given up to vineyards and but
little occurred among them; an occasional C. ediisa flew rapidly across,

and as we neared the limits of cultivation and were arriving up to the

heath-covered summit, M. atJialia would come occasionally within

striking distance. Once on the top, however, we were more busily

engaged, for Papilio feistlia)iieli was by no means rare, but they took

some catching, fortunately all of us were more or less successful with
it. During a brief respite with this species I saw a large insect come
up the hill-side madly hurtling itself through the air, of course I made
for it, but alas without avail, for its pace was quite beyond me, and to

my great regret I saw my first Cliara.vcs jauus in its native haunts
disappear into the blue ether in front of me. Papilio iiiachann was
taken by Mr. Johnson, and M. plioebe was not uncommon, whilst on
our way down Drycift paphia, Satj/nis circe, and S'. alcynne were taken,

the first and the last by my companions, S. circe by myself. To quite

complete the list, by no means a long one, Pararge maera var. adrasta,

E. tithuuiis and /'>'. jnitina were also captured. A quiet walk to the

railway station finished the day at this interesting little place, and so

ended a most enjoyable trip.

The following day we (the same trio) spent in the Gorges de Carenca.
To get there it is necessary to take the Mont Louis electric railway up
the Valley of the Tet and detrain at Thues, at the entrance to the gorge,

we, however, being at the very rear of the train did not realise, amid
the lovely scenery, that we had arrived there, and so we passed our
destination and w^ent on to Fontpedrouse, further up the valley. It

being only three miles further on the little detour made no difference to

us, nay, as a matter of fact, it added several species to our day's sport.

It was a fine walk, down hill all the way. Encldn'e eii/dienoides soon put
in an appearance and several nice fresh specimens fell to each of us,

then Mr. Johnson caught a single female " blue " we had not seen

before, and Glaucopsuclie ci/llco-iis was added to the list. Brenthis

(Arifi/nnis) daphne next fell to my lot, and as we wended our waj' down
Rioiiicia phlaeas, Plebeiiis aeyon, Poli/oijniiatiis icarus, P. hylas, P. esclieri,

Polyommatm seni.iaryiifi as also Lycaena a?7o» were taken. Ere long we
came to a steep rocky declivity, up and down which several Satyrids

disported themselves and by dint of patience and careful stalking S.
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alcijone fell to my lot and a couple of specimens of N. octaea. The female

of the last is typical, the male, however, is covdida above, but artuea below.

Ere long we arrived at the gorge itself, a very narrow defile with the

rocky sides rising quite precipitously 100 to 150 feet high, the little

rushing stream adding light and viva.eity to the darkness of the gorge, in

this very narrow section few insects were seen, except a IJnaniila or two
at rest on the rocky sides, here and there, however, the stream widened

out in curves and the sunshine made itself felt on both vegetation and
insect life. In one of these spots I took P. amanda and a single

Af/riailes tlu'ti!< as also A. coridon, whilst P. escheri was not uncommon.
It was not very long, however, before we left behind us the narrow
defile and emerged into a lovely wooded valley, still narrow, but slowly

widening out, and the ascent rapidly became perceptible. P. apollo

was not uncommon and was larger than the St. Martin specimens,

whilst Mr. Johnson took a single P. wnetunayne. A. cratcttuii, P.

.hrassicae, P. napi, and P. rapac also occurred with L. sinapis added to

them. Of the Melitaecw, M. phoebe and 21. atJialia contested which
was the commoner. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson took also Pontia daplidice

and P'ltchloe cardaniine^ in addition to those just referred to, they also

took ir. rhamni, and Lr. deopatra, neither of which fell to my lot. Of
Vaneasidae, V. io, Pyravwis atalanta, P. carditi, Aylais nrticae and
Evvanessa antlopa (one only) were captured, whilst my companions
took Satynis alcynne which I did not see. Culiaa edusa occurred and I

took a nice palish yellow female. Pararye iiiaera var. adra^ta was
common. Of the P^rebiae I took FJ. styyne, decidedly less fine than the

Vernet form, and one very heavily spotted form of Melconpias epiphrcii

:

several species of Ar<tynnidae occurred to one or other of us, such as

Brenthix dia, lanoria latlioiikt, A. aylaia, A. niuhe ab. eris, the only eria

taken on this holiday. Melanaryia lac/tesis was rare, for we only took

one each. ApJuiittupiis Jiyperautns and E. jiirtina var. hispidla both

occurred, typical heodeft viryaareae and Hinnicia phlaeaft were captured,

whilst Mr. Johnson took one Loweia alcijihron var. yordius. Of " blues"

PU'bciits aryits was not rare, almost exactly like our South of England
specimens, and P. icarus was not infrequent. I took also a small series

ot" Potyoi)imatasseini.aryi(fi,3b\loi which were unusually dark blue. L. avion

and Celastrhia aryinlus were both rare. Among the Heterocera several

specimens of Callimorplia dnuiinida were taken by me. Whilst
AntJtrocera (Zyyaena) brizae was very common, A. lonicerae was of

much less frequent occurrence and I only took one A. pUpendnlae.

What with much time spent in collecting, coupled with a short

shower, we did not reach the boundary line of Spain or even the Lake
of Carenea, but we enjoyed a lovely day's excursion and w^ere quite

content with our " bag," even though it was not quite as large either

in number of species or specimens as we had expected.

The St. Vincent Valley was perhaps the best ground for collecting

in this district at all events during my visit. On the hill at the back

of the Mercader Satyrus ciire was in strong evidence and in beautiful con-

dition, whilst the females of Hip/iarchia sejndc were large and very rich

in the tawny colour of their bands. Melanaryia larJieais was here, as it

was everywhere else. Further on round the other side of the hill

before coming into the St. Vincent Valley h'.neldo'c enphenoides turned

up singly, and I took a nice little series of both sexes. Kpinephele

jurtina var. hispnlla was very fine and ('(lenonyinpha paaipha'e also
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occurred, whilst Melitaea athalia in all degress of more or less suffusion

was abundant and some very pretty specimens of M. diihjuni var.

lueridioncdis likewise occurred both here and in the St. Vincent Valley.

In the valley itself Sati/rus circe was replaced by .V. alcyune, which
was common, L'olj/ouniiatKs icarus, very bright and clear in its blue,

occurred, and Laeonojiis roboriti was always to be taken as also Li/caena

avion, the radiated and heavily spotted forms. Of Vanessids two
Foliji/ania c-albitni fell to the net, both the pale form with small
markings, but much the worse for wear, and I saw but did not take

A. urticae and V. io: Brent/iis dia was long past its prime, but Ismria
lathonia and A. otjlaia were in excellent condition. Melitaea phoehe

was very common, very fine and very fresh. A. hi/perantiis was of

fairly frequent occurrence, but all quite typical; of Parar<ie nieijaera I

took but one specimen. Coeuotnjnipha arcania was not uncommon,
perhaps a I'ttle darker and more strongly marked below than the type
form. Among the llespeiiidac I took T/n/mcUciis acteoii rarely and Adnpaea
-sylvanns. The race of Krebia stj/ipie is a very fine one here as elsewhere
in this district, the fulvous bands are very broad and bright and the
•ocellated spots large and prominent, in size also it is fine, being much
larger than any Swiss specimens I have ever seen and also larger than
those I have taken in the Hautes Pyrenees. Limenitis Camilla was rare

'but the one or two I took were beautiful specimens. Colias cditsa was
by no means uncommon but the Pierid group were conspicuous rather by
'their absence, A. crataei/i being the commonest after C. ediixa. L.
ninapis occurred and Pieria [Ganorig) rapae, whilst of (Jonepteri/.r rlHunni

and (r. Cleopatra I only took one or two specimens. In addition to

these Mr, and Mrs. Johnson captured L'apiUo pndaliriua var. feist/iauieli,

1\ brassicae, E. cardaiiriiies, I'ararf/e iiiaera var. adiasta, Itiimicia /dilaeas

(I also took one var. eleiis) and f'!reres ari/iades.

1 cannot say that, taking all things into consideration, insects were
abundant. A walk to Villefranche—a most interesting little frontier

fortress though now disused—and home, the back way produced P.
jjodaliriiis var. feistluniwli, K. eap/wnoides, ('alias ediisa and G. cleopatra,

the usual Melitaeae, and in addition to the ordinary run of species,

Flpiiiepltele ida.

The most interesting part of the excursion was certainly that spent
at the Chalet Hotel of Canigou, where I stayed for nearly three weeks,
but this I will reserve for a later paper.

Life=history of Lycana sephyrus var. uhrgki.'=

By F. W. FHOHAWK, M.B.O.U., F.E.S.

On May 28th I received from Fraulein Sarolta von Wertheimstein
four living females of Lijcaena sepJtijrna, which had been captured at

Flamunda, Deliblat, South Hungary. These were at once placed on a
growing plant of Astragalus dasi/ant/nifi, and during the following two
days over six dozen eggs Avere deposited on both surfaces of the leaves

•of the plant. The butterflies continued depositing for several days
and lived until the middle of June.

Immediately the e<^g is extruded it is entirely of a pale green colour, which
rapidly fades within a few minutes to bluish-white. The egg is proportionately
small for the size of the butterfly, measuring only •53mm. across its greatest

* Cf. Ent. Record, vol. xxiv., p. 190, 1912.
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diameter, and only •27mni. high. In shape it is a compressed spheroid. The
ground colour is a pale greenish-blue-grey ; the micropyle appearing as a dark grey
spot. The whole surface is covered with raised white reticulations, which produce
an irregular cellular pattern ; these are extremely fine over the micropyle, but
increase in size until reaching the side where they become largest and form a rough
serrated structure which gives the whole egg a bluish-white appearance. The
reticulations are much smaller in structure than in any egg of the British

Lycaenidae.

Before hatching the egg assumes almost a pure white hue. They
commenced hatching on June 17th, remaining about eighteen days in

the egg state.

Directly after the emergence the larva is very small, being only -TQmm. long.

It so closely resembles the young larva of Aricia (Lycaena) iitedon that the two are
almost identical, the only noticeable difference is that sepliryus has longer dorsal hairs
the spiracles are larger, and the colouring of the body whiter, than in A. viedon.

The head is deep olive, partly concealed by the overlapping frontal segment which
has a large central dorsal disc. It is of the usual Lycaena form, with very long
dorsal hairs placed in pairs on either side of the medio-dorsal furrow. The hair

on each segment is much the longest and has a white basal tubercle, below are two
minute subdorsal hairs ; midway between these two pairs of hairs are two lenticles,

the first one the larger ; the sub-spiracular row of hairs consists of three long ones
side by side, which project laterally. All the hairs are finely serrated and have
dark bases, except the longest dorsal one ; on the claspers are simple straight hairs

also with dark bases. The spiracles are large and dark brown, resembling the

largest lenticles. The colour of the body is pale yellovvish-green-white.

The larvae feed on both surfaces of the AxtronalKs leaves but seem
to prefer the undersurface. They eat small holes in the cuticle making
numerous transparent spots over the surface. The first larva moulted
first time on June 28th, remaining eleven days in the first stage.

After the first moult (shortly before second) it measures 3mm. long. The
ground colour is a light green, longitudinally striped with greenish-white along the

edges of the medio-dorsal furrow and lateral ridge. There are also short oblique

stripes along the side. The 2nd to 9th segments, inclusive, are humped dorsally

and the sides flattened. On the the 1st segment is a dorsal disc, and a rudimentary
scent or honey-gland obtains on the tenth segment. The body is rather thickly

clothed with white serrated hairs of various lengths, each having a dull green base.

There are also scattered over the body numerous raised black-rimmed lenticles ; a
row of these border the posterior edge of the transverse scent gland. The surface

is roughly granular. The head is shining black ; the legs whitish, and the
claspers greenish.

In the second stage the}' rest and feed chiefly on the undersurface

of the leaves. They feed on the cuticle of the surface upon which
they live and leave the upper epidermis intact, little semitransparent

blotches on the leaves being produced.

The second moult occurred on July 8th.

The second stage occupied ten days.

Shortly after the second moult the larva enters into hibernation about the

middle of July, it is then only about 3-50mm. long. The head is shining black.

The ground colour of the body is green ; it is longitudinally striped with brown,
the stripes are composed of markings on each segment, placed in longitudinal rows.

The surface is covered with white serrated hairs of various lengths, each having a
dusky olive-green base, the longest hairs being those along the dorsal and lateral

areas, those on the sub-dorsal surface are considerably shorter. The spiracles are

black and prominent and numerous dusky lenticles are sprinkled over the whole of

the body. The legs are ochreous, and the claspers green. The scent or honey-
gland is similar to that in the previous stage.

Most of the larvae, which were kept on cut sprigs of Antraijalus

(stuck into small bottles with wool stopping up the necks), crawled

down the stems and buried themselves within the wool for hibernation.
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While a few which remained on the growing plant, crawled to the

base and spun themselves up among the folds of dead leaves, each resting

on a little carpet of silk spun on the leaf. It is, therefore, obvious

that in a wild state the larvre descend the stems of the plant and

hibernate among moss, dead leaves, or other shelters, suitable for the

purpose of hibernation.

Upon microscopical examination the honey-gland does not appear

more developed than in the previous stage, when it appears as a scar

on the epidermis, no real incision being visible.

(2'o l>c' continued.)

Collecting in Turkey, mainly near Constantinople, in 1913.

By P. P. GRAVES, F.E.S.

The autumn of 1912 died away in storm and incessant rain, a fit

prelude to the disasters which at the end of October and in early

November shook the Turkish Empire to its foundations. The winter

round Constantinople was unusually severe. Snow fell often and

heavily, and the " Tipi " or IN.E. blizzard, raged for days at a time.

1918, however, proved a very fair year for collecting, and although I

had but little time to spare, I was yet able to snatch occasional half

holidays in the open all through the summer till August 6th, when I

left for England. Spring began unusually early owing to the

prevalence of southerly winds. The last half of March was extremely

warm and dry. April was on the whole rather cold, North winds

having set in again, but May, June, and above all July, were excep-

tionally hot.

The fact that the whole Tchataldja district was, as it still is, a great

fortress, that camps of Kurds and other truculent irregulars were pitched

in parts of the Belgrade forest, where there were also not a few armed
deserters, and after the Grand Vizier's murder a party of fugitive

conspirators and a large number of search parties of gendarmes, who
were rather inclined to arrest suspicious " shapKalis " (persons wearing

hats), greatly circumscribed collecting on the European side of the

Bosphorus. The ground, which I had previously worked at Kiitchuk-

Tchekmedje, and where I had taken Af/riades therutes, had been

converted first into a cholera camp and secondly into a burying

ground for some 2,000 victims of the epidemic. I was therefore com-
pelled to restrict my operations mainly to the Asiatic side of the water.

In the following notes I propose to deal separately with the European
and with the Asiatic localities which I visited, adding a brief account

of my observations at Smyrna, which I visited in mid-October after

my return to the East.

I. BosPHORUs.

—

European Side.—I did not do any collecting on

the European side of the water till June 4th, when I paid a visit of a

few hours to the more accessible part of the Belgrade Forest district.

I found most of the species one expected to find, out in some numbers,

though I only got one Limejiitis ca))nlla, a fine $ , and found the

Lycfenids and Urbicolids which emerge in May over or worn out.

Coenoiiijinp/ia arcania, Xordniaiinia ilicis, and Brenthis dajiline were

freshly emerged and 3 s of Arm/nnis a<ilaia were already on the wing
with Melitaea didynia. A nice specimen of Pteroijon jiroserpina, taken

buzzing over some low plants, was my best capture.
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On June 24th 1 again visited the woods in search of I'aranje

roxelana, Li/raejia avion, and Ueteroptenm iiiorplieiis. Varaiije roxelana

was pretty rare everywhere this year, and I only got two specimens,

one of which was not perfect. H. inorpheuH occurred in great

abundance on some new ground 1 visited, a track from the Biiyiik-dere,

Belgrade Forest road to Therapia, through Avoods at first and then

through a series of valleys very slightly cultivated and bordered by

productive patches of brushwood and heathy or grassy wastes.

hi. Dior/iheiis was very common indeed here, but most of the specimens

I took were already rather worn. I only took one Li/caciia avion,

a large rather worn ? . Count Bukuwky, who accompanied me on

this outing, had taken about a dozen L. avion in the preceding fort-

night, both here and rather nearer Therapia. A species which was
very common this year on both sides of the Bosphorus was Dvyas

papliia many of which were flying to bramble blossom on June 24th.

Even more common was Dvyas pandora, which was extraordinarily

abundant, everywhere in 1913. I saw Loiceia ulciphvon of the

meliboens form but it was worn to rags. The Satyrids were well out,

Sati/vtts circe, Hippavchia semele a,nd what one should call, if M. JuUien's

conclusions (Bull. Soc. Lep. Gen., vol. i., p. 365) are correct, S. syviaca

instead of S. Iierurione. I shall be very glad to send material to any
lepidopterist who wishes to examine the male genitalia of these

Constantinople " hermione."

In July I had little chance of paying more than very brief visits,

and these on business to Therapia. None of the species I took there

were remarkable but I noticed (1) a comparative abundance of Issovia

lathunia, a species which I had found rare near Constantinople in

previous years, (2) a great increase in the numbers of liaijicavdia

telicanns, which seems to have been common everywhere this year on

the Bosphorus. Count Bukuwky took several P. icavus ab. icavinus at

one locality near Therapia, where I have not yet taken Ihevsites. He
also got a decent specimen of Anthvoceva [Zyijaena) laeta, a rare

species, near Constantinople. His specimen came near ab. //m^^^jViei';/;/,

Chard. Anthvoceva piinctiuii, another species, which was fairly common
this year, occurred not infrequently on the downs behind Biiyuk-dere.

II. Bosphorus.—Asiatic Side.—My first collecting on the Asiatic

side in 1913 was on March 13th, when I paid a visit to Prinkipo

Island, a pine-clad island, the fourth of a chain known generally as

the " Princes Islands" and in Turkish as " Kizil Adalar " (the Red
Islands) on account of the sandstone of which they are largely com-
posed. Prinkipo, I may add, contains some limestone outcrops and
shows signs of former volcanic activity. In March I took Callopluys

rtibi here with Ramicia phlaeas and hibernated Goncptevi/x rhainni,

Vanessa io, Polyrjonia eyea, and Emjonia polychloros (hibernated) were

also seen with Pievis bvasaicae and a single Pievis vapae. My next visit

to Prinkipo was on May 20th when I found a few Epinephele jtivtina

just out, noted worn Avicia inedon [astvavche) and A. antevos. single

specimens of Iphiclides podaliviiis, Linicnitis rainilla and C. viilii, all of

them in bad order, one very large S Pi(c/doi'ravdaiiiiiic>i, also worn, and
nothing else. Everything was already somewhat burnt, the island

containing no springs worth mentioning and being out of the
" Bosphorus draught," with the result that it misses not a few spring

and summer showers. I was unable to visit the island in late June
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when I might have taken Poh/oiiniiatiisiiielear/ey, which Mr. Muschamp
has received from the island. I paid my last visit to Prinkipo on
August 4th, when I found Eai'irardia telicanns not uncommon on
bramble blossom. The only Satyrids seen were many worn N. sijriaca

(henirio)ie) and one fresh ^ S. statilinm, unhappily torn. L. Camilla,

worn E. jurtina and the common Pierids were the only other things

noted, with Pi/ranieis cardiii.

Most of my collecting on the Asiatic side was done at Gyok-su.
1 first visited this good spot this year, on March 28th, when I

added Tkais pohjxena var. casaandra to my Constantinople list.

The specimens from this locality were inclined to be small and
dark. They show from one to three crimson spots on the anterior

margin and between the apex and discoidal cell of the fore-

wings. The usual spring insects were coming out, and Callopkrys rnbi

was abundant. I took one Piens napi, never very common at

Constantinople in the spring brood, with Pontia daplidice g.v. bellidice,

some common things and a fresh I'aeniocaiirpa xdniosa. I saw ray

first Eiichloe cardaiiiiiies of the year. On subsequent visits to Gyok-su
in April I noted the following dates of emergence of spring butterflies

:

April 7th, Papilio niachaon, Leptosia sinapis, Coliaa ediisa, Celastriiia

arcjiolus ; April 15th, Glaucupsyche cyllanis, one ^ ; when my collect-

ing was cut short by a heavy shower. April 18th, Iphididea podaliriiis,

Loiccia dorilis 5 s, Nitioniades taf/cs, Erymiis alceae Si,ndi Parar</e aegeria.

I saw a very worn ScoUtantide^ hatori on that date. A. anteros first

appeared on April 25th with M. cinxia and Eiididia ylyphica. On
April 29th I took a good specimen of Hesperia nialcae, which seems
rare near Constantinople, and a male of H. arnwricanus. E. carda-

viines was not at all uncommon in April and I took some very fine

specimens, one J , which was by way of exception worn, having traces

of (^ colour on the forewings. Thais pnlyxena var. cassandra occurred
in most localities, but usually singly.

During the first fortnight in May I paid two visits to Erenkeui
and did some collecting on the bare downs there. I took worn
Anthocharis bella and fresh g.a. ansonia there on May 7th, and my
first Chrysophanus thersamon of the year with very fresh Aricia niedon

[aatrarche), P. icarus and M. cinxia, the last small in this locality. I

found (/. pauipJiilus out on that date. On May 11th I took Pararye
maera already the worse for wear, and saw the first Limenitis Camilla of

the season. On May 16th and 24th I collected at Gyok-su finding a

locality for Ueaperia sidae, and also taking a fair number of Polyom-

matiis ainaiida on the latter date, Polyonuiiatus semiarf/us of the

intenitedia form was rare and H. aniwricanns occurred sparingly here.

On May i6th I found Melitaea trivia out in fair numbers and
perfect condition in one of its haunts at Gyok-su, and on that day took

the first M. didyuta of the year. This species was not as common as

usual in 1913. On May 30th I got in a couple of hours at Gyok-su
and took two Loweia alciphron var. iiieliboeiis $ s and a ^ Hesperia

malvae with the clubs of the antennas Indian red beneath. Dr. Chap-
man, who kindly examined the genitalia of this specimen, informs me
that it is certainly //. malcae. A', iiicis was just out with A. crataeyi,

but the recent rains had damaged many butterflies. On this day most
of the r. io larviB which I had taken during my preceding visits to

Gyok-su, pupated. They emerged between June 10th and 20th, as
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good-sized imagines. Kuiionia pobicldoroH was not so common this

year, and I saw few Enranexsa antiofia and P. c-alhiiin ; F. ia, on the

other hand was commoner than usual. On June 13th I spent an
afternoon at Tokat, near Beikos. There I found plenty of BrentJtis

daphne with numerous Dnjas pandora and D. paphia. One very fresh

Pararije roxelana was taken. I did not work the woods to the south,

which are an extension of the Alem-Dagh forest. Here Count
Bukowky, in the first week of June, took one or two Art/i/nnis adippe—
a species I have not yet seen myself here—and a number of tine M.
athalia of a form which the Rev. G. Wheeler says is var. meliadiensh.

On June 18th, a hot but cloudy day, I spent two hours at Gyok-su and
found a locality for the ab. Iciicoindas of M. f/alatea var. procida, which

turned up not uncommonly. Odd specimens of F.iynnis altheae and
PoweUia orbifer occurred with numbers of Thi/melicus acteon, Aclopaea

flava, and A. xylvanns. Many Nordniannia ilicis and xV. acaciae were

about, but nearly all were in bad order. Of the big Satynds <S'. circe was

taken some ten days in advance of its usual date, and Hipparchia semiie

and S. syriaca (lieiiuione) seen. I took a good second brood specimen of

Scolitantides baton. On June 29th I walked from Alemdagh to Riva and

Anadol Fener on the Black Sea. There I had little time to collect,

but noted great abundance of A. cratacyi, 1. latonia, A. aylaia, B.

daphne, E.jnrtina, and other common things in the Alem-Dagh woods.

C. arcania and iV. ilicia were common but worn. Near the ford over

the Riva-Su I took Brenthis dia mostly worn, and fresh (/. rhavini. I

also got a couple of very worn M. athalia var. iiiehadunsis in the

clearings. On the sandy coast near Riva Fleheius an/us (aeyon), Aricia

medon [antrarchc), of the second brood, and Anthrocera pinictiiin, and A.

filipendulae occurred in some numbers with A/, procida ab. leiicoiiielas.

Count Bukuwky took A. carnioUca here. On Sunday, July 6th, I

spent two hours collecting in a dry oak wood near Yakadjik, a pretty

spot on the Asiatic side of the Sea of Marmora, between Erenkeui and

Ismid, Here Sati/ru^ syriaca {heri)iione) was very common, and four

or five specimens were often to be brushed oft' one tree-trunk. Pararae

roxelana was rare and worn. A good C. edusa ab. ? helice and several

A. thersites, which was only just appearing, while P. icarns was well

out, were, with A. carnioUca and a single ? Tarucus balcanicKx, my
best captures. On July 10th I visited Gyok-su, but only had a bare

hour there and got little, Anthrocera carnioUca and A. pnnctum being

my best captures.

My last visit to Gyok-su was on October 28th. On that date not

much was flying beyond the Pierids, Pyraincis card id and some common
Lycfenids, but I made some interesting observations. I saw one or

two " blue " $ s of P. vVflc/rs, which are not common here. They were,

however, much less heavily suffused with blue than specimens of the

British race var. tutti, Obthr., which I took in the Isle of \Yight in

September. Aricia wednn {astrarche) was unmistakably of the third

brood. The specimens were very small, the underside ground colour

resembling that usual in spring specimens and never approaching the

rich yellow-brown or even orange-brown hue of summer specimens. I

took a very large but worn C. ediisa-Sih. ? heUce and saw what I took

to be C. erate but could not take it. A', telicanns was extremely

abundant but mostly in bad order.

III. Smyrna.— I had about half an hour's collecting in the warm
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and sunny ,s:arden of the British Consulate at Smyrna on October 18th.

Large and well marked Pieris hra:<sicae occurred there with a few P.

rapae, En/nnis alceae, one passable $ Hesperia ariiwricanm, one fine

and beautifully fresh P. et/ea, Aricia medon {astrarche) (third brood),

Pijrameis cardtii, P. atalanta and Raywardia teUcanns. The bad

weather and lack of time preventing me from collecting on other days

outside the town. Several SVs/V/ atellatarum and P. brassicae came on

board our steamer as we lay off Mitylene on October 15th.

IV. Corrections.—To the additions and corrections to my Con-

stantinople list {Ent. Bee, xxiv., no. 1, p. 12), which were published

in the tJnt. Ilec, xxv., no. 5, p. 139, I must add the following species

of Khopalocera previously unrecorded. T. pnhi.cena var. cansandra, A.

adippe and .1/. athalia var. nielnidiciisis. L. avion has been recorded

already [Ent. Ilec, xxv., no. 4, p. 118), and I should add /'. meleafjer,

were it not that there has been so much building on Prinkipo island

that it may have disappeared. Further may I correct a bad mistake

of mine which appears on p. 317 of vol. xxiii. of the Knt. Pee.

I there speak of Po)itia (St/nchlot) calUdice. This is a slip. /'. chloridice

was what I had intended to write.

Erebia gavarniensis, Warren, and caecilia, Hb.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Mr. Kowland-Brown's valuable note on Mr. Warren's interesting

paper {antea, vol. xxv., p. 291 and 273 respectively), has made me look

up my specimens from Gavarnie, all of which were taken in the Val

d'Ossue, and my series is,l think, of sufficient interest in confirmation

of Mr. Rowland-Brown's remarks to warrant a few further words on

the matter.

Of the type form iiararniensis I have eight males. These are

entirely black above and below. Of my dozen females I may have two

that would answer Mr. Warren's description, one without eye-spots

above (by this I take it he means the usual sub-apical small black spots

with no white) and one with. The others differ in some respects, and

it may be well to show how the species varies. Seven of these females

are entirely black above, five of them having two black dots between

veins 4 and 7 (one between 4 and 6 and one between 5 and 6). On the

underside one specimen is entirely umber-brown and has the rust-

coloured sub-apical patch, referred to by Mr. Warren, without spots in

the primaries ; the secondaries have a lemon dash between veins 4 and

5, and a trace of a small lemon spot between 6 and 7. Three others

are similar to the foregoing, but with the dash in the secondaries en-

larged into an ill-defined spot.

Another specimen is on the underside obscui-ely rusty in the

radial area of the primaries, with the dashes between 4 and 5 and 6

and 7 enlarged into spots, dirty ochreous in colour, and with a trace

of similar coloured interneural dashes between veins 2 and 8 and 3

and 4.

The sixth and seventh specimens have a sub-apical tawny patch

on the primaries above, whilst below there is a largish sub-apical dirty

ochreous spot in the primaries, the markings of the secondaries being

very similar to those of the fifth specimen just described.
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One of the spotted females, at first referred to, has in the tawny
sub-apical area two black dots on the underside of the primaries, there
being only the least trace of a tawny spot between veins 4 and 5.

Two others have the whole of the radial area below more or less

tawny, with two black sub-apical dots in the primaries, with two
large sub-apical spots in the secondaries, the one specimen having
them tawny in colour, and the other almost lemon-coloured.

The remaining female form is blackish all over above, with the two
sub-apical black dots fairly distinct, and below them two other black
dots, but less distinct, one on vein 4 and one on vein 3. On the

underside the tawny patch on the primaries is reduced, though dis-

tinct, and in it are two distinct small black spots, the secondaries have
a series of four ochreous interneural small spots. Of this form I

have two specimens very closely similar.

There yet remain five males which are nnicolorous blackish above,
and very dark below, but each of which have a small tawny patch in

the upper radial area of the primaries on the under-surface. Most of

my specimens were taken on July 26th, 191 1, and all about that date,

this being, I suppose, a week to a fortnight later than Mr. Warren's
captures, and possibly about a similar period later than Mr. Rowland-
Brown's series, for he had the pleasure of meeting the latter at

Gavarnie, and so he may have taken a few more on a later date than
Mr. Warren.

My series, however, shows that E. (/avarniensis also varies after the

manner of E. manto, both in the manner and coloration of the
markings on the underside. In July, 1897, I found K. manto fairly

commonly in the Sefinen Thai, near Miirren, and I have also taken
it elsewhere, and the undersurfaces of both sexes varied very con-
siderably in that one valley, just as E. (/avarniensis does in the Val
d'Ossoue. Perhaps I ought to apologise for occupying so much space
in the magazine, but I thought my experience with both species might
be worth recording. I should add, however, that I do not know a
small form of the Pyrenean insect equivalent to E. manto ab.

pyrrhiila, Frey.

:]^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Camptogramma fluviata at Ramsgate.—I took a ? C. jhtriata in

fair condition on a fence between Broadstairs and Ramsgate on
November 16th.—L. W. Newman, Bexley.

Sklenia eilunakia (illunaria) in December.—A freshly emerged
? specimen of N. hihmaria [illunaria) was found in the wild in our
Bexley Woods to-day December 9th.

—

Id.

(CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Our daily "scrap gatherers " are at times forced to make up their

complement of pages with short stories whose character may be

literary or may not. A few days ago the Westiirinster Gazette had one
such tale, in which the hero was a Member of Parliament who, having
arrived in sight of the local station on foot some considerable time
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before the tra,in was duej "sat down for a few moments on a convenient

hillock by the roadside. Half an hour later as he was being whirled

along in a first-class compartment ... he became subtly con-

scious of a tickling sensation in the region of his spine. He shifted

uneasily in his seat, but still the tickling continued, and on looking

down to ascertain the cause of this phenomenon, Sir Theodore was
amazed to observe that his ankles were covered with black ants, several

of which were busy exploring other parts of his body. He realised at

once that the roadside mound upon which he had recently sat must
have been an ant-heap, and the knowledge that hundreds of industrious

lepidoptera were gradually making their way up his legs was naturally

disconcerting." We will not follow the adventures of our hero after

inadvertently dropping his nether garments out of the carriage window
while shaking them, but we must ask ourselves whether anij of the
" stuff" done up for us in our current news-sheets can be relied upon;

even encyclopedias apparently have now fallen out of use, and the
" unbiassed internal consciousness of an open mind " alone relied on

for accuracy.

Professor Hudson Beare, in the Proc. Hoy. Phys. Soc. of Edin.,

has described and given the life-history of a beetle, Thanamnus rufipea,

Brahm., new to the British Fauna. It was taken with a swarm of

other species and insects among debris of pine needles, when beating

the tops of felled Scotch firs, at Nethy Bridge, Inverness-shire, in

July, 1912.

In the Bull. Sac. Knt. France, p. 435, M. Mabille reports that on
September 9th, 1912, he captured a specimen of Pieris ergane in his

garden at Perreux (Seine) among a large number of Pieris rapae which
he was systematically capturing and examining, with the hope of finding

Pieris Dianui, of which, however, he did not meet with a single example.

The specimen was a female and belonged to the ab. viai/nimacnlata

form. No others were taken or seen. Among the P. rapae M. Mabille

examined, he found a gynandromorph, the right side <? and the left

side ? .

Parnassiiis apollu is still increasing the names for its forms. A
s^hort time ago M. Oberthiir devoted vol. vii. of the Etudes de Lepi-

dopteroluyie coiuparee to the study of the European races of this species

and especially those of France. He pointed out, at the same time,

that between the department of Lozere and the Pyrenees, no localities

for its occurrence were known. M. le Cerf, in the Bull. Soc. Ent.

France, p. 460, etc., reports specimens of P. apullo from Aveyron, and
after comparison with the figures published by M. Oberthiir, points out

their special characters and names the race as var. cebennica. The
series was taken at Hospitalet (Aveyron), and one at Gesse (Aude).

P. apollo is also reported to have been seen in the gorge of the Tarn
near Gaze, by M. C. AUaud, and in extreme abundance upon the Cause
de Mende, between Mende and Molines.

The hdernational EJntouioloyische Zeltschrift during the last few

months has contained some very interesting articles. In No. 12

Professor Linstow has a notice of the various occurrences of masses of

European species of Lepidoptera, flj^iog together in one direction, and
apparently migrating. The chief species which so act are Pyrameis

cardui and Pieris brassicae, while one or two cases are given of Aylais

urticae, Pieris rajiae, Leucouia salicis, Plusia yauuua, Psilura [Lyman-
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trio) numncha, Parase)nia plontnuinis Siud Ci(ciillia iiwbratica. Attention

is also called tDthe Splihu/idae, of which several species in hot summers
wander singly in large numbers from the Mediterranean area over all

the countries of middle Europe. These latter are chiefly Mandnca
atropoR, DapliniK nerii, Hippotion cclerio, Pliryxits livornica var. lineata

and Sesia stcllatanim. The writer attempts to deduce some origin

and object of this movement, but he fails to show that there is any
definite direction of flight. A short Bibliography is appended but

this does not include the very full and important contribution some
years ago of our late Editor. Herr Felix Bryk in No. 14 discusses

several cases of the formation of a second pouch in the females of

Paniassius roinanovi. He considers that either a second coitus

takes place or that a change of position of the abdomens of both

individuals during the coitus has caused the duplication of the pouch.

In No. 17 Herr. Fritz. Wagner describes and names a new form of

Melanarfiia ines from Tunis as var. fatlwie. From the figures given

and the description the form is midway between M. ines and M. arf/e

in amount and disposition of the dark markings. It was obtained in

some numbers. Prof. Dr. Courvoisier in the same number discusses

the Linnean types of the Lycaenidae referred to in Dr. Verity's proposals

as to the nomenclature of the Linnean species of Ehopalocera. His

remarks serve to show how difficult the various questions are of

definite solution, and to further emphasise the view that in most cases

of doubt and ambiguity it is better to leave the nomenclature of the

species as it is. In No. 19 Herr Arnost Grund names a new
aberration of Flcbeiua argus [aegon) in which the metallic spots on the

underside of the hindwings is absent, as ab. inoniata. The corres-

ponding form of P. argi/rognomon, he also distinguished by the same
aberrational name. In No. 35 Prof. Dr. Courvoisier began a series of

critical notes on the Nomenclature and Diagnosis of the European
Rnralidae [Theclidae) similar to those previously contributed on various

sections of the Lycaenidae.

The following is a List of the Officers and Council of the South
London Entomological and Natural History Society for the coming
year:

—
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Gibbs, F.L.S., F.E.S. and A. E. Tonge, F.E.S. ; Treasurer, T. W.
Hall, F.E.S. ; Hon. Librarian, A. W. Dods ; Hon. Curator, W. West
(Greenwich) ; Fhlitor of Proceedings, Edward Step, F.L.S. ; Ho7i.

Secretaries, Stanley Edwards, F.L.S. , F.E.S. and Hy. J. Turner,

F.E.S.; Council, R. Adkin, F.E.S., J. Piatt Barrett, F.E.S, F. Noad
Clark, C. W. Colthrup, B. H. Curwen, W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., N. D. Riley,

F.E.S., W. G. Sheldon, F.E.S. and A. Sich, F.E.S.

The following is a List of the Officers and Council of the Entomo-
logical Society of London for the ensuing year :

—

President, G. T.

Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S. ; Treasurer, A. H. Jones; Librarian,

G. C. Champion, A.L.S., F.Z.S. ; Hon. Secretaries, Rev. G. Wheeler,

M.A., F.Z.S. and Com. J. J. Walker, M.A., R.N., F.L.S.; Council, E. A.

Butler, B.A., B.Sc, J. E. Collin, S. Edwards, F.Z.S., F.L.S., Dr. H.
Eltringham, M.A., F.L.S., C. J. Gahan, M.A., A. E. Gibbs, F.L.S.,

F.Z.S., E. E. Green, G. Meade-Waldo, M.A., Dr. G. W. Nicholson,

M.A., Hon. N. C. Rothschild, M.A., F.L.S., H. Rowland-Brown, M.A.
and C. J. Wainwright.

In the Rev. Mens. Soc. Knt. Nauiuroise for September, Mr. L. J.
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Lambillion writes an article on the Apaturids of Virion. The author
refers to the unprecedentedly cold and wet season, and its general

effect upon the dates of appearance of various species, retarding their

emergence. He states that the Apaturids were so abundant at Virton
at the end of July, that on one ocasion M. I'Abbe Cabeau captured no
less than eleven specimens at one stroke of the net. The following

new forms are described in the paper :— (1) ab. leucothea of the clytie

form of Apatura ilia, diagnosed as Form clytie, but as in ilia,

with the fascife and spots of all the wings white, not luteous

;

(2) ab. semialha of the cUjtie form of A. ilia, diagnosed as

Form fhjtie, but in part as ilia, with the fasciae and spots of the

fore- wings only white, not luteous
; (3) ab. siibalbata of the chjtie form

of A. ilia, diagnosed as Form clytie, but with the fasciae and spots of

all the wings whitish (subalbatis)
; (4) ab. alceste of the silvia form of

A. ilia, diagnosed as Form xilvia, but with all the fascije and spots,

especially the apical ones, ochraceous not luteous ; (5) ab. lencodes of

Haiiiearift {Xeweohlm) Incina, diagnosed as with the spots on the upper
side of all four wings not fulvous, but whitish (subalbis) ; and (6) ab.

constellata of H. Incina, diagnosed as with the median spots on the

hind-wings above not fulvous but whitish (subalbis). They were
all communicated to him by M. I'Abbe.

The Annual Report on the Prot/ress and Condition of the United

States National Masetiiii, for the year ending June, 1912, has come to

hand. Over 80 pages are taken up with a detailed list of additions to

the collections and to the Library. Large collections of insects have
been obtained by field-work during the various surveys in the Panama
Canal area, and considerable progress has been made in the transfer of

the material to the new standard cases in the recently erected Museum
Buildings.

The pages of Societas Entonwloyica for the past few months have
contained, amongst other articles, a " List of newly described or bred

Pai'asites and their Hosts," "Notes on the Biology of Cynipsscutellaris,"

with many figures by Walter Reum, "Notes on the plants attacked by
Gall-forming Insects," by Hugo Schmidt-(Grunberg), " Parnassiana,"

a record of the newly recognised forms of the various species of the

genus Paniassiim, by Felix Bryk, etc.

J^ C I E T I E S .

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—September 25tlt.—Exhibition of lantern-slides by members as follows:

Mr. C. B. Williams, an adult ^ Embiid, bred from a larva from
Algeria. Mr. Dennis, flower groups in nature and the fuller's teazle

growing and drying for use. Mr. Main, details of the life-history of

the larch- sawfly, and gave an account of its habits at the different

stages. Mr. Colthrup, eggs and nests of sea-birds, from photographs.

A LOCAL Orthopteron.—Mr. Lucas, specimens of the local grasshopper,

Goiiiphocenin rufus, from Bookham Common, and a bred female. An
Embiid tunnel.—Mr. C. B. Williams, a piece of bark showing the

silky tunnels made by the Embiid larva from Algeria. Variation in

Agriades coridon.—Mr. Newman, Ayriades coridon from Herts

including ab. senmynyrapha, a J specimen with asymmetrical wings,

the smaller pair dusted with blue. Size of Brenthis euphrosyne.—
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Mr. Carwen, Brenthis enphroi^yne from several localities, those from the

higher Alps being mostly large and light in colour, instead of dark and

small as usually met with. Aberration of R. phlaeas.—Mr. Moore, the

aberration of linwicia phlaeas captured during the recent Field Meeting

at Worms Heath. The upper and underside of the forewings had much
enlarged spots = ab. maiinipnnctata. A Fungivorotjs Coleopteron.—Mr.

West (Greenwich), a series of the Coleopteron, Dame rn/ifmns, taken

from the fungus recently exhibited by Mr. Edwards, and a short

series of the beautiful Cassida vittata. Reports ofC. edusa, etc.—Several

members reported that Colias ednm had been seen in numbers at various

places. Box Hill, Margate, Folkestone, etc., and that C. liijale had been

taken.

October dth.— Reference Collections.— Some large additions

to the Society's reference collection of British Lepidoptera from Mr. W.
G. Dawson were announced. Paper.- -Mr. Lucas read a Paper :

— " The
Short-horned Acridians of the British Isles," and illustrated his

remarks with lantern slides of all the species. Swiss Lepidoptera.—
Mr. Ashdown exhibited Lepidoptera taken by him in Switzerland in

June and July last. Dipterous parasite of a snail.—Mr. Colthrup, a

snail shell from which he had bred a Dipteron presumably parasitic

in the snail. A scarce Dipteron.—-Mr. Andrews, a scarce Dipteron,

the Syrphid, .S. (jtittatm taken at Bexley in August. Platyarthrus

HOFFMANNSEGGii.—Mr. Step, living examples of the ant-nest Isopod,

Platyarthrus Itofmamiseyyii found in a nest of Formica fiisca. Mr. W'est

(Ashtead), enlarged photographs of the same woodlouse."'' Swiss

Lepidoptera and varieties.—Mr. Curwen, specimens of Syntomis pheyea,

and its var. pjlnemeri in which the white spots were reduced in size

and number, from Pallanza and Iselle, together with specimens of the

rare Xaclia ancillaA Local Series of M. aurinia.—Mr. Newman,
picked series from a large number of bred MeUtaea aurinia, from

County Clare and Oban. The variation was extremely small although

the larvfe were samples of many broods. C. quadrifasciaria bred.^
Mr. Tonge, a series of Coreniia quadrifasciaria bred from a J taken at

Albury, Surrey, showing but little variation.

October 23>(/.

—

Lecture.—Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S., gave an

account of the mimicry exhibited by the Nymphalines of Norch

America illustrating his remarks by specimens and lantern

slides. Sphingid^ of Trinidad.—Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a

collection of the Sphinyidae found in the Island of Trinidad.

There were about 40 species in all. Spanish Lepidoptera.—Mr.

Sheldon, series of species taken by him near Albarracin, Central Spain,

including Plebeius sephyrus var. itesperica, Ayriades tlietis ab. rufo-

Innulata, A. thersites and Glancopsyche cyllarus. Dr. Chapman was of

opinion that A. tliersites only occurred where sainfoin was indigenous,

Irish Lepidoptera.—Mr. L. W. Newman, Lepidoptera from C. Clare,

C. Cork and Killarney, including very light Aplecta nebulosa, very dark

Luperina cespitis, Aphantopns hyperantus with greenish shade on the

underside, Aeyeria scnliaeforuiis, bred Dianthoecia capsophila, D. luteayo

var. barrettii, etc. The weather was very bad from April to the end of

* Any ant's nest around London will provide quite enough specimens for all

ordinai-y purposes, say 40 or 50 per nest.—C. Nicholson.

t N. ancilla is common enough in the Ehone Valley and many other places

but difficult to see, and frequently passed over.—G.W.
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September. Aberration of A, aglaia.—Mr. A. E. Tonge, a specimen
of An/ijniiis (u/laia with a strongly marked blotch formed by the

coalescence of several spots on the forewings.

Alfred Russell Wallace, I823-I9I3.

Daily papers, weekly periodicals and magazines of all kinds have
repeated the ordinary human details of the life of the great scientist

who, for more than half a century, held the world at audience, so that

it seems superfluous to repeat them here. But perhaps an attempt
to look at his entomological work may be not quite uninteresting

to our readers. It has been said that an entomologist should

have two lives, one to collect and know his material, the other to

bring- out the scientific bearing of what has been so assiduously

collected. In his long life of 90 years Alfred Russell Wallace enjoyed

these two lives, so to speak, and made use of them both to the full, as

well as using a large proportion of his energies in his later years in

applying his observations and scientific methods of thinking to the

solution of the many difficult social problems of the day.

His early efforts in natural history began about 1840, when we
find him devoting his spare time to collecting and preserving plants

and eagerly reading books of travel. About 1844, when living at

Leicester, he met with H. W. Bates, an ardent entomologist, and no
doubt, under his guidance, extended his love of nature to insects. The
mutual love of natural history and travel at last became so dominant
in the desires of both that a joint expedition to the Amazons was
commenced in 1848, for the purpose of collecting natural history

specimens and to gather facts, as Wallace tells us, " towards solving

the problem of the origin of species."

After four adventurous years on the Amazons and the Eio Negro,
he returned home in 1852, and the following year published his
" Travels on the Amazon," a work which contains a vast assemblage
of facts, forming a broad basis for suggestion as to the causes and
modes of the transformation of species. Scarcely a chapter of this

charming work but contains many observations on the magnificent

butterflies and beetles of this prolific region. One of his first obser-

vations was to note the large number of species of butterflies, while

the number of individuals of each species were by no means numerous.
In two months 553 species of Lepidoptera were taken, of which more
than 400 were Rhopalocera. Of insects of all orders, he met with

1,300 species in the same period.

Of the papers written by him at this period perhaps the following

were the most interesting :

—

Remarks on the Habits of the Heaperiidae. 1853. " Zoologist."

On the Insects used for Food by the Indians of the Amazons.
1854. " Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond."

On the Habits of the Butterflies of the Amazon Valley. 1854.
" Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond."

In 1854 Wallace was again on bis travels, this time eastward, and
the next eight years were spent in visiting and collecting over the

larger islands of the Malay Archipelago, not even excepting New
Guinea. Although he returned in 18B2 it was not until 1869 that his

delightful book of travel, the "Malay Archipelago" was published.
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But in the meantime no fewer than eighteen important papers were
brought out in the Journals of the Linnean, the Zoological and
Entomological Societies, and twelve articles to other scientific

periodicals, all dealing with some of the special results of his collecting

and observation. Among those papers contributed to the last named
Society were the following :

—
On the J'ieridae of the Indian and Australian Regions, 1857.
A Catalogue of the (^etoniidac of the Malayan Archipelago with

descriptions of New Species, 1868.

Notes on Eastern Butterflies, 3 Parts. 1869.

Description of a New Species of Ornithoptera [O. hroakcana). 1855.
Letters from the Aru Islands and from Batchian. 1858-9.

To the pages of the Zonloi/ut he contributed :

—

Letters from Singapore ; Borneo. 1854-5.

Entomology of Malacca. 1855.

Observations on the Zoology of Borneo. 1856.

In the year 1855 Wallace contributed an important paper to the

pages of the Annals and Magazine of Natural HiMoii/, " On the

Laws which regulate the Introduction of New Species." This was
followed by the brilliant and since famous essay published conjointly

with Darwin's essay on the subject of Variation and entitled " On the

Tendency of Varieties to depart indefinitely from the Original Type."
This was published in the Journal of the Linnean Society, in 1858.

In 1864 he published a very long and important memoir in the

same periodical entitled " The Phenomena of Variation and Geo-
graphical Distribution as illustrated by the I'apilionidae of the Malayan
Region," which, perhaps is one of the finest pieces of special pleading
ever written in support of a theory.

The year 1871 saw a collection of some ten essays published
previously in various reviews, re-issued under the title of Natural
Selection, including " Mimicry and other Protective Resemblances
among Animals," and the paper on the Papilionidae of the Malayan
Region under another title. The two volumes " The Geographical
•Distribution of Animals" appeared in 1876, " Tropical Nature " in

1878, " Island Life " in 1880. All contain niHch observation on
Insect Life. From that time onwards, Wallace continued to write

book after book dealing more and more as he advanced in life with
the social problems of the day and the incidence of natural laws on
the human race, for whom he had conceived an intense sympathy
during his early wanderings as a surveyor.

The Entomological Society he joined as far back as 1863, and
became a Life Member, he was twice a member of the Council, in 1866
and 1872, he was a Vice-president in 1864 and again 1869, and in the two
following years he was President. He was a Fellow of the Zoological,

the Linnean, and the Royal Societies. Our great Universities honored
him, Oxford made him a D.C.L., and Dublin an L.L.D. He was the

possessor of a Royal Society Medal, awarded in 1868, and in 1876 he
was President of the Biological Section of the British Association at

their meeting at Glasgow. His signal worth was recognised by the

nation in a Pension from the Civil List.

Full of honors and at a ripe old age, he passed away without the

suffering which is the lot of so many when they go "beyond the bar."

—

H. J. T.
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A Critical Examination of Dr. Verity's Paper on the "Types" of

Palaearctic Rhopalocera in the Linnean Collection.

By Kev. GEORGE WHEELER, M.A., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Owing to the continuous and constantly increasing pressure of

other work, I have been unable hitherto to find time for the critical

examination of Dr. Verity's paper on the Linnean "types" of Pabe-

arctic Rhopalocera which I undertook some time ago (vol. xxv., p. 233)

to make, and meanwhile the ground has been somewhat cleared, not

only by Dr. Jordan's note appended to Dr. Verity's paper, to which I

then referred, but also by Mr. Bethune-Daker's criticisms published in

this magazine (vol. xxv., pp. 251, 272), which made clear the very

important point that no such thing as a " type," in the scientific sense

of the word, exists at all in the Linnean collection. For, since the

idea of a type specimen had never been propounded in Linneus' time,

it is obvious that he could never have designated any particular speci-

men or specimens as such, and in order that any of his extant speci-

mens should now be accepted as "types" it would be necessary to

prove the following pomts :

—

(1) That the original description was drawn up by Linneus from

his own specimens.

(2) That the Linnean specimens now extant were in his possession

at the time when the original descriptions were made.

(3) That they were the only specimens in his possession at the

time.

Now, though these points are in some instances capable of being

disproved, there is no instance in which it is possible to prove them,

and therefore any of the changes proposed by Dr. Verity in the usually

received nomenclature which depend on the assumption that any

"types," in the sense in which tiie word is used in matters afl'ecting

nomenclature, exist in the Linnean collection, can simply be brushed

aside, on the ground that the foundation on which the arguments are

built is unsound, and the conclusions consequently impossible of

acceptance. Another fact of which Dr. Verity has apparently lost

sight is, that, from the point of view of nomenclature, the only thing

which is of the slightest importance is what Linneus actually pub-

lished, and that neither his MS. notes, nor the suppositions of any

subsequent writer (whether in 1813 or 1913 is immaterial) as to what
he may or may not have meant, can be regarded as anything more
than an interesting contribution to a purely academic discussion.

It would be almost impossible to exaggerate the interest and
importance of Dr. Verity's paper, regarded as a painstaking, and

probably very accurate, catalogue of the actual Linnean speciinens now
in the "Linnean " collection, but it has little practical bearing on the"

subject of nomenclature, since the possibility, or even the probability,

that some of his ingenious surmises are correct (though others can be

proved to be erroneous) cannot possibly be accepted as proof, and
nothing short of this could justify (even to the most rigorous devotee

of priority) the drastic changes which he proposes.

Speaking only for myself, I should, of course, decline to recognise

any changes in names so long established, even if the proof w.ere over-

whelming, unless, or until, the suggestions I put bjgfote'the lastlnter-

February 15th, 1914. /^
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national Congress of Entomology had been definitely rejected by the

International Committee ; but happily there is only one case, that of

India, to which this position will apply ; in all other cases the proposed
changes in specific (though not always in varietal) names must be
rejected on grounds universally admitted.

With regard to the " nimotypical " races, the specimens in the col-

lection again afford no proof on the matter, though, had they been
labelled with their localities, they would have been of the utmost
importance in this respect, but they do in certain cases supply indica-

tions which cannot be altogether neglected. Whenever in the original

description a single habitat is given, it follows necessarily that the race

inhabiting that locality is the "nimotypical" one (though why the

simple word typical is not sufficient for every purpose passes my com-
prehension), and an indication may in some cases be given by the

Linnean specimens as to the probable form of this race, but even so

they cannot, in the absence of locality labels, be taken as proriivi any-
thing. In all species originally described in the Fauna Siiecica, whether
in the first or second edition, the Swedish form, whatever it may be,

might be regarded as certainly the typical, were it not that reference is

frequently made in the descriptions to figures not representing this

form, which leaves the question somewhat open. It might be super-

ficially argued that the "types" of those species which were first

described m the Mimeinii Ludocicae Uliicae are to be found in the

Queen's collection in the Upsala University, bat a moment's thought
will show that there is no possible proof of this, since we have no
proof that the specimens now extant there are the same from which
the original de:ficriptions were made.

As Dr. Verity has pointed out, Linneus noted in MS. in his own
copy of the xiith ed. of the Si/iitciiia Naturae the species he then pos-

sessed, but, as Mr. Bethune-Baker has pertinently observed, this could

not possibly have any bearing on species described before 1767; and
even in the case of those described in that year we cannot loioir that

they were described from the specimens now extant; indeed a com-
parison of the insects and the descriptions would lead to the presump-
tion that in some cases they were not.

I will now take the species in which Dr. Verity proposes changes
(and a few others) in detail.

Podaliriits.—This has been remarked on by Dr. Jordan, and has
also been so completely dealt with by Mr. Bethune-Baker (vol. xxv.,

pp. 251, 272), that it is only necessary to refer to his observations to

show that there is no ground w-hatever for the changes proposed from
/xxlaliriiis to Ki)w)i and from lotteri to podalirius. Consequently the

Africo- Spanish species (if it really is a separate species, which I cannot
"regard as being yet fully established) must still be called feisthamdii,

Dup., this name having a precedence of no less than 57 years over the

varietal name lotteri, Aust.
Mnei)ioi>i/ne.—Since in his original description Linneus onh' gives

Finland as the habitat, it is not only " plausible," but essential, to

regard the Scandinavian as the " nimotypical " race.

Napi. — This species has also been dealt with by Mr. Bethune-
Baker {Inc. eit.), but he has apparently overlooked the fact that the

original description is not that in Si/s. Nat., xth ed., but that in the

1st ed. of the Fn. Suec; and though the descriptions in that work are
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of no value for naiiief<, since they were not then given, they are some-

times of value in determining the " nimotypical " race. In this case,

however, the description in Fn. Snec. would again serve for any iiajd,

and reference is also made to figures not of the Scandinavian form, so

that the question is again left open so far as Linneus is concerned, but

was settled by Ochsenheimer when he separated oft" biyo)iiae in 1828.

With regard to the specific identity of these forms, the question has

surely been settled by the breeding experiments of Messrs. Harrison

and Main, with which Dr. Verity is apparently unacquainted.

llapae and Jirassicae.—the same line of argument applies exactly to

these cases. It may however be observed that Dr. Verity is not quite

correct in identifying nietra, Stphns., with 'uinnandata, Fol., the latter

being an extreme case of the former.

Bella.—In this case Dr. Verity's conclusion is undoubtedly correct,

simply on the ground of the original description. I cannot however
follow him in thinl\ing that this might cijualh/ well apply to eiipJienoidi's,

" lituris aliquot transversis griseis " seeming to me to stamp it as

referring to eiijilieno. " Habitat in Barbaria," especially with the addi-

tion " Brander," quite settles the matter, but were farther confirmation

wanting, the two Linnean specimens might in such a case, taken in

conjunction with the absence of &ny enplwnnidot or oiiijihale,hQ regarded

as rorrobnratirt' evidence, since the original description dates from

1767. Dr. Verity's argument against the latter species seems to me
incontrovertible.

I cannot, as I observed above, accept the change at present, but

should of necessity do so if my suggestions are rejected by the Inter-

national Committee on Nomenclature, as well as the consequent change
from belia, L., to craiiieri, Butl.

Sinajtis.—Dr. Verity seems (perhaps onhj seems) to imply that

lat/ii/ri, Hb., is the usual spring form of this species. It may be so in

Tuscany, but is certainly not so in most localities. During the eleven

seasons I resided in Switzerland there were two in which this form
was dominant, indeed almost universal, in the spring brood, but during

the other nine I do not think that a single specimen of the latlnjrl

form was to be obtained.

Iihaiiini.—This species was defined in 1758 with reference to various

figures not of the specially Scandinavian form, and there is, I think,

no room for the name tranxiens, Ver.
( 'It'opatia.—^Dr. Verity is undoubtedly correct in making the African

form " nimotypical." " Habitat in Barbaria " decides the matter.

Jasius.—This species is remarkable as being the only one, with

the exception of niaera, in which I have detected Dr. Verity in being

incorrect as to his facts. He has taken it for granted that the species

we know as jasius, L., and v.iiich is described as Jason in Sys. Nat.,

xiith ed., p. 7-49, no, 26, is the same species as that previously

described in the xth ed., p. 485, no. 171, and in Mas. Liid. lir., p. 210,

no. 29, and consequently says that "Habitat in Indiis " is "obviously

erroneous," whereas in point of fact there is no connection between
them. The species described as jason in the xth ed. and in the Miis. Linl.

I'lr. is described, also as Jason, in the xiith ed., p. 752, no. 38, so that

Linneus has inadvertently (unless it were a printer's error which he

had overlooked) described two quite unconnected insects as Jason, a

mistake which he rectified among the errata on the last page of the
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xiith ed., in the words "pro./'a.soH lese Jasiiis," the former name being

of course preoccupied, since the Indian species was first described in

1758 and ouv jasiua in 1767. Even a superficial reading of the descrip-

tion of the Indian jaxon should have shown it to be quite unconnected
with jaftiioi. Dr. Verity is however perfectly right in taking the African

form as " nimotypical," the question being decided by the "habitat in

Barbaria."

Ilia.—This has been completely dealt with by Dr. Jordan, who
points out that the original description included both iris and ilia, and
that Schiffermuller settled the matter in 1776 by giving the name ilia

to the species ever since called by that name, and thus by exclusion

confining iris to the species universally so called. Dr. Verity's pro-

posed alteration, far from " establishing nomenclature on grounds not

open to criticism," is, in the face of the International Code, simply
indefensible. As Dr. Jordan points out, Linneus' MS. note is not only

perfectly valueless for purposes of nomenclature, but if it proved an_y-

thing would indicate that he did not possess (or know) any specimen of

ilia when he published his original description of iris.

Xiobe.—Apart from the indisputable fact that the two Linnean
specimens now in the collection are both of the eris form, I cannot in

the least foUoAv Dr. Verity's argument on this species, for the original

description of uiohe distinctly states that the spots are silver—"maculis
ar(/enteis "

(.S'//.s. Xat., xth ed., p. 481, No. 143). No change is there-

fore permissible.

Adippe.—In this case again Linneus has described two quite un-

connected species by the name of c'plippe, and must assuredly come in

as his own "first reviser" when he says (Si/s. Nat., xiith ed., p. 786)

that the species he calls adippe (p, 786, no. 212) had previously been

called qplippe in the Fn. Snec. (no. 1066) in error. The other ci/ilippe

{Si/s. Nat., xiith ed., no. 163) is an Indian species, and not a Fritillary

at all. The time-honoured name adippe must therefore stand.

Heruiione and alcijone.—This is another case exactly parallel with

that of iris. Two closely related species (if they are two) are joined by

Linneus under one name, and Schiffermiiller again comes in as " first

reviser," and settles the question which species is to retain the name
keniiinne by calling the other alcipme. I am still however not satisfied

that the shape of the " organe Jullien " {Bull. Sac. Lfp. (ieurre, i., pp.

361 etc., pi. xii), whose functions, if it has any, are quite unknown, is

of sufficient importance to constitute a specific ditt'erence.

Jurtina.—Dr. Verity has overlooked the fact that the description

under this name in Sijs. Nat., xth ed., refers back to the original

description in the 1st ed. of the Fn. Snec, and that the description

was therefore presumably taken from Swedish specimens, and certainly

from northern European ones ; so that this name must hold good for

the species, and the varietal nomenclature as generally accepted must
consequently follow suit.

Maera.-^Dr. Verity says that of the three Linnean specimens of

this species "the g has no trace of the tawny bands," and that thej^

are "very rudimentary, if present at all, in the 2 s. They are certainly

present in all three, more distinct in the 3 than in some Swiss speci-

mens, and none of them really represent var. )iionnt<»iia, Schilde ; the

original description is in the 1st ed. of Fn. Sitec, where reference is

made to figures not of the Scandinavian form; we are therefore driven
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to later authors to decide which is the " nimotypical " race, and conse-

quently the received varietal nomenclature should hold good, to the

exclusion of vuhjaris, Ver.

Tivf/aiireae and liippotho'i'.—These two species were dealt with by
Mr. Bethune-Baker {lar. cit., p. 252), but the ease is so much the most
complicated with which we are confronted that it seems important to

examine it in detail. The facts are these. Linneus first gave the

name riiyanreac in the xth ed. of the S//-s. Nat., p. 484, no. 161, where
he referred back to the 1st ed. of the bn. Suer., [pp. 247, 248] , nos.

807, 808. On turning to this we find the following descriptions :

" 807. P. alis rotundatis fulvis ; utrinque punctis nigris."

" 808. P. alis rotundatis fulvis ; infra albo punctatis."

The latter must necessarily refer to the ^ of the species we still

know as v/n/aun'ae, since it is the only Swedish " copper " with white

spots on the underside ; the former might quite well be the 9 of the

same, were it not for the further references given under the descrip-

tion in the xth ed. of the .S//.s. Xat., viz., Roesel, Iiix. Bdia^t., pi. xxxvii.,

figs. 5, 6, pi. xlv., figs. 5, 6 ; Merian, Ihk. Kur., pi. clxiv. ; Ray, Hist.

Ins., p. 125, no. 20. On looking up these references we find that

Roesei's figures on pi. xxxvii. are an excellent upper- and underside of

liipi'otlioe, whilst those on pi. xlv. are an equally good upper- and
underside of phlaeas, to which species Ray's description also refers,

whilst Maria Sibylla Merian's figure is also of p/daeas, but of the ab.

schniidtii, unless indeed the colour has faded out, which, in view of

the condition of the other plates, is not very probable, though there

are one or two instances, notably the " tortoise-shells," in which, it

seems to have done so. (His further reference, with a ? to Petiver's

GazopJi., pi. xiv., fig, 3, in the 2nd ed. of the Fn. Siiec, p. 285,

no 1079, under i-tniaiireae, is unaccountable, except on the supposition

that he had never seen the plate in question, for it represents an
obvious Geometrid moth ; the description " fnlva, alis limbo nigro

insignatis," must have misled him.) It is, I think, obvious that

when Linneus wrote his 1st ed. of the Fn. Suec, and also when he
wrote his xth ed. of the Si/s. Xat., he was under the impression that

vin/aiireae, /li/ipatlioe and p/ilaeas were all one species, those with an
unspotted upperside being the ^ s and those with the spotted upper-

side the $ s of the same insect. This is certainly supported by his

second, fuller, description in " Sps. Xat., xth ed., where he describes

the ^ as "alis supra fulvis immaculatis," though he had above spoken
of the species as being " punctis sparsis atris." Since he also says of

the $ " subtus primores maculis sparsis atris margine albo-ocellatis

posticae cinerascentes punctis nigris obsoletis," I feel confident that

Mr. Bethune-Baker is taking too much for granted when he supposes
that this description was taken from any y of riruatneae whatever.
He appears also to take " margine " to refer to the edge of the »/»//,

whereas it should, in my opinion, be taken to refer to that of the black

spots, in which case the description is an unmistakable one of many
5 s of Idppotho'e. The black spots on the underside of the forewings of

this species are ringed with white, thus forming ('//^'-spots, whereas
those of rir(/aitreae are not ; the obsolescence of the spots on the

underside of the hindwing is also very common in hippotlmf. It Avas

not until he wrote the 2nd ed. of the I'li. Suec. that Linneus separated

these three species, giving descriptions of pldaeas and hippothoe for the
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first time, and even when he wrote the xiith ed. of the Sys. Nat., the

confusion in his mind was not entirely cleared up, since he again refers

Koesel's figures oi phlaeas to rin/aiireac, for the $ of which he evidently

takes them, though he correctly places his previous references to Ray
and Merian under jiJilaean. In this ed. of the .S'//.s. AV(^ he only refers

back to Ko. 808 in the 1st ed. of the Fn. Snec. under viii/aKreae, and
omits the reference to Koesel's figures of hijijiotlid'e (pi. xxxvii., figs. 5,

6) altogether. His continued reference to this description [Fn. Siiec,

1st ed., no. 808), in which the white spots of the underside are

specially noted, and his further mention of them (subtus ....
posticis serie punctorum albidorum) in .S'//.s. Nat., xth ed., can leave no
doubt as to what species he intended by vin/aHicae, however much he
may have confused the Js; and this is just a case where the

corroborative evidence of his specimens appears to me far too strong to

be disregarded. For though these specimens cannot be accepted as
" types," the fact that we still possess specimens labelled by him as

vir(/aiireae and liipjiuthn'e respectively can leave us m no doubt as to

what species he described under these names, since there is no mixture
of species in the specimens under either title. It is significant also

that the specimens are all 3 s, and it is at least possible that he

may never have seen a genuine specimen of the $ vin/aiireae, since

he never described any 5 as having white spots on the underside.

I only wish that I could agree with Mr. Bethune-Baker that

Dr. Verity's name inalpinii.s (a truly terrible word—is it by any chance
intended to mean "not alpine"?) cannot stand, but I do not see any
pretext for disregarding it. Since the species was originally described

m the Fit. Snec, without reference to figures of another form, the

Swedish race must be the " nimotypical " one; it is true that there is

no noticeable difference between this and many of the higher alpine

specimens. Dr. Verity's statement to the contrary notwithstanding, but

it differs very considerably in size and colour from the form which he
describes as inalpintu^, which occurs in several localities in Switzerland,

both at comparatively low levels, such as the Ehone Valley, where it

is scarce, and in more elevated situations, such as the southern slope of

the Simplon, including the Laquinthal (about 4,500ft.), where it is

common. With Mr. Bethune-Baker's observations on the varietal

names of Jiip/iot/ioe I am in complete agreement.
Ari/ii.^.—I do not feel the slightest doubt that Dr. Verity is right in

assigning the blue Linnean J to the species now called arij}jru(/no}iiun.

Bergs. If this be the case, my supposition {JJiitts. Snitz., etc., pp. iv.,

42) that Linneus had included the two species under one name is

proved to be correct, quite independently of whether this is the

specimen from which any of his descriptions were made or not ; and in

that case I see no excuse for not reverting to the designations "ariitis"

and ^'aei/oH" to which the entomological world was so long accustomed,
since the case is exactly parallel with those of /*/.s and fiennione,

where Linneus described two species under one name, and in point of fact

included specimens of both species under the one name in his collection,

Schiti'ermiiller again coming in as " first reviser," and confining the name
ar;/iis to one species by naming the other aetjon. The specimen in

question is not even labelled " /W^.s," and in any case Mr. ]3ethune-

Baker's argument on the inadmissibility of this name for either species

{loc. cit., p. 253) is irresistible, hlaa is a homonym which cannot be

employed for any species.
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liamhnri.—I have already (Vol. xxv., p. 233) expressed nij accept-

ance of this alteration in the place of Idas, Ramb.
There is one further point to which I must refer in terms of most

energetic protest, though Dr. Verity is in this matter only carrying out to

its logical conclusion the hopeless confusion that was initiated when it

was decreed that the sub-specific or racial name should follow the specific

name without any explanatory connecting word. Probably the authors

of this unpardonable blunder failed to see where it must logically lead.

Such an expression as " hrassicae brassicae biassicae" (and there is no
obvious reason, in view of some of the strings of names already

in use, why it should not be repeated twice, if not three times, more)

is pure, unmitigated nonsense ; it would be better, as Dr. Dixey
suggested to me in conversation, to say "brassicae recurring" and
have done with it; when anything beyond the generic and specific names
are required, it should always be stated whether it is "sub-species" (or

better, local race), or an aberration of the same, or an aberration of

the typical form, or whatever is intended ; and when the typical form
is meant it is amply sufficient to use the generic and specific names
alone or followed by ' type ' or 'f.t. '

' (forma typica).' Any publications

using these unintelligible (and unintelligent) strings of names should

be subjected to a rigorous boycott until they desist. Painful as are the

unexplained series of names employed by Dr. Verity, his worst sins in

this matter are, it is due to him to say, quite venial in comparison

with some other cases that we have met with.

Erebia manto, Esp., var. caecilia. {With tu-o plates.)

By T. A., CHAPMAN, M.D.

I owe a considerable debt to Mr. Warren for his paper in Ent. Uec,

vol. XXV., p. 273, in that he rescues for me a good intention from the

well-known limbo to which it has for a long time been sliding. In my
reference to the K. caecilia of the Pyrenees in the Trans. Ent. Soc.

Lond., some fifteen years ago. I stated that the dorsal armature
differed in manto and caecilia (Pyrenees). In this, I not long after

suspected I was wrong, and that the supposed difference was a matter

of the specimens being somewhat differently mounted. My intention

to clear up this point has up to the present been in abeyance.

In the result, I find that the dorsal spines in inantn can be mounted
to look just as those of caecilia did, and rice rersa, and that as regards

the appendages there is nothing to distinguish tbe two forms. In both

there is variation in the details of the teeth on the clasps, as there is

in all the Erebias, where the body or shaft of the clasp carries teeth.

Mr. Warren finds a difference in the neuration of the two forms,

but on careful examination of the neuration I cannot find any constant

difference between the two forms ; in both there is considerable

variation. (See Plate III.)

To take Mr. Warren's points seriatim :—Forewing. (1) All the

veins more curved in caecilia. If there is any difference there is more
curvature in vianto, e.</., view 4 of the hindwing. (2) Length of cell

greater in caecilia. As a result of measurement of the wings shown in

plate, the cell is 52-8 % of the wing in manto, 52-4 % in caecilia.

(3) P^orm of discoidal nervure* between 4 and 6 less sharply angled in

manto. The angle is much the same in both, the actual angle is
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rounded and is a little costad to vein 5. (4) Proximity of veins 6 and

8, joined in orifjin in titantn. This is not the case. (5) Cell broader

in iiianto. My figures show cell narrower in manto.

Hindwinfi;. (6) Cell much less sharply angled than in maiito. I

can see no dili'erence. (7) 6 and 7 rising closer together and ending

farther apart than in niaiito. In my photograph they are closer

together than in iiiaitta in figs. 6 and 8, but further apart than in figs.

10 and 12, their endings eeem much the same. (3) 5 much farther

from 6 in raenlia. 1 see no difference.

I have added to the plate figs. 18 and 14, showing the neuration

in eiiri/ale, the species that is so close to xiantD in the appendages, as

to be perhaps usefal to compare with uiantu.

The figures of the male appendages show, that though there is con-

siderable variation, it affects both forms and in no Avay differentiates

between them.

In Plate IV. are three specimens of the male appendages of K. mnnto

(figs. 1, 2 and 6), two of K. manto var. caeciiia (figs. 8 and 5), and one

of /*-'. eunjalc. To show the variations in the prominence of the

shoulder of the clasp, and the size and number of the teeth, would
reqaire perhaps several dozen specimens, but all the variations could,

I think, be shown in any one of the three forms. Figs. 2 and G show
two forms of nutntu, in one of which the shoulder is low, in the other

prominent. Fig. 1 is intermediate. The eunjale is a specimen with

low shoulder and small teeth. Of the ccu'cilia, fig. 3 has moderate or

low shoulder, fig. 5 specially round prominent shoulders, very like

manto fig. 6, except that the teeth are rather finer.

The specimens photographed show the head in caeciUa slightly

wider than in mantn, the examples, however, that are figured in Tranti.

Ent. Snc, 1898, show a reverse condition ; as a matter of fact there

seems to be no variety of clasp in one form of the species that cannot

be matched in the other, and curioasly enough, if Uijea and ciiri/ale

were added, the only result would be that the range of variation would

be extended, a conclusion at which I perhaps arrive from having

examined longer series in those species (that species?) than of manto.

A principal object, however, I have in view in presenting these photo-

graphs is to show that I was in error in 1898 in describing the lateral

arms of the tegumen as different in manto and in caeciiia. Comparing
figs. 1 and 8, or 5 and 6, there is no difference to be seen in the two
species, but in fig. 2 one of these arms is pressed out of position, so as

afford a different view, and here (in vwnto) exhibits the form that I

described in 1898 as belonging to caeciiia, and as figured in Trans.

Knt. Soc, Plate V., fig. 8a, clearly a result of method of mounting.
These arms are sharp in one aspect, flattened in another in this species,

it is difficult, exceptby accident, to display the flat aspect. In lii/ea

and eunjale, and still more in aet/iiojis, the flat aspect is easily shown.
In some other species these arms appear to be really sharp pointed

and not in any way flattened.

In Mr. Warren's series of manto he finds the underside of the males
of the ab. caeciiia (Alps) are always of the rich mahogany colour of

the type form. Taking my specimens of caeciiia from the Lower
Engadine, it would be more correct to say they agreed with var.

caeciiia (Pyrenees) than with manto type. Neither statement would be

correct, but the approach is nearer to the Pyrenean form than to ma)Uo
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type. The forms of vianto in this series are distinctly darker altogether

than in the usual type, and the more they lose their markings, so much
the more slaty (and Pyrenean like) the ground colour becomes.

As regards markings, Swiss caecilia occur, I have specimens, abso-

lutely without rusty markings or black eyespots. On the other hand,

rusty marks and eyespots on the upper surface of the males occur in

var. caecilia {cniistaxs, Eiff. '?). I have a specimen, a J , with a rusty

blotch and two black spots. On the under surface some rusty coloration

is more frequent.

I conclude, therefore, that var. caecilia is a geographical race of

iiianto rather than a distinct species, as such it requires, no doubt, a

varietal name, which Staudinger supplied by calling rrt^r/Z/rt ''ah. et r."

This is certainly open to objection, but so far as 1 know may stand good.

Herr G. Eifitinger in Seitz, by the curious misreading of Elwes' note

on the form, which Mr. Warren quotes, gives it the name canstans.

This name appears to stand good if Staudinger's action is insufficient

;

con.'ita)is, Eiffinger, of course, not con^itans, Elwes, a non-existent

quantity. Eiffinger calls it constans, Elwes, in the text, p. 99, and
figures it on plate 36, g 6 and 7, with the word confitajix under each

figure. Now we have also i/ararnicnsis, Warren. Whichever of these

names be accepted, it is not a specific but a varietal name. The two

forms are closer together perhaps than are, for example, the several

forms of (jlacialix, and have no claim to specific rank such as (jDrtjune,

the Pyrenean representative of imiestra has. The chief difi'erence

between )iianto and naraniioisiN is that the latter is larger, or rather

that many Swiss forms of manto are very much smaller (some being as

large). Large size is, however, a characteristic of various species as

we approach and enter the Spanish region.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate III.—Neuration of E. manto, E. manto var. caecilia and E. ciiryale.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, E. manto var. caecilia.

Figs. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. E. rnanto.

Figs. 13, 14, E. euryale.

Plate IV.—Appendages of E. manto and var. caecilia.

Figs. 1, 2, 6, Erebia manto.
Figs. 3, 5, Erebia manto var. caecilia.

Fig. 4, Erebia eanjale.

Myrmecophilous Notes for 1913.

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

In consequence of the fact that I am now engaged in writing a book

on the British Ants, which takes up all my spare time, and which I

propose to follow with a second volume on the British Myrmecophilous
Fauna, my notes for 1913 must be considerably curtailed, and in fact

be confined to the bare records of captures, new localities, etc., with-

out drawing any conclusions from the results obtained, or referring to

similar observations by others, or myself, in the past. I have already

published my observation on the myrmecophilous fauna of Lundy, and
the important captures of i'larii/cr lonf/icarnis, Mull., and Acnii/matias

hlattoides, Mein., which somewhat simplifies matters.

I take this opportunity to ask all entomologists who have

unpublished records of ants, or myrmecophiles, from any part of
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Britain, to kindly communicate with me. I shall also be pleased to

name ants for anyone who may possess a British Collection, or

unnamed specimens.
,

FORMICID.E.

Subfamily Myrmicin.e.

}f!/niu'ciua iiraniinicola, Latr,—2 deiilated $ $ , and 3 ^ ? were

taken in company with Lasins jianm at Bletchington, Oxon., on May
17th ; 6 ? S carrying their larvjB, in a nest of L. iiu.i-tim at Box Hill

on May 25th ; and a dealated ? , in a nest of L. niLcttis at Box Hill

on September 25th.

Solow/isis fiujax, Latr.—A few ^ ^ were taken by Crawley and
myself in company with Fonnica fuxca var. fusco-rnfibarbis at

Sandown, I. of W., on August 10th.

I discovered a large colony at Blackgang Chine, on August 2Gth,

situated in a large block of green-sand, two feet long by a foot broad.

Vast quantities of ^ ^ ,
great numbers oi 3 S and a few winged 5 $

occurred. Eggs, larvae, <? and ^ pupt^ and one ? pupa (subsequently

reared) were present. No other ants, or ants' nests were near, and no
Aphidae, noi myrmecophiles were found,

M)/i)iii(a laevhwdis, Nyl.—Colonies were found at Tenby, and
abundant under stones on the marshy ground in front of Manorbier

Castle, in Pembrokeshire, in April. Four partly winged ? 2 occurred

in a nest at Bletchington, May 12th.

Myriiiica riii/inoilifi, Nyl.—Tenby and Manorbier in April.

Mi/nnica sicabrinoJis, Nyl.—Colonies at Tenby in April, one under

the same stone as L. tiavns, April 25th. An isolated dealated $ ,

under a stone on April 27th. Three colonies under the same stones as

L. Jiarua at Bletchington, on May 17th.

In July I found a form of i^rahrinndis at Rannoch, in two nests of

F. riifa var. alpina, inhabiting part of the latters' hillocks, only ^ ?

and larv;e being found. The shape of the antennje exhibits a slight

transverse ridge (more developed in some specimens), reaching across

from the lateral tooth and forming a small point, or angle, opposite to

the same. These specimens may represent the var. scabrinodo-lobi-

comi.s, Forel.

Mi/nnira scahriiiodia, Nyl., var. mbuleti, Meinert.—Tenby, Pem-
brokeshire, and the Landslip, L of W. One of the latter in the same
mound as L. ilaciis.

Mi/niiira lobirnnds, Nyl.—Two dealated $ ? , July 29th and
September 22nd, crawling on paths at Weybridge.

Stenanniia vesttmodi. West.—A ^ occurred in a nest of Lasuts

mixtiiH at Box Hill, on May 28th.

Leptotltarox acenuiniii, F.—A deiilated 2 , ^ $ , larvae and pupae.
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in a nest of Formica sani/iiiitea at Weybridge, on July ]2th. A $ in

a nest of F. exsecta at Parkhurst Forest, I. of W., on August 23rd.

Leptothora.r vi/landeri, Forst.—A deJilated J in a nest of L. iiiixtus

at Box Hill on September 7th.

Titrainoriiim caespitiDn, L.—Colonies not uncommon at Tenby, one
under the same stone as L, tiano^, on April 23rd. A small colony at

roots of Aienaria )iiaritliiia at Blackgang Chine, I. of W., August 26th,

all the ^ ^ being very small.

Subfamily Dolichoderin^.

Tapinoina erratictuii, Latr.—a fine colony was found in the New
Forest, on June 23rd, situated in a small, low, round mound made of

bits of cut grass, burnt heather, etc. The nest was traced by carefully

watching the 5 ^ in the neighbourhood, only a few being out as the

day was cold and cloudy. It contained a few 3 J , very many winged

2 $ , two deillated 2 2 , a large number of S ^ , J , J , and ^ pupae,

and some larvce.

Another large colony was observed at Weybridge, on July 29th, in

a sandbank. Two deillated J 5 were present, and the ^ ^ were the

largest specimens I have ever seen.

Subfamily Camponotin.e.

LasiiiK fidif/inofiiis, Latr.— On August 16th at Apse Heath, I. of W.,

§ ^ were traced from a copse to an oak tree on a hill at a considerable

distance from the copse. A number of J S were out on the tree

trunk, and the nest was situated just below the turf at the roots. A
deillated $ with the gaster enormously distended with egg?, and
surrounded by a mass of ^ ^ , was found in the carton cells at the top

of the nest.

Lasiiis niijer, L.—Common at Tenby, a S was found under a tin

on the sand-hills, on April 26th. A very distended deillated 5 was
found in a nest at Box Hill, on July 30th. Naked pupse were abundant
in a mound-nest at Sandown on August 7th.

Lasius nii/er, L., var. alieno-niyer, Forel.—A colony was found at

Bletchington in May.

Lasiiix alienits, Forst.— Colonies were noticed at Tenby and
Bletchington.

Lasiiifi fiacKs, F.—Common at Tenby and Manorbier. Two deillated

2 2 were observed in one nest at Bletchington, on May 14th, and in

another in which no 2 could be found, some very large dark § $ ,

many times larger than ordinary ^ $ , occurred.

Isolated deillated 2 2 , some with egg-packets, were seen at

Blackgang Chine, on August 26th, under stones and lumps of soft

green-sand.

Lasiiis iitnhratus, Nyl.—A marriage flight had evidently taken place

at Weybridge on July 29th, since many deillated 2 2 were running
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about on paths on the heath on each side of the railway, several had
been captured by /•'. ntfd and P'. samimnea ^ ^ , and were being dragged
as prey to the nests of the latter. A dead winged' 2 was also found in

a xauf/iiiiira nest.

A marriage flight occurred at Sandown, I. of W., on August 27th,

J (? being observed in the garden of our house and on the pavements
near by, and a J was captured, which had already removed some of

her wings. A deiilated 5 was found fighting with some L. niijer ^ ^
near a nest of the latter, a fact of considerable interest.

A large form was found in some numbers on the sand-hills at

Tenby (near to the continental L. affinis, Schenck, which might almost
be called ajfinn-unibratntf, though most nearly related to umbratiis),

much digging in the sand unfortunately only produced $ « . Speci-

mens taken there alive and introduced into my L. vii.rtu-innbratus

observation nest, were all killed, whereas iimhratHs ^ ^ , from Welling-
ton College this year (and from Weybridge and other places last year),

were accepted by the inhabitants of my nest. The Wellington College

nest (kindly pointed out by Dr. Joy) was situated in the ground, at a

spot where formerly a tree root or stump had been present, this being
nearly entirely decayed. Cells of a hard earthy carton were found
attached to the roots of plants. These, through the kindness of Prof.

Poulton, were submitted for me to Prof. Newstead for analysis, and he
reported as follows :

—

" The nodular concretions attached to the roots of the plant are

composed of :

—

1. Numerous hyphse of a fungus, with spores, apparently.

2. A few fine root-fibres (?) of the plant supporting the nodules.

3. The bark of the root (rhizome) (?) of the plant supporting the

nodules. These are much more numerous in the dark coloured

nodules than in the paler ones.

4. Quartzite grains. These predominate.
My impression is that the presence of the fungus is due to the

'cement' used by the ants for fastening the quartz grains, etc.,

together."

8ome of the root fibres and bark were, no doubt, taken from the

remains of the tree root or stump before mentioned. This seems to

prove that iiiiibratns can, and does, make " carton." Similar cells of a

darker nature found at the roots of heather in an imibratiis nest at

Weybridge also contain fungus.

Foniiica nifci, L.—Many nests were very late this year ; at Weybridge
only small larvie were present on May 4th.

Fiiniiira nifn, L. var. alpina, Santschi.—Some seven colonies of

this variety were observed at Rannoch in July, deiilated ? $ were
present (three in one nest and two in others), but no winged forms
could be found. Some pseudogynes occurred in one colony.

I''(iniiira rufa, L. var. nifu-/)rate)i.iis, Forel.-— Several nests, super-
ficially like F. e.csecta nests, were found at Parkhurst Forest in clumps
of grass {Aim caespitosa) on June 29th, one deiilated J was taken, but
only ? cocoons were present.

Formica pratotsis, De G.—A number of colonies were found at
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Rannoch, when in company with my friend Mr. Morice, in July;

^ c? and winged $ $ were abundant in one nest on July 17th, and
four deiilated ? $ were taken in this nest. A few Pseudog-ynes were
present.

Formica sangninca, Latr.—In 1912 it appeared almost impossible

to find a deiilated 5 in the nests, at Woking ; in 1913, on the other

hand they were plentiful. On May 21st, deiilated ? 2 were found in

every nest, in one no less than 87 specimens being counted. For the

first time, at Woking, I found pseudogynes of this ant, they being-

present in several nests and in one quite 10% of the ^ ^ in the nest

were pseudogynes.

Formica fnaca, L.—Common at Tenby, in April, under stones on
the cliff's and in fields, and on banks on the east of the town.

Deiilated $ 2 were abundant in most nests, many of them being

microgynes.

At Raunoch, in July, two colonies were found inhabiting deserted

nests of F. nifa and e.rsccta respectively.

Naked pup* were found in some numbers in a nest at Box Hill^

on July 30th, and in Parkhurst Forest on August 23rd.

I'oniiica fiisca, L., var. nibescens, Forel.—A colony situated in the

side of the clift' at the Landslip, I. of W., was found on August 21st,.

it contained many J J , one winged 2 , many large ^ ^ , and ^

cocoons.

Formica fiisca, L., var. fiisco-riifibarbifi, Forel.—Naked pupje were-

found in a nest of this variety at Sandown, I. of W., on August 13th.

F'ormica riiiibarhiii, F.—Some seven colonies were again found at

Weybridge, five deiilated 5 2 occurred in one nest but no winged
forms could be found, although the nests were visited in May, June,.

July, and September,

COLEOPTERA.

Homoeiisa acuminata, Milrk.—In a nest of L. mixtiis, Jjoy. Hill,.

May 23rd.

Thiasopliila anf/:ilata, Er.—With F. rnfa, L., var. riifn-praiensis, in

Parkhurst Forest, August 23rd.

Tliiasojihila ivt/iiiliua, Milrk.—With L. fnlinijtosiiH, Oxshott, May
25th and June 2nd ; Apse Heath, I. of W^, July 16th.

iJinarda miirkeli, Kies.—Larvie in nest of F. riifa, Weybridge,
July 12th.

Dinarda Iiai/enfi, Wasm.—In some numbers with F'. exsecta,

Parkhurst Forest, August 22nd.

Atemeles emarginatm, Pk.—In two nests of F. fiisca, at Tenby,
April 25th.
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Mijniieiioilia Unibata, Pk.—With L. n'ujer, Tenby, April 25th, with

L.fiaviiH, BletchingtoD, May 14th.

DnislUa canaUciilata, F.—In nest of F. fiisca, Tenby, April 25th
;

with L. niijer and with a half dead J/, scabrinodis ^ in its jaws,

Bletchington, May 18th ; with Ponera coarctata, Box Hill, May 16th
;

larva in nest of M. ni<jinn<lin at Nethy Bridge, July 20th ; and with

y. fiisca, L., var. fusco-rutibarhis at Sandown, August 10th.

Notdt/iecta fiaripes, Gr.— In nest of F. nifa, L., var. al/iina,

Rannoch, July 16th ; and i*. ru/a, L., var. rufo-praten&is, Parkhurst

Forest, August 23rd.

Clariiicr testareti!<, Preys.—With L. pariis at Tenby, common in

one nest in a field, April 23rd; a pair in cup. in a nest on April 25th.

With L. viijer, Bletchington, May 14th.

Coccindla (lititincta, Fald.—On F. tufa nest at Woking, May 21st,

June 4th.

Ch/thrn i-jnuictata, L.—Larva in nest of F. rafa, L., var. nit'o-

protensis at Parkhurst Forest, Angust 11th.

Opatniiii sab}dnsum, L.—A pupa taken in a nest of F. fusca, L.,

var. fiifico-rKfibarbis, at Blackgang Chine on August 26th, taken home
and subsequently batched about September 3rd, in my nnxto-iDiibratus

nest (the ants never attacked either the pupa or the perfect insect)

where it lived for some time.

BRACONID^.

FiipJionis bistit/iiiaticus, Morley.—Hovering over ^ ^ on F. rufa

nest at Weybridge, July 12th. This species is not uncommon at

Weybridge.

Pacln/loiiniia biicrata, Breb.—Very large specimens (of this species

according to Morley) were taken hovering over ^ ^ on a nest of F.

rufa, L., var. ri(fo-iiratensis in Parkhurst Forest, on June 29th.

Typical specimens were observed at Weybridge, hovering over S ^
of F. nifibarbis, F. aanguinea, L. fiarus and Tapinovia enatictiiii, on
July 29t'h.

CHALCIDID^.

Spalawjia cri/throiiiera, Forst.—In nest of L. fuli<iinosiis, Oxshott,

September 9th.

DIPTERA.

I'liora foniiicaniiii, Yerral).—Hovering over ^ ^ of F. smu/Kinea

at Woking, May 21st; F. sannidnea, L. fiavns and Tapinoiiia erraticiiiii

at Weybridge, .July 29th; and L. ni'i/cr at Shanklin, August 21st; and
L. nii/cr at 131ackgang Chine, August 26th.

Plnjlloiiii/ia lasiat', CoUin.—With L. fitU<jinoms, Wellington
'College, September 30th.
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Ceratopogon uii/niicaiphilus, Egger.— 3 $ hovering over F. riifa nest

at Weybridge, September 22nd.

COCCID.E.

nipersia snbterranea, Newst.—In nest of L. cdieniis, April 23rd; L.

ni(fer, April 29th at Tenby ; F. fttf<ca, L., var. fiisco-nijibarbis at

Sandown, August 22nd.

Fiipersia toiiilini, Newst.-—In nest of L. nitjer at Bletchington,

May 14th.

Xewsteadia jioccom, De G.—In F. rufa nest, Weybridge, July 12th.

Ortheziola vejdorshyi, Sulc.—In nest of L. niijer at Tenby, April

25th ; L. fiavHs at Manorbier, April 28th.

COLLEMBOLA.
Cyp/iotJeirus {Bechia) albinii», Nic.—With Tetramnriinii caef<pitiini at

Tenby, April 23rd ; Tapinoma cn-atictini. at Weybridge, June 29th

;

Lasiiis n'ujer, Bletchington, May 14th ; Sandown, August 10th ; L.

alieiius, Box Hill, May 16th ; L. flants, Bletchington, May 14th ; L.

uii.vtiis, Box Hill, May 16th; F. e.vsecta, Parkhurst Forest, August 11th

and 23rd; F. rufa, Weybridge, May 4th; F. fasca, Tenby, April 23rd;

F. fiisca var. fusco-ru/ihayhis, Sandown, August 10th, and Blackgang,

August 26th ; F. fitxca var. nibesvens, Landslip, I. of W., August 21st

;

and F. rufibarbis, Weybridge, July 29th.

MYRIAPODA.
Blavjuluti<pittidatus, Gerv.-—With L.fiilujinosiis, Wellington College,

September 30th.

Pohj.venitfi la'pinia, L.—In nest of F. fusco, Box Hill, September

7th ; and abundant in two nests of /''. rtifa, pointed out to me by W.
E. Sharp at Wellington College, on September 30th.

ARANEINA.
Tlnireosthenius biocata, Camb.—In nest of F. pratensis at Eannoch,

July 17th.

Fvansia merens, Camb.—In nest of F. fdsca at Aviemore, July 18th.

Tetrilus recisiis, Camb.—Young with L. fnllr/inosus at Oxshott,

June 2nd, and a number of egg-sacs (of this species according to

Randall Jackson) situated on the carton cells of this nest on

September 9th.

Cicurina cinerea, Panz.—In L. mi.rtKs nest at Box Hill, on July 30th.

Micoria pidicaria, Sund.—With L. niner, August 7th, and F. fnsca

var. fusco-riifibarbis, August 10th, at Sandown.

Harpactes huinberni, Sep.—With F. fiisca var. fiiscu-ntfibarbis,

Blackgang, August 26th, and the Landslip, August 28th.
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ACARINA.

Cilibann ciDiiata, Leon.—On larv;B in a nest of L. ni<ier, at Tenby,

April 24th.

Trachiniropoiht hostodd, Mich.—In some numbers in a nest of L.

fidif/inostis, at Apse Heath, I. of W., on August 16th.

Laelaps enneifer, Mich.—In nest of L. iiii.ctus at Box Hill, May
22ncl ; and L. fiili<iinosns, at Apse Heath, August 16th.

AiitinmnjiJi()ni>i pubescent, Wasm.—On ^ ^ in a nest of L. fiavus,

Box Hill, July 80th.

Aitti'niiophonis urandis, Berl.—On ^ ? in a nest of Z>. fidigiiiosus

at Apse Heath, August 16th.

CRUSTACEA.

Plati/artJinift hoff'iiiansfin/i, Brandt.—In nests of Mt/niiica rtujinodia

and M. scabrinodit!, at Tenby, in April; L. ni(jer, Tenby and Manorbier,

in April, Bletchington, in May; /.. olicuus, Tenby, in April, Box Hill,

in May; L. /lams, Tenby and Manobier, in April, Bletchington, in

May ; L. inixtits, Box Hill, in May ; L. fnlii/inostin, Apse Heath in

August ; F. exaerta, Parkhurst Forest, in August ; F. fiisca, Tenby in

April ; F. fiisca var. rubescens, and var. fasco-ni/ibarbis, Landslip, in

August.

Father Schmitz and others, having asked me to publish a further

list of my publications, since my last list, which appeared in the

Fnto)iinlo(iist's Becord, vol. xxiii., p. 238 (1911), and brought the total

up to 50. I therefore here append the following list which brings it

up to date :—

-

No. 51.—" Lcisiiis iiiixtus, Nyl., in Britain," Ent. Record, xxiii.,

236-238 (1911).

No. 52.—" Ants at Kew," Tinyal Botanic (jardena, Keir Bull., No.

xii., li., 367-369 (1911).

No. 53.—"A Messmate of Ants " {Loiiiechiisa strumosa, F.), Marveh

of the Uiticerse, V., 220-222 (1911) (with photographs).

No. 54.—"A Revised List of the British Ants," Fntoiiioloi/ht, xliv.,

389-391 (1911).

No. 55.—" Experiments on the Formation of Colonies by Lasiiis

fulininosus 5 ? ," Tranti. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1912,664-672. (Joint paper

with C. Crawley).

No. 56.—" Mvrmecophilous Notes for 1911," E)it. Record, xxiv.,

4-10, 34-40 (1912).

No. 57.—"A Fly that is Born in Ants' Nests" {Microdon nnttabilis,

L.). Marvels of the [Jnirersc, xix., 764-767 (1912) (with photographs).

No. 58.— " Mites that live in Ants' Nests," Marcels of the Unirerse,

xix., 778-780 (1912) (with photographs).

No. 59.

—

'^ Bairyiva A)its" (Ants and Apltidai), Marvels of the

Unirerse, xx., 804-806 (1912) (with photographs).

No. 60.—" The Founding of Colonies by Queen Ants," Bit. Ent.

Con;/. O.cfird, 1912, II., 11-77 (1913). (Joint paper with C. Crawley.)
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No. 61,—"Ants as Honey Pots" [Myrmecocystus Jiorti-cleorum,

McCook), Marvels of the Universe, xxiii., 940-943 (1912) (with

photographs).

No. 62.—" The Wood Ant " [Formica rufa, L.), Marvels of the

Universe, xxvii., 1099-1103 (1912) (with photographs).

No. 63.—" The Agricultural Ant of Texas" [Poyonomyrmex mole-

faciens, Buck.), Marvels of the Universe, xxviii., 1159-1162 (1912)

(with photographs).

No. 64.—" On Some Remarkable Associations between Ants of

Different Species," Report Lanes. Chesh. Ent. Soc, xxxvi., 38-56., 1912

(1913).

No. 65.—"Some Races of Ants New to Britain," Ent. Pu'cord,xxiw.,

806 (1912).

No. 66.—" Some Notes on the Genus Myrmica, Latr.," Ent.

Record, xxv., 1-8., 42-48 (1913) (with plate and wood-cuts).

No. 67.—"Myrmecophilous Notes 1912," Ent. Record, xxv., 61-68.,

89-97 (1913) (with wood-cuts).

No. 68.—"Ants and Myrmecophiles on Lundy," Ent. Record, xxv.,

267-269 (1913) (with plates).

No. 69.—" Aeniqtnatias blattoides, Meinert, captured in Scotland,"

Ent. Record, xxv., 277-278 (1913).

No. 70.—" Notes on the capture of Claviger longicornis, Miill., and

a Description of the supposed Larva," Ent. Record, xxv., 290-294

(1913) (with plate).

Collecting in the Horley District, 1911 and 1912.

By H. BAKER-SLY, F.E.S.

The following notes, I am afraid, will give but a very imperfect list

of the Lepidoptera to be found in our district, firstly as I had no
intention of writing any retrospect, and secondly because I have dona

very little collecting in our immediate neighbourhood this year.

The usual early insects, such as Hybemia rupicapraria, IE
maryinaria [proyemmaria), H. leiicopJiaearia (one var. iiiannorinaria

taken on February 16th on a fence), and Phiyalia pedaria {pilosaria)

were common everywhere during February and March, and Polyploca

tiavicornis was fairly common and in good form in Worth Forest. An
excursion for " Sallowing " on March 26th yielded but few insects, but

Eupithecia ahhreviata was flying amongst the bushes, and I secured

some fine specimens. By early April the sallow bloom was attracting

freely, and Taeniocampa pidverulenta [cruda), T. yothica, T. yraciUs, T.

instabilis, T. stabilis, T. munda, Xylocampa areola (lithorhiza), and

Pachnobia rubricosa all fell more or less commonly into the beating

tray, as well as the hibernating Cerastis raccinii and Scopelosoma

satellitia, and Anticlea badiata was taken commonly on the wing.

Brephos parthenias, as usual, was common in Worth Forest on sunny
days, and a trip by night, on April 15th, found Lobophora carpinata

(Inbiilata) in considerable numbers. On April 13th I went to Worth
Forest for Aplecta tincta larvae, but only found three after much
searching. In the breeding cages there emerged, towards the end of

April, several fine Pyyaera curtida (larvfe from Holmwood Common,
August 15th, 1912), one Notodonta ziczac (Horlej? larva, June 30th,

1912) and Pachys strataria [jnodromaria) (Horley larvae, June, 1912).
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On May 1st and two or three other days during the first half of the

month, I went in search of Aei/eria vcspifoniiin {cyidpifornns), which

are to he found in considerable numbers in oak stumps all over our

district. A day's hard work in Worth Forest, cutting off the tops of

birch stumps, yielded about 50 .-E. cuUciformis, two of which were

varieties, being orange-banded instead of red. I was also fortunate

in securing seven larva) of ^£. s/>/i«'?7o?-H(rs, breeding five imagines from

June lOfch to 17th, one unfortunately being a cripple.

During May, I took, amongst other things in Horley, Henierophila

abniptaria, Coronia iinidentaria, Heliaca tenebrata (arbiiti) (common on

some of the roadsides), Epiiyra porata, Coreniia deaiynata (proptignata),

Anticlea nif/rofasciaria [derivata), Arctia villica (at light), and larvff" of

Ciirhia citraijo, Tethea subtnsa, Miselia n.rijacanthae and IHitsia moneta.

In Worth Forest I took Tephrosia consonaria, T. crepuscularia,

T. punctularia (commonly), Acidalia reuuitaria, Evpithecia exU/uata,

Pachycnemia hippocastauaria, Hydriomena impluviata, one Hemaris

fuciformis, and one Ellopia prosapiaria (fasciaria) pupa. In the

breeding cages several Macaria notata (Worth larva;, 1912), one

Dasychira pudibunda (Horley larva, August, 1912), and one Hylophila

bicolorana (Worth Forest larva, September, 1912).

During June in Horley, two or three .Eyeria tipuliforvris,

Ktnmelesm ajjinitata, one Kuchloria pustulata {bajularia) <? , Odontopera

bidentata, two Fhiunelesia decolorata, and Xantliorho'e rivata were taken,

and six fine Dicranura bifida (Horley larvae, July 6th, 1912) were bred.

In W^orth Forest I met with Lithosia uiesoweUa, Ligdia adastata, two
Boarnna consortaria, Cidaria corylata, two Exmpuene dolabraria $ s,

Tephrosia extersaria, Euchoeca obliterata {lieparata), Macaria liturata,

Loiitaspilis marginata, Eiipithecia nanata, Bupalus piniaria (in Tilgate),

Aspilates strigilaria, Noc.tua /estiva, Euplexia lucipara, and Leucania

i)upudens [pudorina). I might mention here that " Sugaring," as far,

as I have found, has been absolutely useless this year (1913), except in

places where there were no trees, such as the coasts and downs. I

had almost forgotten to mention that I took Erastria venustula in

Worth Forest in June, but in far lesser numbers than in previous

years.

A trip to Box Hill on June 1st produced one ^ Agrotis cinerea,

and one 5 Pachetra leucophaea ; also on sugar, Mamestra dentina in

very fine condition, and three or four Mamestra contiyua. Another
trip on June 27th produced Anticlea rabidata, Agrotis corticea (some
being very fine forms), and Xylophasia sublustris.

During the greater part of July I was in Cornwall after Lycaena

arion, which, I am pleased to say, I found in splendid condition, and
in sufficient numbers to complete my series. I also found time for a

little home collecting in July, and took, amongst other things, Nola
cucullatella (very common), Emmelesia alchewillata (rather local),

Tiiiiandra aiiiata, Eupithecia coronata, Pseudoterpna pruinata {cytisaria)

(local), Cidaria pyraliata, Flustroma silaceata, Hemithea striyata

{tliyiiriaria), Xanthorhoe unanyidata, Miana arcuosa, Trip/taena interjecta

,

lUvula sericealis and Hypenodes taenialis {alhistriyalis). Hyria
viuricata (auroraria) was very local, being found, as far as I know, in

only one spot, about 50 yards square. In Worth Forest I took Nudaria
senex, Epioneajiiciaria, Acidalia bisetata, Lyyris popnlata [dotata), Cidaria

fulrata, Acidalia imitaria, A. inornata, Asthena luteata (scarce), Acronicta
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leporina, Coenobia rufa and Hi/penodes costaefitrifialis, the la^t species at

sugar. A tdp to Box Hill on July 13th, 1911, was most successful,

resulting in four IJt/uisia dcplana (helrenla), Boannia ahictaria,

Melanthia procellata, Geoinctva vernaria, Phihalaiitevyx termta, P.

ritalbata, and one Aventia flexula. I also took H. taenialis at sugar in

Ifield Woods in some numbers.

In August I found lAthma cowplana (common, but local), one

Charaeas (jrawinis, Noctua mithrom, Triphacna janthina, and pupte of

Nonafjria arundinU {typhae) in old bullrush stems. In Worth Forest I

met with Lyi/ris testata, F^tipitliecia expallidata, Anarta luyrtilli and

Noctua dahlii.

In September there occurred, at the gas lamps, OrthoUtha cervinata,

Coreinia ferriKjata, Ennovios fii.icantaria, Mesoleiica ocellata, Liortyna

oehracen {fiavayo), OmphaloaceUnlnnoRa, and Hydraecia micacca, and also

one ? Acidalia si(bsericeata, from which I obtained about a dozen ova,

the larvte from which are still (December) feeding. I also took one

Crorallis elinynaria, and, on the rushes, Tapinoxuda fidva. Towards the

end of October and November the lamps produced CheUnaUibia boreata,

C. brumata and Oporabia dilutata. A trip to Worth Forest in early

November produced, besides the last-named insects, Oporabiaantuuinaria,

Hybernia aurantiaria and H. defoliaria. Diloba caerideocfpliala,

Hiiiiera pennavia and Poecilocaiiipa popiili, were also visitors to the gas

lamps at Horley. At ivy, in the Box Hill district, I took Ochria aarayo,

AwatJies macilento, Miselia oxyacanthae, Cerasth vaccinii, C. fipodicea,

etc., and, over the juniper bushes, Thera juniperata.

Erebia gavarniensis, Warren = Papilio petrosus, De Prunner.

By H. ROWLAND-BROWN, M.A., F.E.S.

At the risk of becoming tedious, I venture to supplement my
previous note on Erebia yavarniensis, Warren {antea vol. xxv., p. 294),

with a few further remarks on the subject of the nomenclature of this

" all-black " butterfly. When writing in November I had not access

to the earlier authorities, though I seemed to remember that a " totiis

niyer," Erebiid, other than plitto, Esper, had received attention long

before Boisduval's Catalogue appeared, and even before inanto var.

caecilia had been figured by Hiibner. However, I think I am now in

a position to show that Erebia yavarniensis, Warren, is no other than

the Papilio petrosus of Leonardo de Prunner.

In the " Supplementum Papilionum quos Comes Excoffier di Lizzolo

.... mihi obtulit," published with his Lepidoptera Pedemontana, at

Turin, in 1798, he describes (p. 71) this butterfly as " Alis integerrime

fusco-atris, ;tias et foemina aeyuales. Alpibus invenitur niensibus Mali
Jmiii frequens." That is all. Staudinger ignores petrosals altogether in

the various editions of the Cataloy ; but Kirby is more enterprising,

and we find, Synony^nic Cataloyue of Diurnal Lepidoptera, vol. i.,

p. 62, under ?\y)iiphalidae (^Maniola) :—

•

26. M. MORIO, Giorna (Pap. M)
Calend. Ent. Tor., p. 102, n. 24, 1791.

Pap. petrosus, De Prunner, Lep. Ped. (1798).

etc.

On page 102 of the Calendario Entomoloyico ossia Osservazioni

, . . di Giorna figlio. (Torino, 1791), it is written
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24. PAP. MORIO
Lungh. lin. d^, Largh. lin. 20|.

Pap. N.P. alis integerrimis. Totus niger. Antennis corporis

longitudinem fequantibus.

Ne' contorni d'Exilles. In Fine di Luglio.

Of Kirby's mono, Krebia alectn, Hb., is also made a synonym, but

I have little doubt from the locality mentioned—Exilles—that this

" totKs nit/er " butterfly is not E. alecto var. pltito, Esp., which only

occurs at very high altitudes (7,000ft. to about 10,000ft., Wheeler),

but petrotiitx = ninnto = caecilia = (iavarnie)mfi, and, as the name morio

was pre-occupied in 1791 by [Hijponyjiina) morin {Ij.S.N., ed. xii.,

1766-68), I suggest that petrosus belongs to the "all-black" Krebia

haunting the Piedmontese side of the Mont Cenis (6,050ft.) at Exilles

(under 3,000ft.), which place is at little more than the altitude of the hills

above Susa (1,600ft.), where I collected at the end of June, 1899 {Knt.

Record, vol. xi., p. 290) and found on the higher ground only, the

Erebias associated with the lower Alps

—

E. medusa, E, ceto, and K.

styi/ne ; though no doubt FL manto, and others of its range, would

follow further up the Dora-Riparia valley, if not above Susa, in their

season.

Apparently Kirby drew upon Duponchel for the material which
led him to conclude that Giorna's morio, and Hiibner's caecilia were

synonymous. In the Supplement a V Hist. Nat. des IJpids. d' Europe,

1832, vol. i, pp. 298-99, under " Satyre Cecile," the synonymy is

worked out as follows :

"SATYRUS CECILIA.
Papilio Cfecilia, Hb.
Pap. Morio, Giorna.

Pap. Petrosus, Deprunn.
Satyrus Pyrrha, var. Cagcilia, Boisdv.

Evergure 18 lignes."

and my contention that morio and petrosus are identical with

l/ararniensis, Warren, and that Kirby wrongly associated them both

with alecto-pluto is further supported by Duponchel's own account.
" This Satyr, which at first sight might be confused with alecto, is

but a variety of ptjrrlia in which all the tawny markings have dis-

appeared. The four wings are rounded, and ' shot ' (chatoyant)

brown-black without any markings at all. Under side, same colour

less deep, and also without the least spot " (as in the male). . . .

" This variety is very common, and even constant in the Pyrenees,

The variety caecilia now figured was taken by M. Alexandre Lefebvre,

on the Pic de Biscos [recte Viscos)*, in the valley of St. Savin,

Department of Hautes-Pyrenees." Godart (1822) may only be

copying de Prunner when he says that this butterfly is common " in

many of our Alpine mountams " in May and June. But he also

describes Hiibner's caecilia as absolutely without bands.

Duponchel's synonymy is derived from Ochsenheimer's " Die

Schmet. Saclisens," Dresden & Leipzig, 1805 (vol. i., p. 256), where

* Cauterets region, and headquarters of the butterfly hereaboilta,
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morio and petrosim are coupled together under Pap. caecilia, Hb. But
Ochsenheimer is careful to state that in the one example from the

Piedmontese Alps examined by him, the wings on both sides have a

red-brown lustre (Schimmer) near the outer margin.
" Bei dem Exemplar, (aus den piemontesischen Alpen) welches ich

besitze, haben die Fliigel auf beiden Seiten gegen den Aussenrand

einen rothbraunen Schimmer." But the fact that this example

displayed a red-brown lustre on both siiJcs can hardly be accepted as

proof that the twice described " totus niger " butterfly was no more
than Hiibner's caecilia, and therefore a form of vianto [pyrrha), as then

known.
The objection that Giorna and de Prunner give different months

for the appearance of )iiorio = petrosus is slight evidence that the

butterflies described by the respective authors are of different species.

De Prunner may not have had the same knowledge of pctrosits which

Giorna presumably (because he adds a specific locality) had of his

inorio. Nor, in view of the great variation of size in iiianto in its

many habitats, is the slight disagreement of Giorna's and Duponchel's

measurements of real significance, even if both were made accurately

according to modern methods. Incidentally, one would like to know
whether these two ardent entomologists, who published their works

in Turin at much about the same time, were personally acquainted.

De Prunner's preface, signed 1792, is silent on the subject.

Whether or not, then, (/an-arniensis, Warren, turns out to be a

specialised form of luanto, or a distinct species, it would seem that, as

species or variety, it should carry either the name of petrosits accorded

the low-flying Piedmontese Erebia by de Prunner, or, if the pre-

occupation of the name morio by a moth is no bar to its repetition in

the case of a butterfly, then, I contend, it is entitled by priority to be

known henceforth as Erebia morio, Giorna, or E. manto var. morio.

j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
COLIAS EUUSA VAR. HELICE. ABNORMAL PERIOD FROM OVUM TO

IMAGO.—The following notes may interest readers. A specimen of

Colias edusa var. helice, captured in the Isle of Purbeck, on August 20fch,

last, was placed in a large outdoor cage in which clover was growing.

Ova were laid between August 22nd and September 1st, about 30 m
all. The first ovum hatched on September 7th, and by September
16th all had hatched. On October 20th the first larva pupated, 15

eventually reaching the pupal stage, the last spinning up on November
14th. The first imago, a typical female, emerged November 18th, and
was followed by others as appended :

November 19th.—Var. helice.

„ 24th.—Var. helice.

25th.—Male.
29th.—Male.

December 1st.—Var. helice, and male.

2nd.—Male.
,, 4th.—Var. helice, and male,

,, 11th.—Var. helice.

The remaining pupae are now dead, the last dying on December
80th.

—

Leonard Tatchell, Kareuza, Bournemouth, January, 1914.
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J^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
The Prohibition of the Capture of Paunassius apollo.—I have

just read with great interest Mr. Gilhiier's notes on the prohibition of

the capture of l\trnassiiis apolli) by several Municipalities in Germany.

(By the way, Cothen is in the Duchy of Anhalt, in the North, and not

in Hesse Darmstadt, which is my own native country). German
entomologists are naturally delighted that this glorious Alpine butterfly

has established itself in various localities in Germany. On my last

visit to my native town, Biedenkopf (Hesse), in 1909, my nephew,

William Werner (since dead), had just returned from Winningen on

the Mosel, near that river's confluence with the Rhine at Coblentz.

He found the butterfly there in fair numbers, but also several collectors

principally from Frankfort-on-Maine. Can you wonder that they took

all they could get ? and is it not the same here ? If it were not so,

might we not still boast of our Chrysophanm dii^par, besides many
others ? That this prohibition will be the means of preserving the

species I have no doubt, although it cannot be considered absolutely

effective. I notice tbat one of the varieties mentioned is given as

" i-iwiini/ensis." Might that not refer to the specimens captured at the

above mentioned place ? Perhaps you may remember that on behalf

of my late nephew, some years ago, I exhibited at our South London
Society two lovely varieties of Kuvanessa antiopa (now in the Rothschild

collection at Tring) where the blue spots on the margin were com-

pletely obliterated by the broad cream-coloured band overlapping.—J.

Jaeger, 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, N. Kensington.

Greek Lepidoptera in April, 1911.-—^In the Ent. Eeconl, xxiv.,

p. 59, we published a short paper with the above title. The few

Geometridae we took at that time in Greece have lately been examined
by Mr. L. B. Prout, in whose collection they now remain. The
following corrections and amplifications of the above paper should be

noted :—April 12th.—The Acidalia is A. filicata, Hb. April 18th.

—

GnopJios ohscHvata should stand as G. ainbit/iiata var, vepretaria, Spr.

Gnophos variefiata [^ at light) should be G. mucidaria, Hb. Larentia

salicata was correctly identified. Mr. Prout informs us that the end of

March and early April is quite the regular time for it in South Europe
{in litt.). April 2Gth.— Of course "Stick insect" is a mistake for

" Praying Mantid." April 27th.—The Cidaria from Tatoi is Tliera

variata, Schiff. (" The darkest specimen I possess."—L.B.P.). Since

the original paper was written Dr. Chapman has rediscovered Agriades

thersite.H (Boisd. MSS.). He has seen our Greek specimens of

" Pnhjowniatus icartis" and divides them as under. April 21st.

—

Epidaurus. 2 ^ s A. thersites. April 22nd.—Tiryns. ^ P. icanis

(not icarinits as misstated in former paper). April 27th.— Athens.

3' P. icarns. It will be noted that we did not take P. icanis var.

icarinns at all. It is to be presumed that former Greek records of this

variety refer to A. thersites.—P. A. Buxton (P.E.S.) and D. A. J.

Buxton, Fairhill, Tonbridge.

®^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
The President of the Entomological Society of London, Mr. G. T.

Bethune-Baker, has chosen as his Vice-Presidents for the year, Dr. H.
Eltringham, the Hon. N. C. Rothschild and the Rev. George Wheeler.
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" The Verrall Supper" is organised by an Association of Entomo-
logists with the assistance of the Entomological Club, and is carried

out, as nearly as possible, on the lines of the annual Entomological

Club Supper given for so many years by the late Mr. G. H. Verrall.

Membership of the Association is open to any entomologist, the amount
of subscription being entirely optional.

The Supper took place this year on January 20th, at the Holborn
Restaurant, Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker in the chair. Of the 118 accep-

tances no less than 108 sat down to table and a very pleasant evening

was passed. Among those present the following gentlemen were noted :

—B. W. Adkin, R.^Adkin, H. W. Andrews, L.E. Ashby, P. J. Barraud,

.J. Platt-Barrett, Prof. W. Bateson, G. Bethell, J. E. Black, K. G. Blair,

W. Bowater, F. Bouskell, Harry Britton, Dr. Malcolm Burr, E. A.

Butler, D. A. J. Buxton, P. A. Buxton, M. Cameron, A. Cant, G. C.

Champion, H. G. Champion, Dr. T. A. Chapman, Dr. E. A. Cockayne,

J. E. Collin, J. Collins, C. W. Colthrup, W. C. Crawley, F. B. Carr,

T. U. B. Dennis, A. W. Dods, H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe, J. H. Durrant,

Hamilton Druce, H. M. Edelsten, Stanley Edwards, E. A. Elliott, C.

Fenn, G. E. Frisby, F. W. Frohawk, J. C. F. Fryer, C. G. Gahan,
Lachlan Gibb, A. E. Gibbs, E. E. Green, H. M. Hallett, A. H. Hamm,
S. F. Harmer, B. L. Har\YOod, P. Harwood, T. F. P. Hoar, H. Hodge,
Prof. Selwyn Image, 0. G. Janson, 0. E. Janson, A. H. Jones, Dr.

Karl Jordan, Norman H. Joy, E. G. Joseph, F. B. Jennings, R. W.
Lloyd, H. Mam, G. Meade-Waldo, A. W. Mera, R. L. Mitford, Rev.

F. D. Morice, Claude Morley, L. W. Newman, G. W. Nicholson, W. E.
Nicholson, Col. C. G. Nurse, F. A. Aldaker, G. T. Porritt, Prof. E. B.

Poulton, R. M. Prideaux, N. D. Riley, Hon. W. Rothschild, H.
Rowland-Brown, A. G. Scorer, V. E. Shaw, W. E. Sharp, W. G.
Sheldon, A. Sich, J. A. Simes, P. F. Skmner, G. 0. Sloper, B. H.
Smith, R. S. Standen, E. Step, Rev. J. E. Tarbat, Rev. C. F.

Thornewill, J. R. le B. Tomlin, A. E. Tonge, H. J. Turner, C. J.

Wainwright, J. J. Walker, C. 0. Waterhouse, Christopher Whall,

C. P. Wheeler, Rev. G. Wheeler, C. B. Williams.

Dr. Malcolm Burr has recently acquired the extensive and very

perfect collection of Earwigs of the World formed by M. Henri Gadeau
de Kerville. As many of the rarer and less known species are

represented by long series, opportunity will be taken to enrich the

National Collection at South Kensington with representative series of

species not already there.

The Address read to the Entomological Society of London at their

Annual Meeting on January 21st by the President, Mr. G. T. Bethune-
Baker, dealt with " The Scales of the Rnralidac, with some Observations

on their Colour Problems," and was a summary of the author's detailed

study of the colour problems for many years past. It was illustrated

with a very large number of lantern slides.

In the Ent. Mo. Mag. for November, Mr. Jas. Edwards describes a

species of Hemiptera as new to Science, which he names Psyllopsh

ilistuu/ticnda. It was taken by Mr. Champion in the New Forest, in

June, 1913, by sweeping Circaca lutetiana and other low plants. It is

related closely to P. fraxini.

In the same number Mr. R. S. Bagnall describes two species of

British Thysanoptera (Tubulifera). Haplothrips obscitnpennis taken

amongst dead branches, old pea-sticks, etc., in Warwickshire and
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Oxfordshire, and U. cephaloten, obtained from sedge stacks at Weston-
on- the- Green, both new to science.

Practically the whole of the November number of the Can. Knt. is

taken up with the Report of the fiftieth Annual Meeting of the

Entomological Society of Ontario, including a number of the papers

read thereat, with several plates, one of which portrays the faces of

many entomologists well known to us by the repute of their labours as

specialists.

There are one or two very interesting articles in the November
number of the Rnt. Seiva. Frank E. Blaisdell writes on the "Variations

in the Maculation of (Hla ahdonunalis [Cucciuellulae)," with a plate of

some dozen striking forms. Phil Rau and Nellie Rau contribute an
excellent paper of field observation and experiment with several species

of mud-wasp, Velnpaens.

In the December number of the Ent. Mo. Mag., Dr. J. H. Wood
continues his investigations on the more obscure sections of the Diptera.

He describes a species of Dulic/mpodidcc, Tltrij]iticiis niiiricaiida as new
to science. Several specimens were taken in July, 1912, at Moccas
Pool, and there is also a specimen from Norfolk in the late Mr. Verrall's

collection.

An account of the " Preparatory stages of Apocheima rachelae," a

species of Geometrina allied to our A. Jiispidaria is given by Arthur
Gibson in the December number of the Can. Ent., with one plate and
text figures. Another paper which may turn out to be more than
ordinarily useful is that by E. Harold Strickland, of Ottawa, entitled

" Some Parasites of Simiilin)n Larvae and their possible Economic
Value," illustrated by one plate.

A series of articles is running through the pages of the Entomolo-

(jiHche Rnnihchau on the Wasps, with figures of the nests of the various

species. In the July issue there is an article on the Island of Capri

and its entomology. Dr. Seitz contributes two articles on the Butter-

fly Fauna of Egypt in September and October.

The Entuinolo(jische ZeiUchrift for the past few months has

the following more or less useful articles. Emil Hoffmann
names the form of Erebia gorge without eyespots on either side as

ab. iinpanctata. His specimens came from the Tiinnen Mts., in

Salzburg. Dr. Richard Schmidt gives an account of the Udonata of

the Miinster Thai ; Dr. H. Geital gives his experience of the breeding

of the Phasmid, Eurijcnei)ia verfanciata ; Paul Wolff gives the results of

a series of temperature-experiments with butterfly pupje, the species

dealt with being Arctia villica, Arctia caja, CalUuiurpha doiiiinula, Pieris

brasnicae, Aglah loiicac, and V. io, a considerable number of figures of

the resulting imagines being given ; Assessor Fuchs has commenced a

series of articles on "Forest Entomology"; Dr. P. Martell contributes

some articles on the "Insect Enemies of Books"; H. Burgeff gives

several articles on the Anthroceridae [Zygacnidav) of North Africa,

with numerous illustrations of each species and its life-history, etc.

The Sixth Annual Iteport of t/ie National Mn^enin of Wales, pre-

sented by the Council to the Court of Governors is just to hand. From
it we gather no effort has been spared to make this Museum worthy of

the Principality and its usefulness will grow as time goes on. Our
readers might well consider whether they can help the Council by
offers of standard works of reference, or natural history specimens.

—

H.E.P.
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EIGHTEEN DAYS ON MOUNT CANIGOU. 53

Eighteen days on Mount Canigou. Pyrenees Orientates.

(With tivo plates.)

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Continuing my Vernet notes, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and I wended
our way to Canigou on July 14th. The day was bright and continued
so until well on in the afternoon, when it became cloudy with more
or less of a mist. There was but little to record in our captures,

unless we make an exception of Sati/nm hriseis. This species we took
on the side of the hill in front of the little way-side well and spring,

where, no doubt, other pedestrians besides ourselves have often sat

down and had their lunch. In that spot one or two of the Anpjnmdae,
as well as 8. briseis were disporting themselves in addition to many of

the commoner species. The earlier part of the day was spent
collecting, so that we did not arrive at the Chalet Hotel des Cortalets

till just before dmner time. If the accommodation seemed at first some-
what primitive, the proprietors, M. and Mme, Saporte were kindness it-

self and showed quite a personal interest in their guests ; twice after

the departure of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson did my good host come
after me, fearing I had lost my way, as I was an hour or two later

than usual. The first time 1 met him 9\'as about an hour from the
hotel, and as he was gun in hand, I enquired whether he was after me
or an izard, as I feared I had not much in my pockets that he would
care for, and he replied, enjoying the fun. that he feared I should not
be good for food, as he rather expected I should be a tough morsel.

The mornings and early afternoons weie glorious almost all the time, but
occasionally the mists rolled up from below and involved an early return
to afternoon tea. There were several species I was keen to get : first, I hoped
for Flebeiiis pyrenaica, but in this I was disappointed and I suppose-
that there is no doubt it does not occur in the Eastern Pyrenees.
Then there were Krehia lefehcrel and HepialHs pi/renaicns, about which
latter I especially wanted to ascertain something of their habits, and in

both of these wants 1 was very fortunate. The first day we all three

made for the Canigou glacier, whilst on the second day we explored a

rocky gully on the left of the little valley through which we had to go
to get to the glacier. In each case Krebia lefebvrei was the object of

our search.

On the 15th, in the trough of the vale or alpine pasture ./v/vi/Vf

lappuna was the first species to be caught. Insects were by no means
plentiful, and probably every one was chased. As, however, we
approached the rougher ground some black Erebiae were espied, and
soon Ave found ourselves among E. lefebrrei, but it was not abundant,
and a very different looking insect from the large spotted form I had
taken at Gavarnie. Superficially, it was much more akin to var.

astiir h'oin. the Picos de Europa. There was also another difference
;

at Gavarnie, I only took the species absolutely on the screes en route

to the Porte d' Espagne, or on the high track (now only a cattle track)

just before the " Porte " is reached, this spot also being entirely screes

again, though of a much finer material than lower down. Here,,

however, it by no means confined itself to screes, it liked the rocky
and rough parts, but we were most successful away from the real

screes, though it occurred on them, but less commonly. An
March 15th, 1914.
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occasional Pleheius orhituluK was taken also with a few Anthrocera

(Xj/i/aena) e.ridans, whilst I took a single quite fresh Brenthis euphru-

Ki/nc. By the tiny little tarn, at the back of which the glacier rests, no
insects at all were seen, though on the scree? on the Canigou side one
or two Krebiac were noticed, but quite out of reach. The next day we
worked the gully already referred to, with considerable success so far

as'/<A lefebvrei is concerned. It was the rocky bed of a winter stream,

now quite dry, leading up to the Barbet path, and on each side of it

was a rough mountain pasture, on the difficult slopes of which I took

more than one Uepialnx pyrenaicus. It was here I took my second
pair in coitii, but it was not until another day that I was able to verify

my first observation on the curious method of mating as alread}^

recorded in this journal. E. lefebcrei was fairly common, though the

females were as yet much less in evidence than the males.

After this we spent a couple of days on the other side (south-west)

of Canigou, going along the usual easy path to the summit, and our

captures were but few. Pleheius orbitiiliia was taken very sparingly

;

it was evidently barely on the wing. The Canigou form is different in

some respects from any other races that I know, but I will go into this

question later on. ('olios phicomone was not uncommon ; one male is

very yellow and clear, but generally they were dusted with grey fairly

heavily, whilst the females are also very grey. Pieris callidice was by

no means common, and my best specimen was taken on this first day.

It seems probable that in this latitude they were going over. One or

two Argynnids were captured, Prcnthis pales being the commonest and
quite typical, whilst a perfectly fresh female of hsoria lathonia

fell to my net, in which the suffused basal areas of both wings are

extraordinarily bronzy-green, that in the secondaries extends all

over the cell and in both cases the golden greenish colour is

exceptionally bright. Bient/iis euphrosj/ue also occurred sparingly.

Among the Heteruveva that I captured on these days Anthrocera

{Zi/naena) exulans was the commonest. Remembering that I bad

taken Anthrocera antlnjllidis just over the Yignemale Pass in a

previous year, I .worked hard and kept a keen look out for it all

the time, but did not see a single specimen. Anthrocera e.ndaus,

however, was common all the time of my visit, but it was the only

species seen near the summit or on the little pasture on which the

Chalet Hotel is situated. I cannot say that these two days' record

satisfied us, but though bright it was not very warm and early mists

rolled up so that we had to return home fair!}' early. Of course, we
ascended to the hut on the Pic itself, where we had our lunch on one

of the days, but it is a vast mass of stones and for some distance before

ihe summit, scarcely any insects were seen, except one or two that

were blown across. The following morning we took a walk down-

wards along the route towards Amelie-les-Bains, obtaining most

beautiful views of the lowlands around. As we descended slightly on

to the rich, but small, pastures below the hotel, a new capture was

made that puzzled us at first. It was a form of Erebia ti/iularas

perhaps nearest ab. droiims, but the pale tawny patch on the

pi-imaries was very large and so bright that we could not think what

form it was. It was by no means rare and all of both sexes weie

equally bright in coloration. I shall, however, refer to this later on.

As we descended through the fir woods it soon became evident that
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the Canigou fauna was disappearing. Kiebia stijune, a species that was
very rare in the higher altitude became common, then Krebia ennjale

pat in an appearance, and low down in a rocky open ravine with a

streamlet deseending from the heights above, Colian edam and C. hijale

fell to my net. Pamossiiis opollo likewise was taken, and among the
Erebia styj/ue, I took a pretty aberration in which the fascia of both
wings is a peculiar coloured grey instead of the usual bright

tawny hue, whilst the underside colour in the primaries is also

much modified and the general tone of the brown colour is nearer

to sooty- blackish than to the usual brown. Erebia epipliron var.

Plirenaica was fairly common, the race being large with very
prominent black spots in all the wings. In one grassy spot on
our return, Crambi were very abundant, but most of them proved
to be Craiiibus perlellus, with some nice forms of its aberi'ation

irarringtonellus, and in addition there were some pretty L'hycitida: which
I have not yet named. Among the pine and fir woods Gnoplios

iinjrtillata var. obfuscaria was common, and an occasional ab. canavia

also occurred. I took a single Buartnia repandata as well, whilst one
or two Eidoitia limbaria likewise turned up. AnaitU xiinplictata was
captured once or twice. The only Lithosiid that I saw w-as Setina

irrorella, this species being by no means rare.

A day on the Perdrix slopes, i.e., the slopes between the little way-
side Perdrix fountain and the flagstaff at the end of the ridge, com-
pleted my friends', Mr. and Mrs. Johnson's, stay. This was one of the

good places for the Canigou form of I'lebeiiis orbit alas, and it was here

that I made my first observation on the mating of Heptalits pyrenaicus.

On this ground also I took the only Loweia alcip/mm var. yordius, a ^ ,

with scarcely any purple gloss at all. In addition to those I have
recorded, the Johnsons took Melitaea cin.cia, M. parthenie var. caria,

Brenthis (AryyiDtis) selene, Satynis alcyone, and Hipparchia .seiiiele.

A single specimen of Polyoiiniuitns amanda was also captured by Mr.
Johnson at an altitude of 7,500ft. I should imagine the specimen
must have been blown up somehow or other as it is improbable that

in any of its stages it could have withstood the rigours of a Canigou
winter. It is said that from the "Pic" of Canigou the coast of

Barcelona can be seen on a clear day, but I suppose that though we
saw the Mediterranean frequently, it was, nevertheless, not clear

enough to see so far as that. The greater part of the time of our stay,

whilst we were in brilliant sunshine, Vernet was in cloud, for a

thousand, or perhaps two thousand, feet below us rested a compact
sea of clouds absolutely unbroken anywhere except by the summits of

the mountains here and there. Very beautiful, indeed, were some of

the effects, the clouds lying billow upon billow, looking so solid and
yet so light as to make one feel that there could be naught below them,
and it Avas only as one raised one's eyes heavenwards and saw the

purple peaks of the distant hills and mountains standing out like

isolated islets in the cloudy sea that one realised that below that sea

lay the world and all its life and struggles, its hopes and fears; and
one felt thankful for the rest and peace of the Alpine seclusion with
all its revelations of nature's secrets. Several of the sunsets across

these cloudy billows were also most fascinating, the differing densities

of the clouds bringing out wonderfully different effects as the rays

from the declining sun shot almost horizontally across them.
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For the next ten days I made expeditions, generally alone, and I

spent much more time on the Barbet side of Canigou, that is on the

north and north-east side of the mountain. Before, however,

describing those experiences, I would like to remind my readers of a

very good method of collecting the Pleheiinae, that others as well as I

have found efficacious. I had spent a day on the south side of the

mountain in search of Plebeian orbitHlua and others of its genus, as also

of Hepialiia iiyrenaicm, when towards half- past four to five perhaps, in

the afternoon, a cold wind suddenly sprang up, which I knew meant an

end of collecting for that day. I was, however, by a sheltered grassy

spot in full light of the sunshine, though it was somewhat of a feeble

shine just then, when I noticed a P. orbitnlim settle in front of me on
the head of a withered scabious, so I approached carefully and found
it resting head upwards with antennae alert. Therefore, having seen

that it was a fine female, I sat down for five minutes beside it.

Gradually the antennjp relaxed, came together in front, and then

slowly dropped back to its primaries. Then I boxed her and carefully

searehed that whcle grassy plot, with the result that I succeeded in

boxing quite a score of specimens, nearly all of which were settled head

upwards, though one or two had inverted their positions, probably with

the intention of crawling down among the roots of the grass.

On July 24th, amid brilliant sunshine, I took ray second walk up
to the Barbet. As I went along I took the usual things, Kn-bia

lefehvrei, still quite good, and E. epiplnon var. pi/reiwica in beautiful

condition. Then Crambiia di;)itellns fell to my net, and I was glad to

again make its acquaintance, for it is a rare species in most collections,

and only occurs in the Pyrenees and the South of France. I was
fortunate in securing some six or seven specimens in both sexes. So I

went on happily, having nearly made the summit of the first part of

the Pass, and had just flushed a ptarmigan and was gazing after it

for it was very wild and shy, when a sudden loud clap pulled me up
sharply, and I looked up to see a heavj' dark cloud rolling over the

Grand Pic. Then a flash of lightning and another nasty sharp clap

with huge drops of rain ; it came, however, from the side of the sun, so

there was no rainbow to add to the beauty of the scene. It soon

became necessary to seek for shelter, of which there seemed to be but

little, for the position was very exposed. There was fortunately near

by a low longish ledge of rock somewhat overhanging, and I was able

just to lie lengthwise underneath it, whilst flash after flash

and peal after peal crashed, and the rain soon came down very

heavily for a time. Gradually, however, it abated, and I thought it

wise to beat a retreat homewards, lest the storm should roll back again

as is so often the case. I got back fairly wet, in time for afternoon

tea, and found that mine host had gone to meet me with a great
" south-western " sort of waterproof cape for me to put on, but as I

had taken some short cuts across the hill-side, and he had taken the

" sentier," we had missed. By dint, however, of lusty shouts from

"Madame," and also from myself, Avhich doubtless reverberated to him,

and to which he in the end replied, we brought him back again in

half-an-hour or so. The thunder and rain continued during the night

and till " dejeuner " the next day, so the morning was spent putting

my captures in order. Monsieur Eugene Simon, the President of the

French Zoological Society and the well-known authority on
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Humming Birds and on Spiders, also spent most of the morning doing

likewise. He and Madame Simon had arrived a couple of days

previously and for the next ten days we dined together, and I spent

some very happy and profitable hours in their company, as I soon

discovered he was deeply interested in " Nomenclature," and was as

anxious as I that the "Code" should be revised. I was able therefore

to tell him of the resolution of the Entomological Society of London
for the then forthcoming Congress at Oxford, in which he quite

sympathised. That afternoon I spent in making the circle of Canigou,

going up the way of the Puig Barbet and on through the Breche

Durier. I arrived at the summit in a brief spell of sunshine with

the cloudy mists rolling all around, and close around too, the effects

of the few minutes sun on the misty fog around were very wonderful,

but the sun was not to be the master that day, for soon the fog gained the

upper hand, so on I went returning along the south side past " la

Perdrix," and arriving home nearly an hour before I was expected, much
to the astonishment of my host ; time is no object in these regions and
their pace up the passes is very leisured so that they do not quite under-

stand the Englishman's love of a brisk walk for the sake of a walk alone.

I took several more expeditions on to the same side of Canigou

(North) after this in beautiful weather and flushed a pair of fine strong

ptarmigans again much in the same place as before, but they were so

shy that they did not give me a second chance of watching them.

Immediately we descend on to the truly north side of the mountain

we find ourselves in a veritable sea of stones, that are so rough and
sharp that it is very difficult to do much collecting. On my first day

the wind was so strong that no butterfly could stand against it, and I

only caught the few F:)ebiae that I did, by holding my net against

the wind and intercepting the insects that were disturbed here and
there. I succeeded in taking half-a-dozen nice Erehio i/or/je in this

way, and on a quieter day I took more, but it appears always to blow

at this part, though sometimes it is less difficult to collect, but I have

little doubt that, given good weather, i.e., but little wind, a very

profitable day's collecting could be done among this sea of stones. As it

was, I caught, in addition, a nice little series of fairly typical E.

govffe, E. lefebvrei, and a series of very fine h\ eplphron var. pi/renaica,

whilst in the immediate neighbourhood I took several of each of the

others of the genus that fell to my lot here, viz., the pretty form of

E. ti/ndanis, very fine /'.'. stygne, and E. lappona. My plan was to go

down the valley of the Cady to the Col du Cheval Mort, and then

strike across the hill to the flagstaff above the Perdrix. The valley

soon widens, and, if somewhat desolate, is yet very interesting and
not unromantic. In it I took three beautiful little Polyonwiatns eros

with unusually dark grey and heavily spotted undersides. Both sexes

of P. icanis also turned up, whilst Plebeins an/us and P. orbitulus

were likewise added to my bag. A single Cupido niinuiius was
taken here, and on the grassy slopes of the mountains He/>ialt(s

pyrenaictis, in both sexes, also fell to my lot. Of course, the semi-

apterous female was found under stones, and in this respect I was
fortunate, for M. Simon, in his search for spiders, brought me
more than one female of this species that he had found. I also took

one Kuprepia cribraria ab. rondoui. Some people would, I suppose,

write " Euprepia cribraria rippertii rondoui," this, however, seems to
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me entirely unnecessary, as there is only one " inniJoid " belonging-

to this species therefore the name of the type form plus the special

varietal name is sufficient for all purposes. Of course in the first

description it would be quite correct to designate that rondoui might
be an extremer form of nppcrtii. I also took this variety on Canigou
itself. Colias j)hiro)iuine occurred here, two females that I took being

very fresh with beautifully pink fringes. Of Melitaea aiin'nia var.

merope I took two specimens, and a single Biipalna piniaria was also

captured, whilst earlier in the day, just below the vast screes, I took a

single Orniaia lielri'ticalis together with several (>. alpeHralis and the

comnion Titanio phrj/f/ialis. Altogether a most exhilarating and
delightful day was spent, and others followed with like enjoy-

ment, though somewhat shorter, for this one, that I have just

given details of, was a twelve hours' day, one's collecting

involving naturally double the distance from point to point if not

much more than double. I think I have omitted a few species that I

took on other parts of this interesting and wild mountain. P. apolln

was rare, I took a couple of Loweia alciphron var. f/onHiis and a pair of

(JItri/sophani(f< hippntho'e. The female of the last named species was almost
var. eiiryhia, but with a very restricted beautiful coppery sheen on the

median area, and the underside poatmedian row of ocellations radiated

right into the subterminal row, whilst the underside of the right wing

has no postmedian row at all, though the left is normal in this

respect. In the primaries also the markings are asymmetrical, the

radiations being lines in the right wing but heavy dashes in the left.

Ilitiin'ria pJdneas typical and ab. dens, both occurred rarely, within two

days of each other, and I took a single Adsrites {l>^i>) staticex.

The day for my return at last came, for the Oxford International

Congress was approaching, so on July 31st I went down to Vernet

again and spent the night there previous to my coming straight through.

I will only relate what I took in the Balatg Forest and below there. I

took Colias ediisa (a large magnificent female), C. Itijale and U. phicunioiw.

Leptosia sinapis (type) was still on the wing and Melitaea athalia, as also

Issnria latJwnia. Just by the wayside tunnel and the rocky precipice,

where such fine views of the Vernet valley are obtained, Epinepliele

lijcaon, with some very nice females, was not uncommon, and some
line males of Hipparchia semele, whilst a single Ejiinephele ida and
Loireia alcip/non var. r/ovdiiis were also taken. Lower down I took a

beautiful pair of Parari/e iiiaera var. adrasta and also some Krehia

eHTijale. Among some rocky ground well above Vernet, Satifms actaea

was still on the wing, and S. fidia in beautiful condition, though, owing
to the nature of the ground and the wariness of the species, I missed

more than I took. S. briseis was yet in good condition, and I secured

half-a-dozen or so, whilst of Melauarf/ia lachesis I took one just for

" auld acquaintance sake." Thus ended a most pleasant holiday, and
if my captures were fewer in number (as they were) than usual, some
were certainly most interesting and so made up for lack of numbers.

I shall, a little later on, give a short paper on Krehia lefehrrei and the

Canigou forms, when I hope my friend Dr. Chapman will also be good

enough to contribute some notes on the male armature of the species.
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New and interesting forms of Agriades coridon from Herts.

By C. P. PICKETT, F.E.S.

A note in the January number of this magazine, under the

heading " Societies," refers to the exhibition, by Mr. L. W. Newman,
of a series of A<iriade>i coridon, including an asymmetrical female with

wings of one side smaller than those of the other, and well dusted

with blue scaling. These were taken (I presume, in August, 1913) in

the Herts district.

At first this note strikes one as referring to an aberration but very

little out of the ordinary. However, to me it is quite a distinct form,

and quite out of the ordinary when one comes to know how few of this

particular form have really been taken. This specimen, although I

have not seen it, I believe came from the exact spot which I have been

working for the past three seasons, and one wonders if it has come
from a special stock. During August, 1911, I came across a similar

specimen, and Avas much struck at the extreme contrast of the two
sides in size and markings, a contrast which gave one the impression

that the two sides were from two distinct females. I searched hard in

the same spot for a week, and managed to get four further specimens

of this form. They all have one side more or less dusted strongly with

blue, in the most extreme specimen the contrast of the two sides is

very striking. In some specimens the area of the wings on one side is

only about half the area of those on the other side. The shapes of the

wings are also very divergent in some specimens, the wings on the

one side being of the usual square form, whilst those on the other side

are more elongated.

I am not at all satisfied that these specimens are merely asym-

metrical females, and I thmk if they be put into expert hands we shall

find out something quite new in /[(jriadea coridon. As I was thus

interested so much in this form, I gave the whole of my time during

August, 1912, working the same spot day after day, and was rewarded

by the capture of eight more specimens, all of which are certainly very

fine examples of this form. It would seem that these specimens may
originally have come from one brood, and that the strain has passed

on from one generation to another. I again visited the same spot in

August, 1913, and succeeded in getting another six specimens of this

aberration during a week's stay. Thus in the three years I have taken

no less than nineteen specimens, and one would like to know if others

have been taken besides these and the one recorded by Mr. L. W.
Newman.

With regard to the form of A. coridon called ab. seiiri-fiijnuropJia,

I do not remember ever to have seen it so common as it was in the

summer of 1913. The females of the species were certainly in great

predommance over the males, and were extremely abundant. One
often saw quite fifty at a time flying in a mass and generally one or

more ab. senri-ayw/rapha could be seen dodging among them. One
curious fact, that was apparent, was, that the seini-si/ni/rap/ia form was

always being pursued by the other females, who appeared to take this

aberration for a male. In fact this strange habit was often taken

advantage of by the collector to recognise and obtain the form.

Several of the seini-sijnurapha are almost complete nijnprapha. I

wondered what had become of the males in the August of 1913, for
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they were exceedingly scarce. I captured one example of this sex,

which is quite different from anything that I had previously seen.

The usual very dark marginal and submarginal area on the forewings
is extended right round the hindwings and gives the specimen an
iinusual and striking appearance. Another lovely form, a female, is

of an intense black on the upperside, without a trace of the orange
lunules; really a black form. Another very noteworthy female, I have
taken at the same place, is of the usual brownish ground-colour,

having a row of Avhitish spots above each of the orange crescents with
the lower parts of the crescents only just decernible. These whitish

spots are extended along the margin of the forewings as well as the

hind. A lovely underside of the ab. obsoleta form fell to my
net, in which the underside is quite devoid of eyespots and without the

central markings to the outer marginal characters. The ground
colour is of a rich chocolate merging into whitish in the discal area.

Two female undersides are of an intense smoky brown all over. One
female has a whitish underside which could readily be taken for that

of a male. Another female was very beautifully striated with long
dashes on the underside in place of the usual spots. Two females
were very bleached in appearance, having whitish patches, one specimen
having half a wing bleached. Taken as a whole, the number of the

strikingly beautiful and interesting forms of Aijriades coridnu, which
I have taken in the Herts district, quite exceeds my experience in

other localities, during the thirty years that I have been working at

the variation of the "blues."

[Since writing the above I have received several items of informa-
tion from other collectors and can now total about 43 females of this

curious form, and have also seen a lovely asymmetrical male, which I

hope later to be able to more closely exaiiiine. The smaller side of

this last is on the left. All the additional specimens just reported to

me were taken during August 1913, from the same spot. It will be
very valuable information if any other collectors who have visited the

same place will report on their captures during the past three seasons,

and especially August 1913.—C.P.P.]

On the Arthropods inhabiting Molenests.*

By W. E. SHARP, F.E.S.

It was in September 1906 that Dr. Joy of Bradfield surprised the
Entomological world and opened a new chapter for Coleopterists by
announcing his discoveries of beetles not only in the nests of moles,
but peculiar to such a habitat. Since that time many Coleopterists in

different parts of this country have, with more or less success, dug up
raolenests and added several species of Coleoptera to the list originally

published by Dr. Joy. Nor have the mites, the fleas, and other in-

mates of the nests, been entirely neglected ; but, so far as we are
aware, no list has ever been published in English, indeed, no materials
for any such list have ever, to our knowledge, been gathered together—-of the whole of the Arthropods ever found under any circumstances
within any series of British molenests. It is perhaps almost super-

* Uber Arthropoden in Mauhourfsneitern von Fr. Heselhaus, S. J. Sittard
(Overgedrukt uit het Tijdschrift voor Entomologie , Deel Ivi., 1913).
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fluous to state that such a task has been undertaken, and, with a

thoroughness characteristically Teutonic, completed by a German,
Father Heselhaus of Sittard, and the reprint, which lies before us,

contains the result of his investigations.

It is, perhaps, curious that, although Dr. Joy's researches had been

given to the world at least four years before our present author under-

took his investigations, he only alludes to the English Doctor once,

perhaps somewhat doubtfully as " der engleschen Forscher," and once

by name as among authorities cited by Bickhardt, although he admits

in limine that the stimulus to the investigation of molenests came to

him, among other sources, through the kindness of a colleague, whereby
he was enabled to look through an English magazine, where the good
prospects attendant on an investigation of the nests of different

mammals were pointed out,''' but that which finally fixed his attention

on this subject was information received from Dr. Everts that R.

Heinmann, a Coleopterist of Brunswick, had dug up some 100 nests

in that district and discovered in them no less than 2,000 beetles

referable to 90 species.

The theatre of Father Heselhaus' own operations seems to have

been principally some swampy land in the immediate vicinity of his

own town of Sittard. His digging began in the winter of 1910-11,

during which he tells us he found but little. Unlike his English

colleagues, he appears to have been able to find and explore molenests

to some extent during the summer, but it was during the winter

1911-12 that most of his work was done and the great body of his

list compiled.

We gather, although we may be mistaken in this, that although

Father Heselhaus seems to have noted every arthropod, indeed, every

Jiving creature found in his nests, he is not himself a specialist in any
group, since other authorities are responsible for nearly all the names ;

and to this defect, if it be a defect, is probably due the indiscrimi-

nating completeness of the inventory. Put a specialist in any order

down to attack molenests, and he will probably become so interested

in the manifestations of his own particular group there, that he will

be more or less blind to those of any other, but for Father Hesel-

haus a Dipteron was evidently as good as a beetle, and an Acarus as

either, and hence no one group has been favoured at the expense of

any other. In this list then, in addition to a passing notice of a

mouse as representing the Vertebrata— four classes, viz.

:

—
Insecta, Arachnoidea, Myriapoda, and Crustacea, are included,

and these comprise the following orders :

Of Insecta ; Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera,

Suctoria and Apterygota.

Of Arachnoidea ; Pseudoscorpionina, Phalangioidea, Araneina,

and Acarina.

Of Myriapoda ; Chilopoda, and Diplopoda.
Of Crustacea ; Isopoda.f

* In his list of works consulted, he mentions a paper by L. E. Adams, of

Staft'ord, communicated to the Manchester Lit. and Phil. Society (Vol. 47, 1902-3,

p. 1-39), but this, on examination, appears to refer entirely to the Natural History

of Talpa europaea and to the architecture of their " fortresses," without any
allusion whatever to any insects associated with them.

t We follow the author's classification of Arthropods.
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Now perhaps the point that first strikes the reader of this list, who
has had any experience of molenesting, is its generous comprehen-
siveness—Our author is evidently aware that many of the Arthropods
found in molenests are there merely as accidental visitors, in no sense,

belonging to any specialized molenest fauna, in fact following

Bickhardt he divides the total nest inhabitants into three groups, viz.

(a) Typical nest dwellers, peculiar to the nests where their meta-
morphoses take place, and such as are rarely met with out-

side the nests.

(/>) Species usually found in the nests and developed there but
often otherwise developed.

(c) Occasional or accidental guests.

Yet in the catalogue itself are included very many species, e.r^., as

a Lepidopteron, a larva of A.pronuha, and among the Coleoptera such
species as Pterofiticlms niiivUa, P. mi)ior, Attarjenua pellio, and Apion
fnimentariitiii—which have nothing to do with moles or their nests,

and whose inclusion in this list add nothing to our knowledge of the

relations existing between moles and insects.

Proceeding to a more detailed consideration of these lists, we note

that Father Heselhaiis found but one small Hymenopteron in his nests,

and that he had not so far succeeded in naming. He very properly,

but somewhat mconsistentlj^ omits the Ants

—

Lasiim flaviis, L.

fnlif/inomis, and Mi/niiica laeinnodi^, which he tells us he found
inhabiting certain nests, not reckoning them as true " Maulwurfs-
gasten," but in that case we feel the more surprise that he should
have included a large number of the beetles. Thus he records a total

of 86 species of Coleoptera as found in molenests, but not more than
about 20 of these can be said really to belong to his groups («) and (6).

Some species, t'.(j., liatrisii^ occiilntiis, and Nen raphes rithicuiuhis, he is

careful to note, owe their presence in the nests, more perhaps to

association with ants, than with moles.

Nearly all the Coleoptera which have been taken in British mole-
nests appear in Father Heselhaus' list, exceptions being Atheta

paradoxa and jSJedon castaneiiti. For the determination of all the

beetles Dr. Everts appears to have been responsible.

A single representative of the Lepidoptera we have already

mentioned, a larva supposed to be that of A<irotis pronnba, and as it

was found in the earth surrounding, and not in the nest itself, its-

record is more evidence of Father Heselhaus' exhaustive method of

work, than of any bionomic significance. The Diptera are more
interesting. One species, new to science, Peyeriwhoffia siibterranea, is

described at considerable length by Father H. Schmitz, who is, in fact,

responsible for the whole of this section, and the description is accom-
panied by a plate and a table of other members of the genus
Pe!/erii)ihojfia.'''' Pupa? of Ercdptouiera inicrops, Meigen, were discovered,

but the total number of Diptera found in these molenests seems to have
been but small. The fleas were determined by Dr. Oudemans, and
five, possibly six, species are enumerated.

Of Rhipichota our author cannot report much. " Beobachtet babe
ich 2 Homopteren, wohl Cicadelliden " is all he can say.

* One species of this genus P. brachyptera, Kief., has lately been taken for

the first time in Britain, and third time anywhere, in Lundy Isle by Mr. Donisthorpe
in a nest of the ant Tjasiiis aliemti< (see Ent. Record, xxv., 268).
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Plwto. 11. Gurney.
Stony Desert, El Kamtaha.

The grass is Stipa tortilix, the small bushes are Zizyiihun,

Photo. E. Gurney.
The Gorge, El Kantara.

Oasis in foreground. The bare slopes are the haunt of Melanarjia ines, etc.

TJie EntomologUt's Record.
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The Apterygota [Fodurae, etc.) were determined by Dr. K. Absalon.
Very few specimens seem to have been found, and out of 4 species

only 1 Canipodea sta]>hi/li)tiis has been named with certainty.

The class Arachnoidea is next dealt with.

In Pseudoscorpionina {Clielifersi, etc.), a species of Chernes, in

several stages of development, was all that was met with.

In Phalangioidea (" harvesters "), Metopoctea iiielanotaratin, Herm.,
and in Araneina (true spiders), Lfphthi/phantex pallidus, Walckmaeria
ohtiina, and Goni/i/lidii'lliiiii. cimm, 1 specimen of each are recorded,

and for these names Herr Embrik Strand is responsible.

The Acarina (mites) make a longer list, Dr. Oudemans has deter-

mined them, and records about 45 species belonging to 7 families.

Of these, 10 species seem to have been described as new by Dr.
Oudemans on these captures by Father Heselbaus.

The Myriapoda were named by Drs. Ellingsen and Verhoef. In
the order Chilipoda 2, and in Diplopoda 7 species are enumerated.

The list of the Arthropods closes with the sole representative of

the Class Crustacea, the woodlouse Plati/arthnix hoff'iiiameipji, Brdt.

Father Heselbaus adds a list of the authorities which he has con-

sulted, among which the only English work is the paper by Mr. L. E.
Adams, to which reference has already been made.

Finally, a supplement (Nachtrag) ends this remarkably interesting

paper, and details the discoveries made by the author during the

winter, 1912-13. Of Coleoptera, 37 species are added, but when we
say that included among them are such beetles as Paeilems calviatm,

Cuccidiila ritfa, and Apion tlaripes, it becomes evident that they have
not much more to do with moles than many of the species enume-
rated in his first list had. Two, however, are noteworthy : Medon
castanetis, which, of course, is a true molenest beetle undiscovered

previously by this explorer, a.nd IViizopJiai/im paialleUaiUis, interesting

from its supposed association with grave-yards and coffins in this

country.

Besides these beetles, he adds to his previous list 2 Fleas, 2 Hemip-
tera, 30 Acari, about half of which appear to be new ; and 8

Myriapods.

We can but congratulate Father Heselbaus on his energy, untiring

industry, and careful and methodical treatment of the results as

demonstrated in this paper, and if he has perhaps allowed himself too

wide a latitude in his interpretation of the remarkable symbiosis

which exists between moles and many Arthropods, he must at least

have added very considerably to the Arthropod fauna as recorded from
the vicinity of the town of Sittard.

Notes on Tunisian and Algerian Insects. {^VitJi jdate.)

By P. A. BUXTON, F.E.S., M.B.O.U.

This paper deals with insects of several orders observed in Tunisia

and Algeria between March 19th and April 18th, 1913. The notes

are lamentably scrappy, owing to the fact that I attempted to cover

very much too wide a field. Not only did I attempt to pay regard to

several orders of insects, but I was ill-advised enough to skin birds

and even to press a few flowers and pickle a few miscellaneous

creatures. This was clearly a mistake. I wish to express my thanks
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to the following gentlemen who have kindly helped me with the deter-

mination or individual insects or whole groups of insects :—Rev. F. D.
Morice, Dr. M. Burr, Dr. F. A. Dixey, Sir G. Hampson, Messrs. J.

Hartley Durrant, L. B. Prout, C. Oberthilr, Hugh Scott and F. V.
Theobald. A few Thysanura and Thysanoptera were collected and are

being named by Prof. G. H. Carpenter and Mr. R. S. Bagnall. These
are not mentioned here as they are of little general interest.

It is probably best to treat the region under discussion as an area

composed of four or five " zones." Luckily we were enabled to see

something of nearly every sort of country which is found in Algeria or
Tunisia, with the exception of sandy desert and clay desert (Sebcha),

Both of these formations are confined to the Sahara, and do not occur
in the same desert country which I visited.

The Tell or Coastal Strip was only visited in the neighbourhood of

Tunis. The land is mostly fiat and low, and enjoys a fair rainfall.

In spring the vegetation is lush and vigorous, and in character resembles
that of the rest of the Mediterranean littoral. Characteristic plants are

a rambling Fumitory, a large (Kialis, and a very tall Fennel {Ferula).

You may see men hoeing Glailiolus out of their barley patches. Various
localities near Tunis were visited between March 19th and 23rd,

namely, Sidi Daoud, El Soukra, Sidi Bou Said, Carthage and the

Bardo. Among butterflies Pieris hiassicae was numerous—one J
practically lacked the black dash along the dorsum of the forewing.

Antliocharia eiipheno, L. {— belia, L.), one ^ on March 20th, several on
21st, and so on. No $ s were taken till we had left this district.

The specimens of (jioneptenjx deopatra taken here and subsequently

point unmistakeably to the species hybernating in N. Africa. Thestor

ballns was not taken in good condition. It occurred sparingly in

various places. The following species were also noted :

—

Pieris rapae,

Colias ediisa (^s), Pijraineis atalanta, Pararf/e aegeria, P&lijoiiniiatiiH

tcar»s* (once only, a J" ), Larentia ibericata, Stgr. (worn g"), Aspilates

ochrearia, Rossi, Plusia gamma, Scoparia awjustea, Steph., Mecyna
pohji/onalis, and Pionea ferrii«/alis, Hb.

The following Orthoptera were taken :

—

Paclnjtylus cinerascens,

Fab., Try.calis nasuta, L. (brown), Pijnjomorpha yrylloides, Latr.,

Acridium aeyyptium, Linn., and Fjpacrnmia strepens, Latr., among the

Acridians ; also one Locustid, Odontnra ah/erica, Br., among rank
herbage by Lake Sedjoumi. One J of the earwig Labidura riparia,

Pall., was taken on a pump handle at Carthage.

I also captured the following Hymenoptera •.—Pollutes yallicas

makes its nest commonly on the swollen stems ("leaves") of the

Barbary Fig or Prickly Pear [Upuntia, neither a Fig nor a Pear, but a

Cactus !). Twice I found two individuals asleep on a nest. I am
unable to say that they were of opposite sexes, as one eluded me on
both occasions. It would, perhaps, be interesting to find the c?

assisting the $ . I found one single nest of Chalicodoma sicida, Rossi,

and captured the ? . The nest was on a flat stone in a very hot place,

and consisted of a tower-like structure of red clay, containing at its

base a little honey. I also took Klis riliata, F. ^, Odynerus

(Hoplopus), consobrinns, Duf., 2 > ^licrodyneriis abd-el-kader, Sauss.,

* This identification is critical. The specimen is emphatically P. icarus, not

Agriades thersites.—P.A.B.
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Ponipihis sp. near viaticns, Encera nigrilabis, Lep., $ , Anthoj^hora.
atroalba, Lep., ^ , and workers of Apis meUifica. I found one colony
of Mesmr barbartis, L., in a flowery sand waste near El Soukra. The
M. abd-el-kader was observed at flowers of red Lychnis quite commonly.

I may, perhaps, mention specimens of a Bonibylins which
appear to be inedius, taken near the Bardo. The spots on the wing
seem smaller than in typical vtedina. This is a difficult genus, very
characteristic, I fancy, of the Barbary countries, and, indeed, of the
Mediterranean generally. I took a •fopy.r, which is, presumably, J.

aolifiu/a. This Bristle-tail was found under a fallen "leaf" of the
Cactus, of which I have already spoken. May I suggest that fallen
portions of this plant often harbour small insects, and should be
worked carefully. Embiid nymphs occurred in such places, together
with many snails, wood-lice and myriapods. I have attempted to
mount the Japi/.r in Canada Balsam, but I find it quite impossible to

dehydrate the insect without first puncturing its seemingly slight

chitinous covering. The insect could not be cleared after many days
in absolute alcohol, though, for the seemingly much more impervious
thrips, one or two hours are sufficient ! I took a good many other
Thysanura here and elsewhere, but shall not again refer to them, as
they are not yet worked out. The same applies to about 20 tubes of
Thysanoptera, now in Mr. Bagnall's possessioo.

Three beetles are noteworthy. A large Carabid discharged an
extremely irritating fluid into my eyes from a distance of six inches.

A large clumsy black Tenebrionid was abundant in sandy places, such
as the railway cutting near Sidi Bou Said. It is Pinwlia in)lata,

Herbst., { — barhara, Sol.). It eats dung and dry sticks, and spends
much of its time burying its head and body in the sand for no apparent
purpose. It certainly was not ovipositing, nor finding any food. Was
it possibly attempting to shield itself from a peculiarly hot sun ? The
Cetoniid Epiaitnetia sijnalida, L., is a hairy creature, which is found in

many flowers, but especially marigolds. It has a flight extremely like

that of Boiiibtis, and buzzes sharply on alighting,. but not, I fancy,

when actually in flight.

On one of the hills of Carthage, Chrysomelid larvae were very
abundant. At the same place I captured a very large ocellated lizard

[Lacerta ocellata). This I preserved entire, and on my return to

England was surprised to find its stomach packed with little else but
these Chrysomelid larv^. Yet these might be supposed to be protected

;

they belong, I fancy, to a family of beetles, which are often regarded
as nauseous ; the larvjB themselves are brilliantly metallic and walk in

the daylight over stones, bushes and flowers, where thej- are most
conspicuous ; they secrete a yellow fluid from the mouth when
handled; and, unless my memory deceives me, they have an unpleasant
smell. (I have no note on this last point.) The larvae shrink badly
when preserved in spirits, but I judge my specimens to belong to the

the genus Chnjaouiela.

On March 22nd, we visited Hammam-el-Lif. The country here is

so unlike the rest of the Tell that it merits separate notice. The sea-

shore merges imperceptably into a flat brackish marsh, of an exceedingly

uninteresting, even repulsive nature. From this there rise at once
steep dry hills covered with evergreen trees, most of which were newly
planted. The resulting scrub consisted of Pines, Juniper, Erica, Ilex,
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Cistus and other woody bushes. The gullies in the sides of these hills

are slightly damper, and here I took ^ ^ Olancoimi/che ci/llanis fresh

and worn, and both sexes of Kuvhlo'e cnpheno, in some abundance. P.

hrassicae was also observed. I was struck with the fact that on these

dry sultry hillsides, the Locustid nymphs, which are so characteristic

a feature ot the rest of the Tell, were absent. On this day, and
frequently afterwards, I noticed that Bees and Fossors seldom or never

survive a day in a chip box in hot weather. This I take to be due

simply to the heat. Mr. 0. H. Latter has" described a case of a

Poiiijiilns, dying of heat apoplexy through chancing to run over a

particularly hot patch of sand-dune. He quotes other instances

showing that the Aculeata are extraordinarily subject to heat.

Antliidinii} aticticiiiii, F., is the only bee from Hammam-el-Lif, which I

appear to have brought home.
On March 24th we motored from Tunis to Ferryville, near Bizerta.

The country traversed was flat, cultivated and uninteresting, at any
rate to an entomologist. Our wish was to explore a large lake called

Garaet Achkel, in the neighbourhood of Ferryville. In actual fact,

circumstances prevented this, and the dredge and tow-net were scarcely

wetted. We devoted three days to exploring the east and south-east

corners of this lake, which is brackish, though a wide river runs from

it, at any rate in autumn, winter and spring. The country was
typical Tell, and quite low-lying. We took worn specimens of Thais

rniiiina, (jr. cleoiiatra J s and $ s, l'arar(/e aei/eria J s, and TJwator balltis.

Both sexes of Kuchlo'e eupheno, L. {= bdia, L.), were common, the

males especially. The flight of the sexes is similar, near the ground

and not so swift as that of our K. cardaiinnen. The species is quite

easy to net, unless you fail in your first endeavour at capture. We
also took a feAV Anthochan's belia, Cr. {craiiwri, Butler), on a stony hill

covered with cistus and other scrub, near Ferryville. P. biassicae and
Pitiiiiicia pldaeas also occurred, with Plusia t/anuiia and Larentia

jiurlata J . The only Burnet we saw in Tunisia or Algeria was a

freshly emerged Anthroccra zitlieiiia, 'Pievvet, found drowning in Garaet

Achkel. Mecyna jwli/i/onalis, I'ljrauata (wrcalis, Hubn., and Micro

ostrina were netted.

Oothecte of a Mantid were noticed in large n ambers on twigs,

stones and other objects. All those which I collected were so com-

pletely parasitized by a Chalcid that not a single Mantid larva

emerged. I judge the nests to be those of Mantis rcUi/iosa, Linn. The
usual Acridians were taken, all commonly, to wit P. cinerascens, Fab.,

A. at'iiuiititiin, and T. nasnta. I took no Hymenoptera. The well-

known dung-beetle Scarabaeiis sacei- turned up, and a small Tenebrionid,

Opatnun eiiiarr/inatinii, Luc, was common under stones. This species

shams death to perfection, and is always smeared with clay and
covered with dust. I passed several over as dead before discovering

that they were merely shamming. A larva of a large Lampyrid
species was common. One or two were found inside empty snail shells,

and once I witnessed a conflict between a large snail and a Lampyrid
larva. 1 found the snail in a dry ditch, bubbling and hissing. The
Lampyrid was apparently biting it, and was covered with froth and

mucus. Presently the Lampyrid ceased to move and was indeed dead,

* " Bees and Wasps," in Carnh. Manuals. Sci. and Lit., p. 120.
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as I subsequently found. The snail retreated unharmed. Can it be

that the snail mucus is poisonous ? I fancy this must be so.

This is not by any means in accord with Fabre's observations, a

translation of which will be found in the Century Moi/azine, 1913, p.

105. The discrepancy is most puzzling. Fabre's Lampyrids were

invariably victorious first anjesthetizing then devouring the snail. I

cannot doubt my own observations, though I am sometimes tempted

to fancy Fabre's insects almost too clever.

From Garaet Achkel and Ferryville we returned to Tunis, and from

thence took train to Hamman Meskoutine, in East Algeria. This

extremely pleasant place stands at an altitude of l,500it, among lime-

stone hills. The little stream beds are full of a dense jungle of

LentiscKs and similar shrubs, while the hills are mostly covered with

olives. Among the olives there are small patches of wild, rocky land.

There are many interesting birds and beasts here, and not a few

insects either. One collecting ground was, perhaps, more favoured

than any other. I refer to the wide meadow in the bed of the stream,

which runs between the hotel and the railway. The actual stream is

frequently buried in "jungle," but this green and flowery spot is

frequented by a good many insects. Here, and in the neighbourhood,

we took Pieris brassicae, P. rapae, A. belia, Cr., Euchhye enplievn, L.,

(jroneptenjx cleoj)atra, Colias edusa, Paranje aegeria 2 , Coenu)iyiii])ha

pamp/dliis, Pi/rameifi cardtri, T. ballns and Ftiiwicia plilaeas ; also a few

moths, Se.sia [Mocro(ilossa) stellatarnin and Plusia (javiDia, both in great

abundance. We were undoubtedly too early for most species. The
above list is certainly not interesting, except for the apparent absence

of Blues. The following Geoinetridae occurred at light. F.upithecia

piimilata and F.. ujiedonata, Mill. (?). Mr. Prout says, these are larger

and of slightly diflerent tone to his examples from Hyeres. The food-

plant, Arbntus iinedo, quite probably occurs, though none of us noted

it. Two males of Hemerophila jopj/f/iaria, Costa, also came to light,

as did a $ Mijinodes interpunctaria. The last is unrepresented in the

National Collection. Orthoptera* were neglected, but not at all

abundant. The Blattid FJctobia jierspidllaris, adult and nymph, was
taken. An undetermined small Blattid was only found under the

bulb scales of Scilla marithiia, where, however, it was common enough.

The well-known earwing Forrinda amicidatia occurred, as larvae and
adults.

The Hymenoptera were more in evidence. I took Kucera ciliata, J ,

Tiphia viorio, F.2 (under a stone!), (>dynevus (Hoplopnj;) proha^hly caruli,

Moraw, 0. consobrinus,^ , Andrena (jiraiidi, Fncera tricittata, Brulle, S ,

Boiiibiifi liicoruni, Xylocopa violacea, and workers of Apia inellifica. Ants
were abundant, and I captured the following :—Aphenoyaster testaceu-

jiilosa, Lucas, Cremastoyaster scutellaris, Oliv., Cainponotns sylvaticiis,

Oliv., Messor barbarus, L., Creinastoyaster laestryyon, Emery, Playiolepis

piymaea, h-d,iv., Leptothora.v'? nylanderi, Sp. and Aphenoyaster sardoa,

Mayr. I also took yiynnecocystiis viotinis, F., with a Lepismid and
Tapinoiiia erraticum, Latr., with an Aphid. I hope later to publish a

note on myrmecophiles in general. The small chafer Fpicumeth
squalida was abundant, but I never troubled to collect any beetles.

The following Diptera found their way into my net by accident :

—

* Cf., Longstaff, Butterfy Hunter in Mdny Lands, p. 168.
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Chloroi)u/ia foniiosn, Chrifsotoxiiin italiciiiii (very small), Bombijlvts

discnlor and B. mediiis (same species as near Tunis).

One wet morning we took the boat on the subterranean lake and
caught a large number of bats and their parasites. Mr. H. Scott has
identified the Nycteribiidae as follows :

—
On Mijotia oxijiinatlms, Monticelli, PenicilUdia diifouri, Westw.,

^ $ 2 , Nycteribia (Acroc/iolidia) ve.fata, Westw., 3' 2 (typical or var.),

and A''. {Lhtropodia) pedictdaria, Latr., 3 (J 3 $ . These came
from about a dozen of the host species, which was extremely

abundant. On Ehinolophus ettryale, Blasius, A. (Stylidia) biar-

ticitlatii, Hermann, ^ —only one parasite on a dozen bats. On
Minioptenis schreibersi, Kuhl, A". [Lhtropodia) schiiiidti, Schiner,

2 2 ; the bat was not common, and only about three were secured.

Some Streblid flies await determination. All the bats were determined

by Oidfield Thomas. It is noteworthy that though one host harboured
three parasitic species, yet no parasite was taken on more than one
host, even though the bats were living in the same cave in large

numbers. It is, however, to be remembered that the RhinolopliKs and
Miniiiptvrus lived solitarily, or at most in twos and threes, while the

yiyotu occurred in extraordinary numbers on the roof of the cave in

one place, but did not appear to sleep elsewhere. All the Nycteribiids

are known from Europe, though the same is not true of the bats.

Mr. Robert Gurney, one of my travelling companions, found a colony

of Embiid larvae under a stone. As these insects are still alive, and as

they have not yet completed their metamorphosis, I am. unable to

give their names. A short note on these and other Algerian Kmbiidae
will be found in Proc. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1913, p. Iviii.

I cannot turn from Hammam Meskoutine without giving some
notice to the plants which characterise this limestone region. The
stream beds I have already referred to. The meadow-like spots beside

them are full of Borciyo, Cerinthe, Calendula, Adonis, Convolridtta

altliaeifolin, besides several Centaureae, and innumerable Leguminous
plants. The high country and the ridges between the streams are

dry and rather barren. The vegetation does not form a continuous

carpet. A great deal of the dryer part of the country is planted with

olives.

On April 2nd we went by train to Taya and climbed the mountain
of that name. This spot is a locim daasicKs for ornithologists, the

haunt of griffons and kites, and eagles and choughs in considerable

numbers. No Lepidoptera were taken. The ant Aphenoyaster teata-

ceopilosa occurred. On the very top (4,000 ft.) I took the earwig-

Anisulabis iiiauretanica 2 , the Blattids Hol<daiiipra inaryinata, nymph
(?), and Loboptera decipriens, Germar, the last in numbers. The large

grasshopper L'auiphayiis elephas was found. This insect when alive is

of a delicate blue-green, lined with whitisJi at various salient points.

This sounds cryptic, especially as it occurred among a tall yellowish

grass, which I fancy is halfa-gi^ass. In actual fact, however, the insect

was extremely conspicuous, his blue-green colouring rendering him
most noticeable on the yellow-green halfa. The whitish " facings,"

especially on the dorsal crest, acted as a definite boundary line, and are

in part responsible for this.

On April 4th we left Hammam Meskoutine for Batna. A two
hours' wait at Kroub in the middle of the day enabled us to take a few
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insects in an almost English hay-field. Coe)ionywpha paniphilKs was
quite abundant, and nearly fresh. I fancy that the underside, and
especially the hindwings, are slightly dark in a general way. There

was, however, no approach to var. lyllus. Epacromia strepens and A.

apjU/ptiiDii represented the Orthoptera; Eucera saimdersi, Friese, 3 , and
Andrena ranunculi, Perez., S s, the Hymenoptera. The last-named

species was quite abundant at buttercup flowers.

Batna itself is a square-walled town with a garrison, at about

3,000ft. The hotels vie with one another in dirt and expense. Never-

theless, if you go near Batna you should certainly stop and see the

Roman remains at Timgad and Lambese. We drove to this last place

and walked back along the skirts of the hills. Everyone we met talked

of M. Harold Powell, who has his base of operations here. The
uncultivated and hilly parts of the country are covered with loose

scrubby trees, about 12 feet high. Quercus ilex var. ballota was
predominant. It is peculiar that all the flowering trees and bushes had
purple flowers, for instance Retama borei, Globularia, and Bonmarinua

officinalis var. tourneforti. The few herbs had all of them yellow

flowers, e.(/., various Cruciferae and the bulb Gaijea. I was loaded with

a gun or should certainly have done better with my net. Nevertheless

Prof. Garstang and myself took Pontia daplidice, Anthocharia belia

[cranieri), A. belemia var. distincta, Rober, G. cleopatra and a few

species which may be specially noted. Euchloe cuplwno [bclia) occurred,

both sexes in equal numbers. A good summary of female variation is

to be found in Oberthiir, Lep. C'nniparec, Fasc. iii., p. 1B7. It

is surely noteworthy that the ^ is so constant, at any rate when
compared with the variable 5 . Euiionia polychloros var. erytliro-

melas (?) was common. The specimens were desperately torn and
rubbed also. I suggest they were hybernated specimens, and would

remind those who doubt this that we were now high up, and that

Lambese has a late spring and a cold winter. No other butterfly

was in such a delapidated plight ; on the contrary, most were newly

emerged. Theator ballus was almost fresh, though everywhere else it

had been quite past its best. This also must be due to altitude. C.

pamphilus was common, and very lively. It was noted sitting perpen-

dicular to the sun's rays (" across the sun ") with a tilt of about

30% from the vertical. When only resting temporarily (say a minute

or less) the forewings Avere kept forward, over the back ; the red disc

and eyespot were thus not covered by the cryptically coloured hind-

wings. Callop/irys rubi var. fevvida-caeca, $ s were quite common—no

traceof white on the underside. One ? Hoiperia {Syrichthus) ali, Ohthv.,

was captured. This is the Algerian representative of H. sao in Europe.

The figure of the underside in Seitz's Macrolepidoptera (Divisio7i

Palaearctica) vol. i., plate 85c. is most misleading. The text, however, is

correct. Hymenoptera were very abundant. Hook Kucera ciliata, c^s,

P. yallicus, J , Andrena giroudi, ^ s, A. vetula, Lep., ? ,A inorio, BruUe,

2 , Halictusscabiosae, Rossi., ^ small var., Osmia firacilicornis,Pevez., ? ,

AnthidiuDi. sticticuui, F., 3, Xylocopa violacea (abundant), X. amedei,

Lep. {= cirtana, Luc), <y s, Bonihus lucoru)n and Apis uieliitica. The
two males of A', amedei were buzzing round and round the verandah of

a house. Also I took some few ants, Camponotus sylvaticus, Oliv., var.?,

Messor barbaruti,Ij., Pheidole pailidula, Nyl. and Creniastoyaster lacstryyon,

Emery. We also captured the. following Orthoptera. Two male earwigs
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{A. mauretanica) under stones, and the CEdipodid Thalpnmena ahjeriana,

Luc, on some baked clay which was exactly the colour of the insect

itself, a quite peculiarly good case of protective coloration. At
Timgad I took a few Embiid larviis under stones.

On April 7th we climbed Djebel Tuggur, also called the Pic de
Cedres. The whole mountain is thickly covered with a most magnificent
forest of Cedars, in which the peculiar Cole Tit of the country was
common. No butterflies, however, came ray wa3^ The Blattid

Loboptera decipiens occurred up to the summit (6,000ft.), with the grass-

hoppers T. alijeriana and Kiinapins bninnei i, both quite high up. The
ant Botliriuwyvmex vieridumalis, Rog., was noticed at 3,500ft.

There is an extraordinary rockwall north of Batna beyond the

railway. It is composed of a hard vein of rock tilted almost per-

pendicular. On its overhanging side there is a clear drop of forty or

fifty feet, yet the wall is only about ten feet thick. The surrounding
country is typical of the plateau, dry and stony, covered with xerophytic

bushes and scrub. The usual butterflies were by no means rare,

together with Parartje ae(jeria, Scolitantides baton and 6'«('rt stellataniin.

(To be concluded.)

Papilio podalirius, Linne ( = sinon, Poda).

By JOHN HARTLEY DUKRANT, F.E.S.

Dr. Verity in his " Revision of the Linnean Types of Palaearctic

Rhopalocera " [Jr. Linn. Soc. Lond., Zool., 32, 173-191 (1913)] in a

long note on ''Papilio iiodalirins [(1768)-1764] " states (pp. 17-1-6) that

he has decided to treat Linne's " first mention of the name in 1758 as

null: the lack of any description, and the imperfect and incorrect

statements accompanying it proving that Linntpus did not know the

insect he was mentioning, would, according to my [Dr. Verity's]

views, be quite suflicient ; furthermore, the original description of

1764 is given full value by the documentary evidence of one of the

very specimens from which it was drawn."
Dr. Verity rejects Papilio podalirius, Linne (1758) and reduces the

argument to Papilio sinon, Poda (1761) versus I^apilio podalirius,

Linne (1764)—but Dr. Verity has overloolced the description of Papilio

podalirius by Scopoli in 1763 ! !!

What has to be actually determined is the application of the follow-

ing names:

—

1. Papilio podalirius, Linne, Syst. Nat. (ed. 10), 1, 463 footnote

(1758).

2. Papilio sinon, Poda, Ins. Mus. Graec, 62, sp. 2, PI. 2, fig. 1

(1761).

3. Papilio podalirius, Scopoli, Ent. Cam., 167, sp. 445 (1763).

The publication by Linne of "Museum Ludovicae Ulricae " (1764)

and " Systema Naturae," ed. 12 (1767) are both subsequent to Scopoli
who was First Reviser of the works of Linne and Poda.

It is necessary to reprint what Linne published about Papilio

podalirius in " Syst. Nat.," (ed. 10), 1, 463 (1758). The footnote is as

follows:

—

"Podalirius. Jlaj. ins. 111. n. 3. Has. ins. 1. pap. ii. t. 2, Pleauiii.

ins. 1. t. 11. /'. i, o.

Habitat in Kuroptr australis <(' Africa Brassica.
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Hie tain tiiulta hahet cum Protesilao coiivininia, nt Larva i)ia(jiH

innotescat, anteijuain vere dbtiwitiatur,"

And under Papilio [Kqiiite^ Ac/iivi) protesilaiis L. {I.e. 463 sp. 29)
Linne made the further note:

" Similliiiins Podalirio Enroptr aiistralis tC- Afriar; an satis

diversus /
"

Dr. Verity argues that in 1758 Linne had no personal acquaint-

ance with the species he named pudalirius, and he declines to accredit

the species to Linne with the date 1758, because of " the lack of any
description "—but surely, when names are applied to figures and
references, it cannot be fairly argued that such species are nondescript

if the insect named can be recognised from the description and
figures cited. Dr. Verity fails to realise that when Linne cited " Raj.

ins. 111. n. 8 " he furnished a careful description, to which description,

and to the descriptions and figures by Roesel and Reaumur, he applied

the name Papilio podalirius, L. (1758).

Ray's description [Hist. Ins. [Opus pnst/i.) Ill, sp. 3 (1710)] is as

follows :

—

"3. Vapilio alis ainplissinii.s, pallidiiis jlavicantibus, e.cterioribiis

areolis traiisvoKis ni/jris raiiis, interioribiis caiidatis, iiiaculd in i.iiu

cterided, Diiuuantiii tertia, Mouff. Hist. p. 99.

Prope Libununii portum in I'ltrnria invenimus, atque etiam, ni

male memini, in An<jlia. A prima specie diflert, quod pallidius

flavicet, quod ala? exteriores tranversis lineis nigris pinguntur, quod
interiorum alarum ecphyses quam in ilia longiores sint, totaque

istarum extima lacinia glastiva, ut loquitur Muiiffctin."

Ray furnishes us with the locality "Liburnum portum in Etruria"
for " nimotypical " purposes—probably Livorno (Leghorn) is indicated.

Roesel lived in Nuremberg, his specimens may be assumed to have
been Bavarian, and it is from this author that Linne deduced the

food-plant " Brassica." Roesel (Ins. Belustig., 1, Class II., Pap. Diurn.,

9-14, Pi. 2, fig. 1-7) describes this species, "Die einsame Spilling-gelbe

Raupe, auf dem blauen Kohl, mit ihrer Verwandlung biss zum
Papilion. Tab. 11." and states that " Man trift sie insgemein auf dem
blauen Kohl an," etc. Reaumur's specimens [Mem. Hist. Ins.. 1,

271-2, 282, PI. 11, figs. 8-5 (1794)] were probably from the

neighbourhood of Paris. Dr. Verity says " Evidently Linnteus was
not personally acquainted with this insect in 1758," which is hardly

supported by the fact that when giving the distribution " Habitat in

Europse australis " Linne adds the further record " et Africie "—had
Dr. Verity accepted podalirius, L. (1758) he might have argued that

the inclusion of " et Africae " was an original observation, supported by
the evidence of the specimen extant in the Linnean collection—but he

is convinced that Linne was not personally acquainted with African

(or other) specimens in 1758.

Poda [Ins. Mus. Graec, G2, sp. 2, PL 2, fig. 1 (1761)] describes

and figures podalirius under the name I'apiLio sinon, Poda, citing

Roesel's figure as belonging to the same species—his type was
probably from the neighbourhood of Griltz [ = Graecium] in

Styria. [N.B.—Podalirius, son of Aesculapius, was a celebrated
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physician—Nicolans Poda von Nev^haus (1723-1798), Ph.D., was
Mathesis Professor in the University of Griitz. Would it be too

rash to suggest that Linzie's name " podaliiina " had some punning
reference to the name of Poda, and that perhaps Linne had seen

Poda's specimen, which might even be " nimotypical."]

In the year 1763 Scopoli, " Ent. Cam.,'" 167, sp. 445, carefully

described and figured.

" Papilin Fodalirius.

Roesel. Papil. Diurn. CI. II. Tab. 2. figs. 3. 4.

P. Poda. Mus. Grrec. p. 62. Sinon. Tab. 2. fig. 1."

This action may be taken as the selection of Eoesel's figure as the

Type of I'apilio pudaliriiis, L., Sep., and the definite sinking of sinon,

Poda, as a synonym of podaliriua. Scopoli was the First Reviser and
as both podnlirius, L., and sinon, Poda, had the common exponent
" Roes. ins. 1. pap. 2. t. 2 " he was certainly justified in this decision,

which must be accepted as final. Scopoli seems to have been well-

acquainted with podaliriiis, for he writes of its occurrence in Carniola

thus :

—

" Apud nos frequens, ccenosis in locis & circa aquas libenter

sedens."

The Type-localities for Papilio podalirius, L., would seem to be

Etruria (Libarnum) Ray; Bavaria, lioi-sel ; France, Beaitniur; Africa,

Linne; with the added localities Styria (Griitz), Poda; Carniola,

ScofxM.

The word " Nimotypical " has been mentioned above. I have
been asked many times the meaning and derivation of this word—it

is, doubless, a mere laps, cal., which it is hoped that Dr. Verity will

take an early opportunity of explaining.

[Poda's " Insecta Musei Gnecensis," (1761), is a very rare work.

We have three copies in England—Linne's copy in the Library of

the Linnean Society; the Hon. Walter Rothschild has a copy in

his Museum at Tring ; and the Entomological Society has a copy

from the library of Mr. McLachlan.]

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
The Species-status and the Species-concept.—In the January

number of the Entomological Nctrs, Chas. H. T. Townsend, of Lima,
Peru, deals with the old question, " What is a Species?" and it may be

interesting to some of our readers to give the Summary of his remarks

and conclusions, with their influence on the " vexed question " of

Nomenclature.
1. In old stocks, species have normal values and well defined limits,

because evolution has become inactive in those stocks and maturity

has been attained by the forms.

2. In young stocks, the contraction of taxonomic values due to

youth restricts the scope of species, and the presence of many tran-

sitionals due to active evolution obscures their limits.

3. Therefore the species-status is not uniform in old and young
stocks, and the species-concept must be modified to agree with it.

4. Though transitionals obscure limiting lines in dead material,

species exist in young stocks, and the actual limits of each are such as

it makes for itself by the general interbreeding of its constituents

under normal conditions.
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5. The normal self-observed limits of species in nature among
young stocks must be worked out on the merits of each case by
the study of living material through all its stages with relation to its

environment.

6. As a basis for this work all recognizable forms in young stocks

must be described, named, and regarded as tentative species, until

their status is finally determined.

7. x\ll recognizable forms in young stocks demand a name and
final place in the taxonomic system down to race rank, and none
should be lost sight of by lumping of names.

8. Isolated or aberrant transitionals need no distinctive name, but
as a matter of record they should be descriptivel}' differentiated from
that form which they most closely approach.

9. It follows that the describing and naming of forms in young
stocks should be based on as large series as possible.—H.J.T.

BoARMiA coNsoRTARiA.—In April 1912, I took a typical female of

Boarmia cuimortaria at Oxshott. In all probability it had paired with
a melanic male, ab. consohriiiaria, Bkh. I obtained ova and bred S3
imagines, 40 typical and 43 melanic. Of the typical specimens 21
were males, 19 females and of the melanic 18 were males, 25 females.

Nearly all emerged between 5 p.m. and midnight. Mr. Prout tells

me he has taken a worn melanic specimen at Oxshott, and Mr. King
took one there two years ago. It has evidently definitely established

itself in this locality. There is little doubt that it first appeared near
Maidstone, where Mr. Goodwin found it. It has been taken at

Chislehurst, which does not lie on the direct route from Maidstone to

Oxshott. It is greatly to be hoped that anyone, who has any data,

which might throw light on the question as to whether it has spread
to these new localities from Maidstone or whether it has arisen in them
denovo, will publish his information.—E. A. Cockayne (M.D., F.E.S.),

16, Cambridge Square, W.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Further Aberrations of Lepidoptera.—In the Revue Mens. Soc.

Ent. Nautur., are descriptions of:

—

Papilio maehaon ab. stjiinuelanus, in which the forewings have the

two black costal spots practically coalesced and the cellular spot
extended. The nervures are more emphasised with black, with much
less yellow in the black outar marginal band.

(Jolias hjale ab. mellaerUi ^ , in 'which the forewings are of a deep
citron-yellow and hindwings of a deep orange-yellow with large dis-

coidal spots. The fringes are of a deep carmine-red. The undersides
of the hindwings and of the apex of the forewings are of a deep
orange-yellow.

Pijrameis utalanta ab. hi/ensis J , an underside aberration, in which
the apex of the forewings is largely yellow, browner towards the white
costal spot, the yellow external spot at end of the red band is larger

and paler ; in the lower wings the marginal area in the middle is also

pale yellow, and the disc is largely marbled with brownish-yellow.

Loweia amp/iiihaiuis ab. dcrennei ? ,
in which the forewings above

have two well-marked fawn-coloured bands, the first marginal between
the margin and black points, the second the ordinary (antimarginal)
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band is very wide from the costa to the inner-margin ; the median
fawn-coloured area is much reduced and is suffused with black and

violet blue, producing the reflection as in the ^ . M. L. J. Lambillion

is responsible for these new forms.—H. J. T.

(grURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Part III. of the Trans. Ent, Soc. lAJud., for 1913 appeared just

before the Annual Meeting of the Society in January, and contains
" The Urticating Properties of I'oithc.va fiiniilis," by .H. Eltringham,

D.Sc. ; "Illustrations of specific differences in the Saws of $

Dolerids," by the Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A. ;
" On the Relationship

between certain West African Insects, especially Ants, Li/caeniilae and
Homoptera," by W. A. Lamborn, P.E.S., with Appendices by Messrs.

Bethune-Baker, W. L. Distant, H. Eltringham, Prof. Poulton, J. H.
Durrant and Prof. Newstead ;

" Description of new species of StapJnj-

linidae from India," by Malcolm Cameron, F.E.S. ; and " Additions

and corrections to my Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Rhopalocera of

Trinidad (190±)," by W. J. Kaye, F.E.S. , together with more than 60

pages of interesting matter connected with the proceedings at the

meetings of the Society.

In the Bull. Soc. Ent. Er., no. i., 1914, M. F. le Cerf describes

two new species of Aeijeriidae (1) JMelittia azra'el with upperwings

entirely black with deep bluish green reflection and lowerwings also

black with a steel blue reflection. The insect extremely resembles a

Hymenopteron and is from the French Congo. (2) Chaiiiaespheda

dermonti, from Hirsova (Dobroudja), Roumania, has considerable

resemblance to some of our larger European species of " Clearwing."

Both these species are named from " single " specimens. In no. 2 of

the linll. are some useful notes on the lepidopterous fauna of the

neighbourhood of Rheims with especial reference to the occurrence of

Euchlu'e belia var. ansonia, together with a large number of notes on
Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, etc.

In the Ann. Soc. Ent. Jleh/., part xiii., 1913, is printed the address

read to the Society by their President, M. Ch. Kerreman, at the annual

meeting in December last. The author bewails the fact that out of a

population of over seven and a half millions, only seventy-two interest

themselves in Entomology sufficiently to join the Society, and notes that

although the study of entomology has important bearings on biology,

embryology, zoogeography, political economy and agriculture, scarcely

sufficient new workers come forward to iiU the vacancies in their

ranks caused by death. He discusses ways and means to attract

young workers, and endeavours to show that entomology is quite as

attractive and beneficial to its votaries as collecting postage-stamps or

joining in the " savage struggles " of football. In part i., 1914, of

the Anvalcs is the third and last instalment of the " Contribution to

the Study of the Flight of Insects," by M. R.-E. Bervoets. The paper

deals particularly with the pterostigma and its function in flight, and
concludes with a useful bibliography.

The quarterly Jour, of Ent. ami Zo<d., for December (Claremont,

California) contains numerous studies of more or less obscure and new
species in the " other" orders, and the articles are well illustrated. A
new Eriucciis, Laguna Beach hopcda, nervous system of Chelifer, and
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Collemhola from Laguna Beach, and an account of the Laguna Marine
Laboratory, are the chief features of the present number.

In the January number of The Scottish A'atiiralifit, Mr. J. R. Malloch
has commenced a "List of Clyde Tenthredinidae, Sawflies." In the

February number Mr. W. J. Lucas gives some notes on the Odoncdo,

etc., taken by Col. Yerbury in the Spey area during the spring of

1913 ; the most interesting species was probably Ai/rion hastiilataiii,

of which eleven specimens were captured, d3 s and 2 2 s.

In the Irish NatKralist for January Mr. Chas. Langham records the

capture of a specimen of Schocnobiits tnncyonellus on the shore of Upper
Lough Erne, about ten o'clock at night on July 17th, flying over

J'Jijiiisetniii. On subsequent evenings with the use of a boat he
obtained twelve more examples. When Mr. Kane published his Ccita-

Inijtie of Irish Lepidoptera, only one B])QG\m.exi had been taken in Ireland.

We hear that it is proposed to place a memorial to Alfred Russel
Wallace in Westminster Abbey, a portrait in the Royal Society's

rooms, and a statue or bust in the Natural History Museum (British)

South Kensington.

We regret to read the announcement of the death of Dr. Geo. Wm.
Peckham, so well-known for his works on spiders and on wasps, at

Milwaukee, U.S.A., on Jan. 11th, 1914.

In the Eat. Mo. Ma;/, for January Dr. G. B. Longstaff gives a

series of "Further Notes on Scents in Butterflies," a subject he dealt

with at some length in his interesting work "Butterfly-hunting in

many Lands," and which he has repeatedly referred to at the meetings
of the Entomological Society of London.

Messrs. H. F. Fryer and J. C. F. Fryer, in the Ent. Mo. Ma;/.,

announce the discovery of a genus and species of Homoptera new to

the British fauna in G-riipotes pimtellns, taken in August and October
last near Mildenhall, among patches of rough grass growing beneath
or near Scotch Pine {Pinns si/lrestris). At the same time they record

the capture of macropterous forms for the first time in Britain of

Araeopiis pidcliellns and Euidella speciosa by sweeping rough grass and
reeds at Chippenham Fen.

Dr. Chapman contributes a long and detailed series of observations

on the " Larvie of llirsutina [A;/riades) daiiion and Plebius ar;/ijro;/-

noinon to the Eiit. Mo. Ma;/, illustrated by seven plates, one in colour.

In the February number of the Ent. Mo. Ma;/. Mr. R. S. Bagnall
continues his descriptions of new British species of Tliysanoptera

{Tuhi(lifera). floplandnitJtrips ellisi was taken by beating dead
branches at Balsall Common, Warwickshire. H . collinsi was taken at

the same place as the last species. Cry/itothrips major has been fouud
by Mr. C. B. Williams in Surrey.

The nineteenth Annual Congress of the South-Eastern Union of

Scientific Societies will take place at Bournemouth from Wednesday,
June 10th, 1914, to Saturday, June 13th, under the presidency of Dr.

P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. A handbook of the

natural history, etc., of the district is, we hear, in course of preparation,

following the excellent example which Avas begun at Woolwich some
years ago, and has been followed at St. Albans and elsewhere, when
visited by the Congress.

The Spring meeting of the South-Eastern Union will take place at

Stratford-on-Avon in conjunction with the Selborne Society on
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Saturday 4fch. All the members of aflfiliated Societies are at liberty to

join and no doubt the meeting will be a successful one.

e^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
A Text Book of Medical Entomology.—By W. S. Patton, M.B.,

and F. W. Cragg, M.D. Published by the Christian Literature

Society for India, Madras, xxiv+ 768 pages. 89 plates. Price £1 Is.

This large and weighty volume is intended as a vadt'-niecuni. for

medical and veterinary ofhcers practising in the tropics, to give full,

most recent and reliable information on all entomological matters

relative to sanitation or disease in all parts of the world. Plenty of

treatises exist dealing with general entomology, or with groups of

insects in systematic order, but hitherto no work has been written to

comprise just that amount of practical detail which deals with the

breeding and manipulating insects, ticks, etc., with the internal

anatomy of disease-bearing forms and with particulars of those species

in the various groups which are known to be carriers of disease. Much
of the matter contained in this book has been obtained from special

memoirs hitherto existant only in magazines and in many languages,

and therefore not generally available for ready consultation, while

much is the result of years of study on the spot and of original

observation and experiment. Quite half the book is taken up with the

consideration of the Diptera. Chapter II. deals with the Anatomy
and Physiology of the Blood-sucking Diptera. Section 1 takes in

detail just that portion of General Structure with which it is necessary

to be acquainted for the purpose of the book, making frequent com-
parison with familiar insects in other orders. Section 2 deals in a

similar way with the Internal Structure, and, in addition, treats of the

functions of the different organs and their co-ordination with the

habits and life history of the various genera to which reference is made
for illustration. Chapters III. and IV. deal with those species in the

order Diptera, which are known to be prejudicial to life and health by

being carriers of disease, giving characters, class, generic and specific,

sufficient for identification, and many items of life history, with

indications how and when measures may be taken to minimise or

prevent the spread of the deleterious efi'ects of attacks. Chapter V.

treats in a similar manner with the order Siphonaptera or Fleas.

Chapter VI., with the Rhynchota or Bugs. Chapter VII. with the

Anoplura, or Lice. Chapter VIII., with a portion of the Acarina, the

family of Ixodid.e, or Ticks. Chapter IX., with a further portion of

the Acarina, the family Acari, or Mites. Chapter X., with the Order

Pentastomida, the family Linguatulidae, or Tongue Worms, and the

Order Eucopepoda, the CijclopH, or Water Fleas. All these chapters

are profusely illustrated by first-rate drawings of details and figures

(enlarged) of many individual species in black and white. Lastly, a

chapter is devoted to Laboratory Technique in dissecting, mounting,
preserving, staining, and examination. A final essay is added on the
" Relation of Arthropoda to their Parasites." Each section contains a

capital bibliography without which, in these days, no work of any
aspiration is issued. We are quite sure that the present volume will

be of the utmost use to those for whom it was written, supported as it

is by the comprehensiveness of its detail, and the abundance and
clearness of its illustration.—H.J.T.
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Erebia lefebvrei, Bdv., on Canigou.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

As already recorded {antea p. 53 et seq.), I found Erebia lefebvrei

very plentiful on Canigou in July 1912, and the forms are so variable

(within limits) and interesting, that it may be worth while to go into

some detail with them. It may be well to state that apparently K.
lefebvrei (type form) does not occur there, i.e., out of close on two
hundred specimens taken by Mr. Johnson and myself not one

of the fine largely ocellated form was captured by either of us.

Monsieur Charles Oberthur has very kindly lent me IBoisduval's type

specimens, ^ and ? , from his magnificent collection for comparison,

as w^ell as others, which have been of great assistance to me. As long

ago as 1884, M. Oberthiir dealt very fully and effectively in the eighth

volume of the h'ttides, p. 19 et seq., with the various forms of the

species, and again also in his Lqndupterolof/ie Comparee, vols. 3 and 4,

so that there is very little to be said so far as their localities and
differences are concerned. M. Calberla {Iris, ix., p. 357) has shown,

by a comparison of the male armatures of FL melos and FJ. lefebvrei, that

the two insects are distinct species, whilst Dr. Chapman has strongly

emphasised this fact in his " Eeview of the genus Erebia " (Trdtm.

Ent. Sue, 1898, p. 225), and again in the same Transactions (1908,

p. 307). It is thus abundantly confirmed that the two are not one

species, but are two good and distinct species. It is also, I think,

correct to saj- that E. luelas does not occur in Western Europe, whilst

E. lefebvrei does not occur in Eastern Europe.

I do not propose to mention Fl. ulacialis, an allied species, more
than to say that it frequents, on the whole, the stoniest and the highest

localities of the three species. Erebia melas occurs in very stony

localities, from 3,300ft. to about 5,000ft. Erebia lefebvrei occurs, as a

rule, though not universally, in yet more stony places from about

6,000ft. up to 9,000ft., whilst Erebia (/lacialis occurs on absolute screes

—

I have never taken it away from screes and moraines—from probably

6,500ft. to 10,000ft. I have taken it on the top of the Gornergrat, not

uncommonly.
To return to FJ. lefebvrei. M. Oberthiir, in the Etudes {loc. tit.)

described the form astur from the Picos de Europa, from whence my
specimens came. It is entirely black above and below, the primaries

generally having two small ocellations below^ the apex. I have one

specimen with a very small third dot above vein 2, all are visible

below, but the latter only as a black dot. Below, however, the

secondaries are blacker than the primaries, there is very rarely any

trace of the tawny patch in the primaries. I have one specimen

showing only the least trace of paleness where this patch should be.

The female does not diiier appreciably above from the male, but below

it is greyish and often has a somewhat tawny patch in the primaries.

The form pyrenaca, Obth., described in the same place, is more

variable, and it is common on Canigou, in fact the form figured in

vol. iv. of the Etudes (PI. xlvi., figs. 370, 372 and 373) is the commonest
form, though we get all the other forms as occasional varieties with

the exception of the type race, that is, the large beautifully spotted

race of the Hautes Pyrenees. Pyrenaea may be described as black

April 8th, 1914.
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above and below in the male, generallywith two or three small ocellated

spots in the primaries, often with two or three decidedly smaller

ocellations in the secondaries. There may or there may not be a tawny
patch below in the primaries. Generally there is a trace of it

—

occasionally the wings are absolutely spotless.

The form intermedia, Obth., was described {loc. cit.) from the

Cambres-d'Ase mountains on the South of Montlouis. It is evidently

very rare, I took it on Canigou and have it from elsewhere as I shall

show later. It may be described thus (Through the kindness of M.
Oberthiir I have the types before me as I write) :

—

The 3 above and below dark brown, not black, in both wings. The
primaries have a faint tawny band in which are two ocellations of

medium size below the apex and a black dot above vein 2 ; the

secondaries are quite spotless. The colour and pattern below are so

close to that above as to need no further mention.
The ? is paler than the male above, and in addition to the spot

above vein 2 in the primaries, is an ocellation as large as those below
the apex, and there are three small ocellations in the secondaries.

Below, the primaries are somewhat tawny brown with the ocellations

as above—the secondaries are uniformly brownish all over, of a very

finely irrorated appearance, with no marks of any sort.

krebia lefchvrei (type) is too well known to need a description here

again. As I have already stated, I have Boisduval's types through

the kindness of M. Oberthiir. It is a species that has always been

correctly identified—the most beautiful of the group—it is the largest

of the forms with large deep black ocelli in both wings, nearly always
in the primaries in a red fascia, whilst in specimens freshly caught
there is a beautiful bronzy sheen that gives an appearance quite
" distingue " to it. The female follows closely the characteristics of

the male, only the red band and all the ocellations are larger and more
prominent.

I will now proceed to the Canigou specimens. We found them
in all suitable spots around and on the mountain. I took them
just below the hut, not less than 9,100 feet, they occurred more or

less frequently all along the long ridge westward from the Pic, i.e.,

the route that nearly all the visitors usually take. We found them
on the sunny-side of the slopes of that ridge and up to the glacier

near the Breche Durier. Again on that vast " sea of stones

"

below " le Barbet" they occurred frequently, but through that

valley a wind always blows, generally furiously, and they were

difficult to catch, though I think I must have taken nearly

a third of my 120 specimens there, and they occurred all round to

the South side, but I should say rarely below 7,000 to 8,000 feet.

I think, however, the spot, where they were the most at home and the

most plentiful, was a narrow gorge in the dry bed of a stream, which
became narrower in its ascent up the hill until it disappeared

altogether. Here, and on the grassy slopes directly adjacent, it was
very abundant, and they by no means confined their attentions to the

rocky bed. The locality and the day quite perceptibly affected their

flight, they would probably not rise on sunless days, but on warm
days, when the sun was visible or not occasionally, they appeared

indifferent to it, and thus showed quite a different habit to E. lefebvrei

at Gavarnie, where they would disappear as if by magic, when the sun
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was shadowed by a cloud. Their flight is certainly quick, and if

struck at, very straight, but ordinarily they dart here and there zig-

zagging or direct as the case may be, and many a chase up the grassy

slopes did 1 have after them, sometimes the reward was a miss or a

closer acquaintance with " mother earth," but by no means generally

so. I took each of the three forms described by M. Oberthiir.

E. lefehvrci var. et ab. astiir.—I have well over a dozen specimens
that are quite indistinguishable from any Picos specimens of this form,

the special character being the uniform blackness of the underside, com-
bined with a rather rough texture, whilst the secondaries are without
spots. But this is not quite absolute as already intimated. The form
occurs without doubt as an aberration on Canigou, both on the North
and South sides of the mountain, and I have a single specimen from
the Hautes Pyrenees that is a " transit " between the form and
pyrenaea.

M. Oberthiir has very kindly lent me a pair of his astur, these are

spotless and I did not take a specimen quite spotless, but in his de-

scriptions he refers to ocellated specimens that are like mine from the

Picos and Canigou.
Erebia lefehrrei var. jn/renaea.—This is the Canigou race, but as M.

Obei'thiir has shewn long ago it is very variable within narrow limits

{he has also very kindly lent me a pair of this form for comparison).

The absolutely spotless form of the male figured in the Lep. Co»ip.,

PL xlvi., fig. 369, is apparently very rare indeed. Mr. Johnson took a

single specimen, I did not, though I had one or two with only a very

minute dot. The commonest form are those figured {lor. cit.) figs. 370
and 371, which are quite black above with two to four ocellations in

the primaries only. The four-spotted form is evidently a great rarity

for we did not take a single example, though we took plenty with

three spots. On the underside the commonest is without doubt
entirely unicolorous black, but examples frequently occurred with

traces of a red fascia, and others with quite a bright red fascia in the

primaries of the males.

There are, however, two other varieties that should be referred to.

One, by no means rare, is similar to pyrenaea, but has two or three

small ocellations in the secondaries. M. Oberthiir referred to this

point in his original description in the KtiideH, bat does not happen to

have selected one for figuring in the Lep. Coinparee. Both those he

has kindly sent me for comparison, however, have three ocellations in

the secondaries. The other variety is one of which I took about a dozen

specimens, whilst Mr. Johnson took some also. In these there is a red

fascia on the upper side of the primaries in which the ocellations are

placed. In some specimens it is a trace, in others it is a distinct small

fascia, extending down to the third ocellus. In my companion's series

there is one in which the fascia is as large as in the females, but

generally it is decidedly smaller.

Turning now to the females, the type form as originally described

is that figured (Inc. cit.) No. 372. This is dark brown in both wings,

with three ocelli in the primaries, and none in the secondaries, whilst

the red fascia is small ; this character is variable. Equally common
with this is that figured at No. 373 with a good-sized bright fascia in

the primaries, and three fairly prominent ocelli in the secondaries. I

have also some examples in which there are four prominent and large
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ocelli in the primaries, but not more than three in any case in the

secondaries.

There remains one very handsome variety of the female to be

mentioned, of which I took two examples. It is entirely black above
in both wings. The black is very deep ; it is as black as the blackest

astur or the blackest melas that I have seen. There are three

prominent ocelli in the primaries, rather oval in shape, the very intense

black of the " iris " of the spot making itself quite visible. In the one
specimen there are no spots at all in the secondaries, thus following

out the lines of the male sex, the second specimen, which perhaps is

not quite so deep a black, has two very small ocelli in the secondaries.

Below, they are very dark brown in both wings, the primaries having
a tawny fascia.

E. lefebvrei ab. intermedia, Obth.—This is apparently the least

common of the named forms. Whether it is really a geographical

race remains to be worked out. At present, I imagine, there is not

sufficient material to settle the point. The types were taken on the

Cambres-d'Ase, Montlouis. I have two specimens from Canigou, and
Mr. Johnson has two also. This form is dark brown Avith a small red

fascia in the primaries in which are the two ocelli, whilst there is a

black dot above vein 2 ; there are no ocelli in the secondaries. The
underside follows precisely the colour and marking of the upper. The
female is paler, the primaries having a third ocellus, and tlie second-

aries three minute ocelli, not visible below. I have, of this form, in

addition to those from Canigou, one taken by Dr. Chapman at

Gavarnie and two from the Barriere de Lourcide. It will be interest-

ing to record that Boisduval's type male, E. lefebvrei, has the very

small apical ocellus above the two that are universally present.

The range of variation in both Krebia melas and Erehia lefebvrei

seems to be along entirely parallel lines.

E. melas var. hun;iarica is quite an equivalent of E. lefebvrei type.

The larger size of the insect with its large and prominent ocelli

—altogether a handsomer form—seems to be quite analogous to

Boisduval's type form from the Hautes Pyrenees. Erebia melaa, from
the whole of the Isthmian peninsula, including the Balkans, is analogous

to the Erehia lefebvrei var. pyrenaea in its two main varieties those from
Greece being the duller and less dark variety, whilst those from
Herzegovina are blacker and smaller closely similar to the astur

race, in fact, so close were they that I hoped they might prove to be
melas, ''vera." This, however, was not to be, for I sent specimens to

my friend Dr. Chapman, and he very kindly mounted a small series

of male armatures, and of the neuration that show, as will be seen by
a subsequent paper and plates, they are not melas, but are without
doubt lefebvrei, for I quite concur in the Doctor's conclusions.

Erebia tyndarus var. dromtis, H.S.— I referred {antea p. 54) to the

beautiful race of E. tyiularns that flew on the lower slopes of Canigou.
We found it exceedingly common on the pastures about five minutes or

so below the Chalet Hotel. The tawny patch on both wings, but

especially on the primaries, is very brilliant, and yellowish not red
;

the two ocelli are prominent, and the ocelli are moderately prominent
generally in the secondaries. Oberthiir (loc. cit., p. 25, Etudes), has

likewise referred to the species, comparing it with hispania, Btl. from
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the Sierra-Nevada as also with dromus, H.S. In Vol. xx., of the

FAndes, p. 38, M. Oberthiir writes of droinns as follows :

—

" It is certainly the most beautiful and the most brilliant form of

Erebia tipidancs that has yet been observed." The Canigou race is

without doubt this form, as mentioned before {luc. cit.) it was very

plentiful and is quite a good local race.

Erebia (lorge, Esp.—I found this flying with E. lefebvrei var.

pyrenaea and with Epijihron pyrenaica (the heavily spotted form) on
the " sea of stones," on the Barbet (North) side of Canigou. I did

not find it very comrnon, but contrary to the general rule as mentioned
by Oberthiir in the Etudes, several specimens had no ocelli at all in

the secondaries.

It seems evident that the high-flying Erebiae find Canigou a good
place for the development of special forms, the reason being probably

that as the mountain is isolated and is so frequently cut off' from the

world below by an ocean of cloud, while it is in brilliant sunshine, that

the species have perhaps less opportunity than usual of being blown

into the deep intervening valleys, or vice versa, so that very little

intermingling can take place.

Colias edusa in 1913.

By C. W COLTHRUP.

Once again have I had the pleasure of renewing my acquaintance

with Colias edusa in the field, and still I do not tire of seeing him.

Apart from being a decent insect, he is a sport, giving one a good run,

and if beaten, one respects him the more. I speak of Jiiiu, because the

female does not often travel so fast except with a strong wind or when
thoroughly scared, but it is more often to be found lazily sucking at a

flower of hawkweed, or busy ovipositing on clover, generally not far

from the field where it emerged, where one will probably walk it up.

It is a good plan to walk with the wind, as if a female is disturbed it

will Hy with it and be seen, whereas, if one is walking against the wind
it will often get up under one's feet and fly behind unobserved.

On May 29th, 1913, when returning home from Hastings, I saw
from the railway carriage window three specimens of ('. edusa, flying

in a sheltered corner of the railway l)ank near Bexhill-on-Sea, which
gave promise of some good sport later in the year, and I was not

disappointed.

I arrived at Eastborne on July 19th, but nothing was seen or heard

of C. edusa till August 2nd, when my friend Mr. E. P. Sharp heard of

two specimens being taken, and himself took two freshly emerged J s

on the same afternoon.

On August 3rd Mr. Sharp, Commander Gwatkin -Williams and
myself took between us five 5 s and fourteen g s, some freshly emerged
others worn, so that the species had been on the wing some time

before we came across them.
We were lucky in finding the field where they were emerging and

continued to take freshly emerged specimens up to the time I left on

August 24th. All the specimens we saw were feeding on a small

yellow flower, a hawkweed I believe, not on clover at all. This

probably accounts for Mr. Louis Meaden [antea, vol. xxv., p. 287)

finding them in a stubble field, where they were no doubt feeding on a
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similar plant. We tried two or three clover fields at Eastbourne
but saw none in them at any time. Lucerne in the Eastbourne
district is conspicuous by its absence, but I found one field and with
the exception of one stray worn ^ no C. ednsa were seen it it.

Mr. Sharp took two var. lielUr, and I took one. Two of these we
kept for ova, Mr. Sharp undertaking the rearing. From the helice ova.

he bred 31 J s, five 9 s, and eight var. helice. From ova laid by a
typical J he bred 71 J" s, 46 $ s, but no var, helice, all of which I exhibited

on his behalf at the South London Natural History Society's Variety
Exhibition in November last.

On August 31st I went to Margate, and on September 2nd, in an
interval of sunshine, took three c^s and IjC edii.sa, all worn. I

released the former and kept the latter for ova.

On September 5th I had arranged to meet Commander Gwatkin-
Williams, who was staying at Broadstairs and had found an "emerging"
field. We cycled to it, and immediately on our arrival rain began to

fall, and came on so badly that we were kept prisoners in a barn for

two hours, after which we cj^cled home and got thoroughly drenched.
On September 7th I again met Commander Gwatkin- Williams

at this field. I had just fixed up my net and was getting some pill-

boxes from my satchel when a butterfly flew quite close to my face,

and as it went by I noticed it was var. helice. A short chase and I had
it in my net. It proved to be a freshly emerged specimen, a piece or

good luck, as Commander Gwatkin-Williams had been on the look-

out for the variety for three weeks previously without seeing one. I

took another on the last day of my stay, these being the only two seen.

A north-east gale was blowing, but we managed to take between us

during the morning nineteenths and two $ s besides the var. helice.

The two ? s and two of the ^ s were freshly emerged, the remainder
good, bad and indifferent. Those not worth setting were released with
the exception of some that had single notches in one wing, which I set

for reference in connection with the attacks by birds theory ; not a
single specimen was found during my stay with more than one
wing notched. Swallows were flying up and down the sheltered

side of a hedge all day, where also Pohjonnnatus icarus and other

butterflies were enjoying the shelter and sunshine. I paid particular

attention during my stay, but never once saw a swallow attack a
" blue " much less an edusa, and Commander Gwatlun-Williams's
experience was the same. (

'. edtisa, g s and ? s, continued to emerge
daily up to September 15th the last day on which I visited the field.

Both were most variable, the S s in size (some were twice the size of

others), and also in width of black marginal bands, etc., the 2 s in

size of yellow spots in the black marginal band, one specimen being

referable to var. obsoleta. On one morning we took between us 35

specimens.

Some of the lucerne fields I visited in Thanet had quite a number
of (? s in them, all worn, and which made the fields a playing ground,

circling round them, engaging in mock combats, occasionally settling

on a flower for an instant only, and were no doubt wanderers from the

true emerging field. On September 9th I cycled down to Dover and
came across a collector who had been taking C. ediisa S s freely in a

field there for three weeks, during which time he had not taken a

freshly emerged specimen, nor had he seen a single 2 , which to him
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seemed quite unaccountable. To my mind the moral is " Don't be

satisfied with taking only worn specimens," or come to the conclusion

that the species is going over, try elsewhere and you will probably find

tresh ^^ s and 5 s too in the field in which they emerge.

I should mention that I did not hear of a single specimen of Culias

hijale being taken or seen.

Notes on Tunisian and Algerian Insects.

(Concluded from page 70.)

By P. A. BUXTON, F.E.S., M.B.O.U.

On the evening of April 8th we moved from Batna to El Kantara.

Here I remained till the 18th, and as I collected a good many interesting-

creatures, it will be profitable to describe the country worked. There
is a range of rocky hills running east and west for many miles, quite

impassable except for men on foot. This range is divided by a

deep gorge through which runs a river, an ancient highway, and a

railroad. The words "El Kantara" signify "The Bridge," in reference

to a Roman bridge, which still spans the river. The level of the

bottom of the gorge is 1,500ft., and from this the very barest of rocky

hills rise, perhaps another 1,500ft. To the north of the gorge lies

country which is fairly typical of the high Plateau, to the south you
find an oasis, and stony desert. The transformation is abrupt and
striking, though travellers have, perhaps, exaggerated when they state

that in a few yards j'ou step from a land of pines into a land of palms.

Most of our collecting was done in the desert, though the very comfort-

able little French Hotel of Madame Bertrand lies on the northern side.

The desert is a waste of loose stones of all sizes, interspersed with

cushions of the Hawkweed ZolUkoff'eria spiniilom and small bushes of

jujube [Zizyplms, sp.) In some places there is a sparse growth of a

barley-like grass, Stipa tortilis. This last is a most unpleasant plant

;

the seeds are provided with a sharp beak, break easily from the parent

plant, and then worry their way through your clothes, and, if you are

careless, right through your skin also. Even the Arab's hide is by no
means impervious to this pest. This list of plants by no means
pretends to be exhaustive, but must give the botanical reader an idea

of a flora characterized by spikes, spines and tough woody stems.

This forbidding country offers some obstruction to the man with the

net unless he wears the local rope-soled shoe, with the aid of which,

however, he will soon find himself running over the loose stones.

These shoes only last ten days, but then they cost 6id. per pair. They
are indispensible. With surprising abruptness the desert passes into

the oasis. This is a grove of date palms, some miles long. Here and

there you may find a village built of mud and surrounded by a few

very barren gardens. To a naturalist the palms and the gardens are

most uninteresting. The principal butterfly of the oasis is Paranje

aef/eria type form, just as in South Europe. The first spot in the

marginal series on the hindwing is always discernable in my short

series (all g' s), but never well developed. In the gardens Pirn'^ rapae

flies. It is to be noted that Dr. Ernest Hartert found this species as far

south as El Golea, on his journey to Insalah. It occurred in the oases,

never in the desert. ^''Hothschild has determined Hartert's specimens

* Nouit. Zoolog., Vol. xx., p. 110.
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rather tentatively as var. leucntera, Step. My El Kantara specimens

show some tendency to approxinaate to this Saharan form. They
are characterised by an almost obsolete black tip to the forewing
upperside, in the male at any rate. P. bmasicae also occurs in

the gardens, though rarely. Pontia daplidice was common along
the edge of the oasis, e.g., in the barley patches. It was in fair

condition by April 17th. It appears that there are two well-marKed

forms of this species in Algeria, a form in the Tell and mountains,
and var,* albidice, Obth., in the real desert. The form from El Kantara
is intermediate, though nearer the mountain form, from which it differs

in having its underside paler and of a clearer yellow. In fact it is

nearer the Spanish variety than that from the Algerian mountains.
Papilio podaliriiis was just beginning to appear when I left on April

18th.

Out in the stony desert Latnpides hoetica, Pi/ranteis cardiii and Colias

edum were common enough, but some interesting species also occurred.

The most abundant of these was Euchlo'e charlonia. This singularly

unvarying butterfly could be taken ad nauseam all over the desert. It

was in good condition at the time of my visit. Various very swift

white butterflies were to be seen. If I had read up the butterflies of

the place before going thither I should doubtless have cared more for

these insects. It is no easy matter to course over stony desert in a hot

sun after a very agile insect that may only be Anthodtans bdia. Con-
sequently these insects were neglected. However, I took not only A.
belia, but also \A. beleiiiia var. eimnescens, Rober. (?) and A. fallnui. Of
the last, a rare insect, I captured four males on Mount Lalbatre, a red

hill four hours' ride, south of El Kantara. This locality well repays a

visit; an Arab butterfly hunter, Boukhsarah Mohammed, who accom-
panied me, showed me the food-plant of Teracolus nouna. This butter-

fly was not yet flying ; it is remarkable as being about the only truly

African butterfly found in Algeria. The mountain side is scored with

sharp-cut little oueds (wadis), and the roughness of some of the ground
quite beggars description. Such is the haunt of AnthocharU falloui.

Papilio iiiachaon var. hospitonides flies over the desert, though its

emergence was barely commenced when I had to return northwards.

This form is so named by Oberthiir because its larva resembles that of

P. lioHpiton rather than of P. viachaon. I suppose this sort of variation

to be almost unparallelled in the present state of our knowledge. The
imago shows no tendency to assume the facies of P. hospiton.

Eiicldoe eujihenQ (belia) was occasionally taken. I fancy that this

place must be near ttie southern limit of its range. The few specimens
taken are distinctly small. Melanargia ines was taken, but very

sparingly, on the base of the crags at the side of the gorge. The
ground colour of my ^ is white, of my J creamy. The g has a

supplementary hindwing ocellus between the two groups of ocelli,

which are normal to the species. This ocellus is very imperfect, and
more conspicuous from above than from below. The species is, of

course, very conspicuous in flight, and certainly not so strong on the

wing as Pieris rapae. In the same place I took the very small form of

*Etiides (VEntomologic, VI., p. 47. Cf. also Novit. Zoolog., XX., p. 110, Seitz.,

Macrolei). of World (Palaearctic Div.), vol. I., p. 49, and pi. 21 f.

fProbably an intermediate leading up to var. evanescens (? = desertorum, Tnr.)

which occurs further south.
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^colitantidea baton, known as var. faiiielica, Seitz. This is simply a

dwarf race of var. pa)iuj)tes, Hilbn., which differs from the type in the

absence of orange lunules from the outer margin of the hindwing.

One of my specimens shows a faint trace of orange. One of the most
characteristic butterflies is the small tailed-blue Telicanns tlieoplirastus,

which is always taken flitting up and down over a jujube bush
(Zizj/pJius). This is one of the thorniest and woodiest of bushes, a

perfect terror to one's net. The bush and butterfly are inseparable,

and both are highly characteristic of the Palasarctic deserts of the

region. Ruinicia phlaeas is not rare. I cannot suggest what it eats ; no
place on earth could be more unsuitable for a luscious sorrel ! The
specimens were extremely uninteresting. They showed no tendency to

blackness, indeed, two females had the pale ground colour of var.

intermedia, Tutt. Both sexes showed an occasional tendency towards

var. caerideopmictatn. Doubtless the summer brood would be more
interesting. I am afraid I have treated the butterflies at some length,

•but they are really rather interesting.

The lights of the hotel were a great attraction to moths. The
following Noctuffi came my way: Eaxoa sef/etum, E. radius, Haw.,

Af/rotis promiba, Pronotestra silenides, Staud., Cardepia irrisor, Ersch.,

Cirphis l-albinn, Laphyr/ma exigiia, Atlietis flava, Oberth., A.

clavipalpis, Scop., T/uilpochares ostrina, Tatliorhynchus e.csiccata, Led.

;

also the following Pyrales : Eromene raiiiburiella, Dup., Peuipelia

ardosiella, Rag., Hetero/fraphis candidatella, Led., Mi/elois echinopiaella,

Chret., Constantia ayrtalis, Rag., Eceryestis renatalis, Oberth.,

Noiiwphila nnctuella, Pionea ferrufjalis and Cornifrons ulceratalis. A
few Geoiuetridae also came to light, to wit, Gnoplios viiicidaria, Hb.,

<y , Larentia jiuviata, $ , L. sandosaria, H.S., J , and Eupithecia

^nunilata (quite common). During the day I took L. sandosaria ? ,

L. disjunctaria, Stgr., ^ and Acidalia okharia, Chret. (?), $ .

The small Acidalia merklaria, Oberth., was not rare. It is only

known from Algeria. On April 14th I took a 5 Acidalia of an un-

described species allied to A. cervantaria. It was sitting with its wings

flat, making an equilateral triangle. I have never seen a more perfect

example of protective coloration. The insect exactly matches the

stones on which it lives, and is exactly the colour of the desert lark

(Ammomanes). On Mont Lalbatre I found larvas of Eupithecia pumilata

devouring the blossoms of a gigantic, succulent " broom rape

"

{Phellypaea sp.). The moths emerged in England.
Among the Hymenoptera I saw the very rare Chrysis chobauti

several times, sunning itself on hot stones, and secured a ;? on the

day of my departure. I also took the following : Scolia bidens, L., ^ ,

along a clay bank by a roadside ; Aunuopliila hirsuta. Scop., 2 s

;

Odynerus (Lionotus) niauretanicus, Lep., c? and J ; 0. parculus, Lep.,

$ ; Vespa germanica, F., J ; Polistes yallicus, J ; Andrena runventris,

Lep., ? ; Anthophora senescens, Lep., J ; A. calcarata, Lep., 2 ; A.

atroalba, Lep., 2 ; Usuiia tricornis, Latr., 2 and workers of Apis

iiiellifica. The following ants mostly occurred under stones : Mynue-

cocystus viaticus, Messor barbarus, Playiolepis pyyuiaea, Latr., Mono-

morium subopacuui, Sm. and Tapinoma erraticuut, Stgr.

The Orthoptera were very well represented. In one place some
small Decticid nymphs were devastating a barley patch. The only

other Locustid observed was a solitary Phujaster yuyoni, Serv.
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This truly remarkable insect is large and stout. It is black all over
and highly polished, with some red prominences on the thorax. The
species has lost the power of jumping, and the hindlegs are barely
stronger than the forelegs—a most unusual state of affairs in the
Locustulae. The insect is apparently protected by an orange oily*
fluid which, I think, comes from the mouth. I could detect no smell
at all in this fluid, but had not the courage to taste it. The Mediter-
ranean Acridians Stanrodenis bicolor, Pyn/uiiiorpha grijlluules and
Acridiuni aegyptium were taken. The first is not generally green at
El Kantara, most individuals being pale straw-colour, exactly the
colour of the barley stems among which the species was taken. The
Orthoptera more than any other group were coloured to match the
desert. This applies to such species as Eremobia pulchripennis, Serv.

(?), Pauiphai/us hespericiis, Thalpomena algeriana, Luc, Caloptenii&
seraphis, Serv. and Eremocharis insicpiis, Luc. (taken at Biskra by
Prof. Walter Garstang). I should like to record here a few notes
on the above species. Nymphs of Eremobia sp. were extremely
numerous. They are quite invisible when at rest, as they are
cryptically coloured, except for black, red and orange marks on the
inside of the hind-femora. The hindlegs are tightly adpressed to

the abdomen, the tarsi placed under the body, the anterior and
middle legs are also placed under the body. I strongly suspect that
the antennae are folded vertically downwards when the insect is really
resting. It is, however, quite impossible to see the insect till it has
moved, and then it is awake and carries its antennae porrected, though
the legs are in the position which 1 have described above. Nymphs
were very numerous all over the stony country. A few of the crimson
winged adults were taken at the end of my visit. It is most startling
and unnerving to see one of these very large insects rise suddenly at
your feet, out of nowhere, fly rapidly away with a whirring zig-zag
flight, and mstantly disappear on again reaching the earth. The
cryptic colouration is, as I have said, perfect. I suggest that the
crimson wings and brightly coloured legs act as a flash colour. By
this I mean that the insect perhaps frightens an enemy when it rises

suddenly
; more than that, it is certainly most diflicult to the eye to

follow a gigantic crimson insect, which quite suddenly becomes
invisible. I assure the reader that this sudden disappearance renders
it extremely difficult to mark the exact spot where the insect has
disappeared. Of the habits of the wingless and clumsy Paiiipha(/iis

hespericm a good deal might be written. The ? s are desert-coloured
and live among the stones. The males are browner, and generally are
irregularly marked with a particular shade of lavender grey. They
thus resemble very closely the stems of a Zizijphiis bush. It cannot be
due to accident that, three times in one day, a male took refuge in the
nearest tuft of Zizyphns, when I was pursuing him. I never observed
one of the clay-coloured females take one of these directed leaps into a
bush. At El Kantara I took a single very large Caloptenns, probably
an undescribed species. Of the other Orthopteran families I took the-

cockroach EctobUi perspiclllaris (nymph) and the earwig horjicula

* I am aware that many grasshoppers and locusts secrete such a fluid on
being captured. The fluid secreted by Eugaster is five times more abundant than
that of an ordinary insect.
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anriciilaria. Theegg-cases of the Mantid, Sphodoumntris (/uttata, Thunb.
were extremely common in oueds near Fontaine des Gazelles. They
were placed on sticks, stones, tamarisk bushes, etc., quite indiscrim-

inately. Mr. C. B. Williams and myself have bred insects from these

cases, which appeared to be completely free from Chalcid parasites.

I happened to capture the Dipteron yeniaatrintis aeijuptiacns, a curious

long-beaked insect belonging to a family which does not occur in

Britain, also Cln-ijsoto.nini itcdicioii and Anthrax panisciis.

Beetles of the family Tent'brionidae were abundant among the stones

of the desert. Large black Tenebrionids are characteristic of most, if

not all, of the deserts of the Old World. At El Kantara the most
abundant species is Adesmia biskrensis, Luc. { = A. acervata, Klug.*)

These long black-legged insects were even more abundant than the

grasshoppers l-aiiiphai/Ks and Ereiiiobia. They run rapidly about in the

daytime. I fancy that they are too large and hard to be eaten by the

Chats and Larks. I found one specimen apparently enjoying life on
two legs and a few stumps. Its elytra showed no dints, though, I

presume, some bird had attacked it. I never discovered the food of

these insects ; they always seemed to be too busy running to take any
thought for other matters ! I was interested to take a nearly black

Cantharid beetle (sp. inc.) The only markings on this insect are two
coral spots on each elytron, representing, I suppose, the red or orange

band so characteristic in many blister beetles. The rest of the insect

is entirely black. I should like to call your attention to the fact that

many creatures of the stony desert are either black or sand-coloured.

The latter is a sufficiently well-known phenomenon, characteristic of

deserts all the world over, a special form of protective colouration, in

fact. I am not sure that much attention has been given to black desert

animals. You will call to mind that Eiif/aater among the Lociistidae

is black, further, it is the only non-saltatorial grasshopper, or locust.

As I have suggested, the genus Adesuiia (Tenebrioiiidae) is probably

safeguarded by hard integuments ; both these insects are extremely

conspicuous. These black desert forms are not found, I think, among
the Lepidoptera. With regard to the birds 1 would call your attention

to the fact that somef Chats are black or black and white. With this

exception true desert birds are coloured like the soil on which they live.

At present we must be content simply to remember that certain species

of desert animals, which, perhaps, we may regard as in some way
" protected," are coloured black. The meaning of this is not apparent,

the facts are indisputable.

Among the "Bugs" I took two Coreids, Stenucephaliis a/iilis, Scop.,

noted as " quick runner, flies readily," and the curious Fhi/lloi)iorpha

ahjirica, Villiers (?= P. Zrtr/ni«?rt, Lucas, from S. Europe). As the

British Museum collection shows, there is a good deal of variation in

the shape of the spiny thoracic and abdominal processes. The male is

said to carry the eggs under the mass of interlocking spines which

cross over his dorsal surface. The insect, which is of a lovely rose-

pink colour in life, was taken running over the stones in the desert.

One of my most interesting captures was two insects noted at the

* Fide von Heyden, Novit. Zoolog., Vol. xx., p. 98.

t E.g., Sa.vicola higens and S. leucurus, both of them wary birds, so wary
that frequently you cannot approach within sixty yards of them.
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time as being "perhaps in association ;
" a red onisciform insect as

large as a hazel nut and a tiny "fly" with a very long tail of many
fine waxy bristles, the whole looking like a bunch of spun glass. The
" fly " was running round the large insect with great rapidity, jumping
into the air, and altogether appearing as the most nervous, jerky,

excitable creature imaginable. These two insects are the ? and ^ of

a Coccid, of which Prof. Newstead says :
" The Coccid (El Kantara) is

apparently Margarodes mediterranens, Silvestri. I should point out,

however, that there are a few minor morphological characters which do
not fit in with Silvestri's diagnosis, but they do not seem to me to be
sufficiently important to warrant the creation of a new species."

The (? s of Coccids are very rare ; I had the good fortune to find

a second S in my net on the same day as that on which I captured

the pair.

Turning stones in the desert is not a very profitable task. There
are so many stones that there is not much competition for any particular

eligible plot. Nevertheless animals were to be found in these places,

though generally only Scorpions or Machiliids. Among the insects which
concern us here, I may mention scattered colonies of a White Ant,

Hodotennes ochraceiis, Burm. (determined by Prof. Nils Holmgren) and
Einhia nianretanica. These last insects were very rare. I found one
colony of twenty under a stone in a fairly green oued, among some
tamarisk bushes. In nature the tubes ramify dichotomously ; regular

passages lead out from under the stone into the dead sticks and grass

outside. A few tunnels also enter the earth for a short distance.

The colony has a "nest" in the centre of its webs, and to this the

individuals retreat when disturbed'''. All the members of a colony

appear to move together, and in the same direction, consequently they

are always found congregated in one part of their web, all facing in the

same way. In captivity the animals soon filled the tube in which
they were kept with an irregular mass of silken tunnels running in

all directions. They always regard one part of their domicile as home,
and here they make a nest where all roads meet, and where the walls

are distinctly thicker than elsewhere. The insects are highly skoto-

tropic. In a glass tube they may be observed spinning galleries of

silk from the glands in their anterior legs. The legs in question are

moved about independently with a vague waving motion. Mr. C. B.

AVilliams has bred an adult 3 from my larva3, thus setting the

determination beyond a doubt. His larvae were kept Avarm and damp,
and his ^ emerged about August 12th. My larvae, kept dry and in a

living room, are still alive (December 26th, 1918). Their meta-

morphosis is not yet complete.

During my return journey across the Mediterranean many of my
specimens were partially devoured by a small red ant, Mononwriuin
pharaonis, which emerged in large numbers from a den of iniquity

behind the steam-pipes in my cabin.

A few notes on the rest attitudes of Pierine butterflies had perhaps

better appear together. The attitudes are all described from specimens

in a state of repose in glass-bottomed boxes. It is well-nigh impossible

to observe these things in the field during a flying visit. Dr. Longstaft'*

* Cf. Imms, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., •2nd. Ser., Zoology, vol. xi., pt. 12,

p. 184, et seq.

* " Butterfly Hunting in Many Lands," p. 162, pi. 5, fig. 10.
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has figured Anthocharis belemia at rest. The forevvings are so depressed
that only the green mottled tips are visible when the wings are folded
over the insect's back, i.e., the pattern on fore- and hindwings is con-
tinuous. Anthocharis helia rests in a precisely similar attitude.

Euchloe eupheno (bdia) rests with the attenna) approximated and
porrected ; sometimes the costa of the hind-wing is considerably more
forward than that of the forewing. That is to say, the forewings are
sunk between the hind-wings so that only their tips appear. I noted
that EucJdo'e chaiionia rested with the fore- and hind-costte exactly
superimposed. Longstaff, however, notes this species as resting with
the posterior costa advanced to lie forward of the anterior, though I

never noticed this among tw^o score or more of this species. Pontia
dapHdice rests with the hind-wing costa just a little in advance of that of
the forewing, but this is not so marked as in E. eupheno.

I expect that many of the facts here recorded seem trivial and dis-

connected. More than once I have hesitated to draw any conclusions
from my hasty observations, thinking that the facts are undoubted, while
any theory I attempted to build upon them might easily be upset by a
more gifted, fortunate, or leisured observer. The evidence for or
against such theories as mimicry, sexual selection, protective odours or
warning colours is, all of it, built up from isolated observations, some
of which appear contradictory in the light of our very limited know-
ledge. It is by amassing more facts, insignificant individually, perhaps,
that we shall eventually be led to sound conclusions in these matters.

It is such considerations as these which must form my apology for

troubling the reader with these rather detailed extracts from a day to

day note book.

Note.—With the very kind assistance of Dr. F. A. Dixey I publish this

synonomy ; I trust it is correct, but the question is very difficult, and my main
purpose is not to solve questions of priority, but to show what I refer to as ^'belia."

1. The Orange Tip. Fyiichloe eupheno, L.

= belia, L. (and Longstaff, I.e.).

2. The " white " with green and Anthocharis helia, Cr.

pearl underside hindwing. =bellidice, Hiibn.
= bellezina, Boisd.

==tagis, Hiibn. (not of course the Spanish
species).

= crameri, Butl.

A Revision of the Genus Leptothorax, Mayr, in tlie British Isles.

By W. C. CRAWLEY, B.A., F.E.S.

The following paper is an attempt to rectify the errors in the

determination of the sub-species of Leptothorax tuheruvi, Fabr.,

recorded and described by Farren White, E. Saunders, and others.

Until the year 1912, all examples of the ti^bennn group taken in

Britain were recorded either as mjlanderi, Foerst., or as nnifasciatus,

Latr., according as the antennal club in the ^ w^as the same colour

as the body, or darker. Mayr^ and ForeP distinguish the ^ of the

former from the others chiefly by the impressed line between the

mesonotum and metanotum, a character not made use of by either

F. Smith, AYhite, or Saunders, In the ^ of unifasciatns one of the

1 Europ. Formic., 1861, p. 59.
^ Fourmis de la Suisse, 1874, p. 84.
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principal characters mentioned by continental myrmecologists is the

distinct dark brown or black band across the base of the first segment
of the gaster ; Farren White-^ however, says that the abdomen in this

subspecies is not so distinctly banded as in vylamleri, and Saunders^

that the black bands on the body are narrower than in nylandcri, and
often wanting. F. Smith himself realized that the determination of

this ant as iinifaaclatns was incorrect, though he made no attempt to

rectify it. He says", " The iiiufasciatns of British collections is not

that which continental Hymenopterists consider to be Latreille's

species .... the ^ has the abdomen nearly entirely fuscous,

only the base and apex pale ; it cannot be said to have ' une bande
noire transverse sur le bord posterieur da premier segment.'

"

Again he says'', " M. iniifasciata of Nylander is certainly not the

unifaaciata of Smith's Essay, nor have we seen it in any British

collection."

Nylander^ followed by Snlith^ suggests that Latreille confounded
this species with M. ciu</alata, Schenck, which, however, differs in

having its antennse entirely yellow.

In August, 1912, I paid a visit to Dr. Forel in Switzerland, taking

with me all the specimens of Leptotliorax from the various Oxford

and Cambridge Museum collections, as well as those from several

private ones, for his inspection, and all the ants labelled vnifasciatus

were re-named by him tiihermii, Fab. (sensii fitricto), with two exceptions

referred to below. Dr. Forel also named as tubentm (s.str.) all

specimens labelled iinifasciatiis in the British Museum and Saunders

collections shown him by my friend Mr. Donisthorpe, on his visit in

October, 1912.

In recent years several subspecies and varieties of tuhenuii, distinct

both from mjlanderi and that hitherto known as nuifasciatas, have been

discovered in this country. In April", 1904, 1 found an incipient colony

( $ , ^ ,andlarvfe)nearPangbourne, which was named by Forel as "corti-

^alis, Sch., var. with longer spines"; in June, 1912, I found a colony at

Seaton, Devon {^ s, $ s, ^ s), -which Forel named " tiibcrnni, ¥., var.,

approaching interiKptas, Sch." ; and in July, 1912, Donisthorpe and
I found numerous colonies, with all sexes, of a sub-species named the

same year by Forel " tiibenuii, F., var. tubero-a[tinis, For." Among
the ants in the Hope-Westwood collection at Oxford were two ^ s

from Hayling Island, presented by Saunders, that Forel named
affinis, Mayr, and in the Cambridge Museum are a number of ^ s

from the Isle of Wight (Perkins) that Forel considered " tubenini, F.,

with spines similar to cortiealis, Sch." With these exceptions, all

the ants labelled iimfasciatKs were re-named by Forel as tuberinn, F.,

[s.str.) It seemed desirable, therefore, to correct the errors in the

naming of this group of ants in Britain, an:^ with this end in view I

have ruade a careful examination of all the specimens in public and
private collections throughout the country that I could obtain, in

3 Ants and their Ways, 1883, p. 226.
" Syn. of Brit. Heterogyn and Foas. Hy., 1880, p. 220.
6 Cat. Brit. Foss. Hy., Foniiicidae, 1858, p. :-Jl.

'' Cat. Hy. Ins. B.M., pt. vi., Formicidae, 1858, p. 120.
7 Si/n. Form. France et Algerie, Ann. Sci. Nat., 4 aerie, T. 5, p. 92, 1856.
« loc. cit., p. 120.
» Ent. Bee, vol. xxiv., no. 3, p. 63, 1912.
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addition to numerous foreign examples that continental myrmecologists

have kindly lent me.
The study of these ants presents considerable difficulty, owing to

the scarcity of specimens, particularly of (J s, and also the great

variation among the ^ s of some of the sub-species. In this

connection it may not be out of place to emphasize the great

importance, when collecting ants, of keeping the specimens from each

colony or nest separate ; a letter or number on the labels showing
this, is a great help, and, of course, whenever possible, all sexes

should be taken and labelled so as to show they come from the same
nests. Odd specimens, except in a few instances, are of very little

value.

I have to thank my friend Mr. H. Donisthorpe for the use of his

data for the distribution of the species, for references and the loan of

specimens ; Dr. A. Forel and Prof. C. Emery, for descriptions and
drawings of specimens that I was unable to see ; and Messrs. J.

Bondroit (Belgium), and H. Scott (Cambridge Univ. Museum), for the

loan of specimens from their collections.

Genus Leptothorax, Mayr. (Form, aiistr., 1855, p. 159.)

WORKERS.

Table of $ s.

L. Antennse 11-jointed L. acervorum, F.

P Antennae 12-jointed .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..1.
1. Club no darkei- than rest of antenna .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 2.

Club darker ,, ,, ,, .. .. .. .. .. ..3.
2. A slight impressed line between mesonotum and metanotum. Spines

long .. .. .. .. L. tuberum,F., suh-sp. nyla7ideri, Foerst.

Without impressed line. Spines short .

.

.

.

. . sub-sp. corticalis, Sch.

5. Thorax coarsely rugose. Spines very long and narrow. Club only slightly

darker .. .. .. .. .. .. .. sub-sp. a/Zi/fix, Mayr.
Thorax finely rugose. Spines shorter. Club nearly black. Top of head

dark brown .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sub-sp. tuherum (s.str.), F.

Like the preceding, but with longer curved spines and only front of head
darker .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sub-sp. interruptus, Sch.

Pahr ; a sharply defined dark band across base of first segment of gaster.

I

Club only slightly darker .

.

.

.

.

.

sub-sp. unifasciatus, Ltr.

Antennte 11-jointed. Head and thorax rugose. An impressed hne between

the mesonotum and metanotum. Middle of clypeus almost always smooth, slightly

concave from the anterior to the posterior border.

Legs hairy. Spines of epinotum long, about two-thirds as long as the basal face

of epinotum. Red or reddish brown. Club of antennae, top of head and gaster,

and often middle of femora and a patch on the metanotum, darker brown.

L. 3-2-3*7mm. . . . L. acervorum {s.str.), Fabr.

Widely distributed and common. Colonies small, with one or

more que6ns, which are hardly larger than the workers. (Saunders^°,

in his remarks on the genus, states that "the 5 is small, scarcely

larger than the ^ "
; this only applies to acervoriDii, as the ? s of the

tiibeniiii group are not at all ergatoid in form, and much larger than

the g s.) The nests are usually situated in old stumps, roots, and

under bark, and often in stumps in the centre of nests of Formica

{liaptifurinica) aaiKjuinea, Fonnica rnfo, or F. exsecta, and the ants

seem to be unnoticed by the larger snecies.

7^'
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AnteniifB 12-jointed. Clypeus not concave in the middle, but generally witb
a small median ridge and two or more lateral strife. Legs without hairs.

L. tubeiiivi, Fabr,

Thorax finely rugose. A slight impressed line between the mesonotum and
metatotum. Spines of epinotum broad at base, and long, about two-thirds as-

Jong as the basal face of epinotum.
Yellow ; club of antennae, legs and mandibles of the same colour ; top of head

often darker ; a broad dark band across the base of the first segment of gaster.

L. 2-5-3-Omm Subsp. nylanderi, Foerst.

Widely distributed and fairly common. Colonies small, with on&
or more queens. Nests usually in stumps and roots.

Thorax not quite so finely rugose as in the preceding. Spines very broad at
base, horizontal, and extremely short.

Eeddish yellow ; club of antennae, mandibles and legs of the same colour ; top
of head darker; first segment of gaster dark brown.

L. 2-5-3-2mm Sub-sp. corticalis, Sch.

I have taken this description partly from Schenck," and partly

from Forel,^- as I have been unable to see a typical example. This,

subspecies may be distinguished from nylanderi. by the absence of the

impressed line betv^^een the meso- and metanotum, the shorter spines,,

and darker colour. A variety with longer spines was taken by me
near Pangbourne in 1904, and named by Forel. The following is the

description of the ^ .

Thorax finely rugose, less than in nylanderi. Spines very broad at base,,

long, about two-thirds as long as the basal facs of epinotum.
Eeddish yellow ; mandibles, whole of antennse, and legs of the same colour

;

top of head dark brown ; whole of gaster as seen from above, except a small patch
on the fi'ont of first segment, black-brown.

L. 2-3mm. Sub-sp. corticalis, Sch., var. with longer spines.

As mentioned above, a ? and ^ , with larvae, were found in an empty
beech-nut in a wood near Pangbourne. Forel ^•'' mentions a similar

variety from the Tyrol. According to Schenck" and ForeP' corticalis^

nests almost entirely under bark. Among the ants in the Cambridge
University Museum are the following : a single ^ from the Isle of

Wight (Perkins), that Forel says is "nearly corticalis." It has the

antennal club no darker, and the short broad spines and coloration of

the typical corticalis. As there is only one ^ , I have not placed it

under corticalis, though I have little doubt that it is this subspecies.

Also a number of ^ ^ (no data except " Perkins collection "), called by
Forel " tiiberuni with spines almost corticalis." The spines are very-

short, but the antennal club is dark brown, and in other respects the

ants are exactly similar to titbertim (s.str.), so I prefer to consider them
a short-spined variety of tuberton {s.str.).

All the following subspecies have the club of the antennas darker

than the rest, in some cases nearly black.

Thorax coarsely rugose. Spines long, more than two-thirds as long as the basai

face of epinotum, extremely narrow, hardly wider at the base than at the point,

and slightly curved.

" Bescli. Nassau. Ameis., 1852, p. 100.
1'^ Loc. cit., p. 85.

^ Ameix. Zool. Mas. MUnclien, 1911, p. 268.
" Loc. cit., p. 101.
15 Founii. de la Suisse, 1874, p. 180.
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Yellow, slightly reddish ; whole of top of head, middle of femora, upper
surface of gaster excejpt the front of the first segment, brown ; club of antenna;
generally brown, sometimes only dark red.

L. 2-6mm.-3-3mm Sub-sp. affiniis, Mayr.

Two ^ s in the Hope-Westwood collection at Oxford weve named
aifUiis by Forel. These ants were taken by Saunders in Hayling
Island, 1888, and labelled unifasciatus. Saunders^'' says he found
large colonies of " unifasciatus " at South Hayling under stones.

A(finis, however, in Switzerland is, so far as I know, only found in

hollow twigs and under bark, principally of walnut trees and oaks.

Donisthorpe found a colony in walnut tree twigs near Yvorne in

October, 1912, containing J s and one queen. Before definitely

establishing this sub-species as British, it will be necessary to see more
^ s and also a J and ? .

Thorax finely rugose. Spines narrow at base, variable in length, generally
half as long as basal face of epinotum.

Yellow or reddish-yellow ; club of antenna; dark brown, almost black ; top of

head and vertex, and an irregular patch across the base and extending up each side

of the top of first segment of gaster, dark brown.
L. 2-3mm.-2-7mm Sub-sp. tuberum (s.str.), Fabr.

This is the ant almost universally labelled in British collections as

unifasciatus, Latr. It may readily be distinguished from the latter by
the absence of the clearly defined dark-brown band across the lower
half of the first segment of gaster and by the dark top of head and
antennal club, the latter in particular being much darker than in

unifasciatus. This sub-species is variable, passing into afjinis on the

one hand, and into interruptKs on the other (v. below). Forel" says

that those colonies that inhabit bark merge into affinis, and those that

live under stones, into interrnptHs. Some varieties with shorter

spines and paler antennae approach corticalis (v. above). The
following is its distribution (where not otherwise indicated, it has been
recorded as unifasciatus, Latr.) ; Colney Hatch Wood (Smith)

;

Lambeth (Wing) ; New Forest and Lulworth (Dale) ; Coombe Wood
(Smith) ; Dover (Curtis) ; Gravesend (Baly) ; Landslip, Isle of Wight
(Lewis) ; Torquay (Hamm coll.) ; Isle of Wight (Smith) ; Isle of

Wight, Seaton, Devon, and Portland (Dale) ; Hayling (Saunders)

;

Stoke Fleming (Perkins) ; Weymouth (Dale) ; Ventnor, Isle of Wight
(Saunders) ; Fairlight and Hastings (Vict. Hist. Sussex) ; Lyme
Regis (Nevinson) ; St. Margaret's Bay, Kent (Donisthorpe) ; Sherborne
(Bignall) ; Worcester (Fletcher) ; Black Pond, Oxshott (in coll.

Arnold) ; St. Margaret's I3ay, Kent (Donisthorpe, as tuberum, 1912).

In St. Margaret's Bay, Donisthorpe and I have found nests in the

sand on the cliffs.

Thorax finely rugose. Spines as in tuherum (s.str.). Eeddish-yellow ; club of

antennte, front of head, but not vertex, and an irregular patch on the base of first

segment of gaster, dark-brown.
L. 2-5mm.-2-7mm Sub-sp. tuherum (a.str.), Fabr., var. passing

to interruiitus, Sch.

At Seaton, Devon, in June, 1912, I found in moss under flints on
the cliffs a small colony of this variety, consisting of 16 ^ s, one J ,

several pup^e of all sexes, and larvfe. The ^ pup^e, some days before

i« Hy. Acul. Brit. Isles, 1896.
" loc. cit., p. 85.
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emergence, present a striking appearance, the gaster assuming a bright

orange colour. Forel, to whom I sent some ^ s, named them as above.

He says in his letter " .... it has the head brown in front, and
reddish behind, which brings it very close to a slight variety which
I have called tubero-mterriipttin, because the character of its colour

brings it near to inten-Kptiis, We consider the forms nnifanciatus,

interritptKs, nirp-iceps, and a/pnis, as sub-species of tnhcruiti in spite of a

considerable difference, precisely because of numerous bastard or inter-

mediary forms found between them."
It will be seen from my description that the sole difference from

tuberum {s.str.), is in the coloration of the head, which in tuberum (s.str.),

is entirely dark, except in occasional specimens. The 3' and $ of

this variety, however, show rather more distinct differences, but it can

only be considered a very slight variety of tuberum (s.str.).

ForeP^ gives the following intermediary forms as occurring in

Switzerland :

—

nylandero - corticaUs ; nylandero - unifasciatus ; tubero-

ninriceps ; tubero-affinis ; tubero- interrupti is ; unifasciato-interruptus.

Thorax finely rugose. Spines narrow, long, about two-thirds as long as the

basal face of epinotum, and slightly curved.

Yellow or reddish -yellow ; club of antenna*, front of head, but not vertex, and
often an indistinct patch on the base, and extending up the sides, of the top of

first segment of gaster, dark brown.
L., 2mm.-2-3mni. Sub-sp. interruptus, Schenck.

This sub-species is new to the British Isles. It was found by

Donisthorpe and myself at Beaulieu Road, New Forest, in July, 1912.

There were numerous colonies, many containing ^ s and winged ? s,

and the nests were either alone in the earth, or actually in the sides of

nests of Tetrmiwrium caespitum. A solitary deiilated ? was found in

the earth of a nest of the latter species. Judging from the experiment

of placing colonies of the two species together in an artificial nest, I

conclude that though not actively hostile, the Tetramorium and Lepto-

thorax avoid contact with each other as much as possible. The latter

may find protection in their proximity to the more powerful and

populous colonies of Tetramorium..

As stated above, Forel named these ants " tuberum. var. tubero-

al^.nis," but after examining the <? s, and comparing them with draw-

ings and descriptions kindly supplied by Emery and Forel, and also

with the interruptus $ in the Saunders' collection in the British

Museum, presented by Schenck, I have no doubt that they are true

interruptus, Sch.*

Thorax finely rugose. Spines about one half as long as basal face of epinotum.

Yellow ; front of head and club of antennae red or reddish brown ; a clearly-

defined band across the base of the first segment of gaster, dark brown, the top of

the segment bright yellow.

L. 2-5mm.-3-5mm. . . . Sub-sp. unifasciatus, Latr.

Although not yet found in Britain, I have included this sub-

species in order to emphasize its difference from tuberum (s.str.). The
clear-cut dark band on the gaster, standing out against the bright

yellow above it, at once distinguish unifasciatus from any of the others.

w loc. cit., p. 86.
* Bondroit, to whom Donisthorpe sent some specimens, considered them to be

interruptus, Sch.
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Note. The following remarks may be of some help to beginners

in myrmecology in naming the ^ s of this genus.

1. Antennae uniform in colour. L. mjlawhri and corticalis.

The former has a slight impressed line between the mesonotum and
metanotum, and long spines. The latter has no impressed line, and
very short spines, except in the variety.

2. Antennal club darker than the rest. L. affinis has very long,

thin, curved spines, and club of antennae only slightly darker. L.

tuhcriim (s.str.) has shorter and broader spines, whole of head dark,

and club extremely dark.

L. interruptiis has long spines, only the front of head dark, and
club very dark. L. unifasciatiis always has sharply defined dark band
across the first segment of garter, and spines short. Front of head
and club only slightly darker.

FEMALES.
Table of ? ? .

Antennae 11-jointed .. .. .. .. .. .. .. L. acervoru7n,F.

Antennffi 1'2-jointed .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

. . 1.

1. Club no darker than rest of antenna . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.

Club darker ,, ,, ,, •• •• •• • •• •• ..3.
2. A sharply defined broad dark band across base of first segment of gaster,

and a narrow one on each of the following segments. Spines long.

L. tiiberuvi, F. sub-sp. nylanderi, Foerst.

Gaster without bands. Spines short . . .

.

. . Sub-sp. corticalis, Sch.
3. Spines long . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . 4.

Spines short . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . 5.

4. Mesonotum coarsely striated. Club brown .

.

. . sub-sp. affinis, Mayr.
Mesonotum and scutellum finely striated. Club nearly black

sub-sp. tuherum {s.str ), F.
Like the preceding, but with scutellum smooth and shining in centre, and

longer spines .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . sub-sp. interrupttts, Sch.

5. A sharply-defined broad dark band across base of first segment of gaster, and a

narrow one on each of the following segments sub-sp. unifasciatus, Latr.

Antenna 11-jointed. Eadial cell open. Middle of clypeus almost always
smooth, slightly concave from the anterior to the posterior border.

Spines as in 5 . Wings clear, legs hairy. Colour as in g ; upperside of head,
thorax and often pedicel, gaster, and antennal club, dark blackish brown.
Mesonotum sometimes yellow with patches of dark brown.

L. 4mm.-4-5mm L. acervorum (s.str.), Fabr.

Antennge 12-jointed. Clypeus not concave in middle, but longitudinally striate.

Wings clear ; radial cell small and closed. Legs without hairs.

. . . . L. tuberum, Fabr.

Mesonotum finely striated longitudinally. Middle of scutellum smooth and
shining. Spines long, one-third as long as basal face of epinotum.

Yellow ; club of antennre no darker ; a broad band across the base of first seg-

ment of gaster, and a narrow one across the bases of the following segments,

dark blackish-brown. The head, thorax, and pedicel sometimes dark brown.

L. 4-2mm.-4-5mm Sub-sp. nylanderi, Foerst.

Mesonotum and scutellum finely striated longitudinally. Spines short,

nearly horizontal.

Antennae, mandibles, and legs entirely reddish-yellow ; the rest of the body

dark brown.
L. 3-5mm.-4mm Sub.-sp. corticalis, Sch.

This description is taken partly from Schenck and partly from

Forel (v. sub. ^ ).
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Mesonotum finely striated longitudinally. Middle of seutellum smooth and
shining. Spines long, about one-third as long as basal face of epinotum.

Antennffi, mandibles, mesonotum, legs, and front of first segment of gaster,

entirely reddish-yellow; head, seutellum, and remainder of gaster, dark brown.

L. 3'7mm Sub. -sp. cordcaZis, Sch., var. with longer spines.

From the ? found at Pangbourne.

Mesonotum coarsely striated longitudinally, middle of seutellum smooth and
shining. Spines medium length or long.

Colour varying from yellow to dark reddish brown ; antennal club brownish,

middle of femora brown.
L. 3-6mm.-4-5mm. . . . Sub-sp. affinis, Mayr.

This description is taken partly from ForeP® and pai'tly from

Donisthorpe's ? , the only one I have been able to examine. This

? is of the dark variety, the whole of the gaster being dark blackish-

brown, and the ant measures 3-6mm.

Mesonotum and seutellum finely striated longitudinally. Spines medium,
longer than in unifasciatus , but not so long as in nylanderi. Dark brown ; club of

antennne dark blackish-brown, rest of antenna, mandibles, legs, and sometimes a

patch on the front of the first and second segment of gaster, yellow.

L. 3-7mm.-4-0mm Sub-sp. tuberum (s.str,), Fabr.

Mesonotum more coarsely striated than in tuberum {s.str.). Seutellum

smooth and shining in centre. Spines rather shorter than in tuberum (s.fitr.].

Club of antennas, top of head and thorax, pedicel, and a broad indistinct band

across the middle of the first segment of gaster, and a narrow one across the

succeeding segments, dark blackish -brown. Mandibles, legs, and rest of antennae

yellow.

L. 3-6mm. . . . Sub.-sp. tuberum (s.str.), Fabr., var. passing to inter-

ruptus, Sch.

From two ? s bred in the nest taken at Seaton.

Mesonotum finely striated longitudinally. Seutellum smooth and shining in

centre. Spines long, longer than in tuberuiii (s.str.).

Dark brown, often blackish ; mandibles, antennae except the club, legs, and a

small indistinct patch on the front of first segment of gaster, yellow.

L. 3-7mm. . . . Sub-sp. interruptus, Sch.

Mesonotum finely striated longitudinally. Seutellum smooth and shining in

centre. Spines extremely short.

Yellow ; club of antennae, top of head, seutellum, pedicel, middle of femora,

and a broad distinct band across the middle of the first segment of gaster, and a

narrow one across the succeeding segments, dark brown.

L. 4mm.-4-5mm Sub-sp. unifasciatus, Latr.

(To be concluded.)

Lepidopterology.^'

By Dr. T. A. CHAPMAN, F.E.S.

The two volumes, one of text and one of plates, constituting the

Vllth Fasciculus of the Lepidopterohxjie coinparee, are a splendid

monument to the talent and energy of M. Oberthiir. It begins Avith a

resume of the action of the Entomological Congress of 1912, and a

criticism of its proceedings and deliberations on the subject of nomen-

clature, and especially on the question of good figures. Much of this

ly F. de la Suisse, p. 88.

* ^Uudes de Lipidopterologie comparee, par Charles Oberthiir. Fasc. VII.
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chapter is given in English and German, as well as in French, and so

emphasises the point that a figure can be understood in any language,
but a description in a foreign tongue may waste much time in trans-

lation only to find that is not the one sought.

Then follows a note on Liplujra braswlis, with figures of the imago
with its emergence scales, and of the eggs, out of which have emerged
parasites (Chalcids ?), which are also figured.

A record of Sphin.r hybridisation, by Lieut G. Grosse of Pilsen,

occupies 15 pages ; the prominent fact here recorded is that a hybrid
ijaUi>hoihiae S" proved fertile with a 9 i/aUii. A specimen of the result,

named lidenae, is figured, and the original account by Lieut. Grosse
and a translation of it are given. Lieut. Grosse also reports having
bred three other secondary hybrids of Sphmges. These results are

very interesting, but fail to be fully grasped, except by those who
specialise in these hybrids and know the names given to them, of

which a number occur in Lieut. Grosse's paper ; no doubt I might, by
some research, learn what hybrids precisely irenae, enriliae, khidervatcri,

etc., may be, but 1 should understand them at once were they specified

as fjallii X eupJiorbiae, {;/allii x cuphurbiae) x (/allii, or as the case may be.

There are more than 100 pp. devoted to the " Distribution and
Variation of C'. typhon m the United Kingdom," by H. Eovvland-

Brown, with a note of introduction by M. Oberthlir, calling attention

to the fact that the habitats of many species are being rapidly

destroyed, and that such studies as this should be made about each of

them before they disappear. He almost takes one's breath away when
he points out that all species, not only in Europe but everywhere,

should be studied with equal care, that this is only an essay on dis-

tribution and variation in a fraction of the area of the species, and that

many questions of biology, of symbiosis, of parasitism, have to be

similarly treated in each case. Something of the Life-history of tiphnn

is, hov/ever, added to the paper from Zeller, and by Mr. Frohawk
;

these additions, however, have no illustrations. The three plates,

with 86 beautiful figures of the imagines, give a very complete view
of the British forms of the species, notwithstanding that it is one in

which hardly two specimens are quite alike.

Section VI. is a further addition to the research into the alrens

group of Si/ric/ithus [Hesperia), in which Prof. Reverdin is doing such

good work ; this is illustrated by two plates. M. Oberthlir inclines to

believe that S. ryfelemis is a good species. The short notice of Larche
is of much interest to one who has collected there.

Section VIL introduces a study of the races of Zegris eupheme,

Esp. by M. S. Alpheraky, with interesting reference to various side

issues, and is illustrated by a plate drawn by a Russian lady artist.

In referring to all these plates, it is difficult to suppress adjectives of

approval of their excellence, but the plates are so uniformly of the

first quality that to do so would become too monotonous.

Section VIII. continues, in correspondence with H3 plates, the

revision with figures of Guenee's species of Geometers ; it includes,

however, a number of other species and varieties. It deals with the

groups, of which prominent genera dealt with are Nyssia, Bi.ston,

tlemerupldla, Cleora, Boaniiia, Tvplirosia, Hypocliruiiia, (Jnophos, and

Psodos.

The notice of the genus Itliysia is identical with that in the Ento-

7nolot/ist, 1912.
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The remaining 220 pages of the Volume are occupied by an
account of " The Hybrid Bistoninae," by J. W. H. Harrison, B.Sc, in

English and French, in which he deals exhaustively with nine first

crosses and four secondary hybrids between Li/cia hirtaria, Poecilopsh

ponionario, F. lapponaria, It/iyfsia zonaria, and /. (jraecaria.

Though several of Mr. Harrison's hybrids have been obtained

previously, bis essay is practically entirely founded on his own experi-

ments and observations, and not on reports culled from magazines, etc.

The result is to give him a grasp of the whole subject hardly obtain-

able in any other way. His concluding remarks occupy fourteen pages

and cannot be abbreviated with advantage, but we may mention
several of the more important facts which he specially discusses, these

are (p. 467) :— 1. The great constitutional strength of the larvse.

2. The variation in sterility of the different primary hybrids reared.

3. The apparent dominance of zonaria and (jraecaria characteristics

in the products. 4. Independent of the last point, the greater influence

of the male in determining the appearance of the hybrids. 5. The
distaste of the hybrid larvae for such foodplants as yarrow, trifolium,

etc., i.e, the foodplants of the Ithysia group. 6. The failure to yield

females observed in certain crossings. 7. The gynandromorph nature

of certain of the secondary hybrids.

Not the least valuable of the Plates in Fasc. VII., are 111 Photo-

graphs illustrating the Exploration of Algeria (Aures) by Harold
Powell, in 1912. Nine of these illustrate the devastations of Liparis

dispar on Evergreen Oaks, one interesting point as to these is that one
tree may be denuded of leaves and the next one hardly touched, and
another that a tree denuded of leaves and looking dead has three weeks
later a new and vigorous burst of leaves. The thirty-two following

plates are of living larviB and imagines of which the most striking are

perhaps these of K. siiberifolia, whose outline renders it barely visible,

those of Pipjaera powelli, Obthr., and of C. nouna. The remainder
illustrate typical aspects of country and vegetation, and of habitats of

particular insects, many of them, though suggesting desert conditions,

obviously promise interesting entomologising.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Fertile Queen of Lasius umbratus accepted by Queenless

Colony of Lasius alienus.—On August 27th, 1913, at Woolacombe,
Devon, I took about 50 workers, about 50 pupa>, and 80 to 100 eggs, of

a nest of Lasius alienus. These were placed in a " Crawley" nest the

same day. The nest from which they came was situated on the golf

links, and could only have been a few yards above the sea at high tides.

By the end of August all the pupte had fully developed.

About August 15th I had taken a queen of Lasiun uuibratan just

after swarming ; she was already minus her wings. This queen was
the subject of the following experiment :

—

September 15th.—Introduced the umbratus queen into the alienus

nest. She showed no special nervousness, but nevertheless entered

slowly and cautiously. Neither were the alienus workers much
excited, but one seized the queen by an antenna for about one minute,

the queen was introduced at 8 p.m. '
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8.5 p.m.—No special notice of queen being taken ; any passing ant

examines her carefully, but without hostility ; no worker has saluted.

8.10 p.m.—A worker holding queen by antenna.

8.15 p.m.—The queen apparently fully accepted, as several

workers are around her, and saluting her. Other workers in the near

neighbourhood also giving the usual saluting jerk.

September 30th.—Changed the colony to a new and larger " Craw-

ley " nest ; the workers dragged the queen in by her jaws, showing the

greatest solicitude for her.

November 11th.—For some time the queen has been surrounded by

a cluster of workers, whilst another cluster surround their own larvae,

of which there are now 80 to a 100, the eggs having hatched.

(The species of the above ants was very kindly determined for me
by Mr. W. C. Crawley, and, at the time of writing, the nest is in a

thoroughly satisfactory condition, February 15th, 1914).—D. W.
PiNKNEY, 8, Burgess Hill, Finchley Koad, N.W.

:ig^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
C. EDUSA AB. VELATA, Ragusa.—In working out my 1913 captures of

the above species with Seitz Pala arctic BntterfHes, Vol. i., I came across

the description of the above aberration on page 68 which reads :
—"ab.

vclata, Ragusa, from Sicily, are specimens in which the black marginal

band is shaded with greenish scaling, appearing covered with a veil."

As this so admirably describes the condition of freshly emerged J C.

cdusa, I think this aberrational name should be dropped. I took a

number of <? specimens in this condition last year at Eastbourne, and

in a long series bred by Mr. E. P. Sharp all the 3 s had this scahng on

the marginal band of the forewings only.—C. W. Colthrup.

Records of Coleoptera for 1913.^—^The following record of

Coleoptera captured during the last year may be of interest. At Lyme
Regis, in January, 1913, I took a single specimen of Leptacinm parum-

pnnctatus in stack refuse. At Crynant, Glamorgan, in March, were

found Paract/uiKs nu/ro-aencus, liliizopliaijas cribratus and Gyropliaena

strktula. In April on Llangenydd Burrows in the Gower peninsula of

Glamorgan, I took Paclujlopus maritiums, Psammobiiis\snlcicolli!< and
three specimens of Philonthns jndlus. Mr. Tomlin informs me that

he had previously taken this last species at Candleston in the same
county. At Rhosilli, also in the Gower, I found Deliphrum tectiun and
Caulotnjpis aeneopiceus in April, In Barrowdale, Cumberland, in July,

were found Me(jacronus cingidatiis, Geodromicus nigrita, Cantharis

paludosHs, Bha(/onycha unicolor and Lbnnoharis T-album. At Butter-

mere, Cumberland, in August, I took single specimens of Clinocara

tetratoiiia and I'ternstichiis parioirpunctatus. I may add that in 1914 I

have taken Stenolophus vespertiniis, Beiiibidiuiii clarhi, Pterostichiisyiaciiis

and 'lac/njusa atra at Hendon and PnaiiimnecJius hipunctatiin, Hippuri-

pliila iiKjdeeri and TJiryo(jenes scirrliosus at Rickmansworth.—J, W.
Allen.

The Season.—I saw in Reigate to-day, a real summer day after

a wintry spell, a Vanessa io disporting itself, and a Pieris rapae $ on

the wing, as well as a humble-bee, Bombiis terrcstris, rifling the flowers

of blackthorn, which she clearly believed to be open, though it was
difficult to agree with her.—T. A. Chapman. March, dlst, 1914.
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A Cdastrina argiolna was seen riding in a tram car in S.E. London
to-day by Mr. J. P. Barrett, and was arrested for its temerity.

—

H.J.T., April Ut.

Larva? of Ahra.vas iirosstdariata are feeding freely and in abund-

ance in the open in gardens in S. London.—-H.J.T., April 2nd.

@^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
The Entomological Club and other Entomologists were entertained

by Mr. H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe, at 58, Kensington Mansions, on

March 3rd. Tea was served by Mrs. Donisthorpe to her guests at

6.30, and at 8 o'clock a large party sat down to supper, and it was
after eleven when they separated after a most enjoyable evening. The
Members of the Club present, in addition to the host, were Messrs. R.

Adkin, H. Rowland Brown and A. Sich, with the Honorary Members,

Messrs. J. E. Collin and A. H. Jones ; and the following guests were

also present :—Messrs. R. Beck, C. Best-Gardner, G. T. Bethune-

Baker, W. C. Crawley, J. H. Currant, E. E. Green, H. Maxwell-

Lefroy, Prof. E. A. Minchin, R. S. Mitford, C.B., Rev. F. D. Morice,

E. Step and Rev. G. Wheeler.—G.W.
The National Trust for the Preservation of Objects of Historic

Interest or National Beauty has acquired the option to purchase

Highdown (locally pronounced " Hydon ") Heath, including the

summit of a Highdown Ball for £5,500. The total area of this

beautiful stretch of woodland and heath, rising to over 600 ft. high

and commanding magnificent views, is about 90 acres, so that the

price is very reasonable, taking into account the amount of building in

progress round about and the fact that Godalming is only three miles

away. The Trustees of the Octavia Hill Memorial Fund have agreed

to contribute £1,200 towards the cost in memory of the late Miss

Octavia Hill. The option expires in June next, and it is urgent that

the total amount be raised as soon as possible. The National Trust

is appealing for funds and a local committee is at work with the same
object. The scheme is one which should appeal to all naturalists, who
will, it is hoped, respond generously both as Societies and as indi-

viduals.—E.B.B.
Even entomology is getting topical. Mr. Hugh Main, at a recent

meeting of the Entomological Society of London, in the course of a

lantern demonstration illustrating the investigations into the life-

history of the ant-lion, which Mr. K. G. Blair and himself had made
last year in Switzerland, described a method of "forcible feeding" of

the gravid females, which had proved quite successful in keeping them
alive and in a condition sufficiently healthy for ova to be deposited.

Subsequently Mr. Synnerton described a somewhat similar method

which he had adopted with equal success in the case of butterflies in

Central Africa.

We should like to call our readers' attention to the forthcoming

exhibition of the South London Entomological and N. H. Society on

April 23rd. In addition to its annual exhibition, which takes place in

the late autumn, this Society for the past two years has held a special

exhibition of insects of all orders other than lepidoptera. As usual

visitors will be cordially welcomed, and it is hoped that members and
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their friends will succeed in bringing together a large and interesting

collection of exhibits on that evening.

M. J. Posl<in is again President of the Societe Entomologique
Namuroise with M. Lambillion as Vice-president. M. le baron
Georges de Crombrngge de Picquendaele is the Honorary President.

SOCIETIES.
Entomological Society of London.— October Isf, 1913.—Herr

Wilhelm Junk, 68, Sachsische-strasse, Berlin, W. 15, was elected a
Fellow of the Society.

—

Haplothorax buechellii.—Mr. H. F.
Bartlett exhibited a specimen of Haplothorax burc/tellii found under a
stone on the lower part of Flagstaff Hill, St. Helena, on March 25th,
1913. Larval and Imaginal Embiid.^ from Tunisia and Algeria.
—Mr. P. A. Buxton exhibited specimens (sp. as yet undetermined)
from various localities in Tunis and Algeria and from the coast to south
of the Atlas Mountain. Remarkable Coleopterous Palpi.—Mr. E.
E. Green exhibited a Drilid (?) beetle, from Ambalangoda, Ceylon,
with remarkable elongate spatulate mandibular and maxillary palpi.

Braconid silk.—Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited, on behalf of Mr. G. T.
Lyle, some silk wound from a Braconid cocoon, together with
specimens of the cocoons themselves. Coniopterygid cocoons.—Mr.
C. B. Williams exhibited specimens of the cocoons of the three

British Coniopterygids. Mimicry in relation to Geographical
Distribution.—Dr. F. A. Dixey exhibited several boxes of Lepidoptera
in illustration of the geographical relations in Mimicry. Papilio
dardanus. Brown, bred in S.E. Rhodesia by Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton.
—Prof. Poulton read an extract from a letter written from Chirinda,

S.E. Rhodesia, August 28th, 1913, by Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton, and
said that Mr. Swynnerton's breeding experiments showed that the
hippocoon form at Chirinda in S.E. Rhodesia is, genetically, just as

predominant as the cenea form is in the Durban district. An imported
Japanese Locustid.—Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited, on behalf of Dr.
Burr, a specimen of Diestrainmena viarmorata, Haan, a Stenopelmatid
Locustid from Japan, which occurs alive in Relf's Nursery at St.

Leonards. Araschnia levana in the Forest of Dean.—Mr. H.
Rowland-Brown, brought for exhibition an example of Araxchina levana,

sent him by Mr. T. Butt Ekins of Penarth, who said that he had captured
it at the end of May this year on the outskirts of the Forest of Dean.
An aberration of Colias edusa.—Comm. J. J. Walker exhibited a 5
Cnliaa edusa, F., taken by himself in the Isle of Sheppey, August 21st,

1918, in which the margin of the hindwings was almost entirely clear

golden-yellow. An imported Syntomid.—Comm. Walker also exhibited

a specimen of a Ceraniidia near C. chloropleiiia, Druce, taken by a lady

in a fruiterer's shop in North Oxford, no doubt imported with fruit.

Scarce and aberrant Coleoptera.—Comm. Walker also exhibited the

following Coleoptera :— (1) A short series of the very rare Halticid

beetle rsi/llioiles cyanoptera, 111. (2) A specimen of Coccinella 10-

pimctata, L., var. contiuens, Harr., and another very curious aberration

of the same beetle with golden-yellow spots. (3) The very rare S of

Malthodes atoiinis, Thorns. (4) A monstrosity of Haliplus covjinis,

Steph., with three perfectly developed tarsi on the right-hind leg. A
Collection of Catocalids.— Mr. Dadd exhibited a collection of
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Catocalids, containing most of the European species. Mr. Durrant
exhibited, on behalf of Mrs. W. C. Boyd, a series of specimens of British

Lepidoptera of great historical interest which she is presenting to the

British Museum. Aberrations of Lepidoptera from the Guildford
District.—Mr. H. 0. Holford exhibited a specimen of CoenonympJia
paniphilioi of abnormally large size, and a $ of Ematnnia atomaria,

almost without markings. Butterflies from the Tyrol.—Mr. D.

Pearson showed a drawer of butterflies taken this summer in the

Tyrol, including specimens of the large Tyrolean form of Poli/onimatus

aiiiandus, and a series of Erebia euryale var. ocellarh. The following

papers were read :
—" Illustrations of Specific Differences in the

Saws of Female Dolerids," by Eev F. D. Morice, M.A., F.E.S.
" Additions and Corrections to my List of the FJiopalocera of

Trinidad (1904)," by W. J. Kaye, F.E.S. " On the Urticating

Properties of Porthciiia siinilu," by H. Eltringham, M.A., F.E.S.
October 15th, 1913.—The following gentleman were elected Fellows

of the Society :—Messrs. Edward 0. Armitage, Geelong, Victoria,

Australia ; F. W. Cragg, M.D., Capt. I.M.S., King Institute of

Preventive Medicine, Saidapet, Madras ; Walter James Dow, The
Cottage, Lynwood Avenue, Epsom ; Leslie John William Newman,
Dept. of Agriculture, Perth, W. Australia. The Evolution and
Distribution of Asymmetrical Indo- Australian Passalid^.—Mr. F. H.
Gravely, who was present as a visitor, exhibited lantern slides

illustrating the evolution of asymmetrical from symmetrical forms of

Indo-Australian PassaUdae. A new Genus of Mymarid.e.—-Mr. F.

Enock exhibited photographs of the $ and $ of a new Mymarid,
which he had named Neurotes iridescem. It is closely allied to Haliday's

genus Limacis, and he had placed it at the head of the British

Mipiiaridae. Rare Myrmecophilous Diptera.— Mr. Donisthorpe

exhibited specimens of the rare myrmecophilous Diptera :—1. Platij-

phora lubbocki, Verrall, two specimens bred out of his observation nest

of Formica sanyiiinea. He expressed his opinion that his two speci/nens

had hatched from pupje of F. fusca given to the sawndnea colony as

slaves. 2. .Fjiiirpnatias blattoides, Meinert. A specimen of this curious

little apterous Dipteron was taken in a nest of F. fusca at Nethy Bridge,

July 21st. 3. Peyerimholfia brachyptera, Kieft"., taken in a nest of Lauaa
alienus on Lundy Island, June 9th. Scotch Zyg^enids.—The Hon. N.

Charles Rothschild exhibited specimens of Anthrocera (Zyyaena) jilipen-

(hdae from the Isle of Lismore, Scotland, and an example resembling

them from Folkestone. Chrysophanus dispar, var. rutilus. Also

specimens of Chrysophanus dispar var. rutilus from Hungary and other

localities. Chrysophanus dispar, var. rutilus and forms of Agriades
coridon.—Mr. H. Rowland-Brown brought for exhibition examples of

Clirysophanus dispar var. rutilus, captured by him in the marshes of

the Gironde below Bordeaux, to compare with the much larger form
taken in Hungary by Mr. N. C. Rothschild. He also exhibited specimen
of Ayriades coridon var. si/ngrapha, Kef., taken in the Chiltern Hills

on August 9th, 1913, being the first ever recorded therefrom ; with
several examples of the variety taken by him at Dompierre-sur-Mer,
Charente-Irrferieure, and an example of the form semisyngrapha, Tutt.

Smerinthus populi.—Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited four gynandro-
morphous specimens of Suierinthus populi, three with the left side 2
and right side <? , and one vice versa. Agriades coridon. —Mr.
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Newman also exhibited four curious 2 specimens of A. coridon, three

having the right pair of wings much smaller than the left and heavily

dusted with blue scales, the left side being normal ; also one specimen
similar but vice versa. Gynandromorphous Gonepteryx cleopatra.—
Capt. E. B. Purefoy exhibited a short series of G. cleopatra which
included two gynandromorphous specimens. An Irish Pterostichus
ATERRiMus.—Dr. G. W. Nicholson showed a specimen of Pterostichus

aterri)tiiis, Pk., from Cloverhill, Co. Cavan. The only other Irish

record is from the Co. Cork. Aberration of Telchinia viol^.—Mr.
E. E. Green exhibited a transfer of a remarkable aberration of

Telchinia violae, Fab., taken by Mr. G. Halkett, in the district of

Kurunegala, Ceylon. He also showed transfers of the normal form.

Parasitised Jassid^e.—Also Jassidae from Ceylon, parasitised by an un-
determined species of Gonatopus. Acanthocinus .edilis from Bow.—
The Kev. G. Wheeler exhibited on behalf of Miss Macbride a number
•of living specimens of the Longicorn beetle A. aedilis, L., taken at

Bow. Butterflies from the Sudan.—Dr. Longstaff exhibited on
behalf of Mrs. Waterfield, a box of Sudanese Pierine Butterflies taken

by her, and on which she contributed notes. Insects bred by Mr.
W. A. Lamborn from the nests of Hymenoptera Aculeata.—The
material of the following observations made at Moor Plantation was
exhibited by Prof. Poulton. 1. A male Megachile cincta (September
17th), and the Cantharid beetle Zonitis eborina, Fahr, (September 17th).
*' A nest made by Megackile was found in an outhouse on June 5th,

1913. A Megachile emerged on September 17th, and a bright pink
beetle left the same cell on the same day." 2. Odynerus sp. inc.

(September 17th) :—" A large mud nest, which I thought belonged
to Megachile, was found in an outhouse July 24th. A small wasp
emerged on September 17th." 3. kiemoXQ Matilla jioralis,\i\\io.—

.

" This female Mutillid emerged July 26th, from a mud nest, probably
that of Sceliphron spirifex, L., found July 14th." 4. Chrijsis {Tetra-

I'hnjsis) sp. inc. (July 26), Chrgsis [Tetrachrysis) Igncea, F. (August 3rd),

and Sceliphron spirifex, L., J (July 31st). All three inects emerged at

the recorded dates from "mud nest of S. spirifex, found in my store

July 20th."

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.— October 20th,

1913. Exhibitions.—Mr. W. Mansbridge brought a long bred series

of Hadena glauca from Burnley, some of which shewed a strong

melanic tendency ; also from Burnley the melanic variation of

Ematurga atumaria, Hgria rnaricata, purple form, and Caenongmpha
tgphon var. rothliebii from Witherslack ; Nyssia zonaria from the

Crosby Sandhills and the insects captured on the occasion of the

Society's Field Meeting at Mold, on June 7th, 1913, including
Lobophoraviretata, Cnephasia )iiusciilana, Capua favillaceana, Arggrolepia

hartinanniana and Agriopis aprilina (larva). Mr. R. Tait showed a
long and variable series of the beautiful melanic form of Boaniiia
repandata from Pennaenmawr, also bred Agrotis lucernea from the

same district ; varieties of Abraxas grossiilariata, including ab. varleyata

bred from various localities in 1913 ; Aplecta nehulosa var. robsoni and
Geonietra papiliomaria from Delamere ; tiecatera serena and Calligenia

miniata from Sussex. Mr. Tait also gave an account of his collecting

holiday in Sussex, from which it appeared that Lepidoptera had been as

•difficult to obtain in the South of England as in the North during
the past summer. Mr. Johnson exhibited a long and fine series of
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C. typhon, including some very dark forms from Witherslack, also
Acidalia fumata, Nisoniades leases, and Aricia [Lycaena) inedon (astrarche)

from the same place. Dr. P. F. Tinne, various species of autumn
Lepidoptera from the North of Ireland, including a nicely varied series of
Cidaria trimcata, several being the var. centumnotata. AH the members
present reported a very poor season from a collector's point of view.

November 11th, 1913.—Elections.—Messrs. W. Bowater, B.D.S.,
F.E.S., Brandon Lodge, Russell Road, Moseley, Birmingham, and
Arnold W. Hughes, 33, Dacy Road, Everton, Liverpool, were
elected members.

—

Paper.—Dr. P. F. Tinne read a paper entitled

"Insects concerned in the Pollination of Plants," in which he dealt
very thoroughly with the part played by insects in this important
process. Interesting examples were given, chiefly drawn from the
Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera, as to the methods of the various
species ; he described the structure of the floral organs of plants which
facilitated the operations of the insect principally concerned in the
pollination, and also indicated how unwelcome or inefficient visitors

were repelled and imprisoned, or otherwise prevented from interfering

with the process. Mr. W. A. Tyerman, a fine bred series of Notodonta
droviedarius var. perfusca, Dianthoecia nana, D. cncubali, and Phibalap-
teryx vittata from the Southport district, also Sphinx convolvidi, Nenieo-

phila plantaginis, and Callbnorpha dominula. A specimen of

Chaerocavipa nerii captured by a farmer near Ainsdale, on September
14th, 1913 ; it was in a very dilapidated condition, bftt easily recognisable,

and it forms a very interesting addition to our county list. Comparison
OF T. VARiATA AND T. oBELiscATA.—Mr. "S^ . Mansbridge showed a short
series of Tliera variata, and pale forms of T. obeliscata for comparison.

December 15th.—Annual Meeting of the Society held at the Royal
Institution, Co quit St., Liverpool, the President, Mr. F. N. Pierce, in

the chair. Election.—Mr. John Wilding, 52a, OrrellLane, Liverpool,

was elected a member. Election of Officers.—The following

memberswere elected Officers and Council for next year :

—

President,

R. Wilding. Vice-Presidents, F. N. Pierce, F.E.S., R. Newstead,
F.R.S., M.Sc, J. R. le B. Tomlin, M.A., F.E.S., H. R. Sweeting, M.A.
Hon. Treasurer, J. Cotton. Librarian, F. N. Pierce. Bon. Secretarrj,

Wm. Mansbridge, F.E.S. Council, L. West., H. S. Leigh, F.E.S.,
A. E. Gibbs, F.L.S., F.E.S., A. W. Boyd, M.A., F.E.S., C. E. Stott,

P. F. Tinne, M.A., S. P. Doudney, Wm. Webster, R. S. Bagnall,

F.L.S., F.E.S. Presidential Address.—Mr. F. N. Pierce delivered

the Presidential Address taking for his subject " The Hairs and Scales

of Lepidoptera." He described in detail his original observations

upon this branch of insect morphology and illustrated the same by
many drawings and microscopic preparations. In the course of his

remarks he described a difference he had found between certain scales

in Tephrosia crepnsciilaria and T. biundidaria and stated that this was
the only difference of a structural character he had been able to

discover in these two species. A Record for the North of England.
—Mr. R. Wilding brought a specimen of PUibolia bipnnctaria for exhibi-

tion and stated that it was taken by himself so long ago as July, 1880,

but he had never before recorded it. Captured at West Kirby, this is

the second record of this unlikely moth for our two counties. Colour
photographs of Lepidoptera.—Dr. J. Cotton showed a number of

colour photographs of Lepidoptera by the Paget process, and pointed

out the advantages of these plates over the older processes.
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Photo. F. X. Clark.

Neuration 01- Ebebl\, 1, 2, 3, lefebvkei. 4, 5, melas.
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Erebia lefebvrei, Bdv., on Canigou. {With ji re idates.)

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.E.S.

Mr. Bethune-Baker has afforded me the opportunity of examining
a number of specimens of Krebia lefebvrei taken by him on the Canigou
in 1912. He remarked about them that it was practically impossible
to distinguish most of these specimens from E. welas from Greece.
Staudinger makes the same remark as to the form axtiiT in his Cataloi/.

(1901). To this I could only answer that I felt no reasonable doubt
that they were lefebvrei, and that they could hardly possibly be vielas,.

but must confess that I said this on the assumption that all Erebias
of this facies in the Pyrenees were E. lefebvrei, that I had not, how-
ever, examined the Canigou form, and that they might conceivably be
distinct, though almost certainly not welas. In the result of an exami-
nation of the 3 appendages and of the neuration, they agree absolutely

with E. lefebvrei and differ, of course, as absolutely as it does from E.
melas.

I presume the reason Mr. Bethune-Baker referred the matter to

me was, that he has a sufficiency of other irons in the fire, as his

authority on matters of anatomical detail is unapproachable.

I overhauled some of my specimens made some sixteen years ago,

and examined also the appendages of some of the lefebvrei from the
Canigou and also of astiir from the Picos de Europa.

The appendages of lefebvrei c? present so much variation in the
armature of the clasps, and Mr. Clark has made such excellent photo-

graphs of many of them, that I cannot refrain from presenting figures

of some of these. (Plates VIII. -IX.) There is no doubt that many
times the number would not show any two precisely alike. I have
never met with an exact duplicate. I put with them photographs of

the appendages of E. acipio, and of E. pronoe, which species make the

nearest approach in this matter to A', lefebvrei.

E. scijjio is very like E. lefebvrei, the shoulder of the clasp is less

prominent in reality, but is more so in so far that the body above it

is more slender. The head in E. scipio is rounded and surrounded by
spines, in E. lefebvrei it has a terminal larger spine, after the manner
so pronounced in E. xti/ijne. E. pronoe is very similar, it has the

terminal head spine like Ej. lefebvrei (and stygne), but the body and
shoulder of the clasp are much lower ; E. neoridas is almost identical.

To return to the relation of E. lefebvrei to E. melas, I am tempted to

quote the chapter on " Snakes in Ireland," and say there is none. In

vielas we have no .s(//r/»6-like spine on the head of the clasp and there

is no shoulder, it is represented by one very small spine, sometimes b}''

a second, rarely by none, and then it is indistinguishable from nerine,

which sometimes has, more usually is without, this spine. In the

figure the more usual forms of the head are as in figs. 13 melas, 16

nerine, but melas fig. 14 ]S seen to have the spines on the head

disposed precisely as in nerine fig. 16, Plate XI. Nerine is, in fact, not

a distinct species, but a geographical race of inelas, more probably vice-

versa, but }iielas is the older name.
The neuration in Erebia is tolerably uniform and there is nearly

as much variation within the limits of one species as between distinct

species. The difterence between lefebvrei and melas is slight, and not

constant. In the photographs on plate XII. it is not easy to say there

May 15th, 1914.
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is any difference between the foi-ewings of fig. 2 lefehvrei, and fig. 4

inelas. These are in some degree exceptional. In melas, fig. 4 is a

fairly usual example and agrees with fig. 5 in having veins 6, 7, and
10 well separate at their origins. In lefehvrei, fig. 2. it will be seen

that though vein 10 is well separate, vein 6 is not. The most usual

form in lefehvrei is shown in fig. 3, in which veins 7 and 10 originate

almost together. But frequently they quite coalesce at their origins

and vein 10 may arise from vein 6, even a considerable way along it

as in fig. 1. In melai^ the origin of vein 10 is fairly constant as in the

figures presented. In the hindwing there is no appreciable difference

unless it be that, similarly to the forcAving, veins 6 and 7 are rather

closer together in lefebcrei.

The essential difference between the two species then is, that in

E. iiiela^, the forewing has veins 6, 7, and 10, well separate in origin

from the cell, and varies little and rarely from that arrangement.

K. lefebvrei may be almost the same as E. nielas but rarely, usually

either vein 6 or vein 10 arises in common or almost in common with

7 or even arises out of that vein ; it is more variable than melas.

EXPLAXATION OF PlATES.

Male appendages x 16.

Plate 8.
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Antenna' twelve-jointed. Scape shorter than the second joint of funiculus,

which is very long. The funiculus thickens slightly towards the end, but forms
no club. Mandibles short, narrow, blunt at end, without teeth. Wings clear,

radial cell open.
Thorax coarsely rugose. Pedicel and gaster smooth and shining. Whole body

with long whitish hairs.

Black; legs dark brown, joints and tarsi paler.

L., 3-7mm.-4.5mm. . . . L. acervontm, (s.str.), Fabr.

Antennae thirteen-jointed. Scape much longer than second joint of funiculus,

which is as short as the others following. The last four joints form a narrow club.

Mandibles broad at end, dentate. Antennas sparsely clothed with hairs, legs

almost without hairs. Wings clear, radial cell closed.

. . . L. tubermn, Fabr.

Joints 2-5 of funiculus about twice as long as broad. Head finely rugose ;

mesonotum smooth and shining. The petiole viewed in profile somewhat raised

in centre
;

post-petiole about as high as long. Epinotum without tooth-like

tubercles.

Brown-black ; mandibles, antennje, legs, and extremity of gaster, yellow, more
or less clear.

L. 2-5mm.-3-2mm Sub.-sp. nijlanderi, Foerst.

I have not been able to see a British S of ni/laiuleri, and so far as

I know, one has never been tal\en in this country. The specimen in

the Saunders Collection, in the British Museum, has the funiculus

joints not so long as in tuberum, (s.str.), but I have followed ForeP" and
Emery in the description. ForeP^ says that the small ni/laiideri have

^0 F. cle la Suisse, p. 88.
21 loc. cit., p. 89.

these joints almost as broad as long. I have not been able to see a ^
.of coi ticalis, nor even a description of it. In the iSmith collection in

the British Museum is a (?* from Naples, labelled " curticalis var.," of

which the following is a description ;

—

Joints 2-5 of funiculus much longer than broad. Head rugose; mesonotum
smooth and shining between the converging lines

;

pedicel slightly rugose, and
shaped as in lujlanderi ; gaster smooth and .shining

;
epinotum with slight tooth

Jike tubercles. Too faded to judge of colour.

Pedicel of L. ntjlauderi j

(Continental).

Joints 2-5 of funiculus longer than broad. Mandibles quadridentate. Head,

mesonotum and pedicel, finely rugose. Gaster smooth and shining. Petiole even

more elongate and cylindrical than in tuberum, {s.str.). Epinotum without tooth-

like tubercles.

Brown-black ; mandibles, antennae, and legs clear pale yellow.

L. 2-5mm.-2-7mm Sub-sp. affinis, Mayr.

From 3 J (J taken by Donisthorpe at Yvorne in 1912. I have

been unable to find a description of thist^ .

•Joints 2-5 of funiculus twice as long as broad. Mandibles quadridentate.

Head, mesonotum and pedicel finely rugose. Gaster smooth and shining. I^etiole

viewed in profile slightly raised in centre and rounded on top, postpetiole slightly

longer than high. Epinotum with two blunt tooth like tubercles.
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Brown-black ; mandibles, antennre, and legs paler.

L. 2-5mra.-3-2mm. . . . Siib-sp. tuhenim (s.str.), Fabr.

Pedicel of L. tuhenim (s.str.), i

(Continental).

Pedicel of L. tuherum [s.str.), i

(British).

Joints 2-5 of funiculus much longer than broad, but not so long as in the

preceding. Mandibles quinquidentate. Head, thorax and pedicel finely rugose j

gaster smooth and shining. Epinotum without tooth-like tubercles.

Brown-black ; mandibles, antennae, and legs paler.

L. 2-7mm Sub-sp. iii/^fnon, (s.s^r.), Fabr. Var. passing to Mifer-

Tuptits, Sch.

From two $ s from the Seaton colony.

Joints 2-5 of funiculus as broad as long. Mandibles quadridentate. Head,
thorax, and pedicel finely rugose ; mesonotum sometimes somewhat smooth in

front. Gaster smooth and shining. Petiole viewed in profile rising from the

anterior end to a high point, descending vertically, then continuing horizontally

to its junction with postpetiole, which is higher than long. Top of petiole broad
and flat. Epinotum with two blunt tooth-like tubercles.

Brown-black ; mandibles, antennae, and legs paler.

L. 2-5mm Sub-sp., interruptus, Sch.

From S s from the New Forest colony, and descriptions and
drawings by Forel and Emery. There seem to be very few of these

(^ s in collections; Forel, when sending me a description of the

pedicel, mentions that he has only one, and Emery possesses two,

which came from Forel. The form of the pedicel distinguishes this

^ from any of the others, and led me to consider the New Forest

specimens a distinct sub-species and not the var. tnhero-a (finis, For.,

Pedicel of L. interruptus i .

(British).

Pedicel of L. interruptus <?

(Continental).

since the pedicel of affiniti is even more elongate than in tuherum^

(s.str.), and still further removed from the New Forest specimens. The

descriptions and drawings from Forel and Emery show the pedicel of
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the continental interruptus to be similar to that of the New Forest

specimens, and the single interniptns $ in the Saunders collection in

the British Museum (ex coll. Smith, from Schenck), has a similar

pedicel. The short joints of the funiculus are also characteristic.

Joints 2-5 of funiculus longer than broad (not so long as in tuherum, (s.sfv.)).

Mandibles quadiidentate. Head, mesonotuin, and pedicel finely rugose. Gaster
smooth and shining. Pedicel as in tuberuvi, (s./^tr.). Epinotum without tooth-like

tubercles.

Brown-black; mandibles, antennse, and legs paler.

L. 2-5mm.-3-5mm. . . . Sub-sp. unifasciatits, Latr.

From a single 3 from Bondroit, measuring 3-Omm. The other

measurements are from Forel--. Schenck*', speaking of the pedicel,

says, " Der stiel ist lang, die knoten diinn, besonders der erste, sehr

verliingerte und fast walzenformig." This applies equally well to

tiibeniin, (s.str.).

Erebia inanto and E. gavarniensis. {Wit/i a plate.)

By B. C. S. WARREN, F.E.S.

Owing to my absence from home for four months I have been
unable to reply sooner to Dr. Chapman's criticism, in the February
number of the Magazine, of my article on the above-mentioned species

{Ent. Bee, vol. xxv., p. 278).

Dr. Chapman contends that f/avaiiiienfii^ is onljr a geographical race

of Dianto. There does not seem to me to be sufficient ground for this

contention, so far as the present evidence is concerned.

Dr. Chapman now finds that there is nothing in the genitalia to

distinguish the two insects, but that in both there is considerable

variation on similar lines. This, by itself, could not be taken as

conclusive proof, and especially not in this case, where, as Dr. Chapman
tells us, the male appendages in ligea and enryale (species admittedly
distinct from vianto) show no further differences either.

With the various points of difference Avhich I gave in the neuration

of the two species. Dr. Chapman does not agree, so it Avill be necessary

to consider these again. In the plate which Dr. Chapman used to

illustrate the neuration, the specimens of iiianto are, in two cases,

exactly the same size as those of i/avarniensis, and the others only very

slightly smaller. This is most unusual, as manto does not vary very

greatly in size, such specimens being quite abnormal. I, therefore,

give another plate made from specimens of average size. This average

being taken not merely from the specimens in my own collection, but

also from the large amount of material in the collection of the late

Mr. Fison, of Charpigny.
A careful examinatton of a great number of specimens has shown that

in its neuration mantn varies much more than I thought it did, or, indeed,

thought it possibl}' could. In one case I found nervure five missing

on both hindwings (see PL XIII. , figs. 16 and 17). The points mentioned
below do not always occur, but as they were present in about five-sixths

of the specimens examined, one ca,n but take them as typical of the

*2 loe. cit., p. 89.
23 Beschr. Naasaii. Am., 1852, p. 103.
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species. It is, of course, possible to produce individual specimens in

which any one particular point is wanting, but in these cases two or

three of the others are present. I have added fig. 8 to illustrate this,

showing the rarer position of nervure 6, figs. 1 to 7, being typical.

In this specimen the other points were all typical.

FoREwiNGs.-—(1) Curvature of the veins.—This I find varies too

much in manto to be of any use. My note, however, referred to the

forewings only, but as it was given under the heading " forewing," I

did not think it necessary to state this again. Dr. Chapman took for

his example a vein in the hindwings.

(2) Form of discoidal nervules, between nervures 4 and 6.—My
point here was the shape of the end of the discoidal cell. The nervules

being straighter in (javarniensia gives this a fiat appearance, in manto it

is generally more curved. Here again, however, there is too much
variation in manto to use this point.

(3) Sizes of discoidal cells.—Dr. Chapman appears to have misread

my notes. He takes my point as "cell broader in manto,'' and continues,
" My figures show cell narrower in manto.'' From this I gather that

he thinks I am drawing a difference by comparing the actual size of

the cell in one insect with that of the cell in the other. This, unless

dealing with a species absolutely constant in size, would surely have

been a most futile comparison. What I wrote of f/avarmeusis was,
" cell one-third as broad as the length," and of manto, " cell a little

more than one-third as broad as the length." This, obviously, was

not the same thing as to state that in width the cell measured more in

manto than in (/ararniensis, but to show that in manto it was broader in

proportion to its le.nijth than in fiai^arniensis. The same applies to the

length; and measurements from the specimens from which the photo-

graph was made, and many others, give us the following results :—In

manto length of cell slightly less than half that of the wing (as an

average in the proportion of about eight-and-a-half to nineteen), and a

little more than one-third as broad as the length (about three to eight-

and-a-half). In iiararnientiis we get the cell almost exactly half the

length of the wing (eleven to tAventy-two), and slightly less than one-

third as broad as the length (three-and-a-half to eleven). This shows
somewhat more clearly what my previous notes were meant to state,

that in the smaller insect the discoidal cell is slightly shorter and
broader in proportion to the size of the wing than in the larger one.

(4) Proximity of nervures 6 and 8, joined in origin in manto.-—Dr.

Chapman remarks, "this is not the case." Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

show most distinctly that it is.

Hindwings.— (5) Discoidal cell less sharply angled than in )nanto.—
Dr. Chapman remarks, " I can see no difference." In f/avarniensis the

disco-cellular nervules between nervures 4 and 6 form an absolutely

straight un-angled line. In manto the junction of nervure 5 causes

an angle, either inwards or outwards, as the case may be, which com-
pletely destroys the look of flatness which is so marked in (/aramiensis.

Even in the case where nervure 5 is absent in manto the angle remains.

Again, in manto, the angle in the median nervure, where nervure 2

rises, is decidedly more marked than in i/ararniensis. Measurements
of the specimens from which the photograph was made show the angle

in manto to vary from 155° to 157°, and in r/ararniensis from 160° to

162°.
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(6) Nei'vures 6 and 7 rising closer together and ending further

apart than in iiianto.—Here Dr. Chapman again misinterprets my notes,

and makes it merely a question of whether the actual distance in one
specimen between 6 and 7 is greater or less than the same distance in

another. My object was to illustrate the position of nervure 6, which
is differently placed in the two species. In i/avarniemh it rises as

nearly as possible half-way between 5 and 7, and ends five-eighths of the

way from 7. In niauto it rises always iiioi-e than half-way from 7, and
in the majority of cases two-thirds of the way between 5 and 7, and
ends exactly half-way between the two.

(7) Nervure 5 further from 6 in (/avaminifiis.—Dr. Chapman again
says he sees no difference, but the point has just been proved in show-
ing the position of 6. Only one-third of the distance between 5 and 7
separates 5 from 6 in iiianto, while in i/ararnieusis they are half the
distance apart. Reference to the plate shows these last two points
very clearly.

I have added figs. 9, 18, 25, and 26 to show the neuration of E.
oeiiie. In the genus Krebia, with so many very closely allied species,

one does not expect to find very great differences in the neuration, but
I was surprised to find that between oe}ne and vianto there is almost
none. Indeed, the only difference I am able to find is the position of

nervure 6 in the hindwing. As five of my seven points remain un-
affected by Dr. Chapman's criticism, it is evident that, on the neuration,

(lararniends has a stronger claim to separation from viantn than has
ociiie.

The ground colour of the undersides of the males is next dealt

with by Dr. Chapman. He states that specimens of the var. caecilia,

in his possession, from the Lower Engadine, approach much nearer
(/avariiiensis than type iiiniito : and also that forms of hututo, in this

series, are darker than the usual type.

In the Fison collection there is a long series of manto from all over
Switzerland. To mention some of the localities: Mollis, Ctn. Glarus;
Dischma-tal ; Val Rosegg ; Gd. Mythen ; Sefineutal ; Miinnlichen

;

Dent du Midi; Emaney ; above Gryon ; etc.— in all, about 130
specimens of the type and var. caecilia, and all sorts of intermediate
vars.

Among the type J s there are, perhaps, a dozen specimens which
have lost the mahogany suffusion in the basal half of the forewings.
Of the var. caecilia, there are ten which agree exactly with my own,
i.e., the markings obsolete, and the mahogany colouring of the type
unaltered ; and six which have lost it, to a certain extent, in the basal
area of the forewings. In the numerous intermediate forms there are
several which show this partial absence of colouring in the forewings,
and also slightly in the hindwings ; but, out of the lot, there is not
anything which could be said to approach t/ararniem^i^, nor could I see

any sign of intermediate specimens, which had lost a fair amount of

markings, getting a darker ground colour. Of course, old specimens
(or worn ones) may appear to have lost the colouring, this being
particularly noticeable in faded specimens, but, in such cases, an
examination with a lens always shows the colouring has been there.

I have, of course, not seen Dr. Chapman's specimens, but conclude,
from what he says, that they must be a still darker var. of manto than
anything I have yet seen. When dealing with such an extraordinarily
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variable species ag mantn, there is nothing strange in the occurrence of

such specimens. Dr. Chapman does not mention any totally without
the mahogany coloration, but there is no reason why they should not

occur. If they do, however, they must be very rare, and I think the

specimens from the above list of localities prove that the type form
of coloration is the predominant one all over Switzerland. The fact

of tiianto producing varieties in which certain areas of the wing are

nearer the colour of (lavarnieims, and possibly, in very extreme cases,

somewhat resembling it, is very poor ground for uniting the two ; this

habit of one species developing varieties, which more or less resemble
another totally distinct species, is a common one in the genus Flrebia,

in many cases to a far more pronounced extent.

Dr. Chapman further notes of iiacarnienaify : "I have a specimen, a

^ , with a rusty blotch and two black spots. On the under surface

some rusty coloration is more frequent." Like most species in this

genus, (lavarnienus shows a certain amount of minor variation, but,

m a comparison of two species, these occasional aberrations are not of

much importance. The statement about the coloration of the under-
side would be misleading to a person unacquainted with the species.

The colour referred to is certainly more frequent on the under- than
on the upperside, where it is extremely rare, but it only amounts to

traces (and very slight ones at that) of the macular band. It does not
affect the ground colour in any way.

The last few lines of Dr. Chapman's article read :
" The chief

difierence between iiiaxto and (javarnieuHin is that the latter is larger,

or, rather, that many Hwiss forms of iiianto are very iiiuch smaller
(some being as large). Large size is, however, a characteristic of

various species as we approach and enter the Spanish region."

It would be more correct to say one of the chief differences is the
large size of (lavainienais, nor can this size be merely put aside as

owing to its habitat. It is well known that may species from the

Pyrenees are very fine, and larger than their central European repre-

sentatives ; but, as far as my experience goes, there is no constancy
about this increase in size. While some specimens are larger, one
finds with them quite normal sized ones, in about equal numbers.
Indeed, looking over the various series of Pyrenean butterflies in my
collection, I find that at least half the specnnens in each series are

of the same size as the ordinary central European ones. This is not
the case with (iavarnieim», its size being very constant.

There is another point of difference between the two which is

worth commenting on, viz., their habitats. Of f/avannensiK I write

merely from my knowledge of the species at Gavarnie, where it is

confined to an extremely limited area in the Val d'Ossoue. In other

places, when it occurs, it may be more widely distributed (it could

certainly not be less so), but, seeing that there is absolutely'' no reason

why it should not spread, both up and down the Val d'Ossoue (if it is

a species to which it is natural to do so), there does not seem to be

much reason for supposing it would show very great difference in this

respect in other localities. How very different from this is the case

of iiianto. In districts where it occurs, nothing apparently checks

its spread. All sorts of ground are equally acceptable to it, from the

bare rocks of the high Alps (it has a range of altitude of at least

3,500ft.) to the grassy slopes, thousands of feet lower down. One day
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•last summer T found it on the rough banks by the path side, leading

up to Lac Tanay, at a height of about 3,500ft. Farther up it was
abundant, on the banks of the little lake,* flying in grassy patches

among the fir trees, and in equal numbers, over a stretch of closely

grazed grass, which was rendered almost swampy by a small stream

flowing over it. This was just 4,600ft. up. Above the lake the path

wound up through an open fir wood, and all the way uicudo was to be

seen in hundreds. Somewhat below the wood, where numbers of

peasants were cutting the grass up the slopes, it was abundant too.

Above the wood there was no hay to cut, the long grass having given

place to the short alpine pastures, yet here, too, tiianti) swarmed in

every direction, and continued in fair numbers almost to the very top

•of the Grammont, at nearly 7,000ft. There is nothing untypical of

manto in this, one could give many other similar instances, nor is it

a complete list of the difterent kinds of places inhabited by manto.

To say the least of it then, does it not seem most unnatural that two
insects of such totally different modes of existence should be one and
the same species ?

The result of all this, if briefly summarised, gives us the following

:

Evidence for considering manto and (javarniensis one species:

—

(1) Similarity of the genitalia.

(2) Varieties of manto exist, which have lost some of the typical

mahogany colouring on the ^ underside, in extreme cases somewhat
resembling (/jvarniensis.

Evidence for separating them :

—

(1) Difference in the neuration, greater than that existing between

manto and oeme.

(2) Ground colour of S underside. Mahogany suffusion always

present in type manto, and present to a greater or less extent m at

least 95% of all varieties and aberrations. Never present in

gavarniensis

(8) Size. Large size of ;/avarniemi>i being constant.

(4) Habitats. Extremely varied in manto, with a great range in

altitude. Very specialised in gavarniensis.

From this I think it will be seen that there is no sufficient proof

for regarding these two species as one, especially when it is remem-
bered that both the points in favour of uniting them are to be found

in other distinct species, the second one to a very much more marked
extent.

I have used the name i/avarniensiH throughout, merely for the sake

of clearness, not from any wish to crowd another name into the

existing mass, if there already is an available one.

Explanation of Plate XIII.

Figs, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and
10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 E. manto.

Figs. 19, 20, 21. 22, 23, 24 E. gavarniends.

Figs. 9, 18, 25, 26 E. 'oeme.

Photoiiraph by F. ErUmann Montreux.

Lepidopterology. •

This Fasciculus is " A propos des races geographiques occidentales

de Parnassius apollo," and contains 84 plates with more than a

* Etudes de Lepidopterologie comparee, par Charles Oberthiir. Fasc. VIII.
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hundred figures of P. ajiollo, executed with that beauty and finish that

one has become so used to in these Ktiides that one ahiiost fails tO'

notice how excellent it fs. The text is introduced by some forty odd
pages occupied with one of those charming excursions, partly historical,

partly biographical, with which M. Oberthiir sometimes favours us.

Recalling how in vol. iv., in the dedication to his grandson, he
expressed the spirit which animated his later works, he now tells us how
50 years ago he first captured P. apnllo in the Cevennes, and thereon
discussed this form with his grandfather, in comparison with those
taken in Fribourg. The transition is easy to reminiscences not altogether

entomological, and he proceeds to give his fifteen grandchildren the
chief points in the traditions left by their forbears. He is certainly

correct in believing that his readers will find the presentation of these
memories of the family and the family profession, in a work that

relates to entomologists almost as much as to entomology, neither
irrelevant nor uninteresting.

The author's grandfather Francois Jacques Oberthiir was born in

Strasburg in 1793. He was an excellent artist, learned in human
anatomy, eminent in miniature-painting and as an engraver on copper.

At Fribourg, he directed artistic works for the publisher Herder, and
there he devoted himself to Entomology. He often told his grandson
of the chase of P. apollo in the mountains near Fribourg, and loved to

relate to him the delights of collecting in the Black Forest. Did
space permit it would be interesting to transfer to the Bhit. llecord

much of the account of the invention of Lithography by Aloys
Senefelder, and of the association with him of F. J. Oberthiir. There
is even a legend that an Oberthiir was the friend of Gutenberg, who
had no more devoted fellow-worker.

M. Oberthiir exclaims that the most imperative and honourable
duty of his descendants is to carry on the art of typographical and
lithographic printing which their ancestors practised in company with
such illustrious inventors. In this interesting relation we find M.
Oberthiir still displays strongly the poetic disposition, which Avas already

evident in his report on the Excursion of the Entomological Society of

France to the Cevennes in 1863 {Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1864), a report

full of an ardent admiration of nature, as of scientific and business

detail.

The discussion of the western forms of Pamafntiini apnllo is very full.

It appears that the race at Vernet-les-Bains is characterised by having
a great diversity of forms, forms that are in other localities, local,

distinctive and defined. In contrast with this polymorphic race of

the Eastern Pyrenees, forms such as cscalerae, lozerae, iiidliciilut< and
siciliae have each a very constant and comparatively uniform facias.

The discussion of the various western races is very complete, and
the figures render the text most easy to appreciate. M. Oberthiir

finishes the narrative with a hope of some time dealing with the

Eastern forms in similar fashion, but the very large mass of material,

which he says is necessary to do this adequately, indefinitely postpones
this further monument of scientific ardour.

Fasc. IX. (1st Partie) contains further figures of Phalaenites

described by Guenee, two figures of varieties of Artn/nniH pandora, one
a rather remarkable one, lilicina, Obthr. There are also six plates of

the types of Lepidoptera of California described by Boisduval in 1852
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and 1869 in the French and Belgian Annales. Except in one plate of

"skippers," these are all Lycapnids. M. Oberthiir has hastened the
appearance of these to assist several American entomologists who find

difficulty in being sure of the correct nomenclature of various species.

M. Oberthiir very properly observes how much this emphasises the
necessity for descriptions being accompanied by figures.

New Species of Syntomidae from Venezuela.

By W. J. KAYE, F.E.S.

EuCEREON MARA, n.Sp.

Palpi with basal joint yellow. Collar orange. Legs brown, with the inside

of the femur buff. Patagia brownish with some yellowish pubescence. Forewing
opalescent with blackish elongated spots. The veins pale yellowish. A large area
of blackish around the discocellulars, but broken up by the veins. Three pale
yellowish marks on the costa placed equidistantly. Outer margin with a series of

elongated blackish spots preceded by minute spots between veins 3, 4, and 4, 5.

Inner margin with an indistinct double row of blackish spots which are best

defined from base to middle. Hindwing opalescent, with the veins showing brown
near outer margin. Abdomen buff below, black above, with yellow spots at sides,

uniting on segments 9, 10, 11. The last segment black. Exp., 40mm.

Habitat.—Venezuela, Caracas.

Close to E. setosa, Sepp., but whiter.

EUCEREON APICAFLAVA, n.Sp.

Palpi greyish -black. Legs with white patches on outside of femur. Two con-

spicuous yellow spots behind the eyes. Collar grey
;
patagia brownish-grey with a

dark mark in the centre. Thorax whitish-grey. Abdomen dark blackish-grey,

the last segment pale yellowish-orange. Forewing grey mottled ; the veins all

darkly sealed. Costa with a dark patch above centre of cell, a large

blotch covering the discoidal area and reaching to the costa. A much indented

apical dark band succeeded by a macular narrow greyish-white band, succeeded by

a dark spot and finally a small greyish spot, which embraces the cilia. At tornus

an irregular patch of dark scaling. Hindwing dark blackish-grey, slightly trans-

lucent in the central area. Underside of forewing dark blackish-brown with a

whitish spot wholly within the cell, and a much broken whitish sub-apical band.
Exp., 46n\m.

Habitat.- —Venezuela, Caracas.

Close to E. xaiithiira, Schs.

EuCEREON SERVATOR, n.Sp.

Palpi second joint brown at base, fawn colour above ; third joint fawn colour.

Head and thorax buff, patagia brown. Collar very narrowly red. Abdomen very

dark brown, with segments 10, 11, vermillion red ; segments 6. 7, 8, 9, with red

scaling on sides only. Last segment dark brown, edged internally with red.

Forewing pale brownish-buff, with a dark central longitudinal fascia from base to

apex interrupted at veins 4 and 6. Inner margin pale brown. Outer margin with

a series of linear dark marks in the interspaces between the veins. Hindwing
pearly, semi-transparent. Abdomen below pale buff, except on last segment.

Exp., 44mm.

Habitat.—Venezuela, Caracas.

Close to patroua, Schs., but with hindwings wholly pearly.

TrICHURA FUMIDA, n.Sp.

Head black, with a few dark green scales in front and behind the eyes. Thorax

and patagia black, with some scanty green scaling. Legs black, except for a few

green scales on the middle of the femur. Abdomen black. Forewing dark smoky
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hyaline. The costa hyaline for two-thirds the length of cell, narrowly black thence
to apex. Diseoidal spot black, outer marginal band black, broader then costal
band. Inner margin very narrowly black. Hindwing bluish hyaline with the
apex broadly black, tapering rapidly and finishing at vein 2. Inner margin narrowly
black. Exp., 34mra.

Habitat.—Trinidad. St. Augustin, Nov. 13, 1913 (J. L. Guppy).

Close to 1\ esiiieralda, Wlk., but without metallic abdominal spots,

and smaller.

(MOLEOPTERA.
On April 2nd, 1913, my brother caught a specimen of hchnodea

sam/iiinicollis, and a few days later I caught another in the same
situation, namely, a hollow in an old elm in our garden. We also

found remains of a third and some Elaterid larvte, but these may have
been of some other species, since there were many elytra of other species

found in the hole, together with owls' pellets. We looked again this

year, but found nothing but a larva, which may or may not have been
Ischnodes.—J. Bateson, The Manor House, Merton.

®URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Mr. T. Bainbridge Fletcher has been appointed Imperial Ento-

mologist at the Agricultural Research Institute at Pusa.—M.B.
Andre Petrovich Senienoff-Tian-Shansky, Hon. F.E.S., has been

elected President of the Russian Entomological Society, in succession
to his lamented father, whose obituary appears on page 127.—M.B.

In the Fhit. Month. Ma(/. for March, Mr. G. C. Champion has
commenced an account of an excursion to southern Tunisia, with notes
on the Coleoptera, etc. As the Rev. F. D. Morice was also a member
of the party, no doubt we shall have an account of the Hymenoptera
of the districts visited. The outlying portions of the Palaearctic area

are gradually being explored biologically by our foremost enthusiasts

in Entomology. In this connection we understand that Messrs. W. G.
Sheldon and A. H. Jones have gone on a long tour to the seldom
visited districts of southern Russia.

In the PJnt. Neivs for March is an article on North American Tinea,

with descriptions of several new species, including an Ari/yrestJiia, by
Annette F. Braun. Many naturalisations take place in the western

continent, and, we presume, " imagoes " is one of them.
In the same periodical a somewhat " tall " story is reproduced.

It is stated in the New York Zoological Society's Bulletin that a

great many mound-building ants have established colonies near the

end of the shooting range at Lawton, Okla., and that the ants had
collected the stray shot with the tiny particles of granite to build their

mounds. More than 50 pounds of shot have been taken from the

mounds investigated.

Mr. A. A. Girault sends a communication to the Knt. Xeivs as to

the use of Naphthaline as an insecticide. In a powdered state he
applied it to both a kitten and an older cat which were badly infested

with fleas, and successfully expelled the vermin. The treatment, however,

slightly affected the cats, making them refuse their food for a day or

two and be somewhat inactive. The powder was rubbed into the fur
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and the vermin either went to the head, or dropped off in a comatose

state on to paper, where they were readily seen and dealt with.

The South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies will hold its

Annual Congress at Bournemouth from June 10th to June 13th. It

is to be hoped that when the full programme of papers is completed it

will be found that Natural History will not be so far in the back-

ground as it has been at the last two or three Congresses. The first

day, as usual, is the day of assembly and introduction to the town and
district. On each of the other days there will be three alternative

field meetings, botanical, geological and archaeological, in the afternoon.

The Conversazione is intended to be a great feature and combined
with it will be the exhibition of a large number of objects of local

interest which are in private collections and not usually open to

inspection. We hear that the whole of a very famous collection of

British butterflies and moths belonging to a well-known Bournemouth
resident, will be on view in one of the numerous rooms of the annexe.

The Congress bids fair to be an unusually successful one.

In the Entomologist for March, Mr, W. G. Sheldon gives an

account of the earlier stages of that local and beautiful Arctic butter-

fly Colias lieda, from material obtained by him on his trip to Porsanger

Fiord, in 1912. In the same magazine Mr. J. W. H. Harrison has

begun a series of articles on the species of Poecilopsis, a genus

established by himself for lappoiiaria and its congeners. This is an

account of a portion of the task Mr. Harrison has set himself, r/:., to

revise the " omnibus " genus Biston in Staudmger's Catalog, which he

says contains elements from no fewer than six distinct genera: Biston,

Leach; Lijcia, Hiib.; Ithijsia, Hiib.; Boecilopsis, Harr.; ApocJieiiiia, H.S.;

and Microbiaton, Stgr.

Two further publications of the United States National Museum
have recently come to hand. One, a ('ontribution towards a Monograph

of the Homopteroiis Insects of tlie Fanrihj Delpliacidae of North and South

America, by David L. Crawford, from which we quote the following

remarks, that are worth repeating, and should be borne in mind by all

modern students of systemic entomology. " There is such a thing,,

too, as 'splitting hairs' when it comes to classification, that is, drawing

the confining lines of generic groups and species so narrow that it

precludes any variation, and results in numerous genera and species-

with the minutest and often absurd diflerences separating them."

Many of our readers will, no doubt, endorse this statement fully. The-

second. Type Species of the Genera of Ichneumon Flies, by Henry L.

Viereck, which will, no doubt, be indispensable to those working in that

order. We note that twelve genera are introduced for the first time,,

and the type fixed, but without any diagnosis, and no reference is given

in any of the twelve cases, in contradistinction to every other genus

referred to. We cannot protest too much against the growing practice

of attempting to establish genera by publishing a non-significant name.

In No. 4 of this year's Bull. Sac. Ent. France, Mr. J. -J. Kiefier

describes two species of Myrmecophilous Hymenoptera, new to science^

discovered by our colleague, Mr. H. Donisthorpe, Aphanogmus

rngriHecnbi us, from W^eybridge, found with Foriirica fusca, and (Jonostigniua

fonuicaruni, from the New Forest and Nethy (wrongly spelt Netly),

Bridge, with Formica rufa.

Parts III. and IV. of the Ber. Ent. Zeit., the Transactions of the-
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Berlin Entomological Society, like almost every periodical for some
years, from the central area of the continent of Eiarope, exhibits

Parnasshis-vaama.. Herr Felix Bryk describes Parnattsius iiinoiwsi/ne

SLib-sp. u(/rjn))wvi as new from Jelabuga in the Wiatka province of

of east-central Russia. At the same time he describes and names no
less than five " forms " of the sub-species, mostly characterised by
the aberrant disposition of the veins, rlz., ab. interci(hitalis, ab.

kriilili-oirshi/, ab. acJtulzei, ab. si'r(/eji, and ab. syDiplecta. In a black and
white plate he figures the sub-species 3^ and 5 , the sub-species

craspi'dontis, the only form hitherto known from European Russia,

with ab. incerta, from the Caucasus, and ab. karjala. The figures of

ithe forms with aberrant neuration are also given.

In the April number of the Knt. Mitt., our colleague, Mr. G. T.

Bethune-Baker, contributed notes on the various species of Riiralidac,

from Formosa, and gives descriptions of several new species. Among
the species noted from this far eastern island we find " a single speci-

men of typical Celastrina ari/iohts taken at Suisharyo in February."

The Can. Ent. for January contains descriptions of a number of

new species of Xeptioda, and notes on several others, natives of North
America, by Annette F. Braun, Cincinnatti. Several figures are given

showing the characteristic mines of the species. In an article on the

Synonymy of Florida Lepidoptera Messrs. W. Barnes and J. M.
Dunnough "climb down " very considerably under "a grilling calcu-

lated to prevent less enthusiastic entomologists from ever again

•obtruding on the notice of the long-suffering entomological public," as

the}^ say. The castigation was at the hands of Prof. Dyar.

In the Revue Memnelle Naniiir for December Baron de Crombrugge
makes some interesting remarks on the life histories of Aiz/i/iolepia

(Plialonia) badiana and A. cnicana, Platyptilia goiiodactyla, Stenoptilia

pterodactyla and Coleophora vacciniella. The last a new species to the

Belgian fauna.

Mr. H. Donisthorpe is engaged in writing a monograph of the

British Ants. We understand that there will be full descriptions of

all the genera and species, with separate tables of the distinguishing

characters of males, females and workers. The ori<iinal descriptions

will be given, with a large number of references. Included will be a

full account of the distribution of the genera and species, both in

Britain and in the world. The habits of the various species, so far

as is known, will be described at length, and any peculiarities of

habitat and association. There will also be descriptions of the larvte

and pupa?, and the myrmecophiles of each species will be given.

Another part of the work will describe the external structure of the

insects with full details of the internal structure. Wherever possible,

comparison will be made with the allies of eacb species on the

continent of Europe and every use will be made of tbe work previously

done, both in Europe and in America. The volume will be illustrated

by plates giving figures of all the species and there will be numerous
text figures of critical details in the structure, etc. Mr. Donisthorpe

is also writing a second work dealing with the myruiecopbiles specially.

It is announced that Mr. F. M. Pierce's second volume, " The

Genitalia of the Uritish <_Ti'oinetridae," is in the hanils of the printers,

and that ere long we may expect it to be published. There will be

some 1570 outline drawings of about 280 species, practically every
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British species, and in this volume the female organs are illustrated as

well as the male. The prospectus says that the author "has attempted

to give a classification based entirely on the genitalia." This we
think somewhat of a mistake. Authors who have made such an

intensive investigation in one line of characters only, must of necessity

have a bias sufficient to much overweigh their estimation of the

taxonomic value of all other sets of characters. It would have been

better to take, say. Front's classification, as given in South's Moths of

the Brititih Isles, and merely to indicate where the inference from the

study of the genitalia pointed to an apparent want of co-ordination

with the remaining classificatory characters of the species usually

associated. We have seen a large number of the drawings prepared

for this work and we can only say that they are vastly superior to

those of the previous volume. In all the detail work, drawings and

microscopical preparations, the author has collaborated with our

colleague, the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, whose hearty, long-continued and

laborious help has been unreservedly placed at his disposal. The
study of the primary sexual characters has become so important of

late that no student, however little he does, but must have a com-

prehensively illustrated work, such as this will be, for reference. '

Not only does our colleague, Mr. J. R. leB. Tomlin, work deeply in.

study of British Coleoptera, but this year we find his name in the list

of the Council of the Malacological Society of Great Britain.

The annual volume of the R. Scuola Superiore d' A(iricoltura in

Fortici (Italy) has recently came to hand. It contains the record of

the economic work carried on in connection with the Laboratorio di

Zoologia Generale Agraria in Portici by F. Silvestri, A. Borelli, J. J.

Kieffer, G. Grandi, M. Bezzi, Count Turati, etc. Probably one of the

most important articles is one by Prof. Sylvestri, " Description of a

New Order of Insects," which order is named by him, Zoraptera.

The new family and genus are diagnosed, and named Zoioti/pidae and

Zorotiipus respectively. This is the result of his study of three very

small apterous insects. One Zorotiipus ceylonicns, sent him by Mr. E.

E. Green from Ceylon ; another, Z.jarauicus, from Mr. Jacobson, from

Java; and the third, Z. (luineensis, obtained by himself from the west

coast of Africa. There is a capital figure of the last-named species,

and many figures of details of the three species so far known. As
regards the systematic position of this order Prof. Silvestri states,

"I Zorapteri devono essere collocati vicino ai Blattoidei e agli Isopteri."

The National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural

Beauty have now made arrangements for the appointment of a watcher

for their property in Sedge Fen, Wicken, Cambridgeshire. Applications

for permission to visit this property should be addressed to A. H.
Evans, Esq., Secretary of the Local Committee, 9, Harvey Road,

Cambridge, or to S. H. Hamer, Esq., Secretary of the National Trust,

26, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
In the recent numbers of the Kiitoiii<do(/ist, Mr. H. Rowland-Brown

and the Rev. F. E. Lowe give an account of their holiday experiences

among the Lepidoptera of France in 1912-13, the foj'mer in the

Vercors, south of Grenoble, between the rivers Isere and Drome, and
in Alios and Larche, IJasses-Aipes, and the latter in the mountains

east of Marseilles, La Chaine de Sainte Baume, Provence. Mv. Lowe
met with I'oIi/oiiniiatKs dolus in some numbers, both of the type and
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also of the form vittata, distinguished by a white streak on the under-

side of the hindwing. As some of the examples taken had this

character but slightly developed, he names them ab. intermedia. To
an aberrant $ specimen oi Melitaea (lidj/ina, in which there is a "wide
expanse of clear colour on the disk of all wings, devoid of the usual

black markings. It is yellow, of the lightest occidentalis forms, . .

." be gives the name ab. u}0(idalena.

Prof. Cabeau, in the February number of the Revue Mensuelle of

Namur, discusses the forms of Linienitis i^opnli. He had noted that

the coloured figures given by Seitz, Berge, and Spuier agreed with

each other, and that they were in accord with the description given

by Stichel in the first-mentioned work, but that the coloured figures

given by the French authors, MM. Giraud, Berce, and DeyroUe,

although agreeing with one another, were of quite a different form from,

that of the German authors. M. Cabeau proceeded to obtain specimens

from Belgium, the North of France, and Dresden, and to make com-
parisons. He at once found that the form from the last-named

locality was clearly separably from that obtained from the two other

areas ; in fact, the writer says that, placed side by side, there appears

to be sufficient difference for them to be taken to be separate species.

The German form is not so black, the markings on the wings are

somewhat small, for the most part greyish and less conspicuous, while

the underside is of a sombre shade and nearly uniform. The
Belgian-French form, on the other hand, has white markings, which
are well developed and stand oat clearly on a deep black. Since the

former was probably the form known to Lmneus, and is more generally

distributed in the North European area, while the latter has a range

apparently restricted to Belgium and N. France, he suggests that the

German form is the true Li)i\eni.tis popiili, and that the latter form
should be known as var. heh/iensia, as it is practically confined to the

old Roman domain of the Belgi. M. Cabeau says that the form
hiicorinenfiu of Hormuzaki, from Roumania and Bukovina, is an
analagous form with further increase of size and white markings, and
with blue-tinted black on the underside.

Part IV. of the recently issued Transactions of tlie Entoiiinhxjical

Societ}/ of London for 1913, contains " New or little known Heterocera

from Madagascar " by Sir George Kenrick :
" On the Hymenopterous

genera Tric/io(fraiJiiiia, Westw., and Pentartliron, Riley," by R, C. L.
Perkins ;

" Psendacraea etiri^tns sub-sp. hoblei/i, Neave, its forms and

its models on Bugalla Island, L. Victoria, with other members of the

same combination," by Di. G. I). H. Carpenter; " Fsemlacraea

boisduvali, Doubl., and its models, with especial reference to Bugalla

Island," by Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter; "The inheritance of small

variations in the pattern of PapiUu dardanus, Brown," by Dr. G. D.

H. Carpenter ;
" Notes on Central American Coleoptera," by G. C.

Champion ;
" New S. American Butterflies," by W. F. H. Rosenberg;,

"The Cnlicidae of Australia, I." by F. H. Taylor. There are fifteen

plates, two of which are coloured. In addition there are twenty pages

of the Proceedmgs of the ordinary meetings.

In the Canadian Pntinnolofjist for March, Prof. F. M. Webster
records another migratory band of Anosia /ile.viiijms, which passed over

Fort Moultrie, Sullivan's Island, near Charleston, S. Carolina, on

October 28th and 29th, 1918. They were going from north to south,.
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and as usual numerous individuals remained flying about after the

main migratory swarm had passed. The three previous records

which Mr. Webster has made were on September 21st, 1892, in and

about Cleveland, Ohio, September 12th, 1902, at Urbana, Illinois, and
September 12th, 1912, in Washington. He makes no suggestion as to

the reason of the migration of 1913 being more than a month later

than either of the three he had previously recorded.

In a recent separatum issued by the Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, United States National Museum, Mr. William Schaus

describes 136 new species of Noctuid moths from tropical America,

and he also describes several new genera. As to where these species

come in, and to what other species they are related, there is not the

remotest indication. The descriptions are perfectly abstract, without

the slightest indication of comparison with any previously existing

species. The new genera are not dift'erentiated from any existing

genera, and throughout the whole of some 60 pages, not a suggestion

of the previous existence of any species of the group is to be found.

In the six lines of introduction the author states, " They have been

carefully compared with the described species in the great European
collections." Surely the facts in this "careful comparison " should have

been given in full, and we go so far as to say that the descriptions are

worse than useless, when all the, to us, most important part is left out.

There should have been inserted clear indications to what species these

new ones were related, to what group in a genus they could be placed,

their special differential character or characters, and with the new
genera, tables to show where they come in, to what existing genera

they were related and what the group of characters were which justified

the creation of the new genus. We question whether the publication

can be made use of in the absence of the insects from which it was

drawn up and the museum series among which they have been inserted.

SOCIETIES.
Entomological Society of London.—November 5tJi, 1913.—Mr.

A. P. Semenoff Tian-Shanski was elected an Honorary Fellow in the

place of the late Prof. 0. M. Eeuter. The following gentlemen

were elected Fellows of the Society : — Messrs. Hugh W^arren Bedford,

Church Felles, Horley ; Harold S. Cheavin, F.R.M.S., F.N.P.S.,

Clematis House, Somerset Road, Huddersfield ; Charles Alban

William Duffield, Stowting Rectory, Hythe, and Wye College,

Kent; W. Egmont Kirby, M.D., Hilden, 46, Sutton Court Road,

Chiswick, W. ; Louis Meaden, Melbourne, Dyke Road, Preston,

Brighton ; F. V. Bruce Miller, Livingston, N. Rhodesia ; Alexander

David Peacock, 137, Wingrove Gardens, and Armstrong College,

Newcastle-on-Tyne; H. Ananthaswamy Rao, Curator of the Govt.

Museum, Bangalore, India ; Percival Nathan Whitley, New College,

Oxford, and Brankwood, Halifax. Title of the Society.—The
question of the change of title of the Society was opened for discussion

from the chair, but the preponderance of feeling appeared to be some-

what against any change. Wicken Fen.'—The President brought

before the meeting the necessity of forming a fund for the care of that

portion of Wicken Fen left by the late Mr. G. H. Verrall to the

National Trust, and at his request Mr. Rowland-Brown expressed his
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readiness to act as Treasurer for any subscriptions given by Fellows

of the Society. Thais rumina as a Protected Species.—Dr. G. B.

Longstaff exhibited a series of 17 Thais rionina, Linn, (including a $

of the var. cantoieri, Feld.), taken in March, 1913, at Ronda, in

Andalusia, and called attention to characters suggestive of a distasteful

butterfly. Panorpa cognata, Ramb.—Mr, W. J. Ijucas exhibited three

species of Panorpa, viz., a female of the scarce Scorpion-fly Panorpa

cof/nata, Panorpa (jerwanica, L., and Panorpa cornvuinis, L. Lepidoptera

FROM Devonshire.—Mr. H. Lupton exhibited a specimen of Tlialpochares

ostrina, taken in the middle of June, 1913, about four miles from
Ilfracombe. Also two specimens of THanthoecia Ititeaao var. harrettii,

taken in the middle of the same month on the coast of N. Devon. The
importance of preserving insects found in coitu.— Dr. G. D. H.
Carpenter read notes in connection with his exhibit of Epitoxa

albicincta, showing the importance of preserving insects taken in coitii,

with a view to discovering how far they chose those specimens which
had their own characteristics. Various Insects mostly from Africa.

—Dr. Carpenter also exhibited a case of miscellaneous insects and
communicated notes upon them. A very rare Ant.—Mr. Donisthorpe

exhibited $b, winged Js and a dealated ? and ^ s of Solenopsis

fugax, Latr., taken at Blackgang, Isle of Wight, on August 26th, 1918.

Aberration of Pyrameis indica.—Mr. E. E. Green exhibited an

aberrant example of Pyrameis [Vanessa) /n(//>rt, Herbst, from Ceylon.

He remarked that the aberration was apparently caused by a sudden

change of temperature at the critical period of pupation. Corydalis

orientalis, McLach.—Comm. J. J. Walker exhibited a S specimen of

the gigantic Neuropteron, Conjdalis orientalis, McLach., taken by a

native collector at Chuchow. Aberrant and Hybrid Heterocera.—
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited :— (1) Cahjmnia [Cosmia) trapezina. A
melanic ? , a worn specimen taken at sugar in Bexley Woods. (2)

Zonosoma (Ephi/ra) annnlata and Z. pendalaria ; a long and very

varied series of both species, showing extreme light, dark, and inter-

mediate forms, and one very pink Z. pendalaria. (3) A series of

hybrid Z. pendalaria 2 x annalata J ; specimens showing the

markings of pendalaria most pronounced and the coloration of annalata

prominent. The following papers were read :
—"New or little-known

Heterocera from Madagascar," by Sir G. H. Kenrick, Bart., F.E.S.

"The Caliculae of Australia," by Frank H. Taylor, F.E.S.
•' Descriptions of New Species of Staphylinidae from India," by Malcolm
Cameron, M.B., R.N., F.E.S. " Psendacraea eanjtas var. Jiobleyi, Neave,

and its models on Bugalla Island, Lake Victoria, with other members
of the same combination;" " Pseadacraea boisd avali, Douh\., and its

models, with special reference to Bugalla Island;" " The inheritance

of small variations in the pattern of Papilio dardanas, Brown," by

G. D. H. Carpenter, B.A., M.D., F.E.S.
November Idth, 1913.—Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

President, in the chair. Wicken Fen.—It was announced that the

Council had decided to make an annual grant of two guineas towards

the maintenance of Wicken Fen. The following gentlemen were

elected Fellows of the Society :—Messrs. B. G. Adams, 15, Fernshaw
Road, Chelsea; Barnard Ormiston Dickinson, B.A., 57, Castlenau,

Barnes, S.W. ; Alfred Oliver Rowden, 3, Archibald Road, Exeter;

Oscar Whittaker, Ormidale, Ashlands, Ashton-upon-Mersey, Cheshire.
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Spanish Rhopalocera.—Mr. A. H. Jones exhibited specimens of both

sexes of Pleheins sephi/rus var. hesperica taken by him in June last

at Albarracin. P. aephyrus, type and var. h/cidas, were also exhibited

for comparison. Mr. Jones exhibited also from Albarracin, in

Spain, Melitaea clesfontainii var. hoetica, Rbr., the Spanish form
of M. desfontaim'i, Godt. (an Algerian butterfly) : both sexes were

exhibited. An abnormal pairing.—Mr. E. E. Green exhibited

two Pierid butterflies, of distinct genera, taken in coith at Aripu,

Ceylon, viz., Appias lihj/thea, Fab., ^ , and Teracolas limbatiis, Butl., 9 .

Variation in Heliconius doris, L.—Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a large

and very variable series of Heliconinn doris. Mimicry (?) in Erebias.

—Dr. Chapman exhibited some Erebias, showing how several species

varied in parallel directions in difterent localities when they flew

together. The species dealt with were E. melawpus, E. pharte, il. rcto, E.

inanto and E. epiphrnn. A considerable discussion followed. Pierids

AND THEIR ScENT- SCALES.—Dr. F. A. Dixey exhibited a drawer contain-

ing specimens of the genus Pierin, with drawings of their scent-scales.

The Method by which Fleas infect with Plague.—Mr. A. Bacot

exhibited slides showing the development of Plague Bacilli in the

alimentary canal of the Flea, and the method of infection through the

mouth, and read an important paper on that subject. A curious

Larval Habit.—Dr. K. Jordan exhibited some specimens of a lepidop-

terous larva discovered by the Rev. A. Miles Moss, F.E.S., who, when
collecting near Para, noticed a Saturniid caterpillar with black inter-

segmental bands and long branched spines, a species of Automeris,

some of the black bands of which appeared to be swollen. To his

amazement these swellaigs, when touched, quickly slid over the back

of the caterpillar to the other side with the hurried motion of a Pyralid

larva, and indeed turned out to be small lepidopterous larvae as black

and glossy as the bands of the Aiitdiiwris caterpillar. The following

papers were read:—"Revision of the Mexican and Central American

Malachiidae and Meli/ridae, with descriptions of new species,"

by George Charles Champion, F.Z.S. " Four new genera and

species of Hipnenoptera from Australia," and "Three new species

of AustraUan Hi/menoptera," by A. A. Girault, communicated by A.M.
Lea, F.E.S., Govt. Entomologist, South Australia.

December Srd, 1913.

—

Election of a Fellow.—Mr. Walter

Ormiston, of Kalupahani, Haldumille, Ceylon, was elected a Fellow of

the Society.

—

Presentation to the Library.— -Dr. G. B. Longstafif

presented to the Society, on behalf of a number of subscribers, a copy

of Hiibner's " Exotische Schmetterlinge," original edition, being the

copy selected by the late Mr. W. F. Kirby for Mr. Roland Trimen.

Aberrations of Abraxas grossulariata.—Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited

two curious specimens of Abra.vas urossiilariata. In the first the fore-

wings were asymmetrical in marking, and the left lower wing was

wanting. In the other the right lower wing was also wanting, but in

its case there was a rudiment of it visible. Butterflies from Sao

Paulo, Brazil.—Miss Diana R. Wilson, who was present as a visitor,

exhibited a collection of butterflies caught in Brazil this year, during

the last week of January and the first week of February. Mr. C. 0.

Farquharson's record of Erotylid beetles in clay cells.—Prof.

Poulton exhibited eight examples of the Hymenopteron Epismphida

interrupta, Lac, found in one clay cell, and eleven examples found in
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another, by Mr. C. 0. Farquharsor, B.Sc, at Moor Plantation, near

Ibadan, S. Nie^eria. Mr. W. A. Lamborne's observations on the
Driver ants (Dorylus) of Southern Nigeria.—Prof. Poulton read

notes received from Mr. Lamborn and exhibited the material referred

to. South American papilios.—Dr, K. Jordan exhibited a series of

species of the two groups of Papilios called by Hasse Connmdestinis and
PharviacopliafiuH respectively. The Association of Thorictus and

Myrmecocystus.—Mr. Champion exhibited a specimen of T/iorictns

parcueta, Wasm., attached to the scape of the left antenna of a worker of

an ant, Mi/rmecocj/stus viatirus, F. Mr. Donisthorpe observed that Thoric-

tus was always associated with ants, and carried about by them in this man-
ner. Three incipient colonies of ants brought up by unaided $ ^ .—

•

Mr. W. C. Crawley exhibited : (1) Three deillated ? $ of L. nvjer, L.,

taken in the Isle of Wight, July 1911. These, after rearing § ^ s,

fought until only one survived. (2) A ? oi Aphaenoija^ter aubtenanea,

Latr., taken August 1912, at Yvorne, with Prof. Forel, after marriage-

flight, brought up two '^ ? by September 1918. (8) Six ? ? of L.

fiavua, Fabr., taken after marriage-flight at Seaton, July 14th, 1912.

They built a cell together and brought up ^ ^ by June 28rd, 1918.

Stalk-eyed Flies.—Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited specimens of Laglasia

caloptera, Bigot, one of the curious forms of Diptera with stalked eyes,

from the Arfak Mountains, Dutch New Guinea. Gonepteryx cleopatra.

—Capt. E. B. Purefoy exhibited two more specimens of Gonepteryx

cleopatra with gynandromorphous colouring. North American Butter-
flies.—Mr. E. B. Ashby exhibited a number of Nearctic Butterflies.

Heliconius anderida.—Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a very large series of

specimens of Heliconius anderida, ranging into a number of forms

which tended to become fairly definite subspecies in different geo-

graphical regions. Scent apparatus of Amauris egialea.—Dr. H.
Eltringham gave a preliminary account of the scent apparatus in

Awauris ei/ialea comparing the same with that of ^.')rmn«.s, illustrated by

drawings, and microphotographs of sections of the brush. The follow-

ing paper was read—" New Species of South American Butterflies,"

by W. F. H. Rosenberg, F.E.S., and G. Talbot, F.E.S. Mr. Talbot

made the following exhibits in connection with this paper :— (1) Six-

teen new species of S. American Butterflies. (2) A black and brown
mimetic combination from Yahuarmayo, S.E. Peru, October and
November, 9 species.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—iS'oveiither \3th.—Address.— Prof. W. Bateson, F.R.S., gave an
address on the " Problem of Species which overlap Geographically,"

illustrating his remarks Avith numerous lantern slides. Races of P.

APOLLO.—Mr. Curwen exhibited specimens of Parnassins apollo from
Eclepens and the Laquinthal, mostly very large examples, and
including var. pseudono)inon from Eclepens. Hybrids of Z. annulata
and Z. pendularia.—Mr. Newman, long and variable series of

Zonosotna annulata and Z. pendularia, with many dark aberrations,

and also a series of the hybrid between these two species, showing
well the characters of both.

Noue)uher 27th.— The Annual Exhibition of Varieties, etc.—
Additions to the Society's Collections.—Mr. West (Greenwich), the

Hon. Curator, fifteen cabinet drawers of the Society's reference

collection of Lepidoptera, with whiuh had been incorporated a portion
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of the Dawson collection. A. thersites and P. icarus ab. icarinus,

AND A BLACK A. AGLAiA.— Di'. Chapman, a nearly black An/i/)inis aiflaia

from Le Lauteret, July 18th, 1918, and specimens oi Ai/riadcn the)-tiite!<,

FohjonDiiatiis icarus, and var. icariniix, with diagrams to show the

different alignment of spots. Burmese Moths.—Mr. Edwards, a box

of conspicuously coloured Heterocera from Burmah. P. hecataeus.—
Mr. H. Moore, the rare Papilio hecataeus from the Solomon Islands.

Varieties of Ornithoptera.—Mr. Schmassmann, a series of varieties

in the 3 of Ornithoptera heciiha, and a pair of the gorgeous (J.

alexandrae from New Guinea. Melanic and xanthic aberrations.—
The Rev. G. Wheeler, examples of melanic and xanthic aberrations,

including Arf/ipmis niobe ab. pelopia, Melitaea phnebe ab., M. varia ab.,

M. cin.viaabh., and Melanarfiia i/alathea ab. of the former, and A. niohe var.

eris, Calli)uorpha doiuinnla var. persona, etc., of the latter, and referred to

many species in which yellow was produced in aberrational forms.

Third brood of C. argiolus and aberrations of A. coridon.—Mr. R.

Adkin, a series of third brood ( 'elastrina argiolus, and discussed the

species as to its appearance during the present season. He also

showed long series of Af/riadcs coridon, including ab. syniirapha, ab.

seiui-sj/nf/rapha, and many other fine aberrations and series from many
localities. Boarmia aberrations and melanic A. virgularia.— Mr.

Baumann, a series of Boarmia repandata from several localities,

including var. sodorensiuni and var. conrersaria, and specimens of the

melanic form of Acidalia virf/ularia, which he was placing in the

iS'ociety's collection. Aberrations of British LEPiDOPTERA.^Mr.
Bright, a large number of striking aberrations of British Lepidoptera,

including long series of undersides of Ar/riades thetis and A. coridon,

a white aberration of Ar;/;/nnis paphia, Colias edusa with wings richly

shot with purple, a curious Satiirnia pavonia of female coloration with

male antennae, etc. Races of C. tiphon.—Mr. Grosvenor, his fine

collection of Coenonympha tiphon and its local races. Italian and Swiss

Lyc^enid.e.—Mr. Curwen, numerous Lycaenidae taken by him in Italy

and Switzerland, and many aberrations of Melitaea didyma. Hybrid

Sphinges and aberrations.—Mr. Newman, a varied series of recently-

bred Sinerinthus ocellatus ; series of Auwrpha popidi from pale cream to

almost black colour, with intermediate and rich pink forms ; and a

series of hybrid ocellatus J x popuH ? , two being of the rare ? form.

S. American Nymphalids.—^Mr. A. Gibbs, a section of his collection of

S. American Nymphalids, including many of the brilliant species in

the genus Perisania. M. desfontainii.—Mr. W. G. Sheldon, his

long series of Melitaea desfontainii, taken by him at Albarracin this

year, and a series of M. aurinia var. iberica from near Barcelona for

comparison. Agriades variation.—Mr. T. W. Hall, cabinet drawers

of Ayriades coridon and A. thetis, showing great aberration with very

pronounced blue females, and some females curiously splashed with

blue. Photographs of Life-histories.—Mr. Main, frames containing

series of photographs of the life-histories of Cicindela canipestris (tiger-

beetle), ('hrysopa fiava (lace-wing fly), Fhyllotoma aceris (jumping saw-

fly), etc. Varied bred series of Lepidoptera.—Mr. Tonge, a bred

series of Fsilura monacha, including the black form ab. ereinita: a

long series of lapinostola concolor : etc. Assimilation of colour

IN species of MelinyEa and Heliconius.— Mr. W. J. Kaye, a case

of 28 pairs of the S. American genera Melinaea and Heliconius,
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found flying together and assimilating to each other in colour.

Aberrations of British Lepidoptrra from Ireland.—-Commander
Gwatkin-Williams, aberrations of British Lepidoptera from Ireland,

including KpinepJiele jintina with banded hindwings, $ s, several

Cidaria, which possibly may be C. concinnata, Xanthorho'e montanata,

with band obsolete, confluent Anthrocera trifolu, Euchlo'e carda mines,

2 s, with ochreous hindwings, etc. Debris from wasp excavations.—
Mr. Chas. Oldham, two collections of small chalk stones that he had
collected within a small radius of the openings of two wasps' nests,

and which the wasps had been unable to carry to a greater distance.

Aberrations of British Lepidoptera.— Mr. A. W. Buckstone, for

Mr. Archer, a bleached form of A)u/eronct pmnaria, ^ , from Oxshott ;

an almost black LitJiosia helvola (deplana) from Wimbledon ; and an
Acidolia which was supposed to be a very aberrant form of A. siihsericp-

ata. Variation in Melltnia ocellaris. — Mr. H. Worsley-Wood,
numerous forms of Mellinia ocellaris, including ab. lineaiju, ab. inter-

viedia, with A/, iiilrafio for comparison
;

yellow Brephos parthenias

from Wimbledon, and lead-coloured males of Agriades thetis from Corfe.

Melanic aberrations.—Rev. J. Tarbat, black suffused forms of Brenthis

euphrnsijne, ab. nii/ro-sparsata of Abraxas f/rossnlariata and a Cidaria

trimcata, with a broad banded forewing. Hybrids and gynandro-
MORPHOUS Selenia.—Mr. Haynes, a series of hybrid Seleiiia tetralunaria

^ X S. bilunaria J , with a large preponderance of gynandromorphous
specimens ; melanic and ochreous varieties of Ennomos quercinaria, etc.

Variation in E. stygne.—Mr. H. J. Turner, a series of Fhehia styiine

from the continent, to show the extreme local variation in the Alps

and Pyrenees. C. edusa in 1913.—Messrs. Sharp and C. W. Colthrup,

many Colias edusa from the south-eastern district representative of the

species in 1913.

December 12t/i, 1913.—-Mr. Tatchell, of Bournemouth, was elected

a member.

—

The Ithomiin.e.—Mr. W. J. Kaye read a paper, " The
Ithoiiiiinae," and illustrated it with a fine selection of examples of the

different groups of the sub-family. The Furniture Mite.—Mr. Hall
reported a case of the occurrence of the "furniture mite" and asked

how the pest could be effectively dealt with. Diptera and the late
season.—Mr. Step, a box of Diptera, chiefly St/rplridae, taken at flowers

of Michaelmas daisy in October and December. An Autumn bred N.

plantaginis.— Mr. R. Adkin, a series of NemeopJdla plantar/inis bred

from ova laid hy a Grassmere female in July 1912. One larva fed up
and pupated in September, and the imago came out on October 27th.

The rest hibernated, several together, in the debris of the cage and
emerged in due course the following .June. M. ocellaris.—He also

showed four Mellinia ocellaris presented to the Society by Mr. H.
Worsley-Wood. A local form of Erebia ceto.—Mr. Carwen, a series

of Erebia ceto near the form ab. obsciira, from the Simplon Pass.

Variation in British Lepidoptera.—Mr. Carr, a collection of Lepi-

doptera from Staffordshire and N. Wales, including very strongly

marked forms of Acidalia mariiinepnnctata and some nice banded
examples of Melanippe tristata. Report.—Mr. Adkin read a Report of

the Annual Conference of Delegates of Societies affiliated to the British

Association.

Jannarij 8tli. — New Members.— Messrs. D. A. Gotch, of

Northampton; A. Leeds, of Knebsworth; W. H. Jackson, of Wimble-
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don ; and T. H. Archer, of Southfields, were elected members.
Paper.—Mr. Hugh Main gave an interesting account of his holiday in

Switzerland in 1918, entitled " The Brunig Road," and illustrated his

address with a large number of lantern slides made mainly from his

own photographs. The Furniture Mite.—Mr. Step, a photograph by

Mr. West (Ashtead) of the " furniture mite," (ThjciphaiiuH cnrsor.

Janiiari/ 22iid.— Annual Meeting.— The Balance Sheet and
Report of the Council were received and adopted, and the Officers and
Council for the coming year were declared elected. Annual Address.—
The President read his Annual Address, and after giving an account of

the present status of the Society, dealt at considerable length with some
phases of his special study of the ova of Lepidoptera, particularly of

wild-laid ova. New President.—-The usual votes of thanks were

accorded, and the new President, Mr. B. H. Smith, took the chair.

Teratological L. fallens.—Mr. Newman exhibited a small specimen

of Lencania pallens taken at sugar at Newark, with three well-

developed antenn;e, of which one was much thicker than usual, and
towards the tip was bifid.

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.—January

19th, 1914.

—

Local List.—A discussion upon " Varieties and Species

recently added to the local list of Lepidoptera " was opened by Mr.

W. Mansbridge. Novelties were confined almost entirely to the

Micro-lepidoptera and to Variation. Twenty-six species new to

Lancashire and Cheshire since the last published list were enume-
rated, one of them, Scoparia vafra, May, being new to science. The
increasing tendency to melanism and the spread of melanic forms was
commented upon, instances being lioarinia tepandata becoming more
frequent at Delamere, in its black form (var. 7iii/ra) ; Fidonia atoinaria,

from near Burnley and Chat Moss ; and Tortrix custana, from Liver-

pool and Burnley. He also mentioned that the black forms of Aplecta

nebulom did not appear to be increasing in relative numbers at

Delamere, on the contrary, in 1913 the percentage bred from wild

larvae was smaller than usual. Captures of rare species.—^Mr,

S. P. Doudney exhibited a specimen of Hippotion [Chaerocampa)

celerio captured at Prescot, and Mr. W. Mansbridge brought a specimen

of Catoi-ala fraxini having very dark, almost black, forewings, bred

from a Sussex female.

I

(OBITUARY.
Petr Petrovich Semenoff-Tian-Shansky.

We regret to announce the death, on February 26th, 1914, last, of

Petr Petrovich Semenoft'-Tian-Shansky, from pneumonia, after a very

brief illness, in his 88th year. His numerous and important writings

were devoted to geography, geology, botany, statistics, and art.

Semenoff was born on the family estate Urusovo, in the Govern-

ment of Riazan, in January, 1827. In 1849 he joined the Imperial

Russian Geographical Society, which he served so faithfully for over

half a century. It was in 1856 and 1857 that he explored the then

scarcely-known mountain ranges of Altai and Tian-Shan. In the

spring of 1858 he returned to Petersburg, having explored 23 passes,

measured the altitude of 50 peaks, and brought back 300 rock, and over

1,000 botanical specimens. In honour of this great achievement the

title Tian-Shansky was added to his family name.
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His earnest desire to undertake a further expedition to these
fascinating, and, in those days, mysterious lands, was never executed,
for, in 1859, he was appointed a member of the committee entrusted by
Alexander II., with the task of elaborating the scheme for the emanci-
pation of the serfs, which culminated in the famous Ukaz, of February
19th, 1861. Collaboration in, and the editing of an immense work,
Tlie (jfeoj/raiiliical Dictionanj of the RuHsian Empire, occupied his

energies from 1860 till 1885. As long ago as 1864 he undertook his

last expedition into the field, which resulted in a paper on the
Devonian Shales of central Eussia. In the same year he was appointed
Director of the Central Statistical Committee, under the Ministry of

the Interior, a post which he held till 1880. In 1872 he was elected

President of the Permanent International Statistical Commission, and
was appointed member of the Senate in 1887. He inspired the great

Russian census of 1897, but took no part in working out the results, as

he was appointed a member of the Imperial Council, so that he trans-

ferred his energies from science to legislation. In 1873 he succeeded
Count von Liitke as Vice-President of the Imperial Russian
Geographical Society,''' which entered under his auspices, upon the most
brilliant phase of its history.

In spite of his numerous official occupations, he found time, in the

evening of his days, to produce a great work under the title " Russia,"
in 22 volumes, a detailed monograph of the geography, geology,

statistics, ethnography, economy and history of his beloved father-

land.

His own Geographical Society elected him Honorary Member in

1886, the Imperial Academy of Sciences in 1873. The Royal
Geographical Society of London awarded him the Founder's Gold
Medal in 1897, and the Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, in 1910,
awarded him the Ritter-Medal, striking it, as a special compliment, in

gold instead of silver. The Tzar conferred upon him a whole series of

decorations, culminating in the First Degree of the Order of St.

Vladimir, and the German Emperor gave the Order "Pour le Merite',''

in recognition of his great services to science.

He had occupied his spare moments in forming a very rich collec-

tion of Palaearctic Coleoptera, reputed to be the largest private collection

in Europe. He had also accumulated an exceedingly fine collection of

pictures, entirely of the Flemish and Dutch schools, of which he was
acknowledged to be an unrivalled connoisseur. He rejected numerous
tempting offers to sell them to collectors, dealers and museums from
all parts of Europe, preferring to dispose of his works of art at a

nominal price to the famous gallery of the Hermitage, so that it is

preserved for the nation.

It is characteristic of this Grand Old Man of Russia that he

worked up to the very day of that short sharp illness that proved

fatal.

Those who had the privilege of his a.cquaintance and had enjoyed

his hospitality could appreciate, as well as his encycloptedic knowledge
and untiring energy, the kindness of heart, genial manner and constant

cheerfulness, due to the unbounded optimism which was the keynote

of his character.—M.B.

* The President, since the foundation of the Society, was the Grand Duke
Constant) ne Nikolaievich.
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Butterflies in tlie Tyrol in 1911 and 1912.

By J. N. KEYNES, M.A., Sc.D., F.E.S.

I paid a visit to the Tyrol with my wife in the summer of 1911, and

with my wife and son in the summer of 1912;' and the following

is a brief record of some of the butterflies taken in these two years.

The dates at which the localities mentioned were visited were as follows:

—Eggen thai, near Bozen (June 27th and 30th, 1911, June 30th and July

2nd, 1912) ; Sarnthal, near Bozen (June 28th, 1911) ; Trafoi (July

2nd to 6th, 1911) ; Sulden (July 7th to 11th, 1911) ; Karersee (July

8rd to 6th, 1912) ; Madonna di Campiglio (July 8th to 11th, 1912) ;

Spondinig (July 12th, 1911) ; Mendel Pass (June 29th, and July

14th to 17th, 1911, July 12th to 15th, 1912) ; Brenner (July 18th to

21st, 1931, July 17th to 20th, 1912). In 1911 the weather was for

the most part brilliant; in 1912 it was very broken. There was a

corresponding contrast in the productiveness of the two seasons. The
insects taken were fresh and in good condition unless mention is made
to the contrary.

Hesperiid.e.— Eri/nnis lavatcrae.—Exceptionally fine specimens

both in the Eggenthal and in the Sarnthal.

Hesperia androiiiedae.—One specimen at Brenner on July 17th,

1912, and a fine series at Trafoi in 1911. At Trafoi the insect was

flying freely, but over a limited range only, at a height of about 7,500

feet.

Adopaea Uneola.—Specimens taken in the Eggenthal are consider-

ably larger than any we have met with elsewhere.

Lyc.enid.e.—Chrijsophanus hippotlio'e var. eiirijbia.—This insect

was very fresh at Madonna di Campiglio on July 11th, 1912, and our

captures included some fine and very dark $ s.

Loweia alciphroii vsly. pordiits.—Eggenthal and Sarnthal. We took

only one 2 • The front wings of this specimen have wider black

margins than in the case of specimens we have taken in Switzerland

or the Pyrenees, and the hindwings are much more suffused with

black. The S s are, on the average, finer than the Swiss specimens^

but do not appear to have any distinctive peculiarities.

L. dorilis var. subalpina.—-Brenner and Trafoi.

Rmnicia phlaeas.—A s]Decimen taken on the Mendel Pass on July

15th, 1912, having the copper colour much sufl'used with dark, and

with very distinct tails, is presumably referable to the form eleus.

Lycaena arion.—-A $ taken in the Eggenthal on June 30th, 1911,

is one of the finest I have seen. Specimens taken at Brenner and

Trafoi are of the form obscura.

L. tolas.—Two fine fresh specimens were taken in the Eggenthal

on June 27th, 1911, and one in the Sarnthal on the following day.

As usual this insect was remarkably rapid on the wing, and captures

were difficult. No specimens were seen in the Eggenthal in 1912.

Polyommatus amandtis.— ^s common in the Eggenthal and the

Sarnthal and on the Mendel Pass. A remarkably fine race, the

specimens being, on the average, very much larger than those taken in

the Khone Valley, and some quite as large as L. iolas. 5 s were

scarce. Two specimens taken on the Mendel Pass on July 13th and

14th, 1912, had evidently only just emerged. These were of a glossy,

June 15th, 1914.
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blue-black shade, and the usual description of the 5 as brown would, in

their case, certainly not apply. Judging, however, from one's ordinary
captures, it would appear that the colour tones down to brown after

quite a short flight.

P. nieleaifer.—Eggenthal and Sarnthal, J s only.

F. eroii.—Brenner, not common.
Latiorina orbitulus.—Sulden, not common.
AlhuUna phereteH.— Sulden, Karersee, Brenner, including ab. $

caendeopunctata. The specimens shew great variety in the number of

eye-spots on the underside of the front wing.
Scolitantides baton.—One J in good condition at Spondinig on July

12th, 1911.

S. oriun ab. nii/ra.—One fine 5 in the Sarnthal on June 28th,

1911.

I acciniina optilete.—Fairly frequent at Brenner.
Everes coretas.—In the Eggenthal, and on the Mendel Pass, in both

cases worn.
Xonlniannia ilicis.— In the Eggenthal and the Sarnthal, worn.
Rlngia spini.—On the Mendel Pass, July 12th, 1912, worn.
PAPiLioNiDiE.

—

Papiiio podaliriiis.—Mendel Pass.

Parnassiiis apullo.—Fine dark 5 s in the Sarnthal.

Parnassius vineuiosyve.—Madonna di Campiglio, not common.
Pieris napi var. J bryoniae.—An exceptionally fine specimen, with

deep yellow ground colour, at Madonna di Campiglio.
Pontia callidice.—Sulden, Trafoi.

Colias pldcomone.—Madonna di Campiglio.
NYMPHALiDyE.

—

Argyiinis adippe.—Mendel Pass.

Aryynnis niobe var. eris.—Eggenthal.
Brenthis thore.—Two taken at Trafoi, on July 3rd, 1911, and one at

Brenner, on July 19th, 1911 ; all rather Avorn. No others seen at

Trafoi ; one or two others at Brenner.

B. daphne.—Frequent in the Eggenthal.
B. pales ab. $ napaea.—Some fine specimens of this form were

taken at Brenner.

Melitaea cynthia.—Sulden and Brenner; not common at either place,

and getting worn.

M. aurinia, var. werope.—Sulden, Brenner.
Melitaea asteria.—This species occurred in very fair numbers at

Brenner. It was getting worn, but in the two years we secured a fine

series of both t? s and ? s. It is an inconspicuous insect, not very

easy to capture, and might at first be mistaken for a small moth.
M. parthenie var. varia.—Sulden.

M. athalia.—We took a fine variety of this species on the Mendel
Pass, with a bright orange ground colour ; the black markings are

heavy, but there are wide central light bands on both wings.

M. dictynna.—Generally distributed, and varying considerably in

size. On the Mendel Pass we took one specimen expanding only

30mm.
Envanessa antiopa.—Eggenthal, Mendel.
Eiujonia polyehloros.—Eggenthal.
Lviienitis popnli.—We took this insect in excellent condition both

in the Eggenthal and on the Mendel Pass. One magnificent 2

expands 84mm.
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I. caniilla.—Eggenthal, Mendel Pass.

L. dbijlla.—Eggenthal, Mendel Pass.

Neptis hicilla.—-We took a good series of this insect in the

Eggenthal, in 1911. In the same locality and at the same date in

1912 it was scarce, and badly worn. On the Mendel Pass we took one
good specimen on July 13th, 1912, and saw one or two others.

Apatnra iris.—Eggenthal, scarce.

Libijthea celtis.—This species was fairly common in the Eggenthal
and the Sarnthal, and on the Mendel Pass, and we took a fine series.

The specimens are considerably larger than those we took at Hercules-

bad, which is the only other locality in which we have met with this insect.

It is very constant in its markings, but we have one specimen in which
the usual dark orange of the front wing is replaced by much lighter

orange.

Satyrid.e.—Pararge achine.—Mendel Pass, with larger eye-spots

than we have found elsewhere.

Sati/rns henitione.—Mendel Pass, a very fane race.

S. cordida.—Spondinig. A rather small form, and very difficult

to catch. In this respect a great contrast to the same species at Digne,

where it is not easy to avoid catching more than one wants.

Hipparchia briseis.—Spondinig, specimens smaller and also darker

than those taken in Hungary.
H. semele.—Mendel Pass, dark and very fine ; difficult to catch.

Oeneis aello.—Sulden, Trafoi.

Erebia epiphmn.— Sulden, Brenner; generally rather worn. As
usual, this species shews a good deal of variation. The eye-spots in

the (J s are not, as a rule, very conspicuous. A good many of the

specimens are of the form nelanncs, and in one or two, both bands and
spots are quite obsolete. There is less variation in the 2 s.

E. xulampns.—Campiglio, Mendel, Brenner.
E. pharte.—Brenner. Rather worn.
E. vinestia.—Madonna di Campiglio.
E. alecto.—We took this species at Trafoi, Sulden, Karersee, and

Madonna di Campiglio, and the resulting series is an extremely inter-

esting one.

At Madonna di Campiglio the insect was scarce. The four specimens

taken were ^y s in good condition, and all of the form nicholli, which
closely resembles E. melas of Eastern Europe, and one of the varieties

of the Pyrenean Fl. lefebvrei. There is no trace of mahoganj'^ suffusion,

but the white eye-spots in deep black rings are prominent (two close

together on the front wing, and three, more removed from one another,

on the hindwing).

At Karersee the species was more plentiful. Out of nineteen <? s

taken m good condition, sixteen are of the form plato, without mahogany
suffusion and with the apical eyes either absent or quite rudimentary.

The remaining three J s and 2 $ s are of the same form as at Campiglio,

but with the white spots on the front wing only, and with the black

rings hardly shewing up against the background of duller black.

From Trafoi and Sulden our series comprises more than fifty, after

discarding poor specimens, and they include every variety of form.

The majority are typical alecto, with eye-spots on mahogany bands,

but even in these there is considerable variety. The mahogany band
sometimes appears on the front wing only, and varies a good deal in
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extent and vividness ; some specimens have no eye-spots on the hind
wing ; the eye-spots are usually white in black rings, but in three

specimens the white eye-spots appear without rings, and in others

there is a black eye-spot only. In addition to these more or less

typical forms, seven specimens are of the Swiss form filarialis, with
mahogany bands but no eye -spots ; there are two ab. pliito (as at

Karersee) ; and two without mahogany, but with white spots in black

rings, not, however, as prominent as at Campiglio. Of the five $ s,

three are typical, one with white eye-spots minus the black rings, and
one of the form iilacialia. Many of these butterflies are very beautiful,

but the most striking are those taken at Madonna di Campiglio.
E. vianto.—Swarming at Brenner. The specimens shew con-

siderable variation ; the eye-spots are sometimes absent on the upper-

side ; and in some cases the red-brown patches have also almost
entirely disappeared, these specimens approaching closely to the

Pyrenean form caecilia, = <javarniemis, Warren.
E. ceto.—This species was in very good condition on the Mendel

Pass on June 29th, 1911, but was quite over a fortnight later.

E. medum var. hippomediisa.—This insect was swarming at Karersee.

In both sexes the specimens shew variation in the number of eyespots,

both on the front and on the hindwing.
E. nerine.—In both years ^ s Avere very plentiful on the Mendel

Pass in the middle of July. 5 s were not yet out in any numbers,
though we took a few. In the large majority of specimens examined
(and -vve captured far more than we kept) the tawny bands on the

upperside are very conspicuous ; but in a few instances they become
inconspicuous and then on the upperside the insect bears a decided

resemblance to the redder forms of E, lefehvrei, though less ocellated.

Most of these instances differ from the type in the underside of the

hindwing also, the toothed band, which is very conspicuous in typical

specimens, being entirely wanting. In 1911 my wife took an extreme
form in which the insect is of an almost uniform black on the upper-

side, but with white ocelli on all four wings. On the upperside this

specimen closely resembles E. nielas, the black form of E. lefehvrei,

and the form of E. alectu var. nicholli.

E. euryale.—Generally distributed. It is worth noting that while

in 1911 this insect was swarming on the Mendel Pass in the middle of

July, scarcely any were observed there at the same period in the

following year.

E. %ga.— Mendel Pass.

E. gorge.—The type was taken at Brenner and Karersee, including

in the latter locality a fine example of ab. erinmjs, with no sign of

apical eyes on the upperside. At Trafoi we took only var. triopes ; and
the same was the case at Sulden, except that amongst the ? s taken

there were two specimens of the type.

E. tyndarus.—Generally distributed, but specially in evidence at

Sulden. One of the specimens taken at Brenner and one at Karersee

approached closely to ab. droDtiis of the Pyrenees. At Sulden we took

specimens of ab. caecodromns, both ^ and ? .

E. lappona.—Generally distributed.
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Synonymic Notes on the Ruralidas.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

During the preparation of my proposed Revision of the Palaearctic

Pitiralidae, I have been coming to certain conclusions that are now
clearly defined m my mind, so that it may be weW to crystallise these

processes in a short paper ; at least so far as the European species are

concerned.

The arrangement in Staudinger's Catalog is now so well-known,
that I propose to follow it here for the sake of convenience. This use,

however, does not mean that I accept its sequence as satisfactory.

The first genera mentioned there are Ilapala, Lacosopis, Satsnina

and Niphanda. None of these call for special remark, it being
unnecessary to enter here into the relationship of Satswna and
Incisalia, Scudder.

In Staudinger's genus Theda, Fab., considerable revision is

necessary. The type of Theda was fixed by Swainson, in 1821, as

hetulae, L., but this species had previously been selected by Barbut
(1781) as the type of Euralls and therefore Theda falls before it, and
is no longer available for use. Scudder, in his Historical Sketch,

p. 280, selects spini as the type of Theda, using these words, " Betulae

cannot be taken as the type on account of the foundation, in 1816, of

Dalman's Zephyr us, and consequently spiui must be chosen." This
selection is quite ultra vires in the face of that of Swainson, and it is

very curious that apparently it never occurred to Scudder, that

Swainson's action simply made Theda fall as a synonym before

ZepJiijrus, which also falls before Buralis. Had it been a species he
would have sunk it at once, and why he should adopt a different

course of action with genera, it is difficult to understand. He
unfortunately took this course not infrequently in that otherwise

valuable memoir, and it is therefore necessary to guard against some
of his conclusions.

Hiibner's genus Stri/iiton (1816) next appears on the scene. With
the exception of betulae most of the species included in the author's

original list, belong to the Stryuwninae. Scudder, as the first reviser

who names the type, selects the American species titus, i.e. niopsus of

the original list, as the type, and this I am bound to accept. Tutt
rules his action as ultra vires on account of a supposed restriction by
Stephens ; he says, in his British Lepidoptera, vol. viii., p. 314,
" Restricted in 1835 by Stephens to pruni, betidae, w-alhuiii and spirit,

Scudder's action, therefore, in 1872, in fixing titus as the type is

ultra vires. We would suggest pru7vi as the type." I much regret

that I cannot follow my late friend's action in this matter. In no
sense can I accept Stephens' action as a restriction, it was merely an
ordinary usage without references, he was writing on British Insects

only and simply names those that he thought occurred in these Islands.

Stephens' use of the genus Stryuwn is in an Appendix to vol. iv.,

headed, "An Abstract of the Indigenous Lepidoptera, contained in the
Verzeiclmiss Bekanter Schmetterlinge, Hiibner." This heading alone

quite prohibits any restriction. I therefore hold that Scudder's desig-

nation of titus as the type of Stryuioji must be adhered to.
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Neohjcaena was created by de Niceville Butt. Ind., iii., p. 64, in

1890, for sinensin, this species being named as the type. It is so

closely allied to Stri/uion that it is difficult to differentiate it struc-

turally. The wings, however, are quite a different shape, the male
armature is different, though somewhat closely akin, whilst in the
general pattern of the underside of the imago is found the easiest

method of discriminating it. The three species belonging to the genus
are sinensis, tnu/styoeiiii, and rhyumus and they are easily separated
by their pattern from the main body of the genus Strymon.

Tutt [lor. rit.) raised a number of genera for various species of Strymon;
Fixsenia, type Jierzi, Fixs.; Leechia, type thalia, Leech, (altered by Tutt
later on to Strynionidia) : Fclderia, type exiiuia ; Edwanlsia, type
w-albnm, Enoch (afterwards altered by him to Chattendenia); Klnyia,
type fpini, Schiff. ; Knllaria, type sassnnides: Erschoffia, type lunulata,

Ersch.; Bakeria, type Icdereri, Bdv. ; and JSordiiiannia, type iiiyrtale,

Klug. In the latter two cases there are no androconical patches, but
in all the others androconia are present. I hold, however, that if a
genus is to be raised it should be raised on characters applicable to

both sexes. I have searched and searched in vain to try and find

characters, structural characters, by which I could retain some of these
genera, but I have completely failed, and I do not see any valid reason
for encumbering our minds with all these names, several of which are

for a single species, whilst in most of them no diagnoses were given.

On the other hand, they all fall quite satisfactorily into the genus Strywo7i,

Hb. This genus is then thoroughly homogeneous, and even including
all the North American species, it is by no means unduly large. The
male armatures all follow closely one type, the general facies of the

various species follow closely similar lines, merely diverging from spots

to stripes, whilst their structure is practically identical. Under these

circumstances I propose to use the name Strymon to designate the

genus of all the species classed by Staudinger, Leech, and others under
Theda. I should also mention that Strand gives new names, viz.,

Pseudotliecla, Sitperflieddo, Thecliola, and luttiola for Ersclwffia, Kollaria,

Felderia, and Klngia, all of which are pre-occupied. [Entuvwl.
Rundsch., 1910, p. 161.) These names will likewise have to fall to

Strymon.

Zephyrns, Dalman, was raised in 1816 and the type fixed by its

author as hetidae, L., and Theda, Fabrieius, had its type fixed by
Swainson, as already stated in 1821, as hetulae.

Ruralis, L., had its type fixed by Barbut in 1781 as betidae : this,

therefore, is the type.

Aurotis, Dalman, is given by its author as a sub-genus of Zephyrus,
whilst Scudder, in 1875, fixed the type as quercns. Qiiercns is con-
generic with betidae, so that the name falls before Theda, Zephyrus,
and Ruralis,

Bithys, Hb. (1816), had the type fixed by Scudder {loc. cit.) as

stryphon. I do not agree with his reasoning, but he fixed the type and
this must be accepted. Tutt's suggestion that quercm be the type is

ultra vires on account of Scudder's double action, irrespective of which,
as I have said before, Stephens' use cannot be accepted as a restriction.

The genus therefore stands thus :

—

Ruralis, L., type hetulae, L. (1781).
Theda, Fab. (1807), Zephyrus, Dalman (1816), Aurotis, Dalman
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(1816). Euralis should therefore be used for all the species allied to

hetuhc and querciis including the beautiful Eastern green species classed

under Zephyrus by de Niceville, Leech, and other authors.

Thestor, Hb.—It is with real regret that I have to give up Hubner's
genus for hallns and its congeners. I have no doubt it was described

from that species. Hiibner figured it well, and he knew its life-history.

Toiiiares, Rambur, was, however, created solely for ballua, on the

strength of which Scudder named protummis {petalns) as the type of

Thestor, evidently by elimination. Lederer uses the name Thestor

simply in the ordinary way in a limited faunistic paper, this, lil^ethat

of Stephens', is no restriction. I regret, therefore, that in consideratioa

of these facts I feel compelled to adopt Toviares in the place of Thestor

as used generally.

Heodes, Dalman.—In raising this genus Dalman mentions only
virgaureae. This, therefore becomes the type. Scudder cites phlaeas as

the type, but he had evidently overlooked the fact that Dalman only
mentions virf/anreae in his generic synopsis.

(Jhrysoplianus, Hb., had its type fixed by Scudder as hippotho'e

{loc. cit.). This species is absolutely congeneric with rur/aureae and
therefore falls before Heodes. The neuration, structure of legs, palpi,

antennfe and eyes of both species are quite similar.

Chrysoptera, Zincken (1817).—Tutt cited viryanreae as the type of

this genus, which therefore also falls before Heodes.

Piuwicia, Tutt, and Loweia, Tutt.—These genera were raised by
the author for the reception of phlaeas and dorilis, respectively, I have
examined carefully the species and cannot find a single character

whereby to differentiate them from the genus Heodes, and I have no
question in my mind that the names should be sunk to Heodes.

This leaves us with the genus Heodes for all the Palaearctic coppers

except one (caspius) ; ChrysopJianus, Chrysoptera, Rnmicia and Loweia,

sinking before it.

The case of caspius is peculiar. I had found the neuration differed

from Heodes, this being recounted by Tutt in his vol. ix., p. 141, and
we therefore agreed to class it with the Strymoninae. Subsequent
examination of the male armature has proved to me that it cannot be

retained with that group. The armature is entirely Heodine, the

tegumen is quite peculiar, and, with the exception of Heliophorus, there

is nothing like it—under these circumstances it must go back to the

Chrysophanidae—this name is so well known that I think it would be

wise to retain it for the family group. A new genus is required for it,

the neuration being different, and I therefore propose to call it

Hyrcanana. The genus differs from Heodes in that veins 8 and 9 are

absent, whilst in Caiman's genus only vein 9 is wanting. The type is

caspius.

Cigaritis, Hypolycaena, and lolans call for no remark in this

paper, as I am dealing mainly with European genera.

Lampides, Hb.—This genus requires a little unravelling. It was
created for a heterogenous group, among them being aelianus {zetJms)

and boeticiis. It was used by Butler in 1869 for both the species
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mentioned {Cat. Fab. Lep., p. 162), and also by Newman in 1870
(Brit. Butts., p. 117) for bocticus. Scudder next appears, and he acts

definitely {loc. cit., p. 201) as first reviser, citing aelianiis as the type,

this therefore must be accepted. Tutt apparently overlooked this in

his work. Scudder, however, was in error in saying that " it cannot

be employed for boeticiiH, as this became, in 1810, the type of Polyoni-

tiiatiis.'" It had escaped his attention that the type of Poli/oiiniiatiis

had been settled by Latreille himself in 1804 as anjus^icanis, so that

hoeticidi was really quite free.

Lninpides, as used in Staudinger's Catalog/, is wholly heterotypical.

Boeticus is the only species named that can belong to the genus. I am
a little doubtful whether this species is congeneric with aelianus, the

blasenschuppen being entirely diverse in boeticus from the whole of the

aelianus group ; but it may well be left in Lainpides for the present.

Syntarucu.'i, Butler.—The genus was raised solely for teliranus,

Lang {P.Z.S., 1900, p. 929). The male armature is quite difi'erent

from its near allies, and the species must be accepted as the type.

Tutt created the genus Lantjia for this species, which he afterwards

altered to Rayu-ardia, Lanyia being pre-occupied. Both, however, fall

to Butler's genus.

Tarucu!^, Moore.— In his Lep. Ceylon, vol. I., 81 (1881) the author

created this genus and cited theophiastus, Fab., as the type. Balkanica

likewise belongs to it.

Azanns, Moore.—Created in the same publication as the previous

genus (p. 79) with ubaldus, Cramer, as the type. We have three

species to cite as belonging to it, viz., jesous, Guer., eleusis, Demaison,
and ubaldus; thebana, Stgr., is a synonym of this last.

Cyclyriiis, Butler.—Butler raised this genus [P.Z.S., 1896, p. 830)
and named u-ebbianus as the type.

Chilades, Moore.—Moore {loc. cit., p. 76) created this with the type

laius, Cramer. I have shewn {Trans. Ent. Soc, 1913, p. 201) that

f^alba, Ld., and phiala, Gr.-Gr., are best placed under this genus. We
thus have therein, yalba, phiala, and trochylus.

(To be continued.)

Three Myrmecological Notes.

By HORACE DONISTHO^E, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

I. A Gynandromorph of Monomorium floricola, Jerd.

Head black, thorax aiid paster shining hlacli-hroum, legs pale yelloiv, except the

greater portion of the femora, which is brown. Petiole and post-petiole light hroivn.

Antennae dirty yellow, ivith apex and base a little darker.

Head s , striate and rugose ; eyes and ocelli large; lett antenna <r , 13-jointed,

scape short, not as long as the first three joints of funiculus
;
funicrdus with apical

joints a little broader, but not forming a club ; right avtenna ? , 1'2-jointed, scape
long (twisted in this specimen), first joint of funiculus long, the following joints

between the first and the club, short and transverse; club three-jointed, as long as

the rest of the funiculus, its last joint as long as the preceding two together.

Thorax ? in shape, narrow, with mesonotum long, the left side exhibits the
fissures where the wings were attached, the right side intact. (It must be remem-
bered that in this species the females are always ergatoid, being without wings,
the left side is therefore <? in this particular.) Pedicel, gaster, and legs ? .

Long, 3mm.
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My friend, Mr. E. Ernest Green, on his return from Ceylon, gave
me a number of tubes with ants in spirit, and one of these contained a

colony of Motwiiioriiin) fioricola, comprising some $ 9 , a few (? cT , a

very large number of ^ ^ , larvae and pupa9. In this colony I found
the above-described curious gynandromorph.

In 1903 Wheeler described six gynandromorphous ants, and re-,, ..

viewed the previously recorded cases, seventeen in number [Bull. Amer.
Mas., N. H., 19, 653-683, 11 figs. (1903)], and in January 1914 he
again reviews the additional cases that have been described since his

former paper. He remarks, "although many thousand ants have since

passed through my hands, I have failed to find any additional cases.

Other observers, however, have been more fortunate, and have
described seven within the past decade" [Amer. Nat., 48, 49-56 (1914).]

These seven additional cases—three of which were British speci-

mens described by me—together with the one now described, will

bring the total of the number of cases which have been recorded up to

thirty-one.

II. IlYOBATES BENNETTI, N.S., A SPECIES OF CoLEOPTERA NEW TO

Science.

Brownuh-red, elytra, ape.v of abdomen and base of segments, antennae, palpi
and legs yellowish, pubescence yellow.

Head coarsely punctured ; antennae with first joint thick, thicker than in

nigricollis, second joint shorter, joints four to ten transverse, eleventh longer than
'broad, but shorter than in nigncollis ; maxillary palpi with second joint very little

longer than first, considerably thickened towards apex, the whole being thicker

.and shorter than in nigricollis ; labial palpi thicker and considerably shorter than
in nigricollis. Thorax as coarsely punctured as head, transverse, not much narrower
than elytra, shorter than in nigricollis, with sides less rounded, and posterior

angles sharper and more prominent. Elytra less coarsely punctured than head
and thorax, about as broad as long, shorter and less coarsely punctured than in

nigricollis, with humeral angles more prominent and less rounded, pubescence
shorter and closer. Abdomen above duller, punctuation closer, at the base of the

first four visible segments coarser and closer.

Underside duller, punctuation coarser and closer, pubescence shorter and closer.

Posterior femora somewhat bowed behind middle.
Long, 3mm.

This specimen was captured by my friend, Mr. W. H. Bennett, at

Hastings, who took it with Lasiiis fuUginosas in Bexhill High Wood
in 1907, and I have named it after the captor.

At the time he thought it must be a new species, and, having sent

it on to me, I agreed with him, and forwarded it to Father Wasmann,
who also expressed the same opinion. It was then sent to another

authority on the continent, who stated it was only a small specimen of

I. nigricollis, Pk., and there the matter rested. Bennett, now having
kindly presented the specimen to me, I determined to study it more
closely, and, on finding so many marked differences between this speci-

men and specimens of nigricollis, 1 feel justified in describing it as a

new species. As it is such a small specimen, the comparisons with

niyricollis are, of course, in proportion to its size. The most striking

features are the thicker and shorter palpi, Avhich may, perhaps, suggest

modification to suit a myrmecophilous life.

JII. Atemeles emarginatus, Pk., var. nigricollis, Kraatz. [Naturg.

Ins. Deutschl., 2, 117, (1858).]

Two specimens of this variety, which is new to Britain, were
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captured by Mr. Wallace-Kew, in a nest of Mi/rmica laevinodh, Nyl.,

var. nif/inoilo-loevhiodis, For., under a large stone at Countisbury near
Lynmouth in Devonshire, in October 1912, who kindly presented them
to me. Father Wasmann determines them as this variety ; the speci-

mens are very large, measuring 5mm. in length.

Notes on the indentity of the Dermaptera described by Thunberg»

By MALCOLM BUER, D.Sc, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

In the Nova Acta Eegiae Societatis Scientiarum npsaliensis, vol. ix.^

p. 52, 1827, Carl Peter Thunberg described a few Dermaptera, under
the title Coleoptera capensia. The descriptions are exceedingly brief^

and it is by no means clear to what species they are to be referred.

Being unable to go to Upsala to see the original specimens, I wrote
to Professor A. Wiren, who exceedingly kindly sent me all the earwigs
of Thunberg that are in the Museum.

I was at once disappointed to see no South African specimens in
the box ; indeed, only two of the specimens appear to be referred to,

and these are two of Fabricius' species.

Thunberg refers to them in the following terms :

—

F. flexuosa : forfice flexuosa, elytris biguttatis. Forficula Hexuosa, Fabr.,
Entom. Syst., i., 2, p. 5.

F. dentata : forfice basi dentata arcuata, fusca, thoracis marginibus pedibusqu&
pallidis.

Forficula dentata : Fabric, Entom. Syst., i., 2, p. 5.

The specimen labelled "flexuosa" is an ordinary macrolabious
specimen of Forficula auricidaria, L. The elytra are rather pale, but
scarcely " bi[/ii.ttatln;" it cannot be the ffexaosa of Fabricius, which de
Bormans suggested is Psalis percheron ; probably he was right, as
Fabricius' description agrees very well with P. percheron, and this

specimen came from Cayenne.
The specimen labelled ''dentata " has lost the abdomen and forceps^

but there is no mistaking the extremely characteristic head, pronotvim,
elytra and wings of a male Auchenomm javaniis, Borm. This must
surely be a misidentification on the part of Thunberg. Fabricius'

dentata is certainly synonymous with F. auricidaria ; the description and
the type, which is in the Banksian collection in the British Museum,,
leave no doubt that this long-established synonymy is perfectly correct,

and Thunberg's specimen merely misidentified.

From the absence of any African material, it would seem that the

types must be lost, probably by Thunberg himself, after his return from
Africa in 1775, but before the publication of the paper in 1825, as it

does not seem likely that any should be lost since he presented his

material to the Upsala Museum. Very probably the two Fabrician
species are included in the " (hleoptera capensia " in genuine error by
Thunberg, who may be pardoned a certain forgetfulness after a lapse

of half-a-century. But it means that we are thrown back to guesswork
in attempting to identify his three species.

I offer the following suggestions on the assumption that he was
dealing with common African species :

—

--^ F. marginalis: fusca, thoracis margine postico pedibusque pallidis; forfice
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recta, mutiea. Paulo major F. minori, tota picea seu fusco-rufescens, margine
thoracis postico et imprimis pedibus pallidis, glabra. Forfex recta, inermis.

The above description fits in very well with the creature usually

referred to as Labia warginalis, Thunberg, with which L. ochropus,

Stal, is usually identified ; thus, as a matter of fact, three distincii

species have been confused ; the West African one I have separated

under the name L. uirenii, and the Abyssinian and East African one is

also distinct, but has not yet been described. On the assumption that

Thunberg's specimen was South African, it is worth retaining his

name for the South and Central African form,

Stal's description is as follows :

—

F. ochropus: nigropicea : antennisarticulis subelongatis, flavotestaceis, apicem
versus fuscescentibus ; elytris fuscopiceis ; alls, forcipe pedibusque flavescentibus :

forcipe parva, subcurvata.

This agrees perfectly well with my South African specimens, and
I feel that de Bormans was right in considering marginaUs of Thunberg
and oc/iropiia of Stal as identical.

^ F. fasciata : picea, antennis albo-annulatis. Quadruple major F. minori, tota

picea seu fusco-rufa, glabra, antennis cingulo albo ut in ichneumonibus. Forfex
recta, inermis. In elytrorum apice lineola alba obsoleta.

I am convinced that this is Nala lividipes, Duf. I have seen

specimens, notably from the Kalahari Desert, which are quite four

times as big as Labia minor, and there is often a very narrow, pale

transverse band across the wing-scales just beyond the tip of the

elytra; I possess specimens from the French Congo with the antennae

ringed with white. Thunberg's name has a year's priority over

lividipes, Dufour (1828) and I am accordingly reluctantly obliged to

relegate Dufour's name lividipes to synonymy and establish Nala
fasciata, Thunb., as the correct title of this much-named species.

F. capenm : flava abdominis apice nigro ; forfice arcuata, mutiea. Duplo
minor F. auricularia, tota glabra, flava, apice abdominis supra nigro seu piceo.
Forfex valde arcuata, inermis.

The description of this corresponds very well with Biaperasticus

erythrocephalus, Oliv., and I do not think there is much doubt as to

identity. Fortunately, the accepted name is the older one.

De Bormans makes no suggestion about either of the two latter

latter cases.

Summary.

Forficida flexuosa, Thunberg, is not B\ flextiosa, Fabr., but a mis-
identified macrolabious F. auricularia, L.

Forficida dentata, Thunberg, is not F. dentata, Fabr., but a misidentfied

AHclienomus javaiuis, Borm.
Forjicula marginaUs, Thunberg, stands, F. ochropus, Stal, being

synonymous.
Forficula fasciata, Thunberg, replaces the name lividipes of Dufour,

and the correct name of the species is therefore Nala
fasciata, Thunberg.
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For/icula capensis, Thunberg, is a synonym of Diaperasticiis erijthro-

cepJialiis, Oliv.

[Since going to Press, I have received, through the kindness of

Professor Y. Sjostedt, of Stockhohn, and his artist, Mr. A. Ekblom,
an excellent water-coloured drawing of Still's type of L. ochropu!',

which shows beyond all doubt that it is identical with the South
African species in my own collection, which I have determined as this

species.—M.B.]

Tachycines asynamoru.s, Adelung, instead of Diestrammena
marmorata, Haan.

By MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.E.S.

In a recent article {Ent. Rec, xxv., p. 228, 1913), I recorded the

occurrence of this curious Stenopelmatid, at St. Leonards, and in the

Entoinoloijist for May, 1914 (p. 145), Mr. Lucas also records it from
Ipswich, and gives a good figure.

Its occurrence in a hothouse at Lille is noted by Chopard [Bull.

Soc. Ent. Ft., 1913, p. 284), but in a supplementary note [op. cit.,

No. 1913) he corrects the determination, considering that it is the

closely related D. nnicolor, Bor., and then again a third time he is

obliged to come back to it [op. cit., 1914, p. 122), with the final opinion

that it is identical with a new monomorphic genus discriminated

from Diestrammena by Adelung (Ann. Mus. Zool. Ac. Imp. Sci. St.

Petersbim/, vii., 1902, p. 56 et seq.) under the name Tachycines. This
genus is closely related to Dieatrammena, differing in the armature of

the posterior tibiae. Chopard suggests that the German and British

specimens may also be referable to Adelung's species.

Tachycines differs from TroylophilHs in the long mobile spines of the

anterior and intermediate femora, and from Diestrammena and its

allies in the unequal spines on the upperside of the posterior tibiae,

somewhat stouter body and rather rounded subgenital plate of the

female, this plate be}ng, according to Brunner, pointed and
triangular.

Adelung's specimens were found in imported plants in a palm-
house in St. Petersburg, the owner of which considered that they had
come with some bark with orchid-roots from Colombia.

I have given away most of my St. Leonards specimens, retaining,

unfortunately, only a single male. This has the characteristic arma-
ture of the posterior tibiae described and figured by Adelung : the

spines lie very flat and are compressed, and arranged in groups of 3-7;

in each group each succeeding spine is a little longer than the preceding
one, each group ending in a decidedly bigger spine ; there are a few of

the larger spines irregularly disposed.

I possess some of Brunner's cotypes of Diestrammena nnicolor from
Burma, which do not show this arrangement.

I am, therefore, convinced that the St. Leonards specimens, indeed

probably all the European captures, are to be referred not to Diestram-

mena marmorata, Haan, but to Tacliycines asynamorus, Adelung.
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j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Newspaper Entomology.—A most extraordinary letter was pub-

lished in the Daih/ Chronicle of May 9th, which, if genuine, is probably

unique as an illustration of crass ignorance, misapplied energy, aber-

rance of observation and assumption of scientific knowledge. This

lucubration is contributed to the columns usually devoted to gardening.

Although it will take up a considerable amount of our valuable space,

we feel that all entomologists should know that much still remains to

be done to make the "man in the street " see a thing when he sees it.

" Convinced in previous years that lady-bugs or lady-birds or May-
bugs are the procreators of blight and responsible for all its ravages,

I have in the last few days been closely watching on black currant

bushes:—1. Arrival of the lady-bugs. 2. ' Mating ' of the lady-bugs.

3. Deposit of larvae on scene of No. 2. 4. Some five days later,

hatching of the green aphis. 5. appearance of the black blight.

6. General blighting of the leaves of the black currant bushes. (Note.

—The lady-bug is the first of every parasite to appear on freshly-

opened leaves after the winter season.)

"The ocular evidence shows that the May-bug or lady-bird is the

mother of ' blight.' I have preserved leaves from bushes showing the

phases in the generation of aphis oc blight. The black currant bashes

have served as an early nursery of the blight ; the next stage will be

the blight on to beans, poppies, sweet peas, etc.

" At the seashore, where ' blight ' abounds on decaying seaweed, the

lady-bug is also found at work, but it is of a yellower colour, just as

seashore poppies are yellower than the field poppies, and probably by
reason of the salt.

" Up to the present, ' lady-birds ' have been supposed to ' eat up the

blight,' whilst they are merely ' couving ' it, and the hundreds of

thousands of pounds' damage done annually by ' blight ' has un-

questionably been aided by those who foster, rather than seeking to

extirpate, the lady-bug.
" This question concerns the well-being of farmers more than

pigeons, pheasants, rabbits, or even the ravages of the common spar-

row. May I ask if the Board of Agriculture occupies its energies in

disseminating literature on the means to destroy the lady-bird, May-
bug or hanneton, in place of the ineffectual and costly processes for

dealing with its product ?

" Also, what is the best means to employ at the present stage, when
the ' blight ' is already hatched, and the lady-bugs are still busy propa-

gating it on trees serving as a nursery for the aphis ?

" If, in the interests of agriculture and gardening, you thought it

desirable to forward this letter to the Board of Agriculture, you would
be quite at liberty to do so, and perhaps render a service to the

community."
In his appended remarks the gardening editor takes a very middle

course and pleads for further investigation. Subsequently several well-

known practical entomologists have sent crushing remarks on the

"observations" of the original writer, of which I hear privately that

only the mildest parts were published. Still the sample of brain-

work (!) is too good to be lost.—H.J.T.
Natural combined Colonies of Ants.

1. Incipient colony of Fonnica sanguinea and Formica fusca.
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At Weybridge on July 3rd, 1913, I found a nest of these two

species in a stump. The numbers of the two species were about equal,

indicating the formation of the colony bj' a young sam/idnea queen

having been accepted by a colony of fitsra, since normal colonies, where

the fiisca slaves are obtained by slave raids, contain very few fusca in

proportion to santjninea. That the colony was incipient was shown by

the small size of the smuiuinea ^ ^ and their dark colour, the smallest

specimens measuring 4.5mm. and the largest 5.8mm., as against the

normal size of 6-9mm. By the end of July all the pups I could

obtain had hatched out, 35 being sanguinea and 34 ftisca. This raises

an interesting question, and points to the probability of there being a

fasca queen in the nest, since the colony was so small that it was
unlikely a slave raid could have taken place that year, and the larvae

of neither species live through the winter. Unfortunately the

situation of the nest rendered it impossible to dig it up completely so

as to settle this point. Very few such colonies have been found in a

natural state, though many have been obtained in artificial nests.

Forel has recently {Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., Ivii., 1913) proposed two

new subgenera, Raiitifomnca for the sanguinea group, and Servifortnica

for the /W.scfl group.

2. Natural combined colony of Lasins niger and Lasiiis unibratits.

On May 28th of this year I found a large mound-nest of these two

species, in about equal numbers. The ants were on perfectly friendly

terms, running about together and saluting each other. Close by was

another mound-nest belonging to the same colony. The nmbratas ^ s

were uniformly small, just as they have been in my captive colonies,

mostly smaller than the niger. The measurements were for the

umbratHn 3-5mna and for the niger (all of whom were large ^ s) 3-8mm.

to 4-Omm. In old established colonies nmhratm ^ s average 4-Omm.

to 4-5mm. Lasius uinbratus regularly founds its colonies by a young

J being accepted by a L. niger colony, L. niixtiis in a similar way
with L. alieniis, and L. fuliginosus with L. umbratns.—W. C. Crawley

{B.A., F.E.S.).

8. Incipient colony of F. sangiiinea-fiisca.

On May 1st, 1914, an incipient colony was found in a sandy bank

at Woking, and consisted of one queen {mnguinea), 60-80 ^ s, and

three fnnca slaves. The nest was not a deep one, the galleries only

descending to the depth of one foot. That the colony was incipient

was shown by the extremely small size of the ^ s, many of them being

smaller than the fusca slaves, with pale thoraces and dark heads.

—

D. W. Pinkney.

::^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
CoLiAS edusa.—I received a living 2 of Colias ednsa from Brocken-

hurst, on May 16th, and hope that this means another editsa-ye&v.—L.

W. Newman, F.E.S., Bexley, Kent.

PoLYOMMATUs (AoRiADEs) THETIS.—During the Field Meeting of the

South London Entomological Society, on May 23rd, i'objuiuinutns thetis

was met with in some numbers in its usual haunts on the North

Downs, near Ranmore Common. A number of Hamearis lucina were

also captured, and one or two early specimens of the Burnet, Anthrucera

trijulii. I'vlgoiiimatus icartis was well out, and some of the $ s taken
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"were very blue, and others had the peculiar pale blue irregular suffusions.—Hy. J. Turner.
Habit of Tinea rusticella.—-It may be worth recording that I

have bred some fifteen of this Tineid from a " pellet," or " casting,"

mainly consisting of fur and bones, which I took early this month
(May 1914) from the nest of a Little Owl {Athene noctua) at Hardwick,
near this town.—P. A. Buxton, F.E.S., Cambridge.

Collecting in the Spring of 1914.—-After the many complaints
•one heard of the dearth of butterflies last year, it is a real pleasure
to be able to record their extreme abundance this spring. So, at least,

I found them last week in Surrey. One is rarely privileged in England
to see nearly a third of the British species on the wing in a single day,

.still less so in the middle of May, yet such was my pleasant experience,

when, on the 15th, I saw no less than nineteen species on the wing.
The warm spell at the end of April brought things along wonderfully,

and I heard of Leptosia [Leucopkasia) sinapis, and other spring butter-

flies, being taken by some young friends of mine as early as April 29th.

The locality was a remote spot in western Surrey, and, being
anxious to see this little butterfly on the wing in one of the home
counties, I seized the first opportunity of following it up.

The cold spell intervening, the first suitable day arrived on May
15th, and I started oft' for a long day at six in the morning. The
pleasure of a real " butterfly " day never grows stale, and this one,

^enhanced by the glory of the spring flowers, was a day of days.

August Gonepteryx rhainni, in dozens in the New Forest glades, make
a fine show, but not to be coinpared with G. rhaiiiniin equal numbers,
among the young birches and bluebells, as on this day. They are

ragged, it is true, but their raggedness is not apparent on the wing,
nor even settling unless closely examined. Eucldo'e cardamines was in

•evidence directly I alighted from the station for my long tramp to the
sinapis locality. I must have seen many hundreds during the day,

including the usual small proportion of females, but they were quite

put in the shade in point of numbers by Brenthis eiiphrosi/ne, when I

passed through some of the woodland clearings.

They were in such numbers that over some of the bugle patches
one could frequently have netted half-a-dozen at a stroke. Parari/e

wegaera occurred along the roads, and P. er/eria sparingly in the woods,
"while Hesperia inalvae and Nisoniades (Tlianaus) tayes were everywhere.
The three common Pierids were, of course, well in evidence, P. napi
being the commonest and P. rapae scarcest. Celastrina argiolas, Rumicia
phlaeas, and Coenonyinpha paiiipldlus occurred sparingly, and a single

Hainearis (N^emeobius) Incina was netted in a woodland glade. At
intervals odd hybernated Vanessids were seen, Aglais nrticae, V. io, and
Etigonia polychloros all occurring, and in one corner of a meadow
Callophrys ritbi were skipping about the small birches and blackthorns,

and well-nigh impossible to follow.

As I neared my destination the sky clouded over, and for half-an-

hour very few butterflies were seen. At last, however, as the sun
broke through again, I netted my first L. sinapis, and this was quickly

followed by others. They occurred all day over an area of a mile or
more, flying feebly and rarely resting. They were nowhere common,
but occurred in all the clearings I explored in the immediate neigh-

bourhood, and probably had a fairly considerable range. In all I
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must have seen some three dozen, and I netted a short series of the
best, although nearly all were quite fresh. Everything is wonderfully
forward, and some of the B. eii/iJu-osyiw showed considerable signs of

wear, having evidently been out for some time.- I was intent this day
on butterflies and flowers, and only pursued such moths as forced

themselves on my attention. Foremost of these was Eiih/pe {Melanippe)

haatata, just out and easy to catch, as it flew lower than usual.

I netted eighteen beauties, and could have taken many more.
They were so plentiful that I twice had two and once three in my net

at once. Minoa eiiphorbiata was also in evidence in one clearing, and
many common "waves" and "carpets" were well out. already

including a quantity of Melanippe niontanata.

One Drepana hanuila and one Spilonoma mendica came to the net,

and one worn Lobophora carpinata and a fine fresh Melanthia alhiciUata

taken from tree trunks. Even Hypocrita {EucJielia) jacohaeae was
already out, and flew up as I walked through a meadow.

L. sinapifi was sfcill flying at half-past four, when I left the
locality for my long walk back, and K. cardaviines was on the wing for

some time longer by the roadsides.

I have purposely refrained from being too explicit as to the locality,

as sinapis is a butterfly so poorly equipped by nature for self-preservation,

that a few industrious workers could soon clear it out. It is a great

pleasure to see it again so near home, and to find that it still has at

least one comparative stronghold in the S.E. counties.

The abundance and forwardness of Spring lepidoptera is borne out

by the re-appearance after many years of E. cardamines and the

quantities of Celastrina ai-ginlits in our Highgate gardens. Heliaca

tenehrata has occurred in numbers on the Highgate Golf Course, little

more than five miles from Charing Cross, and yesterday at Sandwich,
while following competitors in the Amateur Golf Championship, the.

insect life on the course was most striking.

The most abundant species were Coenonympha pawphilns, Asjrilates-

citraria, Mesotype {lineolata) and Cranihi(s chrysojiiichelliis, the latter-

three frequently worrying the players on the putting greens, Avhen

addressing the ball. The nettles round the Golf house were eaten tO'

shreds by A;/lais urticae larvae and altogether the signs of the times
point to a great butterfly year in store for us.

—

Russeil James, 3,

Bloomfield Road, Highgate. May 22?u/, 1914.

(gfURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Mr. J. Edwards, Colesborne, Cheltenham, will be grateful ta

Entomologists who have collected Coleoptera or Hemiptera in Norfolk

during the past five years for particulars of their captures for present

publication.

On January 26th, of this year there died at Moulin, in his 70th
year, Joseph Ernest Olivier, Editor of the Revue Scientific du Bow-
honnais et dn Centre de la France, which he founded in 1888. He was
a distinguished specialist of Lampyridae, and well-known to his English
colleagues, especially to those whose acquaintances he made at the
Congresses of Brussels and Oxford. He was the grandson of the:

famous A. G. Olivier, of the Encyclopedie methodique.
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One of the last of the strenuous band of recorders of the local fauna
of Hastings during the latter part of the nineteenth century has just

passed away in the death of the genial rector of Guestling, the Rev.

E. N. Blomfield. 'Tis nearly a quarter of a century since, in company
with Mr. A. Ford, we spent a very happy day at the rectory and listened

to reminiscences of hunting days, and saw specimens of local interest,

including Envanessa antUypa, taken in his own parish by his own hands.

Active to the last, he kept up his correspondence with workers of many
orders, and was ever ready to impart to others his knowledge of aught
that was local. Even after he had reached his eightieth year he was
more than once present at the Verrall supper in London, and seemed
to have changed but little since the time when we first met him in his

beautiful home near Hastings.

We have received as a separatum an account of a trip made in May
and June, 1913, to Albarracin, Central Spain, by Mr. W. G. Sheldon,

who, in company with Mr. A. H. Jones, spent some six weeks there.

The author paid particular attention to the variation of the Rhopalocera,

and has diagnosed and named the following new forms. A number of

Aylals urticae were bred and found to be a large race with average

wing expanse of 60mm., comparable in richness of ground colour to

var. ichnnsa of Corsica, with a very wide band on the hindwings, and
almost total suppression of pale patches in the tawny bands on the

forewings. To this the name var. teruelensis is given. Krebia epistyyne

was not uncommon locally and was smaller than the French race, aver-

agmg only 46mm. in expanse of wing, and having a narrow, dark anal

border to the forewing and lighter tip, while the ocelli on all the wings
are well emphasised. The undersides are grey rather than brown.
This Spanish form Mr. Sheldon calls var. viriathax. A very strongly

marked form of Epinephele bjcaon, with ocelli on the forewings much
enlarged with black shading, especially the lower one, is named ab.

boopis. These three new forms are very clearly portrayed on the plate

which accompanies the letterpress. A fine series of the beautiful

Melitaea desfontainii was obtained, as well as many other choice and
local species and forms.

Mr. H. H. Brindley, of St. John's College, Cambridge, is still

continuing his investigations into the bionomics of Forjicula

auricularia. Two articles have recently appeared in the Proceedini/a of
the Cainbr'uhje Philusopldcal Society, " The Proportions of the Sexes of

For/icula aarictdaria in the Scilly Islands," and " Notes on the

Breeding of Forpcida auricularia." In the former paper the author
says that " The present study of the earwigs of the Scilly Isles, as a

whole, does no more than bring to light the facts recited, but they

suggest that the group is a favourable and ea.sily accessible locality for

a full investigation as to sex-inheritance, influence of parasites and of

environmental conditions." The latter paper gives an account of the

rearing of the species, for the first time in captivity, from the egg to

maturity.

In the Scottish Naturalist for March, Mr. Wm. Evans has com-
menced an article, which will no doubt be of much interest and
usefulness, on the " Lepidoptera (Moths) and other insects at Scottish

Lighthouses, chiefly in the Forth area." The writer has paid a very
kmdly tribute to our late editor, Mr. J. W. Tutt, from whose " able
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articles " on " The Migration and Dispersal of Insects," he has made
considerable extracts in his introductory chapter.

We have received from Herr Harry Federley, of Helsingfors,

Finland, two articles published by him some time ago in the Acta

Societatis pro Fauna et Flora Fennica. The first on " The Colour of

some Lepidopterous Cocoons and the Similarity to their Environment."
The larvae experimented with were those of species in the genera

Satiirnia, Cerura and Dicranura. One result of the experiments was
to prove that if the atmosphere surrounding the cocoons were kept dry,

the cocoons would be colourless either in the dark or when fully

exposed to the light, and that the brown coloration was brought out

by dampness at anytime, either during the manufacture of the silk for

tbe cocoon or even some years later. The second article discussed
" The Northern Races of Dicramda vinnla," with figures of var.

fennica, a paler form than the type and characteristic of S. Finland,

and of var. phantoma, a much darker blackish form, characteristic of

N. Finland. Much enlarged figures of the structure and arrangement

of the scales of these forms with those of the type were also given. The
numerous aberrations were at the same time referred to.

The Irish Naturalist, as a rule, contains but little entomology. The
March number, however, includes a considerable contribution towards

a record of " Irish Ichneunionidae," by the Rev. W. T. Johnson, and
also an account, by G. W. Nicholson, M.A., M.D., F.E.S., of the

coleoptera taken by him in September at Cloverhill, Co. Cavan, and at

Balrath, Co. Meath.

Several lovers of nature in Yorkshire haveduring the last two or three

years taken up the study of the Arachnida, and J.Vie Naturalist has at

times contained reports of their observations. In the March number
Mr. Falconer, of Huddersfield, contributes a long list of spiders which

he has observed, with notes on their occurrence and habits. The
author says that up to the present time 314 species have been recorded

from the county, a number only exceeded by Dorset, the home of the

great arachnologist, Pickard-Cambridge.

The volume of British Lepidoptera, left unfinished at the death of

our late Editor, is rapidly nearing completion at the hands of Mr.

Wheeler, and the Index is in a forward state, practically ready for the

printer. Most of the plates are also either completed or in hand.

Unfortunately, the MS. relating to Hamearis lucina was not sufficiently

complete to indicate the author's views, and hence that species has not

been dealt with. Nevertheless, the matter relating to the other species

has been enough to ensure a volume of about the average size of the

previous volumes, and, thanks to the strenuous work of Mr. Wheeler,

is not a whit less interesting and useful than they are.

Still the craze for registering and naming the forms and aberrations

of the Faniassius species goes on. In the March number of the

Entomologische Mitteilunijen Herr Felix Byrk discusses the variation in

Parnassius breuieri, and illustrating with figures several new aberrations

which he describes.

Two separata from the Proceedings of the Second EntoDiolor/ical

Congress, 1912, lie before us. One, by Dr. Chapman, deals with
" Some Experiments on the Regeneration of the Legs of Liparis

difipar, h." and is illustrated by ten plates. The object in the first

instance was to determine which joints in the larval legs corresponded
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to those of the imago. It was found that complete regeneration of

parts did not occur until after several moults. Unless a very radical

removal of the leg be made, regeneration of the whole leg always takes

place after four or five moults. If the amputation be by clean incision,

regeneration takes a simple and straightforward course ; if crushing

take? place, various supplementary portions occur, and often duplication

of parts. The second paper is one by the Rev. G. Wheeler, " Suggestions

for securing Simplification and Permanency in Nomenclature." This
article should be read by every one who thinks he has an opinion on
Nomenclature, or who wishes to discuss this vexed question. The
pros and cons of priority are discussed with the worst instances of its

effects, Meigen's paper on Diptera, Linneus 10th versus 12th editions,

the notorious ari/its var. at't/on case, etc. Many instances are given of

the incidence of so-called " rules " on the permanence and fluctuation

of the signification of generic names. A considerable section is devoted

to the question, what is a name?, to Orthography and to emendation.
[We cannot refrain from adding a further example of Orthography, the

alteration of nickeriii (named in honour of Dr. Nickerl) to niccerli,

when it becomes absolutely unrecognisable.] After a few words on
Authorities and Availability, the author makes two suggestions

(1) That no name discovered in an earlier publication be considered

available if it displace one in unchallenged use for more than twenty-

five years previously, (2) That a generic name shall not be held

available in a different, but only in its recognised sense, or a restricted

or extended use of the same. Mr. Wheeler then discusses what
should be the duties of the International Committee and finally makes
some remarks on varietal and aberrational names and on the nomen-
clature of parallel variation, which we might possibly reprint with

great benefit to our readers who have not the opportunity of perusing

the arguments in the original paper.

After a considerable interval another part, 18, of the Lepidopterorion

Catalof/Hs has been issued. It deals with the Sphini/idae : sub-fam.

Ambnlicinae, Sesiinae, and is by Prof. H. Wagner. As regards com-
pleteness this part appears, if one may judge by the number of references

given to Mimas tiliae (nearly seven pages), to be quite up to standard.

Aberrations and variations, as well as hybrids, are included. Nearly
ten pages are given to the references to Amorpha populi.

Jn the fi'«^ Mo. Mcuf. for April Mr. E. A. Newbery announces an
addition to the British Coleoptera in the species Phili/dnis halophilus,

four specimens of which were taken by Mr. Claude Morley near Bawdsey,
Essex, in April, 1904 ; Mr. D. Sharp adds P. fuscipennis which he had
differentiated from P. nielanncephalus from many localities ; and Messrs.

J. C. F. and H. F. Fryer add Anthicus bifasciatus, which they found in

considerable numbers in old manure heaps near Chatteris, Cambs.
In the Ento)itoloi/ical Neirs for April there is an appreciative notice

of the late Dr. Geo. Wm. Peckham, of Milwaukee, who passed away
on June 18th, 1914, at the age of 68. In conjunction with his wife

he wrote many articles and several books of their researches into the

Biology of Wasps aud Spiders, which are quite classical not only for

their scientific accuracy and originality, but also for their scholarly

and literary character.
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SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London.—Annual Meeting.—

January 21.s<, 1914.—No other names having been received in addition

to those proposed by the Council as Officers and Council for the

ensuing year, the latter were declared by the President to be elected.

Mr. R. W. Lloyd, one of the Auditors, read the Auditors' Report, which
was adopted on the motion of Mr. H. E. Page, seconded by Mr. J.

Piatt Barrett. The Rev. G. Wheeler, one of the Secretaries, then

read the Report of the Council, which was adopted on the motion of

Mr. R. S. Standen, seconded by Mr. R. W. Lloyd. The President then

delivered an Address, after which Prof. Ponlton moved a Vote of

Thanks to him, coupled with the request that he would allow the

Address to be printed as a part of the Society's Proceedings ; this was
seconded by Mr. W. J. Lucas and carried by acclamation. • The
President returned thanks and Mr. 0. E. Janson then proposed a Vote
of Thanks to the other Officers for their services during the past year

;

this was seconded by Mr. T. F. S. Hoar and carried, the Treasurer and
the two Secretaries returning thanks in a few words.

February ith.—Election of Fellows.—^Miss Maude Lina West
Cleghorn, 57, Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta, and Mr. William
John Forsham, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., The Villa, Bubwith, Selby, Yorks,

were elected Fellows of the Society. Prodenia littoralis bred in

England.—Mr. B. H. Smith exhibited specimens of Prodenia littoralis

bred from larvse found feeding on bananas at Weymouth. A Species

OF Prottjra and a New Order of Insects.—Mr. C. B. Williams
exhibited a specimen of the Genus Accreutomon of the Order Protura

taken from moss in the New Forest, Hampshire. He also drew the

attention of the Society to the new Order Zoraptera just described by
Silvestri. Ant Larvae as Sewing-Machines.— Mr. Donisthorpe
exhibited specimens of the ants Oecophylla smarar/diiia, F., from
Ceylon, and 0. virescens, F., from North Queensland. These ants

use their larvfe to spin threads and fasten the leaves of their nests

together. Algerian Diptera.^—^Prof. Poulton exhibited a collection of

Diptera and other insects associated with them, made by Dr. Adalbert

Seitz, F.E.S. The specimens were chiefly taken at Batna (about

"1,300 metres) in July, 1918. A Pierine Mimic of a Danaid.—-Prof.

Poulton also exhibited specimens of the Pierid Neophasia terlooti, and
pointed out its mimetic resemblance to a Danaine. The following

papers were read:—"On the egglaying of Trichioxoma,'' by T. A.

Chapman, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S. "A remarkable new Genus and
Species of Odonata of the Legion Podaijrion, Sel., from N. Queensland,"

by Kenneth ). Morton, F.E.S. " Lepidoptera-Heterocera from S.E.

Brazil," by E. Dukinfield-Jones, F.Z.S., F.E.S. " The Myrmeco-
philous Aphides of Britain," by Prof. F. V. Theobald, M.A., F.E.S.

March 4:th.—Messrs. Wm. J. von Monte Pendlebury, Broadlands,

Shrewsbury, and Keble College, Oxford ; Robert Veitch, 7, Queen's

Crescent, Edinburgh, and Francis Cardew Woodforde, B.A., Market
Drayton, Salop^ were elected Fellows of the Society. Polymorphism in

Ants.—Mr. H. Donisthorpe and Mr. W. C. Crawley exhibited a number
of polymorphic forms in ants, illustrated by a chart, and read notes.

Gynandromorphic Eriogaster lanestris.—Mr. H. Main exhibited a

gynandromorphic specimen of Eriogaster lanestris, right side ? , left
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side ^ , bred last year at Eastbourne by Mr. E. P. Sharp. Rare
Goliath-beetles.—Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited a specimen which he
believed to be the female of Goliathiis wisei, Heath, hitherto unknown,
also specimens of Q. kirki, Gray, in which the white markings were very

perfectly preserved. British Eudectus and Oedemera virescens.—Mr.

Champion exhibited on behalf of Mr. E. W. Morse, of Leeds, the second

British specimen of the genus Kudectus, probably a variety of E. whitei,

Sharp, from Ingleborough, Yorks, and a pair of Oedemera virescens, L.,

from Symonds Yat, Hereford. Suggested protective value of the
Cocoon of Lyonetia clerkella, L.—Dr. F. A. Dixey exhibited, at the

desire of Mr. .J. C. Hawkshaw, F.E.S., a cocoon of Lyonetia clerkella,

L., spun up on a cherry leaf. Mr. Hawkshaw suggested that the fine

silken web attached to the leaf on each side of the supporting strands

and guy lines, by means of which the cocoon is slung up like a hammock,
served as a protection against ants. Living hkuviE and Imagines of

Agriades thersites.—Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited a J and 5 imago
of Ai/riades thersites, alive, bred from the egg ; also two last-stage larvse.

Dichotomy of Anterior Limb in a Coccid.—Mr. E. Ernest Green
exhibited a Coccid with double anterior limb, and read notes. Lasio-

CAMPA ilicifolia.—Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a fine $ Lasiocampa

ilicifolia taken on the wing at Cannock Chase by Mr. G. B. Oliver on

May 25th, 1913. Mr. Newman stated that the larva in captivity took

readily to aspen. A varietal form of Cidaria suffumata.—Mr. A. W.
Mera exhibited two specimens of Cidaria suff'uinata, of an unusual
form, from East Devon, received from Rev. J. W. Metcalfe, who takes

this form in damp woods and finds it not entirely confined to one

wood. A surprising family of Hypolimnas (Euralia) dubia. Beau v.,

AND anthedon, Dbl., FROM Natal.—Pi'of. Poulton statcd that he had
just received, from Mr. E. E. Piatt, of Durban, the male and female

parents— both of the wahlbergi form—caught in coitu, with their large

family of about 200 ininia and wahlbergi in about equal numbers. The
following paper was read:—"A Revision of the Central American
Chaidiotinathinae (Pam. Telephoridae), based on the Genital Armature
of the Males," by G. C. Champion, A.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

April 1st.—Mrs. Maria Ernestina Walsh, Soekaboemi, Java;
Messrs. J. P. Ramakrishna Aiyar, B.A., F.Z S., The Agricultural Col-

lege, Coimbatore, South India; Eugene Bendefitter, 11 Rue St. Jaques,

Le Mans, France; Rev. Prebendary Edward Grose Hodge, The Vicar-

age, Paddington ; A. J. T. Janse, 1st Street, Gezina, Pretoria, S.

Africa; Charles Nicholson, 35 The Avenue, Hale End, Chingford,

N.E.; Frederic de la Mare Norris, B.Sc, The Agricultural Department,
Kuala Lumpur, Malay States, were elected Fellows of the Society. A
Point in Mimicry.—Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited some specimens of

the genus Curetis from the Tring Museum, and read notes on a point

of mimicry. Pierines from Western China.—Dr. F. A. Dixey
exhibited specimens of Pierinae from Western China, with drawings of

their scent-scales, and remarked on them. New and rare Papilios.—
Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited both sexes of a new Papilio belonging to

the i/ainbrisiiis group, and apparently most nearly allied to P. ormeniis,

Guer., also the rare Papilio </abrielis, Roths., both recently received

from the Admiralty Islands. An Ant's nest and a Myrmecophilotis

Beetle.—Mr. Donisthorpe exhibited a small nest of the ant

Crenicfutogaster schenki, Forel, from Madagascar, fastened on the stem
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of a tree. Also a small beetle, Semidavvjer sikorae, Wasamann, which
came out of this nest, and is a guest of C. schenki. Protura.—Mr.
C. B. Williams exhibited specimens of Acerentulus, of the order
Prottn-a, taken, by means of a Berlese Funnel, in soil at Wimbledon,
Surrey. Remarkable Aberrations of Rhopalocera.—Mr. E. B. Ashby
exhibited a 2 of Dnjas pandora, with darkly suffused underside hind-
wing, very near the ab. lilacina, Obth., from La Granja ; also an
aberration of Melitaea athalia, from Hinterzarten, belonging to the eos

group of aberrations of this species. The following papers were read :—" Descriptions of South American Micro-lepidoptera," by E.
Meyrick, B.A., F.R.S., F.E.S.; "A revision of the Tipulid Genus
Styrinf/oiin/ia," by F. W. Edwards, F.E.S.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—Februanj IWi.—New Members.—Mr. B. Williams of E. Finchley,
and Prof. Meldola, F.R.S., were elected members. Nature Reserves.
—Mr. H. Rowland-Brown discussed the matter of Nature Reserves,

and appealed for further financial aid, and suggestions for the care of

these areas. Paper.—Rev. G. Wheeler read a paper on " The Genus
Melitaea,'" and exhibited many European species. American species

OF Melit.ea.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, his collection of the American species

of the genus Melitaea with species of the allied genus Phyciodes.

European Melit^a.—Mr. Curwen, series of most European species of

Melitaea. Sicilian Melit^a.—Mr. J. Piatt Barrett, series of Sicilian

M. athalia and M. didi/nia. Phyciodes.—Mr. Edwards, species of

Phyciodes and (oatlantona from S. and Cent. America.
P^ebruary 2Qth.—Special Exhibition of Lantern slides by Mem-

bers.—Dr. Chapman, illustrating mistletoe growing on Scotch Fir in

the Dauphiny Alps. Mr. Tonge, various details of lepidopterous life-

histories. Mr. C. B. Williams, organisms obtained by using the

Berlese apparatus, and details of Coniopteryx and Aleyrodes, etc.

Mr. West, Rotifers, Cyclops, various species of Collembola, etc.

Mr. Dennis, illustrating various British Galls. Mr. Colthrup,
illustrating the resting position of lepidopterous imagines, and of nest-

ing sites of some shore-birds, and read a paper on his experiences in

photographing the latter. A. plexippus bred in Britain.—Mr. Frohawk
exhibited a series of Anosia plexippm, bred from ova laid by a ? sent

alive to this country. A gynandromorph of E. lanestris.—Mr. Main,
for Mr. Sharp of Eastbourne, a bred gynandromorph of Eriogaster

lanestris, left side c? , right side J . Syntomid mimicry.—Mr. W. J.

Kaye, the Syntomid Diptilon halterate, which is readily taken for a

species of Diptera.

March 12th.—-New Members.—Mr. J. C. Fryer, Northumberland
Avenue. Heliconius species.—Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited two quite

distinct species of Heliconius, PL. hydara and H. ainaryllis var. earyades

of almost exactly the same facies, with the microscopic slides of the

genitalia. G. ilicifolia captured.— Mr. Newman, Gastropacha
ilicifolia J taken at Cannock Chase, May 25th, 1913, by Mr. G. B.

Oliver. N. American Hornet.—Mr. Tonge, nest of the N. American
Hornet, Vespa inacidata from Massachusetts with several imagines.

Aleurodes.—Mr. Step, photographs of Alearodes (Aleyrodidae) a

family allied to the Coccidae and gave notes on the habits of the insects.

Microscopical exhibits.—-Dr. Cliapman, the androconia of Ayriades

thersites, spring-brood, large, much like those of P. escheri, summer-
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brood, much like those of P. icarus. Mr. West, imagines of Alenrodes

{Aleyrodidae). Mr. Adkin, armatures of Ptijcholoma lecheana, cocoon

structure of Anthrocera JiUpendulae and Saturnia pavonia. Mr. C. B.

Williams, British species of the order Protura. Mr. Coxhead, galls,

with larvfe and pupse, of Cecidoiiiyia saliciperda. Mr. Ashdown, small

brilliant and metallic species of Coleoptera and Hemiptera, including

Hispa atra, larva of Jalla dniiiosa, etc., with the Swiss Centhorrhynchtis

horridus. Mr. Noad Clark, androconial scales of P. brassicae, Diatoms,

Desinids, and botanical structures.

March 2Qth.—Exotics. ^—Mr. Edwards exhibited a large Coleopteron,

Archon centauriis, found dead at Blackheath, and also a number of

Lepidoptera from Burmah, including Chalcuna venosa and C. zetica.

Special exhibit of Colias edusa.—Mr. Tonge, a long series of Colias

ednsa taken near Reigate in 1877-8, the years of great abundance. Mr.

H. J. Turner, C. ednsa from Dawlish, etc., including 2 var. helice and
bred examples of intermediate coloration. Mr. A. E. Gibbs, C. edusa

with local forms from many European localities, with allied species

from the Eastern Palfearctic area and from the Nearctic region. Mr.

R. Adkin, a large number of C. edusa including many specimens of

intermediate coloration. Mr. Joy, a very long series of bred specimens

of C. edusa, all of large size, many 2 s with small or no spots in the

marginal bands. Mr. Dunster, C. edusa taken along the S. Coast of

England during the past three years. Mr. Frohawk, very long series

of C. edusa and $ var. helice showing almost complete gradation in

ground from pure white to rich orange, including the rare shades of

lemon colour and aberrations with black suffusion to the discoidal

(forewing), with black hindwings, with drab marginal borders, and a

? measuring 67mm. Mr. R. Adkin, a long series of British C. edusa

and read a paper entitled " (Julias edusa in Britain " dealing in turn

with Nomenclature, History in Britain, the Theory of its Occurrence,

Probable Lines of Migration and Immigration, Local Habits, Variation

and Aberration, Reasons of Irregular Abundance beyond the confines

of its area of Natural Distribution, etc. A considerable discussion took

place.

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society. — P'ebruary

IQth, 1914.—This meeting was a joint one with the Manchester,

Entomological Society, who were invited to tea by the Council.

A large number of exhibitions were made, including the following,

viz.

:

—Amazon Insects.—A small collection of insects from the

Amazons by Mr. C. H. Walker. Prof. Newstead and Mr. Watson,
of Manchester, made remarks upon this exhibit, describing the habits

and life-history of the more note-worthy species. Melanic P. gamma
AND varied series OF OTHER SPECIES.— Mr. Y. Coryton, of Manchester,

exhibited a fine melanic specimen of Plusia .laiinna as well as a bronzy

form, and the typical insect for comparison, also Trochiliuui crabroni-

formis, Nola cucullatella, Kupithecia fraxinata, and a short series of

Peronea varieyana, all from the Brooklands district of Cheshire.

Early E. lichenea larv^.—Mr. R. Tait, Junr., full-fed larvie of

Epunda lichenea found in the open in N. Wales, on January 10th,

many then found had already pupated, he also made some remarks
upon the early date. Varieties of A. grossulariata.—Mr. B. H.
Crabtree showed varieties of Abraxas yrossulariata as follows, viz.

:

—
lacticolor-radiata, lacticolor-cuneata, iochalcea, fiavo-palliata, and //ai'o-
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palliata-cuneata. Forcing of E. atomabia.—Mr. W. Mansbridge, a

long series of Ematiinja {Fidonia) atomaria, from the Burnley district,

bred by forcing in a warm room in January, including many dark
forms ; also a series of Odontopera bidentata var. nigra which emerged
in January, in a cold room. C. reticulata.—Dr. P. F. Tinne, a

series of Cidaria retictilata, from Windermere. Local forms of
British Butterflies.—Mr. E. Wilding Satijnts seniele, English and
Irish forms, Pieris napi from Ireland, Kent, and the coast sand-hills,

also Melitaea anrinia {artemis) from Ireland. Drawings of Geometrid
ARMATURES,—Mr. F. N. Picrce had on view the drawings for his

forthcoming work " The Genitalia of the British Geometers," as well

as preparations under the microscope.

J^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Common British Beetles.—By Rev. Chas. A. Hall, F.R.M.S.

Published by Adam and Chas. Black, Soho Square, London, W.
Price Is. 6d. 88 pp.—8 plates in colour+ 15 in blaek and white
photographs.

This professedly elementary treatise is well conceived, and should
be in the hands of every intelligent lad in our secondary and public

schools who is interested in Nature Study, and whose special bent is

the study of beetles.

The author (circumscribed as he is by space and price) has done
his work well. The information is sound, forming a sure foundation,

and is of such a character as to lead the student to a more advanced
field. Moreover, the book is not intended to encourage collecting as

the " be all and end all." Whilst a chapter on " Collection and
Preservation" is rightly included, the reader is told that "Collecting is

necessary, but should always be regarded as subsidiary to observation."

. . .
" The species of coleopterist most desirable to-day, and in

all time, is the observer of beetles in their natural haunts, and one who
has ingenuity and patience enough to devise ways and means of

keeping them in confinement through all their stages, so that accurate

records of life-histories may be obtained."

Chapters are written on " The structure of Beetles," " Some
remarkable beetles," " Some British Beetles described," and the Sub-
Orders :—Adephaga, Clavicornia, Lamellicornia, Serricornia, Phyto-
phaga, Heteromera, Rhyncophora, are briefly dealt with.

The publishers also deserve a generous meed of praise for the

excellence of the volume, and for their liberality in the matter of plates

which are calculated to be of great assistance.—H.E.P.
Lepidoptera of the Panama Zone.— 1. New Genera and Species of

Microlepidoptera from Panama, by August Busck, 67 pp. (2) Report

on the Lepidoptera af the Smitlisonian Biological Survey of the Panama
Canal Zone, by Harrison G. Dyar, 212 pp. Wherever the influence of

the United States extends there the Smithsonian Institute sends its

trained emissaries to investigate everything of human interest. Most
of the species were collected by Prof. Busck who went out especially

to collect " Micros " and took " Macros " only as a side issue. Hence
the larger lepidoptera are poorly represented and much of the material

is new. Practically all the new species are introduced with notes

showing differentiation from existing species.—H.J.T.
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LATE SUMMER IN NORWAY. 15P>

Late Summer in Norway.

By P. A. and D. A. J. BUXTON.

I.

—

Lesje.

'The insects with which the first part of this paper deals were taken

about the Romsdal-Gudbransdal watershed between July 25th and

August 1st, 1913. This is really much too late in the season for

collecting in Norway. The locality was also given a passing visit at,

the end of August. The watershed is formed, not of a ridge, but b}^ a

lake (Lesjeskogens Vand), at about 2,000ft. Pine forest rises from
this level to about 2,700fD., filling tbe whole country below that level,

except for a few hay-fields round the farms, and a number of bogs and
meres, mainly consisting of sphagnum, moss and cotton-grass. The
actual pine forest is not interesting, " reindeer-moss " forming almost

the only undergrowth. Above the pines, birch trees [Bftulu alba)

extend to 8,000ft. This zone is much more open, and there is an

undergrowth of blaeberry
(
Vacciniiiiii vnjrtilliif.) supplemented by other

plants of the same genus, with I'ljnila spp., Trieittalin ennijuica, (Ji)runs

sitecica, etc.

In damp places the birch trees and their undergrowth extend down-
wards as low as " lake level " (2,000ft.). Above tree-line, which is

sharply defined, the birch is replaced by a creeping ally, Betiila nana.

A dwarf willow, some two inches high, is found with many Ericaceous

and Vacciniaceous plants, such as are described below for the higher

zones in the Surendal.

About fourteen species of butterflies were still flying at the end of

July. Except where otherwise stated it is to be presumed that the species

occurred near Lesjevoerk (2,000fc.). C'olias palacno var. lappunica was
taken round the edges of a bog ; males were fresh, females had not

appeared. One stray specimen was taken above tree-line. Judging
from the British Museum series, 2-3,000ft. is normal for this insect

in Scandinavia. A specimen in poor condition turned up at

Molmen on August 29th. There was some variation in depth of

ground colour and in amount of dark markings. Brenthis selene

and B. euphrosi/ne were rather going over by July 25th. B.

pales var. arsilache and B. pales were in good condition ; the

former from 2,000it. to beyond tree line, the latter attaining an

altitude of nearly 4,000ft. The distinctness of the two forms was
not grasped at the time, but probably their ranges overlap, and some
specimens can hardly be assigned to one or the other form. A
form of Avfninniii niohe var. eris $ s was common enough and fairly

fresh, in some hay-fields. The Norse form is small, dull, and lacking

in red on the upperside, and also on the forewing underside. A. a<jlaia

also occurred. Coenon)/nip/ia patnphibis was always in poor condition.

Erebia liijea was freshly out. It seldom reached birch-lme, but was
common on sunny days, flitting over dandelions and hawkweeds in

glades and paths. This species, also C. painphilns and PlebeltiH

aiyi/foi/noinon, frequently sham death on being boxed, lying motionless

on their sides for many seconds. A(/lais iirticaf was not rare ; one

Foli/ipniia c-albiiin was taken at Horgheim, in lower Eomsdal, on
August 28th. (^'linjaoplianKH hippot/nw var. stieheii, Gerh., seemed
uncommon. It was fond of basking on yellow alpine CiDJiiposite

flowers at about 3,500ft. Fdli/nmniatiis icanis was ia pao^vabnflfJSifctiw^

\{\\ 27 1914
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and not common at lake level. PleheiKK arfiyrognonwn { = an/ii!i, auctt.)

was abundant in both sexes at the end of July and also a month later,

when the species was in poor condition. It was not by any means
freshly out in July. It occurred to one of us that Norwegian l.epi-

doptera perhaps remain longer on the wing than British ones. The
suggestion is only put forward tentatively, but perhaps merits the

attention of the wise and prudent. Anyhow, P. arijiii-txinomon reached

at least 3,500ft. It was very variable, iDut we are not in a position to

discuss the series. Urbicola cojinna, one ^ , fresh, July 25th. In

general the Norwegian form is var. catena, a most inconstant form,

generally very dark. This particular specimen is paler than any
Scandinavian specimen in the British Museum, and really looks quite

British.

Of the moths, Anthrocera exulaiu var. vanadis was worn by
July 25th (3,500ft.). This varietal name appears to be designed for

the benefit of Scandinavian specimens in worn condition. Plnsia

inteiroijationh and A(iroperina lateritia, Hufn., both occurred. The
latter occurred at Gaasbu (or Gautsbud) at 3,000ft. also at Lesjevoerk.

It was not completely over by August 25th when some came to sugar

at Lesje. Acidalia fumata were worn by July 25th, Pi/ifinaena

(Eiicaterva) fusca was locally abundant just above tree-line ; on
July 25th, etc., the specimens were mostly fresh. The flight is

" Geometrid," close to the ground and not very fast. Considering its

colour the species is easily seen. Carsia. palndata var. viibiitata was
fresh in July. The moth seemed to haunt sallow, though its food-

plant is Vaccinium. One sunny morning we watched a $ settle on
various blossoms without resting in any special position or attempting

to orientate herself. Towards midday she took up a position on a

sallow twig, moved her wings up and down a little and finally

assumed the regular Deltoid posture with antennfe tucked under

the forewing costa. Coreinia munitata was taken at 3,000ft. in worn
condition. Entephria (Larentia) caesiata was abundant in the forests,

especially in the more open parts. Cidaria triincata ((?s) were

common enough and fresh at the end of July (with this contrast (J.

innnanata on the Sura in mid-August). Cidaria testata (^s) was
beginning to emerge at the same time. C. })opidata (<?s) was also

abundant. At Lilleharamer, on September 2nd, we took Pieris napi

and PJuniidesia albidata. The following Hymenoptera, which the Eev.

F. D. Morice has kindly determined, were taken near Lesje :— PJtodn-

f/axter puncttdata, Vespa viih/aris, Plalictus calceatns var. albipes,

Odi/neri(fi trifasciatna, Boiiibns luconiin, B. junellus, and B. at/rofinii.

Mr. K. J. Morton has been good enough to name a few Neuroptera,

etc. Trichoptera, Linmophiliis vittatii.s,F., Xetirecli/)><ishii)iacidata,Ij.,

Rhiiacophila nnhila, Zett. ; Odonata, Af/rion cnncimiiiiii, Johanson,

Lencorrhinia riibicunda, L. ; Plecoptera, Chloroperla f/rauiiiiatica,

Scop., C. i/riseipennis, Pict., Isopten/.v bitniiiesteri, Pict., Awpliiuemiira

cinerea, Olivier, A. standfussi, Ris., Leuctra diijitata, Kempny

;

Ephemeridae, heptophlehia vespertina, L., SipJdiirits laciistris, Eaton,

(Gaasbu).

Dr. Malcolm Burr has helped us with a few Orthoptera. Tbe
most interesting species is Podisma fri(/idtiiii, Boheman, an alpine

and arctic flightless species occurring from about 3,000ffc. upwards as

fdr as the ground was suitable. Tbe species was abundant in small
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boggy hollows on the hills wherever the ground was very damp ; often

living on nearly naked peat sparsely clad with Krioji/iDnnn and

Sphaiinuni. Both sexes were abundant and paired at the end of July
;

and the same was true at the end of August. At the latter date the

country was much more dried up, and the insect was dispersed even

over the driest slopes. The colours are variable and sometimes most

beautiful. The insect may be washed with yellow or bright green, or

the elytra and top of head and thorax may be magenta, or the whole

colour dark and almost inky. Uinocestuit viridnliis {^ s), Mecostethus

(irnsuKs, L., Goinphocenis )i)acidatit!i, Thunb., ( ? ), Staiinxlerus bicolor,

Charp. (nymph) also occurred, and one specimen of the cockroach

Ectobia lappoiiica, L., was taken at 3,000ft.

II. SURENDAL.

From August 5th to August 26th we were in Surendal, abont ten

miles from the fjord. The flat bottom of the valley is here sometimes

as much as a mile broad, and mostly under cultivation. A poor crop

of hay is taken off most of this, but there are generally a few patches

of potatoes and a good deal of bearded wheat. The valley is well

sprinkled with farms and cottages, but these have" no gardens. The
river is largely fringed with alders, and these and birches grow here

and there in patches among the fields. The sides of the valley are

quite steep for the first few hundred feet. Alders soon give way to

pines : these go over the first crest of the higher ground, and cover

the country rather less thickly as the slope becomes more moderate.

There are still some at 1,500 ft., but they no longer form a wood after

about 700 ft. in most places. Alders grow at a height of several

hundred feet in sheltered places.

Above the pines, and sometimes among them, there are often groups

of birches. The ground under the pines and birches is covered with

such plants as one would find in similar places in Scotland. Vacchiitna

iiiiirtillua completely covers large areas ;
f. ttlif/iiiosnni is less common.

There is also a good deal of An-tostap/n/lox and Coniiis si<erica, and in

the more exposed places. Erica tetralix, and (Jallnna vahiaru, while Andru-

iiieda, Linnaea, Trientalis, Pi/rola, Pnb/podiiiui, etc., grow in suitable

corners.

There are damp spots on most of the hills, where the usual bog-plants

grow, e.;/., several species of Droftera, Piuanicida vuh/arift, and a great deal

of Narthecimii ot^aifrcKjnm. However, as a whole the hills were surprisingly

dry. Betida alba is succeeded on higher ground by B. nana, and this

grows to the top of most of the hills in the immediate neighbourhood of

Moen, the place at which we stayed. It does not reach to the top of

Honstadknyken, which rises to 3,600ft. on the south side of the valley.

On the north side the hills do not rise above 1,800ft. LoheleHria pro-

cioiibenn, Menziesia caerulea and Veronica alpina, and similar Alpine

plants grow right to the tops. There Avere small patches of snow still

lying in sheltered places on the higher hills. The weather during the

first week was cold and very wet. During June and July it had been

exceptionally dry and hot. The second and third weeks were much
warmer, and it seldom rained. When the sun was out it was almost

unpleasantly hot.

We sugared only in the valley, and there not very frequently.

Alders by the side of the rivers, and pines and birches half-a-mile
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away, where the ground began to rise and the undergrowth was com-
posed of bilberries, seemed to produce the same species. A/decta

occulta was fairly abundant, but none of the specimens were in good
condition. The same applies to A<jrotu auijur on August 12th. Per-

haps they had emerged before the wet weather, during which we did

not sugar. One A. canddarnm came to sugar on the 16th (we caught
another at light on the 11th). Dyschoricta {()rtho)iia) suspecta var.

grisea and var. niijrescenn occurred on August 12th ; also Xantltia

fulvago var. flavesceits, and var. cercujo on August 16th. Xoctna baja

was one of the commonest moths, some clay-coloured, others rufous,

others dark red. Aiiiphiin/ro tiaiiopocicnia and Xi/lopJiasia niondfih/pJta

also occurred sparingly in typical forms. Hydroecia niicacea occurred

at sugar and also at light on August 20th ; Xantltia liitea [flara(/o),

Atjroperina lateiitia, Hufn., and one (Jalocampa solidayinis came to

sugar on August 20th, and one Charaeas (jravmm to light on August
16th. (For Hydroecia crinanenais, vide Ent. Rec, vol. xxv., p. 283.)

Butterflies were not common in the valley. One Krebia liyea, one
An/yiinis aylaia

( 5 , worn to shreds, August 22nd) a few Aylais articae

(not var. polaris) and Pieris brasm-ae ( $ , August 23rd) were all that we
saw. We also took'the following moths at rest, A'a;;t/(?rt hitea (flara(io),

Cabera piisatia (one ^), Melenydiia {Larentia) didyiiiata (one ^) on
August 16th, Mesoleuca (Melaiithia) bicolorata (one) on August 5th,

and Epione apiciaria on August 19th.

On the Vacci)iin)ii under the pines up the sides of the valley

were quantities of larvc^ of Onjyia autiqua. Some had already

pupated, while others were still quite small. Females emerged at

the end of August, males were on the wing a week or two earlier.

As was to be expected, they were somewhat darker than examples from
the south of England, especially a small one that emerged on
September 1st. We found two larvae about 1,000ft up, but they were
far commoner much lower. L'idaria intmanata rested in large numl:)ers

on the pine trunks in these lower woods. There were still some
specimens in fine condition on August 23rd, but most were worn by
then. Kntephria (Larentia) caesiata was also very abundant. On
the whole it was over earlier than C. initnanata. Lyt/ris [Cidaria)

popidata was perhaps commoner than either of these, resting in

the Vacciniitiii during the day. Females were very scarce till

the third week in August, and even then not as common as

the males had been. In most cases the ground colour was pale

straw-colou)', with the darker markings sometimes very much
reduced, sometimes covering the forewings almost entirely. A few,

mostly g s, were suffused all over with a vinous or reddish-grey

tint, which greatly obscured the usual markings and left the wings
nearly unicolorous (ab. iinisanaria). One specimen is almost the form

Linne described as dotata (L. B. Prout in iitt.). L. (C) testata was
much less common '; two S" s appeared on August 11th. None of the

forms of C. immanata were at all striking, though there was a great

deal of variation along the usual lines. C. iiriata, one <? on August
20th. Mesoleuca [Melantliia) bicolorata also occurred in the woods,

where alders grew, perhaps up to 1,000ft. The specimens varied but

little. Most belonged to ab. parvnla {= nibiyinata) ; a few had no
traces of the central band on the inner margin of the forewings ; none
had this band complete and none approached var. fumosa. Hydrioiitena
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furrata was fairly common, generally in poor condition. One speci-

men seemed to be fairly typical, but most were very dark, one wholly

so (var. iufHscata.) Kiiiiithccia sobrinata occurred very locally, perhaps

because junipers were rather scarce. It was exceedingly abundant,

but rather worn, in one small glen on the south side of the valley on
August 21st. Most of the specimens were rather dark.

Erebia liijea occurred up to about 1,000 feet, in openings where

the trees became scattered and the undergrowth Ericaceous. In the

latter spots Plebeiiift anji/mDnoiiion was sonietimes exceedingly common.
Both sexes could be picked off rushes, etc., if the weather were dull.

The females appear to be more noticeably suffused with blue of various

shades than those taken at Lesje, in July.

A 5 Poli/oiiniiatKs icarnn of normal size, taken on August 16th,

was dull brown above without any blue scaling ; the orange crescents

were reduced on the hindwing, absent on the forewing. On the under-

side the hindwing was normal with four basal spots. The forewing

had no basal spots, while the post-median row was complete (seven

spots). It was, however, remarkable in that the anterior five spots of

the row were displaced inwards, and so arranged as to form a segment

of a circle around the discal spot. The other two spots of the post-

median row were normally placed, though one was most accurately set

over the other, thus making a colon mark such as is often seen in

Aricia inednn [astrarche). The displacement of the five anterior spots

rather recalls Af/riades thetu. We can find no similar specimen in the late

Dr. Gerald Hodgson's collection at Cambridge. There is a slight blue

scaling beneath on the bases of all four wings, otherwise the specimen

might ahnost be taken for A. medon {astrarche). Ari/ynnis afilai.a was
apparently local. It was getting worn by August 11th and 15th. We
failed to distinguish Brcut/tis pala^ and var. arsilarhe till we returned,

but probably the former occurred only above tree-line ; neither seemed

to occur below 700 or 800 feet. We obtained one specimen of Puhj(jonia

c-albiiiii, about 2,000ft. up.

Besides these butterflies on the moors above the woods, there are

still the Geometers that were common lower down ; e.f/., Kntepluia

[Lareniia) caexiata, resting on the rocks (mostly over by August 25th,

but we got a dark one in good condition on that date). Hijdriotnena

fturata (a $ , at 2,000 feet, August 25th). Carda paludata and
Thaiiinono)iia bninneata were restricted to this ground. The former,

in spite of our high latitude, was still var. iinhutata. Females were

still out on August 25th, but no longer fresh. It was not a scarce

species, and easily dislodged from its resting places. T. hnoineata was

already going over when we first met with it on August 11th. How-
ever, it was still about on August 26th. Saturnia jiavonia we only

obtained once, on August 8th (two larvae, one of which has since

emerged and is a typical 2 ). On August 9th we found a larva of

Callophri/s rtibi on Vacriniiuii nlujinnsniu ; it pupated on August 17th

and emerged this spring. A larva of Spilonoina liibricepeda (August

18th) and larvte of small Geometers on scabious have pupated, but not

yet emerged. The larvse of lodis putata (lactearia) were abundant on
Varcinuuii (especially V. idi<iinnx\i\ii) ; several emerged this spring.

Two Pi/i/aera pij/ra have also emerged from larvte collected on sallow ;

also one specimen of Mamestra thalassina, and one specimen of

Eupithecia satyrafa (larva on Leontodnn), We must thank the Rev. G.
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Wheeler and Mr. L. B. Prout for giving us assistance with various

determinations.

Very few insects of othei- orders were collected. The ruby-wasp,

Chn/siti ii/)iit(t
( J s) was not rare. The following Ants were taken :

Myriiu'ca riKjinodis, M. scahrinadis, Lasius niijer, Forinira riifibarbis, h'.

prafensis, and Camponotus JierciileanitK.

The grasshopper Podmua fiii^idiiui occurred sparingly. Miles of

suitable ground were explored, but the species was rare in contrast to

its abundance above Lesje. (Jmocestus viridiiliis, Mecostethtis i/rossKs,

Goniphuceros iiiaciilatus, and StanroderitH hicolor {3 > $> ^^^ nymph),
were also taken. "We took the following Caddis-flies : Liinnophihis

stigma, Curt., L. auricula, Curt., Halesus radiatiis. Curt., lUnjaciiphila

nubila, Zett., and Pldlopotamus viontanus, Donovan. Al^o, umong the

Odonata : AeHcItna coerulea, Strom, (common), and A. jnncea, L.

Among the Perhd^: Leuctra diijitata, Kempny ; and among the May-
flies : Cloeun situ He, Eaton.

Erebia manto var. gavarniensis.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

One or two correspondents seem to think I ought to make some
reply to Mr. *\\'arren's paper on p. 109 of this volume ; though for my
own part, having nothing to alter in what I have already said (p. 35),

I hardly see the necessity.

Mr. Warren notes that I deal with manto and caecilia of nearly

equal sizes ; this ought to have prevented his point (8) in which he

apparently accuses me of the error that he thinks I had imputed to

him. This I certainly did not do, as I supposed his observations were

properly made and accurately recorded. As regards (6) angulation of

cell in hindwing, I thmk the figures on PI. III. fully justify my saying

there is no such difference. (6) Here again Mr. Warren forgets that I

was comparing specimens of almost identical size. (7) Falls under the

same remark.

Now I do not for one moment suppose that Mr. Warren does not

report precisely the facts that his specimens show, but I should like

him to admit that I do the same.

I think our divergence arises from Mr. Warren making his obser-

vations on manto from an area in Switzerland, where practically all

the races are small. I have manto of larger size than average caecilia :

several of my specimens of the latter expand 44mm. only (I have no

very small ones), whilst my manto average little less than this; I have

a good many of 44mm. and several up to 46mm. in expanse, and

have one specimen as small as 34mm. My largest specimens are from

Innsbruck, St. Anton, and Chamonix. I also saw a large form near

Cogne.
Now there was one point as to which my facts were not impartially

gathered. In order to easier comparison, 1 selected specimens for

examination of the neuration as nearly of the same size in the two

forms as might be. In doing so I had no other intention than easy

comparability, but I think the result, as far as the questions of

neuration go, is to show^ that in comparing manto and caecilia, Mr.

Warren was comparing small manto with larger, and, as it happens,

found a fair average difference, I was comparing large manto with
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large nianto, and so found practically no difference. If this is so, it

follows that the neurational differences found by Mr. Warren between
Diaitto aud caecilia rather prove them to be the same species than

distinct. Mr. Warren's small nianto differ on the average from my
large )iianto precisely as they differ from caecilia, with which my large

vianto agree. The differences, therefore, that he detects would, if of

specific weight, divide Alpine utanto into two species, one co- specific

with caecilia from the Pyrenees.

There appears to arise from this discussion one point of very

considerable interest, which it will no doubt require a good deal of

further investigation to elucidate and confirm. This is, that, so far

as concerns the neuration in Krebia iiianto and presumably in other

species, the range of variation in large specimens and races differs

from that in the smaller ones in such a way that certain deviations

from mean value are more frequent in larger specimens, others in the

smaller, so that it is even possible to assert, as Mr. Warren does, that

the differences between the large and small forms is of specific value.

The difference in vertical range between the two forms is, so far as

we know, considerable. That of )naiito is great, but caecilia between
Cauterets and (iavarnie, has a range of about 1,500ft., and it must be

remembered that we do not know much of its actual range. As to the

restriction in each locality, we also know little of caecilia, the Cauterets

locality is of some area, and iiianto can also inhabit rather restricted

areas.

As to their being distinct species, this is largely a matter of personal

equation. In many species, forms, much more distinct than these,

are held to be geographical varieties. I take these to be so also, the

difference between them suggest to me that they would prove to be
quite syngamic, if the matter could be put to the test. As the applica-

tion of such a test is highly improbable it remains as open to Mr.
Warren to take one view of the probable result, as for me to take the

other.

As to names, my opinion can claim no weight, but I think that
caecilia and the names discussed by Mr. Kowland-Brown, )iiorio and
petrosiiK, are unsuitable as being applicable rather to aberrations than
to a racial variety, and if coustans, Eiffinger, fails on account of the

misapprehension under which it arose, though a name is a name no
matter how it came to be applied, then iiararniemis, Warren, is the
valid varietal name.

Synonymic Notes on the Ruralidas.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

(Concluded from page 136.)

This brings us to Staudinger's " omnibus " genus Ltjcaeiia, Fab.,

in which great subdivision is imperatively necessary. Continuing for

convenience's sake the order of Staudinger's Catalof/, the first elimina-

tion that is necessary is the aif/iades group, and with them will go the

scbriis-iiii)nnniii section, but not seiiiiaiy/iis. These form the iireridae.

Eceres, Hb., type (miiades.—I pla.ce in this genus all the argiadea

group including (for the present) the brown Eastern section com-
prising the fischeri and .cuthitf; allies, for which Tutt has proposed the

name ToiKjeia, type lischeri, and I must include Biwjlianiia, type
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pariiiafiius ; I have yet to discover wherein these differ from Everes.

With Botliria clumneUii I need not deal in this paper.

Cnpido, Schrank.—Tutt is quite correct in his history of Kirby's

selection of vn'ninuis as the type. Kirby himself confirmed it to me,
and admitted ic might have been better not to have selected the species

named, and he also recognised that, having once selected the type, he

had no power to alter it ; this, he said, he did not consider at the time

of his suggested revision. Scudder's action in selecting arion as the

type, after Kirby had already selected nii)iiiiiiis, is ultra vires. In this

genus must also be included sebrioi, B., lorquinii, H.S., huddhista,

Alph., standiiu/eri, Chr., alaina, Stgr., guela and prosecuf^a.

The next elimination is ar(/iis, L., and all its allies.

Pleheius, L.—The type was fixed by Kirby as ar</ns, L., and with

it must go all the well-known allies, including the lycidas group, the

sicverd group, the genera Aricia, Albnlina, and Latiorina. Tutt sug-

gested these three genera respectively for astrarche and its allies,

p/ieretcs and its allies, and orhitiibis with its allies. The neuration is

similar, the male armature is similar, and I do not see how they can

stand. O/itilcte comes next, for which Tutt has created the genus

Vacciniina. I cannot differentiate between this and P(d!/oiiiiiiatiis, and

I will refer to it again under that genus. The synonymy will there-

fore be:

—

Plebei Ks, Ij., tyTpe ari/itSfh. Albnlina, Tutt, Aricia, Tutt,

Latiorina, Tutt., sink before it.

The next group is jianai/aea, H.S., cytin, Chr., panacyides, Stgr.,

aniaophtahiia, KolL, and anthraciafi, Chr. Leaving out of consideration

for a moment panayaea and paiiaei/ides, the other species form a very

distinct group by themselves, and with baton. Berg., abcncerraiius, Bier,

panoptes, Hbn., and panope, Ev., are fairly distinct in their superficial

fades from others. The male armature and the neuration also bear

out the pattern, and I propose for this little assemblage the generic

name of Tnrania, with cytis as the type ; the neuration of veins 7 and

8 is peculiar, and the cell is different in shape, being very long and

fairly broad, whilst the veins arise from the cell well before the apex.

A fuller diagnosis will be given elsewhere. It will be said that baton,

abencerrayiis and ]tano]des are not very similar, superficially, to the cytis

group. This is true to a certain extent, but the two latter are some-

what akin in their pattern to cytis, and they form an excellent " transit"

through bato}L to Scolitantidcs orion. which is their nearest ally, whilst

the male armature points to this very definitely.

Scolitantides, Hb,—Hubner created this genus for what we now
know as orion. Pall., and baton, Berg. Kirby fixed the type in 1896

as orio7i {battus, Hb.), I place in it, at least temporarily, in addition to

the type, bavins, Ev., lantyi, Obth., dirina, Fi\s.
,
panayaea, H.S., panae-

(fides, Stgr., and aryali, Elwes. The male armature of these species

is very closely similar, whilst that of baton, which I eliminate from

here and place in Tnrania, is not similar, but is close to that of cytis.

It would be well to say also that panaeyides is not a variety of cytis but

of panayaea ; the male organs prove this.

This is a very interesting and complicated little group (the two last

genera dealt with) and must have a closer relationship than their

superficial facies would lead one to suppose. They are also very nearly

allied to the genus Lycaena, with arion, Hiibn., as its type. The

whole of this section, including the allies of the N. American Glance-
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j)sj/clie h/i/ilaiiiiis needs yet further investigation, and it is possible that

this grouping may require some modification when I have completed

my observations on all the species on both sides of the Atlantic ; at

present the differentiation of the genera is fine.

Zizft'iia iyxiiiion, Hb.— I quite agree with Dr. Chapman's conclusions

on the hjsitunn group and would add that I'uirsandra must be added to

the Levant fauna, as I have it from Lower Egypt and from Algeria.

The next species to be considered in Staudinger's CataUxi are

chrj/sopis and otDphisui, and as these belong to the section of which

Polyomniatiis icaritt^; Rott., is the type, it will be well to briefly review

that genus and the whole group.

The type of Latreille's genus I'oh/oiiunatns was fixed by himself in

1804, as aryxs, i.e., icarus, Rott., and by way of confirmation was
again mentioned by the same author with a reference to Hiibner's

figures 292-294. This fixation should certainly be adhered to.

Cyaniris, Dalman, was raised for air/ianits fsemiaryiis). This is

congeneric with icants ; Scudders' indication of aryioluK as the type is

therefore " ultra vires.'"

Nonnades, Hb., had the type fixed by Scudder in 1875 as seiiiiaryns,

the name therefore falls before Cyaniria and Pulyomviatua.

Ayriades, Hubner.—Tutt fixed the type {loc. cit.) as caridon, but

this was ultra rires in the face of Scudders' previous fixation of

orhitulus. 1 hare shown previously that Stephens' use is in no way a

restriction, and the same applies likewise to Kirby's use in 1858. The
name must fall to Plebeiua, but I mention it here as Tutt's citation

has caused it to be very generally used in England for the coridon and

dawon sections of the family, and in view of Scudder's action this is

not juFtified.

Ayrodiaetux, Hb.—Scudder fixed the type in 1875 as damon, the

name therefore falls before Polyowtuatua.

The question that has already been put to me by more than one

person is "why separate Plebeiua and Polyonuiiatus '" My reasons

are because the two sections form two very natural groups if

their pattern only is considered, but in addition to this their

male armature is recognisable at a glance, the tegumen is easily

separable, the aBda3agus is distinctly different, and the general form of the

clasps is so likewise, being very much more slender and longer, with a

deeply cleft non-dentate division of the apex in rolyinniuatus; in addition

to this the eyes of nearly all of them are hairy, a character I cannot

ignore as some of my friends would do, especially when it is a general

character, as it is here. There are a very few species with glabrous

eyes among them, but all their other characters are decidedly Polyom-

matine, these, I have put, therefore, here, as it is their more natural

position. They connect up Plebeiua with this genus.

I place in the genus the whole of the icarus, coridon and daiuon

allies, seniiaryus and persephatta with their allies (apart, of course, from

the C'/(p/'(/o group), the ersclioffi section; donzelii does not belong to

these but belongs to the genus Plebeius. The anteros-candalus section

are best placed in Polyommatus, as also are aiiiandus, myrrha, iiieleayer,

amor, venus, and sarta. The loewii group should also be placed here,

likewise psylorita and eumedon. In the latter the alliance to icarus

is evident in the pattern and also in the genitalia generally, though

the fedoeagus is between Pleheius and Polyoiumatus.
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For optilete Tutt raised the genus Vacciniina, a species, as Dr.
Chapman has pointed out, having no honey gland in the larva, in pattern,
perhaps, more allied, though somewhat isolated, to the ari/its group, but
the male armature is decidedly Polyommatine, and I think it is, there-
fore, better placed here than with an/im. I cannot find any structural
character in the imago whereby I am able to retain my friend's genus
for this species.

The genera, therefore, stand thus :

—

Polyommatns, Latreille ; type
karuH, Rott. Ct/aniris, Dalman, Nowiades, Hb., Afjriades, Hb. (Tutt.),

Atjrodiat'ttis, Hb., and Vacciniina, Tutt, sink before it.

lolas, Ochs., <ii(/antea, Gv-Gv.,cali<jena, Leech, and astiaea ,¥vv:,iov\n
another very natural small group connecting up the Turania-Scnlitan-
tides section through Glaacopsyche ci/llanis with Lycaena avion. It

will, I believe, require a new genus, for which I propose the name
Inlana, with iolaa as the type. The genus has hairy eyes, the genitalia
are very distinct with a broad, deeply cleft tegumen, excessively broad
and large clasps, with the fore apex strongly dentate and somewhat
hooked at the upper apex, with a long, formidable spike on the upper
margin, falling inwards. The sedoeagus is straight and broad, of

moderate length, slightly and evenly tapering to the apex. In lolana,
in addition to the type species, (/iyantea, caliijena, and astiaea should
be placed.

The cyllants section is the next group to be considered and it

should certainly be placed in Scudder's genus Glaucopsyclie, which he
created for some North American species, lygdamus being the type. In
this genus cyllants and lycormas should be placed, as also charybdis
and iiielanops, the last being transitional between this genus and
Scolitantides.

The avion group follows on. In the genus Lycaena the type of

which was fixed by Thon, in 1838, as avion, Scudder {loc. cit. p. 209),
says, "no restriction of this group within the blues having been
effected, the genus may be confined to endymion and covidon of the
species mentioned by Fabricius, with endym ion as the type." That
author was apparently unacquainted with Latreille's action, who
definitely took out all species from the genus except the untailed blues,

and I notice he makes no reference to Latreille in his bibliography of
the genus; in the face of Thon's fixation Scudder's action is nltva-

vives. In this genus I would place besides the type, alcon, eupheiniis,

arionides, areas, and polypheiiins.

In Phenyavis, Doh., will go atvoyiittata, Obth., and daitozana,
Wileman. Chapman created the genus Avtopoetes for pryevi, which
at present remains its only species.

In Lycaenopsis, Felder, Dr. Chapman has placed all the avyiolits

section, which in the east is a considerable one. Felder created this

genus for Jiaraldiis [ananya), this therefore is the type, and if ananya
is congeneric with avyiolus, Tutt's genus Celastvina must certainly fall

before it. Dr. Chapman {P.Z.S., 1909, p. 419) says :—
" Mr. Prout tells me that notwithstanding Felder gave the name

Lycaenopsis to express his opinion that havaldus was not congeneric
with anything else, the rules at present accepted make Lycaenopsis the
generic name of C'yanivis (Scudder)." This definitely implies that if

haraldns is not congeneric with avyiolus, the generic name Lycaenopsis
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must be attached to an/iolus and not to horaldns. Now I must say

that I wholly dissent from this opinion. It is contrary to every rule I

know.
Dr. Chapman's treatise on the group is a masterly piece of work

and most valuable, but at present I am not convinced that haraldns

and ari/ioliis are congeneric. Unfortunately I only possess a single

specimen of Iiaraldiis and I have failed as yet to be able to get more.
I want a series, inasmuch as the male armature of the one specimen I

have, leaves me with a strong element of doubt as to their generic

oneness— hence my reason for having hitherto used Celastriua to

denote the an/ioliis section. I think, however, I ought not to have
done it as it is incumbent on me perhaps to disprove my good friend's

able statement of the case rather than refuse to accept his reasoning
without any objection being given. I would, therefore, temporarily

accept the genus Lycaenopsis for Cyaniris, Auct., and would sink Tutt's

Celastriua to it.

I give these more or less detailed conclusions in response to a

request from our Editorial Secretary. 1 cannot say that my investi-

gations are nearly completed as yet, but except where I have mentioned
special cases in the foregoing notes, my views are not likely to be

materially changed, at least in so far as the Pala^arctic fauna is con-

cerned.

As I have already stated there is no sequence of genera in these

notes, that is a matter that must be left for a larger work than is here

practicable.

For easy reference I will briefly tabulate the genera grouping the

species together, without, however, giving a detailed list, which would
be out of place here.

I shall place under :

—

Stryiiwn, Hb.

—

w-albiini, Enoch, pnini, L., and all their allies, titiis,

and most of the usual pattern hairstreaks of North America.

Neohfcaena, de N.

—

sinensis, Alph., tem/stroenii, Ersch., rJn/nnnus,

Ev.
Biiralis, L.

—

betulae, L., and its allies, qiiercfis, L., and its allies,

sniarai/dina, Brem., and diona, Hew., with their allies.

Chactoprocta, de N.

—

odata, Hew. (type), attilia, Brem., enthea,

Jans., and butleri, Fenton.
Toinares, Rambur.

—

balliis, D., and all the species hitherto placed

under Thestor.

Heodes, Dalman.

—

viryaiireae, and all the coppers except caspiiis.

Hijrcanana, B-B.

—

caspius, Ld.
Cii/aritis, B.—I propose no change with this genus.

Lanipides., Hb.

—

aelianus,F., and its allies together (temporarily at

least) with boeticiis, L.

Syntarucas, Butler.

—

telicanus, Lang.
Tarucus, Moore.

—

theophrastns, balcanica, etc.

A^.anns, Moore.

—

ubaldus, Cram, [tiiebana, Stgr.), jesoiis, eleusis,

Demaison.
Cyclyrins, Butler.

—

webbianiis, Brulle.

C'/iilades, Moore.

—

laias, Cram., pldala, Gr-Gr., yalba, Ld., trochilus,

Frr.
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Eceren, Hb.

—

ari/iailes and its allies, with (temporarily 'at least)

fischeri, Ev., and xuthns, Leech, with their allies.

Ciijiido, Schrank.

—

iiiiniiiius, Fuess., and sehnis, B., with their allies,

budii/iisfa, Alph., staiKibij/eri, Chr., alaina, Stgr., proseciisa, Ersch.,
and their allies.

Plebeiiis, L.

—

ai;iiis, L., with its numerous allies, including the
sieversi, Chr., the lyridas, Trapp., the orhitidus, Pran., the pJierete.^, Hb.,
and the wednn (astrarche, Bgstr.), groups.

I'oli/nminatKs, Latreille.

—

karus, Eott., and its many allies, includ-
ing ('it)nedon, Esp., cuiidon, and its group, damon, Schiff., with its group,
meleaiier, Esch., seniiargits, and their allies, candalns, H.S., i/si/lorita,

Frr., alcedo, Chr., snperba, Stgr., amandus, Schm., around each of

which a few species group themselves. I also include optilete, Knocb,
in this genus.

Zizeeria, Chapman.- li/simon, Hb., and karsandra, Moore.
Tnrania, B-B.-

—

cytis, Chr., anisophtaluia, KolL, anthracias, Chr.,
baton, Berg,, abencermgus, Pier., panoptes, Hb., and panope, Ev.

Scolitantides, Hb.

—

orion, Pall., bavins, Ev., lantyi, Obth., dirina,

Fixs., panai/aea, H.S., panaf/aeides, Stgr., and argali, Elwes.
lolana, B-B.

—

tolas, 0., r/igantea, Gr-Gr., caligena, Leech, and
astraea, Frr.

Glaiicopsgehe, Scudder.

—

cyllariis, Rott., lycoriiias, Butl., cJiarybdis,

Stgr., and vielanops, B., are the only Palaearctic species that 1 place in

this genus as yet; melanops being transitional between the two genera.

Lycaena, F.

—

arion, L., alcon, ¥., eupliemns, Hb., arionides, Stgr.,

areas, Eott., and polypheiiixs.

Artojwetes, Chapman, contains the single species pryeri, Murray.
Phengaris, Doh.

—

attrogiittata, Obth., and daitozana, Wileman.
Lycaenopsis, Felder.—This genus, or may be hereafter ''clastrina,

will stand for the whole of the argioltis group, including the far Eastern
as also the American species. I would, however, say that I think it

probable, from a further examination of both pattern and armature,
that Celastrina may yet be taken for the argiolus group, while Lycae-
nopsis will remain for the type ananga together with a small number
of species that are at pi^esent placed in Candalides.

Note :

—

LyC/Enid.e versus Rdralid.e.—The question of altering the thoroughly
established family name of Lycaenidae is one that needs careful consideration.
The name is quite legitimate, is known all over the world, and it might cause
unnecessary trouble in many cases if it were altered.

I should like to obtain a concensus of opinion on it.—G.T.B-B.

Protective Resemblance.

By C. W. COLTHRUP.
(Concluded from Vol. XXV., page 300.)

The Rev. A. T. Stiff, writing in the November, 1912, number of

the Entomologist's Record, in giving various instances of birds attack-

ing insects when flying, admits that this has no bearing on " protective

resemblance," and I am afraid it does not carry us very far with
"mimicry," but as records of the fact of birds attacking they are very

useful.

With regard to the Blue Tits feeding their young on Tortrix

viridana and the Meadow Pipits feeding the young cuckoo on Maleny-
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dris diihjuiata, it would appear also that, notwithstanding the fact of

their colours matching their surroundings so well, the resemblance
was not "protective" as they were so easily found. It is not certain,

however, that the M. diili/iiiata were taken at rest, as Mr. Stiff says
" they generally drop when disturbed," as they would be by a search-

ing bird, and movement would be fatal.

With regard to the large brown lizards and the blue-bottle fly, I

imagine that the green and grey, and the vivid green lizards would
have been equally successful in the same situation, provided they kept

motionless.

With regard to the clean cut gaps often found in the same position

in the wing on both sides of butterflies, Mr. W. J. Kaye, in his Presi-

dential Address to the South London Natural History Society, on
January 25th, 1912, says, "specimens with a single notch, that is only

one wing notched, are no proof that the injury was not self-inflicted,

by the insect flying through rough scrub or what not. But specimens
with notches in both forewings or both hindwings, which coincide

when the wings are folded, cannot be a self-inflicted injury, as it must
have been done while the insect was settled." I think nobod}^ can
doubt this.

I imagine, however, that if a bird seized a butterfly at rest it would
have little chance of getting away, and if it did the result would be a

rough tear. Unfortunately few collectors think of keeping chipped

specimens, especially if they are common species, and I am afraid I

must also plead guilty, but have often released specimens with pieces

of the wing membrane hanging. Colias cdiisa $ s, however, are not

so readily released, and I have in my collection a specimen with a

notch in the same position in both hindwings, on one wing, however,
the piece of wing membrane is still hanging. Now I submit that this

could not be the work of a bird or other enemy, otherwise both pieces

would have been taken. What I suggest is that the sharp edge of a

grass blade, or something similar, in windy weather makes an incision

in the wings. When the insect flies the pieces of membrane flap back-

ward and forward and are eventually severed.

The Rev. G. Wheeler {J'}nt. llecord, vol. xxv., p. 190) says, "It is

well known that the darkest forms of many grey moths of widely

different genera are now by far the commonest in and around London,
and that the area in which this takes place is enlarging itself almost
annually. Is it seriously contended that this is to be accounted for as

might seem on the surface to be the case, by Miillerian mimicry,
instead of being one of tlie tiiu.st obvious and easily understood instances of
the irorkini/ of natural selection by means of protective resemblance '

"

Mr. Wheeler does not say what is the agency that does the selecting,

but I presume he has in mind the attacks by birds. He does not

mention any species in particular, but I have in mind one or two
species

—

I'riaeiia /^s/, Apatela aceris, and Hemerophila abruptaria, all

of which I have had under observation for some years in East Dulwich.
All the specimens of A. psi are melanic, and rest on dark lime trunks

and yellow brick walls. On the former they are quite easily seen, but

on the latter are most difficult to detect, owing to the chequered surface

of the bricks. If this melanism is brought about by " protective
"

resemblance as he suggests, how is it that A. aceris keeps its pale grey
colour notwithstanding that it rests in the same situations ?
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I made an interesting observation at Eastbourne last year. Out-
side the house where I stayed was a row of lime trees, and on arriving

home to lunch one day I was surprised to see a male House Sparrow
going over a tree trunk like a Tree Creeper, clinging to it and using
its spread tail as a support. It gathered a number of small insects in

its beak, stopped to eat them, and then went on with the searching.

I made an examination of the tree trunk and found the insects con-

sisted of gnats and black aphides. It allowed my wife and myself to

stand within three feet of it, so there was no mistaking what it was
doing. Now I submit that if this bird could see such small insects,

he would not be likely to pass over a moth whether it were T. psi, A.
aceris, or any other.

I should like to mention that in East Dulwich, although the larvae

of T. psi are fairly plentiful, quite 75% every year are stung by a

dipterous parasite, each larva yielding two, three, or four fiy pupae.

Why does not "protective resemblance" or "warning colouration"
operate here? It is just as well that they do not, otherwise we should
probably have the trees stripped of leaves. I may also mention that

the lime trunks in Eastbourne, on which T. jisi rests, are as dark as

those in East Dulwich, yet in the former place, the moth is pale.

Melanism is brought about in various ways, moisture may be the cause

in some districts, but I should not call Dulwich a damp place, nor the

rabbit holes in the New Forest—the habitat of melanic Gnoplw^ dhucur-

ata. I have a series of Euiaturija {F'idonia) atoniaria from a number
of localities. A row of males sent me by Dr. Cockayne from marshy
ground in Berkshire are bright pale yellow, a series of males from the

Downs of Kent are a deep rich yellow, and all are large specimens.
The Downs are often enveloped in clouds and " Scotch " mist falls,

when in the adjacent lowland country everything is quite dry. On the

contrary a series taken on dry heaths in Surrey and Hampshire are

quite melanic and small. The latter I attribute to dry and non-
succulent foodplant.

Take another species

—

l^acJiyija^tria {l-jO)iibi/,r) trifolii. Specimens
taken at Eastbourne are as dark as those from the New Forest and
Lancashire, with only an occasional pale specimen, whereas in an
exactly identical locality not many miles away, near Romney Marsh,
the specimens are quite pale, and I have only seen one dark specimen
from there. It is obvious that neither the weeding out of birds, nor
moisture can have been the cause here, otherwise one would expect a

similar result.

With regard to H. ahruptaria, in Dulwich, I have not come across

melanic specimens, but I believe in North London they are fairly

common. This species has been established in London for many
years, and is one of the best examples quoted in connection with
" protective " resemblance—so like a splinter of wood on a fence or

tree trunk. Why then the necessity to depart from the type form to

a darker, especially as London is less smoky than it was ten or twenty
years ago ? I do not believe that attacks by birds have anything to do
with these colour variations. If birds search for insects their eyes are

sharp enough to see all, pale or dark specimens, and no weeding out

goes on. No doubt melanism is brought about in various ways, and I

am strongly of opinion that inbreeding is one of the causes, and it

appears to me that large towns would provide the opportunity, whei'e
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trees and other foodplants are constantly being destroyed in the spread

of large building, with here and there an isolated tree left, where a

year or two of inbreeding would be sufficient to start a dark race.

Mr. Newman of Bexley, by inbreeding Kimonios an(/iilaria, succeeded

in producing in the third generation, 25% melanic specimens. By
inbreeding and selection the Rev. G. H. Raynor has succeeded in

breeding melanic and other interesting forms of Ahra.ras (/ro!<fiida)iata,

but I have seen most of these forms bred from wild Lancashire larvae,

collected in the neighbourhood of a large town. How has this been
brought about ? I suggest either inbreeding in nature, or else they
are the result of inbreeding carried on by the late C. S. Gregson and
others some years ago in their quest for varieties, who not knowing
Mendel's Law, turned out the typical examples which laid ova that

produced varieties in the following season. If the latter is the true

solution then it is interesting as showing that once the varieties are

started they will recur after so long a time.

In British Nuctiiae and Varieties, vol. i., p. 17, the late Mr. Tutt,

in speaking of Acmnicta aliii says, " It would appear, from a brood that

Dr. Chapman reared, during the summer of 1890, that the dark forms
of this species are probably connected with a change of constitution

(disease ?)
" and then quotes Dr. Chapman (Ent. Record, vol. i.,

p. 271-2) who Avrites, " I have bred «?)«/ for several years. . . . The
carious point, however, in the case of alni is, that in previous years

hardly a specimen departed, even in a slight degree, from the normal
type, whilst this year, about a third of the specimens difit'er, more or

less, either in the suffusion of the pale areas with darker scales, or in

variation of the stigmata, generally in the direction of disappearance

•of the orbicular one."

Inbreeding, however, does not always produce melanism. By
inbreeding Amorpha jxi/ndi I obtained, by a pairing of typical grey
specimens, a most variable series, including pink, fawn, fawn with the

usual markings nearly obliterated, violet, etc., specimens.

Diaitthoecia carpopJuifia at Eastbourne and Folkestone, more or less

on the chalk, are pure white or pale fawn and large specimens, whereas
at Croydon, also on the chalk they are ochreous, and the two series seen

side by side are quite distinct. If the weeding-out by birds had any-

thing to do with it, one would expect the same result in all three places.

Specimens from Lancashire are smaller and termed melanic. If,

however, we compare them side by side with their sister species, D.
i-ajisincola, from Eastbourne, we find the colour is much about the

same, yet the latter is not usually referred to as melanic. V. capsincola

has practically the same habit and habitat at Eastbourne and elsewhere

in the south as D. carpajdiana. If the birds had weeded out the dark
D. carpophat/a, why have they not also weeded out the dark D. capxincola

and " natural selection by means of protective resemblance," produced
pale forms. I do not think that " protective resemblance," will solve

these colour problems.

Why is it that D. carpophaf/a and D. conspersa are so variable, and
7). irrefptlaris, D. alhiwacula, D. cucubali, 1), capaincola, and D. capso-

phila so constant ?

Why is it that D. cacmi and H. wrena vary much on the Continent
and so little in England '?

Why is Luperjna testacea so variable and f,. ceapitis so constant?
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It is worthy of note that melanic specimens are often smaller than
typical specimens. lb has been so with the majority of T. j)sif

K. at»\iiaria, and Aiiijihidasia hetidaria that I have talien, and with H.
obni/itaria that I have seen, and has always suggested to me some
physical weakness. The melanic form of the Common Snipe, known
as Sabine's Snipe is also smaller than the type. I remember once
sending some Callitiwyjiha (hnuinida larvte to a friend who fed them on
a non-succulent foodplant, and generally neglected them, with the

result that he only bred one small specimen, a lovely aberration with
nearly black hindwings, whereas I reared 84 specimens out of 87 larvfe,

full-sized and monotonously typical, the larvae being fed on succulent

foodplant. In an editorial in the Kntomologisfs Record for July-

August, 1913, some extracts are given from a paper by H. B. Weiss in

the Canadian Kntu)nola(ii;<t on "Protective Resemblance" and '' apper-

ceptional expectancy." There may or may not be something in the

latter, that remains to be proved, but I fail to see how night-flying

moths could benefit by it. My observations in the field led me to

believe that the chief object of Butterflies and Moths is to seek shelter

from the elements, I have watched both make quite a number of

trials before settling down in a comfortable and sheltered position. If

" apperceptional expectancy," can be proved by observations in the

field the theory of weeding-out by birds causing "cryptic" resemblance
would be demolished.

The case for " protective resemblance " in the above article is

given away, however, in the centre of the quotation—" Many trained

observers, and, in fact, niiiiieruiis birds, are able to overcome this exjiectancy,

and as a result, discriminate such insects from their surroundinijs, althouyh

sucli discrimination may be due in part to an ability to perceive tlieui.''

Quite so, and exit " Protective " resemblance.

With regard to the editorial Knt, Record, November, 1913, Vol.

XXV., p. 285, on Prof. Poulton's lecture at the South London Natural

History Society on " Mimicry in the Nymphalines of North America,"

I was fortunate in being present at this most interesting lecture, but

must confess I saw nothing to convince me with regard to the hypo-

thesis of mimicry that " there was something it." As an exposition

of the probable evolution of the pattern of Nymphaline butterflies'^

wing-markings, and the probability that the Danaines had been

evolved along the same lines, thus giving an instance of parallel

variation, it was most interesting.

Life=history of Lycaena sephyrus var. uhryki.

By F. W. FROHAWK, M.B.O.U., F.E.S.

{Co)tcluded from pacie 17.)

On March 12th, 1914, two larvae awakened from hibernation

and were placed on a young tender shoot of Astragalus, upon which

they remained quietly resting for several days owing to the dull cold

weather that prevailed during the following week. On the 20th they

started feeding, when two more larvte emerged from their hibernacula

and were followed by others during the next two or three days. They
fed on both the young developing leaves, and tender shoots, by boring

into the latter. One of these was riddled with holes just below the
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expanding crown. When feeding on the leaves, only the cuticle of

one side is eaten, so that a thin membrane is left on the other. Just

before the third moult the larva measures 3-2aim. long.

The first larva moulted the third time on April 12th, just a month

after quitting its hibernaculum.

The cast skin is not eaten after moulting, and so far this specios

shows no signs of cannibalism. After the third moult the larva eats

completely through the leaves.

Nine days after the third moult it measures 7*0mm. long.

The head is shining black. The ground colour of the body is light green,

with a whitish stripe along each side of the dorsal furrow and another along the

lateral lidge bordered on each side by iMnkish or dull lilac ; on the side are two

rows of pale olive oblique stripes. The surface is densely sprinkled with white

serrated hairs of difTerent lengths, each rising from a tubular blackish base.

The honey-gland on the tenth segment is surrounded with lenticles and very

short curved hairs. Just below and behind the spiracle on the eleventh segment

is a pale retractile tubercle.

In this stage they seem especially fond of feeding on the compact

shoots of unexpanded leaves, mto which they eat the r wav and feed

on the whole of the interior. The fourth moult occurred on April 2stb.

After the fourth and last moult, fully grown, when about 340 days

old, the larva measures, while crawling, 15-Omm. in length.

It is of the usual I.?/("((e"'''shape, with a slight medio-dorsal furrow, the sides

sloping, and a dilated lateral ridge. The head is black and shining, and is hidden

under the hood-like anterior segment while resting. The '2nd to 9th segmenis,

inclusive, are humped dorsally, and the last three posterior ones are compressed.

The honey gland and tubercles are similar to the previous stage only somewhat

more developed, and the minute hairs surrounding the former are straight instead

of curved. The spiracles are whitish. The surface of the body is scattered over

with minute lenticles and densely covered with hairs, all extremely short, excepting

those bordering the dorsal furrow and along the lateral ridge, which are moder.itely

well-developed and form a fringe round tlie larva. The dor.sal hairs are likewise

fairly long; all are white and serrated. The ground colour is a whitish-^^reen

medio-dorsal stripe and a double row of oblique stripes along the side, and a lateral

lilac-pink stripe intersected by a white line. The ventral surface, enclosing the

claspers, is whitish-gieen, the eggs are ochreous green. Previous to pupation the

larva assumes a pale ochreous hue.

The first larva pupated on May 20th, followed by others pupating

at intervals during the following month.

The pupa measures lO-omm. long. The head and prothorax are uniformly

rounded, the meso-thorax is swollen and rounded, it is sunken at the meta-thorax

and first abdominal segment, the abdomen is slightly swollen in the middle,

bluntly attenuated, and the anal segment is rounded and without any cremastral

hooks. The ventral surface is very slightly undulating in outline.

At first the pupa is of similar colouring to the larva but transculent.

It very gradually assumes a rather more opaque appearance.

When eleven days old it is of a light green colour, with a darker olive-green

medio-dorsal stripe, extending along the abdomen and bordered by a pale greenish

line followed by a broader dull pinkish stripe, a series of raiher oblique pinkish

markings and a darker spot above each spiracle, also a dull pink lateral stripe.

The spiracles are whitish.
' The head and meso-thorax are slightly pinkish. The

eye liinule is dark brown. The wings remain translucent, tin>^ed with pale

ochreous, and show the whitish neuration of both pairs of wings.

The whole surface is covered with very line raised reticulations, which are white

on the wings and central surface of the abdomen, and brown over the rest of the

pupa. Excepting the wings, the surface is sprinkled with minute brown lenticles

and numeious tiny white bristles with brown disc-like bases. The larval honey-

gland shows as a small central brownish scar and a very small detached abrasion

at each end.
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When about eighteen days old, the eyes begin to deepen in colour.

and the wings gradually assume an opaque-yellowish hue which very

gradually becomes quite opaque and of a deep cream colour, and the

thorax brown ; the abdomen by slow degrees turns duller, and the

wings deepen into leaden-grey, and finally show the colouring of the

imago.
The pupa having no ciemastral hooks is unattached to anything, it

rests on the surface of the ground surrounded by strands of silk

forming a very slight cocoon-like structure, spun to fallen leaves or

other suitable objects which partly form a covering. The anal

segment remains embedded in the cast larval skin, the hairs of which
as well as those of the pupa become entangled in the silk.

A larva which pupated on May 28th produced a male imago on
June 26th, and another which pupated on May 29th produced a female

butterfly on June 27th, the pupal state lasting for twenty-nine days.

Note in Answer to Dr. Jordan's, IMr. Bethune=Baker's and the

Rev. G. Wheeler's Observations on my "Revision of the

Linnean Types of Pala£arctic Rhopalocera."

By ROGER VERITY, M.D., F.E.S.

Having read Dr. Jordan's note concerning my paper on the Linnean
types of Pabvarctic Rhopalocera, I wish to thank hiui first of all for the

special interest he has taken in it and for his kind judgment. On the

other hand I must frankly state that I am unable to follow some of

his arguments. Thus, why should the specimens left to us by Linneus,

with the documentary evidence of labels in his own handwriting, be

denied the status of "types'?" Should this conclusion be accepted,

all the ancient collections left to us by the pioneers of modern nomen-
clature would have to be dealt with in the same way, none of those

naturalists having ever pinned on their specimens a label with the

word " type," as is now the custom. It seems to me there is every

reason to believe, on the contrary, that in those days in which such

scanty material was available, and descriptions were generally made
from one or two specimens only, the specimens left to us were, in most

instances, the only ones the author had ever seen, thus resulting types

par excellence.

Dealing with such minute creatures as insects, it is highly im-

probable that Linneus should have been, in the vast majority of

cases,! so thoroughly acquainted with them as to be able to describe

them from memory, as he may have done with the larger vertebrates

and plants, and I do not see any reason why one should believe he

discarded the specimens he used for his description to substitute others.

On the contrary, we have an actual proof that he carefully preserved

his most ancient specimens, the butterflies described in 1758, or

before that memorable year, not being set at all, or being set much
more roughly than those which were described at a later period.

Besides it seems to me nobody can be a better judge of the distinctive

* Journal of the Linnean Society.—Zoology, Vol. xxxii. (May, 1913).

f Such species as rapae, palaeno, etc., which are abundant in Scandinavia,

and liave a very simple pattern, may have been exceptions, and, in fact, we find

some evidence of it.
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characters described by the author of a species than that author him-
self, SO that I cannot conceive why, when the specimen from which he
drew his first description is no more available, another speciiiien in

existence named by him should not be accepted as the type of that

species, if no reason to the contrary arises. When an author gives a

description which can apply to two species, and leaves no specimen of

it or, on the contrary, leaves specimens of the two species labelled by
himself with the same name, I quite agree that the first subsequent
naturalist, who revises the species, has a right to restrict it to the one
he chooses. But Linneus has never done so in a single instance. In
the few cases of composite species one insect alone bears his label, the
other, or others, having evidently only been put in to show what he
considered to be varieties, and being very often set so as to display the

underside ; therefore there is never any question as to which he meant
io be the type.

My vieAV on this point is that we should not restrict ourselves to

accept as irrevocably consecrated only what has passed through the

printer's press, and that documentary evidence of facts, such as those

yielded by the Linnean collection, should be recognised as having more
weight in the balance than the views of subsequent writers, which are

based only on data furnished by literature. They were excellent up to

the present day in the particular case of most Linnean lepidoptera,

but we should not hesitate to correct them now that more has been
added to our l^nowledge.

As regards for instance the ApatHrae, quoted by Dr. Jordan,

Linneus having actually left us specimens of two varieties of a single

species labelled by himself, why should we apply his name to another

species ?

I fail to see why we should argue that the distinctive character of

the existing Linnean specimens must necessarily have been absent in

the insect he used for his description on the ground that he did not

mention it ; his descriptions are far from being exhaustive enough for

us to draw conclusions from negative evidence ; the eye-spot on the

forewing is not a striking feature, and, as Linneus was not acquainted

with the allied species, in which it is absent, he had no reason to

mention it particularly.

As regards the name podalirins, I frankly own that the argument
of its having been created for Rosel's excellent figure seems sufficient

to maintain it, annulling the subsequent description in which Linneus
erroneously applied the same name to another species. It must,

however, be emphasized that this conclusion can only be applied to

this case, in which no description is given, as it would be extremely

dangerous to make it a general rule to refer to Linneus's quotations

of figures by previous authors with a view to clearing doubts arising

from his own descriptions ; the paragraph on herniione in which he
quotes good figures of SatijyHs circe and tidia and the one on virf/aiireae

in which he quotes figures of hi/iputhoe J and phlai'as, afibrd excellent

examples of blunders of this sort, which are carried on throughout the

Linnean literature.

Dr. Jordan's argument on the AniijniiiK I have answered by givin^^

my views on the validity of types ; suffice it to add that, as the

specimen in question bears a label with the name "cijdip/ie'' and not

adippe, Ave have a sure proof that the specimen cannot have been
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inserted in the collection very long after the publication of the first

name''' ; besides, the specimen is the only Linnean one of its kind and
agreeri perfectly with the original description, so that in this case we
have particularly good reasons to believe that it is the very one used

by Linneus in 1761.

Anyhow I should deem it wise to accept as typical any single

specimen bearing a name in the hand-writing of its author, unless it

should not agi'ee with the original description or there should be

any other particular cause pointing to the contrary. If for every

specimen, which can reasonably be held a type, we were to demand
positive proofs that it corresponds to the definition of that status, we
would be obliged simply on academic grounds to discard an enormous
amount of valuable data, proofs of such a nature being generally

impossible to furnish. Finally, however, I wish to state that I fully

agree with Dr. Jordan that changes of names ought only to be made
when necessary to establish nomenclature on definite bases.

Having thus summarised my views on the points which have been

emphasised by my first critic, I wish to add a few observations regarding

what has been said about my paper by Mr. Bethune-Baker,t and by

the Rev. G. Wheeler. |

The former, 1 think, will be fully satisfied with my declaration

concerning podaliriuii. As to his observation that "had Linneus
marked his own xth. edition, it would have been more easy to accept

at least some of the conclusions arrived at " by me, I am glad to be

able to point out that the xth. edition has actually been so marked,

and that every one of the species described m it, which are marked in

the xiith. edition (except two, probably due to an oversight), are also

marked in that volume. Thus we have a sure proof that Linneus did

possess the palfearctic species he described in the vast majority of cases,

and did not add a single one to his collection after having dealt with

it. What's more, I am glad to see that species, specimens of which I

had considered Linnean, although they were not marked in the xiith.

edition, are, on the contrary, actually marked in the xth., thus showing
they had only been overlooked by Linneus in going over the former,

and that ray inferences, drawn from the labels, the pins and the

setting, were quite correct.

As regards the particular use of viniaiireac, the Rev. G. Wheeler
has exhaustively gone into the question and amply proved that my
conclusions are correct. Concerning ]n]))iot]io'e, I am quite prepared to

see the three names of utieberi, Linnean hippotluie and mirm standing

together to correspond to orannla, Linnean viriiaiireae and inalpi)ins.%

As a matter of fact, in the two Linnean specimens the orange band on

the underside of the hindwings described by Linneus does exist, but it

is much shorter, narrower, and less bright than in the large, bright

* i.e. : after Linneus ebanged the name njiUppe into adippe in his subsequent
work, having noticed he had employed the former also for an Oriental Ccthosia.

This alteration is not necessary according to modern rules and anyhow the

Argynnis has the right of priority.

t Tlie Ent. Bee, vol. xxv., p. 251 et seq., and p. 272 et seq.

I Ijoc. cit., vol. xxvi., p. 28 et seq.

S This name, which does not meet with the approval of the Rev. G. Wheeler
is used by Saetonius and by Brutidius in Cicero's Epistidae, and means " inhabi-

tant of the Alps."
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Central-European form, for which I have proposed the name of mirns.

I am quite aware that male specimens similar to theLinnean Jiippntho'e

do occur in many localities besides Scandinavia, but this species having
been described in Fauna saecioa, the nimotypical race is certainly the

Scandinavian one, and a more exhaustive study of the females will

surely show whether it occurs in tuto also in other localities ; anyhow,
minis is perfectly distinct from it in some regions, such as those I

have mentioned in my first description.

/r/rt.s. — With reference to this name both Mr. Bethune-Baker and
the Rev. G. Wheeler have, it seems to me, misinterpreted my exhibition

of facts and my conclusions, although I have done my best to make
things clear in my private correspondence with the former. I will

now try and complete the data as well as the inferences I draw from
them. The name idafi, as Mr. Bethune-Baker correctly states, first

appeared in Linnean literature in St/st. Xat., xth. edit., accompanied,
by the following description: " Pajiilio barbariis alifi nifpis concolorihns,

piinrtis 10 fiaris oratiii sparsis. Habitat in Indiis." I will waste no
words to show what an extraordinary assumption Mr. Bethune-
Baker makes in stating that " the description exactly suits an Indian
female of P. icanis," and again that " in the absence of the type I

(B-B.) look upon that idaa as the female of our icani'i." Surely

Linneus has never revealed himself so inaccurate as to describe as

"sparsis," "ovatis" and "fiavis" markings, which in icariis female would
be quite similar to those he very clearly describes as "fascia terminali

riifa Dcellari " in the other idas. I will presently deal with, nor can we
be so offensive towards him as to think he would not have detected

the similarity of icanis to his arr/nx, instead of placing it amongst the

Barhari and right at the end of his group Papilio ( = butterflies) ! For
what species Barharus idas is meant, it is difficult to say, and it is useless

to make hazardous assumptions about it ; but what interests us in the

present case is that we can be pretty well certain it is not a Lycaena,

as none of the knov/n species would answer to that description.

Idas has been the subject of a special correspondence between Prof.

Courvoisier, of Bale, and myself, and I am glad to be able to quote his

authority, and say that he is perfectly of my opinion that the groups
into which Linneus has divided his insects ought to be considered as

genera, this having been the first attempt to create them; so that as

the International Code on Zoological Nomenclature does not prevent

us from using the same name in different genera understood in the

modern restricted sense, there is no reason why Linneus should not

have done the same in his widely distinct groups of species. I conclude
I cannot follow either Mr. Bethune-Baker's or the Rev. G. Wheeler's
arguments by which the former considers the name idas as " pre-

occupied in the group" Lycaena, a^ndi the latter as "a homonym which
cannot be employed for any species." If this were the case many
other well-known names would have to be altered, such as hylas, eleus

and tclainon, which are all three amongst the Barbari of Linneus, and
have, notwithstanding, been subsequently accepted for a Lycaena, a
ChrysophauKs and a Sericiniis, not to mention many others.

Hoping to have set out mj views clearly on this point, I will now
consider the second Linnean name idas applied to a Pleheins ruralis.

This name we first find in the iind. edition of Fauna anecica given as

noiiien tririale, to the insect which has the followmg noinen sperAficnm.
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" Papilio idas alls ccaiKlatis caenilcis : /totitiris /ascia triiin'jiali tufa

occlhni : snbtiis inijiillix caenih'n-anicntt'ix."

The importance of this definition statin<>: the wings are blue with

orange marginal lunules is greatly increased bj' the fact that amongst
the older (very large, thick pins and wings not set) Linnean specimens

there exists a female l.i/rocna answering exactly to that description.

As it is a most typical specimen of what Standinger calls /.. ariinro-

(f)io)iioit, Bgstr., female aberi'ation vallariia, Stdgr. (not to mention the

other names it has been known by), I suggested in my first paper on
this subject to adopt the name idox, thus obviating the hopeless

confusion wliich exists in the nomenclat\ire of this species and of its

near ally anius. The Rev. G. Wheeler suggests, instead, going back

to the names " aniim" and " aft/oii " on the ground that Linneus has,

according to him, " included the two species under one name" ; but

this assumption is again (juite wrong, for Linneus only subsequently

suggested that his uhis might, be the female of his an/iis. V\ g now see

quite clearly that he was accidentally right the first time in describing

the male specimens under one name and the female ones under another.

He also perhaps made a mistake in grouping his other specimen, a

brown one, with idas and labelling it with this name, as it may he a

female of annis (a point of which I am not certain, as already stated in

my previous paper) : but this has no importance, as this mistake

would have occurred later, after he had clearly defined idas as blue in

the noiiioi xiuriiinoii, a fact upon which Linneus himself could not

come back, and which fixes the blue female in the collection as the type

of idos and excludes the brown one definitely. Anyhow the name lutjon,

ScbitVermiiller must fall before arti'un, L., now we know for cei'tain for

which of the two species Linneus mesint the latter ; SchilTermiiller

was unfortunate in his choice between the two, just as he was with

the aforementioned Afiatmae and Sati/ri.

The root of the question as to whether my suggestion of adopting

the names nn/iis, L. and idan, L., is to be accepted or not lies in the

following propositions : (1) Can the same name be used to designate

both a riebeiiis and a liailxxnis .'
(2) Is the nomen spcciticinn of a

Linnean species to be considered as its first description ? (3) Is the

blue Li/roena in the Linnean collection, which in every way seems to

be the one from which the itomoi siKrifinnn of idas was drawn, to be

accepted as its " type ?
"

Some of the criticisms of the Rev. G. Wheeler I have answered in

an indirect way, dealing with Dr. Jordan's and Mr. Bethune-P)aker's

papers ; suffice it then for me to add a few words concerning some
species he mentions particularly.

His observations about the names ./o.s<'» Siudjasitis are quite correct

and I discovered my oversight very soon after my first paper was
published.

Those concerning nudx' I quite understand he should have made
and I was wrong in not being more exhaustive in my first exposition

of the matter. I should have stated that I was myself struck at first

by the fact that the description and the specimen labelled by Linneus

did not agree, the former mentioning inacidis aniruti'ix whereas the

latter belongs to the form ois usually, in its most typical form, with

no silver at all on the wings. It was only after a closer investigation

I was able to understand that the description, and the specimen
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answered each other so admirably as nearly to furnish an absolute

proof that the latter is the very one from which the former was drawn.
In reading uiacidis arnenteiti one is of course immediately inclined to

think^of the specimens in which the silvery spots are fully developed,

but ,it must be observed that Linneus in the noDien Hperiiiciuii states

that the Hiandia an/enteis are thirteen, and that in the brief descrip-

tion which follows it he specifies that there are seven marginal spots

{" iiiacidis . . . vy/rt/y/?«ai//>/(.s ") and SIX specks (" /)/mr^/.s ") across

the disc of the wing. Now, in the so-called nimotypical niobe, there

exist no less than 27 and sometimes as many as 84 silver markings on
the hindwing alone. On examining the Linnean specimen we instead,

find that the seven marginal sub-triangular spots have a slight silvei'v

shine and that the six rust-coloured spots on the light band which
crosses the disc have minute, but most distinct, silver pupils. Thus
it answers perfectly to Linneus's accurate description. On the other

hand the specimen can only be regarded as belonging to the form
usually known as eriii, 0., because all the large basal markings are

yellow and the aforementioned marginal ones are but very slightly

silvery. That is why I do not hesitate to consider the latter as the

nimotypical form of the species'''.

As to ri/ilip/H', it seems to me there is first of all no reason to accept
the change Linneus proposed when he converted it into aclippe, simply
because he chose to call another species by that name : cydijijie was the

first name given to the Ariiynnin, and cijdippe it must remain : if any-
thing, the Oriental (Jethnsia, described some years later, should receive

another name, as I have already mentioned ; but njilippe can stand for

both, as they belong to entirely different groups and oilippe can be

nothing else but a synonym of cipUj)pe as far as tlie genus Aniynnia is

concerned ; it is remarkable no entomologist should have noticed this

before, independently of my latest discovery that the species first

figured by Esper is not the one for which either of these naines was
intended.

heniiiovc and alnjone.—Here again the Rev. G. Wheeler is not
correct in stating that Linneus described the two species under the

name lieiinionc : his description may be insufficient to decide which of

the two he was dealing with (though I personally think the fulvous
band, mentioned as being on the underside of the forewings, is

sufficient to designate the species subsequently named alajone, Schiff.),

but the specimen now under our eyes, labelled by himself, seems
sufficient to eliminate any doubt also on this point, and Schifi'ermiiller's

tentative choice between the two, which, as in other cases, turned out
unfortunate, must be corrected.

Macro.— I own I am very surprised at my critic's observations
about this species. There certainly mny exist faint traces of a tawny
band on the upperside of some Scandinavian specimens and these
bands may, on the contrary, be alxsent in some Cenr.ral-European
specimens (these individual variations generally occur amongst all

races), but the point of chief interest is that monotonia, Schilde, has
the underside of the forewings of a dark chocolate colour with a

* It is also noteworthy that Linneus in his descriptions of an^i/)7;e = cyrf;;?/>e

compares it to (iglida and not to niohe, which shows the Isitter must have had quite
a different look from the specimens with fully developed silver markings, a
character to which he evidently gave considerahle specific importance.
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mobogany coloured patch and the hindwings thickly shaded with dark
scaling

; these characters the Linnean specimens possess to a high
dejifree, so that there is no mistaking them for the races from the

rest of Europe, for which I have suggested the name nihiarh, g^nd in

which all have in common a tawny underside to the forewings iind,

usually, light-coloured hindwings.
I have thus tried to clear the points in which I had been misinter-

preted by my critics and to correct a few others in which they seem to

me to have been inaccurate. The alterations in nomenclature I have
suggested are, I agree, very drastic ; they have already excited the

wrath of some entomologists and met with the approval of others. I

must leave it to a jury of authorities to give its verdict on the subject !

Lepidopterology '.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

This Volume is prefaced by a statement of the "eminent honour
"

conferred on the author by the Academic dcs Sciences in awardmg the

Cuvier prize for 1913, "a M. Charles Obertliiir, de Rcnnen, pour les

Etudes d'Entomologie et les Etudes de Lepidopterologie comparee,"
with an expression of the author's gratitude and encouragement.

The first paper is by M. Oberthur on the South American Apaturas,

dealing with 25 species, with ten plates containing 37 figures. The
next treats of the Lepidoptera of the Sino-Thebetau region, with 38

figures on seven plates, largely of new species and new forms
described. A new Castnia from Uruguay has a place on the last plate.

We then arrive at the further elucidation of the Lepidoptera of

California described by Boisduval ; these are Melitaeids, Argynnids and
Satyrids, with 39 figures on seven plates, on the last plate is also a

figure of a var. of Pieris bras.slcae, vasquezi, Obtb., J , and on the

same plate is a figure of Boisduval's specimen of i'arnassiiis noinion

from Eschscholtz, Alaska ''close to the Arctic circle). The figure

certainly seems to show a specimen of P. noiuion. The labels on the

specimen say "California," "Eschscholtz, Calif, russe." Russian
California is Alaska, and is in a dift'erent latitude from California as

now understood, though the latter is quoted as the habitat of this

specimen by various authors. A new Syrichthus, S. i/iacdomwufiiri,

Obth., is also figured on this plate, from Arizona.

An interesting paper by Standfuss follows, on hybrid Sinerinthiis, a

hybrid, lenniae, Stdfs., between tiliae and ocellatiis, first described by
Standfuss in the Annales de la Sac. Ent. Fr. for 1901 (p. 86), is here

figured, as also hybrid neojialaearctica, Stdfs., between ocellata and
excaecata, Abbot and Smith (described by Stdfuss. in 1907). Further

hybrids of the genus L'elerio are also figured, as well as species of the

genus Epistor.

There is next a paper on the further work that has been done in

regard to the variation in At/lia tan, since the preceeding papers in

the third volume of the Lcjiidopteroloj/ie comparee. M. Oberthur

illustrates certain points b)^ comparison with species {a species ?) of

the American genus Pseiid(dia::if!, with two plates, and also six plates

* Etudes de L&pidopUrologie comparie, par Charles Oberthur. Fasc. IX
(2nd Parti e).
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of forms of Ai/lia tan : this is followed by a more detailed account (in

German and French), by Dr. Standfuss, of crossing of mutational and

other forms, their relative fertility, etc.

The first 21 plates in the volume are portraits of eighteen Lepidop-

terists, all well-known to English entomologists, the most interesting

being, perhaps, the six first, Boisduval, Herrich-Schaefler, Rambur,
de Graslin, Guenee, and Milliere, and the two last, Reverdin and

Oberthiir. The remaining plates we have already referred to as fully

as space permits, being by M. Culot, praise of them is superfluous.

On the Correlation of Pattern and Structure in Rhopalocera with

special reference to the Ruralidae. {With aeroi idate.s.)

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

{T]te subject of a paper read before the British Associntion.in Birmingham in 1913.)

It is many years ago since Schoyen's discussion on Lijcaena arnus

and L. aegon (as the two species were then called) took place, and I

only mention it now because it was his papers that impelled me to

vmdertake what had till then been a more or less spasmodic investi-

gation, viz., a thorough systematic study of the sexual armature of

butterflies, and especially of that group of butterflies to which those

two species belonged. I felt that we ought not to depend solely upon

pattern for the dift'erentiation of closely allied species, and I therefore

at once set about making microscopic preparations of all the Palsearctic

species of the Ruralidae. This naturally led on to a much wider field

of research, extending beyond the Rhopalocera and also beyond the

Lepidoptera. The taxonomie value of these organs gradually pressed

itself forcibly upon me, until to-day I regard them as necessary to the

correct grouping of the Puiralidac, and probably (I do not say certainly)

of other families of Rhopalocera, if not of the Lepidoptera as a whole,

so that in any cases of doubt after the neuration, I should first

investigate the sexual organs.

Long continued study of these organs gradually brought to light

the fact that a marked change of form in them was also accompanied

by a change in pattern in the species and the genus. From the very

beginning I had learned that there were small specific difl'erences, but

it was only a wide experience that could show their value from the

taxonomie point of view, and it is this view, especially, that I want to

lay before my readers, viz., that so far as the linralidae in their widest

sense are concerned, it is a fact that change of structure is accompanied

by change of pattern, or, vice versa, change of structure accompanies

change of pattern.

As my first instance may I give one of the species already mentioned,

Plebeiiis argns (the type of the genus riebeiim), and compare with it an

allied genus Celastrina, whose type is aryiolus. The difi"erence in

colour is at once apparent, whilst the pattern of the underside is very

diverse.

These distinctions are followed by an equal change in the male

armature. P. anjus (PI. xiv., fig. 1), has the longish clasp, the gently

projected (backwards) girdle, the tegumen strongly bifid and very

narrow in front with strong falces or hooks, and with the -apical hood

fairly broad. In C. argiolua (PL xiv., fig. 2), the clasp is totally
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different, being sharply excavated beyond the centre and terminating-

in a long dagger-shaped point, the girdle is suddenly projected back-

wards, and the bifid fore-part of the tegumen has very copious broad
cheeks without falces, whilst the apical ridge is much elevated and
reduced to a very narrow saddle. The asdoeagus is also quite different

in shape.

Kceres aiyiades (PL xiv., fig. 4), may be taken as somewhat near to

(\ nrf/ioliix, but again the colour and underside pattern show a different

development, and this is more strongly marked in the armature,
whilst the nenration also differs slightly. The marked difference in

the clasp will be seen at once, as also in the tegumen, but the tedoeagus

is nearer. At the same time, if we refer to the clasp of an/iolns and
also oi piispa (PI. xiv., tig. 3), the process of the development of the

clasp of the genus Celaatrina towards Kceren is quite evident, viz., the

curving downwards of the long spike of the upper margin so as to form
the long recurved hook of the latter [lu-ereH). The tegumen is very

diverse being greatly reduced with its greatest development along the

dorsal line, whilst the cheeks are much reduced, and have short spikes

in place of the falces, these being of the most reduced form of this

organ that I know of in the group.

The nearest species in pattern to this genus (omitting the genus
Cupido, which is an Everid) is perhaps Glaucopsyc/ie cijllaras (PI. xiv.,

fig. 5,), but the male armature differs and the colour and pattern are

in reality different from both though difficult to describe in words.

The clasp is large and heavy, and in its termination is a modification

of both the previous ones; the tegumen is very near Celastrina, in fact

it might belong to it were it not that it has well developed falces,

whilst the a3da3agus is nearer to Everes. Our beautiful English large

blue Lycaena avion belongs to the same section as Glancopsiiche

cijUarns. I only bring it forward now (PI. xiv., fig. 6), to show how
a marked development of pattern may be accompanied only by a small

alteration in structure when it occurs within its own sub-family. In

the former the difference in pattern is well known. In the armature,

however, the clasp is yet larger and heavier (squarer), the terminal

hook is also more heavily developed, and the tegumen is decidedly

further away from the Celastrinid group. The dorsal part of it is

not excised to anything like so great an extent, and the lateral cheeks,

which are provided with very long and strong falces, are unusually

large and square. The ffidceagus does not differ materially from the

species last described, this however we should expect, (jrlaiwopsi/che

belonging to the Lijcaena group in its strict sense.

Scolitantides orioii (PI. xiv., fig. 7), brings in another group of the

Plebeiinae with several genera, but the one species will be sufficient for

my purpose. The pattern is quite different to any of the others. The
prehensores are likewise different, the clasps being very simple, of

moderate length and width, and evenly rounded at its termination,

not being divided into two sections at its apex, as so many are.

It would have (one would imagine) but little grasping power. The
tegumen is of a reduced Celastrinid type, but with regular Plebeiid

hooks. The sedoeagus is very different, though it has the Everid little

spikes at its lower extremitj^ ; the fulcrum, however, is very highly

developed, being very long and deeply curved.

Callophrijs riihi (PI. xv., tig. 8).—Our common Green Hairstreak is
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well-known with its plain brown iipperside and green underside. Its

male armature consists of a rapidly tapering, wedge-shaped clasp,

without any fulcrum (a characteristic of the Uuralmae), the tegumen
ample, with broad, lateral cheeks moderately excised, and long-

formidable falces, whilst the fedoeagus is very long indeed, and very

narrow. The abundance of long strong bristles on the clasp and
tegumen is also an important feature in this genus. Very similar,,

indeed to it, so far as these organs are concerned is Satstnna frivaldszloji.

(PL XV., fig. 9), though much different in pattern, the upperside being

blueish, and the underside dull brown and somewhat mottled ; at the

same time there are also differences in the prehensores. The wedge-

shaped clasps are much broader, the tegumen is less ample and
proportionately more excised on the dorsum, whilst the falces are

heavier and stronger.

StrifiiKDt titiis (the type of the genus) (PL xv., fig, 10), is easily

recognisable by its spotteil underside. The genitalia differ also in their

erect position in the shape of the clasps, and in two (so far as I know)

quite unique shields extending on two strong arms from the girdle (one

shield being developed from each side of the girdle). I bring this

forward to show a specific difference rather than a generic one.

Stri/iiion v-albiiiii (a close relation of our British w-albniii) (PL xv.,

fig. 11,) is distinct in colour and pattern with its chestnut coloured

patch on the upperside and the fine white lines on the underside, but

the male armature proves it to be closely allied to the previous genera.

It has, however, no saccus at all, which is an important character in

this order.

Xeob/nina teiujstroemi (PL xvL, fig. 12), is abundantly distinct in its

shape and in the someAvhat Plebeiid type of markings on its underside,

the genitalia, however, show at once its alliance to this section. The
small narrowish clasps and the long aedoeagus bring out this promin-

ently, the tegumen however is very different having very unusually

copious laterals, the falces are very large with a bold deep curve, whilst

the girdle is very short.

IlieMor fedtscJienkoi (PL xvi., fig. 14), and all in its genus show great

differences in pattern, but again the armature is peculiarly Strymonid.

The clasp is much longer and. finer, and the tegumen differs slightly,

whilst the neuration also differs, it having an extra subcostal vein in

the primaries. Eurali.s qiiercm (PL xviii., fig. 21), is entirely different in

pattern and colour as also in the structure of the genitalia, its alliance

to the genus Neoli/rnua is shown in the large hooded tegumen, its

deviation in the shorter, thicker and differently shaped, fedceagus,

whilst the clasps also differ entirely in general pattern.

In colour Laeosopis robon's (PL xvL, fig. 15), is very close to the

previous species though in the underside pattern it is very distinct. This

change is likewise carried on in the genitalia, the tegumen being

unique, I believe, in its quite vertical position instead of being

horizontally placed. The a^dceagus is shorter still, whilst the clasps are

also further reduced, though they are sufficiently near to ijiicrcii^; that

if we were to cut off the prolongation at the upper apex of the clasp of

that species we should approximate to those we are now considering.

I havebrought Cif/aritiszohra (Pl.xvii.,fig.l6),inat this pointto show
its correlation with the Heodinac on the one hand in its general colour,

and with the Tluralinne and Plebeiinae in structure on the other hand.
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The erect girdle is quite Strymonid {i.e., Ruraline) its clasps partake of an
admixture of the Euralinac and the Pleheiinae, whilst its deeply cleft

tegumen approaches the Plebeiid pattern, and it may also show some
approximation to the quite peculiar and reduced structure of that organ
in the Heodinae. In the pattern of its underside it may have some
affinities to the Pleheiinae already referred to, it has much more to

some exotic genera, but its colour is very close to that of the genus
Heodes to which I will now refer in the species pJdaeas, a species which
is found almost over half the world, extending right across Asia into

Japan and India, and going westward through the Madeiras over a

large part of North America. Its relation in colour is evident, though
the underside pattern differs from it considerably. This, however, in

the group of insects we are dealing with, is of great importance, both
from the phylogenetic and also from the taxonomic point of view.

The tegumen (PI. xvii., fig. 17), is very specialised, consisting as it does

of two lateral narrow lobes attached to each other merely by the girdle

and having no dorsal chitine beyond the narrowest collar, joining the

two sides of the girdle. Attached to these lobes are the usual falces,

but instead of being connected to the cheeks of the tegumen near the

front, they are attached right at the rear. The clasps are very broad,

expanding somewhat in the front with an evenly curved and sharply

serrated apex, though the serrations are very small. From the base

of each clasp in this series, a peculiar super-structure arises of a wedge-
shape that inclines forward over the clasp and reaches to near its

centre. This is peculiar to, and typical of, the genus Heades, though,

in other species, it assumes a very different form. The jedoeagus will

be seen to be somewhat bulbous at the base, but very rapidly tapering

to its tip, where it ends in a fine point. The tegumen, the tedcjeagus,

and the super-structure of the clasp are entirely peculiar to the

Heodinae.

In Heodea tJieti/a (PI. xvii., fig. 18), the male armature assumes its

extreme form, and is in its general lines a very beautiful object. The
tegumen is not so bulky, nor are the falces ; the girdle is long and
elegantly curved ; the clasps also are more delicate in form, being of a

somewhat long pear-shape, the thick end forming the base, whilst the

apex is curved upwards and sharply serrated, forming a broad hooked
extremity. The super-structure assumes in this species its highest

development, and consists of two long, narrow, boldly and beautifully

curved arms terminating in a fine tip. The aidoeagus is equally

elegant in shape, having a somewhat elliptical base, the tubular three-

quarters gradually tapering into a fine point, and being curved and re-

curved at its tip. The colour of the insect is brilliant, spotless,

lustrous, reddish-copper, whilst the underside is the softest toned

design in the group, and is somewhat different to all its near allies.

In the same genus is a small section of purplish species, that from their

small size and colour look very different indeed, but their underside

markings show them to belong to the same genus as the others. The
little butterfly Heodes sarthus is found in the Eastern Turkestan, and
in the Pamir Mountains. The difference in colour and pattern speaks

for itself. We find, however, some change in the male armature (PI.

xvii., fig. 19). The tegumen (an important character from a taxonomic

point of view) is quite similar in general structure to all its allies, as

also is the tedceagus, though in this a modification in shape is to be
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observed, but the clasps are very different, there being a considerable

change of shape in them, whilst the super-structure comes nearer

to our common British pldaeaa than to the general form. I have

mentioned these three species of one genus so as to show-

specific variation of armature with also small variation of colour.

We will now take three species of marked difference in colour into

consideration. Ruralis betiilae with an entirely' brown male and an

orange spotted female, R. In tea, which is entirely orange in both sexes,

the underside of these two being very closely alike, and a brilliant

metallic green species Ruralis on'oitalis wdth a different underside closely

allied to Ruralis (jnercua, already referred to (see antea p. 179). R. betulae

(PI. xviii., fig. 20), has a very large hooded tegumen, not excised on

the dorsum at all, with large strong falces attached to its lower front

extremities ; the girdle is broad, strong, erect, deeply excised at rear
;

the aedffiagus is small, rather short, straight, somewhat tapering,,

whilst the clasps are very small and broadly oval with no processes.

This is the type of the genus. In R. lutea (PI. xviii., fig. 20A), the

tegumen remains the typical, unexcised, hooded-shape, but it is much
smaller in its dimensions, the falces being also much smaller ; the

redoeagus is very large and similar in general shape and size to

quercus, the girdle and the clasps also are more nearly allied to

quercus than to betulae, the clasps having a protruded lobe-like process

at their upper apex. In R. orientalis (PI. xviii., fig. 22), with its

underside pattern so closely allied to quercim, we find the armature

rather nearer to betulae than to quercus. The hooded tegumen is more
ample, the tedoeagus is quite close in shape to the small aedoeagus of

betulae, whilst the clasps, though larger than betulae, are nearer to that

species than to quercus. The variation of species inter se has thus been

demonstrated, but it will also be advisable to examine two other cases

of specific inter se variation, in cases where species are very different

superficially, but where their armature is so close that only a very

expert eye would observe anything to raise a doubt in hismmd —
and cases where the imagines are exceedingly close superficially, but

the male armature is less so. Professor Poulton has drawn my
attention to this, and has enabled me to show this little group of

African species of the genus Acraea. These species do not affect my
main argument, but they are most interesting in shownig that specific

variation occurs* also in the genus Acraea, as one would expect, though

it seems to proceed on different lines to what occurs in the Ruralidae,

In Acraea zetes and A. cliilo we have two species that appear very

different superficially, the former with its entirely blackish primaries

and heavily marked secondaries, the latter pinkish tawny in both

wings. If, however, we examine the spots of the wings we find they

are very close indeed. Eltringham in his able monograph places them
next each other and we find the armature is so close that it needs a

critical examination to discover the differences that, as a matter of

fact, do exist. The two species are as nearly the same size as can be,,

but the armature of zetes (PI. xviii., fig. 23), is decidedly smaller

than that of cltilo (PI. xviii., fig. 24), the uncus and tegumen are

* By specific variation I mean vaiiation between species hiter $e of the same
genus—not that the same species has differentiation in armatnre, this I have not

found.
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slightly different in shape, the girdle of zetes is more erect and
decidedly slighter, the pilosity of the clasps is markedly diverse

from that of chilo, being much longer, thicker and heavier,, whilst

the fedoeagus of chiln is longer and ditt'erent in sha.pe in the basal

area. The saccus also is quite different in the two insects. The
species look very different, they are, however, very closely allied,

and the armature follows their specific relationship, not their super-

ficial facies. This is as we should expect. Agajn there are two forms
A. natalica var. p^t'udci/ina (PL xix., fig. 25), and A. natalica (PI. xix.,

iig. 26), as also A. acn'ta var. amhii/ita (PI. xix., fig. 27), and A.

Mcrita var. jiudarina (PI. xix., fig. 28). Both these two pairs are

.decidedly different, but we have in each case natalica and its various

,races, and acrita with its various races, so that in the light of Mr.
Eltringham's monograph, we might quite properly call them two
polymorphic species, with wet and dry forms and intergrades almost
all along the line. In these cases we should not expect their structure,

such as neuration or armature to change, and so it is, the structure

remains true though the colour differs. It is a case of that unknown
quantity x in the constitution of the species (would that we could find

out what .* is) that under different conditions causes the mutability of

species, the most interesting factor of it being why some species respond

and why others do not.

This brings us to the second and last instances I have to draw
attention to, viz., similarity of design but difference in structure. In

Aciaea peri/ihanes var. acritoides (PI. xix., fig. 29), and A. acrita (PI.

xix., fig. 30) we certainly have a superficial, a very superficial, resem-

blance, but the armature is very different. At the same time I must
say that no experienced entomologist would hesitate in at once separ-

ating the two species ; some of the spots in the secondaries assume
quite different positions. With Acraea calderena (PI. xx., fig. 31), and
A. piidorella (PI. xx., fig. 32), the case is more interesting; they had
always been considered forms of one species so exceedingly close were
they, and I think it was due to Mr. Eltringham (I speak under correc-

tion) that they were discovered to be distinct species, his armature
. dissections proving this. At the same time the postmedian line of

spots is quite different in the two insects, and it was this, no doubt,

that induced the query in Mr. Eltringham's mind. In A. chanibed

and A. mansya the difference in the perfect insects, the absence of

many spots on the upperside in the latter, would at once lead one to

expect the divergence of armature that we see (PI. x}s., figs. 38, 34).

Finally I would refer to the genus Aviauris, to the two species A.

er/iena Ya,v. jachoni (PI. xx., fig. SI) dnd A. alhimaciila var. hanninrjtoni

(Pi. XX., fig. 38), and also to the species A. danfeldti and a new species

from Angola that I call A. an(/olae. The first two are separable only

, by the size and shape of the sexual brand on the secondaries and by

the palpus of the first being spotted, Avhilst the second is streaked. A.

.avijolae and A. danfeldti are separable in precisely the same way, but

their colour is white and black, instead of being more or less yellowish,

as in the other case.

The male armature differs likewise (PI. xx., figs. 39, 40), the contour

. of the clasps differs in each species, whilst the terminal sternite, which
in this genus is furnished with very formidable teeth, differs in the

: shape, in the size, and in the abundance of teeth. This last character
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is of much interest, for it is a feature I have not found in any other

butterfly that I have examined.

[n considering the whole question, however, it must be borne in

mind that as there are generic resemblances and specific resemblances

so there are both generic and specific differences, and they do not

necessarily pass along the same line. Investigation has taught us that

in the lluralidii', in its broadest sense, the tegumen is of dominant

generic value, that the fedoeagus and the harpagines (clasps), so far as

their general form goes, are a'so of generic value, but in both of the

latter mutation occurs which is purely specific, rarely with the

ffidoeagus but regularly with the harpagines, whilst so far as specific

divergences are generally concerned, the clasps are the most sensitive,

and it is in these organs that we find the smaller or larger differences

that are observable between species and species. 1 have referred to

two genera that are evidently in a period of marked mutation, Heodes

and Hiiralin. In both cases it was seen that the clasps were altering con-

siderably in difterent sections of the genera, and that this had been

possibly concurrent with alteration of colour and pattern, but that at

present, though colour was already difl'erent, yet the structure of the

imagines, in theii' form, their neuration, and other characters had

practically changed but little. The male armature, however, showed

definitely that mutation was in progress, and that both genera are

evidently in the process of splitting up. For the present, however,

there seems nothing tangeable, except the colour, whereby it would be

possible to divide them, and colour is too unstable a feature on which

to break up an otherwise thoroughly homogeneous family. I

have said that the altering of the cdasps may have been concurrent

with colour; as a matter of fact, I believe that colour is much more
sensitive to mutation than structure, and that any mutability in the

structure follows, rather than is followed by, mutation in colour and

.pattern.

My only really thoroughly exhaustive study has been on the

Riiralidde, but i<-om a very considerable number of dissections made
by myself in other families, the same result occurs more or less in

most of the Rhopalocera, and I am now led to believe that pattern is

very generally correlated with structure.

EXPL.^NATION OF PlATES XIV.-XX.

All the figures are magnified x30, except those of the genera Acraea and
AiiKinris, which are x 7.

Plate XIV.

Fig. 1. Pleheius arijus. Fig. 5. Glaucopsyche. cyllarus.

,, 2. Celustriiia urgiolus.
'

,, 6. Lymena arion.

,, 3. Cdastrina puspa. ,, 7. Scolitantides orion.

4. Eoeres' arqiudes.

Plate XV.

Fig. 8. Callophnjs ruhi. Fig. 10. Strijmon titiis.

,, 9. Satsuvui fiivaldszkiji. ,, 11. Strymon v-albiim.

Plate XVI.

Fig. 12. N^olycaeiia tevgstroeini. Fig. 14. Thestor fedtschenkoi.

,, 13. 'lliestor hallux, (not mentioned ,, 15. Laeosopis roloris.

in text).
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Plate XVII.

Fig. 16. Cifiarilis zohra. off, for clearness, and falces

,, 17. Heodes phlaeas. of tegumen misplaced.)

,, 18. ifpor/es t/;e^?/s, (ajdoeagus upside Fig. 19. Heodes sarthus.
down, apex of one clasp cut

22. Ruralis orientalis.

23. Acraea zetes.

24. Acraea chilo.

Fig. 28. Acraea acrita var. pxidorina,

(uncal extremity broken off).

29. Acraea periphanes var. acri-

toides.

,, 30. Acraea acrita.

Plate XX.

Fig. 31. Acraea caldarena. ,, 36. Acraea pudorella (not referred

,, 32. Acraea pudorella. to in text).

,, 33. Acraea. chamhezi. ,, 37. Amauris echeria v&r. jacksoni,

,, 34. Acraea iiiaiinya. ,, 38. Amauris albimaculata.

,, 35. Acraea pudorella var. detecta ,, 39. Amauris danfeldti.

(not referred to in text). ,, 40. Amauris angolae.
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The pupa remains attached after the emergence of the moth. I

have no definite notes on the pupal period, which is somewhere between

a fortnight and three weeks. I could not discover that one sex

emerged before the other, but my observations lack completeness.—

P. A. Buxton, (F.E.S.), Pairhill, Tonbridge.

J^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

British Blattid.e.—The following records of cockroaches may be

of interest, as these insects are not much studied. July 5th, 1918,

Studland, Bwanage, Dorset.—Nymphs of Ectobia panzeri among
marram grass ; nymphs and adults of E. iivida, very abundant on sand

dunes and among bracken; also at sugar. June 17th, 1914.— K.

Iivida, one flying actively in hot sunshine on Wrotham Down, Kent.

—

P. A. Buxton (F.E.S.), Fairhill, Tonbridge.

CoLiAS EDusA IN Early July.— While walking over the Downs
near Ventnor to-day, I saw, but failed to capture, a female Colias edasa.

Is it not rather early ?—H. G. Gregory, Westleigh, Salisbury. Jiily

Qth.

[The time of appearance is usually August and beginning of

September. The late C. G. Barrett records freshly emerged specimens

as early as June 4th in South Wales, in 1877. Whether these latter

were suspected as first or second brood specimens he does not say.

—

H.J.T.]

Pyrameis atalanta (hibernated?).—On May 27th (last month) a

specimen of Pyrameis atalanta settled on the lawn in my garden at

Ditchling, Sussex, on a sunny warm morning, within two feat of where

I was sitting. It was in very good condition though a little worn. I

can offer no opinion as to whether it was an example that had
hibernated in the locality or not. There were a good many of the

insects about the garden in September last year.—J. C. Dollman,
(F.E.S.), Hove House, Newton Grove, Bedford Park., W.

An irregular pairing in nature.—While collecting at High
Wycombe on Saturday afternoon, June 27th, with Messrs. L. E.

Dunster and F. H. Stallman, I met with a 3- Anthrocera lUipejtdulae

paired with a 2 Ilipocrita jacobacae. This was about 3.80 p.m., and
at 11.45 they were still in cop., and Mr. Stallman took them to photo-

graph. Shortly afterwards the H. jacobaeae was found to be dead
;

apparently they were unable to separate.—B. S. Williams, E. Finchley,

N.
Haemaris tityus (bombyliformis) in Eoss-shire.—I would like to

record in your magazine a moth that I have caught in this district the

last two seasons. It is the " Narrow- bordered Bee Hawk," Haemaris

tityus (bumbyliformis). I caught two specimens on June 18th, 1918,

on Bromhill, Fortrose, Ross-shire, and on May 27th of the present

year two more specimens in the same place. I believe that they are

fairly rare in this district, and would like to know if they have been

recorded before from this part of Scotland.

—

Allan G. Cameron,

Oakfield, Fortrose, Ross-shire.

[In the account of this species by the late J. W. Tutt, British

Lepiduptera, vol. iii., pp. 587-8, H. tityus is said to be locally common
in some parts of Scotland, and has been recorded from the following
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counties, Aberdeen, Argyll, Ayr, Dumbarton, Lanark, Mid-Lothian,

Moray, Nairn, Perth, Konfrew, Roxburgh, Stirling, Sutherland and
"Wigtown. Thus Ross is apparently a new record.—H.J.T.]

A Query.—I enclose a larva or worm recently found in a goose-

berry-bush. It is certainly not a caterpillar, but I would be greatly

obliged if you could identify it for me.

—

Ibid.

[The specimen enclosed was a " thread worm," probably belonging

to the genus Alernii^, the species of which are parasitical within the

Insecta and at certain times make their way out by perforating their

hosts, and hide themselves in the moist soil. There they reproduce,

and the embryos, born viviparously, pass some time in the ground.

They wander in search of an insect host, the caterpillar of a moth or

beetle for instance, which they penetrate by means of a sharp stylet

that is hidden within the head Avhen not in use. Large numbers of

these worms are sometimes found in the soil, and I have seen them on

more than one occasion in numbers on the heads of flowers, no doubt

in search of hosts. In August, 1907, one of these worms 5Jins. in

length emerged from a specimen of Erebia liijea, which a week or two

before I had captured and papered on the shores of Lake Lucerne.

Dr. Chapman records another from an imago of K. eurycde, and Mr.

Jiiger another which emerged from a larva of a CuculUa (Proc. S. Loud.

Ent. ami N.H.S., 1907 and 1911).—H.J.T.]

CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.

In the April number of the Kntoinoloiiist Mr. Gervase F. Mathew
announces a recurrent form of Aictia villiva, at Dovercourt, in which

there is a very large apical white blotch extending one-third along the

costa and along almost the whole of the outer margin, and including

only one or two specks as remains of the usual black area. This

form he names ab. ivardi, in honour of its finder Col. Ward, some

twenty years ago. A figure of the aberration is given in the text.

Mr. Mathew also records and names as ab. unipunctalis a specimen of

PijraliH costalia taken in July, 1906, at sugar, in which the usual rosy

grey of the wings is replaced by deep maroon, or plum colour, without

transverse lines and the large yellow spots on the costa reduced to one

minute, dull yellow spot, near the apex. He also calls attention to the

variation exhibited by a long series of Gownlontis bidentata, bred from

county Cork, which varied from pale straw, through biscuit colour,

richer biscuit tone, pale ochreous, golden brown to warm brown, with

much diversity in lines and discal spots.

In the conclusion of his notes in the Hntowolof/ist, on butterfly

hunting at Larche, Mr. Rowland-Brown describes the form of the <?

of Albidina {Pulijoiniiidtus) phereteft, from the Ornaye Valley, under the

name of ab. azurica. The ground colour of the upperside is black, not

brown, the discoidal spot on the forewings is large and of the lovely

azure hue as on the wings of the male, with the basal area of all four

wings heavily scaled with blue of the same brilliancy. At the same

time Mr. Rowland-Brown reports an example of Brenthis pales, from

the Ornaye Valley, in which the rufous ground of the upperside of the

forewings is entirely replaced by creamy white, and he names it as ab.

primida.
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Prof. Hudson Beare sailed by the steamship " Euripides," for

Australia, on July 1st, and will not be back till the end of November.

We hope to get an account of his entomological experiences.

In the Bull. Soc. Knt. Fnmce is a short but interesting account of

Coennnijnipha oedipiis, with a plate of a dozen varied forms. M. Gelin

has been accustomed to take this species for many years past among
the dense vegetation of the marshes of Sevre Niortaise, la Charent, la

G^onde and I'Adour on the west Atlantic coast of France. He says

that the females are large and very strongly marked on the underside,

the band inside the ocelli on the hindwings being much emphasised,

characteristic of ab. )////-/,s. Fab. Usually the upperside of the hind-

wings has three or four ocelli, that of the forewings being generally

without. M. Gelin names a form in which there' are four incipient

ocelli on the latter and four well developed ones on the former as ab.

ocdlarls. It is noted that M. Oberthlir in IJpiil. cmup., iii., 397, names
a Boisduvalian form in which all the ocelli are of a deep velvet with

white pupillation, as ab. i/elini. M. Gelin calls attention to and figures

the form named by him in 1912 as ab. lucasi, in which there is com-
plete absence of ocelli on the upperside of all four wings.

In a paper published in the Bull. Soc Ent. Fiance, p. 182, M.
Gelin gives notes on new and rare forms of French Rhopalocera.

(1) He names an aberration of the brilliant race coclestia, Obtr., of

Aj/riadea thetis {hellar//ns) indigenous over the calcareous area of the

Atlantic coast of France, as ab. hiculor, characterised by black scales

being grouped and concentrated in the intraneural spaces. (2) He
figures two specimens he calls hermaphrodites of A. thetis, in one of

which the dark female ground colour is streaked irregularly on all the

wings, while in the other specimen the brown colour of the female

predominates, the male coloration only showing in a few scattered

scales and streaks. (8) He names an aberration of the ftipu/rapha 2

form of Aipiades coridnn as ab. uhertlniri, characterised by considerable

scattered dark coloration in the bright blue area of the wings and by

very pronounced discoidal spots on all the wings. (4) An evident

teratological and small specimen of I'ieiis hrasnicae with elongated

wings is named ab. elowjata, and another small specimen with total

absence of the inner marginal black line on the forewings and the

costal spot on the hindwings, as ab. collinrensis.

In the Canadian Entoniolot/ist for April, A. W. Hanham gives his

experience of sunflowers as a lure for moths. Last autumn in Duncan,
British Columbia, he took no less than eleven species of the Noctuid

family Plnsiidae, as well as many other species at these flower heads.

In the Bevue Mens. Nanntr., M. I'Abbe J. de Joannis, in discussing

the forms of Ellopia prosapian'a, especially the forms var. prasinaiia

(green) and var. grisearia (grey), says that the former does not occur

around Paris, and suggests to M. Guerin, who has taken and bred all

three forms around Raismes, Belgium, that he should carry out his

breeding with a view to obtain, if possible, some Mendelian result.

M. de Joannis considers that probably the type form (rose) is the

dominant, and that the prasinaria from (green) is the recessive.

In the Ent. Mo. Ma;/, for May, Mr. D. Sharp describes a new
species of Coleoptera, Helophurus ytenensis, which he has dift'erentiated

from its very close ally, tl. (jranularis. It was first taken in 1869 in

Dumfries-shire, but is apparently very rare although occurring also in
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England and Ireland. In the same number Mr. Joy announces another
species as new to Britain. In June, 1911, Mr. Harwood took a speci-

men of Malthixlca, sp., near Bishops Stortford. This has been identified

as M. crosaicornia, and has now been differentiated from its near ally

M. hrevicollis {nif/dlus).

In the E)it. ]\In. Ma;/, for May, the Hon. N. C. Rothschild states

that in the collection of the late J. W. Tutt, among the British Cranibi

were five specimens of a Cranibua, taken at Deal in 1889, which ^re

C. UtharfiyrelluH, a species formerly considered as British. In the

same lot was a single specimen of C. polieUux, a sand-frequenting

species, taken at Deal in 1885.

The Entnmolnijist for May contains among other things interesting

accounts of collecting in Corsica by G. H. Gurney, in Sicily by J.

Platt-Barrett, and Notes on British Orthoptera in 1913, by W. J.

Lucas.

In a communication to the Bull. Sor. Eat. France, M. P. Chretien

describes three new species of Nepticiila. Two are attached to Labiatae,

the larva of A'', rosmarindla feeds upon the leaves of Ro.wiarinitH officinalis

and that of A'', tencriella feeds on Teucrium chawaednjs. The third

species, A^. zolliknff'olella, has a larva attached to the Composite, Zolli-

koferia nudicaulh, at Biskra, Algeria. The two first-named species

came from the Alpes Maritimes and I'Ardeche department respectively.

The Natiiralist for May contains a very interesting record of the

persistent devastation of a Yorkshire wood by lepidopterous larvae

since the year 1910, made by Mr. B. Morley of Huddersfield. The
fittack commenced by the defoliation of the trees in 1910, caused by

the larvae of Pliuialia pedaria (pilosaria), Himera pennaria, Hybernia

defoliaiia, H. nHrantiaria, Oporabia diliitaria, Cheimatnbia boreata, (J.

bnniiata, and Tortri.r viridana, all of which species had been common
as imagines in 1909. There was a keen struggle for existence. By
1912 T. riridana was almost extinct, ('. boreata rapidly diminished and
was rare by 1912, 0. diliitaria was very scarce in 1913. In the present

year P. pedaria has become a rare insect. FI. pennaria was the next

to fail after abundance in the autumn of 1912. H. defoliaria and H.
anrantiaria swarmed in vast numbers, but the resultant larvfe in 1913
were reduced to such straits that they paid the penalty of over-

production and few survived. C. brmnata was the apparent winner in

the struggle for it was still as abundant as ever in the autumn of 1913.

Probablv the la,rvMe were reduced to cannabalism in which they often

indulge in the breeding cage when their food goes stale.

In the Ent. Neirs for May, we read that Annette Frances Braun
has communicated a paper to the Joiirn. Acad. Nat. Sc, Philadelphia,-

on the " Evolution of Colour Pattern in the Microlepidopterous Genus
Lithocnlletis." One of the author's conclusions is stated that, " the

primitive colour pattern is a series of seven uniformly-coloured, pale,

yellow transverse bands, separated from one another by unpigmented
areas. . . . These bands, either in their primitive, or modified

shape, constitute the ground colour. Upon this ground colour a

second darker series of elements, the markings proper, also usually

transverse, are superimposed." As a further result of her studies she

considers that "the uniform yellowish groundcolour which suffuses

the wins: in the higher Lepidoptera. beginning at the base and

spreading distalwards, is the outcome of a phylogenetically older type
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of marking, originally banded, and later fused to a uniform colour, and
that the markings are a second series superimposed upon the first."

SOCIETIES.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—April 9th, 1914.—New Member.-—Mr. C. P. Emmett was elected a

member. Variation in D. fascelina.—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited three

Dasi/scJiira fascelina, one with the usual black transverse lines largely

yellow and another with the black markings intensified and with

absence of the yellow freckling. Burmese Lepidoptera. — Mr.
Edwards, several very conspicuous and beautifnl Heterocera from
Burmah, including Anjina ariius, Kuclnwiiia fonnosa, etc. A record
OF L. leucomelanella.—Mr. Sich, specimens of Lita leiicomelanella,

first discovered in England by the late Mr. Boyd in 1858. They were
from Weymouth.

—

Variation in E. PRONoii.-—Mr. Hy. J. Turner, a

long series of F.rebia prono'e from the Austrian Tyrol and Switzerland,

and read notes on the variation, both local and aberrant, and on the

distribution of the species. The Society's Collections.—Mr. West,
Greenwich, several drawers of the Society's Collection of British Lepi-

doptera to show the additions made to the Pyrales and Tortrices by

the donation from Mr. Dawson. C. strobilella.—Mr. Piatt Barrett,

a series of Cocci/x utmbiMla bred from spruce cones collected at West
Wickham some weeks ago.

April 23r(l.—A Special Exhibition of Orders other than Lepi-

doptera.—Mr. Stanley Edwards, numerous large and conspicuous

species of exotic Coleoptera and Hymenoptera. Mr. Ashdown, a

collection of Swiss Coleoptera including 40 species of Longicornia

taken by himself. Mr. Gibbs, the lantern-flies Fnh/oria lantcrnaria

and other conspicuous insects sent to him from British Honduras
among a collection of butterflies and moths. Mr. Step, S and 5

AsUks crabroniforiiris, a predacious Dipteron, with Tac/iinus c/rosm and
T. fera two hairy flies which attack larvtB. Mr. West (Greenwich),

thirteen drawers of the Society's reference collection (Coleoptera,

Orthoptera, Neuroptera, Hymenoptera and Hemiptera), a box of

typical examples of Diptera presented to the Society by Mr. Andrews,
and his own collection of British Homoptera. Mr. C. B. Williams,

the beetle Loc/iDuwa sutiiralis on heather from Cheshire, and willow

stems damaged by larvae of ('ecido)injia salicipenla. Mr. Andrews, the

following very rare Diptera and contributed notes :

—

Lispe pt/f/niaea,

Fall., Liiiinophora aestidiin, Vill., Macronijchia t/riseola, Fall., all from
Porthcawl, Phmbia parra, Ztt.,from Chattenden, Fannia ciliata, Stein.,

from Milford, and Chirosia parvicornis, Ztt., from N. Kent. Mr. R.

Adkin, Rosel's Der Natumiyke Historie iter Iiisecten. Mr. Dennis,

photographs of plant-galls. Mr. E. E. Green, many species of L'occidae

largely from Ceylon with coloured drawings of their life-histories.

Mr. B. Adkin, pieces of bark showing depredations of the Homoptera,
Cheniies corticalia on larch, and C. riridis on Weymouth pine. Mr.

Moore, 925 mites of the genus Gauri.vis, taken from a beetle.

May lith.—Paper.—Mr B. S. Williams read a paper on " The
Thysanoptera," and showed lantern slides and specimens under the

microscope in illustration. The Furze Mite.—Mr. Hocking exhibited

branches of the common furze from Danbiiry Common, which had
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been covered by a pearly white web and killed by an attack of countless

numbers of Tetrcmychns UntcariuH, an extremely small mite which
congregated in reddish-brown dust-like patches. Mr. Step had seen a
similar attack of a mite on lime at Mickleham. Mr. R. Adkin,
aberrations of Colias edum, including a ^ with very pale marginal
bands, one-half the usual size, and a yellowish form of the var. Iielice.

Mai/ 28th.—Hybrid Nyssia-Apocheima.—Mr. Buckstone, 1 ^ and
3 ? hybrids of the cross Nyssia zonaria $ and Apocheiiiia Idspidaria

? . The larvae were very like those of the latter species and were
constitutionally weak, only four imagines resulting from some 300
fertile ova. Capture of a very rare Hemipteron, P. bidentata.—Mr.
West (Greenwich), a specimen of the extremely rare Hemipteron,
Pygolanipifi bidentata taken by him in the New Forest in May. Only
one specimen had previously been captured in Britain. Pupa of S.

pRUNi.—Mr. Newman, a living pupa of Strymuii pnuii, which closely

resembles bird's excrement. Occurrence of an exotic Coccid at
Bedford Park. — Mr. Gahan, examples of a mealy-bug, both sexes of

which had occurred two years running on flowering currant in his

garden at Bedford Park. It was supposed to be Pseuducoccun citri, a
hothouse species. Paper.— Mr. K. G. Blair read a paper on "Luminous
Insects," many examples of which were exhibited by himself, Messrs.

Main, Edwards, and H. Moore.
The Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.—

March IQth, 1914.— Lecture.—^ Professor Robert Newstead, M.Sc,
P.R.S., gave a lecture entitled " Some Observations on the Natural
History of Nyassaland." The lecture, which dealt with the Professor's

own experiences during an expedition undertaken to discover the

breeding habits of the Glosdnidae, was most interesting, especially the

account of the finding of the first pupa of Glussina inorsitan.'i, and of the

connection between this fiy and sleeping sickness and " ngana." A
capital photograph shown on the screen recorded this historic event.

Exhibits.—Mr. A. W. Hughes exhibited Pliiijalia pedaria (pilomria),

including a pale olive unicolorous variety, from Eastham, also

Hyhernia leiicop/iaearia and var. inarinorinaria from the same locality
;

he further reported that Ni/ssia zonaria had been plentiful at Crosby.

April 20th, 1914—Address.—Mr. A. W. Boyd, M.A., P.E.S., gave
an address entitled " The Natural History of Rostherne Mere."
Having described the physical characters of the mere and the probable
causes of its formation, the nature of the surrounding land and its

flora, both arboreal and herbaceous, he dealt exhaustively with the

birds known to frequent the mere and finally the Insecta of the locality

were discussed. Several very interesting records have been made, viz.,

Acidalia circtilata, a fine female specimen in 1918, Orni.v avellanella,

Laverna raschkiella, this species being an addition to the Lancashire
and Cheshire county list, and Nepticnla arfientipedella. Mr. Boyd
exhibited the Lepidoptera catalogued for the locality and was con-

gratulated upon having made such good use of the opportunity of

collecting upon the private ground surrounding the mere. At the

close of the address Mr. Boyd was heartily thanked for his kindness in

coming from Manchester to give his experiences. Exhibits.—Mr. W.
Mansbridge exhibited several xanthic varieties of Fuionia atomaria,

bred among a large number of the species from Burnley females.

The xanthism was conhned to the hindwings, and in most of the

specimens it affected only one of the hindwings ; in two instances,
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however, both the secondaries were nearly white all over. Mr. P. N.
Pierce exhibited generic types of the British Gemnetridae arranged

according to their affinities as indicated by the genitalia.

Ji:^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
* Proceedings of the South London Entomological and Natural

History Society, 1918-14.—The flourishing Society, familiarly spoken

of as the " South London," deservedly takes premier rank among the

minor scientific organizations of the metropolis, chiefly on account of

the solid work done by its members, and the contributions they make
to our knowledge in various branches of biological research. The
annual volume of Proceed iuf/s, which has just appeared, well maintains

the high reputation won by its predecessors, and the papers published

are in every case by authors of acknowledged position in the scientific

world. The Report of the Council for the year 1913-14 shows that the

census of membership stands at 179, though we notice that 184 names
actually appear in the list. This is a most encouraging total and
gives cause for hope that in the near future the 200-mark will be

reached.

The first paper printed is from the pen of one of the Society's

veterans, Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., who contributes what he modestly

calls," Some Notes" on the life-history and history of Tinea palleacentella,

Stainton. It is accompanied by an excellent plate and is really a most
useful monograph of the species, and a valuable addition to the literature

of the Micro-lepidoptera. Messrs. E bray and Alfred Sich give an interest-

ing account of their sojourn in one of the most picturesque districts of the

Dual-Empire, in a paper entitled " Spring in the South Tyrol," while

two other equally observant members, Messrs. Hugh Main and K. G.

Blair, discourse upon " Entomology with a Camera in Switzerland."

This latter paper is illustrated by four plates dealing with the life-

histories of the Tiger Beetle and Ant Lion. Those who had the

privilege of listening to the carefully prepared paper which was read

by Mr. H. J. Turner, the Society's Report Secretary, on " One of our

Common Butterflies, Epinejihele jnrtiua,'' will almost feel themselves

aggrieved when they find that so much of the valuable material which

they had been hoping to make good use of, has been omitted.

The six pages Avhich have been allotted to Mr. Turner are occupied by

a bibliography of the species, which is indicative of a great amount of

painstaking research, and which all students of Palaearctic butterflies

will be glad to have, but they would have been still more thankful if

the Powers-that-Be had put a little extra pressure on the author to

allow the remainder of the paper to be printed. An excellent contribu-

tion to Systematic Entomology is the paper on "British Short-horned

Grasshoppers," by Mr. W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S., which supplies a

want long felt by the field naturalist. Li it the eleven British mem-
bers of the Acridiodae are described at some length, and there is a

table given which will prove a great help in specific determination.

There are three- plates accompanying this paper, one of which

illustrates the veins and areas of the wing, Avhile the other two contain

* London : Published at the Society's Eooms, Hibernia Chambers, London
Bridge ; 4/-.
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figures of the different species. Students of the Diurni of the New
World will find two items which will specially appeal to them. One

is an abstract of a paper on " Mimicry in the North American Butter-

flies of the Genus Limenith," read before the Society by Professor E.

B. Poulton, in which he shows that the North American Danaina

serve as models for the species of the Nymphaline genus Lhnenitis,

or as its Nearctic forms are called Banlarchia. The other

paper is by Mr. W. J. Kaye, and deals with " The Ithoiniinae.'' There

are few living entomologists, certainly none in this country, who

can speak with greater authority, or have a more intimate knowledge

of, this rather obscure sub-family than the author of this paper.

Whatever he writes on the subject is therefore worth reading, and

those of us who have devoted some attention to these most interesting

butterflies are grateful to Mr. Kaye for his very helpful notes. The

Presidential Address is in the main a continuance of 'that of the

previous year, when Mr. A. E. Tonge, F.E.S., dealt at some length

with the problems connected with the first stage of insect life, the ovum.

This year he elaborates his subject by describing a large number of

British lepidopterous ova, Avhich had been "laid wild." Mr. Tonge has

made the study of the eggs of butterflies and moths particularly his

own, and in his address we have the result of a great deal of painstaking

observation, careful description, and accurate measurement. Nearly

one half of the volume is devoted to a record of the proceedings at the

fortnightly meetings of the Society, and we must congratulate the

Report Secretary on having induced so many of those who have

exhibited interesting objects in various branches of Natural History,

chiefly of course Entomology, to hand in for publication such full

notes' about them. A glance at this part of the work shows how
numerous and varied such exhibitions have been, and this, in itself, is

a healthy sign, and is full of promise for the future.—A.E.G.

Heinrich Dohrn. {With portrait.)

Dr. Heinrich Dohrn was born on April 16th, 1838, and died

unexpectedly at Florence, of influenza, on October 1st, 1913, in his

75th year.

He was a member of a family of distinguished biologists. His

father was the well known entomologist. Prof. C. A. Dohrn ; his

brother Anton was founder and first director of the Naples Biological

Station, of which his nephew. Professor Reinh. Dohrn, is the present

director. Heinrich Dohrn was the chief organiser and director of the

Municipal Natural History Museum of Stettin, his native town, where

he was in recent years assisted by Dr. G. Enderlein. He was also the

tireless editor of the Stettiner Knto)i><il<);/ischen Zeitumf. He was the

author of a number of important works. His Versuch einer Mononraphie

der Derniapteren, published in the Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1863-67, was a fine

piece of work, in spite of the meagre material then at hand. It was

scarcely superseded even by de Borman's monograph in 1900, and is

to-day indispensable to the Dermapterist.

Dr. H. Dohrn was a tireless worker, a member of the Imperial

Reichstag and a charming correspondent.—M.B.
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Notes on the Coleophoridae. {With tiro Plates).

By Hy. J. TUENEE, F.E.S.

COLEOPHORA BICOLORELLA.

This nut-feeding species is very local but abundant, as a rule, when
it is found. On May 29th, 1904, beyond Chatham, on nut bushes

growing by the roadside going towards the Hook and Hatchet, a

hostelry well known to entomological wanderers, I obtained some dozens

of the cases of this species. Most of them were obtained from the top-

most shoots, two, three, four or five on each, and frequently three on
one leaf. Only a few were found low down, most were exposed to wind,

sun and dust. The larvfe appear to be very restless, the blotches were

innumerable and small. But very few traces of the larvte were noted

lower down on the bushes, and the very few larv^ found there had
probably fallen from their higher perches. As a rule the cases are

affixed to the under surfaces of the leaves, and irregular oblong blotches

are made between the chief ribs. The cases are made of the epidermis

of the nut leaves, which turns rich brown in colour when dead, thus

giving them a parti-coloured appearance. When a larva wishes to

enlarge its case it attaches it to the edge of a leaf, which edge it splits

and eats out the cellular tissue for some distance around the opening
thus made. The two surfaces of the leaf thus separated are fastened

together with silk around the boundary of the mine, and form the

addition, which is then cut off from the leaf, it having already been

attached to the mouth of the older case, which persists. The mouth of

the case of this species is very oblique to the axis of the case, and thus

when the new portion, which is irregular in shape, is added, it gives a

clumsy and crested appearance.

It was found that the larvte were quiet if kept in deep shade. Only
a few imagines were bred as most of the larvte produced abundance of

Chalcids. The first imago came out on June 80th.

Cases of this species have been met with on alder at Oxshott, and
on June 18th of the same year I found one on birch (!) at Chiselhurst.

I have since bred this species freely, and have obtained the ova, but

unfortunately either omitted to describe them or have mislaid my MS.
However, photographs of the ova and of the micropylar area were taken

by Mr. Clarke, and Plates xxii. and xxiii. give very fair representations

of the ova in situ and of the variability of the micropyle,

[Note :

—

C. hicolorella, was described first from imagines bred from cases

found on alder (Stainton, Ent. Ann., p. 89, 1861.). Subsequently the imagines
bred from hazel were described and named C. politeUa (Scott, Tr. Ent. Soc. Loud,

(2), vol. v., p. 410, pit. 17, fig. 4, 1861). This latter is placed in Staudinger's

Catalog, 1901, as a synonym of C. fuscedmeUa ! Collectors have generally con-

sidered the alder and nut feeding species to be one and the same species on account

of the identical characters of both, and imagines. Here is a problem to be solved.]

Near Eastern Urbicolids.

By PHILIP P. GEAVES, F.E.S.

I am informed by Dr. J. L. Eeverdin of Geneva, who has done so

much in recent years to elucidate the difficult problem of the relation-

ship of the various Palaearctic Urbicolids, and especially those of the

September ISth, 1914.

I
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genera Enjnnia (Caycharodnn) and Hesperia (sensi'i lato), that an insect

erroneously recorded by me in the Ent. liecord, vol. xvii., p. 150, as

Carchar<i(li(s lavaterae is a new species closely related to, but distinct

from, Eri/nnia staKderi, Rev., whicb was described and figured in the

last fascicule of vol. ii. of the Bulletin of the Lepidnpterolonical Society

of Geneva. The new species, to which Dr. Reverdin has given the

specific name of rhainseti, Rev., will be described and figured in the next

number of the above-mentioned Hnlletin. Further, I maj' add that

specimens of what I took to be Krj/nnia {(.^archarodns) altheae from the

Cedars of Lebanon (August) and the Constantinople district (May, June
and Aiigu:^t) prove, after examination of the genitalia, to be the newly
described H. nrienfalis, Rev., which was first described from Greek
specimens. Dr. Reverdin informs me that, as far as he is able to,

judge from the small amount of material I have been able to send him,

there is a distinct seasonal dift'erence between the first and second

broods of this insect.

The Hesperia resembling a "very heavily spotted p/ilouiidis,'' to

which I have referred \n the Knt. Record, vol. xvii., p. 150, and vol.

xviii., pp. 48, 307, 308, and which occurs sparingly in the desert East
of the Nile near Cairo, has been examined by Dr. Reverdin and proves

to be a new species, which will also be described by Dr. Reverdin and
and figured by ^M. Culot in the next number of the Geneva JUdletin, and
to which the former h;is given the name of aiiunophis. Finally 1 may
note that the examination of the genitalia of Constantinople specimens

of H. aiiioricanits, sent by me to Dr. Reverdin for examination, prove

to be in some cases H. annoricanns, in others H. pert<ica, which Dr.

Reverdin described in the last number of the Btdletin as being possibly

a new species, possibly a form of //. annoricajiiis. Dr. Reverdin writes,

" lesaniioricanus ont les uns la valve d'arjuoricantis typique et d'autres

celle de per.^ica, mais malheureusement ces deux categories ne repon-

dent pas aux deux formes a bord abdominal gris ou blanc et il y
a un melange sans correspondance. Cela me rend encore plus perplexe

que jamais sur la valeurde cette forme particuliere de la valve et je ne

sais plus du tout si persica est ou non une forme d'arnioricanns."

May 1 terminate by thanking Dr. Reverdin for the invaluable

assistance he has given me and many another entomologist in the study

of this difficult group of butterflies, and by expressing the hope that he

may long continue to elucidate the relationships of the puzzling
" skippers."

Notes on the Synonymy of Boisduval's N. American species of

Lycaenldae.

By J. McDUNNOQGH, Ph.D.

Mr. Bethune-Baker has asked me to contribute a paper dealing

with the sj'nonymy of certain species of Li/caenidae, described from
California by Boisduval in two papers appeanng in Ann. Soc. Knt.

Fr., (2), X., 1852, and Ann. Soc. Ent. Bel;/., xii., 1869. M. Charles

Oberthiir, in one of the most recent numbers of his Etudes de Lepi-

dopteroloiiie co)nparee, has published excellent figures of the actual type

specimens still in existence in his wonderful collection ; these types I

had the privilege of examining whilst ou a recent visit to Europe and
can vouch for the accuracy of the reproduction. Thanks to M. Oberthiir,
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a problem that ha.^. vexed American entomologists for the past half

century, r/c, the correct identification of Boisduval's species is at last

satisfactorily disposed of.

Taking Dr. Dyar's list as a basis (Bull. U.S. National Miis., no. 52,

1902), I shall offer a few notes on the various species, following the

order of the above catalogue ; the material at my disposal is contained
in the Barnes' collection.

Theclin.^.

Hahroilias tininiis, Rdv.—The generally accepted notion of this

species proves correct ; the ground colour on the underside of the type

specimens is rather yellower than anything I have before me, which
may possibly point to a local form; the species varies considerably m
the distinctness of the marginal lunules.

Tlu'cla bonis, Bdv.—This is at present listed as a synonym of cali-

fornica, Edw., and I think correctly so. Unfortunately none of

Edwards' types of Lycaenidac in the Edwards' collection (now in the

Carnegie Museum at Pittsburg) are marked as such. Under califonuca

there are 1 ^ and 2 $ s, labelled "Calif. (O.B.)," 2 <? s, "Wash.
Terr. (Morrison)," and 1 5 ,

" Vane. Is." These all belong to a form
with greatly reduced red marginal lunules on secondaries and do not
correspond with the original description in this particular, so can
hardly be considered as types.' T. cuiiniia, Edw., described from a $
from Nevada (Hy. Edwards), is represented in the Edwards' collection

by 1 J ,
" Nevada," and 1 5 , "Calif.," which are identical with horiix,

Bdv. It is possible that Edwards, having lost the true type of cali-

fdiitira, or returned it to Dr. Behr, and misidentified it at a later date,

redescribed the species under the name of ci/jiuiis. For the present, in

any case, the synonymy as given in Dyar's list will have to stand.

Thecla auretorum, Bdv.—This species is unknown to me ; it is a

tail-less form in the 3- sex, apparently closest to tacita, Hy. Edw.
Skinner {Knt. News, xxv., 47) lists spadLv, Hy. Edw., as a synonym, and
Comstock {Jour. x\. Y. Ent. Soc, xxii., 34) places both tetra, Behr and
sj)adi.v, Edw., in the synonymy. I have not seen the types of either

species but the original descriptions of both certainly call for something
very dissimilar to Oberthur's figure, so for the present I can see no
reason for regarding these three names as applying to a single species.

Thecla fii/lriniia, Bdv.—In the Bull. Brooklyn Ent. Soc, ix., 32,

Mr. Wm. Comstock has an excellent article on this species and its

allies with which we entirely agree. He lists the synonymy as

follows :

—

si/lriniiii, Bdv., 1852. ... ... San Francisco, Calif.

var. itys, Edw., 1882 Prescott, Ariz.

var. putnami, Hy. Edw., 1876. ... Utah.

I have not seen much material from the lowlands of California

and have not been able to match Boisduval's type exactly ; specimens

from higher altitudes in California tend apparently to a diminution in

the size of the spots on underside ; the upperside is quite variable in

the amount of fulvous suffusion on secondaries ; the species may be

distinguished from californica, Edw., by the fact that the blue patch
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at anal angle of hindwings on underside is not surmounted by a red

lunule, nor do the red lunules extend so far towards costal margin,
being often reduced to a single one preceding the blue patch.

Regarding drtjope, Edw., I inight state that the specimens in the

Edwards' collection cannot be regarded as types as they bear labels not
coinciding with the original description. The description Avas drawn
up from a single ? from " Plain Co., Colorado " in the Hy. Edwards'
collection ; this locality was later {Tr. Avi. Ent. Soc, iii., 193) corrected

to " Placer Co., Calif." and the 3' description added. It is probable

that the two mefcatypes mentioned by Mr. Comstock as existing in the

Hy. Edwards' collection in the American Museum at New York are

really the true types. We have not examined these but are willing to

accept Mr. Comstock's statement that they are distinct from si/lrintis,

Bdv., although closely related. The specimens in the Edwards'
collection at Pittsburg belong to what we consider the mountain race

of sylviniis, i.e., the form with reduced markings on the underside.

Tliecla saepiiiiii, Bdv.—This species is well known and needs no
comment ; the type shows considerable white markings to the line of

spots on underside, but this is merely individual, a long series before

me from various localities showing all degrees of variation in this

respect.

TJiecla nelsoni, Bdv.—The general usage of this name proves to be

perfectly correct and further comment is superfluous. We can see

nothing that would indicate that exnleta, Hy. Edw., and iiiuiri, Hy.
Edw., are anything more than mere individual aberrations, the one
with nearly obsolete markings, the other with the markings better

defined than in the type.

Inchalia iroides, Bdv. — I consider that Comstock is correct (Jo»r.

N. Y. Ent. Soc, xxii., 34), in not accepting Skinner's statement that

iroides is a synonym of the Eastern cuKjnstHs, Kirby {Ent. Nen:% xxv.,

47) ; the two are no doubt closely allied, but I might point out that

augiisttis shows decidedly checkered fringes in most instances, whilst in

iroides, the fringes are almost unicolorous ; we are probably at least

dealing with racial forms.

Incimlia eryphon, Bdv.—Closely related to niplion, Hbn. ; our series

of both species are not long enough to point to any one feature which
might be used to separate the two forms

;
possibly the dentate nature

of the subterminal black line of underside in eri/p/ion may be distinctive,

but careful breeding will probably decide the question.

Callophrys dumetorttiii, Bdv.—This is the N. American represen-

tative of the European nibi, Linn. In Ent. News, xxiii., 8, Messrs.

Haskin and Grinnell have endeavoured to point out the differences

between the two forms, and while, to judge from the material

before me, their conclusions are not entirely correct, I quite

concur with them in holding the name diimetonim, Bdv., separate

from nibi, L.; viridis, Edw., will remain as a synonym. As pointed out

in the article above mentioned. Middle Californian specimens are typical

showing the white spots on underside very distinctly ; Southern
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Californian specimens on the other hand, notably from San Diego,

show hardly a trace of white ; in the long series before me the 3 s are

constantly deep smoky on the upperside, the 2 s shaded with rufous.

I only know this species from California ; the record from Colorado
(Barnes, FJnt. News, xi., 830) is incorrect ; the specimens on which it

was based are before me and should be referred to apauia, Edw., being

a form of this species with greatly reduced markings on underside
;

certain better marked specimens in the series however render the

reference certain.

Messrs. Haskin and Grinnell would also refer affinis, Edw., to the

synonymy of (himetoruin, but incorrectly so in my opinion. Both sexes,

as stated by Edwards, are " glossy red-brown," and the fringes on the

underside of secondaries are pure white outwardly and show none of

the checkered appearance usually found to a greater or less degree in

dniiietondii ; we only know aiJiiUH from Silver Lake, Utah ; it is probably

a high altitude form.

Chrysophanin.^,

T/iarsalea arota, Bdv.—This form is closely related to riyf/iniensis,

Edw., but is smaller with duller coloration on underside ; the white

submarginal band especially is much less prominent and the primaries

show none of the bright orange suffusion found in virginiensis ; we only

know the specimen from California.

Gaeides .lanthnidea, Bdv.—A well-known species ; the markings of

underside are not so cleanly cut as in dione. Scud., from the Central

Plain region, the dots in xanthoides usually showing a central whitish

shade.

Qaeides (/orf/on, Bdv.—The species has always been correctly iden-

tified ; it is apparently not very common.

Ejildemia zeroe, Bdv.—This becomes a synonym of »'rt?//*o.S(7, Eeak.

;

owing to a peculiar error this name bad become interchanged with

nivalis, Bdv., although the original description is perfectly clear

regarding both species.

Epideuiia nh-alia, Bdv.—Boisduval's name becomes valid for the

species heretofore known as zeroe, with ianthe, Edw., as a synonym.
This latter form is slightly better marked on underside than typical

nivalis, but individuals vary in this respect.

Epidemia halloides, Bdv.—^A common species and widespread ; castro,

f.Reak., is apparently correctly listed as a synonym.

Heodes hifpopJdaeas, Bdv.—This species is not figured by Oberthiir,

nor have I any note on the type ; the usually accepted determinations

are apparently correct, although I have seen no specimens from
California.

Lyc.enin.e.

Sati/riidn siiasa, Bdv.—This species has been correctly listed as a

synonym of fiiUninosa, Edw. ; the markings on the underside are quite

variable in distinctness ; I have taken the species on Mt. Hood, Oregon,

at an altitude of 6000-7000 ft. in August quite commonly.
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Ciipido heteronea, Bdv.—This species has presented no difficulty
;

the peculiar purplish reflection on upperside is quite characteristic.

Ciipido icanoidea, Bdv.—The species is apparently common all

through the higher regions of California and is very variable on the

underside ; the type shows the black dots distinct, white ringed, the

submarginal ones preceded by slight white arrow-like dashes ; many
specimens before me lack these dashes and others again show a

tendency towards obsolescence of the black markings on secondaries,

the dots being largely white with minute black centres, and in some
instances almost all traces of these may be lost, on the primaries the

black spots are usually considerably larger than on secondaries and
show less tendency towards obsolescence. The 9 s usually show a

considerable amount of blue suffusion on upperside and traces of

reddish marginal band near anal angle of secondaries.

I consider fidla, Edw., a synonym of this species ; it was described

from one ^ and one ? from California, obtained from Dr. Behr and the

types are not in the Edwards' Collection at Pittsburg; the series there

contains specimens from California, Utah and Colorado, all labelled

ftdla in Edwards' handwriting, and specimens before me which I have

compared with Edwards' series are certainly icdriitides, Bdv. ; Ujcea,

Edw., from Colorado, is so close that it would be hard to point to any
definite point of distinction as both forms vary in the same manner

;

it will do no harm, however, to hold the name for Colorado specimens.

Peiiibi)ut, Edw., at present listed as a synonym, I do not know ; the

types should be in the Hy. Edw. Collection. The remaining names
in the synonymy of icarioidefi are apparently misplaced

;
pardaUx,

Behr, eri/iinis, Bdv., and, I think, inaricopa, Reak., all apply to a species

distinct from icarioides, which I will deal with later ; daedaliis, Behr,

is stated by Mr. Comstock to be close to saepioltta, Bdv., it is thus

placed in the Barnes' Collection, but on what grounds I know not

;

Behr's types were all destroyed in the San Francisco fire and his

short Latin diagnosis is insufficient to determine the species ; how-
ever, it IS possible that some of the Eastern collections contain

material that has been identified by Dr. Behr, which has led to the

above association. I can see nothing which would warrant a

separation of phileros, Bdv., from icarioides ; Dr. Boisduval was of the

opinion, when he described phileros, that it was merely a local race of

icarioides, but I fail to see on what grounds even this supposition

could be based ; long series before me from various Californian

localities show quite as much affinity to one as to the other, and

specimens can be picked out of one series to exactly match either type.

Much careful study is still necessary to determine the local and racial

variations of this puzzling species, but for the present we offer the

following synonymy based on the above remarks :

—

icarioides, Bdv., 1852 ... ... Calif.

phileros, Bdv., 1869.

fiUla, Edw., 1870.

fnliqinosa, Stkr. (nec Edw.), 1874.

niintha, Edw. (?), 1870.

var. hjcea, Edw., 1861 ... Colorado.

var. pemhiua, Edw., 1862 ... Manitoba and N.W. Canada.
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Ctipido eryiinis, Bdv.—The species is quite distinct and apparently

rare, or at least local. I consider it will fall as a synonym of nardalifi,

Behr. Behr's description is short, but he fortunately states that the

species shows great resemblance to the European alcon : this is very

true of specimens before me, which I have compared with Boisduval's

types, and so removes most of the doubt in my mind concerning the

correctness of the above synonymy. I have not seen the type of

niaricDjia, Reakirt, recently ; it is a 9 without any blue on upperside,

and from my notes the name may also apply to the same species as

eri/iiuis, but a further study of the type will be necessary before I can

definitely decide this point. Of this species there are only one ^ and

three 9 s before me from Sonoma Co., California, but they are at once

separable from icarioide.s by their darker undersides with heavy rows

of submarginal and median black spots ; once seen the species is not

easily confounded with any other.

Ciipido sae/'ioliis, Bdv.—This species and rnfescens, Bdv., present

certain features which are rather puzzling and which will require

careful study and breeding before any definite statements can be made;

the group may be readily known by the presence of a distinct dark

discal dash on upperside of forewings in the g- and small reddish sub-

terminal lunules near anal angle on underside of hindwings ;
the <?

types of mf/iioliis and rufesceus are very similar, the latter being rather

paler both on upper- and underside and with very narrow border to

wings on upperside compared with that of saein'olns ; the ? s present

greater differences of coloration, rufesce)i>i, as the name expresses,

being suffused with brown, whereas saeiiiolas is darker with blue basal

shading.

All the $ s before me from California, including those from high

altitudes, belong to the mfescem form, whereas the $ s seem closer to

saepiidiis : the saej)iolu!i form of the $ is before me from localities in

Arizona, Idaho, and Colorado, i.e., the Rocky Mountain district. In

my estimation we have only one species, but whether these two names
may be applied to geographical races, or whether they merely repre-

sent individual variation, is a question that will require study on the

part of collectors in California. As has been already stated daedalm,

Behr, is said to belong to this group; as Dr. Behr described the species

at the same time as he did aehaja, which is undoubtedly a synonymn
of sacpiidioi, and as he makes no mention in the short Latin diagnosis

of either the discal streak of primaries above or the reddish tinge to

submarginal lunules below, I have my doubts concerning this associa-

tion. Behr's description reads as follows:—" Icarioidi similis sed

subtus, quiB puncta in Icarioide sunt rotundissima, in Daedalo sunt

transverse prodncta lineaque discoidalis alarum posticarum, qu;e in

Icarioide deest et pro qua macula alba subtriquetra inclitat, hac in

specie liiiea transversa distinctissime nvjra vindicatur." The three

specimens of the type lot were collected m the Alpine region around
the head waters of the Tuolumne River, i.e., at an altitude of over

10,000ft.

The above description would fit partially with either icarioides,

saepiolus, or plieres ; as all these names date back to 1852 it is evident

that daedaliis will in any case be a synonym so its exact position

becomes fairly unimportant.
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Cupido pheres, Bdv.—Typical p/ieres is readily recognisable by its

peculiar shade of blue at base of wings in the J and the single row of

white round spots on underside of secondaries; the outer margin of

secondaries in t? is at times slightly suffused with pale grey- blue as

is usual in the 2 .

There is a tendency for the white spots of the underside to become
quite distinctly pupilled with black, and 3- specimens of this form are

very hard to separate from those forms of icarioideA where the black

spots tend to obsolescence. A fairly safe means of separation seems to

be found on the upperside of hindwings, which in 3 icaii<ddes (at least

in Californian specimens) shows a more or less distinct row of marginal

black spots lacking in pJwrea, for the most part entirely, or only very

faintly visible.

Eviiis, Bdv., at present listed as a variety of pheres, I should be

inclined to remove from this association and place closer to icariaides

:

if M. Oberthiir's figure of the $ be correct (I have no note on this),

then it probably will prove a good species ; the S very closely

resembles a small icarioidea ; the species was described from the

southern portion of California, and 1 have nothing before me that I

could definitely associate with this name.

N<i)iiiade!> xercei^, Bdv.—Readily recognizable by the large white

nnpupilled spots on underside of both wings ; of late years Californian

collectors are disposed to regard this as merely a form of what has

generally gone by the name of antiacia, Bdv. (cf. Williams, Fhit. News,

xix., 476; Huguenin, Eut. Ncas, xxv., 826). I think this is correct,

only the name autiach must be changed to jiidi/p/ieiiiifs, Bdv., which

can best be characterised as .cerces with prominent black pupils to the

white spots of underside ; as Williams has stated, all kinds of inter-

grades between the two forms occur; )iiertila, Edw., is an aberration

of pol!/phe)nus in which on underside of forewings the discal dash is

joined to the base of wing by a v.'hite streak. Regarding antiacis, my
own opinion, from an examination of the type alongside the type of

polyphenuis, was that it was an aberrational form of this species, but in

spite of much material before me I fail to match M. Oberthiir's figure

exactly ; for the present therefore the name must remain doubtful.

Concerning be/iri, Edw., Mr. Williams regards this as a good species

{loc. cit., p. 482) ; I have specimens of what is evidently Mr. Williams'

behri heiore me from San Fiancisco and concur with him that it is distinct

from polyii/u'iniis and more closely related to oro, Scudder, than any-

thing else ; there is, however, some doubt as to just what behri, Edw.,

is ; the type specimens were received from Dr. Behr and may have been

returned to him ; my notes on the specimens at Pittsburg made several

years ago are as follows :
" In Edwards' Coll. two <? s and two 9 s from

California labelled behrii in Edwards' handwriting. The ^s differ

from each other in depth of blue and breadth of marginal border ; the

underside shows traces of submarginal spots which would preclude

association with antiacis : the $ s look like the black-spotted form of

ocerces."

A form of Mr. Williams' behri from Southern California with much
reduced spots on underside of hindwings has been commonly knovv^n as

pulijphetiuis by various Californian collectors ; this is an error as a

reference to M. Oberthiir's excellent figure at once shows.
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Orcus, Edw., is evidently an aberration with greatly reduced

maculation on underside, but of what species I cannot say as I have

not seen the type ; it should be in the Hy. Edwards' Collection.

I'liaedrotes piasiii<, Bdv.—The species has been completely mis-

identified and placed as the Californian form of Iculon, Cram.
(pneiulaif/ioliis, B. and Le C). In reality the name applies to the

same species as that which has been known as sa<iitti;iera, Feld., and
has priority over this name.

As far as I can judge by the material before me there are distinctly

two forms of this species ; the one has the underside rather pale grey

with the white area rather diffuse and not sharply defined outwardly

by dark subterminal lunules ; this is typical /liasus, and to judge by

F elder's figure (I do not know the type) aaaittiijera, Feld., also ; we
liave a series of this form from the higher mountain regions of Tulare

Co., California, the other form has the underside much darker, the

white area more distinct and sharplj^ defined and the subterminal dark

lunules of secondaries more prominent and often tinged with reddish
;

this form is before me from the southern coast region (Los Angeles)

^nd the Rocky Mountams extending from New Mexico to British

Columbia ; catalina, Heak., with rhaea, Bdv., as a synonym would

.apply to the coast form of S. California, the vicinity of Los Angeles

being practically the type locality for both names, whilst if necessary

•to differentiate the Rocky Mt. form, dannict, Edw., may still be used
;

the only point of difference I can point out between Rocky Mt.

specimens and those from S. California is that the former show black

ocelli to the submarginal lunules preceding the anal angle of second-

aries, which are absent in the few specimens before me from the

neighbourhood of Los Angeles.

I do not know to which form lorquini, Behr, and viaca, Edw..
would refer ; very possibly they would become synonyms of typical

piasus.

Philntf's yet/ia, Bdv.—This is correctly listed as a synonym of

sonorensis, Feld.

Af/riadi'ii nestos, Bdv.—-This name and also tehawa, Reak., are

correctly placed as synonyms of puihure, Feld.

Uiifiticits eno/itc's, Bdv.—Typical eimptea has a broad black border to

upperside of both wings, checkered fringes on primaries onl;/, and on
underside the submarginal lunules tinged with red outwardly, which
colour does not form a broad continuous band occupying the whole

subterminal space ; the ground colour of the underside is greenish-

grey. I do not at all concur wath Dr. [Skinner's opinion {Ent. Xeicii,

xxii., 259j that e)iopte.s, Bdv., (/lancon, Edw., and hlattoides, Behr,

are one species ; I imagine that Dr. Skinner has never seen the true

hlattoides : I certainly never had it until last year, when we received a

splendid series from an altitude of 11,000 ft. in Tulare Co., California,

a spot very close to the type locality of similar altitude. Behr very

aptly compared his species with the European battns= orio7i, Pall., and
in the heavy (juadrate black markings of the underside it even sur-

passes this species ; the fringes of upperside are checkered on botJt winps

prominently, the outer black border of secondaries tends to break up
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into round spots shaded inwardly with reddish-orange ; on the under-
side, apart from the very heavy, almost confluent, black markings, a
distinctive feature is a broad black line at base of fringes and a sub-
terminal continuous orange band ; the 2 s have a continuous orange
band subterminally on upperside of secondaries which does not, how-
ever, attain the costa. There is a series of typical enoptes before me
from the same locality and there is not the least difficulty in at once
separating the two species. The status of (jlauam, Edw., I am unable
to determinate at present ; it was described from Nevada specimens
received from Hy. Edwards and the types may be still in his collection;

they are not at Pittsburg, the series of so-called f/laucon in the Edwards'
collection there, being a very heterogeneous assemblage.

A great deal of careful field work will be necessary to work out the
correct reLitionships of the various forms of this group which,
apparently, to judge by numerous specimens before us, tends to break
up into several geographical rac2S as well as high and low altitude

forms.

Ensticiis niviitiii, Bdv.—This is apparently correctly placed as a

synonym of shanta, Edw. ; the types of this latter species, received
from Dr. Behr, are not in the Edwards' collection however, and are
probably lost, so that the original description is all we have to fall

back upon. Lnpini, Bdv., at present listed as a synonym of shasta

falls into the acnion group.

Huaticus antai'(/nn, Edv.—This is a synonym of acmon, Dbldy. and
Hew., as listed ; typical acmnn is distinguished by its pale purplish-
blue colour and very narrow black border to primaries.

UiniticKs liipini, Bdv.—I consider this a good species; it is at once
distinguished from acinon {antaei/n)i) by its deeper blue colour and much
broader black border to primaries. I have before me six <? s from Tulare
Co., California, that are typical; it is apparently more restricted in its

distribution thanacmon. It approaches very close to iiumticola, Clem.,
but this latter species is of a brilliant greenish-blue on upperside and
the dark border of primaries is slightly narrower.

RitsticKs jiliileuion, Bdv.—-Correctly listed as a synonym of anna,
Edw. I have long series from various localities in the Sierra Nevada
Mts. before me ; the black spots on the underside vary in size and the
marginal maculation often tends to indistinctness, even more so than
in the 3^ type of pJuleinon, figured by M. Oberthiir; this is, however,
merely individual, not racial. The ? s rarely show any blue scaling
on upperside. Cajuna, Reak., and ari/i/mtoxKs, Behr, are probably
correctly listed as synonyms of anna, Edw.; the latter name certainly

refers to this species, the type specimens being taken in the Sierra
Nevada Mts.

Ei-eres ainyntiila, Bdv.—Mr. Bethune-Baker has ably treated of this

species in the Knt. News, Vol. XXIV., 1913, p. 97 et seq. and I have
nothing further to add to his remarks.

Breplndiuin exilis, Bdv.—This small and very distinct species has
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been correctly identified by American entomologists ; I can see no

difference between Texan and Californian specimens before me, so

imagine that fea, Edw., described from Texan material, is correctly

listed as a synonym.

In conclusion I would point out that there is still a great deal of

very careful work necessary before the synonymy of our N. American

Lycaenidae is straightened out ; thanks to M. Oberthiir we are now
able to definitely fix the nimotypieal form of Boisduval's species ;

Behr's

types being all destroyed, leaves us only his short and often inadequate

Latin diagnoses to fall bcick upon, but fortunately he has stated his

type localities more definitely than Boisduval, so that material from

these regions will probably be of aid in definite fixation ;
Reakirt's so-

called types are in the Strecker Collection in Chicago and will have to

be studied carefully ; Edwards' species will probably cause the most

confusion as the material which served for a number of his earlier des-

criptions is apparently not contained in his collection in Pittsburg and

may have been returned to the original owners, or lost ; if we add to

this the unfortunate habit that Edwards had of not labelling his types

and of misidentifying his own species at a later date and incorrectly

labelling them in his collection as it now stands, one can form some

idea of the difficulties to be encountered in a study of the Lycaenidae.

It is a source of great surprise to me that some of our so-called special-

ists in Diurnal Lepidoptera have for years been content to leave the

nomenclature in this unsatisfactory condition ; fifteen years ago, when
most of the authors of a large portion of our names were still alive, it

w^ould have been a much simpler matter to locate the types, or at least

obtain definite niformation concerning them, but this, alas, has been

neglected, and we poor unfortunates of a later generation are left to

solve the problems as best, or as badly as, we may, giving our own
personal mterpretation to the descriptions and paving the way for long

and futile discussions on nomenclature in the journals, constant

shifting of names, and corresponding disgust on the part of economic

and practical entomologists who care less for the law of priority than

they do for a stable system of nomenclature.

Mr. Bethune-Baker on the genus Lycaenopsis.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

I wish to say a word as to how Mr. Bethune-Baker treats my
statements as to the genera Lj/caowpsia, (Jyaniris, and Celaatrina (in

the Froc. Zool. Soc, 1909, p. 419), in his " Synonymic notes on the

RuniUdae " in Ent. Ilec, vol. xxvi., p. 162.

I have a dim idea that he is poking fun at me, but being a Scotch-

man, I fear I shall need a surgical operation to enable me to see the

point of the joke.

He interprets me as meaning that if /iaraldn.'< to which the generic

name Lycaenopsis was given, be not congeneric with aryioUts, then the

generic name Lycae)iopsis is to leave haraldus and attach to aryiolns.

If such a thesis commended itself to me, my intelligence must be so

low, that my not seeing the joke is comprehensible.

If I might, in such suspicious circumstances, venture on a vague
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glimmei- of humour permissible with an old friend, I might suggest
that Mr. Bethune- Baker should get a pair of spectacles that would
not slip ofi" at a critical point, as they obviously did, or he would have
read that I said a line or two further on " should someone find reason
to divide Li/caenopsift into several genera, Celastrina would become the
name of that containing aryioluH.'''' It savours at an attempt at a
surgical operation to point out that this clearly means that in any
circumstance Li/cacnopsis adheres to JunaUltis.

My own opinion was decidedly that given by ]\Ir. Prout, but I

referred the question to him as one of our authorities on nomenclature.
The question was, Felder gave to haralclns the generic name Lt/cai'iuipsis

because he considered it was not congeneric with arf/ioliis, does this in

any Avay tell against placing art/ioliix under Lycaenopsis, when they are
held to be congeneric and Vv^hen any other generic name for arifioliifi

is invalid, or more modern than Lj/caenopsis .^ Mr. Prout said it did
not.

Next time I have to report such a matter, I must not condense it

into a short sentence, but enlarge it, as I have, in fact, to do now, into

a good long paragraph.
[My good friend Dr. Chapman has kindly sent me the above note

before inserting it in the Knt. Becr.rd, and of jourse I must say a word
in reply as he has misunderstood the gist of my remarks.

It will be seen on a second reading of my article that I accept the
Doctor's reasonings and statements at least temporarily. I differed,

and diliered strongly, from a statement of Mr. Prout's—but that state-

ment is given as Mr. Prout's, not as Dr. Chapman's. My glasses had
not slipped off at the critical point as I should have thought the
doctor would have seen on reading the paragraph beginning at the
fourth line of p. 163 ante, where I expressly accept his statement of

the case for the time being.

I must, however, cay here that Dr. Chapman's explanation of Mr.
Prout's opinion as i/iren above puts an entirely different meaning on
the case from that I had imagined, but I hold that my interpi-etation

of it, as it was given origmally and as I transcribed it, was the only
possible interpretation of it.—G.T.B-B.]

Remarks on Dr. Verity's Reply to one of his Critics.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

" J'engage done tons a eviter dans leurs ecrits toute personalite,

toute allusion depassant les limites de la discussion la plus sincere et

la plus courtoise."

1 want to make two observations on Dr. Verity's reply. He
charges me, by a negative assertion, with being offensive to the great

naturalist Linnteus. He says :
" Surely Linnaeus has never revealed

himself so inaccurate as to describe as spar.sis, nvatis and Jiavm mark-
ings, which in icariis female would be quite similar to those he very

clearly describes as \fascia terniinali riifa ocellaii.'"' No, certainly laot

—because the " piinctis 10 fiavLs ovatis sparsu" in the strongly marked
specimens of feinale icarns are very emphatically not like the fa>tcia

teriiiinali riifa ocellari of art/Ks, but are quite correctly described in the

words of Linnseus, and I am afraid I must repeat that the description
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does suit many female specimens of icanin from India and the East.

Dr. Verity may possibly argue that fiavis does not suit, nor yet nir/ris

:

the large spots of many female icarits are quite a different and paler

colour from the fascia riifa of aigiis and no doubt the great

author saw the difierence, though I must admit I doubt whether a
comparison ever occurred to him. Again, nUiris instead of fuscis—
without doubt the latter would be more accurate, bat we find the same
learned author two or three pages previously (p. 485, no. 167)
describing vialvae as ni(jyis albo-macnlati:^: but instead of charging him
with inacc iracy we should remember that his object was not a mere
description of species, but rather, the enormous work of classifying all

the known animals of the world.

I trust I have said enough to show that I was in no possible way
" offensive " to that learned observer ; and I may say that I probably
yield to no one in my respect for the great departed one.

The other point is the question of types. Types as we know them
were quite unknown in those days. Dr. Verity says " Anyhow I should.'

deem it wise to accept as typical any single specimen bearing a name
in the handwriting of its author." I regret I am unable to follow Dr.
Verity's lead. We have absolutely no evidence that the description

was drawn up from that specimen. We knoAV that he, Linnaeus, was-

in constant correspondence with the naturalists of his day, specimens
were travelling to and fro between them and we have evidence that he
described specimens from figures, etc. Under these circumstances the

label in the author's handwriting signifies nothing more than that he
considered the specimen to be a certain species, and cannot be accepted

as indicating that it was the type.

In conclusion I would say that I hope nothing said at any time on
this matter shows " wrath " or anything approaching it. I differ from
the Doctor very decidedly, but that is all. and even as he, so am I

entirely content to " leave it to a jury of authorities to give its verdict

on."

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Attack on Triph.ena pronuba by a Sparkow.—At 1.20 p.m., on

July 9th, I saw a specimen of Triphaena pronuba flying in bright
sunlight in Kings Road, Chelsea. While I was watching the insect a
sparrow espied it and gave chase. The moth flew down an area
closely pursued by the bird, which appeared quite unable to detect the-

moth when it had settled with closed wings on the cemented floor of

the area, although it was clearly visible to myself at a distance nearly
twice as great as that between the insect and the bird. The moment
the moth started to fly, however, the sparrow again caught sight of it

and renewed its pursuit. I did not see the finish of the chase as both
the pursuer and the pursued were lost to view among the traffic.

—

A. Bacot (P.E.S.).

JS^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
The Killing of Anthrooebids.—At a recent meeting of the South

London Entomological Society, Mr. L. W. Newman introduced a very
effective method of killing Anthrocerids, Burnet-moths, by immersing-
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them for a few minutes in petrol. They are almost instantly killed by
this process and can later on be readily set and are in no way
deteriorated by their unwonted bath. All of us know how difficult it

is to bring home the members of this family in a satisfactory condition

on account of their tenacity of life. Instead of a mass of crawling in-

sects in the poison bottle, a number can be immersed in the petrol in

the field and taken out at leisure to be dried on blotting paper in the

air. A small bottle of petrol wrapped round with several thicknesses

of blotting paper and fitted to a tin, can be easily carried in the pocket

when out collecting and will travel well.—H.J.T.

@^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Owing to the necessity of the label " detained abroad " and subse-

quent pressure of work, it was impossible to take up the editorial

business in time either to issue at the usual date or to get matter ready

for a full issue. However, we have plenty of matter forthcoming for

subsequent issues and several more plates have been promised for the

present volume.
The generally excellent popular production ^fanrh- of Insert Lifi',

in Pai't 2, contains unfoi'tunately two serious errors. The plate on

p. 75, which is reproduced on the wrapper, shows what is described as

a female brooding her young ; it is a pity that she is figured with a

male abdomen, that is with ten segments, and thorned tubercles on the

angles of the tenth tergite, although the forceps resemble those of a

female. The second error is on the plate on p. 79, showing " Insects

of the Coal Period," where an undoubted earwig is shown, and in the

legend at the foot we read ", . . . a large species of earwig . . . .

of that period." The creature known as Baseo/mis for/icidiva, Heer,

from the Lower Lias of Aargau has always been regarded as the

oldest known earwig, but Handlirsch, whose authority no one will

deny, has seen the original specimen, and states categorically that

whatever it may be, it is certainly not an earwig. He also declines to

admit as an earwig " Furjiriila problematica," of Weyenbergh, from
the Solenhofen slate. Undoubtedly earwigs do not occur till the

Tertiary Epoch ; they are tolerably numerous in the famous Tertiary

Lake Basin of Florissant, Colorado, and in the Baltic amber, both

attributed to the Oligocene.—M.B.
Mr. A. Bacot writes to say that he sailed for Freetown, Sierra

Leone, on July 29th.

In the Ann. Soc. Ent. Behj., for May, M. F. J. Ball, in an article

dealing with the rediscovery of At/riades thersitex by Dr. Chapman and
its differentiation and distribution, states that he has found evidence

of its occurrence at several places in Belgium—Halloy, Tellin (Luxem-
bourg), Denee, Ham-sur-Lesse et Velthem from specimens confirmed

by Dr. Chapman. But not until his article was in print had he

obtained any evidence of the occurrence of Polj/ouimatiis icarus var.

icariniis. Three specimens of this last were seen by him, two from

Denee and one from Moorsel.

The Re/inrt of the Kntoiii(ilo(/ical Societij of Ontario for the year 1913

has recently been issued. The Fiftieth Annual Meeting of the Society

Avas held at Guelph, the President, the Rev. Prof. C. J. T. Bethune,

was present and the Vice-President, Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, took the
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chair. Substantially supported as this Society is by a large annual
government grant, a considerable section of the Report is necessarily

taken up with details of the year's economic work, Insects of the Year
with special reference to Attacks on Field Crops, Fruit Trees, Forest

Trees, Greenhouse and Garden Plants, from the various areas over which>
the observations and experiments of the members are spread. The
following papers are included. In the " Presidential Address," given

by the Hev. Prof. C. J. T. Bethune, is a most interesting account of the

origin and early days of the Society with a photograph of the members
who attended a field meeting in July, 1868. The Rev. W. Fyles gives

in "Green Lanes and Bvways," a charming account of impressions of

his youthful years in England long ago, and contrasts them with
" Canadian Lanes," which, in a different way, have their distinctive

charms for the lover of nature. A very long paper by Alex. Mac
Gillivray on the " Immature Stages of the Tenthredinoidea," deals with

the subject in much technical detail. E. P. Pelt treats on " Adap-
tation m the Gall Midges" and gives a number of figures of the

marvellously intricate structures attached to the antennae of these

insects. F. J. A; i\Iorris in a very chatty paper gives an account of the
" Chrysomelians of Ontario," with abundance of notes on the life habits

of the species ordinarily met with in that area. F. M. Webster in

his paper " Applied Entomology for Farmers" urges upon them with

many practical facts the necessity of availing themselves of the services

and results of practical economic entomology. Dr. A. Cosens gives an
account of " Insect Galls " with numerous figures, and Prof. W. M.
Wheeler gives an abstract of his paper on " Ants." We note that the

illustrations in this present report are practically all new and not the

old ones that have appeared so often before.

One scarcely ever takes up hooks or reports on economic entomology
from the continent of North America without finding more or less space

devoted to the San Jose Scale, AsjiiiliotiiH peniiciositK. From L. Ctesar,

of Guelph, Ontario, we have received an illustrated pamphlet of 32

pages, devoted to an account of this terrible pest to all fruit trees, and
also of another equally dreaded pest, Lepidosoij/iefi idnii, the Oyster-

shell Scale. The former insect originally came from China, and was
unwittingly introduced into California in 1870. By 1894 it had so

enormously increased and spread as to be present over almost the whole

of the United States, and to be found even in Canada. Wherever
orchard trees will grow this pest will probably flourish. All parts of a

tree are subject to attack, and young trees may be killed in two years,

and in a somewhat longer period whole orchards may be totally

destroyed. The best controls are thorough spraying with lime-sulphur,

the pruning of old, dead, and badly infested branches, and the cleaning

and scraping of rough bark. Nurseries are supposed to have aft'orded

ready means of distribution in the past and are now under official

inspectors, with power to break and burn all infested trees, and all

stock sold has to undergo fumigation with hydrocyanic acid before

being sent out. Unlike the San Jose Scale, the Oyster-shell Scale

attacks only the trunks and branches, but does not confine itself to

orchard trees alone, for it infests more or less most trees and shrubs.

It readily succumbs to the same controls as the last species. The
author says the insistent and thorough use of these controls and
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general cleanliness in the orchard are sufficient to keep the attacks of

both these minute pests in check.

In the Irish Naturalist for June, Mr. H. W. Andrews publishes a
" List of Irish Diptera " taken by him during various holiday visits

from 1906 to 1911, mainly in July and August, at Stradbally (Water-

ford), Kenmare (Kerry), and Glengarifl' (Cork). Keferences are given

to the list, previously published, of the Diptera captured by Col.

Yerbury at the two last named places in 1901.

Our contemporary, the Knt. Mo. Ma;/., has just completed the

fiftieth year of its existence, and the June issue was its jubilee number.

It contains a very interesting resninS of events which led up to its

establishment in 1864 with references to all those who have been

connected with the magazine in an editorial capacity. There are also

included portraits of the eight deceased Founders and Editors. May
the usefulness of the magazme continue under the present editors as it

did under the guidance of those Avho have passed.

In the Knt. Mo. Ma;/, for June, Dr. R. C. L. Perkins announces a
new British Hymenopteron, Andrena iiri.cta, and differentiates it from^

the rest of the Iwlcola group to which it belongs. It was taken on

Shotover Common, near Oxford, many years ago, by Dr. Perkins

himself.

In the same number Dr. Wood adds four more species of Diptera of

the family Phoridae, as new to science. Phora conne.va is near P. ritrea,

with which it was taken in Stoke Wood in 1909. Aphiuchaeta sub-

vieif/eni is near ineigeni, but much smaller. It was taken at Monnow in

191ii. Aphiochaeta elomjata comes near campest) is. Both males and
females were captured in Stoke Wood in 1907 and 1912. Aphiochaeta

vestita comes near /lectoralis and clavipes but is larger and very black.

One ? was captured in Stoke Wood in April, 1913.

In the Naturalist for June is an interesting account of the

visit of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union to Knaresborough during

Easter week. The following interesting fact is quoted, " Diurnea

facpila was common on the trunks of trees, practically all being of the

palest form of the species, in strong contrast with the species in the

manufacturing districts only thirty miles or so away, where the

specimens were nearly all black." Among the Coleoptera " The most
remarkable absences were those of Steni from flood-refuse, etc., of

Coccinellidae from rubbish and general herbage, and of Phizophai/i from
bark of all kinds."

We regret to record the death of Mr. H. T. Dobson of New Maldon,

who passed away on June 27th last at the age of 61. For many years,

more than a quarter of a century in fact, he had been a member of the

South London Society, and only ceased his membership in 1912, when
his health gave way. In the nineties he was an active member of the

Society, taking considerable interest in the business matters and also in

the Annual Exhibitions. He was a keen worker in municipal work in

Southwark, and worked strenuously at whatever he had in hand. Much
of his business led him into the country, and he always took these

opportunities to collect and observe both insects and birds. Some
years ago he pointed out to us some large trees and undergrowth in his

garden, as reminding him of the New Forest which he loved and knew
so well. He was a Fellow of the Entomological Society, although he
rarely attended its meetings.
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In the June number of the Entomolouist Mr. Gerard H. Gurney

concludes an account of an entomological trip to Corsica, Mr. H. Row-
land Brown lists the Black-and-white Skippers of the genus Hesperia

in his collection with localities, and Mr. Frohawk records the hiber-

nation of the larvae and breeding of the imagines of Everes argiailes.

Mr. A. A. Dalglish has contributed to the Scottish Naturalist some

notes on Clyde Tenthredinidae (Sawflies), supplementary to Mr.

Malloch's List published in January and March.

An interesting fact is quoted below from the Scottish Naturalist of

June. Mr. 0. H. Alston writes :
" On examining some trout caught

in Loch Awe, on April 21st and 22nd last, it was found that their

mouths and throats were crammed with small, dark-coloured

beetles It seemed as if on the first day they were taking

them largely on the surface, and, on the next day, below

They were found to be the heather beetle, Lochmaea suturalis. Mr.

Percy H. Grimshaw's surmise is that they were washed into the

hill-streams, and so down into the loch by the recent heavy rains,

alive, or dead. They would thus be found by the trout at first

floating, and afterwards when waterlogged, submerged. As they were

present in such large numbers, it does not appear likely that they

got there by flight."

The New York Agricultural Experimental Station, Geneva N.Y.,

contmue to send us their Bulletin, issued at very frequent intervals,

containing full accounts of the large amount of experimental and

educational work they are doing in economic natural science. On
our table lie some twenty of these pamphlets, all recently issued, and

fully illustrated with excellent plates and figures. " Analysis of

Materials sold as Insecticides," "The Cabbage Maggot {Pegomijia

brassicae) in relation to the growing of Early Cabbage," " The Cran-

berry Toad-bug {Phylloscelis atra)," "The False Tarnished Plant-bug

{Lyf/us iiivitus) as a Pear Pest," are entomological matter, the

remainder deal with soil, tillage, fungus pests, controls by spraymg,

bacteria testing, milk analysis, seed testing, etc.

In the Annales de la Suciete Entioitologujue de Belgique is a "Con-
tribution to the Fauna of the French Indo-China," by E. Dubois and

R. Vitalis de Salvaza, consisting of a systematic catalogue of the family

of Papilionidae, giving the various groups there found with the species

and local forms with the locality areas to each. We note that M.
Dubois names a new form of Papilio cli/tia from Annam as f. vitalisi,

from one example only, and that M. Vitalis names a new form of

Papilio hipponous, from Annam, as var. duboisi, from one example only.

In the Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. for May is a useful list of the Micro-

lepidoptera of the Isle of Oleron, Charente Inferieure, by M. C. Dumont.
The list contains 153 species, of which M. Dumont himself captured

121 species at acetylene light from August 1st to 17th, 1907. The
rest were recorded by M. Mabille in 1906. Included are seven species

of Coleophora and seven of Pterophoridae. In a further article M.
Dumont contributes a list of the Microlepidoptera of the Valleedu Lot,

near Cahors, obtained in the same way at acetylene light. He points

out that at least seven species are generally considered at the present

time to be exclusively Mediterranean, viz., Ephestia tephrinella, Phijcita

coronatella, tierculia rubidalis, Si/lepta aurantiacalis, Orneodes cijmato-

dactyla, Gelechia thomeriella, and Stomopteryx detersella.
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In the Canadian Kntoiiiohxiint for June is an article on the
" Canadian Entomological Service," in which is given a short account

of the rise and growth of the government organization of economic
entomology. So far back as 1884 the Canadian government appointed

a Dominion Entomologist to advise agriculturists and others regarding

the control of insects pests. Almost from the first Entomology and
Botany were associated, but it was not until 1908 that the growth in

importance of the two subjects necessitated their separation. The
recent rapid opening up of the country and the many and increased

opportunities for the introduction of new agricultural pests have
needed, year by year, fresh organization to deal with these matters,

until at present we find that the Entomological Branch of the Canadian
Department of Agriculture consists of a chief. Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt,

a chief assistant, an assistant for forest insect investigation, another

for fruit insect investigation, eight field officers in charge of branch
laboratories, and another field officer for forest insect investigation, four

inspectors and assistants, seven superintendents of fumigations, with a

laboratory assistant and four secretaries. It is now proposed to erect

a building to provide offices and laboratories especially for this Depart-

ment, apart from the Department of Agriculture. •

Pt. 1. of the Trails. Ent. Soc. Land, for 1914 was issued in June, and
consists of 260 pages with 25 plates, three of which are coloured. It

contains two faunistic papers: " New species of Lepidoptera—Heterocera

from S.E. Brazil," by E. Dukinfield Jones, and " Cnlicidae from Papua,"
by F. H. Taylor ; three Kevisions : of " Mexican and Central American
Maladiiidae and Melyridae," by G. C. Champion, of " Mexican and
Central American C'/iauliounathinae (Telephoridae)" by G. C. Champion,
and of " The Tipulid genus Stijrwjiomyia," by F. W. Edwards ;

" A
new genus and new species of (hUmata from N. Queensland," by
Kenneth J. Morton, and a most important paper of scientific investi-

gation on the "Egg-laying of Trichiosoma [Tentliredinidae)" by Dr. T.

A. Chapman, with seven plates. There are also 32 pages of Proceedings.

In an article entitled " Exit British Fruit," which appeared a

few weeks ago in a paper called Ansirem, after referring to the various

pests to which fruit trees are subject, describing the ravages of these,

and urging upon growers the necessity of drastic measures to keep the

name and fame of British fruit, the writer heads his final paragraph,
'• Scientists Wanted." He says :

" The evolution of pest's is so rapid

that it it is difficult for mere humans to keep pace with it. Not many
years ago grease- banding was introduced to allay the ravages of the

wingless moth, a pest that moved up the trunks of trees in autumn
to lay its eggs in the crevices of the wood. In its passage it was
arrested by the grease-band, a kind of sticky flypaper, by which it was
entrapped. Scientific observations in Kent go to prove that, in the short

space of tirenty years, this particular pest has actually grown wings, and
so can circumscribe the grease-bands !

" Truly, scientists are wanted.

In the July number of the Entomologist Mr. H. Rowland-Brown
discusses at length proposals and suggestions for the conservation of

Wicken-fen as a nature reserve particularly for entomology.
Several species of insects new to the British fauna are announced

in the pages of the Ent. Mo. Mag. for July. In the Coleoptera Mr.
D. Sharp announces that Mr. C. J. C. Pool has detected Dorcatoma
punctulata near London, and he gives the difterentiation characters
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from the other two British species of the germs D. flavicornis and D.

chrysomelina. Mr. James Edwards introduces the following species of

Hemiptera belonging to the TypJdocybidae as new to the British fauna,

and all except the first as new to science. L'hlorita aurantiara from
Colesborne, on blackthorn, on .June 12th, 1913. Ti//ihl()cijba piiDticola

from Nottinghamshire, on garden plum, in July, taken by Prof. Carr
;

T. plebeja, on oak, lime, elm, alder and hazel, from the same county,

by Prof. Carr, in July; T. tersa, from Birkdale, on willow, in 1911,

by Mr. 0. Whittaker ; 2\ distinrta, from Notts, by Prof. Carr ; 2\

bidentata from Colesborne, October, 1913 ; T. carri from Sherwood
Forest, on oak, in Augubt, 1913, by Prof. Carr ; T. dicersa from Notts

in July by Prof. Carr, and Zyyina neglecta now differentiated from Z.
Jiamrniyera with which it has occurred commonly for many years. Mr.

A. E. J. Carter announces two species of Diptera as new to the

British list viz., Aiiialopis scliineri taken in 1904 in Perthshire and
Aberfoyle in 1905, and An/yra auricollis taken in 1906 in Midlothian.

SOCIETIES.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.

—June lltli.—Blue Female P. icarus.—Mr. Dunster exhibited a

short series of blue females of Polyo)innati(s icarus from Horsley.

Exotic Butterflies.—Mr. Edwards, butterflies from Costa Rica, New
Granada, and Borneo. British Coleoptera.—Mr. W. West, the various

species of Coleoptera taken by himself in the New Forest in mid-May,
mainly from hawthorn blossom. Exhibit of Anthrocerid^.-—Mr.

Curwen, about a dozen species with various forms of Anthroceridae

(Zyyaenidae) taken by him in numerous holidays on the Continent.

The mite Tetranychus lintearius.—Mr. Turner communicated a note

on the species of mite {Acarun), Tetranychus lintearius, which had
recently been exhibited as causing great devastation among gorse-

bushes.

June 25tli.—Interesting items in various life-histories from the
continent.—Messrs. Blair and Main, a number of interesting items

collected by them during a recent holiday around Meiringen and Lugano,
including (1) Living larvae of a Crioceris sp. on Bryony (Tain us

coinuiunis). (2) A FoUstes yallica (living) on its nest. (3) Living

glow worms, Lainpyris noctiluca. (4) Living fireflies {Luciola italica),

which were " flashing." (5) A held cricket found by Mr. Ashdown.

(6) Several alpine newts. (7) Some young slow-worms. (8) A series

of Cetonia stictica. (9) Specimens of Gnophos ylaucinaria with ova,

etc. Aberrations of P. icarus and C. pamphilus.—Mr. Coulson, a long

series of many degrees of blue coloration of the females of Polyoiniuatus

icarus from Horsley, and several Coenonynipha pamphilus, one having a

bipupillate apical spot and another with three well-developed eyespots

on the hindwings above.

July dth.—Living larv.e of G. ilicifolia.—Mr. Newman exhibited

living larvae of Gastropacha ilicifolia and Celerio yallii with the parent

imagines of the former species, together with a curiously suffused and
obscure form of Dianthoecia capsincola. A speedy Method of killing

Anthrocerids.—Mr. Newman demonstrated a method of killing

Anthrocerids (Zygasnids) by immersion in petrol for a few moments,
which appeared to be quite successful. An Exotic Orthopteron.—
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Mr. H. Moore, a specimen of Aet/mtera plu/inatens, a large Orthopfceron

from the Cape. Sicilian captures and notes. —Mr. J. Piatt Barrett,

living mole crickets, Gryllotalpa vidian's, small larvae and ova-shells of

of Melanariiia ji/ieiKsa, a large centipede, etc., all from Sicily. Pests
INFESTING oak, BEECH, AND ASH.—Mr. W. West (Ashtead), the Plujlloxera

of the oak, P. punctata. Mr. Step, two Hemipterous pests P/n/ajihifi

faffi in masses under leaves of beech, and PJnjUop»is fia.vini in a similar

manner under leaves of ash. Results in a bred series of C. argiolus.

—Mr. R. Adkin, a bred series of Celastrina {(^'ijaniris) ar(/ioliis, from
1913 autumn larv^ on ivy, one or two of which were of the facies of

the autumn emergence. Rosel's Insekten belustigung.—Mr. Hy.
Turner, the whole of the plates of Rosel's Insekten belusti(/nng, 1746-

1761, with Kleemann's additional volume of plates and an autograph
letter re the volume, written by W. Spence, 1812. Rare forms and
species of the genus Parnassius.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, a drawer of species

and forms of Parnassius, including P. nmeinosyne, P. apollo, P. stuhben-

dorfii, P. delphtHs, P. apollonins, P. imperator, P. hardivickii, P. dh-
coboliis, P. roiiianori, etc. Report of the Congress of the S.E.U.S.S.

—Mr. Step read a Report of the Congress of the S.E. Union of

Scientific Societies held at Bournemouth, June 10th-13th, and which
he and Mr. Hy. J. Turner attended as the Society's delegates.

London Natural History Socifty.—January 6th.—Mendelian
Results.—Dr. E. A. Cockayne exhibited Boannia consortaria bred

from a normal ? taken at Oxshott in May, 1912. The progeny were
50 per cent, melanic and 50 per cent, normal. Aberration of M.
bicolorata.—-Mr. L. B. Prout, ISlelantliia bicolorata var. plumbata with

an extremely dark suffusion near the margin of the forewings. Various
aberrations.—Mr. W. E. King, TepJirosia crepuscularia and Lithosia

deplana from Oxshott, and T. biandularia from Epping Forest, includ-

ing some fine specimens of ab. delaiuerensis.

February did.—Pocket Box Exhibition.—Messrs. J. Riches and C.

H. Williams, long series of Abraxas (/rossulariata and its abs. nigro-

sparsata, deleta, rarleyata, etc. Mr. C. S. Pickett, a series of Ayriades

coridon, the result of two years' collecting in Hertfordshire, including

long series of ab. semisyngrapha, of fine underside forms, obsoleta and
striata, also several asymmetrical females, ab. inaequalis. Mr. H. B.

Williams, his series of varieties of Buinicia phlaeas, including abs. alba,

intermedia, roiiuta, addenda, radiata, suff'usa, cleus, etc. Mr. Bernard
Cooper, Nyssia hyb. denhaiui, one specimen, and Lycia hyb. harrisoni,

four males and four females. Mr. L. B. Prout, the same two hybrids

and also the reciprocal hybrids of Tephrosia crepuscularia, and T. bis-

tortata. Mr. L. W. Newman, a series of Aniorpha populi, ranging from
cream to rich pink, bred from Bexley, and a series of hybrid Suierinthus

ocellatus ^ , and Atnorpha populi J , showing considerable variation

in ground colour and also in the spots on hindwings. Mr. H. Worsley-

Wood, series of Mcllinia [Xanthia) ocellaris and M. (A'.) gilvago. Mr.

V. E. Sbaw, ApnrnpJiila australis, and the rare var. orientalis from
Sandown (I. of W.), 1913.

February lltli.—Dr. E. A. Cockayne, a fine series of Aegeria {Tro-

chilinm) andrenaeformis and its parasites Meniscus piniplator, Dracon
variatnr, Cubocephalus brevicornis, Phanerotouia dentata, and Thrytocera

spinipennis, also A. scoliaeforniis and parasite and cocoons in sitii. Mr.

L. W. Newman, life-histories of A. scoliaeforniis and A. andrenaeformis.
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Variation in tlie Dermaptera.

By MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.E.S.

Variation in the Dermaptera is strongly marked, and of great

importance even from the purely systematic point of view, since

several forms of this phenomenon which run almost throughout the

group, have the effect of altering greatly the superficial appearance of

the creatures, and so have caused an excessive multiplication of so-

called species.

It is most necessary for the student to grasp the principle forms of

variation in the Dermaptera, so that he may recognize the phenomenon
when he sees it, and thus avoid the error of regarding as a new species

what is nothing more nor less than a well-known form of polymorphism.

Variation in Dermaptera may be in colour above, or in the actual

morphology.

I., Variation in Morphology.

Two kinds of morphological variation occur so persistently through

the Dermaptera that they afford regular cases of dimorphism : these

are brachypterism and macrolabiism.

A. Brachypterism.

This striking phenomenon, which earwigs share with the true

Orthoptera, with the Rhynchota, and doubtless with other insects, is

very general in the Dermaptera. Most known fully-winged species

are frequently brachypterous and indeed when the rarer forms are

better known, it is quite possible, if not even probable, that this kind

of dimorphism will be found to run throughout the order.

When the organs of flight are in repose the wings are almost en-

tirely concealed by the elytra, only the chitinous squamje or wing-

scales projecting beyond them ; as these are frequently highly coloured,

it is evident that their absence must materially alter the appearance of

the creature, but even when shortened, they may be usually found by

lifting the elytra and looking beneath them.
These dimorphic forms are often given the rank of varieties, and

we frequently find the expression " var. loufiipemm" " var. breiipennia,"

" var. iiiacroptera," and " var. brachi/ptera "
; it is not really necessary

to dignify them with special names, if it is borne in mind that niacrop-

terous and brachypterous forms occur probably in all fully-winged

species. It is fairly safe to assume that the inacropterous form is the

normal one, and brachypterism the deviation.

But it is important to remember that in brachypterous forms, the

elytra too, are often involved, being somewhat shortened and truncate;

for instance, To)noj)yiiia abjionuis, Borm., from Java, was for about

thirty years known only from the unique type in the Vienna Museum,
a brachypterous male, with decidedly short elytra, which was almost

treated as a generic character. But Mr. Jacobson found several females

at Samarang, all of macropterous form, with the elytra twice as long

as in the type and the wing-scales protruding prominently ; these

narrowly escaped being described as a new sjiiecii'Sj^jind for a moment
they appeared to require a new genus, fjo difitiient w^?fl||gi^;appearance.

October 15th, 1914. /''^''^"' 'V\
^ MAY 8 19X5 )
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The species being so long known only in the brachj^pterous state, it is

natural at first glance to look upon these macropterous individuals as

varieties or aberrations ; it will be interesting to see which form is

actual)}^ the commoner.
Another instance is that of Sponr/ovostox kristenseni, Burr, from

Abyssinia. Mr. Kristensen sent over a large series, in which both
forms in both sexes were well represented ; the difference in appearance
was heightened by a simultaneous colour variation, but the fortunate

possession of a long series from one locality made it evident that it was
merely another instance of what might be called pterodimorphism.

A further interesting example is afforded by the common earwig,

Fnrfirnla aaricularia, Linn., the macropterous form of which is

exceedingly abundant in Europe ; but a brachypterous form however
exists, which is very rare ; as the elytra are shortened also, and by
correlation the pronotum is somewhat broadened, this has been
described as a distinct species by Targioni-Tozzetti [F. silana, Targ.),

and by Brunner (7''. tarf/ioiiii, Br.), but the only so-called specific

characters are the abbreviation of the wings, slight shortening of the

elytra, and widening of the pronotum, which is a frequent correlative

with brachypterism : the noteworthy point in this connection is that

while the normal macropterous F. aaricularia is abundant throughout
Europe, the brachypterous F. ailana is confined to Italy, so far as we
know, with the rather surprising exception of a couple of females

recorded from the Isle of Wight.
Instances of the description of the brachypterous and macropterous

forms of one and the same species, as totally distinct forms, even
placed in different genera, are by no means rare : thus For/inda
viiranda of de Bormans is the normal macropterous form of his Labia

acideata, the species being now assigned to the genus Nesuf/aster.

Some species are still only known in one of the two forms, thus

F. Inrida, Pisch., L. snryrnensis, Serv., and many others, are only known
in the macropterous form, whereas F. piibescenx, Gene, F . lesni, Finot,

F. decipiens, Gene and many others only in the brachypterous
;
prob-

ably F . decipiens, Gene, and F. Inrida, Finot, are a pair forming one
species, as in the cases of F. silana and F. aiiricularia ; in F. rudziankoi,

Sem., and F. sene(iale)if<is, Serv., both forms occur.

The variation in the shape of the pronotum (where not sexual as in

the Diplatj/iiiae) is really correlative with brachypterism; it is very

usual in macropterous forms to find the pronotum more or less

widened posteriorly, apparently to accommodate the muscles which
work the wings; but when in the same species the wings are reduced,

the pronotum is correspondingly reduced by being narrower posteriorly

and so parallel-sided, as in JSlarava irallacci, Eahn., and many other

Labiidae, or by being shorter and broader, as in F. silana.

In the two forms of Tomopygia abnorinis, Borm., however, the

pronotum is very small and narrow and in the very plastic highly

polymorphic Labidura riparia, Pall., the difference between the two
shapes of the pronotum is very marked.

It is worthy of mention that in the Chelisoc/iidae, in which group
this dimorphism is less marked than in many others, the usual form
of the pronotum is rather long, and distinctly widened posteriorly, and
in this family, macropterism is the rule.
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B. Macrolabiism.

This is a form of structural variation that is ahtiost, if not

quite, confined to the male sex, since it consists in often extreme

elongation of the forceps, which are almost invariabl}^ more ornate

and complex in the male than in the female ; they may be compared

to the antlers of deer.

There are two forms of the forceps in most species, a normal, short

or "low" forni, and a very elongate, or "high" form, but intermediates

are rare or unknown. j\Iessrs. Bateson and Brindley (1892) examined
a thousand specimens of the common earwig (F. atiriciilaria, L.), col-

lected in one day on three small islands known as the Knocksies and
Widerpern, in the Fame Islands, off the coast of Northumberland, and
found that 583 were males ; the length of the forceps varied between

2-5mm. and 9mm., the commonest length is about 3-5mm. and about

7mm.; the mean form, 4mm. -6mm., is compa.ratively rare; in the

female the length of the forceps scarcely varied at all. We quote

Messrs. Bateson and'Brin ley's obssrvations upon these results:

—

"It is perhaps unneci - .iry to say that this result is of considerable

importance to an appreciaoion of the M^ay in which variation may
occur. There is here a group of individuals living in close communion
with each other, high and low, under the same stones. No external

circumstance can be seen to divide them, and yet they are found to

consist of two well marked groups, containing about equal numbers.

To those who are acquainted with the chapter on Organic Stability in

Galton's Natural Inheritance, this will be recognised as an instance of

variation about two positions of stability, the intermediate position

being one of less stability. In the common language of naturalists,

the facts of this case suggest that there is, for some wholly unknown
reason, a dimorphism among the males of these Earwigs, maintained

though all live together. In cases of dimorphism some have thought

lit to speculate on the possible utility of the phenomenon. We know
no basis of fact from which these discussions may be properly attempted,

and we leave these matters to those who are satisfied with such methods

of biological inquiry and have leisure and ingenuity to pursue them."

When the forceps are thus elongate, the effect is just as though

they Avere elastic and had been stretched, each part being extended in

proportion, but in this genus B'orficala, L., and many others, the male

forceps have two distinct portions, a basal dilated portion, and an at-

tenuate apical portion ; the proportions between these two parts is

often of specific value ; in the macrolabious forms, the dilated part is

duly extended with the slender apical part, so that the proportions are

approximately preserved. Thus, a vertical tooth on the upper surface

of the forceps in S/calistes lutjubris is drawn out into a compressed and

acute ridge or crest in the macrolabious form which is known as the

" var. iiietrica.'"

The varietal name forcipata is often given to the macrolabious

form, but " var. iiiacmlabia " occurs too ; for the sake of uniformity,

and on account of the very general occurrence of the phenomen, I

prefer not to use the varietal names, but to speak of the macrolabious

and cyclolabious forms respectively.

The macrolabious form of the common earwig is well-known, and

generally called var. forn'iiata, Steph. It is curious that it seems to be
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most frequent in islands and in mountains. Navas has suggested that

we may look upon it as a wild, savage race, and upon the commoner
cyclolabious form as a more or less domesticated race.

In very many cases both forms are known, the cyclolabious being

as a rule the commoner ; such is the case in Labia ridens, Borm., and
many species of Forficida, but the macrolabious form seems to be a

little commoner in FAaunon hipartitus, Kirby.

Only the cyclolabious form is known in several groups, as in many
Pt/f/idicranidae, Psalinae, Esphalmeninae, and others : only the macro-
labious form in AuchenoDnis lonf/iforcepfi, Karsch., S/ioni/iphora crocei-

pennis, Serv., Allodahlia, Forcipiila, Xesor/aster dolicliits, EiidoJirnia

metalUca, and many Ophhtocoamiinae.

An exceptional ease is offered by Adiathetns sJtelfordi, Burr, in

which the male is only known in the cyclolabious form, and the

female in a highly developed macrolabious form ; only the macro-

labious form is known in both the sexes in Chelisochdla tiiiperba, Dohrn,.

and Adiathetus tenchrator, Kirby, Knkrates degans, Borm., and a few

other Chelisochidae.

The difference in appearance between the two forms in Chelidnm
alpina, and Pseudochelidara sinuata, Germ., is ample excuse for the

former treatment of the two forms in each case as distinct spesies.

Other forms of morphological variation occur in the forceps, which

are remarkable for their instability.

The actual number and relative position of the teeth which often

form the armature of these organs is very variable, and numerous so-

called sub-species have been raised on the slender basis of the exact

position of the tooth ; thus in Spongiphora croceipennis, Serv., there is

usually a small tooth near the middle ; sometimes it is at the middle

itself, sometimes near the base, sometimes near the apex, sometimes it

is absent altogether : to this instability we owe the existence of the

names parallela, Westw., Ihenuinieri, Serv., and dysoni, Kirby, which
de Bormans ranked as subspecies ; similarly, Proreus sinnilans, Stal.,.

has a strong median tooth, but when this is absent it is the " sub-

species )iiodesta, Stal.," of de Bormans ; the same remark applies to

Nala livid
i
pes, Duf., and its " subspecies vicina, Luc."

In those species in which the branches of the forceps are normally

bowed, or strongly arcuate, it is common enough to find specimens

feebly nourished and ill-developed, in which the curvature is far

weaker ; we get every degree from a very gentle curve to an abrupt

almost right-angled head, in Forticida scJdagintweiti, Burr, F. decipiens,

Gene, F. lurida, Fisch, and several Ancistrogastrinae, in which the

forceps have a well-marked group-form, with a strongly bent forceps.

A rather curious variation occurs in the protean Labidura riparta,

Pall. Normally the males of this species have a pair of short spines or

points in the middle of the posterior margin of the last dorsal sclerite ;

these may be missing, as in the " var. incrmh, Br.," or there may be

only one present, and that in the middle, as in the form plnvialis,

Kirby.

Pantel (1912) refers to the fluctuation in the number and appear-

ance of the chromosomes in Forficida anricularia, and quotes works

by de Sinety, Zweiger, Stevens, Carnoy and La Valette on the subject.

II. Colour Variation.

The coloration of earwigs is very unstable. Frequently, the
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antennae have what is termed a pale ring, either near the base or near

the apex ; in other words, in dark antennfe, some segments are pale

but it is far from constant which particular segments are the pale ones
;

a slightly different coloration of the two basal segments is very frequent

;

generally it is two or three segments short of the apical ones that are

pale, but the inconstancy of the particular segment is seen in Anisolahls

<innnlipes, Luc.
The coloration of the legs is also very inconstant ; in a single

species we may find specimens with pale legs, with dark legs, or with

pale legs variously ringed, banded, or spotted with dark ; this too, is

well seen in Anisolabis annidipes, Luc.
It is very usual for the elytra to present in one species every

gradation from uniform dark to distinct and well-marked alternate

dark and pale bands ; the banding first shows itself in a small spot

near the shoulder ; gradually the spot lengthens until it occupies

almost the whole of the disc, leaving a narrow stripe of the ground
colour on each side ; this is well seen in Prulabia nij/rella, Dubr., in

which the elytra are black in the typical form, have a relatively large

pale shoulder spot in the form fascia ta, Borm., or a broad band in the

form ))ujr)iieca, Burr.

The small Neotropical species of Labia and Spomjnvosto.i- often

present every gradation from all black to strongly banded elytra. It

is especially noticeable in AlloHtethella donae.

In many species it is common to find the elytra either unicolorous,

or with a pale or red spot : we see this in Echinoso)iia ivahlbtrfii,

Ancistrogaster mixta, and others. There is an extreme case in the

spotted Neotropical species of Psalis, where we have a regular transition

in size and brachypterism, as well as in colour, through P. pulchra, P.

/estiva, P. amerivana, and P. (fat/atina : as a rule there is a large bright

orange discoidal spot ; sometimes this occupies the whole of the disc,

sometimes it is quite small, and in some cases it is shaded over with

fuscous brown to such an extent that it is almost entirely obscured.

In the PaUearctic Anechura bipunctata, this variation has a

geographical value; in the truly European form occurring commonly in

the Alps, the general colour is dark, with a reddish spot on the elytra; as

we trace the species eastwards through its range into Asia, the colour

becomes paler and brighter, the spot finally occupying almost the whole
of the elytra, with a narrow black margin in the Himalayo-Tibetan form
A. zubovskii, Sem. The intermediate forms are A. bipnnctata var.

orientalis, Kr., and A. asiatica, Sem.
In the Pipjidicfaninae, the varied patterns of the elytra, wings and

pronotum are often very inconstant in detail, though fairly stable in

general disposition ; we may for instance find the pronotum almost en-

tirely buff, or with a faint black mark, or a pair of black bands, or a

black V, or an irregular black star ; this is noticeable in Kalocrania

daeiiidi, Dohrn.
In Echinosouia snmatraiunn we find specimens ranging from a light

brown to nearly black, some with labrum blackish, some with labrum
buft"; some with yellow pronotum, some with black ; some with plain

black elytra, some with red-spotted elytra; some with black- ringed

femora, some with plain tawny femora.

One of the worst offenders is the universal Labidiira riparia, as we
should expect from its immense range. The typical Palfeartic form is
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pale buff, which turns to blackish after death ; ivory-like forms are

known from Transcaucasia (subsp. ehnmea) and South America (siibsp.

lii'ida and xaiithopiis) ; the head varies from pale yellowish to black
;

the pronotum from tawny to black ; w'ith or without a pale border or

median reddish band ; the elytra vary from tawny to black ; a narrow
reddish band is usually visible ; the wings (w'hen developed) may be

buff or brown, plain or black-spotted ; the abdomen tawny, with faint

dark band, or dark chestnut, with or without a band, or black-; small

wonder that so protean a kind, with a universal distribution, has been
described and named times without number.

The common earwig, Fdrlicida anricularia, is distributed through-

out Europe, and Western Asia, and Northern America, and now is

establishing itself in North America and New Zealand, yet it varies

very little. The only colour variation that I know is one from the

Levant, in which the abdomen, instead of being of a deep claret colour,

is a brilliant light chestnut.

In Prnlahia ainiiilata, the elytra are of a plain blackish-brown

(" L. aiciutta"), or shining lustrous purple (" L. chali/bea"}.

Pale and feebly developed specimens have probably suffered from
insufficient nouiishment during the earlier instars, or else they may be

individuals that have been wounded when tender from fresh emergence
from the nymphal skin.

A few Notes in Reply to Dr. Verity's " Answer."

By GEORGE WHEELEE, M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S.

I am not quite sure whether it is wise to continue this discussion,

however interesting and however tempting it may be to do so, since I

believe that in his main contentions Dr. Verity stands alone among
entomologists, but perhaps it Avould be as well to make a final attempt
to clear up the matter so far as present practical possibilities are

concerned.

It seems to me that Dr. Verity has lost sight of the fact that the

whole system of "types" is purely conventional, and has no sciodific

value whatever. If he replies that it ought to have, I can only say

that I entirely agree with him, and have long ago argued the matter

at length {Ent. Record, xvi., pp. 200, 231, and Butts, of Switz., Intro-

duction). I believed then, and still believe, that the whole system is

unscientific and absurd, but I am quite convinced that neither he nor I

have the power to make any alteration in the generall}' accepted plan, and
that we must accept the usual conventions at their received valuation.

The whole question has been greatly complicated bj' the controversies

on " nimotypical " races, but for this a great mitigation has been

adopted in some quarters by naming everi/ race of a species, the original

specific name belonging equally to all, but not to the particular race

originally described any more than to every other form of the same
species. The general acceptance of this plan would no doubt remove
Dr. Verity's objections to the present use of some specific names, and
also many other difficulties raised by other writers. Meanwhile, if

Dr. Verity will reflect that the whole system is one of convention, he

will, I think, see that it is to the general advantage of stability in

nomenclature to accept those conventions w^hich have been agreed upon
by almost universal consent, one of which regulates the question as to
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what are and what are not to be considered " type " specimens ; a con-

vention which disposes, even more effectually than Mr. Bethune-
Baker's arii:ument [aujira, p. 205), both of his wish to accept Linneus'
specimens as types, and of his objection to regarding any figures in

illustrations as such. With regard to the latter point, indeed, Dr.

Verity has already given way in the case of podoliiiiis, and his implied

argument that each case must be taken on its own merits is of course

one which will meet with general approbation. I may observe in

passing, that no one has more emphaticall)' accused Linneus of blunder-

ing than Dr. Verity himself has done in the very passage (p. 171) in

which he makes his admission with regard to pmlalirius : but surely

no student of Linneus, unless completely blinded by partisanship

or hero-worship, would ever seriously think of looking to him for

detailed accuracy or for absence of self-contradiction ; the marvel is,

considering the immensity of his self-imposed task, not that he was
sometimes inaccurate and inconsistent, but that he was not much more
frequently so than is actually the case.

With regard to the particular cases under discussion, I am (regret-

fully) compelled to give way on the question of ci/dippe as against

adipjii', (but not as against niobe), not on the grounds alleged by Dr.
Verity (p. 171) which involve his original petitio principii with regard

to types, but solely on the question of dates, about which I was myself
not wholly satisfied when I wrote my original criticism, but in which
I had followed Di. Jordan's treatment of cydippe as a " nomen praeoccupa-

tum," without, I admit, going as closely into the matter at fiist hand
as I ought to have done. With regard to the other points I could still

only repeat what I have previously written, which would be a sheer

waste of time and paper ; for if the arguments I previously used, and
in which I can still find no flaw, failed to convince Dr. Verity tlien,

they would equally fail now. I must however repeat that those

arguments were based not only on the evidence of books, but on a

careful re-examination of the specimens in the Linnean collection,

carried on with Dr. Verity's original paper beside me for constant

reference. It will of course be seen that there is no possibility of

agreement between us, so long as the fundamental difference remains
that I accept (with intense personal dislike) the received convention
with regard to " types^" and that Dr. Verity does not.

Lepidoptera in Southern France, 1914.

By E. B. ASHBY, F.E.S.

Dauphiny and Basses Alpes.—Leaving London on July IGth, I

spent the afternoon of the following day, after a wet morning, in the

Forest of Fontainebleau. There was very little on the move except

Miianari/ia galatliea and some very fresh Drt/ax papJiia, with one or

two pDhpionia c-albniii. Travelling on through the night I passed the

beautiful Lac du Bourget early in the next morning, and arrived at

Grenoble via Chambery about 9.30 a.m. From here 1 walked out some
miles on to the hill-sides and was able to do a little collecting. The
day was, however, very windy, so that my success was only moderate,

and I got nothing very notable. Travelling on I reached Clelles-Mens

in the late afternoon and put up at the Hotel Ferat, which I found
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quite cleanly and conifortablo. after the manner of an English country
inn, and the cookint:: was quite nice.

Next morning I sallied forth under a hot sun, taking the road

towards ]\[ont Aiguille leading past the railway station and over the

considerable railway tunnel for about two miles. Sati/nis ciire was
quite fresii although very elusive, but no ^^ brixfis were met with as I

had hoped. The day was most oppressive and the flies were very

troublesome. I saw what appeared to be a Ltjcaeno fK^/icnnts, and I

caught a tine large Phali'ia bnrephala on the wing as it made straight

for me. Coming home to lunch I found Dr. and Mrs. Keynes, of

Cambridge, who had arrived at Clelles that morning, and I had the

great pleasure of collecting with them here and subsequently at l')igne

and St. Martin- Vesubie, making my holiday so much the more
enjoyable.

The morning of July ^Oth was dull and windy, and we collected

beside ami beyond the large viaduct on the road beyond the hotel

towaids 8t. Miehel-les-Portes. After much perseverance, however, w^e

took Siiti/nis ciire, S. ht'niiioih', Ar<i!/)inis tuii/i/x', and I lipixirchr sciiuir,

but again no sign of .S. briscis, although we tramped much most likely

ground. Whilst returning back to the hotel we were fortunate enough
to take a couple of llirsndna othiittns var. lifiortii, a species which we
believe has not previously been reported from Clelles.

The next day we arrived in pouring rain at the Hotel l>oyer-Mistre,

Digne, and it was not until after five o'clock in the afternoon that I

was able to got out on to La Collette. There I secured my first

VoouDii/iiiplia <lonis, and also took a few Coleoptera.

July 22nd was dull and we had little sun on La Collette. Six of

the typical form of the female of roli/oimnatKs fiichuK/cr were taken

quite fresh, a var. Iciiciniii'lan of Milananiiii (/alat/ua, uumy examples of

N. <•/(•(•(' and >'. heniiioni; in first rate condition generally, and a line

series of the male of Colins Injalc were obtained.

The following morning I walked up beyond the Baths to the gorge

at the Torrent des Eaux-Chaudes, and as the day was generally very

dull and rather windy, I walked a long way up the cross gorge, and
was rewarded by capturing a beautifully fresh female t\i/)ilio ale.vanor

asleep on a flower stem, besides meeting with a /'. wachaon and uiauy
moie 8. (•/»•(•(' and N. henitione. The severe thunderstorm which had
occurred the previous evening had made the stream very difhcult to

cross, and the path up the gorge was very tedious, as much of it had
been washed completely away by the swollen waters. On the return,

when nearly opposite the broken bridge, several Hirsutiiia odiiwt >(.< mw.
ripartii were met with in excellent condition.

July 2-lth broke very tine and hot, and I collected along the

l^ourbes Road in the morning "angling"' specially for Sati/nis /idia

below La Collette without success. Afterwards 1 continued on for

some considerable distance, finally crossing the river and ascending to

a wide extent of open ground to the right. Here I found Coliaa t-ditsa

males quite fresh and fairly abundant, together with many Coeno-

mjnip/ia lionis, several I liisiitiiia (hl)ii(tit!i var. ripartii, and a few
roh/imiiiKitiis uiticatpr. It was here I found my one and only Sati/nm

hrisiis, at Digne, a nice specimen, on the hilly and almost bare ground.

On my return I recrossed the stream and followed the road back to

the beginning of La Collette, where I ascended the hill by the narrow.
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dry 1)0(1 of the stminilot. I lore woro to bo found quantities of S.circ'

and .S'. /ifniiitnic tryini; to avoid the torrid heat of the sun, to<,'etlier

with a nuinher of < loiir/ihii/.r rlcojHUiit, wliicii wimt n,|)|)a,i'(nitly just

eniGra;ini4-.

The niorninf,' of July 25th was devoted to the ground In^hind the

station water-tower, following the stream right up into the hills to the

circular i-oad by which I returned. The neighbourhood of the stream

was \inproductive, but on the high ground and road I found I'ontia

(lapliiUrc and (lonci'tenjx ch'ojHxtra in increasing numbers, and saw

hUifanexm aiitio/ia for the first time this season. Tlui nuilos of both

Colias cdiisa ami ('. /n/dlr were conspicuous, and I'apiUi^ iKxIdliriiis

graced the return home to lunch along the road parallel with the

railway. In the afternoon 1 drove up to the hjaux-Chaudos grounds,

and in the cross gorge met with Calliinorplui Iwnt and Lasidranifia

^liierci'is, with a specimen of Lit/iDsia liiriilmlit. doing over to tho

other side of the stream, some time was spent in securing a good

series of HirsutiiKi (Khiu'tiis var. ri/xiitii. On recrossing the stream to

the side I was first working I took a veiy nice series of Aiitlinirrra

(Xi/tiarua) ocriffDiica.

iVfy last morning at Digne was spent at La Collete and the time

was chiefly taken up witli capturing good series of ConuminnplKt ilonin

and liil/n/s iini'mh, which latter were quite numerous and fresh in

their shady habitat.

Severa.l species which 1 hiul iiopod to have met with a,t l)igno,

such as l<!irl)ia iiroridax, I lijiixirchia arct/iiisa, llnalin hftidac, a,nd

Sati/nis stdtilhins, did not put in an jippoai-ance. Mela no in in (/(dat/ica

var, procida was everywhere the connuonest butterily. One's gcMiei-al

conclusion with rega,rd to tlui Uhopalocei'a a,t Digne this year is, that

either the season in the South of I'rance \va,s bad in comparison with

the season at home, or else that the district is sulVtu-ing from over

collecting. "Blues" and " co|)pers " were conspicuous by their

absence, and one can only hope that if my latter conclusion be the

right one, that Digne may be able to get a rest for a year or two on

account of the [)resent conditions and recover its entonu)logically good

name when tho "piping times " of peace return. On tho afternoon of

July 2Gth I left Digne by tho Sud do l*'ranco lino on the long and

tedious journey to 8t. Martin-Vesubio.

('/'(» he coucluded.)

Notes on Aj^riades coridon, with j^yiiandromorphisni limited to

secondary sexual characters (Secondary Soniatic-hermaphroditism).

15y E. A. COCKAYNK, M.A., M.l).

Jjast year, when the females of Aijriadc^ ni)idi»i so greatly out-

numbered the males at Royston, a considera,ble number of specimens

wei'o taken, which had the wings on one side smaller tha,n those on

the other and a variable a,mount of blue scaling on the small side.

Mr. C. P. L'ickett recorded 4}{ examples in his paper in the Knt.

Record, XXVI., p. 69, and doubtless more had been captured. Tho
form has received tho name ah. inncquaVni. Mr, Newman in the same
year took a splendid gynandromorph with large areas of blue occupying

the greater pai't of one side, and this sido was no larger in si/e tha,n tho

other. Those asymmetrical fenuiles set^med to mo so remarkable as to
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merit a careful examination. No precisely similar specimens seem to

have been taken elsewhere. I thought it not anlil<ely that they were
hermaphrodites, and determined to procure some more this year to

settle the point. Mr. Newman kindly promised to help and we each
found three, one of which was lost afterwards. Mr. Marshall also

obtained a specimen with one forewing almost entirely of male colour
and very much smaller than the other. This was handed over to me
for investigation. In addition I procured a specimen with wings
equal in size but showing streaks of brilliant blue on the right fore-

Avmg and left hindwing. Mr. Newman obtained a less well marked
example of the same kind. All except this last were carefully dissected

under water in the fresh state and the chitinous portions were then
softened in potash and examined while still soft. They were then
mounted after dehydration and clearing and reexamined under the

microscope. The following are detailed descriptions of these specimens
and bring out some n-jw and unexpected facts.

No. 1.

Both wings on right side small.

Expanse. Right forewing 15 4mm., left 16-6mm.
Right side shows small patches of blue scales chiefl}^ near the anal

angle of forewing, near apex and just internal to the central spot.

Four or five androconial scales found.

Hindwing scattered blue scales all round, but none in central

portion.

Left side no blue scales on forewing and only a few at extreme
base of hindwing.

The blue scales are nearly all rounded at extremity, as in the male,

and they are accompanied b}' the coarse pale blue hair scales peculiar to

the male.

Ovaries, oviduct, ductus seminalis, receptaculum seminis, cement
glands and bursa copulatrix identified and found to be normal. In
mounted specimen chitinous structures, ovipositors, etc., recognised and
found to be normal. No trace of any male structure present.

No. 2.

Both wings on the left side small.

Expanse of right forewing 16*2min., left 15-5mm.
Patches of blue scales along posterior margin, near ajDex, and just

internal to central spot of forewing on left side, no blue scales on
right forewing.

Some blue scales on both hindwings, but no more on left than
right.

No androconial scales found.

Underside : Two small spots at base of left forewing, one at base

of right, otherwise symmetrical.

Ovaries normal in size, but lower parts contained no ova.

Oviduct normal, but devoid of ova.

Ductus seminalis, receptaculum seminis, cement glands and bursa
copulatrix normal.

No male organs present.

Ovipositor and other structures normal ; no part of male armature
present.
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No. 3.

Both wings on right side small.

Expanse of right forewing 15-2mm., left 16.6mm.
Small groups of blue scales, most of them with rounded extremities

and accompanied by coarse bluish-white hair scales, dusted all over the
right forewing, most thickly near base and posterior margin.

No blue scales on left forewing. No androconial scales found.
Many blue scales grouped near anal angle of right hindwing

;

blue scales elsewhere symmetrical on the two sides.

Underside of forewing ab. iiariaiensis [arcnata), with one spot

larger on right side than on left.

Ovaries symmetrical and normal in size. No ova in lower part,

nor in common oviduct. Other organs all present and normal. No
trace of male structure present.

No. 4.

Both wings on left side small.

Expanse of right forewing 16mm., left 15mm.
Very numerous small patches of blue scales running oat to the

submarginal spots, and everywhere accompanied by the peculiar pale

blue hair scales. With a good lens the scattered groups of blue scales

and coarse bluish white hair scales, many with bifid extremities, were
seen to be sharply defined from the ordinary quadrifid brown scales

and fine whitish hairs of the other parts of the wing giving a very

peculiar efiect.

Androconial scales fairly nuiaierous.

Right forewing shows blue scales with quadrifid extremities near

base.

There are a good many blue scales in both hindwings. Great
reduction of orange marginal spots of left hindwing.

Underside shows larger spots with one extra spot on the right

forewing.

All internal female organs present and normal. No trace of male
organs seen. Chitinous armature of normal female type. No trace of

male armature.

No. 5.

Both wings on left side small.

Expanse of right forewing 16-9mm., left 14-9mm.
The ground colour is pale brown, and so rather hides the extent of

blue scaling. Blue scales, single or in sm^all groups, are diffused all

over left fore- and hindwings, and are accompanied by the coarse pale

blue hair scales, even beyond central spot. The blue scales are chiefly

rounded in forewing, but quadrifid in hindwing. No blue scales on
right side except at extreme base of hindwing.

Androconial scales plentiful.

Underside : All spots large in right forewing and two additional

spots present.

Ovaries normal in size and symmetrical. Ova present in common
oviduct. Ductus seminalis entirel}- absent. Eeceptaculum seminis

normal. Left cement gland smaller than right and shrunken in ap-

pearance. Bursa copulatrix abnormal. The first wide portion is

present and normal in structure, but there is no trace of the long thin
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<3hitinous tube, which ends in a thickened oval sac and lies folded
between the two ovaries.

No. 6.

Right forewing very much smaller than left ; right hindwing
slightly smaller.

Expanse of right forewing 15mra., left 16mm.
Right forewing almost covered with blue scales, the majority of

which have rounded extremities, others intermediate or sharply ser-

rated. The blue scales are not disposed in regular rows, but there are

numerous small gaps, where the underlying brown scales are exposed.
Coarse bluish-white hair scales are numerous in the situations where
they are found in the normal male forewing. Battledore or andro-
conial scales are present in great numbers, and in some places occur
even in the absence of the blue scales which normally overlie them.
In the right hindwing, which is almost as large as the left, there are

scattered blue scales arranged in three short lines, radiating from the
base. The wings on the left side are devoid of blue scales. There are

some long hairs on the right side of the abdomen near the tip.

On dissection the ovaries were found to be of normal size and equal,

but the ova were rather irregularly arranged. The ova themselves
appeared to be normal. Some were in the common oviduct, as low as

the level of the entrance of the receptaculum seminis. Ductus semi-
nalis and receptaculum seminis, normal. Cement glands equal and
normal. Bursa copulatrix natural in size and shape. No male organs
present. Chitinous armature absolutely normal, being without trace

of male or deficiency of female structures.

No. 7.

The wings equal on both sides. On the right forewing there are

blue streaks, two running from the base to the outer margin of the

wing, and two running only a short distance. On the left hindwing,
the opposite side, there is a short streak of blue near the anterior

border. All the blue scales are broad and slightly serrated, and are

everywhere mixed with scales of similar shape, but of a deep indigo

blue or black colour, which form a marked contrast with the much
more serrated light brown scales of the rest of the wing.

No male hair scales and no androconial scales were seen, though
the blue streak runs through a part of the wing, where the latter are

most abundant in the male.
The genitalia, internal and external, were symmetrical and of

normal female form in all respects. No trace of male organs was
present.

I have examined 31 similar specmiens caught in 1913, 21 with the

right wing small, nine with the left, and in all these I found coarse
bluish hair scales and androconia on the small forewings, and in one
case androconia also on the small hindwing. The remaining specimens
had the right wing smaller than the left, but both sides were much
dusted with blue, and on microscopical examination the male hair

scales and androconia were seen on both forewings, though more
numerous on the right.

I will discuss the last specimen (no. 7) first. This, though splashed with
blue, shows none of the primary or secondary sexual characters peculiar
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to the male. Even the blue scales are more like those found in females

of Aiiriades coridon, intermediate between the type and the ab. semi-

sijHf/rapha, than in males. On the whole, the evidence is against the

splashes of blue colour being due to the presence of male tissue, such

as occurs in true hermaphrodites, though it is not absolutely conclusive.

I should like to examine more specimens with similar blue streaks for

androconial scales in the absence of fresh material. It would also be

most interesting to dissect a few female specimens of other species,

such as Eiichlo'e cardamines, showing splashes of colour peculiar in the

male and never present in the normal female. These are usually

regarded as true hermaphrodites, but there is no sufficient evidence to

support this view.

Passing on to the first six specimens described it will be seen that

asymmetrical in size and colour, they form a descending series. The
more the blue scaling, the smaller the wing, on which it occurs, tends

to become. The blue scaling shows a very remarkable peculiarity in

that it is accompanied by numbers of the coarse hair scales, always

present in the male, but absent even in the bluest ab., seinisynt/rapha,

of the female. More important still is the presence in them
of androconial scales otherwise known as " battledore scales," or
" blasenschuppen," which are confined to the male, and are generally

regarded as scent scales with a sexual significance. The number of

androconia present obviously depends on the amount of blue scaling

in the parts of the wing where androconia are most abundant in the

normal male. Probably there are a few present even in the two speci-

mens in which I failed to detect them. In both the females, in which
I failed to find them, blue scales were scanty in the areas where these

androconia are most abundant.
Another fact of the greatest interest is that in the first four there

is no abnormality of ovaries or cement glands, such as almost invariably

occurs in hermaphrodites.

In the fifth there is a considerable deficiency of internal organs ;

but the sixth, outwardly much the most remarkable specimen, shows
no abnormality of the internal organs beyond a few small gaps in the

regular disposition of the ova.

None of the specimens showed any maldevelopment of the external

armature, and most remarkable of all, none showed any trace of

male sex gland or of structures belonging to the male genital organs,,

either mternal or external. In these respects the specimens appear

to be unlike any hitherto described.

Another point of interest is that though the male A. coridon is con-

siderably larger than the female, all the specimens which resemble

those I have described have the wings which show both male and
female characters smaller than those which show female characters

alone.

Instances of perfectly halved gynandromorphous insects with almost

normal female internal organs and without any trace of male internal

organs are well-known. Indeed, I have dissected one myself, but in

these there are considerable parts of the external chitinous structures

of the male present in addition to those peculiar to the female.

The absence of any sexual characters of the two sexes in

my specimens rules them out of this class. The name pseudo-

hermaphrodite is unsuitable for them. It is used for individuals of
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the mammalia, where one tj'pe of sex gland is present, but where the

other portions of the secondary sexual apparatus are intermediate in

character and most closely resemble those of the sex opposite to that

to which they actually belong. This condition is made possible by

the fact that these portions of the secondary sexual apparatus are

absolutely homologous in the two sexes. Such pseudo-hermaphrodites

are bilaterally symmetrical, whereas as3a'nraetry is the most noticeable

feature of these abnormal coridnn.

I venture to suggest the following classification of these different

forms of hermaphroditism.

(1) Genetic heriiiaphroditis)ii. This is to be confined to those cases

in which germplasm of both sexes is present, i.e., both ovarian and
testicular tissue. A number of gynandroniorphs belong to this class.

(2) Primary Souiatic lieriiiaphroditisiii. In this class germplasm
of only one sex is present (ovary or testis), but secondary sexual organs

of both sexes. The secondary sexual organs are formed of somatoplasm.

Some gynandromorphs belong to this class.

(3) Secoiidari/ Somatic heniiaidiroditis'ii. In this class both sex

gland (germplasm) and secondary sexual organs (somatoplasm) belong

to one sex, but secondary sexual characters of both sexes are present

in the wings and other parts formed of somatoplasm. To this class

belong the Royston coridnn (nos. 1 to 6) and probably all similar

specimens.

The name gynandromorph is comprehensive, and merely means
that both male and female characters in wing markings or coloration

are present, and covers both groups. Unfortunately most of our

gynandromorphous specimens are never dissected, and we do not know
whether they are true hermaphrodites or not. All those which have
been dissected have proved to be so, but they only form a small pro-

portion of the total number.
Sex appears to behave as a Mendelian character, the female being

heterozygous and the male homozygous. A possible explanation of

hermaphroditism is that it is due to an abnormal division of chromo-
somes. One nucleus obtains too much of the chromatin substance

which determines maleness or femaleness, and one too little. The
recessive is able to show its presence either completely or partially,

according to the complete or partial absence of the chromatin substance,

which should have prevented it from showing its presence. More
probably it is due to the fertilisation of an ovum with two nuclei by
two spermatozoa. This occurrence, which has been proved to occur,

would explain the presence of two complete sets of genital apparatus,

internal and external, in some gynandromorphs. The presence of a

doable external apparatus in an individual developed from a single ovum
and spermatozoon would be impossible if the external structures in

the two sexes are homologous. There are difficulties in the way of

accepting this theory, but they do not appear insurmountable.

Hermaphrodites in the lepidoptera show a series running from
those in which the primary and secondary sexual characters of both

sexes are evenly balanced, to those in which the characters of one or

other sex preponderate to lesser or greater extent, liut the primary
sexual characters of both sexes may be evenly balanced, whilst the

secondary sexual characters of one or other sex greatly preponderate,

and vice versa. For instance, the secondary sexual characters of the
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male may be highly developed even in the absence of the testes. I

should regard these abnormal coridon as taking their place at the

extreme end of this series. The primary sexual characters of the male
sex are entirely swamped, and the secondary sexual characters of the

female sex greatly preponderate over those of the male.

It w^ould be interesting to breed from these Royston coriilon. The
ova would almost certain 1}^ prove fertile. We already have proof that

hermaphroditism in lepidoptera is familial, and some evidence that it

is hereditary, though in the case of most ordinary hermaphrodites
•direct descent is out of the question.

Most important knowledge of the nature of the descent might be

obtained, and, if the experiment proved successful, investigation on the

chromosomes of these individuals on the lines of Doncaster's work
miight be carried out, and throw light on more fundamental questions.

The existence of a race of coridon at Royston, in which femaleness

so greatly preponderates over maleness, without entirely obliterating

it, and the absence of specimens in which maleness preponderates over

femaleness, or in which the characteis of both sexes are evenly balanced,

though these have been found elsewhere, points to a marked difference

between different degrees of hermaphroditism, the nature of which still

awaits elucidation.

Note.— It i^ a curious, and I think pertinent, fact, that at Royston the female
specimens on all occasions when I have been there have numerically exceeded the

males by at least 20 to 1—usually to a much greater degree even than this

—

pointing to a very strong racial preponderance of " femaleness."— G. Wheeler.

Notes on Swiss Rhopalocera. I.

By the late Mk. A. J. FISON.

[In looking over various papers and manuscripts belonging to my
late uncle, Mr. A. J. Fison, of Charpigny, Switzerland, we came across

some notes on Swiss butterflies in his handwriting. Thinking these

might be of service to collectors who make Switzerland their hunting-
ground, and of interest to entomologists in general, I have arranged
them in some sort of order for publication in the Knt. Becord. This
was no easy task as the notes consist of miscellaneous jottings on
scraps of paper, written at odd moments. They therefore can lay no
claim to perfection in literary style, or in detailed scientific description.

* Further notes will follow, provided the editor cares to insert them,
for it seems a thousand pities that Mr. Fison's knowledge of Swis^s

Ehopalocera, gained by 80 years' experience and patient study, should
remain unpublished and so be lost to the science of Lepidopterology
for ever.

This particular series describes his visits to Pontresina in -July and
August 1901 and 190-1, and contains remarks on specimens he took
there and in the immediate district on those occasions.

—

Lilian M.
FisoN, Southcote, Guildford. September, 1914.]

* As Mr. Fison, during a good many years, rarely made any entomological
expedition without writing an account of h to me (unless I was with him on the
occasion), and as I have carefully preserved these accounts, I am putting the whole
•of them at Miss Fison's disposal, for incorporation, so far as may be convenient,
in her notes. They contain a mass of valuable information which I have never
had time to edit, and I am indeed glad that my old friend's niece should have
undertaken the task of giving his notes to the world.— G. Wheeler.
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I. PONTRESINA. 1901 & 1904.

1. Parnassiiis deliiis, Esp.

Abundant although rather worn early in August 1901 ; less so

1904. Three or four as ab. inornata, Wh. 5 s very dark. In marshes
round entrance to Heuthal, and even before Bernina Haus. Towards
Bernina Pass, Rosegg Valley near Restaurant (4), 30 vii. 04.

2. Calias palaeno, L.

West of first Schafberg Restaurant, 24 vii. 01, abundant but worn..

Muottas de Pontresina and its Alp, plentiful but difficult to capture on
rough ground. All July.

3. PolyommatHH eras, Ochs.

Abundant on slopes near, and north of, Bernina Haus, 20 vii. to

10 viii. 01 and 04.

4. Aricia donzelii, Bdv.

26 vii. -15 viii. 01 and 04. Could take six to twelve any day (chiefly

on low rose-bushes) between Pontresina Old Church and the walled-

in torrent 30 yds. west of it. Most were about 50 to 80 yds. east of

torrent, below steeper mountain slopes. Whole corner an excellent

hunting-ground.

5. yacciniina optilete, Knoch.

20 vii. -10 viii. 01 and 04. A few on paths besides Morteratsch

and Rosegg glaciers, but more about half-way to Morteratsch glacier

Restaurant''' (below foot of glacier) on path to south of river. Usually

three or four there by a large wooden water trough with pipes.

6. BrentJds pales var. arsilache, Esp.

All July on Arnica flowers. Took nine, but rather worn, in-

clearings along edges of woods south of Saniaden and Celerina, 23-25

viii. 04. Found none near StiUser See, as reported by Kane.

7. Brenthis thore, Hb.

All July, both years, in clearings in Rosegg Valley woods (east of

torrent) towards end of woods, beyond spot where path has fallen into

torrent. Found mostly on yellow flowers. Not very abundant.

8. Brenthis ino, Rott.

As one goes from Pontresina to St. Moritz by path in woods. Quite

fairly common in meadows just before reachin;/ woods. Also near St.

Moritz at west end of lake, vii. 01. In 1904 plentiful m marshy spots

(openings) in forest opposite Hotel Steinbok (south of it) across torrents

9. Melitaea maturna, L., var. wolfensberf/eri, Frey.

11 vii. 01, on Alp Gram. Two beside Lake of Le Prese (south-

west end), 13 vi. 01. Two below Diavolezza Hut leading to glacier

south of it, 19 vii. 01. A fine hunting-ground if hot.

* This Kestaurant does not now exist. A new one has been built by the

station near the bridge crossing the stream.—H.J.T.
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10. Melitaea cynthia, Hb.

SoiTth of Diavolezza Hut even in August if the summer be hot (one

worn, 24 viii. 01). Between Bernina Haus and Hotel, top of pa^:s, on
flat south-west of road. Took several there 11-18 vii. 01.

N.B.—There were also many 3i. parthcnie, Brkh., var. varia, M.D.,

M. aurinia, Rott., var. )iierope, Prunner, Latiorina orbitnltis, Prunner,
and Parnasftii(s delius, Esp.

A/, asieria, Frr., is also reported from there, and from the Heuthal,

but I did not see it.

11. Coenonympha satyrion, Esp., var. unicolor, Wh.

12. Polyommatus semiargus, Rott., var. montana, Frey, and

13. Pleheins argyroynomon, Bergst. (argus, L.), var. aegidion, Meiss.

I found all these on path along west side of Morteratsch glacier.

The first 80-150 yds. above the path, just after leaving woods. The
attraction seemed to be little bits of black or boggy ground in sheltered

corners, as on Alp Grum.
The second and third I found at corners on path, almost touching

moraine, near last dead trees ; some water ran through this tiny

hollow.

N.B.—Further on, below the club hut, I took Erebia gorge, Esp.,

var. triopes, Spr., and E. alecto, Hb., var. glacialis, Esp.

14. Erebia fiavofasciata, Heyne.

I took six on zigzags, 20 metres above the first or lower restaurant,

on the Schafberg, 24 vii. 01. I saw none at that point in 1904, but
Professor Thieme, of Berlin, and a friend, got 55 from 1-16 vii., on flat

path leading south-east from first restaurant towards Languard Alp.

The point where they were found has a longer slope of grass (not so

steep as most) above path, whilst below it is a rulge descending to just

north of Pontresina Old Church. Professor Thieme said that after

July 16 was too late iov fiavofasciata.

N.B.—-The Erebia mnestra, Hb., I took ascending this ridge,

28 vii. 04, are a little like E. christi, Ratzer.

I also took a flacofasciata, 10 viii. 01, on steep slopes east of

Tscherva Hut, and another ascending to it on grass slopes above
junction of the two glaciers.

f

N.B.

—

E. epiphron, Enoch, var. cassiope, Fabr., was very abundant
on both these slopes. A dark form at that date (10 viii. 01), absent
in August, 1904.

15. Erebia gorge, Esp., var. triopes, Spr.

High up (with E. glacialis) towards second restaurant, on Schaf-
berg, and going towards Piz Languard. However, most abundant at

top of Bernina Pass. I took 25 there, 18 vi. 01.

On Fuorcla Surlej (between Rosegg glacier and St. Moritz. No
triopes, but the type with two eyes, 17 viii. 01.

One of these two specimens has the yellow band, underside hindwing,
broken up into spots something like melampus but of irregular shape. It is the
specimen to which I referred in the 2nd Obs. on p. 124 in my " Butterflies of

Switzerland."—G. W.
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OLEOPTERA.
The Supposed Larva of Claviger longicornis, Mull.—In the

Entowolnniske Meddeleher [vol. x., pp. 70-73. Pit. 3, figs. 6-8 (1913)]
E. C. Rosenberg describes and figures a coleopterous larva from moles'

nests, which he queries as that of j\Iedon castancus, Steph. As the

figure he gives is so very like that of the supposed larva of Claviiier

longicornis, figured by Dr. Chapman [Knt. Record, vol. xxv., Pit. 24,

figs. 1-12 (1913)] it seems necessary to call attention to the fact. I

have frequently found Medon brtmnens at Box Hill, both under stones

and in ants' nests, in the locality where the supposed Claviger larv^

were found, it is therefore probable that these larvae belong to the

Medon, and that of Claviger still remains unknown.

—

Horace Donis-
THORPE (P.E.S.), 58, Kensington Gardens, S.W.

:]^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
AcRONYCTA ALNi IN SussEX.—My brother, Mr. H. Leonard Sich,

forwarded a larva of this species from East Hoathly. He saw it on
sallow, growing on the roadside, on July 10th, 1914. In the covering

letter he wrote, " My eye caught the hairs on it, or otherwise I should

have mistaken it for a bird's dropping. I did not know that they went
so low for protection's sake." The larva has now spun up in a section

of a branch of elder from which the pith was partly removed.

—

-Alfred
Sich (F.E.S.), Corney House, Chiswick.

CoLiAs hyale in the S.E, of England.^—When at Folkestone, on
September 13fch, I saw a worn specimen of Colias hyale. No C. ediisa

were seen, and both FyrameiH cardni and P. atalanta were scarce.

—

L. W. Newman (F.E.S.), Bexley, Kent.

Butterflies at Eastbourne in late September.—I did not see

many insects about except Pyrameis cardui and P. atalanta. There
were only a very few Aglais urticae and a iew Agriades thetis (bellargus).

—Stanley Edwards (F.E.S.), 15, St. German's Place, Blackheath, S.E.

Orgyia antiqua in Devonshire.—Whilst walking on Dartmoor
yesterday (September 27th), and crossing the valley of the river Ernie

at a spot about three miles from its source, and 1,000ft. above the sea

level, I was surprised at disturbing a number of male Orgyia antiqua

from the bracken. I do not know whether you will consider this fact

worth recording, but it struck me that it was an unusual situation to

find the species and also a late date. I may add that it does not

appear to be a very common moth in these parts, in fact I have observed

very few specimens during the twelve years that I have resided here.

—

H. H. May, Black Friars House, Plymouth. [Barrett, Lep. Brit. Is.,

vol. ii., says, " July to September ; and in rare instances specimens of

a partial second generation appear in October."]

CoLiAs edusa in Somerset.—When out shooting near Charlton

Mackull, Somerset, on Saturday, September 26th, I saw a specimen of

Colias edusa, the only one I have seen this year. Here at Chewton
Mendip the second brood of Celastrina argiolus were unusually plenti-

ful at the beginning of August. During September I'yraiiieis atalanta

has been numerous in the garden, and a few P. cardui have also been

seen.

—

Waldegrave (F.E.S.), Chewton Priory, Bath. ISeptewber SOth.

A Retrospect for 1914.—In the following account I am only
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giving a list of the insects that I wanted, except in a very few
instances, as I did not take notes of everything I saw whilst collecting.

One of my first expeditions was atrip to Wimbledon Common after

Apncheiiiia his/iuhria, on February 25th, when I secured one male
only, but I noticed that Hijbernia leucophaearia and Hjibernia mar-

(jinaria (profiemiiiaria) were in great numbers both of males and
females. I also secured one Phit/alia pedaria [pilomria) female. On
February 28th a trip to the same locality brought more success, and I

took two males and a female of A. hispidaria, the latter unfortunately

infertile, and although 1 placed her in my own garden for assembling,

I had no luck.

I did not do any collecting at all during March, which was very

cold, but on the 31st I bred a female Polyploca ridens from a New
Forest larva. On April 1st a sallow expedition in the Horley district

yielded only the usual herd, Taeniocampa pulvernlenta (cruda), T.

fjothica, T. miinda, T. fjracilis, T. stablis, T. instabilis, Scopelosoma

sotellitia, and CerasHs vaccinii. From April 11th to 14th was spent

in the New Forest, but I did not get anything worthy of note except

four Cidaria dterata {pait ticata) and one Lobophora viretata on sallow.

From April 24th to 30th I bred a fine lot of Eupithecia lariciata from
larvae taken at Box Hill in August, 1913, two Plastenis reclusa, some
T. iiracilia, a red form, and Panolis piniperda, all also from larv^

obtained in the New Forest. On April 24th, at light, I took Gono-

dontia bidentata, LcDiipropteri/x siiJfiDiiata, and one Eupithecia coronata.

On May 3rd two more G. bidentata emerged from Box Hill larvae,

and a Seniinthisa notata from a Worth Forest larva, and my pupa of

Aegeria culiciformis, which I had taken a few days before in the latter

locality began to emerge, while two Cidaria conjlata emerged on
May 10th, also from Worth. At light in the latter forest, on
May 16th, I secured a male Notodonta trepida, four Tephrosia con-

sonaria, while Drepana falcataria (falcida) and Drepana lacertinaria

(lacertida) were also noted. A visit to Box Hill, on May 22nd,

produced Eplnjra linearia {trilinearia), Amphidaus betnlaria, Bapta

teinerata, and another visit on the 30th gave me two Agrotis cinerea,

Bapta bimaciilata {taminata), Etipithecia coronata, E. linearia (trili-

nearia), and Aathena candidata mostly at light.

A few hours spent in Crowborough Warren on June 1st produced

but one Perizowa albulata and one Eupithecia pusillata. At Box
Hill, on June 5th, I took a male Agrotis cinerea, Craspedia {Acidalia)

ornata, Endrosa irrorella, and two Lithoda sororcula {aureola).

On June 7th I went to Lewes for Adscita geryon and Rhagades

globulariae, but the weather was not propitious, and I only took two

males of the former species. At Box Hill, on June 25th, I obtained

Plusia pulchrina, P. iota, Ephyra linearia {trilinearia) worn, Cucullia

nmbratica, Xylophasia sublustris, Dianthoecia cucubali, Eupithecia

venosata, E. oblongata {centaureata), Botys hyalinalis, B. pandalis, and

a var. bilinea of Grammeda trigraiiniiica {trilinea). I bred Cucullia

aateris on June 30th from a Worth Forest larva, a Triphaena fimbria

from the same locality, and the first of a brood of Pailura monacha

from ova laid by a female taken at Oxshott. On June 13th, and

again on June 17th, I bred an Aegeria andrenaefonuis, the former from

a Box Hill stick, and the latter from one cut at Bishop's Waltham, in

Hants, on my way up from the New Forest, in April. Four Palim-
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psestis fluctuosa in perfect condition came to light in Worth Forest on
June 19th.

On June 21st I went to South Devon for a fortnight to a little

place near Kingsbridge, and the following is a list of the insects

taken : Ebulea sanibucalix, E. crncealis, Pionea forficalu, Eitrrhypara

urticata (urticalin) , Boti/s ruralis (^verticalu), Eiipithecia coronata,

Perizoma affinitata, Bapta teinerata, Acidalia promiitata, A. aversata,

Anticlea rnhidata, A. ciicullata [mmata), Cidaria fulvata, Xanthorhoe
(jaliata, Xantliorlio'e imangidata, Ih/psipetes furcata [elutata), Cosmo-

triche potatoria, Miltochrista miniata, Lithoaia Inrideola (coi)iplannla),

Mamestra albicolon, A(/rotis limii/cra, one A. t^uf'nm, and one Leucania

putrescens. Besides these I took a good number of larvae.

On my return journey from Devon I stayed for three or four days

in the New Forest, July 16th to 18th. There I took Miltochrista

miniata, LitJiosia (/rixeola, Hetemnena asella, Aventia fiexida, Hypenodes

taenialis {albistrif/alis), H. costaeatriyalin, Tiiphaena orbona [subset] iia),

Af/rotis siifusa, Leucania turca, Perizoma alcheniillata, and a good

number of larvfe. On July 24th, at Oxshott, I took Cab/mnia
pyralina, Ephyra pnnctaria, and E. pendularia, while a visit to Box
Hill, on July 26th, produced a good series of Lithosia deplana

{helveola). This was my last evening's work this year, as since the

war began I have not been poking around with a lamp at night, for

people, always rather curious about a light at night, would possibly

take one for a spy in these days, and I dont want a hole in my skin

just yet.

During the last month I have done a little beating, but have not

got very much for my trouble, some Xotodonta dictaeoidsH, X. plioebe

{dromedarius), Hylophila prasinana, and a good number of Geometers
which I have not yeb identified, were obtained.

With regard to the butterflies, I have not taken a single specimen

that I wanted, but a month ago I had sent to me four Papilin machann
larvae from Norfolk.—H. Baker Sly (F.E.S.), Maplesdon, Horley,

Surrey.

®^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
A note in the Irisli Xat. for July reports that during the excep-

tional spell of calm, hot weather at Killarney in April, butterflies were

numerous all over the district, especially tortoishells and peacocks, and
that two freshly- born brimstones were seen sunning themselves on the

hot rocks at the water's edge near the Lower Lake. Doubtless these

last were hybernated specimens, as (rnuepteryx rhamni is in the larval

stage in the late spring, and does not emerge from the chrysalis until

the late summer. Has anyone seen this species sun itself on the

rocks ? Many species have different habits in different surroundings,

but G. rhamni both here and on the continent, in our experience,

avoids the ground at all times.

To the Ann. Soc. Knt. Bely., M. F. J. Ball contributes a very

interesting and useful series of observations on the " Seasonal Dimor-
phism of the Androconial Scales of certain Rhopalocera." The writer

had tested the androconial scales of all the Ayriades thersites which were
in the Brussels Museum, and had fully confirmed the observations of

Dr. Chapman as to these differences. He wished to extend his
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observations to other species of butterflies having two generations a

year and of which the males possess androconial scales. The following

species were examined : Pierift brassieae and aest. lepidii, P. rapae and
vern. metra, P. napi and aest. napaeae, Pontia daplidice and vern.

helUdice, Paravf/e aegeria var. aeijerides and aest. teniiiplnwosa, P. mef/aera

and aest. filipliDna, Coenoni/iiipha panipJiiliis, PolyoDiniatns icarus and
aest. ovalisqiiainona, P. sewiar)/ns and aest. niicroconia, Celastrina

aiyinliis and aest. lathiptwna and Kveres arriiades and vern. poli/sperchon.

In all these species the seasonal dimorphism of the androconial scales

is well developed, except that in ('. panijilnlm it is difficult to separate

the generations, but if specimens be contrasted from early and late

broods the differentiation is equally marked. In the course of the

paper the author names the broods of those thus differing and which
have received no varietal name hitherto. The following is a list of the

new names introduced by M. Ball : Aijriades thersites f. aest. chapmani,

Paravfje aegeria var. aegerides f. aest. tenuiplumosa, P. viegaera f. aest.

filipluma, Polgonuiiattis icarus f . aest. ovalisqiiamosa, P. semiargus f. aest.

microcnnia and C. argiolns f. aest. latisqitama. The notes are based

almost exclusively on Belgian specimens, and figures of the scales are

given in each species dealt with. No doubt further investigation will

add to this list considerably.

On October 22nd the South London Entomological Society have an

exhibition of Anthroceridae [Zggaenidae) with particular reference to

the British species and their races and forms. Visitors are invited to

bring forward all contributions to the meeting which would help to

elucidate any particular question, such as the hippocrepidis form, etc.

We understand that the following entomologists have given up, we
hope only temporarily, the net to take their share in the terrible

European struggle. Mr. K. G. Blair, B.Sc, F.E.S., has joined the

Seaforth Highlanders; Mr. N. D. Riley, F.E.S., is in Kitchener's

Army ; Mr. Austen, is a Captain in the Artists' Corps (Territorials) ;

Mr. P. A. Buxton, F.E.S., and his brother Mr. D. A. J. Buxton are in

the 1st East Anglia Field Ambulance. Two sons of Mr. T. W. Hall,

the genial Treasurer of the South London Society, are at the front,

and at least a dozen have volunteered from the Entomological Depart-

ment of the South Kensington Natural History Museum.
Mr. C. B. Williams, F.E.S., of the Innes Institute, who has

taken such an active part in the discovery of representatives of the

new order Protiira in Britain, has gone to the United States for some
months. We hope that he will be able to add considerably to our

knowledge of this primitive and obscure order from material which it

is possible he may obtain on the Western Continent.

OC IE T IE S.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.

July 2377/.

—

Larv.^ of C. galii and J. alni.—Mr. Newman ex-

hibited larvfE of Celerio gallii reared from ova and a larva of Jocheaera

alni. Dwarf P. icarus.—Mr. Curwen, a dwarf Polyomiiiatus icarus

measuring 20mm. in expanse from Piggott's Hole. Bred S. phegea.

—Mr. Morford, a bred series of Sy)ito)iiis p/iegea from ova laid by a

female taken at Iselle. Psychid larv^.—Mr. Main, small Psychid
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larvae in their little cases which had emerged from a large case (cocoon)

from Lugano, with some larvae of the firefly, Luciola italica. Breeding
OP Crioceuis species.—Mr. Blair, bred specimens of the beetles

Crioceris ULii [iiicrdiijera, F.), end of C. ineniif/erq [hninnea, F.), the

larvae of the former on lilies of the latter on black bryony. Mr.

Priske, living larvfe and pupae of the beetle ]\[dasoiiia popKli. Exhibit

OF Saturniids.—Mr. Morford, the large Saturniids, Vhilosamia c]inthia

and Antheraea perneyi. A ctiRious gall growth on willow.—Mr.

Step, on behalf of Mr. West (Greenwich), a large mass of aberrant

growth of twigs of willow, apparently caused by a species of gall.

JiliEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
A Natural History of Bournemouth and District. By *the

members of the Natural Science Society. Published by the Society.

400 pp., 3 maps, and 19 plates. Price half-a-crown. Sold by Bright's,

Ltd., The Arcade, Bournemouth.—This volume is very strong evidence

of the valuable stimulus given to the work of local Science Societies

by the organisation known as the South-Eastern Union of Scientific

Societies. As already noted, the Union held their annual Congress at

Bournemouth, in June last, by invitation of the Mayor and Corpora-

tion. This visit gave the members of the local Natural Science

Society an opportunity not only to bring their Society's work before

the general public, but to issue the present volume as a record of the

natural peculiarities of Bournemouth and its surrounding neighbour-

hood.

More than half the book is pure natural history, zoology, botany,

and geology, while another section deals with topography. The work
is not a list of names m.erely for reference, but every chapter is quite

readable by any lover of nature. Each section of a chapter is written

by a specialist ; no less than twenty-six different authors have con-

tributed one or more articles under the able editorship of Sir Daniel

Morris, K.C.M.G., the present President of the Society. One of the

contributors to our pages, Mr. Parkinson Curtis, F.E.S., is responsible

for the section devoted to the consideration of Lepidoptera and of

Spiders, and also, in conjunction Avith his brother, Mr. Barker Curtis,

for that contributed on Bird Life. Since the area described contains

such well-known entomological localities as the Isle of Purbeck and

the New Forest, the information given, not only in the purely natural

history sections, but also in those devoted to Topography, will be of

great value to students of nature visiting West Hampshire or East

Dorset. We are reminded that Lampides boetictis, Everes argiades,

Aqriades coridon ab. syntjrapha, and ab. fowleri, Tliymelicus acteon,

Phryxus livornica, Coscinia crihrum, Deiopeia pidchella, Steriha sacraria,

Anthrocera meliloti, etc., have or do occur in this favoured and varied

area. Of the Microlepidoptera but little mention is made :
" many

species have been added to the British list from the Bournemouth
district. Several have been made known to science." Apparently

much remains to be done in this group, and this is work which can be

undertaken with little efiect by the visitor, but must be carried out by

a "scientific study of the locality," only possible to a resident. The
volume concludes with a very full index of thirty-six pages and a most

useful bibliography. This is one of the most interesting of books
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dealing with local natural history with which we have met, and the

price is quite incommensurate with the value and size.—H.J.T.

A MoNoaRAPH OF THE Genus Teracolus.. By Emily Mary Bowdler
Sharp. 156 pp., 44 coloured plates (450 figs.), 4vo. £3 3s. Od. net.

Messrs. L. Reeve and Co.—The issue of this work was originally com-
menced in parts in 1898, and so far as it was carried out by the author
it is now published for the first time in one volume with title and
index. To those Avho make a special study of the Piendae this book,

with its 44 plates of carefully executed and coloured figures of almost
all the species with their local races and forms, should prove very use-

ful. All the chief synonymic references are given, with descriptions

of the male, female and local races, while particular attention is given

to the Seasonal Dimorphism which is such a feature in the economy
of many species of this genus. Long lists of localities are included

with many extracts from the published writings of all the best authori-

ties, such as Dr. Trimen, Dr. Butler, Col. Yerbury, Guy Marshall,

Hon. Walt. Rothschild, De Niceville, etc. The genus I'eracolnx {sensil

lata), according to Kirby, Handbook, vol. i., p. 192, 1896, forms " a

little group peculiar to Africa and South-western Asia as far as India,

where they represent the Paltearctic genus KuMo'e. It is very

numerous in species which, though differing very much in outward
appearance, present few. tangible characters by which they can be

satisfactorily separated into genera, and hence they have been united

into a single genus by Dr. Butler, in which he has been followed by
Mr. Trimen, who formerly treated Idmais as distinct." Seitz Macro-
Icp., Fn. Afric, vol. xiii., 1910, recognises only one genus as does

Miss Sharp. The price of the bound book is considerably less than
when the parts were issued. It might also be mentioned that Messrs.

Reeve are disposing of the remainders of such works as Barrett's

British Lepidoptera, Fowler's British Coleoptera, Wilson's Larva- of

British Lepidoptera, Lang's Butterfiies of Europe, etc., at much reduced

prices, even in monthly volumes if wished. It may be mentioned that

Barrett is the only modern author who deals with the British

Tortrices in anything like detail. — H.J.T.
The South Eastern Naturalist, being the Transactions of the

South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies for 1914. 208 pp. and 1

plate. Price 3s. 6d. net. Prom H. Norman Gray, Hon. Assist. Sec,

334, Commercial Road, London, E.—This is the eighteenth annual
volume which has been issued. The present issue is divided into four

parts. The first deals with the activities of the Union during the year.

This includes a record of work done by affiliated societies and their

members, which we regret to see is lamentably imperfect, in that it

contains no items from one of the most virile of local societies, viz.,

The South London Entomological and Nat. Hist. Society. This
society contains a large proportion of the most active and original

workers, in Entomology at any rate, and the records of their work
would go far to fill up the references in that section, which is thus
deficient in the recorded activities of the Union. The second part is a

daily record of events at the Congress, this year held at Bournemouth,
and is most interesting reading, particularly to those of us who took

part. This occupies nearly sixty pages, including accounts of the

meetings of Council and Delegates, of the Field Meetings, of the

Mayoral Reception, of the Discussion on the papers read, etc., and
concluding with a description of the Museum and Loan Exhibition.
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A curious method of procedure was adopted at the delegates' meeting
which certainly, to say the least, should not have been allowed. One
member " was asked to bring together a small committee, who should

recommend to the delegates nominations for the council," to fill three

irregular vacancies on that body. This gentlemen subsequently

proposed himself and two others who were elected pro forma. It is

gratifying to see that the Union is at last commencing to sectionize its

activities. At the instance of Dr. W. Martin, Prof. G. S. Boulger and
others, a meeting of botanists was convened to " consider the co-

ordination and re-invigoration of the Botanical work of the Union."
This resulted in a Section being formed, with Committees and Sub-
committees for special work. May it be suggested that a similar

Section be formed for Zoology. This could well be done in 1915 at

Brighton, a meeting place which will be quite accessible to members
living in the South-Eastern area, of whom so many are interested in

one branch or another of this subject. In the Loan Museum one
large room was devoted to the exhibition of the whole of Mr. Percy
Bright's wonderful collection of British Lepidoptera, Mimicry in

Insects by Mr. Parkinson-Curtis, Dimorphism, seasonal and sexual, in

insects by Mr. Tatchell, etc. It was a privilege to see the great

number of wonderful aberrations accumulated in the first named
exhibit. The third part of the volume is taken up with the Presi-

dential Address and the Papers contributed to Congress. " Science

and Life," by P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., President, " Vegetation of

the Bournemouth District," by W. Munn Rankin, M.Sc, " Scenery of

Bournemouth and its Geological History," by Wm. T. Ord, F.G.S.,

and "Flora of the New Forest," by Rev. J. E. Kelsall, are of more or

less interest to entomologists. Sir Ronald Ross gave an address with

lantern illustrations on " Some points in connection with Tropical

Medicine." It seems a pity that the papers, which have been published

in this volume, are not illustrated with some of the large number of

excellent diagrams which were shown during the course of their

delivery. This valuable report is an admirable monument to the

untiring and able work of its Editor, Dr. Wm. Martin, M.A., F.S.A.,

the Hon. Secretary of the Society, and, in the interest of the Union's

membership, it is a pity that from unexplained circumstances some
at least of the members and associates are not to receive their copy

of the Report.—H.J.T.
Transactions of the Cardiff Naturalists Society, vol. xlvi.,

1913 (pp. 161 + 6, and 8 plates. Price 5s.)—This year's volume has,

as is now usual, about one-third of its pages taken up with natural

history matters, of which our colleague Mr. J. R. le B. Tomlin, M.A.,

F.E.S., occupies thirty-one with his second instalment of the " Cata-

logue of the Coleoptera of Glamorgan." The sections of this order

dealt with, comprise many of the smaller species, the Tachijporidae,

Staphylinidae, Stenidae, Oiiialidae, etc., and in many cases the author

points out, " it is, unfortunately, impossible to ascertain to what
species on our present lists the older records refer." He goes on to

point out that not only is there the possibility of misidentification in

the first instance with often two or more conceptions under the same
specific name, but " we have the extensive segregations of critical

species in the last 20 or 30 years split up into many species mainly

on differences of the genitalia." Archeology, Geology, and Meteoro-

logical Records occupy most of the remainder of the volume.—H.J.T.
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Gavarnie in 1914. {With plate.)

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.E.S.

I am tempted to assert that I visited Gavarnie in 1914 on purpose

to study Latiorina pijrenaica, but I am restrained by more than a

suspicion that the real attraction was a love of the mountains, that

may be gratified at least as well at Gavarnie as elsewhere, giving L.

iryrenaica a place, but only a second place in the determination. At

any rate Mr. Champion and I arrived at Eaux Chaudea at noon on the

7th of July, and the next day changed our quarters to the Hotel des

Pyrenees at Gabas (3,690 ft.) on the road leading by the Col du Pour-

talet to Panticosa.

Here I found a very large brood of Encanessa antiopa, about half-

grown, feeding on birch. Of these I sent a small portion, some half-

a-dozen dozens, to Mr. Tonge, on the 8th, with a fear that at their

size they were too many to make so long a journey safely. It proved,

however, that they arrived in good condition, fed up bravely, and pro-

duced only about a score of imagines, since to Mr. Tonge's disappoint-

ment more than two-thirds of them produced parasites.

On the 13th a somewhat worn E. antiopa was seen on the wing.

A little way up the valley towards and at Bious-Artigues, Pieris

vmnni was not at all scarce. This species does not occur at Gavarnie.

At the Col du Pourtalet (5,890 ft.), and at various points by the

roadside, even some five kilometers nearer Gabas, Erebia lefebcrei was

not at all uncommon, the majority of specimens being without any

rust colour, the general appearance being almost identical with that

of E. Dielas. Along with it there was usually a rather larger number
of E. stijr/ne, very difficult always to be sure of before capture, and one

or two were taken that so far resembled E. lefebvrei as really to be

puzzling. One specimen was entirely without rust colour on the

hind wings. Other species seen at Gabas included Paranje megaera,

P. maera, Flrebia evias, p], epipliron, 7'J. tijudanis, and Pieris rapae.

Pontia (laplidice was specially common, and a specimen of Anthocliaris

helia (or ainiplonia) was seen.

On the 13th we left Gabas for Gavarnie (4,430 ft.), arriving there

the same evening, calling on M. Rondou at Gedre on the way. On
the 14th a search for Latiorina pyrenaica resulted in two males being

seen, and it Avas concluded the species was hardly out. The day was
very hot, and in the evening we were visited by a thunderstorm, with

deluges of rain.

The next day (15th) we visited the slopes of the Pimene, in com-
pany with M. Rondou. During nearly the whole excursion we were

in dense fog, so that even Mr. Rondou was not always very certain of

where we were, and butterflies on the way were hopelessly absent. I

had already concluded that the foodplant of L. pyrenaica was, with

great probability, Androsace villoma, and I looked amongst a good deal

of this plant, but without seeing any trace of a pupa or of a belated

larva.

On this and other occasions M. Rondou told me many things about

local insects that one regrets he has not published, such as his having

bred Polyornmatns eras from Oxytropis pyrenaica^,,.^^tf&^^^l3^mjm

orbitulus from Androsace (Greyoria) vitaliana. \Ye saw largo shee1S(!flwS

November 15th, 1914. Jc^'

'

*
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the latter plant in places where M. Rondou told us L. orhitidus was
frequent or common, though on such a day, of course, none were in

evidence. In places this beautiful plant formed the greater part of

the vegetation, being more dominant than I have seen it elsewhere.

We took another excursion with M. Rondoa to the Val d'Estaube,

on the 2-lth, a very interesting excursion, apart from the wish to see

L. pyrenaica in another locality. The valley of the Gave d'Heas drops

rapidly into the Gave du Pau et Gedre, but above this portion the slope

is more gradual. Some little way up M. Eondou pointed out a small

meadow of only an acre or two, on which he said Erehia caecilia was
usually to be seen, and there, in fact, we found three specimens. M.
Rondou was of opinion that that butterfly had no settlement there,

but arrived from the mountain above, where it was common,
descending (by accident or design) quite 2000 ft. (I have no exact

measurement) of nearly precipitous cliff. 1 felt a difficulty in under-

standing if this was so, how it always hit this little meadow and
nowhere else, and equally if it was native to the meadow, how it

could maintain itself in so small a patch without spreading elsewhere.

I recollected, however, reading in some account of the species

(where, I forget), how at a certain hour of the morning, in one
of its localities (Cauterets ?), it suddenly put in an appearance, all

specimens progressing steadily downhill.

The Val d'Estaube rises rather high up on the slope above the Gave
d'Heas, and thereafter rises gradually, with several steps, as usual, in

Alpine valleys, where no doubt the ancient glaciers had an icefall.

Some little way up the valley is a slope below limestone cliffs, and
here L. in/rcnaicavf&s found, but not so abundantly as M. Rondou says

it often is there. A butterfly not uncommon in the Val d'Heas, and
also in the Val d'Ossoue, and indeed elsewhere near Gavarnie, is

Pol>jo)innatiis (Agriade^s) escJieri, its best known foodplant, Atitrar/aliis

vionspessidaniis, being well distributed, especially in the calcareous

areas. The form of P. escJieil here, as is w^ell known, has not the

bold spotting of the underside so characteristic in localities in

Dauphiny and Switzerland, but is much in tone like P. icarus, culmi-

nating in the ab. and var. rondoai, in which the underside spots are

very small, and tending to obsolescence {Btdl. Soc. Knt. Fr., 1906,

p. 57), actually the Alpine form of escheri in the Pyrenees. On the

27th and the 31st we went to the Col du Pimene, whence one looks

down into the upper part of the Val d'Estaube and sees something of

the Cirque du Troumouse. On the way up Anthrocera antJu/llidis was
very abundant at a considerable elevation, though on the 27th the

weather was bad, and on the 81st they were getting the worse for

wear. On the first occasion Mr. Champion found various (more or

less good, I suppose) beetles, fairly abundant (weather dull, atmos-
phere damp) but on the second visit, only four days later, when con-

ditions were much more favourable for lepidoptera, the weather being

dry and warm, he was decidedly disappointed, and considered the

locality had not kept up its promise, and was no better than other

places visited on fine (but not for Coleoptera) days. Anthrocera con-

tanrhiei on my previous visit was not at all rare in several localities,

but on this occasion a desire to renew my acquaintance was not
cordially met, and I only saw two or three specimens.

The little lakes or ponds on the east of the direct (high level) route
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from Gavarnie to the Val d'Ossoue swarmed with teneral imagines of

Sj/ni/ietnon jiaveolum, many specimens being seen drying their wings
with their empty nymph cases below ; hundreds might easily have

been taken. Other dragonHies were very few. On a later day of our

stay the immature insects were less abundant, and mature ones were

scarce at the ponds, but were in evidence for some miles in several

directions, but now almost impossible to capture.

Almost anywhere above 6000 ft. Krehia lappnna was common, or

even abundant, almost all of the var. stliennyo, but occasional

specimens were not far froin the tj^pe form.

Gavarnie, without a reference to Erehia lefebvrci, would be almost

like Hamlet with the oft-suggested omission. We did not, however,

visit any of the localities where I knew it to be most abundant, on
the other hand, possibly because it was a good year for the species, we
never made any excursion above about 5000 ft. without seeing a

specimen or two, and no doubt, at the lower elevations, passed them
by as being probably E. stijipie, which was well in evidence practically

everywhere. This very general distribution of E. lefebrrei did not

agree with the impression 1 obtained at iny last visit, which was that

it occurred freely at a few places, more sparsely at a few others, but

apart from such localities did not occur.

I must also refer to Hesperia aiulrnnicilae, of which M. Obertbiir

took a specimen close to Gavarnie, I found a worn one at a higher

elevation, and have a large fresh specimen taken above Gabas.

One of our greatest pleasures at Gavarnie, that took us somewhat
by surprise, was to find M. C. Oberthiir at the Hotel Vignemale, where
we had many pleasant meetings and discussed various entomological

and other subjects. His keenness as a collector seemed to be as acute

as ever, he made good bags along the road to the Cirque, but the chase

in the evening when moths flew to the brilliantly illuminated windows
of the Hotel, and on one or two nights in shoals, was something to

remember. M. Oberthiir sat in the hall placing in chloroform bottles

moths that arrived almost more quickly than he could deal with them,
brought in nets, usually containing several specimens, by his grandson
and by various volunteers, of whom, more than once, I was one, the

moths being captured as they flew against the windows outside.

Amongst them were many good things, including a large Xoctiia

suspected to be a new spedies. One specimen I remember, a Xototlontci,

very close to N. ziczac, but with a large amount of white, giving it a

remarkable appearance.

Just before M. Oberthiir left, Mr. Harold Powell was added to his

party for two days, and though the mountaineering of M. Oberthiir's

grandson was the piece de resiatance, coUectmg was vigorously pursued.

I have said little of Latiorina pyrenaica, as I have hopes of working
out something of its life-history. I have larvre going into hibernation,

little black fellows, looking very different not only from L. Drhitulna at

that stage, but from every other Lyc;enid that I happen to know.
On the first of August we were contemplating going elsewhere for

a few days before returning home, but on this date news got through
to Gavarnie that made us decide to return home at once, starting the

following morning. Our adventures in getting back were so similar

to those of so many other people that they need not be farther referred

to except to remark that we had to stay on the way for four days at
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Lourdes, and though the weather was poor, and long excursions vetoed

by the hope of starting again on the first chance, we regarded the

country around as worthy of an entomological investigation on a
suitable opportunity.

Lepidoptera in Southern France, 1914.

By E. B. ASHBY, F.E.S.

{Concluded from page 221.)

Alpes Maritimes and Riviera.—The long journey from Digne to

St. Martin Vesubie was very wearisome, it took rather more than seven

hours. For those who come after I advise the morning train from
Digne, as otherwise the slow journey by electric train in the pitch dark-

ness from the junction at La Vesubie to St. Martin is more than

trying, besides this part of the journey is very picturesque in daylight.

At St. Martin I stayed at the Hotel Regina, which I found very

comfortable.

On the morning of July 27th I collected on the very winding road

that leads up to the little village of Venanson, meeting three German
collectors on the way. The day was very windy, and I saw but few

insects and took less. L'alliniorpJia hera was flying on the lower level

opposite to St. Martin and several were taken in perfect condition ;

apparently the species was here just emerging. In the afternoon I

went along the Nice Road and tried to find the oak copse where Laeo^a/iis

roboris is supposed to occur, but I failed to find the insect and had to

be content with several Poh/t/onia c-albiiut, and a view of /'. ciira which

was flying and settling on the face of a stone wall in the blazing sun-

light too high up to secure. This was the first and only time I have seen

the last named species on the wing.
The next morning I again essayed the Venanson road, this time

going right past the village itself. As the day was again very windy,

insects were difficult to obtain, the best were a couple of I'uhjDiinuatus

iiielear/er, Calliniorpha hera, and a large moth similar to, but rather

smaller than our English Mania )iiaiira and subsequently found to be

A/iopesti'n spectrum. Here at St. Martin the type form of the female

of P. meleaijer is replaced by the brown fornl known as var. et ab.

steevenii.

On the morning of July 29th I walked to Madone de Fenestre, a,

resort for pilgrims, consisting of a church, hotel and refuge in the

mountains past the Italian boundary, at a height of over 6,000ft.

Just as I reached the place, about 12.30, the sun went in and I was
unable to really test the insect fauna. It was a long and tedious walk

and pedestrians should leave St. Martin as early as possible. It would

bs, of course, better to stay a night at the hotel so as to get the early

morning sun. However, below the summit in going and returning I

took Brenthis pales, Parnassixs apollo, Erebia medusa var. hippo-medusa,

E. i/ort/i', E. epipkron, E. euri/ale, Chrysophanus hippotho'e, and Ueodes

virtjaureae.

July 30th was spent in exploring the Val de Boreon, a very

picturesque walk, part of which reminded me strongly of Canadian or

Newfoundland scenery. This road is the nearest point from St. Martin

to obtain species of the genus Erebia, of which E. ligea was in con-

siderable numbers, and the males of H. rinjaureae were at the same
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time in excellent condition. This road also takes one across the

Italian frontier at no great distance from St. Martin. Unfortunately

the sun again went in early in the afternoon and spoilt what would in

all probability have been a good day's collecting. Paruaasiiifi apollo was
particularly in evidence but required careful picking.

My last morning was spent on the Madone de Fenestre road.

Here Dr. Keynes kindly pointed out that Satt/niH actaea was flying in

company with its close relative .S. vorJiila, a fact which otherwise I

should have overlooked. I was thus able to take a nice series of the

former species. It was, however, only with a great deal of patience

that I secured them, as they Hew evasively up and down the steep

hillside through Avhich the road passes. Here with great regret I said

good-bye to Dr. and Mrs. Keynes little expecting to meet again only a

few days later at Marseilles and again at Boulogne in the altered

circumstances of the sudden outbreak of the war. Eeturning towards

St. Martin, almost the last insect I took on the lower slopes of the road

Avere the form steevenii ? of I'nhjnnimatu^ »^'^ffl//6'r and the one and only

Sati/ni.s briseis I saw in this locality.

I left St. Martin about mid-day and travelled to Monaco ri(( La
Vesubie and Nice, much enjoying the sight of the beautiful Rivierian

flora along the banks of the railway of the Cote d'Azur. Surely this

flora is really largely N. African rather than European. After visiting

the Post Offices at Monaco for postage stamps, I explored the Castle

Hill and dined and then returned to Cannes, where I found a very

comfortable bed at the Hotel des Colonies just outside the station.

Rising betimes I left Cannes by the 6.18 a.m. train on August 1st and
arrived at Le Trayas, putting up at the Hotel de la Gare. After

breakfast I climbed the hills round the station by the paths under the

extensive pine woods, but found very few Lepidoptera about. In the

spring I believe, Thaif; rnmina var. inedesicaste loves to frequent some
of these paths, but to-day even at the summit practically nothing was
flying, although the day was very hot and fine. Returning to the

station level and having made friends with the " chef du gare, etc.," I

collected about the station and along the line adjacent. A little

further along the railway to the west I found an excellent spot below

the line where insects v/ere quite abundant. There I took Limenitia

Camilla, possibly of the 2nd brood, in excellent condition, Kinnephele

icia somewhat worn, many male Goncptenjx cleopatra apparently just

emerged, and, as I was returning to the hotel, quite fresh specimens of

Sati/nis briseis and <S'. /idta. It was most enjoyable to have one's meals

nicely served behind the small but comfortable hotel in sight of the

blue Mediterranean waters with superb views of land and sea.

Next morning I awoke for my last morning's collecting abroad for

1914 before starting homeward. At breakfast I noticed several men
in uniform appear and rather delay the meal, however my host simply

informed me that they were " from the station " and I thought

nothing of it. But when I went out to collect I soon found that I

could neither collect on the line nor even cross it, every where there

were French soldiers with fixed bayonets, very polite, but "No
Monsieur, you cannot cross the line to-day." In this place which has

no newspaper, church nor post-office, the truth did not reach me and

I calmly went on collecting and got in a very satisfactory morning's

work including a few more Satyrus fidia. At dejeuner I found still
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more soldiers, and still in ignorance I left for Cannes to catch the
" rapide," as I thought, for Marseilles. While waiting for the local

train at Le Trayas station I saw a lovely Charaxes jasim, no doubt a
second brood specimen, quite safe from packed nets, float leisurely

along in the torrid sunlight. In the train I learnt the news and
realised that I was caught in the midst of the rush of the French
mobilisation. At Cannes the station was packed and I sat on my
luggage, there was nowhere else to rest, and wrote post cards. The
crowd Avas earnest, patriotic and there were tear-stramed faces in it.

There was no chance whatever to get on the " rapide" I ought to have
caught, but after waiting a further half-hour, I just managed to board
the end of the next train, only however, to stand for the whole of the
five hours' journey to Marseilles, except when for a short time I sat

outside on the steps to dangle and rest my legs. It is not for me to

record here my further adventures, sufKce to say that I reached
Folkestone Quay after three days and nights of incessant travelling

and discomfort, serenely thankful to have escaped the much worse
plight of thousands of other holiday folk with the added knowledge that

my captures of the tour were quite intact.

Notes on Swiss Rhopalocera. II.

By the late Me. A. J. FISON.

(Communicated by Miss M. F. Fison.)

II. Weesen. 1902 AND 1904.

1. Lycaena areas, Rott.

1-15 vii. 02 and 04. Abundant but rather old.

Follow path under Suspension Bridge towards Filzbach through
marsh. One or two generally close (beyond) to bridge; and more over

ditch beyond second railway bridge.

2. Lycaena eiipJteiinis, Ho.

With L. areas along same path and railway ditch. Date and state

of flies as L. areas.

3. CoenonyinpJia tiphon, Rott.

On same Filzbach path, chiefly between the two railway bridges,

and on further side of marsh. Most of my captures were taken from
8-'^0 vii. 02. I also took it near Einseideln, 6 vii. 04, and round Arth-

Goldau, 20 vi. 04.

N.B.—The body of the $ is shorter and thicker than that of the

^ ; also in the 5 there is a second spot near anal angle, underside

forewing.

4. Araschnia levana, L.

In Kupfernasernuns—a tiny defile or gorge on path from Filzbach

to Thalalpsee. Four on 18 and 20 vi. 02, and twenty on 23 and 28

vi. 04. Most were near summit of tiny pass— three hours from

Weesen. They were on the road, or on yellow ragwort, or on a white

Senecio of same height—1| feet.
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N.B.—Up same gorge I took some well-marked Melitaea dictynna,

Esp., and some Pieris rapae, L., of large size. On summit I found

Farnassius imiemosyne, L., and Erebia styyne, Ochs., the latter with

small spots, 8 vii. 04. Also Apatura iris, L., on top and on bridge at

end of Weesen Marsh, 8 vii. 04. One should reach the defile by

10 a.m. as after 1.^0 p.m. the sun has left it.

I also took A. levana in the Murgthal ; thirteen there 29 vi. 04,

and three 2 vii. 04. The Murgthal is about 1\ hours above Murg

—

the second station east of Weesen. The spot for the insect is where

the char road ends in a steep, grassy track, up a small hill, with

springs under the hill on left, and on summit—where there is a seat.

At, and all round, this summit A. levana may be found singly, even as

far as torrent to the east. However, they were most abundant on a

tiny ridge running up beside the wood—a little to west of seat. There

they were on white Vindtoxician flowers. I was always on the ground

by 9 a.m.

5. ArascJniia lecana, L., var. prorsa, L.

I took 121 in the Murgthal—2 and 3 viii. 04—but did not go to

Thalalpsee to look for them. On the Brd it was not necessary to go

so far as the hill, as, being a superb day, all I wanted were found on a

long strip of wild sage ilowers 200 yards short of the hill. Quite one

half were ? s. They flew best from 9-10.30 a.m. Only a few after

12.30 p.m. Five weeks after this great catch, on 3 ix. 04, I took two

more on some wild sage. The weather then was bad, but occasional

gleams of sun brought out two. They were identical with the earlier

var, prorsa.

6. Brenthis tJiore, Hb.

In gorge leading to Thalalpsee. 38 there on 16 and 18 vii. 02, and

24 from 23 vi.-8 vii. 04. Always between 10 a.m. and 1.30 p.m.,

when sun shines in defile.

A few were captured among some Melitaea dictynna half-way up,

where steep, treeless, stony banks of nettles rise on either side. How-
ever, they were most abundant nearer summit on east side of gorge.

A few on summit with I'arnassins inneiiiosy)ie and Erebia styyne. One
on cool side of Linththal, 1,200 feet above Mellis.

N.B.—Murgthal looks a likely spot for Brenthis thure if one could

easily cross to cool east side of torrent.

III. Le Prese. 11-18 vii. 01.

Jidy llth.

At Alp Grum. Going to it from Bernina Pass.

Ascending, I took Erebia lappnna, Esp., not very abundant and
going over; Coenonympha satyrion, Esp., var. unicolor, Wh., scarce but

fresh ; Erebia yorye, Esp., type rare, but var. triopes, Spr., plentiful,

both forms quite fresh.

Descending, I captured Melitaea cyntlda, Hb., in fair condition ;

two fresh M. maturna, L., var. ivolfensberyeri, Frey; several C. arcania,

L., var. daririniana, Stgr. ; many Brenthis pales. Schifl"., type form; etc.
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Jiili/ l'3th.

At Cavaglia.

I found Brenthis ino, Rett. ; and lower down hundreds of P. apollo,

L., probably good vars. and abs. amongst them. Saw many Liicaenidae.

Jnhi Vhtli.

At Le Prese, lake side.

Two Limenitis jwpuli, L. ; *two J/. )iiatunia, L., type ;
Arijynnis

adijipe. L., and var. cleodo.va, Ochs., in fair condition ; C. arcania, L.,

type form, and var. insnbrica, Riitzer, fresh ; two Loweia alciphron,

Rott., var. f/ordius, Sulzer.

July lith.

At Brusio. Seven or eight miles lower down.
A fine hunting-ground. Three fresh 2 Libythea cfZf/.s, 'Laich. ;

several Satynts hermione, L.; Ilninicia p/daeas, L.; one fresh Celastrina

ari/ioliis, L. ; several A. niobe, L., var. eri^, Meigen.

N.B.—The three celtis were in the village on a wall or on road, and
all close together. I saw no more, although I hunted that part

thoroughly for ihem.

Jidy 15th.

Le Prese. On road by lake-side before 10 a.m. One L. populi, L.

Jidy IQth.

Brusio, or going to it.

Five A. adippe, L., var. fZcot/oj-fl, Ochs., in fair condition ; three

Epinephele jnrtiiia, L., var. hispidla, Hb.; two C. aryiolus, L., one fine;

one S. cord ida, Fabr. ; three Scolitantidea orion, P,, not quite fresh;

ten Loweia alcijihron, Rott., var. yordius, Sulzer ; two beautifully fresh

E. ])hlaeafi, L. ; and three fresh Dryas jiajdiia, L.

July nth.
Brusio.

I took a beautiful Euranessa antiopa, L. ; one fresh Rhiyia apini,

Schiff. ; several Nordmannia acaciae, Fabr., and N. ilicis, Esp. ; S.

orion, P., was decidedly worn, but S. heruiione, L., and .S. cordtila were

beautifully fresh; A. adippe, L., var. cleodo.ra, Ochs., and L. alciphron,

Rott., var. yordius, Sulzer, were only in fair condition.

July 18th.

By Bernina Pass (high road), and down to Pontresina. On top of

pass I took 25 E. yorye, Esp., var. triopes, Spr. ; several E. alecto, Hb.,

var. ylacialis, Esp., and one type A', yorye, Esp. Lower, on north side,

several Melitaea cyntJna, Hb., in fair condition, many B. pales, Schiff.,

type form, and Melitaea aurinia, Rott., var. merope, Prunner, all in

good condition. XL parthenie, Brkh., var. varia, M.D., was very

abundant. Ihvnassius delins, Esp., and Latiorina orbituliis, Prunner,

were less so.

M.B.—I also got one L. populi on the 12th and a damaged one on

16th. They pass soon, and I saw none after July 16th. My total at

Le Prese was five L. populi, including one $ . 1 chased another fine

5 but it tlew too high. They differ rather from those north of Alps.

* I thought M. matiirna type form did not exist in Switzerland.—L.M.F.

Miss Fison is correct ; the type does not occur in Switzerland, but these south-

east specimens are nearer to it than ai'e tne alpine form taken elsewhere.— G.
Wheelek.
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The Mystery of Lycaena arion.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

The mystery of Lycaena rt)tr)?t remains a mystery. I obtained eggs

at Gavarnie this summer and reared some larvae, of which I succeeded

in getting about a score to the last instar (supposed hibernating stage).

Though in their fourth and last instar they are only about as large as

the larvfe of Af/riades cor'ulun or other ordinary blues when they go

into hibernation. They no doubt do something, and without further

moult appear (to very few people) the following June quite full grown.

The mystery is, what do they do in the interval, where do they live,

and Avhat do they feed on ? I hoped to get nearer this by aid of my
score or so of caterpillars, but they behaved as they always had done

with me previously, after not very many days they were all dead.

Though 1 made no further discovery, by watching them more closely

and considering them more seriously, I am able to advance a little

nearer the enemies' trenches, but so far without the slightest conlidence

of beino: able to take them.

I ottered my larvas the companionship of the proper ant. Without
showing enmity, neither ants nor larvjB fraternised in any way. I

offered the larvte various kinds of food, all the hopeful sorts of plants

I could obtain, of these they seemed to sip the sap of kidney beans,

but these they did not eat, nor did they increase in bulk ; other things

they would not look at. I had no young green peas available (the date

late August), the food that Mr. Frohawk found they would deal with.

I offered them mashed ant larviie, which did not even rouse their

curiosity. I gave them various hibernating facilities such as have
suited other Lycfenid larvse, but they would not settle down until they

were exhausted and, in fact, dying.

These are all facts that have been known for some years to Mr.
Frohawk, The Hon. N. C. Rothschild, and myself, and are, one may
say, now known to everybody. There are, however, several other

points that, in a sense, are equally well-known, and yet, so far at least

as I am concerned, were not, for really practical purposes, known so as

to be properly appreciated and weighed.

The central fact of these is that, when the larva enters on this

last instar, when it has taken its last moult, and sets out at once on
its wanderings, it does not first eat any more of the flower-heads of

the thyme. It starts its wanderings, therefore, without any of the

stored nutriment that larvae have when they go into hibernation. It

wanders about and the real object of these journeys is no doubt to find

food. As in captivity it always dies before many days, unquestionably

of starvation, it follows that at large it succeeds in finding food Avithin

a similar limited period. This does not m the slightest answer the

questions, where and what, but it implies that it ought not to be so

difficult to somehow follow the larva at large for a few days and see

what it does. The structure and small size of the head imply that the

food is vegetable and not difficult of mastication. This does not

negative the idea that it becomes the guest of ants, but the neutrality

observed between the larvte and the ants is strongly against it, the

importance to the larvfe of an early supply of food would necessitate a

prompt treaty between the ants and their guests, if this is how its

wants are supplied.
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I have had the advantage of a talk with Mr. Eothschild over my
observations and some he has made this summer. I do not agree with
him in regarding the ants' nest hypothesis as altogether improbable,
but I think there is more to be said in favour of a vegetable diet

found by the larva itself than I had previously appreciated.

Switzerland and Tyrol in 1914.

By D. H. PEARSON, F.E.S.

It is very difficult in these days of war and trouble to carry one's

mind back to the summer holiday, or even to believe that it was taken
in 1914, but as so many people either missed their holiday altogether

or had it unduly prolonged, a few notes from one who was fortunate
enough to be early and to pick up a few " worms," may be of interest.

We left London on June 24th, and travelled straight through to

Alvaneu Bad on the Albula, where we broke our journey to Pontresina,

as I was very anxious to find Brenthis thore and Livienitis populi,

which Dr. Keynes's interesting article had led me to expect there.

The weather was beautiful, but we were told that for about a fortnight

previously it had been persistently wet and cold, and this no doubt
accounted for the scarcity of butterflies, though it did not reduce the

number of " clegs " and other biting flies, whose appetites were
sharpened by the enforced fast. Dr. Keynes had very kindly given
directions for the spot for B. thore, but careful working for two or

three days failed to turn up a single specimen on the ground indicated,

i.e., in the meadows towards Tiefencastel, though I inanaged to tal\e

a short series, mostly in good condition, in the opposite direction,

towards Filisur, where Dr. Keynes had worked in vain. A large stone
slide had swept away a number of trees near the saw-mill, and it is

possible that his favourite patch of ground Avas destroyed ; but some-
thing had induced this very local insect to move its quarters. Of
Limenitis popuU nothing was seen at all, and possibly it was not yet

out. In the meadows of the river a nice little series of Melitaea aiirelia

was taken at a lower elevation than I had previously met with it.

Polyoiiuiiatus escheri was taken close to the hotel doors, and one P.
hylas, but the higher ground near Alvaneu produced practically nothing
beyond a few Coenonymplia ipliiA.

On June 27th we took the train to Preda, walked on to the Weis-
senstein Inn, and then down to Bergiin, but though the day was fine

and the walk an interesting one, scarcely an insect was seen. One
Lycaena avion ab. imicolor was captured.

On the 29th we moved on to Pontresina, where we stayed until

July 8th. A walk to the top of the Schafberg produced K^ebia yorye

var. trlopes, one K. alecto, one E. eviaa, several Pontia callidice and
other trifles, but the top was still deep in snow.

On July 1st we took the train to Alp Grum and walked down to

Poschiavo, meeting with some interesting insects on the way. In a
railway cutting below Alp Grum E. yorye var. triopes was not uncom-
mon, and could be comfortably swept oft' the wall face instead of being

chased over the usual scree ; some of the specimens were large and
very strongly marked. Several Erehia evias were taken, but all were

somewhat worn, and this was also the case with E. vwilKsa var. hippo-
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medusa, though a few quite fresh females were met with. A large

family of Vanesm io, in good condition, were noted in one corner and
were very partial to the flowers of the Rhododendron. How is it that

in recent years this insect has in many districts become so scarce ?

In my own garden (in Notts) this year we had many Ai/lais vrticae,

but not a single V. io, and I have not seen it in the district for years,

though it used to be plentiful. The last part of the walk to Poschiavo

was steep, rough, and very hot, and also unproductive, and we should

have done better to confine our attentions to Alp Grum, which is also

set in beautiful scenery. Visits to St. Moritz and Campfer were

marred by rain, but a few Erebia tijndarns and other small fry were

netted.

The best thing taken at Pontresina was BrentJns pales ab.

napaea, and of this I got some very interesting forms, some being

nearl}^ black, and some with a fine suffusion of purple or almost pink,

though this was lost to a considerable extent after death. These were

found on some rough ground within half a mile of the town, but

owing to cloudy weather a good deal of hard work was required to get

a series together. When the sun broke through, the males, which
were large and fine, flew in profusion, and were very fond of settling

with wings outspiead on the flowers of (jrepiis aurea, which they almost

exactly matched in colour. The females, which only flew occasionally,

never settled with outspread wings, but clung to the rough grass stems,

where they were well protected by their dull and mottled undersides.

It was slow work to carefully examine the grass tussocks, but a nice

little series was got together and well repaid any aches in the back
endured in the process. However, I did not feel satisfied with the

"bag," and on our return from Trafoi managed to spend another day

at Pontresina on July 19th. Many of the males were still in good
condition, but the females had increased tenfold and provided a very

interesting series. A few Farnassiiis delitts were also on the wing,

including tAvo ab. inornata. Brentliis pales var. arsilaclie was not met
with, and [ am still waiting for a type of this insect, being probably

always too early for it, as I understand it usually appears when B.

pales is going over. Poli/oiiiDiatiis donzelii is another insect which I

have failed to turn up at ]?ontresina, though the exact locality for it is

given in this month's Ent. Record.

July 7th began with a steady rain which changed to snow about

mid-day, and by night all the meadows were nearly four inches deep

in snow, which did not look promising for insects. We therefore took

the train to Tirano, finding bright weather and no snow directly after

passing Alp Grum, and motored from Tirano to the Baths of Bormio
at the foot of the Stelvio Pass, where we spent two nights. Insects

were again scarce, but we took two Lycaeaa alcon, two Erebia nerine,

and a few large Albulina pheretes, some of the females measuring
34mm.

On July 10th we had a very fine drive over the Stelvio Pass to

Trafoi. The road on the top of the pass was cut through snow about

twice the height of the horses' heads and one of the leaders would
persist in snatching mouthfuls of snow though the driver explained to

him that it was not good for his " tum." Though I walked across

many of the zig-zags scarcely anything was seen beyond an occasional

Erebia (jonje or E. ceto, but the scenery was very fine, and under its
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mantle of newly fallen snow everything looked its best. We stayed ab

Trafoi from July 10th to 17th and did fairly well there. Brcnthis

thore, large and fresh, was found in a wood on the way to the three

Holy Springs, but was very scarce, only about a dozen being seen
altogether and they nearly all males. With them were living B.
aiiiathiaia and some J), eiiphronyne, which often managed to make
themselves look like B. tluin', but did not seem to have the titnye habit

of settling up in the fir trees out of reach. Erebia ineclusa was not un-
common but mostly very badly worn, and it was difficult to pick out
a few decent specimens. In the meadows Loireia dnrili^ was flying

freely, principally of the var. hrunnea, and varying considerably in the

amount of orange spotting. ('Iini^njilianus kippotho'e was also common
and among them a few of the var. ennjhia.

We were delighted to find here a plant of CiipripeiUtmi calceolas

still in bloom, as we. had hunted for this flower for some years in vain.

A visit to the Edelweiss Hutte produced two Erebia alecto var.

f/lacialis, which were all we were able to turn up at Trafoi. On a steep

bank near Gomagoi Erebia nerine was flying sparingly, and this being
my first encounter with it a very exciting hour was spent. They were
evidently newly out and nearly all males, and had the continuous red

band of the var. stelriana. Solitary specimens of Erebia aetliio/is and
PohimiiwatiiH aiiiatida were also taken. On the 17th we motored down
to Spondinig and took the diligence to St. Maria in Mimster, and the
next day drove over the Ofen Pass to Zernetz and took train to

Saraaden. Much of the ground on the Ofen Pass looked promising,
but practically nothing was seen during the whole day, and after a call

at Pontresina wo returned home to a " peck of troubles," but with the

feeling that we had at least got something out of Austria.

Coleophora bicolorella, Stt., and C. politella, Scott.

By ALFEED SICH, F.E.S.

In a recent and very interesting article on the larval habits of C.

bicolorella, Stt. (/v;i^ Bee, vol. xxvi., p. 193), Mr. Turner shows that
he took it for granted that the alder-feeding hicolnrella and the hazel-

feeding insect, named politella by Scott, are one and the same species.

I had my doubts on this point and Mr. Turner's note induced me to

attempt to clear the matter up. The following notes will, I think,

show that Mr. Turner's view of the matter is correct. On August 6th,

1860, John Scott read a paper (Traim. Eiit. Soc. London, vol. v., 1858-
1861, p. 410), before the Entomological Society of London in which
he described five new species of the genus Coleophora. Among these
is his politella. After giving a very good description of the imago, he
adds :

" This insect is allied to and very much resembles fuscedinella,

but the wings are much narrower than in that species, and are besides

falcate at the tips." " The larva lives in a singularly stumpy case
reminding one of a miniature viniinetella, but it is rather stouter and
only about one half its length." The larvae were found on nut trees.

On August 11th, 1860, Stainton published in the Knt. Weekly Intel-

li(/encer (vol. viii., p. 149) a note on a new species of Coleophora which
he named birol)rella. He does not give a set description of the imago
but states that it strongly resembles f'loiceilinella but has longer wings

;

of the larval case, he says: "It is something in the style of the case of
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viininetella and distinctly of two colours, but it is much stumpier and
stouter tban any viininetella case I ever met with." It is here stated

that the larvae were found on elm, but subsequently in the same
volume (p. 157) it is pointed out that a mistake had been made by
Mr. Saver and that alder was the foodplant. In the Ent. Annual for

1861, Stainton again mentions hicolordla, saying (p. 90) that Scott

had proposed the name politella for a nut-feeding Coleophora and adds :

" Further investigations are necessary to establish the identity or the

distinctness of /lolitella and bicolorella."

In July, 1901, I bred some moths from alder, from East Hoathly,,

and labelled them bicolorella. In 1907 I found similar cases on nut in

Chiswick, the moths bred were different in appearance and I labelled

them / politella. These were smaller and darker, very much like the

Chiswick specimens of fnscedinella, while the others were larger and of

an ochreous tint. However, in 1912, a larva, found on hazel at

Darenth Wood, produced an ochreous specimen exactly like the above-

mentioned moths bred from alder. On comparing the ochreous speci-

mens with Scott's description of politella, it was found that they

agreed in every particular, except that the apex of the forewings did

not appear to be any more falcate than that of faficedinella. It seemed
certain that my specimens labelled bicolorella = 'BGott's politella ; what
then was Stainton's bicolorella / To test this point it appeared only

necessary to consult the Stainton collection and see the specimens he

had labelled bicolorella. Unfortunately, no such specimens could be

found in the collection. There is a series of ochreous specimens which
agree with Scott's description of his politella, but they bear no name.
In the absence of any type one must rely on description. There is

nothing in Stainton's meagre description of the imago to separate it

from Scott's msect. His description of the larval case is almost in the

same words as that of Scott. The difference in the foodplants need

not be considered, as both belong to the same order. In the light of

our present knowledge it therefore appears that Scott's and Stainton's

insects are one and the same species.

Mr. Turner kindly lent me the specimens he had bred, for com-
parison with my own, and after careful examination, there appears to

be little doubt that my fuscous nut-fed specimens are the same species

as the ochreous moths bred from alder. One of the former distinctly

shows the ochreous tint, and in Mr. Turner's series there are inter-

mediate specimens. The species varies both in size and in coloration.

With regard to priority, the case appears to be as follows : in the

year 1860, Stainton and his friends were especially interested in the

genus Coleophora. Volume v. of the Nat. Hist. Tin., the second

volume dealing with the genus, was published in that year. On August
4th Mr. Sayer brought a series of moths and some larval cases to

Stainton, who recognised in them a new species. Two days later,

August 6th, Scott read his paper, as mentioned above. Five days

afterwards, August 11th, 1860, Stainton published the instalment of

the Intelliijencer, in which he describes the insect brought to him by

Saj'^ers and names it bicolorella on account of its party-coloured larval

case. As Scott's paper was not published till after January, 1861,

Stainton's name for this species has priority. Bicolorella is, of course,

abundantly distinct from C. fnscedinella. We now know that it diflers

from the last, not only in its larval case, but also in the ovum, larva,

and imago.
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Notes on a holiday in Soutli-Eastern France.

By J. A. SIMES, F.E.S.

In July, 1912, my wife and I made a short tour in Dauphiny and
the Basses Alpes. Our route was a well-known one to British students

of the European butterflies—out to Grenoble and Bourg d'Oisans and
then via La Grave, the Lauteret and Brian9on to Mont Dauphin,
Guillestre and Abries, whence we proceeded to Digne via Embrun and
Veynes. 1 do not propose to write a lengthy account of all the species

met with— the route is too well known to warrant that ; but I made a

few observations which even at this late date I think it may be as well

to put on record.

I have no notes of anything out of the common until we entered

the Valley of the Guil. In the lower part of the valley

—

i.e., below
Guillestre—little was to be seen except a French Army Corps on
manoeuvres ; but after that insects of the commoner kinds became
abundant, especially at and about the blossoms of lavender. Close by
the Maison du Roi we took a large $ of Linienitia popnli—an insect I

was far from expecting to meet with at such a place near the middle
of July. For the next few miles tbe dominant species was Aporia
<:ratac(ji, which in all my experience I have never seen in such pro-

digious numbers. Round every little puddle on the road there were
assemblages of 40 to 60 examples ; along the whole course of a little

runnel by the roadside there were legions—so many, in fact, that in

places a newcomer had difficulty m alighting ; but nevertheless the

air was full of the flying insects, the vast majority of which were flying

downhill. The numbers thinned out rapidly above Chateau Queyras,

and I do not think I encountered a dozen examples during a stay of

ten days at Abries. Between the Maison du Roi and the Chateau I

found b'olyomiiiatm iiielecu/er (males) in some numbers, and an example
of Hirsiitina admetiis var. ripartii a short distance below Queyras was
a surprise. Erunnis laraterae was numerous right up to Abries. (I

had previously taken a couple near the summit of the Lauteret on the

La Grave side). Pohjommatua eroa was abundant throughout the

valley, but there were very few females. At Abries itself insects were
not m vast numbers, nor was there much in the way of quality to

make up for the shortage. On the Collette de Gily I found Erehia

(jovfie in some force, and with it E. qlacialis. It was on July 15th on
this mountain that I saw two females of E. (jladalis deposit each an
ovum on a loose stone on the scree slope as briefly recorded on p.

312, vol. xxiv. The operation in each case was carried out in such a

business-like fashion that I feel confident that what I saw was a

regular method of oviposition of this species. I hope, however, that

further observations will be made to confirm or disprove this in the

near future. It should not be a difficult matter to follow up, as E.

f/lacialis is at all times a species which is much more easily observed

than caught. I am wondering now whether E. gonje may not also

oviposit in a similar manner.
Three days later I witnessed the earlier stages of the courtship of

a pair of Aglais urticae, the incidents of which closely followed those

recorded by Dr. Chapman on p. 208 et acq. in vol. xxiii. We came
upon the insects about 3.80 p.m. on a sunny bank by the side of a

jnountain path about 500 feet above Abries. The behaviour of this
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pair, so lonoj as we were able to observe it, differed in certain respects

from that of the pair observed by Dr. Chapman. My notes made at

the time indicate that when I wrote them 1 was of opinion that the

male was courted by the female. At any rate the pursuer was a larger

and paler insect than the pursued, and so far as I could judge its

abdomen strongly pointed to its being the female. I do not la}' claim

to infallibility on this point—I merely state my impressions at the

time. This larger and paler insect took up a position in regard to its

partner similar to that assigned to the male in Dr. Chapman's pair
;

iDut its antennae, diverging at an angle of 45°, fell over the outspread

hindwings of the butterfly in front, and by a series of nervous spasms,

continuing as if by clockwork, struck the hindwings perfectly audible

blows with great regularity. I counted these blows by my watch for

several minutes and found them to average about seventeen to the

minute. We watched this pair for 25 minutes, during which period

it rose in the air three times and took up a fresh basking position
;

finally, however, it disappeared over a hedge and I was unable to

follow it.

I was much struck with the scarcity at Abries of Leptoaia siiiapis ;

in a ten days' stay I do not think I saw a score. Of Albidina pJteretes

I came across only one example on the Crete de la Reychasse, but

Latiorina oibitulm was numerous at its proper elevation on most of

the mountains. In the main valley above Abries I found Coenoui/mpha

iphis in plenty on July 19th, and on the same date I took some 30

larvae of Callophrj/s rnbi on Hippoplia'e. They proved to be terrible

cannibals, being especially fond of soft pupa?. The bushes of FJipjmphae

were swarming, especially on their lower branches, with larvte of

Saturnia paconia {carpiui).

The journey from Mont Dauphin to Digne, with its lengthy breaks

at Gap, Veynes and St. Auban, was wearisome and tedious in the

extreme. After an unpalatable meal at Veynes station we sallied

forth into the countryside for an hour and managed to take our

first example of Satyras circe. At Digne our experience was much
like that of other entomologists and there is little of interest to be

recorded. Our principal hunting ground was the famous gorge on

the left bank of the Eaux Chaudes, above the Baths, and here we took

most of the usual butterflies. Zephi/nis querciis was frequent in the

early morning on the path over which ran a stream of water.

CoenonynipJia donts frequented the blossoms of Melissa and other

Labiates in great numbers ; Sati/nis cordiila was very nearly over,

even the females being in tatters but S. actaea was just coming out

and in grand condition. S. cvrcc, S. briseis, S. heniiione, and Hipparchia

semele were fairly numerous ; of 5. fidia we took about a score from
the heads of EnjiKjiiuii, of which the species is excessively fond, but

Hipparchia arcthtisa was only just emerging at the time of our

departure on July 30th. I took a large female Apatura ilia var.

cbjile from a tree in front of the Baths on July 25th, and, thanks to a

note by Mr. Sheldon, which appeared shortly before I left home, I

managed to get a short series of the summer form of Leptosia duponcheli

(July 23rd-July 28th). At that time L. sinapis was very worn. One
or two fairly good examples of Fapilio ale.vanor were to be met with

and the larvae of all sizes could be found in some numbers. I have
read somewhere that one never finds more than one larva on a plant
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and that once the collector has found a larva he may just as well move
off to a distance before searching again. This is quite incorrect. I

have repeatedly found two or three larvae on a plant — though

I admit I cannot conceive how they could have found enough food

upon it ; and on one occasion, on some plants growing together in a

mass at the foot of a gully running down the mountain-side to the

road, I found no fewer than thirteen larvae all together. This by no

means surprised me for I had noted how fond P. altxannr was of

descending the mountain-side by means of these gullies or "chimneys,"

and what could be more natural than that each female who chanced

to make the descent should, after sipping the honey from the scabious

blossoms, proceed to deposit on one of the adjoining stems of Seseli

montaniiiii one of its pearly ova? It is doubtless well known that in

confinement the larva of P. ale.ranor thrives on carrot leaves.

j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Date of appearance of Melanargia arge.— Since the appearance

of my "Notes on the Lepidoptera of Brindisi," in vol. xxii., p. 231,

et seq., it has been suggested to me by friends on two or three occa-

sions that the date on which I found Melanarf/ia anie so abundant in

1910 (May 9th) must have been abnormally early. I therefore gladly

availed myself of an opportunity which presented itself in May last

to test my earlier experiences. My first day at Brindisi this year was

May 11th ; the weather was overcast, and little was on the wing, but

I discovered a few examples of i\/. arqe of both sexes at rest. The

following two days were bright and sunny, and I was able to observe

M. ari/f as much as I wished. The result was to show that the species

was fully out, the males in many cases being distinctly past their best,

while the females were abundant and in perfect condition. I failed to

find any of the ab. caeca among them.

The ground described in my earlier notes as the home of M. arge

has, I regret to find, decreased in area since my last visit. A large

factory has been erected on the part of it which lies nearest to the

town, "and another large area has been reclaimed and converted into

vineyards. The process of reclamation is still going on apace, and I

feel apprehensive of the disappearance of the Brindisi headquarters

of this beautiful Melananjia. To make matters worse, Brindisi is

now an important naval port, and a wireless station lies at the edge of

the coast waste that M. ar;/e has made its own. The erection of the

wireless station will, I fear, be followed by the exclusion of foreigners

from the land lying round the mouth of the harbour.—J. A. Simes

(F.ES.).

A Gynandromorphous specimen of Epinephele lycaon.—Mr.

Cockayne's excellent article on the gynandromorphism of a number of

Aqriaih'H coridon encourages me to put on paper an interesting case I

examined a few days ago, a curious gynandromorphous specimen of

Epincfihele lycaon taken by me at Moutiers some years ago. This

butterfly is fully provided with every characteristic of the male lycaon,

and I should not, perhaps, have noticed its swollen abdomen had I not

taken a gynandromorphous Lycaena a few hours before, so naturally

enough was inclined to see everything conleur de rose and gynandro-

morphs everywhere.
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It is not very easy to examine the non-chitinous portions of a ?

abdomen when this happens to be five years old, so, vv^hile I can

guarantee the existence of all that I saw, I cannot be sure that other

organs which I did not see were not present. To begin with the

abdomen itself, the segments are curiously mixed, several appear to be

continuous so that I am unable to count the full number found in a

female abdomen. Inside the abdomen is a long diaphragm which

separated the male and female organs. The ovaries were normal in size

and symmetrical, ova were present in oviduct, the receptaculum seminis

was clearly visible, but I could find no ductus seminalis, glands nor

other female organs. The male genitalia are complete but crippled
;

uncus shorter and thicker, processes of uncus normal ; harpes extremely

asymmetrical, one twice—at the extremity three times—as broad as the

other, both greatly crippled and in the same way, i.e., terminating in a

heavy club preceded by a narrow neck instead of the usual unbroken

line of the spindle-shaped harpe ; gedooagus regular but rather heavy
;

vesica and anus normal ; seminal duct normal, but I was unable to

trace it so far as the testes, which latter I was unable to discover.

This is a curious case of genetic hermaphroditism. The germ-plasm

of both sexes is present, the primary sexual characters of both seem to

be fairly equally proportioned, but the secondary sexual characters of

the male have completely swamped—as Dr. Cockayne says—those of

the female.—P. A. H. Muschamp (F.E.S.), Stiifa, Lake Geneva.

October 25th, 1914.

Copulation of P. atalanta in October.—Early in September I

captured ten Pyranteis atalanta (some of both sexes) and placed them
in cage for laying. This they refused to do. On October 7th I started

my hot house to force out some Manduca atropos pup®, and brought

the cage with P. atalanta into this house and placed it over the hot

water pipes. The heat in this house varies from 60° to 80°, seldom the

latter. The imagines were kept well fed, and on passing the cage on

October 12th I noticed a pair in cop. This was at 2-15 p.m. and they

parted at 4*30, the temperature at 2-15 in the house was 75°, and I

noticed it was not sunny. I shall try to carry these specimens through

the winter in the warm as I have done before. I thought this worth

recording as I believe little is known of the pairing of the species.

Since writing the above the female laid freely for two days, when I

took the nettle away to stop her depositing more. She seemed very

unhappy for a few days without food to lay on, but has now (October

22nd) settled down. 1 am in hopes of keeping her alive till the spring.

—L. W. Newman. Bexley, Kent.

Lepidoptera pairing more than once.—As the question has some-

times been asked whether moths pair more than once, the following

notes may be of interest.

On April 26th, 1914, two specimens of Ihepana falcataria were

seen paired in a cage at 11 a.m. They remained paired for several

hours but at 11 a.m. next morning they had separated and the male
'

was placed with another female. Within two hours he had paired

with the 2nd female and was still paired at 7.30 p.m. On the 28th,

at 1.40 a.m. he was free and lively, and though opportunity was given

he did not pair again. I regret that I did not ascertain whether the

ova laid by these females were fertile, nor even whether the 2nd

female laid ova.
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On June 4th, 1914, I placed a male and female Tnrtrix virulana in

a box. At 7.30 p.m. they were paired but at 11 p.m. they had
separated. June 5th at 6 p.m. they were paired again and were still

together at 1.15 a.m. on the 6th. They separated later and were seen

paired for the 3rd time at 7.30 p.m. and were still in. the same position

at 1.45 on the 7th. They were sitting apart later. This female did

not lay any ova. The moths were only given water.

—

Alfred Sich,

(F.E.S.), Corney House, Chiswick.

:i^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Argynnis aglaia near London.—I had thought that the larger

Artpjnnidae had long since retired beyond the twelve mile radius from
London ; it was, therefore, a great surprise and pleasure to me to find

this species last August, at a spot well within the above named radius,

and in this district. The locality is a small one of five or six acres in

extent, that has been allowed to revert to primitive conditions during

the past twenty years, and here the butterfly was quite abundant. I

am, of course, aware that it is still to be found in various places on
the southern slopes of the North Downs, some eight or ten miles

further from London than the spot I have indicated.—W. E. Sheldon
(F.E.S.), Youlgreave, South Croydon.

CoLiAS edusa. - 1 have seen two examples of this species in England
during the course of the present year ; the first specimen, a female, in

Dorsetshire, on August 2nd ; the other whilst playing golf on the

Parley Downs links, which are situated within a mile of this house,

on October 3rd. It settled quite close to where I was standing, and I

was able to see that it was a perfectly fresh male, presumably, from
the date, and its condition, an example of a third brood.

—

Ibid.

Sirex gigas at Chichester.—A female Sirex (jiiiaa was taken here

on July 30th of this year. During a period of twenty years, or more,

I have only known of the occurrence of three specimens of Sirex

noctilin (juvenci(s), two of which are in my cabinet. It is a little

singular that these, as well as the Sirex ///V/o.s now recorded, were found

in the west part of the city.

—

Joseph Anderson, Aire Villa, Chichester.

®^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Coleopterists will be interested to hear that Mr. Donisthorpe has

received a post card from Captain J. St. Claire Deville, it reads :

—

" Mon cher Ami,

—

" Je suis encore bien vivant et en excellent sante, mon regi-

ment a encore peu travaille. Vive Tommy Atkins qui est bien

populaire chez nous et dont le coup d'epaule a ete decisif

!

" Votre devoue,
" J. St. Claire Deville."

The post card arrived on the 19th, but naturally no address nor

date is given. Round the stamp is printed " Franchise Militaire,"

and on the back, " Oarte-Reponse expediee de la Zone des Armees,"

and an official note, " Cette carte-reponse sera transinise iiinnediate-

ment a la famille a la coiuiitiou exj)resse de ne mentionner ni origine,

ni localite, ni mouvement passe ou futur de troupes, mais seulement
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des nouvelles personelles du signatoire ou d'autres militaires du mome
corps. (Ministere de la Guerre)."

—

H.St.J.K.D.

Mr. Noel S. Sennett, F.E.S., has enlisted in the Sportsman's

Battalion attached to the Royal Fusilieis, and leaves for camp, at

Hornchurch, near Bomford, on 24th.

—

H.St.J.K.D.
M. Oberthiir, the well-known French entomologist, has three sons

serving in the French army. The eldest, M. Charles Oberthiir, had
taken part in all the battles on the left, and was, when I last heard

from his father, still well and unwounded. He had caught on the

battlefield of the Marne, while the Germans were in full retreat, an

excellent specimen of Vanessa to, which he had managed to get con-

veyed home for his father's collection—not the least valued specimen

the famous collection contains we may be sure.—G.W.
Now that Mr. F. A. Pierce has completed his work on the British

Geouu'tridae, he is going on at once with a similar work on the

Tortrices. In this be is being ably aided by the Rev. J. W. Metcalfe

of Exeter, who has taken up the work enthusiastically, and had some
time ago made drawings of some two hundred of the microscopical

preparations sent him. Mr. Pierce would be only too pleased to have

authentically named specimens sent him. Many collectors have

greasy, sprung and damaged insects, which would be of the greatest

value for this purpose. Female examples are generally much scarcer

than the males, and are therefore always of use.

The Annual Exhibition of Varieties and Notable Captures of the

year held hy the South London Entomological and Natural History

Society will this year take place on November 26th, in the Society's

rooms, at Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, at 7.30 o'clock.

Visitors are cordially invited to take part in the meeting. It is

requested that all those exhibiting will hand full notes of their remarks

to Mr. Hy. J. Turner, the Hon. Report Secretary, before leaving the

meeting. Among other exhibits, Mr. Sheldon will show the butter-

flies which he collected this year in the Crimea and at Sarepta in

Soutb-East Russia ; Mr. D. H. Pearson will exhibit his captures

recently taken in Pontresina, Engadine and at Trafoi, Tyrol ; Mr. W,
C. Crawley will probably have one or more of his ant colonies at the

meeting ; Mr. L. W. Newman will have a large exhibit of aberrations

bred by himself. Several members will show photographs of items in

the life-history of various species.

The son of Mr. H. Donisthorpe has had leave of absence from his

college—the City and Guilds of London Engineering College,

University of London- during the war, to serve on the engineering

staff of the Marconi Wireless Company. Mr. Donisthorpe's brother,

formerly a captain in the 1st V.B. Royal Fusiliers, has been selected

as one of the two officers from the county of Bucks National Reserves

to serve in the Bucks and Oxford Light Infantry under Colonel Tighe.

The London Natural History Society, which meets at 7 p.m. on the

1st and 3rd Tuesdays in each month, at Room 20, Salisbury House,

Finsbury Circus, E.G., will be glad to welcome at its meetings any
French or Belgian entomologists now staying in this country, and to

give them the benefit of its library and collections. Communications
should be addressed to the Secretary, Salisbury House, E.G.

Mr. L. B. Prout is contributing an account of the Geotnetridae of

Formosa to the Ent. Mitt., mainly based upon the collections made in
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recent years by Dr. Moltrechfc and Mr. A. E. Wileman, and containing
descriptions of 23 species which are new to science. He states that
nearly all the species are essentially Indo-Australian in their character,

and that the connection of the Pormosan with the distinctively Palfe-

arctic fauna is so slight as to be almost negligible.

The Smithsonian Institute, Washington, has just issued a Mono-
l/rafih of the Jitiiipin;/ Plant-lice or Pq/llidae of the New World, by David
L. Crawford, comprised in 182 pages, with 30 plates containing some
500 diagrams of wings, heads, genitalia, thoraces, etc. In the intro-

ductory matter considerable explanation of the morphology of head,
thorax, appendages and abdomen is given, as well as remarks on the
relation of the Psyllulae to other Homoptera, their peculiar locomotion,
and on the immature stages.

The Canadian authorities have now decided to found a National
Collection of Insects, and with a view to this object Dr. C. Gordon
Hewitt has been appointed Honorary Curator of Entomology in the
Canadian Museum, Ottawa, and several collections have already been
acquired as a nucleus. They will be stored in cabinets like those in the

United States National Museum, and will be housed in a lire-proof

building. Especially is it desired that rare and local species may be
donated, and that types of Canadian species shall be deposited in the
collection.

Dr. J. H. Wood, M.D.

It is with deep regret we announce the death of a well-known and
highly esteemed entomologist, riz., Dr. John H. Wood, of Tarrington.

For several months past his strength had been failing, as the result

of an attack of influenza in February last, and despite all the tender

care of his family at Ledbury, he passed peacefully away at his old

home there.

He was in his 74th year, and son of the late Dr. M. A. Wood, of

Ledbury. There were four brothers of whom Dr. Wood was the eldest.

The second brother is Dr. Miles A. Wood, F.R.C.S., of Ledbury, the
third Major-General Sir Elliott Wood, who was Chief Royal Engineer
with Earl Roberts all through the Boer War, and the fourth Colonel C.

K. Wood, whowas Chief Royal Engineerwith General Buller from begin-

ning to end of the war, including the relief of Ladysmith. It was some-
times said that " two of them were to cure and two to kill." Dr. Wood
received his medical education at King's College, London, and in 1864
took the degree of M.B. at the London University, and soon afterwards

went to reside at Tarrington, where for nearly fifty years he practised

his profession with great success. He enjoyed the full confidence of

his patients, and his tender, kindly and cheerful manner made him
greatly beloved by all who knew him. His generous treatment of

the poor is affectionately remembered by his old patients. He was
an earnest Churchman of evangelical leaning, and a most genial

and charming companion, for whatever subject was started he was
generally able to throw light upon it from his great store of

knowledge. In politics he was a staunch Conservative. He was
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a great book-lover, taking pleasure chiefly in scientific and standard
works ; while, at the same time, he was an ardent lover of nature
in its various phases, pursuing his hobbies of entomology and
botany Avithin the limits of his native county, Herefordshire. Pos-

sessed of untiring energy and activity, he was a bold and accomplished
horseman, and his prowess in the hunting field will long be remem-
bered—but entomology was his great study, chiefly the branches of the

Diptera and Micro-lepidoptera. His researches among these tiny

insects required the use of lenses of considerable power, and have been
the means of adding largely to the discoveries in that branch of the

science. Men in various parts of Europe, eminent in this study, were
in frequent correspondence with him, when his slight knowledge of

German and French was put to the test.

By his investigations in the county of Hereford large numbers of

insects, previously unknown to science, have been discovered ; and he
leaves a most beautifully set up collection, which he has bequeathed to

the Woolhope Naturalists' Club, to be preserved at the Hereford
Museum.
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But it is as a voluminous describer of new exotic species, particularly

in the Gcouictiidae and i'l/ralidae, that his name will chiefly go down
to posterity; most of all as the world's first specialist in Oeinnetridae.

We owe him a deep debt of gratitude for the prodigious amount of

pioneer work which he did in these directions, and although he never

evolved any consistent s} stems of classification, such as those which
have made the reputation of Hampson and Meyrick, his keen eye for

specific distinctions—in large measure the result, as he used to say, of

his early devotion to the smallest Lepidoptera—stood him in good
stead and enabled him to lay foundations upon which it is left toothers

to build. Prior to his work for the Tring Museum, which has
engrossed his energies for more than 20 years and to the extent of

which his numerous important papers m the Novitates Zoolotpcae

bear witnesss, he was engaged in arranging the (ieometridae and
i'l/ralidae of the British Museum Collections and to him certainly

belongs the credit of rescuing them from absolute chaos into some
kind of order, however much remained still to be done. Some papers

describing the new genera and species of the J'yralidae appeared in the

Annals and Magazine of Natural Histonj, series 6, vols. vii. to ix.

(1891-92), but no corresponding articles were published on the

Geoiiietridae and numerous MS. names in the Museum Collection have
remained to cause occasional perplexity.

To a knowledge of the Indian Geometrid fauna Mr. Warren con-

tributed two large papers prior to the Tring work (Froc. Zool. Soc.

bond., 1888, pp. 5492-389, 1893, pp. 341-434). On the Oeouietridae of

New Guinea—almost unknown until a few years ago—it is scarcely

too much to describe him as the sole writer up to the present
;
par-

ticularly important are his three voluminous papers on those of the

Upper Aroa, Angabunga and Biagi Rivers {Norit. ZuoL, x., pp. 343-

414; xiii., pp. 61-161 ; xiv., pp. 97-186). Of the apparently endlessly

rich fauna of tropical South America he has worked out a prodigious

number of new forms, either alone (for the Tring Museum) or in col-

laboration with Messrs. Schaus and Dognin ; most of the genera of this

fauna are of his own creating. Similar remarks might be made
regarding the Geometrids of the ^Ethiopian Region, except that here

our knowledge still remains somewhat more fragmentary.

For the last five or six years Mr. Warren's principal work has been

at the Nocttiidae, in connection with Seitz's great undertaking The
Macrolepidojitera of the World. Excepting a few pages at the begin-

ning, the whole of volume 3 (pp. 9-511), dealing with the Palearctic

Noctuids, is from his pen, and he was hard at work on the Indo-

Australian at the time of his death. He also contributed to volume 2

of the same work the short section dealing with the Palajarctic

Cyniato))}wridae.

The more general biological problems seem to have possessed little

attraction for him, or perhaps he had no time for them or thought
them inconsistent with his other labours. On the rare occasions, for

instance, when he mentions the word " mimic," it is nearly always in

a non-technical sense, as when we are told that a South American
Moth closely "mimics" an African genus. Descriptive work, pure

and simple, was his forte, and this is in general so concise, and withal

so adequate, that the recognition of his species, in spite of an

occasional paucity of structural clues, is as a rule a matter of no great
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difficulty. There is still room in the world for many Warrens before

the spade work of descriptive lepidopterology will be complete.—L.B.P.

J^EVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Annual Report ami Proceed ini/>i of the Lancashire and Cheshire

Entomolofiical Society, 1914, with three plates.—This Society still con-

tinues to keep up an active interest in entomology among its 95 mem-
bers although its meetings are only held during the six winter months.

There has been a special feature at each meeting of the session. Mr.

H. Donisthorpe communicated a paper entitled, " Some Associations

between Ants of different Species"; Mr. Wm. Mansbridge opened a

discussion "On the Increase on Melanism during recent years"; Prof.

Robt. Newstead gave a lecture " The Bionomics and Morphology of

some Bloodsucking Flies"; Mr. R. Wilding read -'Notes on some rare

and local Coleoptera"; Dr. P. F. Finne read a paper, " Insects con-

cerned in the Pollination of Plants"; and Mr. F. N. Pierce read his

Presidential Address, his subject being " The Hairs and Scales of

Lepidoptera." This last is prmted and illustrated with a plate. The
subject is really a bye product of Mr. Pierce's work in the investigation

of the genitalia of the British Lepidoptera, and is a most interesting

chapter in natural history. In another paper printed in the " Proceed-

ings " Mr. W. Mansbridge deals with the variation which occurs in

Tortrix costana, and introduces two new forms, one an extreme melanic

form taken and bred sparingly in Lancashire he names ab. Uverana,

and the other an intermediate form between ab. Uverana and the type,

which he names ab. intermedia. Mr. Mansbridge is compiling and

bringing up to date, a new edition of Dr. Ellis' List, " The Lepidop-

terous Fauna of Lancashire and Cheshire," the first portion of which,

comprising the Rhopalocera, is included in the present Report. We
do not wish to criticise too strongly, but if a List is to be brought up

to date as regards its facts, why not have its nomenclature also revised

in accordance with more modern views and not perpetuate the un-

authorised alterations, misspellings and so-called " corrections " of the

latter part of the Mid-Victorian period of Entomology, e.;/., Kuchloe

should be Euchlo'e, Leucophasia is now Leptosia, the old omnibus

Ar(jijnnis even in Hubner's time a hundred years ago did not include

paphia, nor did Vanessa include such incongruous species as c-albioii

and antiopa. Galatea was originally (jalathea, eijeria was ae(jeria,

hyperanthes was hyperantus, typhon was tiphon, phloeas should be phlaeas,

Lycoena should be Lycaena, a genus which, with its type arioji, cer-

tainly cannot contain aryns (aeyon) ; this omnibus genus has been

divided for many years past. .Eyon might have the synonym aryits

which is now widely considered to be the proper name, and thamiias

should be fiava. The new facts in the List and the comments on the

old records will be of the utmost use to all future students, and the

more of this kind of work which we get, the more light is thrown

upon the complicated problem of the distribution of the species.

—

H.J.T.

Corrections.—Report of London Natural History Society, page

212. I did not call these asymmetrical females of Ayriades coridon

ab. inaequalis, and I am not at all satisfied with them under this

heading.—C. P. Pickett (F.E.S.), 28, Colworth Road, Leytonstone.
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All MS. and editorial matter should be sent and all proofs returned to Hy. J. Turner,
98, Drakefell Eoad, New Cross, London, S.E.

We must earnestly request our correspondents not to send us communications identical
with those they are sending to other magazines.

Lists of Duplicates and Desiderata should be sent direct to Mr. H. E. Page,
Bertrose, Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E.

EDUCATION IN SWITZERLAND.
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE, STAEFA, LAKE OF ZURICH.

\A/E GUARANTEE a pupil of fair abilities to master
thoroughly French and German in one year.

Rapid preparation for all University and Polytechnikum
entrance exams.

80% successes in the last five years.

Country life, sports, boating, tennis, skiing, skating, etc.

Prospectus on demand.
Head-master:

P. A. H. MUSCHAMP, B.A., F.E.S.

LEONARD TATCHELL & Co., Breeders and Collectors of

British Butterflies and Moths,

10,

23, The Arcade, BOURNEMOUTH,
OFFER THEIR NEW LISTS OF LIVING LARYJG & PUPJE,

IMAGINES, LIFE-HISTORIES, AND APPARATUS. V.

Many good Vars., and Melanic Forms.

12, 15, 20 and 40 Diawers Cabinets in good condition. Full particulars on
application.
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READ THE BACK Nos. OF THE

Entomologist's Record & Journal of Variation
(Practical Hints, Field Work, etc. useful for every year's collecting).

VOL. VI.
The TITLES of some of the articles are as follows :—Notes on Butterfly Pupce, with some remarks

on the Phylogenesis of the Rhopalocera."

—

Dr. T. A. Chapman, F.E.S., " Phytophagic Spfcies."

—

Prof. A. UadcHfe Orote, M.A. "Varieties and aberrations of Noctuse from Doncaste'-."--H. ff.

Corbett, M.R.C.'s. "The frenulum of the British species of Smerinthus."— ff. C. Griffitlif, F.Z.S.,

F.'E.S. "Eudryas stse-johannis.,'

—

A. Radcliffe Orote, M.A. "Parthenogenesis or Aganiogenesis."

—

J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "Laivoe."—iJci'. O. M. A'. Hewitt, M.A. "Retrospect of a Lepidcpterist for 1894."
—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. " Generic Names in the Noctuidce."— Prof. A. R. Orote, M.A. " Pupa hunting in

October."

—

J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "Polygamy and Polyandry in Moths." "The nature of certain

insect colours."— TF.S. liidiny, M.D., R. Freer, M.B., J. W. Tutt, F. E.S., Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, J. Anderson,
Jiin. "The Lepidoptera of Swansea."

—

Major R. B. Robertson. " Caradrina ambigua in the Isle of

Wight."—.4. ,/. Hodges. "The insects of Bourg St. Maurice."—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. " Orrhodia
erythrocephala ab. glabra from Devonshire and comparison with (). vacoinii."

—

Dr. W. S. Riding,

F.E.S. "Notes on Caradrina ambigua and C. superstes."—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "Entomology and
Entomologists, being the Annual Address to the City of London Entom. Society." Notes on
Aphomia sociella " (with plate).— IF. P. Blackburne Maze, F.E.S. "Apterous females and Winter
Emergence "—E. F. Studd, M.A., B.G.L., F.E.S., L. B. Prout, F.E.S. " Collecting Noctuidfe by Lake
Erie."— vl. Raddi§e Orote, M.A. " Coleoptera at Ipswich."

—

Claude Morlei/, F.E.S. "Notes on
Bombus visurgife." " Synonymic Notes on Acidalia humilata and A. dilutavia."

—

L. B. Prout, F.E.S.
"The Lepidoptera of ()r<5sy-sur-Aix."

—

J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. " Apatura iris."—i?f!' O. M. A. Hexvett-

"Scheme of Classification of the Rhopalocera founded on the structure of the Pupre."

—

T . A.
Chapman, M.D., F.E.S. "Glimpses of American Entomology."—./. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "The Genus
Smeriuthus."—^. Bacot. " Variation considerel biologically : Some notes suggested by the Romanes
Lecture of 1894."—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "Wing structure."—J. Alston Moffatt. "On the development
of sex in social insects."—./. W. Tutt, F.E.S. "The British representatives of the Genus Caradrina."—
L, B. Prout, F.E.S. " Habits and variation of Lithosia lutarella and its variety pygmaeola."

—

J, TV. Tutt, F.E.S. On the gradual disappearance of Lepidoptera from South-Eastern London and
its neighbourhood."

—

C.Fenn, F.E.S. "A hunt for Neuroterusaprilinus."

—

T.A. Chnpvian.M.U., F.E.S.
"On the development of pigment in Nemeobius lucina."

—

F. J, BnckeU, M.B. "The Macro-Lepi-
doptera of Keswick."

—

H.A.Beadle. " Varieties of Argynnis selene " (with plate).—S. O. C. Russell,

F.E.S. " Hadenoid genera with hairy eyes."

—

Prof. A. R. Oro'e, M..4. " Zygoena minos and its

varieties."

—

J. IF. Tutt, F.E.S. "Notes on the pupte of Castnia and Anthocharis."— T. J. Chapman,
M.D., F.E.S. Besides these articles, a large number of short notes are contained in every number under
the follewing titles: "Scientific Notes and Observations," "Variation," "Notes on Larvpe and Life-

histories," " Notes on Collecting," " Current Notes." The reports of Societies are vei-y carefully edited,

and only scientific paragraphs published. The " Practical Hints " and " Field work " for each month
are quite unique.

The entomologist who will read carefully through the back numbers of The Entomologist's Record
ViTill find himself better equipped for the further study of his subject than by any other means.

Price 7/6 per volume, of Mr. H. E. Page, " Bertrose." Gellatly Road, New Cross, S.E.

OVA, LARV/E. AND PUP/E .

The Largest Breeder of Lepidoptera in the British Isles is

H. W. HEAD, #nUnuoUHltot,

Full lAst of Ova, Tjarvae, and Pupae, also Lepidoptera, Apparatus, Cabinets

etc., sent on application.

Many Rare British Species and Good Varieties for Sale.

Lantern Slides in Natural Colours.

LEPIDOPTERA & LARV.S: A SPECIALITY.
Photographed from life and true to Nature in every detail.

SLIDES OF BIRDS, WILD FLOWERS, &c.,
By same Colour Process.

LANTERN SLIDES MADE TO ORDER FROM ANY SPECIMEN OR COLOURED DRAWING.

PHOTOS IN COLOUR OF LARYiE, LIFE SIZE, ON lYORINE
TABLETS TO PIN IN THE CABINET.

For List apply to

—

CHARLES D. HEAD, Cherrymount, Donnycarney, DUBLIN.
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The Annual Exhibition of Varieties held by the South London
Entomological and Natural History Society at their rooms,

Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, on November 26th.

By Hy. J. TUKNEE, F.E.S.

The South London Society has for many years past been one of

the most virile associations of entomologists in the country. It holds
its meetings twice per month and very rarely does it happen that the

attendance is less'than the average of over 30 members per meeting.
One of the most attractive meetings of the autumn for many years

has been that held on the fourth Thursday in November, when mem-
bers and friends unite to bring together all that is new and interesting

in their captures and studies. The present meeting was no exception to

previous ones, as those who were present warmly testify. There were
more than a hundred members and friends and some forty had brought
exhibits. With such a wealth of treasures it is almost invidious to

select for special attention, but possibly the appended very full report

will give sufficient for our readers to select aught they particularly

take interest in.

At the same time we would like to remind our readers that this

Society possesses very complete collections for reference. The only
collection of European butterflies in London, which is accessible for

reference, is in its possession. Not even in South Kensington Museum
are the European Rhopalocera kept separate and so readily consultable.

Recently the British Lepidoptera series have been amplified by the

Dawson donations, Macro- and Micro-Lepidoptera, and are practically

complete. There is a capital collection of Coleoptera which Mr. West,
the Hon. Curator for so many years past, has made every endeavour to

complete and perfect. The Collections of Hemiptera (Heteroptera and
Homoptera), as well as of Odonata and Neuroptera, are becoming more
and more complete each year, while there are small collections of

British Bees, British Diptera, and Canadian Lepidoptera. The Society

has a large and practically complete Herbarium in the bequest of the

late Mr. Tugwell, and more recently a valuable collection of Mosses
has been obtained through the kindness of the present occupant of the
chair, Mr. B. H. Smith, B.A., F.E.S. Added to the above advantages
which membership of this Society brings is the opportunity to consult
the valuable and extensive reference library which is constantly being
increased by the donation of books and magazines.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited long series of A(/riades thetis [= Lycaena
bellar(jt(s) chiefly from the Sussex South Downs and the Kent and
Surrey North Downs. Among the males there were specimens, having
a row of distinct black spots within the margin of the hindwings,
examples of the so-called " green " form and others of the form that

had been variously called "lilac," "lead-colour," "French grey " and
" black," and which it had been asserted by one and another was a
hybrid between bellar(jus and coridon and bellari/its and icarim, but he
was aware of no evidence to support these suggestions and he thought
it far more likely that if the question were thoroughly worked out a

solution, both in this and the " green " form would be found in some
constitutional character. The females showed muc]

December 15th, 1914.
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amov;nt of blue scaling of fore- and hindwings and in the intensity of

the marginal red lunules, they being in some specimens practically

absent while in others they were so [strongly produced as to form

almost uninterrupted broad red bands. There was also much
variation in the spotting of the undersides in both sexes. In this

species as in A. coridun, variation appeared to be greater in the speci-

mens from the North Downs than in those from the South Downs.

Mr. W, J. Kaye exhibited a cabinet drawer containing series of the

three known species of the genus AcJwrontia, viz., atro/ioa, stj/.r, and

laclieais together with coloured maps showing the distribution of each,

also preserved larvfe and pupa case of atropos. It was remarked that

lachesis and stija; occurred together sometimes. Ail three species in the

larval stage were greatly attached to the Solanacfac, although in the case

of atrnpoii a very great number of plants of different orders had been

recorded as foodplants. Although atropos was occasionally taken in

some numbers in Britain, it was essentially an African species. Dr.

Jordan, in Seitz' Macro-Lcpidn/iti'ra says that while the larvae are

often infested with Tachinids they seem to be avoided by European

Ichneumonids. This remark is probably reprinted from Bartel, for

Tutt, in vol. iv. of Britif<li Lepidoptera, p. 434, gives a number of

species of Iclineinuonidae including Ichnetniion f/rossoriiis, Aiublyteles

laiiiinatoniis, AniblyteleS palUatoriiis, A))ibb/teles cerintlnHS and Tro//iis

lutoritts, which have been bred in this country from A. atropos.

Mr. H. Worsley-Wood exhibited a long series of CalUmorpha

quadripuncthia (liera) bred this year and including many of the form

ab. iKtescens, and also several intermediate forms.

The Rev. G. Wheeler exhibited:—

(a) A series of Plebeiiix ar<i!/ro;i)io)iion var. arnioricaniis from N.

Brittany taken early in June, 1914 ; remarkable for the dark ground

colour and pronounced orange bands of the underside, one of the g' s

showed obsolescent spotting, and all three 9 s had the spots either

elongated or to some extent confluent.

(b) A series of Hesjicria alveolus ab. taras from the Rhone Valley.

(c) A corresponding aberration of H. malroides from theLaquinthal.

{d) A gynandromorph of l\ art/ijrotjnonion, v\ght side ? , left <? ,

from the Vai Maggia, July, 1914 ; the body also halved, the <? portion

protruding beyond the ? .

(e) A specimen of Poh/onnnatus icarus with only the discoidals on

the forewing and the discoidals and faint marginal spots on the hind-

wing, taken at Altmatt, July, 1914.

(/') A (J Pararge iiiaera with the costa of the forewings strongly

concave and quite symmetrical, taken on the Via Mala, July, 1914.

Mr. R. M. Prideaux exhibited :

—

MeUtaea atirelia and \ both from Wiesbaden, 1888, melanistic

M. athalia j specimens.

M. didijDia, from Switzerland, 1905, spotting obsolescent.

Trichiura crataei/i, gynandromorphous specimen, bred, New Forest,

1895.
Strenia clathrata, albinistic specimen, Switzerland, 1907.

Two Melanar(jia i/alathea, melanistic specimens, Rhone Valley,

1905.

A<iriades coridon, ? ,
pale discoidal, and silver-tipped peacock-eyes

on hindwings, upperside, Oxted, Surrey, 1914.
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XantJwrho'c sociata, banded specimen, Isle of Wioht, 1895.

Mr. G. Talbot exhibited on behalf of Mr. J. J. Joicey, two drawers
containing rare Exotic Lepidoptera :

—

Ornithoptera alexandrae, Roths., a pair, and also a pupa case. O.

rnthschildi, Kenr., a male. Papilio ireiskei, Roths., a male from New
Guinea, and its ally P. macleayanns, Leach, from Queensland. A
similar species has just been discovered on Ceram, and described by Mr.
Rothschild as P. strescmanni. P. nuuskei probably represents a later

development of the older green form. A(/rias phalcidon, Hew., from
the Amazon. A(irias ami/don, Hew., from Colombia. Callithea

sappldra, Hiibn., a pair from the Amazon. Perimma ewinens, Ob., a

very rare species of this genus from Peru.

Hepialidae from Australia.

—

Clnirania rainsayi, Scott, a pair, in-

cluding a Tineid moth which feeds on the larva of rcDiisai/i. Charagia
cijanochlura. Low., a pair. Chanv/ia inirabilis, Roths., a pair. C.

lewinii, Wlk., a small species of the genus, a pair. Xijlotypia staci/i,

Scott, the largest Hepialid, a pair; the ? measures over 9 inches

across the wings.

Cossidae from Australia.

—

Xylextes ajfinix, Roths., a pair, also larva,

pupa case and the lid which covers hole in tree from which the imago
emerges. This lid is cut round by sharp processes found beneath the

shoulder flaps of the insect, and when free it is pushed off upon
emergence of insect. Xyleuten Uturatns, Donov., a pair, showing great

disparity in size of the sexes, also a pupa of S and one of ? .

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited some new world Papilionidwi recently

obtained by him and made the following remarks on them:—P.

orni/t/tion, Boisd. Twelve months ago my friend Dr. Davis and I

sent our collector to Guatemala. He spent most of his time in a

coffee plantation on the Pacific slope, but on his way home he

stopped at a place called Gualan on the Atlantic side about half-

way between the capital and the coast. From Gualan he sent me a

specimen of P. onu/tkion which is apparently a rare insect. There are

two specimens in the Godman collection now at South Kensington,

one from Mexico, and one from Guatemala and also a drawing of

Boisduval's type specimen in the Bordeaux Museum. When Roths-
child and Jordan published their Pierision of tite American Papilios

in 1906, there were also two Mexican specimens at Tring. It

approaches rather closely the central American form of P. bjcovhron,

known as pallets, but it has several points of distinction, one of which
is the very much narrower yellow median bands, and there is also an
additional row of spots in tlie black band on the underside of the fore-

wing which is well seen in my example. Below it is a specimen of P.

ii/cophrou var. pallas for comparison.
P. niojiteznina, Westw. This specimen was also taken at Gualan

on the same journey.

P. eolidiibiis, H.Sch. {(jinidlachianuft, Feld.). This is one of the

most beautiful of the new world Papilios, the brilliant blue band on

the forewing and the red distal area on the hindwing adding greatly

to its attractions. It is confined to the island of Cuba, and, I believe,

to the eastern end of it. Following the order of priority we must use

Herrich-Schaffer's name of coluwbus, bestowed upon it in 1802, rather

than Felder's more generally used name of (inndlacJiianus (which he

gave it two years' later, notwithstanding the fact that Kollar gave the
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same name of coltimbiis to another Popilio of a quite different group
and which is still in use.

P. t<eso}>tns var. zestos, Gray. This is a fairly common species in the

northern half of Central America and may be distinguished from
more southern sub-species by the red patch on the inner margin of

the hindwing.

P. lycinienes, two of which I show (J and $ ), is another Papilio

which comes in numbers from Guatemala and other Central American
countries.

P. tortjitatiis, Cr., is a Brazilian insect.

P. lio)iievi(i<, F. This fine species is, I believe, found only in

Jamaica and Santo Domingo and is probably the largest of the new
world species. It was formerly regarded as a great rarity but is now
to be found in most collections as its habits are better known and

collectors have learned how to take it. It is a forest insect and a very

high flyer, its headquaters being the Blue Mountains in Jamaica.

P. ulaiirits, L., IS an interesting insect being dichromatic in the ?

in the Southern part of its range, where it is double-brooded. I believe

American collectors generally apply the name of tuntus to the yellow

form and (ilaucim to the blackish-brown ? form. The large " titmus"

specimen is of the Southern summer form from Alabama and so is the
" (/laiiciis " 2 • The spring form is, I believe, smaller and more like

the northern form which I show under the subspecific name of

canadensis, R. and J., and which is found in British North America.

P. warcJiandi, Bdv. This rather uncommon species I have received

both from British Honduras and Guatemala.

P. salvhii, Bates. I was glad to receive this rare species from

Punta-Gorda in British Honduras in March last.

P. caclciis var. inca, R. and J. This also is a rarity and comes

from Peru,

P. zar/reits, F. bathiis var. chrysomelas, and P. ascolius, belong to a

most interesting mimetic group of Papilios which resemble certain

Danaines of the genus Tithorea and also have a certain mimetic

resemblance to some Heliconine species.

The Rev. A. T. Stiff, M.A., exhibited:—

(1) A series of Einnephele tithonus from Tavistock, showing a

considerable range of colour variation, and including one male with

cream ground-colour, two females with golden-yellow ground-colour,

two very dark males, one male Avith the us lally fuscous border of a

pale mouse-grey, and many showing extra spots.

(2) A series of Kmaturaa atniiiaria from the Isle of Man, the New
Forest, Tavistock, Wye and Folkestone, and including fine yellow

forms of the male, several yellowish females, two heavily bordered

males, two heavily barred females, and one female with male colouration

and marking.
Mr. W. J. Ashdown exhibited British and Swiss Aphantopns

Jii/perantiis including ab. arete and ab. caeca and several specimens with

asymmetrical spotting on the undersides of the hindwings.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a striking and almost perfect aberra-

tion of Argynnis niobe, captured on August 2nd of this year, at St.

Moriliz, Engadine. On the upper side the usual black markings are

symmetrically run together and extended in area to form an irregular

transverse black banding across all four wings, the submarginal orange
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lunules barely and most indefinitely defined, the black veining, where-
ever it is at all apparent, widely emphasised, and the usually wide
band of orange inside the lunules only marked by small unconnected
remnants. On the underside the forewings with the black spots run
together to form a very irregular transverse band, no remnants of black
lunules on the hind margin, no trace of silver at the apex of wing ; on
the underside of the lower wing the basal spots are united radially into

three large silver blotches, the middle transverse row of silver spots are
completely suppressed, the silver lunules of the outer margin are more
or less extended basally into streaks, and only a slight indication of

black scaling to the outer edge of these silver spots.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a large selection of specimens bred
from Irish parents, including series of Pieris ua/ii, with very dark and
yellow flushed examples, /'. rapae, I'oli/oiiiiiiatiiH ican(s with brilliant

blue females, I hyan /lapln'a, Melifaea aurinia, Hlpparchia seiiiele with
many very pale examples, etc. ; four specimens of Xciiria reticulata

(sapcmarioe) bred from Cork larvfe, in which the usual dull ochreous
ground colour is replaced with a lovely pink suffusion ; a series of bred
Diant/tdtcia liiteatjo var. barrettii, bred from Cork and Devon larvte and
dug pupte; a very beautiful varied series of Pac/niobia lujperborea

{alpina), bred from dug pupse at Rannoch ; series cf Aitriades coridon

females from Herts, including the var. seiiiiai/mjrapha, intermediates
and other extreme forms ; a bred series of the yellow var. rossica. of

Calliiiiniplia dinidiuda from Kent; a series of bred Stnjuion pritni from
Huntingdon ; wild collected cocoons with living pupte of Fliaretra

ei(})hi>rbiae {uti/ricae) and Dicranura bicnspis, showing the wonderful
protective resemblance in the environment; eight out of the ten speci-

mens of (jrastropacha ilicifolia bred from ova laid by the $ captured at

Cannock Chase last year, with preserved larvae of the species; bred
series of Atjrotis as/uvurthii, A. ai)at/iiiia, A. Innitjera, Pti/c/iopoda

{Acidalia) contif/uaria, and Boanitia repandata from Wales ; a bred

series, 2nd brood, of FJnpithecia innotata from Durham ; series of

linophos unjrtillata {obfiiscaria) and Anarta cordii/era from Braemar
and Rannoch respectively ; a series of Heliothis pelti;/era, showing the

ditierent facies of the spring (June), probably immigrant, specimens
and those bred and captured in autumn (September) ; and the two
remarkable examples of Antlirocera filipendulae ab. chytisantheiiii, bred
at St. Anne's-on-Sea, ni 1914, in which the red coloration is mostly
obscured by dark brown or black suffusion.

Mr. A. H. Jones exhibited a J" aberration of Mdaitaiy/ia (/alat/wa

taken at Folkestone, showing decrease of black marking on the upper-

side, so that the central transverse white area was regular and continu-

ous ; a 2 example of the same species from the Splugen Pass in

which the markings on the underside of the hindwings had coalesced

to form a complete band ; an A(/riade>> coridon taken at Deal by Mr.
Charles Fenn, a 2 of the very pale brown form known as ab. pallida

;

an ab. pallida of Coeiionympha pamphilus from Otford ; and three

examples from Eltham showing the recent spread of melanism,
Ai}ip/iidasis betidaria var. doiibledaijaria, T/iera rariata, a modified var.

obliterata, and Cidaria invnanata, a dusky form.

Mr. W. Schmassmann exhibited very tine examples of the following

species of OmitJwptera :—
Ornithoptera lydiaa, three 3' forms ; O. croesus, 3' \ ^*- borneiiianiii,
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three male forms ; O. jiuseidon Vkh. valentina, 3; 0. }>oseidon, $ form
hirsrin ; (). poseidon 2 form bnmneus : 0. paradisea, J ; and (>. para-

(lisca, a variety not showing the golden streak situated towards tail of

hindwing and having in consequence green marginal area of hind-
wing much increased.

He also exhibited the following species of MorpJiu, M. heciiba,

M. jiistitiae, M. aiiip/iitrioji, ]\J. cacira, M. rlii tenor, and M. aureola.

Mr. W. West (Hon. Curator of the Society) exhibited the fourteen

drawers of the type reference collection of the Society which have been
completely rearranged since the large additions made by the donation
of Mr. W. G. Dawson, of Abbots Morton, Worcester.

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited four cabinet drawers of his wonderful
collection of the forn:is of Ant/erona prttnariu, the results of seventeen

years of inbreeding and of four years of experiments in exposing the

larvas to various colour environments. The results obtained under the

latter conditions are somewhat remarkable as the following summar3'-

shows

:

Larvje ted up under pink muslin :—There was a tendency to reduce

the size of the bands and many specimens are paler.

Larvte fed up under red muslin :—There was a tendency to greatly

increase the size of the bands and many specimens are darker.

Larv;e fed up under yellow muslin :—There was a tendency to

produce a deeper yellow ground.

Larvae fed up under green muslin :—There was a tendency to kill

the yellow and orange, the former colour becoming more whitish and
the latter more orange yellow.

During the seventeen years of the experiments there have been 112
broods, from 15,955 ova, producing 13,476 larva? and 10,095 miagines.

Mr. Pickett also exhibited very long series oi A;/ riades coridon taken

during the last four seasons in the Herts district, and showing much
extreme variation. There were included lovely specimens of the ab.

seiiiisjpiiira/dia, ab. ijiacijiialis, ab. fitriata, ab. ohnoleta and the newlj''

differentiated asymmetrical gynandromorphic females with one side

smaller than the other, the smaller side always containing some amount
of androconial scales. One extreme aberration was a remarkable
albino 3 whitish over the entire upper-surface without dark margin,

and another extreme aberration a g- with the black margin extending

uniformly and wide round the margins of the hindwings as well as of

the forewings.

Th9 Rev. F. D. Motice exhibited a collection of British ('hryaididae

and a collection of the more conspicuous species of Pabisarctic Chnjsididae

(non-British) and stated that this group of brilliantly coloured Hymen-
optera were parasitical on the wood-burrowing bees and sand wasps.

It was somewhat remarkable that the British and many Pala'arctic

species were much more brilliantly coloured than their tropical

relatives.

Mr. B. S. Curwen exhibited series of European Parnassiids Ihirith

apidliiiiis, Paruassiiis apollo, I', deliiis and /', lunemosi/iie with several

aberrations ; series of L)/caena avion, L. arca^, L. eiiplieiniis, L. alcon

and L. iolas with Vohjonnnattis aiiianda : and several aberrations of

Apatiira ilia including ab. iliadet> taken near Laon in early July of 1914.

Mr. A. W. Mera exhibited a series showing the variation obtainable

in Psiliira iiwnacha. The series included examples ranging from
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typical forms to black specimens. They were bred from a typical $
crossed with a black ^ . The strain was originally from Ringwood and
North Kent and has been interbred and selected for some years.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited Af/riadcs tJwtix from Folkestone including

a $ with large yellow lunules on the hindwings and from Reigate a

very small male measuring only 22mm. ; specimens of Pohjonnnatus

irariis from Deal, Reigate, etc., including strong blue females, ab.

jcarinus, ab. striata, etc. ; two salmon pink forms and a melanic form
of Brijophila perla ironi Deal; and four different forms of Bnjopkila

)niiralis {jjlaiidifera) from the same locality.

Mr. Harold B. Williams exhibited ;

—

Eucldve cardamines : a 3 ai^d ? with extra spot on underside of

forewings.

Cnen(>ni/u>iiha pantphiltis ab. pallida, Tutt., specimens from North
Herts, 1914.

Aricia medon : specimens from Surrey, spring brood, including

ab. albiannulata, Harr., and summer specimens for comparison.

Raiiiicia phlaeas ; ab. radiata, Tutt, and ab. vhsnleta, Tutt, from
Wimbledon, and a var. with greater part of left forewing white, from

North Herts, 1914.

I'oh/oiniiiatKs icarns : specimens of spring brood from Surrey,

showing the strong tendency to obsolescence in spotting of underside

observed in this brood, also ab. obaoleta, Clark, ab. suhobsoleta, Tutt, ab.

antico-striata, Tutt, and other forms. 1914.

Aiiwrpha populi : two gynandromorphs, bred August, 1914.

Aifriades cnridon : specimens from North Herts., 1914, including

ab. .seiiiisi/nf/iapha, ab. obaoleta, etc., and a fine " khaki '" coloured

aberration of the $ , ab. pallida, with a few ab. inaequalis, Tutt, and
other interesting female forms.

Kpinephelt' jiirtina (janira) : two bleached forms.

The Rev. J. E. Tarbafc exhibited two unusually large females of a

very dark form of Af/rotis pnta taken at Portsdown, and a very small

3rd brood 2 of Pieris rapae measuring only 88mm. in expanse of

wings.

Mr. G. Brooks exhibited an aberration of Abraxas (p-ossulariata bred

from a wild larva taken at Dunstall in 1910. The whole of the ground

colour was a pale orange suffusion, and the usually bright orange band

of the forewings was obsolete.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett exhibited the three European alpine species of

Parnassius taken by him in the same neighbourhood in Switzerland,

/'. apolln, P. delius and P. iinmiiosi/ne, and remarked on the small

amount of variation he had seen in this year's specimens.

Mr. F. H. Stallman exhibited a short series of Xanthorho'e

[Melanijipe) fiiictiiata, taken in a garden at Dulwich during 1914,

varying from darksuft'used to pale, and including two var. eostocata.

Also a richly coloured var. costorata taken at Dulwich in 1913.

lliiinicia phlaeas: wdth the red band on hindwings only represented

by slight red dashes on the nervures. Oxshott, May 17th, 1914.

NoctHtt au(/ur : two forms bred from wild larvi© ; one June, 1914,

and the other June, 1913, the latter having a very " Agrotid

"

appearance.

TripJiaena comes : a " washed-out " looking specimen bred from

Wicken Fen larva 1913 ; and a specimen bred in 1913 from W^imbledon
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larva without the black band on hindwings, but with the usual
blackish suffusion at the base and apex of these wings present.

Mellinia civcellaris (ferrii;iinea) : a rich red form and a pale slatey

form ; also a variety with ground colour light orange and all transverse

lines a dull black; the nervures towards the outer margin are also

marked with black giving the insect a streaky appearance. The black
lower portion of the reniform is not so distinct as in the typical

specimens. All Box Hill, 1914.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited two boxes of butterflies of the

genus Papilio from the Indian and Austro-Malayan Eegions including
P. hector, P. theseiis, P. diphilus, P. antiplmn, P. aristolochiae, P. jioli/-

daeiiwn, P. polytes and its allied forms, P. nicanor, P. pohjdoriis, and
P. alphenor.

Mr. B. S. Williams exhibited a typical ^ and a totally melanic $
of Biston Jtirtaria, bred from a dug pupa, Fmchley, 1914. Mr. Prout
has identified the form as ya.v.fumaria, Haw., of which onl;f two other

specimens are known, one taken in Silesia and the other is in the

National Collection, the latter being brown instead of black.

Mr. W. G. Sheldon exhibited the lepidoptera taken by him during

a two months' stay in Russia in the early summer of 1914, of which
an account has been given in the F^ntomolofiixt, p. 233 et ^eq. (1914).

I. Species that do not occur further west than Russia :

Scolitantides pijlaun, Glaucopsi/che coelestina, Satyrus anthe, and
Hesperia tessellnm.

II. Species that are only rare in districts further west than Eastern
Russia :

Colias erate, Polyommatus eroides, Neptis lucilla, Erebia afer,

Hesperia cribrellinn, Coenonytupha leander, and Pararf/e clyinene,

III. Species that occur in Central Europe and which present different

forms in Russia :

—

Anthocharis belia, Eachlo'e cardamines var. volgensh, Sheld.,

Zeyris eaplieme, Callophrys rtibi var. achamyl, Sheld., Polyommatus
amanda var. lydia, Melitaea aiirinia var. sareptana, M. cinxia

var. obscurior, M. phoebe var. aetheria, M. aarelia var. seniiniyra,

M. didyma, M. triviayav. fascelis, Arf/ynnis niobe var. kuhliiianni,

Melanaryia iapyyia var. sitwarovius, and Satyrus lieriiuone var.

tetrica.

Mr. D. H. Pearson exhibited aberrant examples of Rhopalocera

taken by himself this j^ear in Switzerland and the Tyrol including

—

Brenthis pales : the small mountain form and the ab. napaea from
Pontresina, showing considerable variation towards melanism, and
some specimens with purple suffusion.

Erebia medusa xav. hipponiedusa: from below Alp Grum towards

Poschiavo.

Albiilina pheretes : very large examples from near Bormio.
Brenthis thore: from Alvaneu Bad.

Erebia lappona : bleached specimen from Pontresina, and an aber-

ration from Mont Cenis in which there is a continuous wide band of

dark markings on the underside of the lower wings.

Erebia ceto : strongly marked form from Binn and var. obscnra,

with a specimen from Trafoi with well defined white centres to spots.

Melitaea aurelia : variegated form from Susa and another from
Alvaneu Bad.
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Melitaea varia : fine underside aberration.

Parnassins apollo: with extremely large red spots on the costa and

disc of the hindwings. Bozen.
Mr. T. W. Hall exhibited three cabinet drawers containing his

collection of Pobjoinmatus icarus, Aiiriadea coridon, and A. thetis

[bellari/Ks). Amongst the series of the first-named species were some
brilliantly blue and large females from Sligo. In the series of A.

coridon were examples of ab. ayiKiraplia and ab. fit'Diisyuf/rapha with

several gynandromorphous specimens and streaked females. The A.

thetis included a brilliant, streaked female and many underside aber-

rations.

Dr. E. A. Cockayne exhibited the series of Ayriades: coridon already

described in the Knt. Becord on page 222, and stated that he had since

succeeded in finding androconia in all the six specimens dissected. He
also showed two further gynandromorphs, the species being Polyoni-

matus icarus, of which the following are the descriptions and details :

—

(1) Gynandromorphous P. icants, Sligo, 1914.

Upperside like a male in shape and colour, but with two small

orange lunules on each forewing and a row of orange lunules

on each hindwing.
Micr.—Small groups of brown scales scattered all over the

wing amongst the blue ones. Androconia numerous on both

forewings.

Undersides like a female.

Micr.—Small groups of scales of male colour scattered amongst
those of female colour.

Abdomen male in appearance.

This is a symmetrical mixed gynandromorph with male element

preponderating on upper , female on underside.

(2) Gynandromorphous P. icanis, Clare, 1914.

General appearance female, approaching ab. coerulea. Small
streaks of male colour on right forewing and on both hind-

wings. On these areas androconia are as numerous as on
areas of the same size and situation in a normal male.

Abdomen female in appearance. It contained two ovaries.

External genitalia male.

In addition Dr. Cockayne gave the following descriptions and
details of the gynandromorphs exhibited by Mr. T. W. Hall:

—

(3) Mr. Hall's P. icarus. ? Gynandromorphous.
Upperside of a brilliant blue, like that of Ayriades thetis.

Streak of brown on left forewing running from base to

margin, a broad band of similar colour along costa of left

hindwing. Orange lunules on upperside like a normal

female. No androconia could be found.

Micr.—Underside showed that a large part was covered by

scales similar in structure and colour to those normally found

only at base. They were distributed irregularly in long

streaks on all four wings, especially on right forewing, where

they extended almost to the margin. This is a similar con-

dition to that present in the A. coridon exhibited to-night by

Mr. H. B. Williams.

(4) Mr. Hall's Royston A. coridon (gynandro.).

This looks like a normal female, but there is slight blunting of
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the apex of the right forewing. Mear the apex are about 50
hlue scales, and amongst them are eight androconia. It is

therefore a predominantly female gynandromorph.
In conclusion Dr. Cockayne remarked that there was evidently a

race of A. coridon producing gynandromorphs of predominately female
type at Royston, and that the descent was probably direct. The
evidence in favour of this view is that the genital organs in the majority
of cases are those of normal females. It has been previously shown
that there is evidence of direct descent of predominantly male type of

gynandromorphism by Schultz who bred 4 Lijuiantria dispar, which
were male in all respects except for splashes of female colour on the
wings, from 85 pupte. One of these males was paired with a normal
female, and out of 65 pupjie of the brood, 2 similar gynandromorphs
were bred.

Mr. H. E. Page exhibited a series of local races of Plcbciits an/us

(aeifon) from Abries in the French Alps, Sion and Berisal in the Swiss
Alps, and from Pajares and Brafiuelas in Spain. The last were of the

remarkable form named by Dr. Chapman as var. casaiacus, and were
taken by Mr. and Mrs. Page in August, 1914.

Notes on the Season's Collecting, 1914.

By HAROLD B. WILLIAMS. LL.B.

I am anxious to avoid writing anything in the nature of a diary,

but some of my work this season may be of general interest. It will

perhaps be better to deal shortly with each of the species to be men-
tioned in turn than to attempt a chronological account.

Riiiiiicia pJdaeas.— The first brood was very abundant on Wimbledon
Common on May 17th and 18th, and a number were overhauled. Two
nice minor aberrations, both females, resulted. One is an extreme ab.

coerideopnnctata; Stand., with four large blue spots in each hindwing.
It has also a pallid area in each forewing (upperside) and on the vinder-

side an extra spot between the two inner discal spots. The second is

a strongly marked underside, ab. infra-extensa, Tutt.

On July 18th I found the first examples of the 2nd brood, at Rick-
mansworth, and on July 25th they were common at Chingford.

On August 21st I took a S specimen in North Herts with the

whole of the left forewing, except the costal area, white. The usual
spots are present and as intense as those on the normally coloured
rightwing.

Between September 21st and September 27th I found the Brd brood
abundant o)i Wimbledon Common, and numerous interesting speci-

mens Avere taken, of which the following call for mention :—A J ab.

obxoleta, Tutt, the hindwings entirely black ; two ? ab. radiata, Tutt,

the band in the hindwing replaced by five pencil-like dashes; and a $
with the left hindwing small, about three-quarters the size of the
right hindwing, and the band of a straw colour.

Aiiuiijdia popidi.—During the first week of June I obtained a large

batch of ova from a wild Clapton 5 , taken in cop. The larvae fed up
rapidly on poplar and pupated from the middle of July onwards.
Between July 29th and August 8th sixteen specimens emerged. On
August 2nd I was fortunate enough to breed two gynandromorphous
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specimens. Of these one is regularly halved, left side ? right side ^ .

The right side of the abdomen shows the usual <? "clasper." The
wings are strikingly diti'erent, the male side being of the strongly

banded form, and the female side unhanded. The second specimen is

more complicated. The left wings and antenna are ? . The right

wings are banded rather indistinctly and approach those of the g in

shape: the right antenna appears to be intermediate, and the body,

outwardly, appears to be rT . I have some numbers of pupte lying

over the winter, and hope to breed from the resulting moths next year.

PnbjoiinnatHs irariis.—This species has been extremely variable this

year, and some of the specimens obtained are exceedingly interesting.

Of the spring brood I took 90 specimens at Boxhill, Banstead, etc., and
of these no less than 30 show traces of ol^solescence in the underside

spotting. Most of these are not extreme. The specimens vary from
those m which the basal spots of the forewings only are absent (ah.

icarinns, Bcharf., eight specimens) to forms in which a large number
of the spots of both basal and submedian series in all wings are absent.

The most extreme has the basal, and the two lower submedian spots

absent oa the forev/ings, on the hindwings the first and second basal

and first submedian are present, and of the normal size. All the

remaining spots are represented only by a few white scales, and in

some cases traces of the black centre. One very fine $ specimen has

no basal spots, wi;h the exception of traces of the first on each hind-

wing, and all the submedian spots are thrown right out against the

marginal lanules, leaving the centre of the wing clear of spots.

Interest centres, however, chiefly in the unusually large proportion (one

in three) showing traces of obsolescence. During the last fortnight of

May the weather in Surrey was unusually cold, and I think this is

almost certainly the cause of the line of variation shown in the speci-

mens. The experiments of Krodel on pupa' of Atjiiadcs coridm) [All;/.

ZeiU. fur Ent., ix., p. 106) appear to support this view. A series of

P. icaruH, from Horsley, exhibited by Mr. W. E. King at a recent meet-

ing of the London Natural History Society, show the same character-

istics as my own, though I have no information as to the proportion

of obsolete to typical forms. Mr. L. W. Newman informs me that

during the spring emergence he captured in Kent a specimen with the

spots entirely obsolete (ab. obsnLeta, Clark), and others approaching it.

I was interested, in view of this marked characteristic of the spring

brood, to investigate thoroughly the variation of the summer brood, and
during a fortnight's holiday in North Herts, in August, I overhauled

some thousands of specimens and found only 80 obsolescent specimens,

six of these, however, are extreme and worth particular mention. Two
males have the underside spotting completely obsolete. A male and a

female, taken together on August 18th, Lave the forewing spotting

normal, the hindwings showing only three spots (one and two of the

basal and one of the submedian series). Two others have the hind-

wing spotting almost completely obsolete. Another extreme ab. nbsoleta

was taken in the same spot by Mr. Newman, and I hear of others from
various localities. The evidence is, perhaps, not strong enough to

justify an assumption that the obsolescence of marking in the spring

brood has a direct effect on the summer brood, but the facts may be

considered worth recording.

Aricia meclon.—In Surrey, in early June, I picked up fifteen speci-
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mens of this species which are of some interest, in comparison with the

P. tear IIS above referred to. Seven of them show either an advance
towards ab. salmacis on the upperside, or obsolescence of spotting on
the underside. The seven specimens referred to are as follows:—

One $ has the discoidals clearly ringed with white.

Two $ 5 have traces of white against the discoidals.

One (J is similar as regards the discoidal, and in addition has
some marginal lunules almost obsolete on the forewing.

Two 3- 3 lack a few underside spots.

One 2 has the spots on the hindwings largely obsolescent, and the

two lower of the submedian series of the forewings also. The
discoidals of the forewings, on the other hand, are greatly

enlarged.

The general characteristics of these specimens may, I thinic, be

attributed to the same cause as the variation in P. icams already

referred to.

Ai/riailefi coridon.—During August I collected a large number of

this species in its well-known locality in North Herts, and obtained
some fine forms. The various modifications of the 5 , including the

ab. seniisijni/rapha, Tutt, were in fair numbers. A considerable number
of more or less obsolete undersides in both sexes were taken, and one
or t\vo nicely-striated. One fine female aberration is entirely of a light
" khaki " colour with discoidals white-ringed on forewings and white
on hindwings. The most striking feature of the variation was the

abundance of the ab. inaequaliH, Tutt, to which so much attention has
been directed of late.

Of the form referred to by Mr. C. P. Pickett {¥lnt. Rec, xxvi., p. 59)
and Dr. Cockayne [ibid., p. 221), in which the wings are smaller on
one. side than the other, I secured two specimens. In one the right

forewing is 1mm. shorter than the left, measured along costa or inner

margin, and sprinkled all over, particularly near the inner margin,
with blue scales. The hindwings are of equal size and show no blue

scaling. In the other both right wings show isolated blue scales, and
are |^mm. shorter than the left. In addition the following were secured,

all of which, except possibly the last, may be referred to ab. inaeqiialis,

Tutt.

Three specimens with a solitary blue spot above the 5th marginal
lunule of hindwing (two left side only, one right side only).

Eight specimens with more or less pronounced "blue sprinkled
"

areas on the inner margin of forewings; two left side, six right side.

In four of the latter there are also blue-scaled areas in the hindwings,
and in one of these the blue reaches the margin, the orange colour

bemg absent from the marginal lunule at this point. These specimens
are distinct from those next to be referred to in that the blue scales do
not form a continuous streak, but are more or less scattered, though
arranged in lines following the direction of the nervures.

Three specimens with " streaks " of blue in right forewing. In
each case this streak is between the 1st and 2nd nervures from the

inner margin. In one it is only a short hair line near the tornus. In

the other two a long streak occupies nearly the whole length of the

wing. In one of these the streak is of considerable width.

One specimen with a similar, irregular " streak " in the left hind-

wing, near inner margin, running to hindrnargin. The marginal
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lunules are normal, except for a slight paleness in the outer line. The
whole of the lunule is present.

One specimen with the underside of the right wing densely covered

with greenish-blue scales similar to those usually present at the base.

These scales cover the whole wing with the exception of an area near

the costa. The left wing is normal. I have never seen a similar

specimen. Dr. Cockayne has kindly examined the specimen, and tells

me that these scales are exactly similar to those usually found at the

base of the wing, being shorter, broader and blunter than the brown
scales. The greenish-blue area is sharply divided from the brown area

along the costa, except that the latter area includes one small patch of

greenish scales. Of the other specimens referred to the last appear to

be classifiable with Dr. Cockayne's " No. 7 "
(p. 224). I am no

microscopist, but on examining the specimen with a lens there seems

a distinct difference in tint between these last four, in which the tint

approaches that of the blue in ab. semisyuf/raii/ia, and the previous

eleven, in which the tint is lighter. I make this statement with some
reserve, as the apparent difference maybe due to the scales being more
scattered in the eleven specimens.

A fact of more importance, I think, is that in the specimen, among
the "eleven," which I classify with Dr. Cockayne's first six, the

approach of the blue-scaled area to the hind margin involves a change
in the marginal lunule at the point. In the specimen among the

"four" in which the same thing occurs, no change is observed, the

lunule being as completely normal as in ab. xeiiiisi/ui/rafiJia. This

seems to some extent to confirm the conclusion arrived at by Dr.

Cockayne, that specimens of the latter class are not true hermaphro-

dites, while those of the former class are. It is a small point, but in

an enquiry of this sort, in whieh facts are somewhat elusive, nothing

is of such small importance as not to be worth recording.

A Life=history of Colias erate.

By W. G. SHELDON, F.E.S.

Whilst staying at Sarepta last May, I confined a female of Colias

erate over a number of leguminous plants, which grew in the locality

in which the butterfly occurred ; amongst them were MelilotnH offtci-

nali>t and Onnhrychis aativa, and upon a leaflet of the former plant the

female obliged me by depositing one ovum on May 22nd. This ovum
when deposited was straw coloured, opalescent, but not very glabrous

;

it was of course of the usual Colias shape. On May 2&rd it had changed

in colour to dark red, and on the 29th to lead colour, and later on this

day the larva emerged. The egg stage was thus the very short period

of seven days.

In the early morning of May 30th I saw that the larva had during

the previous night eaten the egg-shell ; during the course of this day it

partook of a leaflet of Melilotus (iffjri)ialis, upon which plant I fed it

throughout. It was 2mn:i. in length ; head black, 2nd segment light

green, remainder of segments brownish-green ; it rested stretched at

full length on the midrib of the leaflet, on the upperside, and had

nibbled two circular holes, leaving, however, the lower cuticle entire.

On June 1st the larva was feeding well, eating the leaflet away
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from the edge towards the centre, leaving the lower cuticle entire, and
resting on the midrib of the leaflet as before.

On June 5th it had changed to second instar ; it was now 3mm. in

length, head greenish-brown and hirsute; the remainder of the

segments were dark green with a slight indication of a thin darker

dorsal stripe : in this stage it ate away all but the ribs of the leaflet,

commencing at the apex and working towards the base.

On June 10th it had changed into the third instar; it was then

4mm. long ; the bead and the remainder of the segments were dull

green in colour; it was very hirsute for a Pierid larva, and covered

with white tubercles emitting white spines ; along the centre of the

dorsal area ran a thin stripe slightly darker in colour than the sur-

roundings ; the subdorsal and spiracular areas had a series of slightly

darker longitudinal stripes, which were difficult to see even with the

assistance of a lens ; the spiracular stripe was lighter than the sur-

rounding area. In this stage the larva ate the entire leaflet including

the ribs.

On June 15th the larva changed into the fourth instar ; it had then

greatly increased in size and was 10mm. long ; it was of the same
colour as the leaf on which it was feeding, and had a faintly indicated

darker line along the centre of the dorsal area. The spiracular stripe

was narrow and white, except the portion surrounding the spiracles,

which were light crimson. The spiracles themselves were incon-

spicuous.

On June 19th the larva changed into the fifth instar; it was then

15mm. long, of a dark grass-green colour with the exception of the first

and the anal segments, which were dull grass-green ; there were still

indications of the dark dorsal stripe which had been noticed in the

previous stages. The spiracular stripes were now prominent and white

in colour throughout, with the exception that immediately over each

spiracle there was a crimson blotch. The spiracles, which were

beneath the spiracular stripe, were black and conspicuous ; the larva

was very spiny, and on June 20th it had increased to 25mm. in length,

and on the following day to 29mm. The spiracular stripe was on this

day, over the spiracles coral-red, between spiracles lemon-yellow, edged

with white throughout the length, on the dorsal sides. On June 22nd
and June 23rd it fed slowly, and on June 24th suspended itself for

pupation, changing into a chrysalis during the night of June 25th.

It will be seen from the above notes that only 27 days were occupied

by the larva to go through this stage.

The chrysalis was 20mm. long, dull green in colour, with a line of

light lemon-yellow, extending from the head along the hind margins of

wing cases and the sides of abdomen to the anal segment. Below this

stripe the front three segments of the abdomen had each a brown blotch.

The discoidal spot was visible through the pupal envelope ; and the

inner margin of the external dark band on the superiors was indicated

by a line of black dots.

The chrysalis commenced to change colour on June 30th, the

butterfly clearly showing through the pupa case, and was apparently

ready to emerge ; the actual emergence took place on the morning of

July 2nd.

The period of the pupa stage was thus seven days, and for the whole
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of the stages 41 days, or under six weeks. The resultant imago proved

to be a rather small female, expanding 51mm.
I presume C. erate at Sarepta has four broods during each year

;

there was certainly a numerous brood of imagines flying in early May,
judging by the condition of the specimens at the date of my arrival

there, May 20th. There was a second brood emerging during the last

few days of our stay, June 17th to 23rd, and I think there would be a

third brood during late July or in early August and a fourth in

September. Presumably this species is a true hibernator, and not as

in C. edum successively brooded during the winter, because the

winters at Sarepta are very severe, with snow on the ground for many
months, as I believe they are throughout the whole of its known range,

and it does not seem possible for a larva to live and feed under these

conditions.

Agriades coridon. The new asymmetrical forms from the Herts
district.

By C. P. PICKETT, F.E.S.

I am very pleased to see that at least one of our leading authorities

has taken up this new and interesting asymmetrical form of A. cnruhm.

I was one of the first to call attention to this interesting form, and
believed it to be more than an ordinary asymmetrical form. Now we
are working it up we already find at least something new regarding A.

coridon, I do not think it should be placed under the heading of " ab.

inacqiialis :
" it is quite a distinct form from the aberration which the

late J. W. Tutt named ab. inat'(iiialix. His description surely meant
the usual form where the blue was either streaked or splashed on one
side more than the other. For this present form a more appropriate

name would be"ab. roystouensis.'' On reference to Tutt's British But-
terjiies, p. 167 (1896), his description reads as follows: ' ab. inaequalis,

n. ab. = with blue streaks, sometimes varying on opposite wings of the

insect." Personally I have not come across these asymmetrical ? s

before during over thirty years keen collecting of the blues, and do not

remember seeing or hearing of any others being taken anywhere.
They only seem to have occurred on this particular Herts ground. I

can trace them back the past five seasons, but have not noticed them
on this ground before this, no doubt they were there, but being keen on
ab. seiiiifii/niirap/ia, one was apt to overlook them ; now that the seiui-

sywirafiha fever has worked ofl' all attention is given to this new form.

Strange to say all these asymmetrical forms that I have taken (with

the exception of three) are more or less heavily blue scaled on the

smaller wings, and appear as if the blue were dusted on. I took one
specimen, however, with the whole of the four wings dusted in this

way, even to the edge of the wings, but curiously enough this was not

an asymmetrical form, but one rather smaller than the usual type. I

have three asymmetrical forms without any trace of blue whatever, two
being with right hand side wings largest, and ab. auvantia, Tutt
(marginal orange spots), the left and smaller side being typical coridon,

the other specimen is of a curious shade of greyish- brown, the small
side being typical coridon and largest side showing faint marginal
orange spots edged internally with whitish-blue crescents.

The most striking point of A. coridon from Herts is the great
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abundance of 2 s over the J s. I am sure last season (1913) I shall

never forget ; the females were so abundant that they simply came in

droves. I did count the number taken with one sweep of the net, it

was over 50, and not a male amongst them, but there were three ab.

semisijntfra/iha, no doubt they were taken for males, for they were often

chased by a goodly number of ordmary females. I could never under-
stand what became of the males, they seemed almost absent. When
one looks back at past seasons on this same spot, almost the same
conditions prevailed, there was certainly a great preponderance of

females over the males, the males appearing extremely few compared
with those taken from other localities. This female preponderance has
occurred for a number of years, but in particular 1913 seemed to be an
extraordinary season for this femaleness. This season (1914) was
nothing compared to it, but the females were in great abundance, the
males were more in evidence than I have seen them before from Herts.
They vary so little that I have not seen a really good aberration from
here. One of my best I took this year, it was an albino ^ ,

quite a
whitish example. This season was quite a contrast to that of 1913,
when I counted 25 collectors during my stay all with the seinif<!/n<irapha

fever, this year all seemed peace and quiet, very few collectors being
seen. I ran down during the first days of the " war," when railway
traffic was partially held up, having to wait long hours to get through,
but once on the spot the war was quite forgotten till my return, when
I had much the same treat. I was able, however, to capture six asym-
metrical specimens and two females (normal size) with deep dashes of

blue on wings, in one on the right forewingand in the other on the left.

I hear several of this kind were taken this year, so it seems as if there is

still another side issue appearing in A. corulon. No doubt there seems
to exist a certam amount of hermaphroditism in these asymmetrical
females, and one awaits for further explanations in making clear this

mystery. I look forward to 1915 with an extra amount of renewed
energy to cure this " fit of the blues."

Some notes on the Genera Platyphora, Verrall, and Aenigmatias»
Meinert, and a species new to Britain.

By HOKACE DONISTHOEPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Plati/jihora, Verrall, 1877= 3 ; Aeniiiinatias, Meinert, 1890= $ .

Platyphoka LUBBocKi, Verrall.

Platyphora liibbocki, Verrall, " Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool.," 13, 260(1877)1.
Aenuimn'tias Idattoide^, Meinert, " Ent. Medel," 2, '212-27 (1890)-. Plalijphora

lubbocki, Wasmann, '' Krit. Ver. Myr. Ter. Art.," 174 (1894)-\ Aeiii(jinatias

blattoides, Wasmann, "Krit. Ver. Myr. Ter. Art.," 175 (1894)^ ;
" Biol. Centralb.,"

28, 728 (1908)'''. Platiiphora lubbocki, Collin, " Proc. Ent. Soc. Lend.," i904,

lxix.«; Mallocb, " Anii. Scot. Nat. Hist.," 1910, 17"; Collin, "Ent. Mo. Mag.,"

49, 174, Pit. 3, tig. 3 (1913)'^ ; Donisthorpe, " Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1913, Ixxvi.^

Aenigmatias blattoich'x, Donistborpe, " Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1913, Ixxvi.i";

"Ent. liec," 25, 277-78 (1913)." Flatjiphora lubbocki, Donisthorpe, "Ent.
Rec," 23, 277 (1913)^'^ ; H. Sebmitz, " Jaarb. Nat. Hist. Genoots. Liraburg,"
J9i5, 123.''' Acni(jnuiti(is blultoidc!<, H. Sebmitz, " Jaarb. Nat. Hist. Genoots.
Limburg," 1913, 1241"; " Zool. Jahrb.," 541-44 (1914).!^'

In 1877 Verrall described a fly, bred in one of Lord Avebury's

observation nests, under the name of Platyphora luhhocki} This
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specimen was unfortunately lost, and the species was never found

again until July 6th, 1901, whon Dr. Wood captured a specimen in

Stoke Wood, Herefordshire," and subsequently J. J. P. X. King took

another in the New Forest.' It will thus be seen that during all this

time the host, or hosts, of this parasitic Dipteron remained unknown.
On July 11th, 1913, I captured a specimen which was running about

in my large F. sanr/uinfa observation nest", and as I had kept this

colony in captivity for four years, the fly must have bred out from F.

fasca cocoons, of which large numbers had been given to the ants to

bring up as slaves. On July 4th, 1914, 1 captured a specimen in

some sphagnum from a F. picea nest from the New I^rcst, and on

July 12th I observed a specimen in the very large glass bowl which
contained my F. picea observation nest, also from the New Forest.

On July 23rd, 1914, I found a number of small red Dipterous pupa3

in nests of /*'. picea in the New Forest, these I brought home with

more of the ants, and introduced some into my observation nest and

others into tins containing earth and a few of the ants. July 29th

another was captured in the bowl, and on July 31st one hatched out

in one of the tins. Before leaving town I took (the bowl) my large

observation nest to the British Museum, where Mr. Edwards kindly

took charge of it, and he made the following captures in it : August

1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 12th, and 17th; on 18th another was
observed, and on September 10th the last specimen to hatch out was

captured. On August 11th a specimen hatched from one of the red

pupjc, some of which I had isolated in a small plaster nest and taken

away with me.

Aenigmatias blattoides, Mein.

Meinert described this aberrant apterous Phorid in 1890 from a

specimen he had taken in a nest of F. fiiaca in Denmark- (but for

some unknown reason he suggested it might be associated with the

nests of mice), and a second example exists in the Copenhagen

Museum, also taken by him.

In 1898 Mik suggested that Acnii/iiiatias might be the female of

riati/phora, but he gives no reasons for this opinion [" Wien. Ent.

Zeitschr.," 17, 204 (1898)]

.

In 1908 Wasmann, at Luxemburg, found a specimen in an obser-

vation nest of F. cx^ecta into which ho had introduced a number of 7^'.

fasca cocoons ; and he obtained a second specimen, also at Luxemburg,
from fuHca cocoons.'

On July 21st, 1913, I captured a specimen in a nest of F. fiisca

under a stone at Nethy Bridge, in Inverness-shire"— this H. Schmitz

has since named var. hiijldandicay'

On July 14th, 1914, I captured a specimen in my observation nest

of F. picea before mentioned, and on July 29th and 80th specimens

hatched out in the tins before mentioned. On August 10th a specimen

hatched from the Dipterous pupa3 before mentioned, isolated in a small

plaster nest ; and on August 13th Edwards found a specimen running

on the sphagnum in the bowl.

This certainly seems to prove that /'. liibhacki is the male of A.

blattoideti. The hosts are Formica ftisca'and F. picea, and in the case

of the latter the fly larvic must have emerged from the cocoon before

they pupated.
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Platyphoea dorni, Enderlein.

Oniscomyia donii, Enderlein, " Zool. Jahr.," 27, 145-5(i fl908)i. Aenifimatias
hlattoidca, Wasmann, "Biol. Centralb.," 28, 729 (1908)2 [in part]. Flatyphora
luhhocki, Donisthorpe, " Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1913, Ixsvi.^ [in part] :

" Knt.
Rec." 25, 277 (1913)' [in part]. Aenigmutias dorni, H. Scbniitz, " Jaar. Nat.
Hist. Genoots. Limburg," 1913, 1245

;
" Zool. Jahr.," 37, 544-48 (1914)«.

On August 18th, 1907, Enderlein described an apterous Phorid
found in a nest of rob/i'ri/us rufescem (the Amazon Ant) at Zeyrn, near
Kronals in Oberfranken under the name of 0)u'sco)iiyia dorni^ ; but as

' pointed out by Schmitz Omacomijia is a synonym of Aenvjinatias^.

Pulj/en/iis possesses no myrmecophiles of its own ; this specimen
was therefore parasitic on the slaves of the " Amazons," the slave

species was not noted, but from what follows they were probably
F, ruftbarbis.

On July 17th, 1902, Wasmann found a specimen in an observation
nest of F. ru/ibarbis at Luxemburg, on July 9th, 1904, he captured
another in a nest of F. rntlbarbis in a garden at Luxemburg, and on
July 31st, 1905, he found a third in a nest of F. rnlibarhiH in this

garden'^ On July 26th, 1913, I captured a specimen of a Platyphora,
which difiers considerably from P. Inbbocki, in my F. san</iiinea obser-

vation nest- ; this specimen Schmitz considers is probably the unknown
male of A. dorni. As my samjumea nest had been supplied with large

numbers of F. rujibarbh cocoons from Weybridge, as well as the
F. fnsca cocoons before mentioned, the Flatyphora most probably bred
out from the former.

Edwards has kindly called my attention to the differences between
Flatypliora hibbocki from my F. picea nest (which are all very constant)
and this specimen. These may be tabulated as follows :

—

P. luhhocki. P. dorni.

1. Front tibiffi and tarsi much 1. Front tibial and tarsi very little

thickened. thickened.
2. Mid and hind femora yellow on basal 2. Mid and hind femora all black.

i to g.

8. Second thick vein with an indistinct 3. Second thick vein divided distinctly

thin branch at tip. into two equal branches at tip.

4. Hypopygium small, black. 4. Hypopygium large, yellow.

Should this not be the male of P. dorni, End., it is a new species

of Flatyphora, and in any case it is new to the British fauna.

CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.

In the August No. of the Fnt. Mo. May., Comm. J. J. Walker adds a

new genus and species of Coleoptera to the British list, in the Staphy-
linid, liyyropora cunctans, which he took in a damp place on the open
heath near Brockenhurst while in company with Dr. Sharp. Mr. E.
E. Green also introduces a new species to the British list and also to

science in the Coccid, Kuwania britannica, which was found on birch at

Camberley, a birch, pine and heather country. The species is figured

in detail.

Messrs. Watkins and Doncaster have sent us their new Label List

of British Butterflies and Moths, with Latin-English names. The list

comprises the Macrolupidoptera and is well and clearly printed, and
allowance for sufficient margin is made. This publication should
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prove very useful to those for whom it is intended. One would like to

have the family name labels in the Rhopalocera as they are given in

the rest of the list. As to being up-to-date, that is quite an impossi-

bility for any list in our present period of rapid advance and change,

but a good attempt has hero been made to more or less assimilate

modern views, but not always with complete success. We get such
combination as Lijcaena ari/iis, an/u>i right for the old aeiioii, Lycaena
certainly wrong even if the generally used Plebeius be wrong, as some
aver. Again, Adopaea thaiimas, Adopaea up-to-date, thaiinios is the old

name for what has long been called lijica and now called by the original

name fiava. Generic names can never be stable, their comprehension
must ever be variable as our knowledge increases and our work becomes
more intensive, but they should never be interchangeable. Liicacna and
avion must come together ; arinn is the unalterable type of the genus
T/i/caena, and cannot be in Noiiiiade.t. It would have been better to

duplicate a laame like Diacrisia sanio with its time-honoured synonym
Kiithenionia rtisstda, a practice which, in the Noctuid portion of the list,

has been advisedly followed to a large extent. Why huperina

gueneei, a species so abundant in Lancashire, is omitted, and the

doubtfully accidental L. duinerilii inserted, we cannot explain. We
note a few slight errors m spelling, Eachloe for Eucldo'e, Xanthorhoe

for Xanthorhoe, actaeon for acteon, etc. No label list would suit some
of us ; one we made ourselves would be out of date with us in a

month or two.

;^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Genitalia of the Geometrid^ of the British Isles, by

F. N. Pierce, F.E.S. (110 pp., 48 plates Avith 450 figs.). Price 10s.

post free, from the author.—More than five years have elapsed since

the vohime on the "Genitalia of the British Xoctuidae" was published,

and during that interval, no doubt owing largely to the influence of

the knowledge there collected and collated, lepidopterists generally

have come to look upon the facts obtained by the investigation of the

genital organs as of extreme importance in all classificatory work, and
even as often affording the critical test for the determination of species.

Not only is this so with Lepidoptera, but the study of these organs in

both the Diptera and the Coleoptera has become most interesting to

the ordinary student, and often the main indication relied on by

systematists in dealing with otherwise diffieulfc families.

Like the former volume, the present work deals with facts mainly,

although wherever the genitalia indicated want of correlation with

the characters hitherto depended upon for classification this has been

taken into account. The names of genera and species have been

revised by Mr. L. B. Prout, and for those he is " almost entirely

responsible." On page xxvi., etc., XantJiorluc should be Xanthorhoe'.

In the former volume only the organs of the male sex were figured

and those minus the penis, but in the present volume it has been

found necessary to give in each case not only the latter part and its

attendant structures, but also to figure the female apparatus with a

figure of the bursa copulatrix, which often lies some distance from the

other organs in the abdomen in the perfect insect.

"In order to test the validity of this principle," the author has
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sent us with the copy of the book "two mounts (unnamed), one of

Noctnidac and one of (ieotiielriilac, selected from a number of duplicate

slides, in order that we may have an opportunity of identifying the

species with the drawings and descriptions," together with a marked
"solution " to refer to after determination.

In studying a subject which has been elaborated in considerable

detail, and with which one is not already intimately acquainted, it is

necessary to start with a certain amount of definite understanding as

to the values of the terminological words, and the author rightly

devotes a chapter to this matter. In his former work he used the

following set of names for the various parts :

—

Male.
The Tegumen.
1 The Uncus.
2 The Vinculum.
3 The Peniculus.

4 The Harpes.
a. Cncullus (uppei).

(1) Margin.

(2) Corona.
('^) Marginal spines.

(4) Anal angle.

(5) Anal spine.

(6) PoUex.

(7) Digitus.

6. Sacculus (lower).

(1) Extension.

(2) CJavus.

c. (centre).

(1) Ciasper.

(2) Ampulla.

(3) Editum.
B. Anus.

1 Scaphium (only in Noctuidae).

2 Subscaphium.
C. The Penis.

1 Juxta.

2 jEdceagus.

3 Vesica.

4 Cornuti.

Female.
A. Lodix.

B. Genital Plate.

C. Ovipositor.

The relative position and generalised shape and appearance of all

these parts were more or less indicated in a figure of the male arma-
ture (Noctuid) and two plates of varied developments of parts were
added. It would have been well to have included similar plates in the

pre'^ent volume, as, to an average student taking the Noctuid structures

and terminology as a basis, there is some difficulty in satisfactorily

understanding the Geometrid structures without a very considerable

amount of special work, the time and opportunities for which are

often not available to him.

It must be borne in mind, that in the former work the various

parts of the male genitalia were lumped together in the ninth seg-

ment, that the penis was only dealt with in a general way, and not

figured, and that the female organs were omitted altogether.

In the present work the various ancillary structures are classified

much more elaborately. First they are separated into External Parts

and Internal Parts. Those of the former have been allocated to the

various segments from which they have supposed to have arisen by

the devious modifications, developments and migrations, which have
so obscured their origin and phylogeny. One does not like the terms

External or Internal. Are not all the parts internal in position of

origin ? Do they not all more or less become external at emergence

from the pupa ? It would have been preferable to use Secondary and
Primary. The term Secondarj^ for all those parts which have

doubtless originated from the outer cylindrical body-tube, and the

Uvu\ Primary for those parts which have doubtless been derived from
the inner (intestinal) cylindrica,! body-tube, the approximation and
welding together of which have formed the extremely complex organ
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of the genital apparatus. There is an analogous development at the

othei- end of the body-tubes in the complex strnctare of the eye, where
the lens (cornea) has its origin in the outer body-tube, while the

sensitive structures are developments from the inner body-tube, the

whole having become welded together into one complex organ the eye.

The following is an analysis of the Terminology used in the

present volume :

—

Male.
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(6) The Genital Plate of the volume on Noctiiulae, the term for a

plate leading to the genital tube, is not mentioned in the more
detailed remarks on female armature. (7) Nor is the Lodix, the name
of a plate which covers the last named plate, referred to.

It is to be regretted that an error has crept in, quite inadvertently

we are perfectly sure. 5till it is necessary to early call attention to

it as it appears somewhat unjust to some of our foremost workers in

the investigation of these organs. " The f/nathus of Chapman," is a

byword with workers on the genitalia, but on page xx. occurs " The
Gnathos.—Pierce," and again on page 81 "Gnathos: (Gr. gnathos, the

lower jaw) .'
. . . P(ierce)." On page xxi. we read " This organ

(the gnathos) has appeared to me to be of such importance as to form
two primary divisions of the (ieotuetridae according as it is present or

absent and for these divisions I propose the names Gnathoi and
Agnathoi." Turning to Wyttsmann's Genera Insectontui, fasc. 103,

p. 6, Prout (1910), we read : "In particular, Dr. Chapman {in litt.)

considers that a dichotomous arrangement is indicated thus :
1° tenth

abdominal segment clearly marked off from ninth, and distinctly

articulated into dorsal and ventral pieces, suggesting a shark's jaw
(typified by Kranitis, but embracing numerous (Knochrominae as well as

Boarniinae of Hampson), 2° without this character."

Again in the knt. Becord, vol. xxiii., p. 287 (1911), Chapman
writes :

— " The name Scaphimn as used erroneously is sometimes
perhaps applied to the " subscaphium," but more usually to the 10th

abdominal sternite, and this piece, if one objects to " 10th abdominal
sternite " as being a description and not a name, is in want of a short

name. If so, I would call it the " gnathus " (7^a6'os), anglicised
" gnath," in allusion to its so often resembling a lower jaw, as in

—

"

The question of the term "gnathos" is still further complicated.

In October, 1905, in the Transactions of the Entomolotjical Societij of

London, Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker published " A Monograph of the

Genus Ot/yris," m which he introduced the term " Falces " for similar

structures in this genus of Lycaenidae. On page 270 we read, " The
tegumen of the whole of the Lycaenidae is furnished with a pair of

hooks at the lower extremities of the lateral lobes, these I have desig-

nated by the term Falces (falx= a reaping-hook)." A careful compari-

son and consideration of the figures on the plate accompanying this

paper (plate xv.) with the drawings in Mr. Pierce's book will readily

convince one that these structures are the same, and hence as the term
" falces " was introduced so long ago as 1905, it has priority over the

term "gnathos," which will fall.

[To be concluded.)

Correction :—-In my notes on collecting in the Tyrol (p. 248), I

regret to find that an error was made in recording Erehia nerine from

near Gamagoi as these prove to be a dark form of Erehia goante. I find,

hoAvever, that one K. nerine was taken at Bormio on July 8th, and

another at Trafoi on July 11th.

—

Douglas H. Pearson.
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Braconidae with ants
Breeding of Boarmia consortaria,

73 ; Colias edusa var. lielice, 49
;

Forjicida auricularia

Butterflies in the Tyrol in 1911 and
1912

Canadian Entomological Service,

210 ; National Collection of In-

sects

Carton of Ants
Chalcididae with ants
Coecidae, 88, 190. 207; new to

Britain and science

Coleophora bicolorella and C. j^oli-

tella

Coleoptera : as food for trout, 209
;

in Algeria, 87 ; in Ireland, 146 ;

in Tunis, 65, 66, 116; Lampyrid
attacking snail, 66 ; Larva of

Medon, 230 ; Larvffi of Chrysomela
eaten by lizard, 65 ; Myrme-
cophilous, 41, 230 ; New Species
and Vars. of, 137, 187; of

Glamorgan, 236; of Moles'
Nests, 62, 230 ; Rare Species of,

99, 103, 116, 149 ; Records for

1913, 99 ; Species and Varieties

New to Britain, 23, 137, 147,

187, 188, 210, 278; Supposed
larva of Claviger longicornis,

230 ; Variations in Coccinellidae,

Colias edusa in 1913
Collecting in the Horley district,

1911-1912
Collecting in the Spring of 1914 .

.

Collecting in Turkey, mainly near
Constantinople, in 1913..

Collection of Earwigs, Gadeau de
Kerville

Colkmbola with ants
Colour of Lepidopterous Cocoons.

.

Colour Pattern of Lithocolletis

185
194
213
42

145

129

256
40
42

278

248

52
81

45
143

17

51
43

146
188
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Colour Variation in Dermaptcra . . 216
CopulaHon of P. atalanta in Octo-

ber (sec nUo Pairing) .

.

. . 253
Corrections .. .. 21, 260, 282
Correlation of Pattern and Structure

in Pihopalocera with special refer-

ence to the lluralidae .

.

. . 177
Courtship of Aglais urticae . . 250
Crambi new to Britain .

.

. . 188
Critical Examination of Dr. Verity's

Paper on the " Types" of Palae-
arctic Rhopalocera in the

Linnean Collection .

.

. . 29

Crustacea with ants, 44 ; in moles'
nests . . .

.

. . . . 63
Current Notes and Short Notices,

22, 50, 74, 100, 116, 144, 186,

206, 232, 254, 278
Date of appearance of Melanargia

arge " . . 252
Dermaptera, Variation in the . . 213
Description of Colias eratc (ovum,

larva, and pupa), 273; Erehia
lefebvrei and vars., 78; E.
tyndarns var. dromus, 80 ; Gy-
nandromorphous A. coridon,

222, 269 ; do. P. icarus, 269
;

Leptothorax spp. 89 ; Lycaena
' sepfiyrus var. uhryki (ovum,
larva and pupa) .

.

. . 15, 169
Devastation by lepidopterous larvee 188
Dimorphism of Androconial Scales,

Seasonal 232
Diptera, 52, 62, 65, 67, 76, 87, 189,

190, 208, 211 ; with ants 42, 102
Distinction between Erehia caecilia

and E. manto, 35, 111 ; Erehia
lefebvrei and E. melas, 105

;

Erehia manto and E. gavar-

nievsis .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 109
Eighteen Days on Mt. Canigou . . 53
Entomological Club .

.

. . 100
Entomologists at the Front 233,

254, 255
Erehia qavarniensis and caecilia

21, 36, 47, 158

Erehia lefehrrei on Canigou 77, 105

Erehia manto var. caecilia 35, 158

Erehia manto and E. gavarniensis

109, 158

Evergreen oaks devastated by L.
dispar .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 98
Foodplants of Coleophora hico-

lorella and politella, 193, 249;
Eriogaster arbusculae, 4 ; Ly-
caena sephyrns var. uhryki, 16

;

Polyonniiatus eros .

.

. . 2

Forcible feeding of insets . . 100

Fossil Earwigs 206
Furze Mite, The 189

Gavarnie in 1914 237
Genitalia of Agriades coridon, 222

;

Epinephele lycaon, 252 ; Erehia

lefehvrei, E. melas, etc., 105
;

Erehia )iiantu and E. caecilia,

36; Geometridae, 118; llura-

lidae, 177 ; Tortrices .. . . 255
Geometridae of Formosa, 255

;

Guenee's species ri, 97 ; Mr. W.
Warren on .

.

.

.

. . 259
Greek Lepidoptera .

.

.

.

. . 50
Guenee's species of Geometers . . 97
Gynandromorphous Aqriades cori-

don, 221, 266, 269, 272, 275 ; A.
thctis, 187 ; Bistoninae, 98

;

Epinephele lycaon, 252; Erio-
gaster lanestris, 148, 150;
Gonepteryx cleopatra, 103, 124

;

Monomorinm floricola, 136

;

Pieris rapae, 23 ; Plebeius

argyrognomon, 262 ; Polyom-
viatus icartts, 269 ; Selenia, 126;
Smerittthus popnli 102, 267, 270

Habits of Carsia paludato, 154

;

Coleophora hicolorella, 193, 248
;

Colias edusa, 81 ; Emhia mauri-
ta.nica, 88 ; Erehia caecilia, 238

;

Ereliia gavarniensis, 112 ; Erehia
lefebvrei, 53, 78 ; Erebia manto,
112; Gonepteryx rhamni, 232;
Laeosopis rohoris, 9 ; Lycaena
arion, 245; biennis sp., 186;
Pierine butterflies, 88 ; Plebeius

orhitulus. 56 ; Padisma fiigidum,
154 ; Tinea rusticella .

.

. . 143
Hemiptera .. 43,51,87,190,211
Hermaphroditism, Classification of 226
Hibernated (?) P. atalanta . . 185
Highdown Heath, purchase of . . 100
Homoptera .. .. ..62,75, 256
Hybrid Sphingidae, 97, 125, 176

;

Bistoninae, 98, 190, 212 ; Selenia

tetralunaria , 126; Zonosoma
122, 124

Hymenoptera {see also Ants) 42,

52, 62, 64, 67, 69, 85, 103,

117, 123, 154, 158, 208, 254
Ichneumons, Type Species of

Genera of, 117; Irish, 146;
bred fiom A. atropos, 262;

Identity of Erehia melamjnis and
E. pharte, 3 ; Coleophora hico-

lorella and C. politella .

.

. . 248
Inbreeding and Melanism . . 166

Insects and Disease .

.

. . 76

Insects as Prey .

.

.

.

. . 164

July in the Eastern Pyrenees . . 8

Killing ol Anthrocerids .

.

. . 205
Larva of Acronycta alni, 230

;

Automeris sp. 123 ; Claviger

longicorjiis (supposed) 230 ; Coleo-

phora hicolorella, 193, 240 ; C.

politella, 248 ; Colias erate, 273 ;

Lycaena arion, 245 ; Iiycaena

sephyrns, va.v. uJiryki, 16, 168;
Papilio alexanor .

.

.

.

. . 251

Late Summer in Norway .

.

.. 153

Legs of Liparis dispar, Eegen-
eration of .

.

.

.

.

.

• • 146

Lepidoptera at acetylene light, 209

;
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PAGE
at lighthouse, 145 ; Greek, 50 ;

in moles' nests, 62 ; in Southern
France (1914) 219, 240 ; new
species and forms of, 23, 24, 25,

52, 73, 74, 114, 115, 116, 118,

120, 121, 127, 145, 146, 18G-8,

194, 209, 233, 260, 275 ; new to

Britain, 127, 188, 260, 275
;

revision of genus BUton . . 117
Lepidoptera of Algeria, 67, 69, 88

;

Alpes Maritimes, 240 ; Box Hill,

231 : Constantinople, 17 ; Dau-
phine and Basses Alpes, 219,

259 ; Digne, 251 ; Eastern Py-
renees, 8, 53; Engadine, 246;
Gavarnie, 237: Horley, 7, 45,

231 ; Kingsbridge, 232; Le Lau-
taret, 1 ; Le Prese, 248 ; New
Forest, 232 ; Norway, 153 ; Pon-
tresina, 228, 246 ; Provence, 119

;

Kiviera, 240; Eussia, 268; Tunis,

64, 66 ; Tyrol, 129 ; Vercors,

119; Weesen 242
Lepidopterology . . 96, 113, 176
Leptothorax in the British Isles,

Eevision of, 89, 106 : tuheriun

sub. sp. interriiptiis new to Britain 94
Life-history of Apocheima racltelae,

52 ; Colias erate, 273 ; Lycaena
sephi/rus var. uliryki . . 15, 168

Linnean Types of Ehopalocera 24,

29, 70, 170, 204, 218
Liparis dispar devastating ever-

green oaks .

.

.

.

. . 98
Lizard eating Chrysomela larvse . . 65
Lycaenidae, Boisduval's N. Ameri-

can species of .

.

.

.

. . 194
Lycaenopsis, the Genus . . 162, 203
Macrolabiism in Dermaptera . . 215
Melanic Abraxas grossulariata,

126; Acidalia virguiaria, 125;
Ainpltidasis betularia, 265

;

Aplecta nebulosa, 127 ; Argynnis
aglaia, 125; Boarmiaconsortaria,
212; B. repandata, 127; Bren-
this euphrosyne, 126 ; Calymnia
trapeziua, 122 ; Gidaria imman-
ata, 265 ; C. truncata, 126

;

Diiirnea fagella, 205 ; Eiuwmos
quercinaria, 126 ; Fidonia atom-
aria, 127; Psiluramonacha, 125;
Tliera variata, 265 ; Tortrix
costana .. .. .. .. 127

Melanism 73, 165
Mermis, the Genus .

.

.

.

. . 186
Migration 23, 120
Mimicry .

.

. . 4, 123, 124, 164
Moles' Nests, Fauna of .

.

. . 60
Mymaridae, new Genus of . . 102
Myriapoda, with ants, 43 ; in

moles' nests .

.

.

.

. . 68
Myrmeeological Notes .

.

. . 136

Myrnieeophilous Diptern, 42, 102
;

HynienopUra .

.

. . 117

Myrmecophilous Notes for 1913 . . 37

Mystery of Lycaena arioii, The . . 245
Naphthaline as an insecticide . . 116
National Trust for Preservation of

objects of Historic Interest 100, 119
Natural Combined Colonies of Ants 141
Nepticida, new species of .

.

. . 188
Neuration in Erebia 105, 109, 158
Neuroptera .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 154
New and Intei'esting Forms of A.

coridon from Herts .

.

. . 59
New Genus of Bistoninae .

.

. . 117
New Order of Insects {Zoraptera) . . 119
Newspaper Entomology 22,141, 210
New Species of Syntomidae from

Venezuela.. .. .. .. 115
Nimotypical Eaces .. 30, 71, 72, 218
Nomenclature . . 29, 47, 57, 147
Note in answer to Dr. Jordan's, Mr.

Bethune-Baker's and the Eev.
G. Wheeler's Observations on my
"Eevision of the Linnean types

of Palffiarctic Ehopalocera " .. 170
Notes in reply to Dr. Verity's

Answer .. .. .. ..218
Notes on Agriades coridon with
gynandromorphism limited to

secondary sexual characters . . 221

Notes on Collecting, etc. 22, 50,

78, 99, 142, 185, 205, 230, 254
Notes on a holiday in S.E. France 250
Notes on Collecting Ehopalocera in

Horley District for 1912 and 1913 7

Notes on Swiss Ehopalocera 227, 242
Notes on the Coleophoridae . . 193
Notes on the Identity of the Der-

maptera described by Thunberg 138
Notes on the Season's Collecting,

1914 270
Notes on the Synonymy of Bois-

duval's N. American species of

Lycaenidae .

.

.

.

. . 194
Notes on Tunisian and Algerian

Insects 63, 83
Nycteribiidae in Algeria .

.

. . 68
Obituaries : Eev. E.N. Blomfield,

145 ; Joseph E. Olivier, 144
;

H. T. Dobson, 208; Heinrich
Dohrn, 192 ; Dr. G. W. Peckham,
75, 147 ; P. P. Semenoti'-Tian-

Shansky, 127 ; Alfred Eussel
Wallace, 27, 75 ; W. Warren,
258 ; Dr. J. H. Wood .

.

. . 256
Odonata .

.

. . 75, 154, 158, 239
Orthoptera 51, 64, 66, 67, 68, 69,

85, 101, 138, 140, 145, 154, 158,

185, 192, 206, 213
Ova of Colias edusa var. lielice, 49

;

Colias crate, 273 ; Lycaoia
sephyrus var. uliryki .

.

. . 16

Pairing, Irregular, 185 ; of P.

atalanta in October, 253 ; More
than once .

.

.

.

. . 253
Papilionidae, Nearctic .

.

. . 263
Papilio podalirius, Linne ( = siiion,

Poda) 70
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PAGE
Pattern and Structiive in the Rho-

palocera, Correlation of.

.

.. 177
Petrol for killing Anthrocerids . . 205
Pieriiies, Rest Habits of .

.

. . 88
Plaii/phora, Ver. and Aenigrnatias,

Mein., and a species new to

Britain, Some Notes on the
genera .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 276
Plccoptera .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 154
Presidential Address {Ent. Soc.

Loud.) .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 51
Presidential Address (/Soc. Ent.

Belfi.) 74
Prohibition of the capture of

Pdnia.isiiix (ipollo .. 5, 50
Protection of Farnaxsius apollo in

German y .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 5

Protective Piesemblance 86, 87,

122, 164, 205
Pseudo-hermaphrodites .

.

. . 225
Pupa of Colias erate, 274 ; Elachista

poae, 184 ; Lycaena sephyrus
var. uhryki .

.

.

.

. . 169
ReReneration of the Legs of

Lipiirh dispar .

.

.

.

. . 146
Remarks on Dr. Verity's Reply to

one of his Critics .

.

. . 204
Rest Habits of Pierines .

.

. . 88
Retrospect for 1914 .

.

. . 230
Revision of the Genus Leptothorax

in the Brit. Isles . . 89. 106
Rhopalocera of Lanes. and

Cheshire 260
Rostherne Mere, Natural History

of 190
Ruralidae, Synonymic Notes on

the 133, 159
Sallowing 45, 231
Scent apparatus of Amauris egialea 124
Scientific Notes and Observations,

49, 72, 98, 141, 184, 205, 252
Seasonal Dimorphism of Andro-

conial Scales .

.

.

.

. . 232
Season of 1911 .

.

. . 45, 129
Season of 1912 . . 7, 45, 129, 250
Season of 1913 7, 17, 37, 81, 99,

100, 126, 153
Season of 1914, 143, 219, 230, 232,

237, 240, 246, 270
Second Brood of Celastrina argio-

lus. 230 ; Gharaxes jasius, 242
;

Erynnis orientalis, 194 : Limen-
itis Camilla, 241; Orgyia antiqua,
230 ; Polyommatus icarus, 271

;

Eumicia phlaeaa .

.

.

.

. . 270
Snail attacked by Lampyrid . . 66
Societies' Reports :—Entomological

Society of London, 24, 50, 51,

101, 121, 148; Lancashire and
Cheshire Entomological Society,

103, 127, 151, 190, 260 ; London

Reviews and Notices of Books, etc. :

—

Acta Societatis pro Flora Fennicu,
146 ; Annales de la Soc. Ent. de Belgique, 74, 20G, 209, 232 ; Annual
Report of the Nat. Mtts. of Wales, 52 ; Annual JReport on the Progress and

PAGE
Natural History Society, 212,

255, 260 ; Russian Ent. Soc,
116; Societe Ent. Namuroise,
101 ; South-Eastern Union of

Scientific Societies, 75, 117,

234, 235 ; South London Ento-
mological and Natural History
Society 24, 25, 100, 124, 150,

189, 191, 211, 233, 255, 261
Somatic-hermaphroditism, Second-

ary, 221 ; Primary .. ..226
Species-status and Species-concept 72

Structure and Pattern in the Rho-
palocera, Correlation of .

.

.. 177
Sugaring .

.

.

.

. . 46, 155

Summary of Ruralid Genera . . 1 63

Sunflowers attracting moths . . 187

Switzerland and Tyrol in 1914 . . 246
Synonymic Notes on the Ruralidae

133, 159
Tachycines asynamorus, Adelung

instead of Diestrammena mar-
morata, Haan .

.

.

.

. . 140
Teracolus, the Genus .

.

. . 235
Teratological Leucania pallens,

127 ; Coccid 149
Third Brood of Aricia medon, 20

;

Celastrina argiolus, 125 ; Bu7ni-

cia phlaeas .

.

.

.

. . 270
Threadworms .

.

.

.

. . 186
Thysanoptera .. ..51, 75
Trichoptera 154, 158

Types of Linne, 29, 70, 170, 204,
'218; of Boisduval .. 114,194

Tyrol and Switzerland in 1914 . . 246
Urbicolids, Near Eastern .

.

. . 193
Variation in Agriades coridon, 59,

266, 272, 275 ; Agriades thetis,

261; Angerona prunaria, 266;
Coenonympha oedipus, 187 ; G.

tiphon, 97; Dermaptera, 213;
Ellopiaprosapiaria, 187 ; Epine-

pjhele tithonus, 264 ; Erehia
alecto, 131 ; E. gavarniensis,

21, 48, 109, 132, 158 ; E. lefeh-

vrei, 53, 77 ; E. manto, 36,

109, 132, 158 ; E. nerine, 132
;

E. stygne, 10, 12, 15 ; Lime7iitis

populi, 120; Lycaena arion,^;
Papilio machaon (larva), 84 ;

Parnassius apollo, 114 ; P.
bremeri, 146 ; Polyommatus
escheri, 3 ; Phyllomorpha algi-

rica, 87 ; Thais polyxena var.

cas.^andra .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 19

Varieties (see Aberrations)

Verrall Supper .

.

.

.

. . 51

Visit to Le Lautaret .

.

. . 1

Wicken Fen.. 119, 121, 122, 210

Zoraptera . . . . . . . . 119
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